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GEORGE BELL &

SONS.

WEBSTEE'S COMPLETE DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND GENERAL BOOK
OF LITERAEY REFERENCE. With 3000 lUustrations. Thoroughly revised and impioved by Chac^s'cey A. Goodrich, D.D.,
LL.D., and Noah Portee, D.D., of Yale College.
In One Volume, Quarto, strongly bound in cloth, 1840 pages price £1
£2 ; calf or half-ruosia, £2 2s. ; nusia, £2 IQs.

Besides the matter comprised

in the

A

to-

make

it

a complete Literary Reference-book

Brief History of the Englifh LanBy Professor jAMh.s Hadlet.
guage.
This Work thows the Philological R-f-lalions of the English Language, and traces
the progress and iufluence of the causes
which have brought it to its present condition.

A

Vocabulary

Names

of

Noted

An

A

of Geographical Names (not explained by
the foregoing List), with their derivation
and significiiti' >ii, aU doubtful and obscure
derivations being excluded.

Pronouncing Vocabularies of Modem
Geographical

By

;

is n<.t ^tricXij

hi^orical.

A refer- nee

sepo.ratUy,

(.lOSt

Thachek,

of Yale College.

and

Biographical

Names.

Thomas, M.D.

Pronouncing Voc&bulaiy of Common English Christian Names, with their
several other languages.

A

A

Dictionary of Quotations. Selected
and translated by William G. Websteb.
Containing all Words, Phrases, Proverbs,
and Colloquial Expressions from the
Greek, Latin, and Modem Foreign Languages, which are tiequently met with in
literature and conversation.
List
tions,

and

Svo., 5s.

Pronouncing Vocabulary of Greek
and Latin Proper Names. By Professor

J.

derivations, signihcation, and diminutives
(or nick-names), and their equivalents in

is

given to the ongmator of each name, and
where the origin is unknown a quotation
ii given to some well-known writer in
which the word occurs.
This valiiabh Work may also be had

A

A

poetical, or dramatic,

but Mythological and Mythical names,
names referring to the Angelology and Demonolugy of various races, and thoee
Pseufound in the romance writers
donyms, Xick-namee of eminent persons
and partis, &c., &c. In fact, it is best
described as explaining every name which

A

H. Vv'heelee. Containing:—!.
List
of Prefixes^ Terminations, and Formative
Syllables in various Languages, with their
brief List
meaning an 1 derivation ; il
C.

titious Per>ons

whether uarrative.

Etymological Vocabulary of Mo(iirographicai Names.
By the Rev.

dim

Fic-

and Places, &c. By W. A.
Wheeler, M.A. This Work includes not
only per.sjn-- aLd places noted in Fiction,

Including a List of the Variations
Douay version of the

Bible.

thorities.

ot the

—

that occur in the

Including a Synopsis of "Words
differed ly pronounced by different au-

An Explanatory and Pronouncing

:

Pronouncing Vocabulary of ScripBy W. A. Wheeler,

M.A

M.A,

Short Treatise on Orthography.
By Art HUE W. Weight. Including a
Ck)niplete List of Words that are spelt in
two or more ways.

half-calf,

ture Pioper Names.

Principles of Pronunciation.
By
Prole&sur Goodeich and W. A. Wheeler,

A

;

Webster's Guinea Dictionary, this
will show that no pains have

volume contains the following Appendices, which
been sp^ired

lis. 6d.

A

of Abbreviations, Contracand Arbitrary Signs used in Writing

Printing.

Classified

Selection

Illustrations (70 pages).
to the text.

of Pictorial

With

references

" The
cheapest Dictionary ever published, as it is confessedly one of the best. The introduction of small woodcut illustrations of technical and sdenttfic terms adds greatly to the
of
the iJi.ctionary."— C7iurcAo»a«.
utility
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STANDARD WORKS FVBLISEED BY

WEBSTER'S
From
"

*

DICTIONARY.

Quaetbrly Review,

the

Oct. 1873.

Seventy years passed before Johnson was followed by Webster, an
writer, who faced the task of the English Dictionary with a

American

full appreciation of its
•

•

•

requirements, leading to better practical_^results."

•

" His laborious
comparison of twenty languages, though never pubin
lished, bore fruit in his own mind, and his training placed him both
knowledge and judgment far in advance of Johnson as a philologist.
Webster's ' American Dictionary of the English Language was published in 1828, and of course appeared at once in England, where
successive re-editing rias as yet hejpt it in the highest place as a practical
'

^^

Dictionary.

" The
acceptance of an American Dictionary in England has itself
had immense eifect in keeping up the community of speech, to break
which would be a grievous harm, not to English-speaking nations
The result of this has been that the common
alone, but to mankind.
Dictionary must suit both sides of the Atlantic." ....
" The
good average business-like character of Webster's Dictionary,
both in style and matter, made it as distinctly suited as Johnson's was
distinctly unsuited to be expanded and re-edited by other hands.
Professor Goodrich's edition of 1847 is not much more than enlarged
and amended, but other revisions since have so much novelty of plan
as to be described as distinct works." ....
" The American revised Webster's
in
of
Dictionary

1864, published

America and England, is of an altogether higher order than these last
[The London Imperial and Student's]. It bears on its title-page the
mames of Drs. Goodrich and Porter, but inasmuch as its especial improvement is in the etymological department, the care of which was
committed to Dr. Mahn, of Berlin, we prefer to describe it in short as
the Webster-Mahn Dictionary.
Many other literary men, among them
Professors Whitney and Dana, aided in the task of compilation and
On consideration it seems that the editors and contributors
revision.
have gone far toward improving Webster to the utmost that he will
bear improvement. The vocabulary has become almost complete, as
to Webster's
regards usual words, while the definitions keep throughout
simple careful style, and the derivations are assign^ with the aid of

good modern authorities."
"

Webster-Mahn Dictionary as it stands, is most
THE BEST PEACTICAL ENGLISH
DICTIONARY EXTANT."

On

the whole, the

respectable,

and

CERTAINLY

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET COVENT GARDEN.
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SONS.

SPECIAL DICTIONARIES AND WORKS

REFERE NCE.

OF..

Dr.

Richardson's

Philological

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Dictionary

of

the

Combining Explanation with Etymology,
and copiously illustrated by Quotations from the Best Authorities.
New Edition, with a Supplement containing additional "Words and
further Illustrations. In 2 vols. 4to.
£i 14s. 6d. Half-bound in
Russia, £5 15s. 6d.
Russia, £6 12s.
The Words, with those of the same family, are traced to their
The Explanations are deduced from the primitive meaning
origin.
through the various usages. The Quotations are arranged chronologically, from the earliest period to the present time.
The Supplement separately. 4to. 12s.
An 8vo. edition, without the Quotations, 15s. Half-russia, 20«.
Russia, 24s.

Synonyms and Antonyms
Collected
Post 8vo.

and Contrasted.

By

of the English Languagethe late Yen. C. J. Smith, M.A.

5s.

Synonyms Discriminated.

A

Catalogue of Synonymous

in the English Language, with their various Shades of MeanIllustrated by Quotations from Standard Writers.
ing, &c.
By the
late Ven. C. J. Smith, M.A.
Demy 8vo. 16s.

Words

A New

Biographical Dictionary.

By Thompson

Cooper,

"
"
Athense
F.S.A., Editor of Men of the Time," and Joint Editor of
12s.
Cantabrigienses." 1 vol. 8vo.
This volume is not a mere repetition of the contents of previous works,
but embodies the results of many years' laborious research in rare publications and unpublished documents.
Any note of omission which may be
sent to the Publishers will be duly considered.
' It is an
important original contribution to the literature of its class by a painstaking
scholar
It seems in every way admirable, and fully to justify the claims on its
behalf put forth by its editor." British Quarterly Revievj.
" The mass of Information which it
contains, especially as regards a number of authors
more or less obscure, is simply astonishing." —Spectator.
"
in
1210
Comprises
pages, printed very closely in double columns, an enormous amount
of information."— Examiner.
" Mr.
takes
credit
to himself, and is, we think, justified in doing so, for the great
Cooper
care bestowed upon the work to insure accuracy as to facts and dat-es ; and he is right
in
that
his
saying
dictionary is the most comprehensive work of its kind in the
perhaps
English language." Pall MaU Gazette.

—

—

A

Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters
a List of Ciphers, Monograms, and Marks.
Enlarged Edition, with numerous additions, by
Imperial 8vo. £2 2s.

With

and Engravers.

By Michael Brtan.
George Stanley.

A Supplement
Henby Ottley.

of Recent

and Living Painters.

By

12s.

The Cottage Gardener's

Dictionary. With a Supplement, containing all the new plants and varieties to the year 1869.
Edited by George W. Johnson. Post 8vo. Cloth. 6s. Gd.

LONDON

:
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STANDAED W0BE8 PUBLISHED BY

THE ALDINE SERIES OF THE BRITISH POETS.
CHEAP EDITION.
In rifty-two Volumes, Bound in Olotli, at Eigliteenpence each
Volume.

Akenside, with Memoir by the Rev.
A. Dtce, and additional Letters.

Is. 6d.

Kirke "White, with Memoir by Sir H.
Nicolas, and additional Notee.
revised.

Beattie, with Memoir by the Eev.
A. Dyce.

Is. 6d.

Is.

Milton, with3Memoir by the Rev.
MiTFORD.

Bums, with Memoir by

Sir

4£. 6d.

Butler, with
MrrroBD. 2

4s.

J,

6d.

Pamell, with Memoir by the Rev,
J.

Memoir by the Eev.
vols.

3 vols.

Harris

Nicolas, and additional Copyright Pieces.
3 vols.

Carefully

6d.

J.

3s.

MiTFORD.

Pope, with Memoir by the Rev. A.
Dtcb.

Chancer, edited by R. Morris, with
Memoir by Sir Harris Nicolas. 6 vols.
9s.

Churchill, Tooke's Edition, revised,
with Memoir, by James Hannay. 2 vols.

Is. 6d.

3 vols.

Prior, with'
MrrFOED. 2

4s. 6d.

Memoir by the Rev.
vols.

J.

3s.

Shakespeare, with Memoir by the
Rev. A. Dyce.

is. 6d.

3s.

Collins, edited,

Mot Thomas,

with Memoir, by W.
6±

Memoir, and Additional
Copyright Pieces, by John Brucs, F.S.A.
Edited,

with

3 vols.

4s. 6d.

Dryden, with Memoir
R. Hooper, F.S.A6 vols. 7s. 6tL

Falconer, with
MlTFORC.

Is.

by the Rev.

Carefully

revised,

Memoir by the Eev.

Surrey, edited, with Memoir,
James Yeowell. Is. 6d.

by

Swift, with
MiTFORD. 3

Revised.

Is.

Gd.

Gray, with Notes and Memoir by the
Rev. JOHH MrrrOKD. is. 6d.

Complete

N.B.—Copies

vols.

sets

may

Sir H.
Annotated by Peter CunnikqHAM, F.S.A., and additional Poems, careNicolas.

fully revised.

2 vols.

edited,

3s.

with Memoir,

Jambs Yeowell.

by

Is. 6d.

Young, with Memoir by the Rev.
MiTFORD, and additional Poems.

J.
2 vols.

3s.

be obtained, bound in half-morocco.

of the Fine Paper Edition, with Portraits,

olume (except CoUins.

J.

is. 6d,

Thomson, with Memoir by

Wyatt,

MiTFORD.

Memoir by the Rev.

6d.

Goldsmith, with Memoir by the Rev.
J.

by

J.

is.

Cowper, including his Translations.

J.

edited, with Memoir,
Paynb Collier. 5 vols. Is. Qd.

Spenser,

may

£.9 9s.

still be,

had, price 5s. per

3s. 6(i.).
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SONS.

THE ALDINE EDITION OF THE BRITISH POETS.
SUFPLEMENTABY

SERIES.

The fifty-two volumes which have hitherto formed the well-known
Aldine Seriew, embody the works of ntarly all the more popular English
poetical writers, whether lyric, epic, or satiric, up to the end of the
eighteenth century. But since that time the wonderful fertility of English
literature has produced many writers equal, and in some cases far superior,
and the widely augmented roll of
acknowledged English poets now contains many names not represented
"
in the series of
Aldine Poets."

to the msjiirity of tl.eir predecessors;

"With a view of providing for this want, and of making a series which
has long hf^ld a high place in public estimation a more adequate representation of the whole body of English poetry, the Publishers have determined to issue a se<M5nd series, which will contain some of the older poets,
and the works of recent writers, so tar as may be practicable by arrangement with the representatives of the poets whose works are still copyright.

One volume,

or more, at a time will be issued at short intervals
they
be uniform in binding and style with the last fine-paper edition of the
Addine Poets, in fcap. 8vo. size, printed at the Chiswick Press. Price
08. per volume.
;

will

Each voltune will be edited with notes where necessary for elucidation of
the text; a memoir will be prefixed, and a portrait, where an authentic
one

is siccessible.

The

following are already published

The Poems of William Blake.

:

—
"With

Memoir by

"W.

M.

Eossetti,

and portrait by Jeens.

The Poems of Samuel EoGEas.
portrait

With Memoir by Edward

Bell,

and

by Jeens.

The Poe3js of Thomas Chatterton.
W. Skeat, with Memoir by Edward Bell.

2

vols.

Edited by the Rev.

Sir Walter Raleigh, Sir Hron Cotton, and SelecWith Introduction by the Rev. Dr.
from other Courtly Poets.

The Poems of
tions

Hannah, and portiait of fcir W^. Raleigh.
The Poems of Thomas Campbell. With Memoir by W. AUingham,
and portrait by Jeens.
Thb Poems of George Herbert. (Complete Edition.) With Memoir
by the Rev. A. B. Grobart, and portrait.

The Poems of John Keats.
portrait

With Memoir by Lord Houghton, and

by Jeens.

LONDON GEORGE BELL &
:

SONS,

YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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STANDARD WORKS PUBLISHED BY
In Ten Volumes, pice

2s. Qd. each

;

in half-morocco,

£2

10s.

the set.

CHEAP ALDINE EDITION OF
SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMATIC WORKS.
Edited by
TJnifwm with

the

S.

W. SINGER.

Cheap Edition of

the

Aldine Poets.

The formation of numerous Shakespeare Eeading Societies lias created
a demand for a cheap portable edition, with legible type, that shall provide a sound text with such notes as may help to elucidate the meaning
and assist in the better understanding of the author. The Publisliers
therefore determined to repriut Mr. Singer's well-known Edition, published
in 10 vols., small 8vo., for some time out of print, and issue it in a cheap
form, uniform with the well-known Aldine Edition of British Poets.

CONTENTS.
Vol.

Life of Shakespeare. The Tempest. The Two Gentlemen
of Verona. The Merry Wives of Windsor. Measure for

The

I.

Measure.
Vol. II.

Much Ado about Nothing. Love's Labour
Midsummer Night's Dream. Merchant of Venice.
As You Like It. Taming of the Shrew. All's Well that
Ends WeU. Twelfth Night, or What You Will.

Comedy

of Errors.

Lost.

Vol. III.

Pericles.
King John. King Kichard II.
King Henry IV., Parts I. and II. King Henry V.
VL King Henry VI., Parts I. II. and IIL King Kichard III.
VII. King Henry VIII. Troilus and Cressida. Coriolanus.
VIII. Titus Andronicus. Komeo and Juliet. Timon of Athens.

Vol. IV. Winter's Tale.

Vol. V.
Vol.
Vol.

Vol.

Julius Caesar.
Vol. IX. Macbeth.
Vol.

X. Othello.

Hamlet. King Lear.
Antony and Cleopatra. Cymbeline.

Uniform with

the above, price 2s.

Qd

;

in half-morocco, 5s.

CRITICAL ESSAYS ON THE PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE,
By William Watkiss Lloyd;
Giving a succinct account of the origin and source of each play, where
ascertainable, and careful criticisms on the subject-matter of each.
A few copies of this Wm-Jc have been printed to range with the fine-paper Edition' of ilie
Aldine Poets.

The price for

the Eleven. Yolumes {not sold separately) is

£2

15s.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, CO VENT GARDEN.
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SONS.

POCKET VOLUMES.
A

Sebies of Select Works of Favourite Authors, adapted for general reading, moderate In
price, compact and elegant in form, and executed in a style fitting them to be permanently preserved. Imperial 32mo., cloth, gilt top.

Bacon's Essays.

2s. 6c?.

Bams's Poems.

3s.

ton

And

others.

Lamb's Tales from Shak-

Longfellow's Evangeline and Voices,
Sea-side, and Poems on Slavery. 3s.

35.

Midshipman, The. Autobiographical
Sketches of his own early Career, by Captain Basil Halt., R.N., F.R.S.

Lieutenant and

3s. 6d.

Commander.

Captain Basil Hall, R.X., F.R.S.

Milton's Paradise Lost,

Eegained,

By
3s. 6d.

traits

Shakspeare's Plays.

Keightley's

Illustrations.

Lives

&c

Hooker,

Por-

of

3s.

Wotton,

Donne,

3s. 6cJ.

Natural

White's

Edition.

3s.

Complete Angler.

and

35.

3s.

Sonthey's Life of Nelson.
"Walton's

borne.

3s. 6<i.

35.

& other Poems.

Robin Hood Ballads.

George Herbert's Poems. 2s. ^d,
Remains. 2s.
Works. 3s. ec?.
The Sketch Book. By Washington
Irvikg.

3s. 6d.

3s.

speare.

3s.

Dibdin's Sea Songs and Ballads.

C.

IUYI>"G.

Charles

3s.

Songs.

Coleridge's Poems.

By Washing-

Tales of a Traveller.

History of

Sel-

3s. 6<i.

Thirteen Volumes in cloth case, 21s.

ELZEVIR SERIES.
Small fcap. 8vo.

These Volumes are issued under the general title of " Elzevtb Skries," to distinguish
them from other collections. This general title has been adopted to indicate the spirit in which
they are prepared ; that is to say, with the greatest possible accuracy as regards text, and
the highest degree of beauty that can be attained in the workmanship.
They are printed at the Chiswick Press, on fine paper, with wide margins, and issued in
a neat cloth binding.

Longfellow's

Evangeline,

and Fire-side.

Sea-side

4s.

Voices,

WUk

6d.

Portrait.

Hiawatha, and The Golden
Legend.

4s. &d.

Wayside Inn, Miles Standish,
Spanish Student.

Bums's

4s. 6d.

Poetical

Works.

4s. 6cf.

With. Portrait.

Songs and Ballads.

4s. Qd.

These Editions contain all the copyright
pieces published in tfie Aldine Edition.

Cowpefs Poetical Works.
each

4s. 6d,

Coleridge's

2 vols.,

With Portrait.

Poems.

4s. Qd.

Sketch Book.

Irving's

Tales of a Traveller.
Milton's Paradise Lost

With

Portrait.

Regained. 5s,
Plays and

Shakspeare's

Poems.

Carefully edited by Thom.\s Keightley.
In seven volumes. 5s. each.

Life of Nelson.
With Portrait of Nei^ox.

Southey's

Walton's Angler.

With

Lives
Herbert, &c.

:

5s.

5s.

4s.

Qd.

4s, 6cf.

With a

Donne,

Hooker,

Frontispiece.

Portrait.

LONDON GEOPwGE BELL &

With

5s.

Portrait.

SONS,

of
Bs,

With Portrait.
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STANDABD WORKS PUBLISHED BY

H STORY AND T RAVELS.
the Campagna.
A Historical
I

Rome and
An

and Topo-

graphical Description of the Site, Buildings, and Neighbourhood of ancient Rome. By
the Rev. Robert Burn, late Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. With
eighty engravings by Jewitt, and numerous Maps and Plans. Demy 4to. £3 3s.
additional Plan and an Appendix, bringing this Work down to 1876, has been

added.

Ancient Athens;
MAlNS.

Rome."

its

History, Topography,
"

By Thomas Henkt Dyer, LL.D., Author

Super-royal 8vo.

The History

Illustrated, cloth.

of the Kings of

£1

The History

of

and Reof the Kings of

5s.

Rome.

By

Dr. T. H.

"
"
its History,
History of the City of Rome ;"
Pompeii
Antiquities," &c., with a Prefatory Dissertation on the Sources and Evidence of Early
Roman History. 8vo. 16s.

Dyer, Author of the

:

Modern Europe, from the
1453.

Fall of Constantinople in

By Thomas Henky Dyer, LL.D.

Second Edition, Revised and Uontinued.

In 5 vols.

The Decline
,

A

of the

Roman

Republic.

By George

Long,

"
M.A., Editor of Caspar's Commentaries," " Cicero's Orations," fei. 8vo.
Vol. I. From the Destruction of Carthage t<:> the End of the Jugtirthine War. lis.
Vol. II. To the Death of Sertorius. 14s.
VoL III. Including the third Mithridatic War, the Catiline Conspiracy, and the Con14S.
sulship of C Julius Csesar.
VoL i V. History of Caesar's Gallic Campaigns and of contemporaneous events, lis.
Vol. V. From the Invasion of Italy by Jtilius Caesar to his D«iath. 14s.

History of England during the Early and Middle
AGES.

By C. H. Pearson, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. And late I.rtictnrer
in History at Trinity College, Cambridge.
Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Bvo.
Vol. I. to the Death of Coeur de Lion. 16s. VoL II. to the Death of Edward I. 145.

Historical

Maps

of England.

Second Edition, revised.

Folio.

An

Atlas containing Five

Middle Ages.

The Footsteps

of our

Forty Days in the
;

or,

H. Pearson, M.A.

Lord and His Apostles in
AND ITALY.

with numerous Engravings.
wahaut, 18s. Cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.
Editl(jn,

LETT.

C.

of England at different periods daring the Early and

Maps

PALESTINK, SYRIA, GREECE,

ISRAELITES

By

31s. 6d.

In one

4to.

Desert on

By W. H. Baktlett.

volume.

the

Seventh

Handsomely .bound

in

Track of the

a Journey from Cairo to Mount Sinai and Petra. By W. H. BariSteel Engxavings.
Handsome walnut binding, 18s. Cloth gilt,

With 25

4to.

10s. $d.

The Nile Boat;
W. H.
By

Cloth

Bartlett.

or.

New

Glimpses in the Land of Egypt.
Edition, with 33 Steel ELgraviugs.

4to.

Walnut,

18s.

gilt. lOs. 6(i.

The Desert

of the Exodus.

Journeys on Foot in the

Wilderness of the Forty Years' Wanderings, undenaken in connection with the
Ordnance Survey of Sinai aud the Palestine Exploration Fond. By K. H. Palmeb, M.A.,
Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic and Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,
Mumber of the Asiatic Society, ;«id of the Societede Paris. With Map-;, and numerous
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PREFACE.

I TRUST that in the following pages I have succeeded in the task I proposed to myself, of con-

readers a just and correct idea of
the character and aims of the brotherhood of

veying to

my

Loyola.

At

have spared no pains to

least I

accomplish this end.
the book was w^anted

and

civil

and

I

honestly believe that
for

;

liberal

institutions

religious freedom have no greater

enemies than that cunning fraternity

;

while

it is

equally true, that although the Jesuits are dreaded

and detested on

all sides

knaves, there are few

as the worst species of
are thoroughly ac-

who

quainted with their eventful history, and with

all

those arts by which the fathers have earned for
themselves a disgraceful celebrity.
The fault
does not altogether lie with the public ; for,
strange to say, there is no serious and complete
I have done
history of this w^onderful Society.

my

best to supply the
deficiency

;

and

I

indulge
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the hope that,

if

the book

is

fortunate enough

to challenge public attention, it
tive of some good. In no other

may

be produc-

epoch of history,

have the Jesuits been more danoferous
for England than in the
pre-

certainly,

and threatening
sent.

I

am

no alarmist.

I refuse to believe

that

under the Papal yoke, and
the darkness and ignorance of the

England

will relapse

return to

middle ages, because some score of citizens pass
over to the Romish communion but at the
;

same time

I

do believe that

reflective persons

and are wrong

make

many

bold and less

too light of the matter,

countenance vigorous measures, not for religious persecution^ but
to check the insolence and countermine the
plots
in refusing to

of these audacious monks.

It

is

true that there

exists a great difficulty in deciding wdiat

mea-

sures are to be adopted for accomplishing this
end.
It is repugnant, doubtless, to a liberal

and generous mind, and it is unworthy of a
and great nation, to persecute any sect,
and to make different castes in the same body

free

of citizens.

But,

it

may

monks, and especially

fairly

Jesuits,

citizens, in tlie strictest sense of

be asked, are
really English
the word? Do

they recognise Queen Victoria as their legitimate

Are they prepared to vield a loyal
sovereign ?
obedience to the laws of the land ?
To all

PREFACE.
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Even when
answer, Xo
born in England, thev do not consider themselves Enghshmen.
They claim the privileges
these

questions I

I

which the name confers, but

will not accept the
Their country is Rome

it

obligations
imposes.
their sovereign the Pope

mands

of their General.

;

;

their laws the

com-

Eno;land they consider
heretics,

whom

they are under an obligation to combat.

The

an accursed land
perusal of this

;

Englishmen

work

will,

I

imagine, prove

beyond the

possibility of contradiction that,
from their origin, the Jesuits have constantly

and energetically laboured towards this object.
I cannot too much impress upon the minds of
readers that the Jesuits, by their very calling, by the very essence of their institution, are

my

bound to seek, by every means, right or wrong,
This is the
the destruction of Protestantism.
condition of their existence, the duty they must
fiiltil, or cease to be Jesuits.
Accordingly, we
find

them

Jesuits

In the

in this

fulfil

first

evil

dilemma.

the duties of their
instance,

Either the

callino-

or not.

they must be considered

as the bitterest enemies of the Protestant faith
in the second, as

bad and unworthy

priests

;

;

and

both cases, therefore, xo be equally regarded
with aversion and distrus:.

in

Can no measure,

then, be taken aofainst these

preface.
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aliens,

who

ti'onble her

reside

peace

?

in England
purposely to
Cannot a nation do something

to protect itself, without incurring the reproach
of being intolerant ? What
some English
!

When

and newspapers insist that measures
should be taken against certain other foreigners,
who trouble not the peace of Great Britain,
writers

though they mav disturb the imperial dreams
of a neighbouring tyrant
and when the local
;

authorities in Jersey have, to a certain extent, resorted to such measures, shall England be denied

the right to take steps against the enemies of
her faith, her glory, and her prosperity ? The

important point of the question which I submit
to the consideration of those who, indifferent in
matters of religion, care very little whether
Jesuits convert a half of the nation to
ism,

is

this

:

Roman-

In England, the religious question

involves also the question of national peace, greatIf one-half of England
ness, and prosperity.

were Papists, Queen Victoria, in given circumstances, could not depend upon the allegiance
of her subjects, nor the Parliament on the execution of the laws. It may be that the priests (to

my hypothesis) will teach the ignorant and bigoted Popish population to respect
and obey the Queen but most assuredly they
be liberal in

—

will also

com.mand

tliem, and,

moreover, under
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in prepenalty of eternal damnation, to obey,
ference, the orders of tlie Pope, if tliey are in

contradiction to those of the Sovereion.

ciT will

be: — the Pope before

canon laws before the
if

civil

the

code

!

Their

Queen; the
Xow, I ask,

the Pope were sure of being obeved bv half

would England long
would she prosper in her

the English population,

enjov her

liberties,

enterprises,

and continue

to be, without contra-

diction, the first and most powerful nation of
Can it be imagined that that admirEuropje ?

able combination of riodits

and duties embodied

in the constitution, that respect of the Sovereign

and that unaffected
love of the people for the Sovereign, which form
the real strength and power of Britain, could
for the rights of the citizens,

long be preserved
this point.

?

1

need not

insist further

on

I believe, however, 1 have said

enough
whether any other measures can
be taken ao-ainst this insidious Order or not,
to

shew

that,

the clause in the Emancipation Act concerning
tlie relio'ious communities should be riororously
executed.

am

remarks would
more
perhaps have been
appropriate to the
Conclusion of the work but, as they have not
a general character, but are considerations more
I

sensible that the above

;

particularly submitted to an English public,

[
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have thono-ht

it

better to consio^n

them

to the

Preface, which may be modified, according to
place and circumstances, without alterhig the

general features of the work to which it belongs.
In the compilation of this work, I have studiously kept
fact for

my

which

able authority

promise not to advance a single

I could not
;

produce unquestion-

and^ while I expect that

de-

my

ductions will be impugned, I can safely defy anv
one to contradict the facts upon which they are
based. When I have quoted original authors, on
the authority of others, I have never done so without ascertaining, by my own inspection, or by that

—when the works were not
—
here that the quotations were
of friends

to be

correct.

I

had
have

entered somewhat minutely into details in the
first
part of the History, partly, perhaps, a little

mfluenced by the interminable prolixity of the
Jesuit authors I consulted, and partly because

deemed

necessary, in order that my readers
might form a correct idea of the mechanism,
the
and the proceedings of the SoI

it

principles,

Once persuaded that the reader was
acquainted with the acts and ways of the
I have abandoned detail, and given
fraternity,
ciety.

such broad features of the principal events as
1 have endeamio'ht
afford instructive lessons.
o

voured to reject from the narrative

all

that

is
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I have overlooked
extraneous to the subject.
embelHshments. I do not claim the merit of

being an elegant or eloquent Avriter, still less in
a language which is not my own, and in wliich

But
I was often at a loss to express my ideas.
I must confess that I have some hope that in
the eyes of an indulgent reader the consequences
1 have deduced from the facts will be found to

be logical, the language intelligible, and the
work not altoo- ether wantino- in order.

In

the course of the

received

many

letters

publication,

— some

I

have

friendly, others

were all anonymous, I
insulting ; but, as they
In any case, I slioul-a
neither.
answer
could
only have answered my friends, and thanked
them for their advice while, in regard to the
second class of my correspondents, even although
;

modest authors "

had not deemed it
" to conceal their
names," I should
prudent
to furnish a
condescended
have
not
assuredly
the

''

with the simple reflecunpalatable to the

reply, contenting myself
tion that it is naturally

culprit to have
lio^ht of dav.

his

crimes dragged

into

the

I cannot conclude this Preface without ex-

the librapressing my warmest gratitude to
rians of the different public establisiunents in
of
Edinburgli, and especially to the librarian
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the Advocates' Library, and liis assistants, for
the Hberal manner in which they have put at
my disposal the books contained in their coUections.

Finally, as I

of

my own

am

sensible (from a conviction

insufficiency) that the work
to me of either renown or con-

cannot

be productive

hope is, that it may prove
useful and beneficial to some portion at least of
sideration,

my

chief

the English community, otherwise I should
indeed have cause immensely to regret my pains

and

my

labour.

Edinburgh, December

4,

1852.
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INTRODUCTION.

When

I first intimated to

some of

my

friends

my

in-

tention of writing the History of the Jesuits, most of
them dissuaded me from the enterprise, as from a task
I am fully aware of all the difficulties I
too difficult.
have to encounter in my undertaking. I am sensible

and detailed history of the
would require more time and learning than

that to write a complete
Jesuits

neither could such a history be
I have to bestow
brought within the compass of six or seven hundred
It will be my endeavour, however, to give as
pages.
faithful an account of the Society as I can, to furnish
an accurate narrative of facts, and an outline of the
Thus much, at
principal members of the order.
least, with the aid of time, patience, and study, may
be achieved bv anv one.
:

tj

•J

I confess, too, that I am encouraged by a sense of
the intrinsic interest of the subject itself, which may
own imperfect
well do much to cast a veil over

my

amidst the general wreck and
decay of all human things, amidst the rise and fall of
dynasties, nay, of empires themselves and whole
nations of men, the inquiry may indeed give us pause
Wlierein lay the seeds of that vitality in the original constitution of the Jesuits, which has served

treatment of

—

it

:

for,

2
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during three centuries to ^maintain the ranks of the
A sufSociety, under many shocks, still unbroken ?
ficient answer to this inquiry will, 1 trust, be developed during the course of

The main

difficulty of

my narrative.
my subject, as will

be readily

understood, lies in discovering and delineating the
true character of the Jesuits for, take the Jesuit for
what he ought or appears to be, and you commit the
Draw the character after what
greatest of blunders.
the Jesuit seems to be in London, and you will not
:

The
recognise your portrait in tjie Jesuit of Kome.
Jesuit is the man of circumstances.
Despotic in Spain,
constitutional in England, republican in Paraguay,
bigot in Rome, idolater in India, he shall assume and
act out in his own person, with admirable flexibility,

those different features by which men are usually
be distinoaiished from each other. He will accompany the gay woman of the world to the theatre, and
will share in the excesses of the debauchee.
With
solemn countenance, he will take his place by the
side of the religious man at church, and he will revel
in the tavern with the glutton and the sot.
He
all

to

garbs, speaks all languages, knows
present everywhere though nowhere
recognised and all this, it should seem (0 monstrous
ad
blasphemy !), for the greater glory of God

dresses

all

in

customs,

major

all

—

e'\n

is

—

Dei gloriam.

opinion, in order to form a corAccording to
rect estimate of the Jesuits, we must, first, study their
code, and, disregarding its letter, endeavour to discover

my

the spirit in and by which it Avas dictated
secondly,
we must be ever on our guard against the deception
of judging them simply by their deeds, without confor
stant reference to the results flowing from them
yvQ may rest assured that, in their case, it will be too
often found that the fruit which externally may be
fair and tempting to the eye, yields nothing at its
core but vileness and corruption.
;

—
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It is under the guidance of such principles of criticism as these that I shall write my history.
readers, however, must not look to find my

My

book thick- sown throuo-hout with nothinoj but vehement and indiscriminate abuse a^amst the order.
Such is not the vehicle through which, in the judgment of the impartial, I shall be expected to manifest
my disapproval, whenever the occasion for such disapIt will be my endeavour
proval shall present itself.
not to be led astray by any feehng whatsoever, but to
Whatever I shall advance
give every one his due.
against the Jesuits, I shall prove upon their own
Alas !
authoritv, or bv notorious, incontestable facts
these will prove to be too numerous, and of too dark
a character, to require the addition of anything that
is untrue
and the Society numbers among its members too many rogues to prevent its historian (if,
indeed, one so unjust could be found) from making
creditable mention, for poor humanity's sake, of the
few honest, if misguided, ones he may chance to meet
:

on his way.
I hope my readers will be indulgent to me, if I
promise that I will spare neither trouble nor exertion
to surmount all the difficulties that lie in my path,
and to present in as true a light as possible the
crafty disciples of the brotherhood of Loyola.
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CHAPTER

I.

1500-40.

ORIGIX OF THE ORDEE.

The sixteenth century presents itself pregnant with
The old world disgrave and all-important events.
a new order of things commences. The
appears
royal power, adorned with the seignorial prerogatives
snatched from the subjugated bcirons, establishes itself
amidst their ruined castles, beneath which hes buried

—

Mercenarv armies, now constantly
the feudal svstem.
maintained by the sovereign, render him independent
of the military services of his subjects, and formidable alike to foreign foes and to turbulent nobles.

—

The monarchs advance rapidly towards despotism
the people subside into apathetic submission.
Europe
has become the appanage of a few masters.
Henry
Vni. of England, Francis I. of France, and Charles
V. of Spain, share it among them but, not content
with their respective dominions, they fight among
;

themselves for the empire of the whole, or at least
for supremacy of power.
Henry having retired from
the contest afcer the Electoral Congress of Frankfort,
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with varying sucthe Other two continue the strife
discovered western
the
of
The
recently
cess.
gold
to Chaises
worid, and his immense possessions, give
of a warlike nation
The
bravery
an enormous power.
of the indomitmakes formidable the chivalrous spirit
with blood,
redden
wars
Their
Europe
able Francis.
result.
decided
no
yet produce
these evils, the
Meanwhile, as a compensation for
and ignothe
off
prejudices
human mind, casting
to regeneration.
rance of the Middle Ages, marches
the centre Irom
second
time,
the
for
Italy becomes,
shmes forth
whence the hght of genius and learning
Michael
Tiziano,
da
Vinci,
Leonardo
over Europe.
almost divme interprethe
the
sublime,
are
Ancrelo,
new and
Ariosto, Pohziano, give a

ters of art.

Pulci,

and are^ the worthy
impulse to literature,
Scholasticism, with its subtle
descendants of Dante.

creative

arp-umentations, vague

reasomngs,

and

illogical

aeot

the practical philosophy
superseded by
irresistible and
Lorenzo and MachiaveUi, and by the
virtuous but unfortunate bavothe
of
eloquent logic
Men who for the last three centuries had
naiola.
and said
been satisfied with what had been taught
last and
the
as
by Aristotle and his followers— who,
accustomed to
been
had
incontrovertible argument,
to think for themexclaim, Ipse dixit—now begin
discuss what had
and
doubt
selves, and dare to
and unassailable
sacred
considered
hitherto been
The newly-awakened human intellect eagerly
truths
and becomes argumentaenters* upon the new path,
ot those who
the
to
and
great dismay
tive
inquiring,
of Rome,
Court
the
and
laith
of
deprecated diversity
ous,
the bhnd obedience of the «;edu
on
depending
of he Papal lofanibianathematising every disputer
concern this rising spirit ot
hty, views with especial
for its usurped power.
inquiry, and has to tremble
three last Popes had bestowed
Fortunately, the
aftairs ot the
httle or no attention on the spiritual

ductions,

is

;
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world, and made no effort to combat the new ideas.
Borgia, amid his incestuous debaucheries, had been
solely intent upon
suppressing by poniard and
of the Roman barons, and
poison the refractory spirit

upon acquiring new territories
a son worthy of such a
Caesar

for

—

his

father.

chei-ished
Julius, in

noble enterprise of ridding Italy from foreign
domination, was a great deal fonder of casque and
cuirass than of the Somma of St Thomas or any
other theoloo-ical book.
Leo, son of that Lorenzo
"
Magnifico," had inherited his father's
rightly called
love of art and literature, and of every noble pursuit.

his

Magnificent,

generous,

affable

yet

dignified

in

his

manners, living amidst every luxury, the centre of
the most splendid court in the world, he exhibited
the characteristics of a temporal prince rather than
He took a greater
those of the supreme pontiff.
interest in a stanza of Ariosto or a statue by Michael
Angelo than in all the writings of the scholastics, of
The impartial
which, in fact, he knew very little.
and accurate Sarpi says of him "' He would have
been a perfect pontiff, if to so many excellencies he
had united some knowledge in the matter of religion,
and a little more inclination to piety, two things
about which he seemed to care but little." * He

—

laughed heartily when

some of

his

more bigoted

prelates pointed out to him the imminent perils to
religion and the Church from the rapid spread of
the new and dangerous doctrines.
He viewed the

quarrels between the Dominican and x^ugustine Friars
in the same light in which Homer is supposed to
have regarded the battle of the frogs and mice, and

much

was at last roused from liis indifference only when
Luther attacked not any article of faith, but his pre-

—

tended right of selling indulgences to replenish his
coffers and provide his sister's dowry.
Yet even then
he would have preferred a compromise to a religious
*

History of the Council of Trent, by Fra Paolo Sarpi, tome

i.

p. 9.

8
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Had

war.

his fanatical courtiers
participated in his

prudent scruples, the

Roman Church might have

long

Germany and many other European coununder her yoke. But God in his wisdom had

retained
tries

ordained otherwise.
To a very submissive letter which the Reformer
addressed to the Pope, appealing to him as to a
judge, the Court of Rome rephed by a bull of excommunication.
Upon this Luther renewed his anxious
investigation of the Holy Scriptures with increased
ardour
and, becoming more and more powerfully
convinced that he had been propounding nothing but
the Word of God, fearlessly cast aside all idea of a
;

and stood firm in support of his docPreviously he might have been inclined to
keep in abeyance some of his private opinions, but
now he had come to consider it a deadly sin not to
preach the truth as expressed by God in his Holy
reconciliation,
trines.

Word.
The German

princes, partly persuaded of the truth
of Luther's doctrines, partly desirous to escape the
exactiilg tyranny of Rome which drained their subjects' pockets,

supported the Reformer.

They

pro-

and at Smalkaden made preparaIn a few
tions to maintain their protest by arms.
years, without armed violence, but simply by the
tested

at Spires,

persuasive force of truth, the greater part of Germany
became converted to the Reformed faith. The honest
indignation of Zuinglius in Switzerland, and, conspiring with the diffusion of the truth, the unbridled
passions of Henry VIH. in England, alike rescued a
considerable portion of their respective countries from
In France and in jSTavarre the
the Romish yoke.
new doctrines found many warm adherents whilst
in Italy itself, at Brescia, Pisa, Florence, nay, even
at Rome and at Faenza, there were many who more
or less openly embraced the principles of the Reformation.
Thus, in a short time, the Roman religion
;

—
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—

founded in ancient and deep-rooted prejudices supported by the two greatest powers in the world, the
Pope and the Emperor defended by all the bishops

—

—was

who

and

over-

lived luxuriously by it
priests,
turned throughout a great part of Europe.

And

us here admire the hand of Divine Proviif with the
special view of facihtating the
rapid diffusion of the Reformed religion, there was
given to the world but a few years before, and in that
same Germany where it took its rise, the most wonderful and efficient instrument for the pur-pose
the
Art of Printing. Without the press, Luther's doc-

dence

!

let

As

—

trines would never have spread so widely in so very
few months. As at that time this beneficent invention
was a powerful agent in advancing religious reformation, so has it since become an effective means of

Hence
political as well as religious enfranchisement.
the hatred of the Popes and their brother despots
towards this staunch supporter of liberty.
But while the Word of God was thus rescuing such
multitudes from idolatry, the Spirit of Evil, furious at
the escape of so many \dctims whom he had already
counted his own, made a desperate effort to retrieve
He saw, with
his past, and prevent future losses.
dismay, Divine truth, hke a vast and ever-extending
inundation, rapidly undermining and throwing down,
one by one, his many strongholds of superstition and
ignorance and, with the despairing energy of baffled
;

mahgnity, he set about rearing up a bulwark which
should check the tide ere its work of destruction was
For this bulwark he devised the since
completed.
famous order of the Jesuits, which arose almost
simultaneously with the establishment of the Reformation.
So we may say.
The Roman Catholic
writers, however, ascribe the origin of the Jesuits
"
to a far different influence.
that, as
They declare,

from time

to

Church

God, so

of

time

new

He

heresies

have

afflicted

has raised up holy

men

the
to
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combat them
against

the

Loyola and

Calvinists." *

;

and

as

He had

Albigenses
his disciples

It is of this

raised up St Dominic
and Vaudois, so He sent
against the Lutherans and

renowned and dreaded Society that I
As a matter of course,

purpose to write the history.

few pages will contain a biographical sketch
bold and sagacious founder, to whom altars have
been consecrated, and who is still regarded as the
type and soul of the order.
as commonly called, Ignatius Loyola, the
Ifiigo, or,
youngest of eleven children of a noble and ancient
family, was born in the year 1491, in his father's

the
of

first

its

He was of
castle of Loyola at Guipuscoa in Spain.
had
middle stature, and rather dark complexion
handsome
and
and
a
noble
deep-set piercing eyes,
While 3^et young he had become bald,
countenance.
which gave him an expression of dignity, that was
not impaired by a lameness arising from a severe
wound. His father, a worldly man, as his biographer
;

says, instead of sending him to some holy community
to be instructed in religion and piety, placed him as

a page at the court of Ferdinand V. But Ignatius,
naturally of a bold and aspiring disposition, soon found
that no glory was to be reaped in the antechambers
of the Catholic king
and, delighting in mihtary ex;

—

he became a soldier and a brave one he
His historians, to make his subsequent conproved.
version appear more wonderful and miraculous, have
represented him as a perfect monster of iniquity but,
in truth, he was merely a gay soldier, fond of pleasure no doubt, yet not more debauched than the
His profligacy,
generality of his brother officers.
whatever it was, did not prevent him from being
ercises,

;

*

Helyot, Histoire des Ordres Monastiques, Religieux

et

Militaires,

tome vii. p. 452. When we have modern Catholic authors wlio quote
from Saccbinus Orlandinus, &c., we shall quote them, as books more
easily to be had.
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a

man

of strict honour, never

backward

11
in

time of

dan;^er.

At the defence of Pampeluna against the French,
in 1521, Ignatius, while bravely performing his duty
on the walls, was struck down by a ball, which disWith him fell the courage
abled both his legs.

of the besieged.
They yielded, and the victors entering the town, found the wounded officer, and kindly
sent him to his father's castle, which was not far distant.
Here he endured all the agonies which generally attend

gunshot wounds, and an inflammatory

fever which supervened brought him to the verge
of the grave
when, "Oh, miracle!" exclaims his
"
the eve of the feast of

—

the
being
Peter and Paul, the prince of the
apostles appeared to him in a vision, and touched him,
whereby he was, if not immecUately restored to
jS^ow
health, at least put in a fair way of recovery."
the fact is, that the patient uttered not a syllable
retrardin^ his vision at the time; nevertheless we are
gravely assured that the miracle was not the less
a fact.
Be this, however, as it mav, Ignatius un-

biographer,

it

glorious saints

doubtedly recovered, though slowly. During his long
convalescence, he sought to beguile the tedious hours
of irksome inactivity passed in the sick chamber by
readino^ all the books of knight-errantry which could
be procured.
The chivalrous exploits of the Rolands and Amadises made a deep impression upon
his imamnation, which, rendered morbidlv sensitive
by a long illness, may well be supposed to have been
by no means improved by such a course of study.
AVhen these books were exhausted, some pious friend
This work,
brought him the Lives of the Saints.
however, not suiting his taste, Ignatius at first flung it
aside in disgust, but jifterwards, from sheer lack of
better amusement, he began to read it.
It presented
to him a new phase of the romantic and marvellous,
in which he so much delighted.
He soon became

12
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deeply Interested, and read

over and over again.
the praise,
the adoration, the glorious renown which they acquired
so fired his mind, that he almost forgot his favourite
His ardent ambition saw here a new career
paladins.

The strange adventures

it

of these saints

—

—

opened up to it. He longed to become a saint.
Yet the military life had not lost its attractions for
him.

It did not require the painful
preparation necessary to earn a saintly reputation, and was, moreover, more in accordance with his education and tastes.
He long hesitated which course to adopt whether he
should win the laurels of a hero, or earn the crown
of a saint.
Had he perfectly recovered from the
effects of his wound, there is little doubt but that

—

he would have chosen the laurels. But this was not
to be.
Although he was restored to health, his leg
remained hopelessly deformed
he was a cripple for
life.
It appeared that his restorer, St Peter,
although
upon the whole a tolerably good physician, was by
no means an expert surgeon. The broken bone of
Iiis
leg had not been properly set; part of it protruded through the skin below the knee, and the limb
was short. Sorely, but vainly, did Ignatius strive to
remove these impediments to a military career, which

—

though saintly surgeon had permitted to
the projecting piece of bone sawn
shortened leg painfully extended by me-

his unskilful

remain.
off,

and

He had
his

chanical appliances, in the hope of restoring

it

to its

The attempt failed ; so he
original fine proportions.
found himself, at the age of thirty-two, with a
shrunken limb, with little or no renown, and, by
his incurable lameness, rendered but slightly capa^
ble

of acquiring military glory.

mained

for

him but

to

become a

Saintship being thus, as

it

Nothing then re-

saint.

were, forced upon him,

he at once set about the task of achieving it, with all
that ardour which he brought to bear upon every
He became daily absorbed in the most propursuit.

13
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found meditations, and
his past sins,

made a

full

confession of

which was so often interrupted by

all

his

lasted
passionate outbursts of penitent weeping, that it
To stimulate his devotion, he lacerated
three days.*
his flesh with the scourge, and abjuring his past life,
he hung up his sword beside the altar in the church
of the convent of Monserrat.
Meeting a beggar on
the public road, he exclianged clothes with him, and,
habited in the loathsome rags of the mendicant,
to a cave near Manreze, where he nearly
When he next reappeared in pubstarved himself
His fame had
lic, he found his hopes almost realised.
spread far and wide ; the people flocked from all
\dsited his cave with feelings of
quarters to see him
reverent curiosity
and, in short, nothing was talked
But
of but the holy man and his severe penances.
now the Evil Spirit began to assail him. The tender
conscience of Ignatius began to torment him with the

retired

—
—

pubhc notice had made him proud;
he had almost begun to consider himself
a saint, he was, in reality, by reason of that very
So embitbelief itself, the most heinous of sinners.
fear that all this
that, while

tered did his life become in consequence of these
" But
thoughts, that he went wellnigh chstracted.
his
in
bafiled
God supported him and the Tempter,
for
seven
fasted
fled.
days,
Ignatius
attempts,
neither eating; nor drinking went again to the confessional
and, receiving absolution, was not only
delivered from the stings of his own conscience, but
obtained the gift of healing the troubled consciences
of others."] This miraculous gift Ignatius is believed
;

;

;

have transmitted to his successors, and it is iu a
enormous influgreat measure to this belief that the
ence of the Company of Jesus is to be attributed, as

to

we

shall see hereafter.

!N"ow that Ignatius could
*

t

endure his saintship with-

Helyct, Elst. des Ord. Mon., Rel.
Ibid. p. 459.

et

Mil., tome

vii. p.

456.
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out being overwhelmed by a feeling of sinfulness, he
pursued his course with renewed alacrity. Yet it

was in itself by no means an attractive one. In order
be a perfect Catholic saint, a man must become a
sort of misanthrope
cast aside wholesome am
cleanly

to

—
—

apparel, go about clothed in filthy rags, wearing haircloth next his skin
and, renouncing the world and
its inhabitants, must retire to some noisome den,
there to hve in solitary meditation, with wild roots
and water for food, daily applying the scourge to
of which, according to one of the
expiate his sins
disheartening doctrines of the Catholic Church, even
the just commit at least seven a day.
The saint must
enter into open rebellion against the laws and instincts

—

of human nature, and consequently against the will of
the Creator.
And althouo-h it cannot be denied that
some of the founders of monastic orders conscientiously believed that their rules were conducive to
holiness

and eternal beatitude, nevertheless, we may

with justice charge them with overlooking the fact,
that as the transgression of the laws of nature invaa
riably brings along with it its own punishment
certain evidence of the Divine displeasure
true hohness cannot consist in disregarding and opposing them.
Ignatius, however, continued his life of penance,
made to the Virgin Mary a solemn vow of perpetual

—

chastity, begged for his bread,
and spent many hours a day

—

often scourged himself,
in prayer and medita-

What he meditated upon, God only knows.
After a few months of this ascetic life, he published
a little book which much increased his fame for
It is a small octavo volume, and bears the
sanctity.
As this work, the
title of Spiritual
Exercises.'^
is the
he
has
one
left,
acknowledged standard of
only

tion.

"

*
Spiritual Exercises," Catliolics understand that
By the term
course of solitary prayer and religious meditation, generally extending
which
candidates for holy orders have to perform in the
over many days,
seclusion of a convent previous to being consecrated.
Again, when a

15
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the Jesuits' religious practice, and is by them extolled
to the skies, we must say some few words about it.
First of all, we shall relate the supernatural origin
the disciples and panegyrists of its
to it

assigned
author.

by

"He" (Ignatius) "had already done much for
God's sake, and God now rendered it back to him
A courtier, a man of pleasure, and a
with usury.
soldier, he had neither the tmie nor the will to gather
knowledge from books. But the knowledge of man,
the most diificult of all, was divinely revealed to him.
The master who was to form so many masters, was
He composed
himself formed by Divine illumination.
the Spiritual Exercises, a work which had a most
important place in his

life,

and

is

powerfully reflected

in the history of his disciples."

This Cjuotation is from Cretineau Joly (vol i. p. 18),
an author who professes not to belong to the Society,
but whose book was pubUshed under the patronage
of the Jesuits, who, he says, opened to him all the
and manuscripts in
depositories of unpublished letters
he wrote
their principal convent, the Gesu, at Rome
;

also a virulent

pamphlet against the great Pontiff

Clement XIV., the suppressor of the

Jesuits.

Hence

consider ourselves fairly entitled to rank the few
him as among those
quotations we shall make from
emanatins: from the writers that belong to the order;
and we are confident that no Jesuit would ever think

we

This author proceeds
of repudiating Cretineau Joly.
" in the
state, that
manuscript in which Father

to

in elegant Latin those strange
This hght shed by the Divine will
upon Ignatius shewed him openly and without veil
the mystery of the adorable Trinity and other arcana

Jouvency narrates
events,

it is

of religion.

said

—

He

'

remained for eight days as

if

de-

is sent as a sort of
priest incurs the disxileasure of his superior, he
prisoner to some convent, there to perform certaia prescribed "spiritual
three weeks.
one
to
which
in
this
last
from
case
may
exercises,"

16
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prived of

What he witnessed during this ecstatic
many other visions which he had
no one knows. He had indeed committed

life.

trance, as well as in

during

life,

these celestial visions to paper, but shortly before his
death he burned the book containing them, lest it
should fall into unworthy hands.
few pages, how-

A

and from them one can
easily conjecture that he must have been from day to
day loaded with still greater favours. Chiefly was
he sweetly ravished in contemplating the dignity of
Christ the Lord, and his inconceivable charity towards the human race. As the mind of Ignatius was
filled with miUtary ideas, he figured to himself Christ
as a general fighting for the Divine glory, and callHence
ing on all men to gather under his standard.
his
desire
to
form
an
of
which
Jesus
sprang
army
should be the chief and commander, the standard
inscribed
Ad majorem Dei gloriam.^ "
With deference to M. Joly, we think that a more
mundane origin may be found for the "Exercises"
in the feverish dreams of a heated imagination.
Be
ever, escaped his precautions,

—

'

may, however, we shall proceed to lay
before our readers a short analysis of it, extracted
from Cardinal Wiseman's preface to the last edition.
He says " This is a practical, not a theoretical work.
It is not a treatise on sin or on virtue; it is not a
method of Christian perfection, but it contains the
entire practice of perfection, by making us at once
The
conquer sin and acquire the highest virtue.
person who goes through the Exercises is not inand tliis book will not be
structed, but is made to act
intelligible apart from this view."
" The reader will observe that it is divided
into
Four Weeks; and each of these has a specific object, to
advance the exercitant an additional step towards perIf the work of each week be thoroughly
fect virtue.
this as it

—

;

done, this

is

actually accomplished.*
*

The

Italics

here are our own.
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**
The first week has for its aim the cleansinor of
the conscience from past sm, and of the affections
from their future dangers. For tliis purpose, the
soul is made to convince it^lf deeply of the true end
to serve God and be saved, and of the
of its beino'
This consideration has been
real worth of all else.
called
St
by
Ignatius the principle or foundajustly
The Cardinal assures iis
tion of the entire system."
that the certain result of this first week's exercises is,
sin is abandoned, hated, loathed
that
" In the
second, the life of Christ is made our
model by a series of contemplations of it we become
familiar with his wtues, enamoured of his perfec-

—

'*'

;

tions

we

;

learn,

by copying him,

God and man, meek, humble,
men
charitable, and forgi^dng

—

;

be obedient to

to

affectionate

zealous,

;

of only one wish

and

that of doing ever God's holy will
alone discreet, devout, observant of every law, scrupulous performers of every duty.
Every meditation
on these subjects shews us how to do all this in fact,

one thought
;

;

makes us

really do

The

it.*

third

week

Havino- desired and tried to be
hke Christ in action, we are brought to wish and
endeavour to be like unto him in suff'ering. For this
purpose his sacred passion becomes the engrossing:
But she (the soul)
subject of the Exercises
must be convinced and feel, that if she suffers, sh-e also
shall be glorified with him
and hence the fourth and
concludino: week raises the soul to the consideration
of those glories which crowned the humihations and
Then, after a highly figusufferings of our Lord."
rative eulogium upon the efficacy of the Exercises
"
duly performed," the reverend prelate proceeds to
shew that the one " essential element of a spiritual
"
retreat
(for so the Exercises reduced to action are
"
is direction.
In the Catholic
popularly called)
Church no one is ever allowed to trust himself in
brino-s us to this.

;

*

The

Italics here are

our own.
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The sovereign pontiff is obliged to
spiritaal matters.
submit himself to the direction of another, in whatown

The

life of a
good reThis director modifies
(according to certain written rules) the order of the
Exercises, to adapt them to the peculiar character of
the exercitant regulates the time employed in them,
watches their effects, and, like a physician prescribing
for a patient, varies the treatment according to the

ever concerns his

treat

soul.

a good director of

is

it."

;

symptoms exhibited, encouraging those wliich seem
favourable, and suppressing those which are detrimen" Let no
one," says the
tal, to the desired result.
" think of
Cardinal,
undertaking these holy Exercises
without the guidance of a prudent and experienced
director."

" It will be seen
that the weeks of the Exercises do
The
not mean necessarily a period of seven days.

was certainly a
but even so, more or less time was allotted
to each week's work according to the discretion of the
director.
Now, except in very particular circumstances, the entire period is abridged to ten days;
sometimes it is still further reduced."
It will be observed from the above extracts, that
the Cardinal, ignoring the fact that the sinner's conversion must be effected entirely by the operation of
the Holy Spirit, seems to regard the unregenerate
human soul merely as a piece of raw material, which
"
the " director may, as it were, manufacture into a
saint, simply by subjecting it to the process pre-

original period of their performance

month

;

scribed in the Exercises.
In regard to the merits of the book, I cannot agree
either with Wiseman or a very brilliant Protestant
writer,* who, speaking of the approbation bestowed
" Yet on this subon it by Pope Paul III., says
if now filled by himself, would
ject the chair of Knox,
at variance with the throne of St
not be

—

very widely

*

Stephens.
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The book certainly does not deserve this
Peter."
high eulogium. However, it cannot be denied that,
amidst many recommendations of many absurd and
superstitious practices proper to the Popish reUgion,

the httle volume does contain some yerj good maxims
and precepts. For instance, here are two passages to
which I am sure that not even the most anti-Catholic
At page 16 it is
Protestant could reasonably object.
said

—

"

Man was

created for this end, that he might
Lord his God, and, serving
But the other thino-s which
are placed on the earth were created for man's sake,
that they might assist him in pursuing the end of
creation; whence it follows, that they are to be used
or abstained from in proportion as they benefit or
AVherefore we
hinder him in pursuing that end.
ouffht to be indifferent towards all created thino's (in
so far as they are subject to the liberty of our will,
and not prohibited), so that (to the best of our power)
w^e seek not health more than sickness, nor prefer
riches to poverty, honour to contempt, a long life to
a short one. But it is fitting, out of all, to choose
and desire those things only which lead to the end."
praise and reverence the
him, at length be saved.*

—

" The
third" (article for
again, at page 33
"
is, to consider myself; who, or of what
meditation)

And

kind

I

am, adding comparisons which

may

bring

me

to a greater contempt of myself; as, if I reflect how
little I am when compared with all men; then, what
the whole multitude of mortals is, as compared with

the ano'els and all the blessed after these thino-s I
must consider what, in fact, all the creation is in comparison with God the Creator himself; what now
:

can I, one mere human being, be? Lastly, let me
look at the corruption of my whole self, the wickedness of my soul, and the pollution of my body, and
account myself to be a kind of ulcer or boil, from
*

See the Shorter Catecliism, Qu.

1.
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which so great and

foul a flood of sins, so great a

pestilence of vices, has flowed down.
" The fourth
is, to consider what

God

is,

whom

I

have thus offended, collecting the perfections Vhich
are God's peculiar attributes, and comparing them
with my opposite vices and defects; comparing, that
is to
say, his supreme power, wisdom, goodness, and
justice, with my extreme weakness, ignorance, wickedness, and iniquity."
But then the above " Exercises " are followed by
•'
certain
Additions," which are recommended as con" better
ducing to their
performance." Some of these
" The fourth
are very strange; for instance
is, to set
about the contemplation itself, now kneeling on the
ground, now lying on my face or on my back now
sitting or standing, and composing myself, in the way
in which I may hope the more easily to attain what
I desire.
In which matter, these two things must
be attended to the first, that if, on my knees or in
any other posture, I obtain what I wish, I seek
The second, that on the point in
nothing further.
which I shall have attained the devotion I seek, I
ought to rest, without being anxious about pressing
" The
on until I shall have satisfied

—

;

:

sixth,
myself."
that I avoid those thoughts which bring joy, as that
of the glorious resurrection of Christ; since any
such thought hinders the tears and grief for my sms,
which must then be sought by calling in mind rather
" The
death or judgment."
seventh, that, for the
same reason, 1 deprive myself of all the brightness of
the light, shutting the doors and Avindows so long as
"
I remain there" (in my chamber),
except while I

have to read or take
Second Week

in the

food."

At page 55 we

—my The Fifth
"

find,

Contemjolation is
"
the application of the senses to those (contemplations)
''
After the preparatory prayer,
mentioned above.
with the three aleady mentioned preludes, it is eminently useful to exercise the five imaginary senses
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first
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and second contemplations

in tlie

following way, according as the subject shall bear.
*'
The first point will be, to see in imagination

all

the persons, and, noting the circumstances v>diich shall
occur concerning them, to draw out what may be pro>
fitable to ourselves,

" The
second, by hearing, as it w^ere, what they
are saying, or what it may be ntitural for them to
say, to turn all to our own advantage.
" The
to
a certain inward taste
third,

perceive,

how great

by

the sweetness and delightfulness of the soul imbued with Divine gifts and
virtues, according to the nature of the person we are
considering, adapting to ourselves those things which
bring us some fruit.
may
" The
fourth, by an inward touch, to handle and
kiss the garments, places, footsteps, and other things
whence we may deconnected with such persons
rive a greater increase of devotion, or of any spiritual

and

smell,

is

;

o'ood.

" This
contemplation will be terminated, like the
former ones, by adding, in like manner, Pater
noster."

—

At page 52, among things " to be noted " is
" The
second, that the first exercise concerning
the Incarnation of Christ is performed at midnight
the third about the hour of mass ;
the next at dawn
the fourth about the time of vespers the fifth a little
before supper ; and on each of them w^ill be spent the
;

;

;

which same thing has to be
space of one hour
observed henceforward everywhere."
Loyola's next step towards holiness was a pilWhat
grimage to Palestine to convert the infidels.
he did in the Holy Land we do not know
his biographer tells us only that he was sent back by the
Franciscan friar who exercised there the Papal
;

;

authority.*
* Hel. Hist, dee
Ord. Mon., Eel, et Mil. tome

c

vii. p.

461.
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On

homeward voyage, Ignatius conceived that
learning would perhaps help him in the task
of convertino; heretics, and thus furnish him with an
so
additional chance of rendering himself famous
after his return he attended a school at Barcelona
for two years, where, a full-grown man of thirtyfour, he learned the rudiments of the Latin language,
sitting upon the same bench with little boys.
Having failed to make any proselytes to his exa

liis

little

;

travagances at Barcelona, he went to Alcala, and
studied in the university newly erected there by CarHere he attracted much public
dinal Ximenes.
notice by the eccentricities of his fanatical piety.
He wore a peculiar dress of coarse material, and by
his fervid discourse contrived to win over to his

mode

of

life

four

or

five

young men, whom he

But he was regarded with suscalled his disciples.
who twice imprisoned him.
the
authorities,
picion by

He and his converts were ordered to resume the common garb, and to cease to expound to the people the
Indignant at this, Ignatius
mysteries of religion.*
immediately set out for Paris, where, in the beginning
of 1528, he arrived alone, his companions having deserted him.
His persecutions at Alcala had taught him pru-

dence ; so that, although his attempts at notoriety
in Paris, in the way of dress, manners, and language,

brought him before the tribunal of the Inquisition,t
he nevertheless had managed matters so cautiously
as to escape all punishment.
Here, while contending with the difficulties of the Latin grammar,;]: he
*

Hel. Bist. des Ord. Mon., Rel. et Mil. tome vii. p. 463.
Ibid, tome vii. p. 464.
X Once for all, I promise ray readers that I am not going to trouble
them with the narrative of all the mii-aculous legends related concerning
Loyola. They are in most instances so absurd as to be beneath the dignity
It is said that
Let the two following suffice as specimens.
of history.
the devil, determined to prevent his learning Latin, so confused his intellect that he found it impossible to remember the conjugation of the verb

f

amo

;

whereupon he scourged himself unmercifully every day,

until

by
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and capacious mind
and grafulfilling
But as yet he knew
tifving his passion for renown.
not what he was destined to accomplish.
There
seems no ground for supposing that he could already
have formed the gigantic and comprehensive project of establishing, on the basis on which it now
No
stands, his wonderful and powerful Society.
he only contrived, as he had done in Spain, to enlist
some followers, over whom lie could exercise an
absolute control, for the furtherance of any future
In this his success had far exceeded his
project.
The magnanimous and heroic Xavier,
expectations.
the intelligent and interesting Le Fevre, the learned
Lainez, the noble and daring Rodriguez, and some
three or four others, acknowledged him as their chief
and master.
was ever revolving in
some new scheme for

his vast

his desires

;

It may at first sight appear strange that such privileged intelligences should have submitted themselves

to a comparatively ignorant ex-officer.
But when it
borne in mind that Ignatius had a definite end,

is

towards which he advanced with steady
and unhesi^
his
whilst
had
no
fixed plan
companions
tating steps,
that he was endowed with an iron will, which
neither poverty, nor imprisonment, nor even the
Avorld's contempt, could overcome
that, above all, he
.

.

.

—

—

had the

art to flatter their respective passions, and
to win their aftections by using all his influence to

—

promote their interests it is less surprising that he
should have gained an immense influence over those
inexperienced and ingenuous young men, on whose
means tlie evil spirit was overcome, after which the saint was soon
able to repeat amo in all its tenses.
Again, when Ignatius was in
Venice on his way to the Holy Land, it is said that a wealthy senator
of that city, Tra%dsini by name, whilst luxuriously reclining on his
bed of down, was informed by an angel that the servant ot God was
hing upon the hard stones under the portico of his palace. Whereupon the senator immediately arose, and went to the door, where he

tliat

found Ignatius.
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generous natures the idea of devoting their Hves to
the welfare of mankind had already made a deep
impression.
Loyola's courage and ambition were
stimulated
by the acquisition of disciples so
strongly

—

—

so efficient for his purpose
so
willing and devoted
attached to his person
and he began to consider
how he mio'ht turn their devotion to the best ac;

count.

After some conferences with his companions, he
assembled them all on the day of the xissumption,
16th August 1534, in the church of the Abbey of
Montmartre, where, after Peter Le Fevre had celebrated mass, they each took a solemn vow to go to
the

Holy Land and preach the gospel

to the infidels.

Ignatius, satisfied for the present with these pledges,
left Paris, in order, as he asserted, to recruit his
health by breathing his native air at Loyola before
also
setting out on his arduous mission, and doubtless
to find solitude and leisure in which to meditate

and devise means for realising his ambitious hopes.
His disciples remained in Paris to terminate their
he commanded them to meet
theological studies, and
him acrain at Venice in the beo-innino- of 1537, enif
any one should ask them
joining them, meanwhile,
what religion they professed, to answer that they besince they were
longed to the Society of Jesus

—

Christ's soldiers.*

Our

saint

preceded them to Venice, where he
difficulties and a little perse-

again encountered some
but he endured
cution
;

all

with unflinching patience.

Here he became acquainted with Pierre Caraffa (afterwards Pope Paul IV.) This harsh and remarkable man
had renounced the bishopric of Theate, to become
the companion of the meek and gentle Saint Gajetan of Tyenne, and with his assistance had founded
''
*
qi;asi dicas coliortem aut
Negroni expounds the word societas
centuriam quae ad pugnam cum liostibus spiritualibus conserendam con'

scripta est.
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The members
the religious order of the Theatines.
of this fraternity endeavoured, by exemplary Hving,
devotion to their clerical duties of preaching and
administering the sacraments, and ministering to the
sick, to correct the evils produced throughout all
Christendom by the scandalous and immoral conduct

To Caraffa, who
of the regular and secular clergy.
had already acquired great influence, Ignatius attached himself, became an inmate of the convent he
had founded, served patiently and devotedly in the
hospital which he directed, and shortly became CaThis fixed at once the hitherto
raffa's intimate friend.
He conceived the idea of
aimless ambition of Lovola.
achieving power and fame, if not as the founder of a

new

order, at least as the remodeller of one already
With this design, he submitted to Caraffa a
plan of reform for his order, and strongly urged its
But Caraffa, who perhaps suspected his
adoption.
motive, rejected liis proposal, and offered to admit
existing.

him as a brother

of the order as it stood.
This,
however, did not suit Ignatius, whose proud nature
could never have submitted to play even the second
part,

much

less

that of an insignificant

a society over which another had
thority.

member

in

power and auHe therefore declined the honour, and at
all

once determined to found a new rehgious community
of his own.
Aware, however, of the difliculties he
might have to overcome, he resolved to proceed with
the utmost caution.
Being under a vow to go to convert the infidels in
the Holy Land, he gave out that to this work alone
were the hves of himself and his companions to be
devoted.
Accordingly, as soon as they arrived in
Venice, he sent them to Rome to beg the Pope's blessing on their enterprise, as he said and also, no doubt,
to exhibit them to the Roman court as the embryo of
a new rehgious order.
The reason assigned by his
;
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historians for his not going to Rome along with them,
that he feared that his presence there might be

is,

It is just as likely that he was
prejudicial to them.*
afraid lest, beneath his cloak of ostentatious humility,

the discerning eye of Pope Paul might detect his unbounded ambition.
At Rome his disciples were favourably received
the Pontiff bestowed the desired benediction, and they
;

returned to Venice, whence they were to

sail for

—

Pa-

lestine.

Here Ignatius prevailed upon them to take vows
of perpetual chastity and poverty, and then, under
pretext of the war which was raging at the time
between the emperor and the Turks, they abandoned their mission altogether.

So ended

their pious

pilgrimage.

Taking with him Lainez and Le Fevre, Loyola
then proceeded to Rome, and craved audience of the
Pope.
The chair of St Peter was at this time occupied
by Paul Farnese that same Pope who opened, and
who instiin part conducted, the Council of Trent

—

;

gated the emperor to the war against the Proteswho sent, under his grandson's command,
tants
;

12,000 of his own troops into Germany to assist in
that war; and who lifted up his sacrilegious hand to
He had
bless whoever would shed Protestant blood.
been scandalously incontinent and if he did not, like
Alexander VL, entirely sacrifice the interests of the
;

Church and

of

humanity

to the

aggrandisement of

his

own

r

family, nevertheless, his son received the dukedom of Placentia, and his grandsons were created cardinals at the age of fourteen, and one of them was

intended to be

Duke

some grandeur

in his nature.

therefore popular, and his
*

However, Paul had
generous, and
activity was indefatigable.

of Milan.

Hel. Hist, des Ord. Mon., Rel.

He was

et

Mil. tome

\ii. p.

469.
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But Sarpi says of him, that of all his own qualities,
he did not appreciate any nearly so much as his
dissimulation*
By this amiable pontiff, Icrnatlus and his companions Tvere kindly received.

He

praised their exem-

questioned them concerning
religious
their projects, but took no notice of the plan they
hinted at, of originating a new religious order.
But Loyola was not to be thus discouraged. He

plary and

life,

to Rome all his followers (who had remained in Lombardy, preaching A^dth a bigoted fanaticism and callino^ the citizens to repentance), and gave
them a clearer outhne than he had hitherto done of
This they enthe society he proposed to establish.
vow
another
and
took
of,
(the most
tirely approved

summoned

essential for Loyola's purpose) of implicit and unAdmire
questioning obedience to their superior.
here the cautious and consummate art bv which
Ignatius, step by step, brought his associates to the
desired point.
Notwithstanding the repeated refusals of the Court
of Rome to accede to his wishes, neither the courage
nor the perseverance of Ignatius failed him. After
much reflection, he at last thought he had discovered
a way to overcome the Pope's unwillingness. Consulting with his companions, he persuaded them to take a
fourth vow, viz., one of obedience to the Holy See
and to the Pope p)ro tempjore, with the express obli-

gation of going, Avithout remuneration, to whatever
part of the world it should please the Pope to send
He then drew up a petition, in which were
them.
stated some of the principles and rules of the order he
desired to estabhsh, and sent it to the Pope by Cardinal Contarini.

This fourth vow

made a

great impression on the

wily pontiff ; yet so great was his aversion to reli2:ious
communities, some of which were just then the objects
* Fra Paolo
Sarpi, Histor>/ of the CounQil of 2 rent, p. 118.
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of popular hatred

and the plague of the Roman

that he refused to approve of this
had the advice of three cardinals, to

the matter.

new one

court,
until he

whom he referred
most talented of the

Guidiccioni, the

but Paul, who perstrenuously opposed it
this time penetrated the designs of Loyola,
and perceived that the proposed Society could not
prosper unless by contending for and maintaining the
supremacy of the Holy See, thought it would be his
best policy to accept the services of these volunteers,
especially as it was a time when he much needed
them.
Consequently, on the 27th of September
1540, he issued the famous bull, regimini militantis
Ecclesice, approving of the new order under the name
consider it indispenof " The Society of Jesus."
sable to give some extracts from this bull.
"
Paul, Bishop, Servant of the Servants of God, for
a perpetual record.
Presiding by God's will over
the Government of the Church, &c.
Whereas we
have lately learned that our beloved son Ignatius de
three,

;

haps had by

We

.

.

.

Loyola, and Peter Le Fevre, and James Lainez and
also Claudius Le Jay, and Paschasius Brouet, and
Francis Xavier and also Alphonso Salmeron and
Simon Rodriguez, and John Coduri, and Nicolas de
Bobadilla priests of the Cities, &c.
inspired, a?
is
piously believed, by the Holy Ghost coming from
are met together, and
various regions of the globe
become associates and, renouncing the seductions ol
this world, have dedicated their lives to the perpetual
service of our Lord Jesus Christ, and of us, and oj
;

;

.

;

.

.

;

;

;

other our successors, Roman Pontiffs ; and expressly
for the instruction of boys and other ignorant people
in Christianity
and, above all, for the spiritual con;

solation of the faithful in Christ, by HEARmG coxfes.
siONS
receive the associates under our protec;

.

.

We

and that of the Apostolic See conceding to them,
moreover, that some among them may freely and lawConstitutions as they shall judge to
fully draw up such
tion

;
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be conformable

to,

&c.

into this Society there

2d

We will, moreover, that
be admitted to the number of
.

.

.

this rule of
sixty persons only, desirous of embracing
no more, and to be incorporated into the
living, and

Society aforesaid."

The above-named

ten persons were the

first

com-

panions of Loyola, and, Tvith him, the founders of
But the merit of framing the Constituthe Society.

which was to govern

belongs solely to Ignatius
all was capable of
such a conception. He alone could have devised a
scheme by which one free rational being is converted
into a mere automaton
acting, speaking, even thinkto
the
ing, according
expressed will of another. There
is no record in history, of
any man, be he king, emperor, or pope, exercising such absolute and irresponsible power over his fellow-men as does the General
In the Spiritual
of the Jesuits over his disciples.
Exercises Loyola appears to be merely an ascetic
in the Constitution he shews himself a
enthusiast
high genius, with a perfect and profound knowledge of
human nature and of the natural sequence of events.
Never was there put together a plan so admirably
tion

himself.

He

alone

it

among them

—

;

harmonious in
its

all its parts,

ends, or wliich has ever

so wonderfully suited to

met with such prodigious

success.

Prompt, unhesitating obedience to the commands of
the General, and (for the benefit of the Society, and
ad rnajorem Dei gloriam) great elasticity in all other
rules, according to the General's goodwill, are the chief
features of this famous Constitution, which, as it constitutes the Jesuits' code of morality, we shall now
proceed to examine, doing our best to shew the
which it w^as dictated.

in

spirit

so
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CHAPTER

11.

1540-52.

CONSTITUTIONS OF THE SOCIETY.*

The

times in which Ignatius wrote the Constitutions
were, for the Court of Eome and the Cathohc religion,
times of anxiety and danger.
The Reformation was
making rapid progress, and all Christendom, Catholic f
as well as
resounded with the " Hundred
Protestant,

Complaints" {Centum gravamina) brought forward
the Diet
—complaints

of

at

Nuremberg

against the

Roman

court

and accusations which the wonderfully
Adrian VI. acknowledged to be too well

candid
This pontiff, by his nuncio, frankly declared
founded.
" that all
to the Diet,
this confusion was
originated
men's
sins, and, above all, by those of the clergyby
men and prelates that for many years past the
that
IToli/ See had committed many abominations
numerous abuses had crept into the administration of

—

—

and many superfluities into the laivs
had been perverted and that the corruption, descending from the head to the body, from the
Sovereign Pontiff to the prelates, was so great, that

—that

spiritual affairs,
all

—

* These famous Constitutions
were composed by Loyola in the Spanish
They were not at first the perfect system we now find them
and it was not till about the year 1552 that, after many alterations and
improvements adapting them to the necessities of the times, tliey assumed their ultimate form. They were translated into Latin by the
Jesuit Polancus, and printed in the college of the Society at Rome in
1558.
They were jealously kept secret, the greater part of the Jesuits
themselves knowing only extracts from them. They were never produced
to the light until 1761, when they were published by order of the French
parliament, in the famous process of Father Lavalette.
+ We beg to explain the sense in which we use the word Catholic.
We don't mean that the Christians of the Roman persuasion have an exclusive right to it.
We only maintain to them the current d'Bnomination,
as all other historians do, to prevent confusion.
language.

;
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did good." *

When a pope confessed so much to Protestant ears, it
may well be imagined to what a degree of rottenness
the moral leprosy must have arrived.
But, besides this corruption, great confusion reigned
throughout the Roman Catholic world. The different
The
monastic orders were at war with one another.
the Pope debishops accused the Pope of tyranny
nounced the bishops as disobedient. The mass of the
people were deplorably ignorant, and general disorder
;

prevailed.

Now, mark with what admirable art, what profound sagacity, Ignatius modelled a society, which,
by displaying the virtues directly opposed to the
then prevailing vices, should captivate the affections
and secure the support of the good and the pious,
whilst, by underhand practices, and, above all, by
shewing unusual indulgence in the confessional, it
should obtain an influence over the minds of the more
worldly believers.
In order that diversity of opinion and the free
exercise of individual will should not produce division
this new Christian community,
Loyola enacted that, in the whole Society, there
should be no will, no opinion, but the General's.
But,
in order that the General might be enabled profitably
to employ each individual member, as well as the
collective energy and intelligence of the whole Society, it was necessary that he should be thoroughly
acquainted with his character, even to its smallest

and confusion within

peculiarities.
special rules.

To

insure

this,

established

Ignatius

Thus, regarding the admission of pos-

—

he says
" Because it
greatly concerns God's service to make
a good selection, diligence must be used to ascertain
the particulars of their person and calling and if the
superior, who is to admit him into probation, cannot
tulants,

;

*

History of the Council of Trent, by Paolo Sarpi, tome

i.

p. 47.
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make the inquiry, let him employ from among those
who are constantly about his person some one whose
assistance he

probationer

use, to become acquainted with the
to live with him and examine him ;

—may

—

some one endowed with j^i'udence, and not unskilled in
the manner which should be observed with so many
various kinds and conditions of persons."*
In other
words, set a skilful and prudent spy over him, to
surprise him into the betrayal of his most secret
Yet, even when this spy has given a tolethoughts.
rably favourable report, the candidate is not yet
admitted he is sent to live in another house, " in
order that he may be more thoroughly scrutinised, to
know whether he is fitted to be admitted to probation "-f When he is thought suited for the Society.
"
he is received into the " house of first probation ;
and after a day or two, " he must open his conscience
to the superior, and afterwards make a general confession to the confessor ivJio shall be designed by
the superior."^
But this is not all, for " in every
house of probation there will be a skilful man to
whom the candidate shall disclose all his concerns
with confidence ; and let him be admonished to hide
no temjHation, but to disclose it to him, or to his

—

—

confessor, or to the superior ; nay, to take a pleasure
in thoroughly manifesting his whole soul to them, not

only disclosing his defects, but even
mortifications, and virtues." §
is admitted into
any of their colleges,

When

his penances,
the candidate

he must again
of the college,
rector
the
open
whom he should greatly revere and venerate, as one
who holds the place of Christ our Lo7xl ; keeping
nothing concealed from him, not even his conscience,
which he should disclose to him (as it is set forth in
the Examen) at the appointed season, and oftener, if
"

*

f

his

conscience to

Const. Socle. Jesu, pars i. cap
Const, pars i. cap. ii. § 1.

i.

§ 3.

+ Const, pars

i.

§ Const, pars

iii,

cap. iv. § 6.
cap. i. § 12.
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any cause require it not opposing, not contradicting.
nor shewing an opinion, in any case, opposed to his
;

*

Opinion."

The information thus
habits,

and inchnations

collected, regarding the tastes,
of every member, is communi-

cated to the General, who notes it down in a book,
in
alphabetically arranged, and kept for the purpose,
which also, as he receives twice a year a detailed report upon every member of the Society, he from time
to time adds whatever seems necessary to complete
each delineation of character, or to indicate the
Thus, the General knowing the
shghtest change.
and
the thoughts, the desires of
life,
past
present

every one belonging to the Society, it is easy to
understand how he is enabled always to select the
tiitest

person for every special service.

But

this perfect knowledge of his snboi'dinates' inmost natures would be of but little use to the General,
had he not also an absolute and uncontrolled authoThe Constitution has a provision
rity over tliem.

the cansuperior as Christ the
Lord, and must strive to acquire perfect resignation
and denial of his own will and judgment, in all things
conformino- his will and iud^ment to that which the
To the same purpose
superior wills and judges." f
" As for holv
is the followino;
obedience, this virtue

for insiu'ing this likewise.
didate '* must regard the

It declares that

:

must be perfect

in

every point

—

in execution, in will,

doing what is enjoined with all celerity,
joy, and perseverance
persuading ourself

in intellect;

spiritual
that everything is just

;

suppressing every repugnant
thought and judgment of one's own, in a certain obeand let every one persuade himdience
self that he who lives under obedience should be
moved and directed, under Divine Providence, by his
ac si
superior, just as if he were a corpse (perinde
cadaver esset), which allows itself to be moved and
;

;

*

Const, pars iv. cap. x. § 5.

t

Const, pars

iii.

cap.

i.

§ 23.
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any direction."* And so absolutely is this rule
of submissive obedience enforced, that the Jesuit, in
order to obey his General, must not scruple to disobey
The warnings of conscience are to be supGod.
pressed as culpable weaknesses the fears of eternal
led in

;

punishment banished from the thoughts as superstiand the most heinous crimes, when
tious fancies
committed by command of the General, are to be
regarded as promoting the glory and praise of God.
;

—

'•
consider the following blasphemy
No
or
of
order
constitution, declaration,
any
living, can
involve an obligation to commit sin, mortal or venial,
unless tJie superior command it in the name of our

Head and

:

Lord Jesus Christ, or

in virtue of holy obedience ;
be done in those cases or persons wherein
shall be judged that it will greatly conduce to the

which
it

shall

particular good of each, or to the general advantage
and, instead of the fear of offence, let the love and
desire of all perfection succeed, that the greater
;

glory

and praise of

may follow !"

Christ, our Creator

and Lord,

'\

shudder at the thought of all the atrocities which
been perpetrated at the order of this other " old
man of the mountain," who presents to his agents the
prospects of eternal bliss as the reward of their obeI

liave

dience.

Not content with having
But this is not enough.
thus transferred the allegiance of the Jesuit from his
God to his General, the Constitution proceeds to secure
that allegiance from all conflict with the natural affecTlie Jesuit must concentions or worldly interests.
trate all his desires and affections upon the Society.
He must renounce all that is dear to him in this life.
The ties of family, the bonds of friendship, must be
His property must, within a year after his
broken.
entrance into the Society, be disposed of at the bidding of the General; "and he will accomphsh a work
*

Const, pars

vi.

cap.

i.

§ 1.

+

Const, nars

vi. cap. v.

§ 1.
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of greater perfection if he dispose of it in benefit of
the Society.
And that his better example may shine
before men, he must j)ut away all strong affection
for his j^dyents, and refrain from the unsuitable desire
of a bountiful distribution, arising from such disad-

vantageous affection."

He

*

besides, forego all intercourse with his
fellow-men, either by word of mouth or by writing, f
''
He shall
except such as his superior shall permit.

must,

not leave the house except at such times and with
such companions as the superior shall allow. iSTor
within the house shall he converse, without restraint,
with any one at his own pleasure, but with such only
as shall be appointed by the superior." J
Such was
the strictness with which these rules were enforced,
that Francis Borgia, Duke of Candia, afterwards one
of the saints of the Society, was at first refused admittance into it, because he delayed the settlement of the
affairs of his dukedom, and refused to renounce all
intercourse with his family
and althouo-h, by a
from
the
special rescript
Pope, he was enrolled as a
member, Ignatius for three years sternly denied him
access to the house of the community, where he was
not admitted till he had renounced all intercourse with
the external world.
But not only is all friendly communication forbidden
to the Jesuit, but he is also nlaced under constant
;

espionage.
alone, but,

He

is

whether

never permitted to walk about
in the house or out of doors, is

always accompanied by two of

his brethren.^

Each

*

Examen, iv. § 11 ; and Const, pars iii. cap. i. § 7-9.
After his entrance into the house of first probation, the Jesuit is
not allowed either to receive or send away any letter which has not
been previously read by his superior.

+
X

Const, pars iii. cap. i. § 2, 3.
§ Let not any English reader accuse me of inaccuracy on this point,
upon the ground that Jesuits actually walk about the streets in this
country singbj, or even in disguise. They must take notice that every
rule of the Constitution contains this clause
"Except the General
order otherwise, iur the greater gLay of God, and the benefit of the

—

S8
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one of this party of three acts, in fact, as a
spy upon
his two companions.
Not, indeed, that he has special
instructions from his superior to do so, but,
knowing
that they, as well as himself, have been
taught that
it is their
duty to inform the General of every suspicious or peculiar expression uttered in their hearing, he
is under constant fear of
punishment, should either of
them report anything regarding the other which he
omits to report hkewise.
Hence it is very seldom
that a Jesuit refrains from
denouncing his companion.
If he does not do so at once, his sinful neglect becomes
revealed in the confessional, to the special confessor
appointed by the superior.
Then, in order that these members, so submissive in
action to their General, should not differ in opinion
among themselves and so occasion scandal in the
Catholic w^orld, and to oppose an uniformity of doctrine to that of the free examen of the Protestants,
" Let all think.
the Constitution decrees as follows
let all speak, as far as possible, the same
thing, accordLet no contradictory doctrines,
ing to the apostle.
:

—

be allowed, either by word of mouth, or
or in written books, which last shall
sermons,
public
not be published without the approbation and the
consent of the General; and, indeed, all difference
of opinion regarding practical matters should be
avoided.''* Thus, no one but the General can exercise
the right of uttering a single original thougiit or
It is almost impossible to conceive the
opinion.
power, especially in former tunes, of a General having
at his absolute disposal such an amount of intellitherefore,

gences, wills, and energies.
" for the
Is it not

greater glory of God, and

Society."

tlie

benefit ot

—

the Society," that the Jesuit, to escape suspicion, should go alone'?
that he should be introduced into your family circle as a Protestant
gentleman 1 that lie should, to gain your imsuspecting confidence, enact
the part of your gay companion at theatres, concerts, and balls ? that
lie should converse with you upon religious matters,
beginning always
by *cursing the Pope, &c.
Const, pars iii. cap, i. § 18.

—

—

*?
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must not be imagined that all, "willinof
obey tlie behests of the superior, are

it

to

implicitly

Such,
indiscriminately admitted into the Society.
indeed, is the case with all other monastic orders (I
speak more particularly of Italy and Spain). Vagabonds, thieves, and rufiians, often became members of
those communities, in whose convents thev had found
an asylum against the police and the hangman. IgnaIts
tius wisely guarded his Society from this abuse.

members must be chosen, if possible, from among
The wealthy and the noble are the fittest
the best.
for admission
essential,

;

although these qualifications are not

and the want of them may be supplied by

some extraordinary natural gift or acquired talent.*
Besides this, the candidate must possess a comely
presence, youth, health, strength, facility of speech,
and steadiness of purpose. To have ever been a
heretic or schismatic, to have been P'uiltv of homicide
or any heinous crime, to have belono-ed to another
order, to be under the bond of matrimony, or not to
have a strono- and sound mind, are insurmountable
obstacles to admission.
Ungovernable passions, habit
of sinning, unsteadiness and fickleness of mind, lukewarm devotion, ivant of learning and of ability to

a dull memory, bodily defects, debility and

acquire

it,

disease,

and advanced age

—any

of these imperfections

render the postulant less acceptable f and, to gain
admission, he must exhibit some very useful compensating qualities. It is evident that persons so carefully
selected are never likely to disgrace the Society
by
any gross misbehaviour, and will perform with prudence and success any temporal or worldly service they
may be put to by the General. I say ivorldly service, because I should suppose that it must matter
very little for the service of God should the servant
be lame or of an " uncomely 2)resence."
;

* Const,
pars

i.

cap.

ii.

+

§ 13.

D

Ibid, pars

i.

cap.

iii.

§ 3-16.
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But in no part of the Constitution do Loyola's
genius and penetration shine so conspicuously as in
the rules regarding the vow of poverty, and the
gratuitous performance of the duties of the sacred

The discredit and hatred which weighed
upon the clergy and the monastic orders was in great
part due to the ostentatious display of their accumulated wealth, and to the venality of their sacred
ministry.

To guard against this evil, Ignatius orministry.
dained that ^^ jwverty should be loved and maintained
as the firmest bulwark of religion.''
The Jesuit was
forbidden to possess any property, either by inheriHe was required to live in an
tance or otherwise.
inexpensive house, to dress plainly, and avoid all
appearance of being wealthy. The churches and religious houses of the order were to be without endowments.
The colleges alone were permitted to accept
or
donations for the maintenance of students
legacies
and professors. No limit was assigned to these gifts,
the management of which was intrusted entirely to the
General, with power to appoint rectors and adminiThese functionaries, generally
strators under him.
chosen from among the coadjutors and very rarely
from the professed Society, although debarred by
their vow of perpetual poverty from the possession of
the smallest amount of property, are yet, by this
ino-enious trick, enabled to hold and administer the
shall afterwards
entire wealth of the Society.
see, and especially in the famous process of Lavallette,
in what a large sense they understand the word adSo much for the display of wealth. With
niinister.
to
the
venality of the sacred ministry, they
respect
" no Jesuit shall demand or receive
declared that
pay,

We

or alms, or remuneration, for mass, confessions, sermons, lessons, visitations, or any other duty which the
and, to avoid even the
Society is obliged to render
;

appearance of covetousness, especially in offices of
for the succour ot
piety which the Society discharges
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souls, let there be no box in the church, into which
alms are generally put by those who go thither to
Thus the Jesuit
mass, sermon, confession," &:c.*
refuses to accept a few paltry sixpences for performing
mass, or a fee of some shillings per quarter for teach-

ing boys.

He

disdains to appear mercenary.
He
He looks for no reward.
i^oor.

would much rather be

Yet, those httle boys whom he instructs gratuitously,
and with such affectionate tenderness that he cannot
bring himself to chastise them, but must have the
painful

though necessary duty performed by some

one not

belono-ing^ to

say, will

become men, many of them

the Society it

—

these boys, I

relioious bio-ots,
strongly attached to their kind preceptors, to whom
they will then pay the debt of gratitude incurred in
their youth.
Alas for such gratitude
had cause to deplore it !

How many families haye
How many children haye
by it! How many ancient
!

been reduced to beggary
and noble houses has it precipitated from the height
of affluence and splendour into the depth of
poyerty
and wretchedness
AVho can number the crimes
committed in the madness of despair occasioned by
!

the loss of the family inheritance ?
That the parent
may suffer a few years less of purgatory, the child
has been too often condemned to misery in this life,
and perhaps to eternal punishment in the next. But
all this is of no
The man who has
consequence.
been led thus to disreo-ard one of his most sacred
parental duties, in order to found a Jesuits' college
or endow a professorship, will be sayed, because
they
" In
promise him
every college of our Society, let
masses be celebrated once a week for eve7% for its

—

founder and benefactor, whether dead or alive. At
the beginning of every month, all the
priests who are
in the college
ought to offer the same sacrifice for
them
and a solemn mass, with a commemorative
;

*

Coii^t.

pars

V, cap.

ii.

§ 7, 8.

+

Ibid, pars iv. cap. xvi. § 3.
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be celebrated on the anniversary of the
donation, and a wax candle offered to the donor or
his descendants." Besides this, " the donor shall have
three masses while alive, and three masses after his

feast, shall

all the
priests of the Society, with the
of
all
its
so that he is made parmembers
prayei^
taker of all the good works which are done, by the

death,

by

;

grace of God, not only in the college which he has
endowed, but in the whole Society." *
By such allurements do these crafty priests, with
diabolical cunning, snatch princely fortunes from the
credulous and superstitious believers.
And so assiduous and successful were they even at the very
beginning, that, only thirteen years after the establishment of the order, during Loyola's lifetime, they
already possessed upwards of a hundred colleges very
largely and richly endowed.
Now, let not my Protestant readers wonder how
sensible men can be induced, by such ephemeral and
ill-founded hopes, to disinherit their families in order
to enrich these hypocritical monks.
They must remember that the llomish believer views these matters
in quite a diiferent light from that in which they see
them. Masses and prayers are, in his belief, not only
For lack of them he would
useful, but indispensable.
writhe for centuries amid the tormentino- tires of
purgatory, the purifying pains of which are described
by his priest, with appalling eloquence, as being far
more excruciating than those of hell. According to
the doctrine of his Church, every soul (one in a

milHon only excepted) who

is not eternally damned,
enter heaven, pass a certain time in this
And
abode of torture for the expiation of its sins.
let him not take comfort from the fact that his conscience does not reproach him with the commission
The catalogue of sins by Avhich
of any heinous crime.
he may be shut out from eternal blessedness is made

must, ere

it

*

Cooist. ftsiva iv. cap.

i.

§ 1, 6.
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and detailed with great minuteness.
upriglit and pious of men must condemn
himself as a presumptuous sinner if he for an instant
So
harbours the liope of escaping the purifying fire.
he becomes quite resigned to his fate, and all his care
in this life is, how to appease the Divine anger, and
This
shorten the period of his exclusion from heaven.
he is taught to do not bv trusting to the righteousness of Jesus Christ, with the true repentance which
artfully

long,

The most

—

life, but by accumulating
on his head hundreds of masses and millions of days of
indulgence. Hence the innumerable masses and prayers
which he sends before him during his life, as if to
forestall his future punishment, and bribe the Divine

manifests itself throuo:h a holy

And when
moment in which he

the terrible

justice.

moment

arrives

— that

about to appear before the awful
Judge, beneath whose searching eye his most secret
when, trembling at the strict acthoughts^ lie bare
count that is about to be demanded of him, his fears
represent to his excited imagination the most trilling
when, with the decline of
shortcomings as mortal sins
is

—

—

bodily streno'th, his enfeebled mind becomes more easily
worked upon then does his Jesuit confessor, his gene-

—

rous master, his kind, disinterested friend, come to give
him the last proof of his ever-growing affection. He
seats himself at his bedside, and, serpent-like, under
pretence of inducing him to repent of his sins, he
draws him a fearful and impressive picture of the torments which await the damned. He descants to him
with oily sanctity upon the enormity of offending
the Divine Saviour, who shed his precious blood to
redeem us. He terrifies him with the Almighty's implacable vengeance and when his victim, choked with
;

heart-rending agony, distracted, despairing of his ultimate salvation, is ready to curse God, and set his power
and anger at defiance then, and not till then, does the
Xow he raises in the sufferer's heart
Jesuit relent.
the faintest hope that the Divine justice may possibly

—
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be disarmed, and mercy obtained by means of masses
and indulo'ences. The exhausted man, who feels as if

he were ah-eady plunged amid the boiling sulphur and
•

devouring flames, grasps with frantic eagerness at this
anchor of salvation and, did he possess tenfold more
wealth than he does, he would willingly give it all up
It may be that his heart, yearning
to save his soul.
wdth paternal affection, shrinks at the thought of condemning his helpless ones to beggary but nevertheless, as if the welfare of his family were necessarily
connected with his OAvn perdition, and that of the
Jesuits with eternal beatitude, the family is invariably
sacrificed to the Jesuits.
It is notorious that the most diai)olical tricks have
been resorted to in the case of dvino; men whose
better judgment and natural sense of duty have withstood such perfidious wiles.
Alas! the punishment of such criminal obstinacy
was always near at hand the sick-chamber has been
suddenly filled with flames and sulphureous vapour as
a w^arning to the impenitent sinner. And if he still
resisted, the Evil Spirit himself, in his most frightful
shape, has appeared to the dying man, as if waiting
Ah
one's hair stands on end while
for Ills soul.
such sacrileirious manoeuvres.
The
to
listenino;
immense wealth of the Jesuits has been bequeathed to
them by wills made at the last hour !
;

;

;

!

In order that

—

all classes

of Jesuits

may

better attend

to their peculiar occupations, Ignatius relieved them
from the obh^'ation, incumbent on all other relio-ious
communities, of performing the Church service at the

canonical hours.
Jesuits of every class
order, either

may

be expelled from the

by the general congregation or by the

In such cases, however, it is
all-powerful General.
enacted, that great care be taken to keep secret the
deeds or crimes which necessitate the dismisKal, in

4o
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suffer the least possible
be assisted by the prayers
of the community, together with something more substantial, to the end that he may harbour no resentment against the order.*
jS'o Jesuit, without the consent of the General, is
allowed to accept any ecclesiastical dignity or benefice
and the General is required to refuse such consent,
unless the Pope command him in the name of holy

order that the ex-Jesuit
dis_2:race

;

also, that

he

may

sliall

;

obedience to grant it. By this rule Ignatius designed
to avoid exciting the animosity and jealousy of the
other monastic orders, and of the clergy in general.
Besides, Ignatius knew well that any ecclesiastical
dio'nitv

would confer lustre and power on the

dual, but be detrimental to the order.

A

indivi-

bishop or

a cardinal would be less disposed than a poor priest,
obey the General, and to work for the Society.
He himself most rigidly enforced it, and would permit
neither Lainez nor Borgia to receive the cardinal's
Since his time,
hat, which the Pope offered them.
the Jesuits have yerv seldom broken this rule, and that
most often only to undertake some bishopric in far
distant countries where no one else would desire to go.
The dress of the Jesuits consists of a lon^ black

to

and cloak, and of a low- crowned broad-brimmed
hat, all of the greatest simplicity, and of good but
common material. In their houses and colleges there
vest

reigns the most perfect order, the most exemplary
The banqueting, reyeUing, and licence
propriety.
which so dis2:race the establishments of the other
monastic orders, are strictly prohibited.! They are
*

Const, pars ii. cap. iii. §
In most monasteries, and

5, 6, 8.

more particularly in those of the Capuchins
and Reformfed (Biformati), there begms at Christmas a series of
All sorts of games are played the
feasts, which continues till Lent.
most splendid banquets are given, and in the small to^Tis^ above all,
the rerectory of the convent is the best place of amusement for the
At carnivals, two or three very
greater number of the inhabitants.

+

magnificent entertainments take place, the board so profu^iely spread
that one might imagine that Copia liad here poured forth the whole
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very frugal in their habits, and prudently avoid all
It is said that the General occasiondisplay of wealth.
rules
in favour of some of the most
the
relaxes
ally
trusty of the 2^^^ofessed and coadjutors, in order
that, disguised as laymen, they may enjoy a few
holidays as they please, in some distant place where
they are not known.
AYe shall now proceed to examine that part of the
Our
Constitutions which concerns the hierarchy.
readers must always bear in mind w^hat we have
already said, that the Constitutions were not finished till
the year 1552, and it may perhaps be that some rules

The Society at first consisted
after.
only of professed members, and of scholastics or scholars,
a sort of Jesuit aspirants wdio were trained up for the
Society, into which they were admitted or not, according to the proofs which they had given of their fitness.
In the year 1546, Paul III. approved of the introduction of the class of the Coadjutors, and in the year
1552 was erected it Lisbon the first house for the
AVe may further observe that, under the
novices.
first three Generals, those Constitutions were scrupuAnd those were the heroic times of
lously observed.
But from that moment, internal discord
the Society.
at first, and afterwards the more worldly and political
character assumed by the Society, w^ere its ruin, and
the cause of its suppression as well as of its reestabhshment. But let us not anticipate events.

were added even

It must "be remembered tliat these two orders
contents of her Lorn.
The sombre silence of the cloister is replaced by a
live by alms.
confused souud of merrj-making, and its gloomy vaults now echo with
A ball enliven? and terminates
other songs than those of the Psalmist.
the feast ; and, to render it still more animated, and perhaps to shew
how completely their vow of chastity has eradicated all their carnal
appetite, some of the young monks appear coquettishly dressed in the
garb of the fail sex, and begin the dance along with others transformed
To describe the scandalous scene which ensues
into gay cavaliers.
would be but to disgust my readers. I will only say that I have myself
often been a spectator at such saturnalia.
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CHAPTER

III.

1540-53.

HIERAECHY,

The government

of the Company of Jesus is purely
monarchical, and the General is its absolute and uncontrollable king.

The members

of the

are divided into four

Society
— the Professed, Coadjutors,

Scholars, and NoThere is also a secret fifth class, known only to
the General and a few faithful Jesuits, which, perhaps
more than any other, contributes to the dreaded and
mysterious power of the order. It is composed of laymen of all ranks, from the minister to the humble

classes,
vices.

Among the individuals composing this
shoe-boy.
class are to be found many ladies, who, unknown and
unsuspected, are more dangerous in themselves, and
more accurate spies to the Company. These are
affiliated to the Society, but not bound by any vows.
The Society, as a noble and avowed reward, promises
them forgiveness for all their sins, and eternal blessedness, and, as a more palpable mark of gratitude,

to

in countries where
protects them, patronises them, and,
the Jesuits are powerful, procures for them comfortable and lucrative places under government, or elsewhere. If this is not sufficient, they are paid for their

hard cash, according to an article of the Conwhich empowers the General to spend money

services in
stitution,

on persons who will make themselves useful. In return for these favours, they act as the spies of the
order, the reporters of what goes on in those classes of
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society with which the Jesuit cannot mix, and serve,
often unwittino'ly, as the tools and accomplices in

dark and mysterious crimes. Father Francis Pellico,
brother to the famous Silvio, in his recent quarrel
with the celebrated Gioberti, to prove that the order
is not so
very deficient of supporters as his opponent
"
the many illustrious
asserts, candidly confesses that
friends of the Society, prelates, orators, learned and
distinguished men of every description, the supporters
of the Society, remain occult, and obliged to be sileyit."*
This avowal, comino- from the mouth of a Jesuit, must

be specially noted. Now, reversing the order of the
classes, we shall begin by describing
I.

THE NOVICES.

We have already seen the process a candidate must
go through before being admitted into the House of
First Probation.
After undergoing a still more searchhe passes to the House of Noviciate.
there,
ing scrutiny
The noviciate lasts two years, and may be shortened
or prolonged at the General's pleasure.
There are
by which the Novice is tried
they are as follows
" 1. The Novices are to devote a month to the

six principal exercises
:

—

;

spiritual exercises, self-examination, confession of sins,

and meditation, and to a contemplation of the life,
death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ.
" 2.
They are to serve for another month in one or
more of the hospitals, by ministering to the sick, in
proof of increasing humility and entire renunciation of
the pomps and vanities of the world.
" 3.
They must wander during a third month without money, begging from door to door, that they may
be accustomed to inconvenience in eating and sleeping,
or else they may serve in an hospital for another month,
at the discretion of the Superior.
*

A Vincenzo Gioberti Fra Pellico della

Compagnia di Gem, pp.

35. 36.
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They must submit

to be
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employed

in the

most

of the house into which they have entered, for the sake of shewing a good example in all

servile offices

things.
" 5.

They are to give instruction in Christian learning to boys, or to their untaught elders, either publicly,
privately, or as occasion may be offered.
" 6. When sufficient
has been
of improof

given

in probation, the Novice may proceed to
to
hear
confessions, or to any exercise in which
preach,
circumstances may direct him to engage."*

provement
"

While a Jesuit is thus fulfilling the several trials
of his fitness, he may not presume to say that he is
one of the Society.f He must only describe himself
as wishing to be admitted into it indifferent to the
station which may be assigned to him, and waiting in
;

patient expectation until it be determined how his
services may be most advantageously employed."
At the expiry of the hiennium, if he has gone

through all his trials satisfactorily, he takes the vows,
of which the following is the formula
"
Almighty, everlasting God, I, N., albeit every
way most unworthy in Thy holy sight, yet relying on
Thine infinite pity and compassion, and impelled by
the desire of serving Thee, in the presence of the most
holy Virgin Mary, and before all Thine heavenly host,
:

vow

to

Thy

—

divine Majesty perpetual poverty, chastity,
in the Society of Jesus, and promise

and obedience

I will enter the same Society, to live in it
perpetually, understanding all things according to
the Constitutions of the Society.
Of Thy boundless
goodness and mercy, through the blood of Jesus Christ,

that

that Thou wilt deign to accept this
odour of sweetness, and, as Thou hast
granted Thine abundant grace to desire and offer, so
Thou Avilt enable me to fulfil the same. At Rome, or
elsewhere, in such a place, day, month, and year."

I

humbly pray

sacrifice in the

*

Examen,

iv. §

10-15.

f Examen,

iv. § 17.
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*'

Then

shall they take, as the others, the most holyof Christ, and the rest of the ceremony shall
proceed as before."*

body

After the Novice has taken the vows, he must
remain in an undeterminate state until the General
has decided in what capacity he can best serve the
To this he must be wholly indifferent, and
Society.
on no account endeavour to obtain, either directly or
indirectly, any particular employment, but must await
in silence the General's decision.

Those are the written precepts but the sly and
abominable acts to which the Jesuits resort in order to model the man to the standard of the Society,
;

are numerous, and differ according to circumstances
to the character of the Novice.
But, in all cases,
before the biennium is elapsed, either the man is dismissed, or he has lost all ideas, all hopes, all desires
of a personal nature he is a man without will, sub-

and

;

mitting blindly to obey any order, and devoting soul
and body to the aggrandizement of the Society.

II.

THE SCHOLARS.

To promote the objects of their Society, the Jesuits
rely in a great measure upon the talent and learning
Hence their decided preference for
of its members.
candidates with superior mental endowments, and their
assiduous attention to the prosperity and good manageot their colleges and universities, which were at
one time the best regulated and most efficient in
Europe. Their judicious arrangement of the studies,
their admirable superintendence, their exemplary disto application, rencipline, their many inducements
dered the Jesuit colleges the resort of all those who

ment

aspired to em,inence in the literary or learned world.
The greatest men in all tiie Catholic countries of
*

Const, Pars v. cap. iv, § 4.
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Europe during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuwere educated bv the Jesuits.

ries

All the property bequeathed or given to the Soand universities,
ciety is made over to the colleges
which, however, have not the power of administering
In these colleo-es are trained the Scholars, of
it.

whom

there

Approved.

are two

sorts

—the

Received and the

The former are candidates

for

member-

who

are being tried for their skill in learning
previous to entering upon the noviciate the latter are
those who have completed their noviciate, and taken
the vows.
Every Novice and Scholar aspires to enter
ship,

;

the class of the Coadjutors, or that of the Professed,
in which two classes reside all the power and authority
The vows of the Scholars are the same
of the order.
as those of the Novices.

COADJUTORS.

III.

The

third class of Jesuits consists of

Spiritual Coadjutors.

The Temporal

Temporal and

Coadjutors, how-

ever learned they may be, are never admitted to holy
orders.
They are the porters, cooks, stewards, and
The Spiritual Coadjutors are
ao-ents of the Society.
of considerabie learning, in
be
men
must
and
priests,

order that they may be qualitied to hear confessions,
The rectors of the colleges,
to teach, preach, &c.
and the superiors of the religious houses, are appointed
from this class. They are sometimes permitted to assist
in the deliberations of the general congregation, but
have no voice in the election of the General.

Besides undergoing

the

first

probation,

and the

noviciate, the Coadjutors must submit to a third year
of trial, in order to aiford a stronger proof of their
It is here worthy of remark, that in the
aptitude.
case of a porter or a cook, there is required a year
of trial more than is thought necessary to qualify

the scholar

who

is

to preach,

and teach the Catechism.
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The

porters and cooks must

know something

of worldly
the greater need
that they should be faithful and
Here
trustworthy.
is the formula of the vow taken
the Coadjutors
by
*'
I, N., promise Almighty God, before His Virgin
Mother, and before all the heavenly host, and you,
reverend father, General of the Society of Jesus,
business, and, consequently, there

is

:

—

holding the place of Ood, and of your successors or
you, reverend father, Vice-General of the Society of
Jesus, and of his successors, holding the jylace of God,
perpetual poverty, chastity, and obedience, and therein,
'peculiar care in the education of hoys, according to
the manner expressed in the Apostolical Letters, and
;

in the Constitutions of the said Society.
elsewhere, in such a place, day, month,
*'

Then

At Rome, or
and year.

let him take the most
holy body of Christ
the rest of the ceremony be the same as in the
case of the Professed."*
The clause, "peculiar care
in the education of hoys,'' is omitted in the vow when

and

;

let

taken by the Temporal Coadjutors.
IV.

THE PROFESSED.

This fourth class, the first in order of power and
dignity, may be said to constitute, alone, the Societ}'.

The probation required

for it is longer and more
Tivo
rigorous than that of any of the other classes.
additional years of trial must be endured, in order
to gain admission into it.
This is partly to prevent
the class becoming too numerous.
The Professed
must, in terms of the Constitutions, be priests, above
twenty-five years of age, eminent in learning and
In addition to their acquirements in litevirtue.
rature and philosophy, they must devote four years
Their admission
specially to the study of theology.
is the immediate act of the General, who seldom de'egates his power for that purpose, as he generally
*

Const. Pai's v. cap.

iv. § 2.
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Solemn vows
does for admitting to the other classes.
are taken by this class only ; those of the other
Beclasses are designated merely as simple vows.
sides the three ordinary vows of poverty, chastity, and
to obey the
obedience, the Professed take a fourth

—

Holy See, and to go, as missionaries, into whatever
part of the world the Pope pro temjwre chooses to send
them.
My readers will remember, that it was this
fourth vow which overcame the crafty Pope Paul's obthe order.
But this pontiff, with
jections to sanction
all his cunning, was no match for Loyola, who quite
nullified this vow by the formula in which he embodied
According to this formula, the vow is made only
accordance with the spirit of the Constitution. Now,
" that the General shall have
the Constitution enacts,
of the Society, to send
over
individual
all
every
power
any one on a mission, to recal missionaries, and to
proceed in all things as he thinks will be best for the
greater glory of God."* Thus, obedience to the Pope
depends entirely on the will and pleasure of the GeHence the General's preponderating influence
neral.
with the Court of Rome.
The ceremony of taking the vows of the Professed
It must take
is more solemn than that of the others.
place in the church, which with the others is not im" First of
all, the General, or some one
perative.
empowered by him to admit to Profession, when he
has offered the sacrifice of the public Mass in the
church, before inmates and others there present, shall
turn to the person who is about to make profession
with the most holy sacrament of the Eucharist; and
he, after the general confession and the w^ords which
are used before the communion, shall, with a loud

it.

in

voice, pronounce his written vow (which it is meet that
he should have meditated on for several days), whereof
this is the form
:

"
I,

N.,

—

make
*

profession,

and promise Almighty

Const, Pars ix. cap.

iii.

§ 9.
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God, before His Virgin Mother, and before all the
heavenly host, and before all bystanders, and you,
reverend father, General of the Society of Jesus, holding the place of God, and your successors or you,
reverend father, Vice-General of the Society of Jesus,
and of his successors, holding the place of God, per;

petual poverty, chastity, and obedience, and therein

peculiar care in the education of hoys, according to
the form of living contained in the Apostolic Letters
of the Society of Jesus, and in its Constitutions, Moreover, I promise special obedience to the Pope in missions, as is contained in the same Apostolic Letters and
At Rome or elsewhere, on such a day,
Constitutions.

month, and year, and in such a church.
"After this, let him take the most holv sacrament

Which being

of the Eucharist.

name

done, the

of

him who miakes profession shall be written in a book
which the Society shall keep for that purpose the

name

whom

of the person to

he made it
down and

month, and year, being also set
vows shall be preserved, that an account of

—the

may appear

da}^

his written

;

ticulars

;

all

for ever, to the glory of

the par-

God."*

It is this class, and that of the Coadjutors, who are
wont to live by alms, and who, for appearance sake,
sometimes go begging from door to door (this is the
case in Italy, at least).
But, either from pride or
'

—

in
roguery, they never ask, in our day, anything
their own name, but always in the name of the poor,
the hospitals, and the prisoners, and thus they win
for their order the veneration of the credulous and the

ignorant.
To the Professed alone are confided the missions,
and the management of the more important affairs of
the order, into the secrets of which they are admitted

Hence they were never,
be
appointed rectors of
urgent
It
of the House of Probation.
colleges, or superiors
further than

any other

except in

class.

cases,

*

to

Const. Pars v. cap.

iii.

§ 2-4.
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was the strict observance of this rule which, perhaps
more than anything else, contributed to the ruin of
the order.

The General, as we have alreadv said, is at the
head of the hierarchy, the absolute master of persons
and things. He is elected for hfe, by a General Congregation of the Society, the decision requiring a
majority of votes, and the observance of certain
But sometimes, when "

rules.

elected

by general

in-

spiration, those rules may be dispensed with," for
the Holy Ghost, wlio inspires such an election, supof every form of election.*
To this
plies the want
Congregation there are convened two Jesuits of

the Professed
vincials,

and

class

also

residincj in

Rome,

all

the Pro-

two Professed members chosen

every province by a Provincial Confrreo^ation.

in

The

formahties of the election are very much the same as
those observed in the election of the Pope.f After
attending mass, the electors are confined in an apartment, where they cannot communicate with any one
from without and, to compel them to decide within a
reasonable time, they are allowed no better aliment
than bread and water until a General is chosen.
When this fortunate occurrence takes place, and the
:

new General is proclaimed, every one present must
come forward to do him reverence, and, kneeling on
The same ConoTO^aiion
both knees, kiss his hand.i
the General appoints also four assistnear him in Rome. At the period
Avhen the Constitution was ultimately defined, toward
1552, the Jesuits had divided the world into four

wliich elects

ants, to reside

provinces, viz. India,

Spain and Portugal, Germany

Each of the four
Sicily.
separately to the affairs of one of
these four provinces, and all of them together, when

and France, and Italy and
assistants attend

*

Const. Pars ix. cap. v. § 5.
Histfyry of the Pontificate of
Const. Pars viii. cap, vi. § 6.

+ See my
X

Fius IX.,

p. y.
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required, assist the General in the general business of
the Society.
At the same Congregation there is also
appointed a pious man as admonitor to the General,

whose dutv

is to be near the General, to watch him,
should he perceive him swerving from the right
path, with all possible humility to advise him, after
earnest and devout prayer to God, what he considers
to be the best course to follow."
In the event of the death or prolonged absence of
any of these officials, the General may appoint some
one to the vacant post, provided his choice be approved by the majority of the Provincials. All these
officials are
given to the General by the Constitution,
partly to assist him in the fulrilment of his duties,
and parti V to be constant and keen surveyors of his
t-^
" And should
conduct.
the General Jriii in copula
carnalis, wounding any one, applying to liis own use
or giving away any cf the revenues of the colleges,
or holding depraved doctrines, as soon as the charge
is
proved by adequate evidence, the four assistants
*
immediately call forth the General Congregation."
real
of
the
with
However,
alienating any
exception
property of the colleges, the General has full and
unlimited power, even to the granting of a dispensaHe aption for any of the rules of the Constitution.
points and disposes of all the subaltern officials of the

and,

*'

It/

Society,

^

and receives

into

it,

or dismisses from

it,

any

person whom he pleases, and that at any time he may
choose.
He buys or exchanges property for the order

own

and has the superintendence of

by

his

its

whole administration.

authority,

The Provincials send him, once a year, an elaborate
and detailed account of every member of the order,
the correctness of which is ascertained by private investigation through different and opposite sources,
because (as is thought) he does not place implicit conMence even in them. The Constitutions say " The

—

*

Const. Pars is. cap. ir. § 7.
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General scrutinises as far as possible tlie character of
who are under his control, and especially Provincials, and others to whom lie intrusts matters of

those

*

importance."
V.

THE PROVINCIALS.

The Provincials are elected by the General from
the class of the Professed.
They are appointed for
three years, but may be confirmed or dismissed at the
The importance of the province over
General's will.
which he is set depends upon the number of houses
The Recor colleges estabhshed within its bounds.
tors, Administrators, or local Superiors, write to the
Provincials monthly a full and correct account of the
inclinations, opinions, defects, propensities, and chaConracters of every individual under their charge.
fidential persons, and especially Confessors, are of
great assistance to them in the drawing up of their
reports, from which the Provincials extract theirs,
wliich are yearly sent to the General.

VI.

RECTORS, SUPERIORS, AND ADMI^'ISTRATORS.

The Rectors

are intrusted with the superintendence
The General chooses them from the
class of the Spiritual Coadjutors, but appomts them
for no determinate period, which leaves him at liberty
to dismiss them whenever he pleases.
The Superiors, elected from the same class and by
the same authoritv, have the oversio-ht of the Houses
of the First and Second Probation.
Each of these
of the colleo-es.

officials, Superior, Rector, and Provincial, has in his
respective sphere as absolute a power over his subordinates as the General has over any member of the

Society.

The Administrators are chosen by
*

Const. Pars. Lx. cap.

iii.

the General from

§ 1-1-19.
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the Temporal Coadjutors under his control.
They
have the entire management of the temporal concerns
both of houses and colleges.
The Rectors and Superiors are forbidden to have
anything to do with any temporal matter whatever;
because it forms a conspicuous part of the admirable
Jesuitical system, to have prescribed for every class
of Jesuits its particular duties, from which it is not to

diverted by any occupation whatever.
This has
contributed
to
the
largely
aggrandisement and success of the Society, as long as the rules were observed.
All these functionaries have subaltern officers, who
assist them in the discharge of their duties.
Provincials, Rectors, Superiors, and some of the Professed,
compose the Provincial Congregations, w^here the
affairs of the district are discussed, and whence the
1)0

delegates which are to be sent to the General Congregation are chosen.
Having thus given a general outline of the origin
and constitutions of the Society, and the limits of this
work forbidding me to enlarge to any great extent

upon this part of my
examine its progress.

subject, I shall

now proceed

to
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IV.

1541-48.

THE PROGRESS OF THE ORDER, AND

ITS FIRST

GENERAL.
Ignatits had no sooner obtained a bull from the Pope
approving of the Society, than he thought it expedient
to give it a chief, or, to spocik more correctly, to be
himseh" formally elected as such, being de facto its
In order, therefore, to proceed to
master already.
the election of the General, he summoned to Rome
his companions, who were scattered through different
Six came.
Bobachlla, Xavier, and
parts of Europe.

Both absent and
were
in
which (as one
unanimous
their
choice,
present
may well imagine) feU upon Ignatius. He, however,
had the modesty (so we are told) to refuse the honour,
and insisted that they should proceed to a new elecThe second trial had the same result, but
tion.
Rodrio;uez sent their votes written.

Ignatius

still

declined to accept of the

office.

At

last,

however, on being much importuned to do so, he ex'•
claimed
Since you persist in choosing me, who
know weU my infirmities, I cannot in conscience sub-

—

your judgment. It only remains, then, that
refer the contested point to
confessor, whom,
as you know, I consider the interpreter of the Divine

scribe to

we

my

The opood fathers consented to this arrangewill.'*'**
ment the more willincrlv, as thev had no doubt whatever

(I

think

should
*

not)

that

Father

Maffei, Vita hjn. p. 90.

Theodose
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would approve of

tlieir

selection.

Nor were they

deceived.*

On Easter-day, therefore, in the year 1541, he
assumed the government of the Society, and on the
his disciples, in the magnififollowing Friday he and
cent Basihca of St Paul's at Rome, renewed the four
vows to which they had bound themselves, with extraordinary pomp and ceremony.

We

candidly admit, however, that Ignatius, after
reaching the height of his ambition, relaxed nothing in
the strictness of his conduct, nor allowed that zeal which
he had manifested in order to attain it, to cool down.
On the contrary, he seemed to redouble his energy,

and gain additional strength in his new dignity. The
days in which he lived were days of battle, and
his first vocation, was impaIgnatius, not forgetting
Protestantism, a giant in its
a menacing attitude, with the
one hand and the sword in the other, bid deBible
fiance to the impugners of the Sacred Volume.
Cathohcism, old in the debauch of power, discredited
by the vices of its ministers, could only oppose his
formidable antagonist with a scattered and undisarmy of monks and priests, rendered effete

tient to enter the melee.

infancy,

m

standing

in

ciplined

At this
of effeminacy and debauchery.
moment, Ignatius rushed to the rescue with
an army, small indeed in number, but composed
of brave and resolute souls, learned, eloquent, pas-

by a

life

critical

sionate, trained to fight, fully persuaded, as almost
was the just cause, and
every soldier is, that theirs
The
that to them the victory ought to belong.

took the field high in spirits, and
disciples of Ignatius
if need be, to sacrifice their liberty, their
blood, their lives, their all, for the cause they had

prepared,

embraced, which was in tlieir eyes the cause of God.
They dispersed to every part of Europe. Lefevre,
from the Congress of Worms, proceeded to Spain;
*

Maifei, Vita Ign. p. 90.
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Lainez and Lejay succeeded him in Germany.

BobaBrouet and Salmeron to Ireland,
Everywhere
Rodriguez and Xavier to Portugal.
these rigid and fanatic monks were, on the one hand,
engaged in theological discussion, while, on the other,
they preached repentance to the people and reform to
the clero-v, and paid no reo-ard t(j the hatred evinced
towards them both by Protestants and Catholics.
It seems as if they courted persecution, and wished
"When the infuriated
to wear the martyr's crown.
populace of Vienna threatened to throw Lejay into
the Danube, he smiled scornfully, and calmly answered " What do I care whether I enter heaven
"
by water or land
From Pome, Ignatius, as an able general, directed
the movements of all those soldiers of Christ, as thev
He praised one, admonished anstyled themselves.
Nor
other, inspired all with his zeal and fanaticism.
was this enough for his ardent and indefatigable spirit.
He turned his attention to less unquestionable acts of
Many of the hospitals erected
religion and charity.
in the middle of Rome, were the fruits of his zealous
The Convent of Santa Martha was opened
exertions.
for abandoned women, who wished to repent, and pass
an upright and easy life. In that of Santa Catherine,
poor and honest young girls found an asylum against
temptation and seduction fatherless children of both
sexes were received, and carefully educated, in two
and the inmates
hospitals which yet exist in Rome
of which, on the olst of July of every year, go in procession to the Church of Gesu, to pray to the shrine
of the saint, and to give thanks to their benefactor.
However, the gratitude which we owe to Loyola for
dilla

went

to I^aples,

—

!

;

;

those charitable institutions cannot restrain our indio;nation and abhorrence towards the man who had so
great a share in reviving the infamous tribunal of the

The Jesuits reckon it among the glories
Inquisition.
of their order, that Loyola supported, by a special
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Pope, a petition for the reorganising

and abhorred

tribunal.

In the 13th century, the Inquisition had been dia25,000 Albigenses perished for bearbolically active.
ing testimony to the Word of God.
Dominique, that
wholesale butcher of these unfortunate Christians, by
his barbarous inhumanities, struck horror
throughout
Europe, and gained for himself a place among the

Roman

But, as is always the case, its very
The tribunal, as if
prepared a reaction.
satiated with human suffering, gradually relented,
and, in the epoch of which we are speaking, had almost fallen into decay. Besides, the inquisitors, chosen
from among the monastic orders, were little inchned
to enforce strict and severe laws against practices or
opinions with which they themselves were in many
cases chargeable.*
Above all, the See of Rome,
under the Alexanders, the Juliuses, the Leos, plunged
in political aifairs, and, extremely lax in matters of
religion and morality, had little or no inclination
to enforce the almost forgotten edicts of the Inquisition.
But the new doctrines spread in Germany
with amazing rapidity and the outcry raised against
the morals of the Catholic clergy produced two
the partial reform of the more
immediate eifects
flagrant abuses of which the clergy were guilty,
and the revival of a tribunal, which should destroy
by fire and sword whoever dared to impugn the
doctrines of the Popes, and the canonical laws.
Caraifa, wliom we have already mentioned, was the
Through
principal author of this dreadful tribunal.
his exertions, and those of Loyola, an edict appeared
on the 21st of July 1542, appointing six cardinals
commissioners of the Holy See and general inquisitors,
with power to delegate their authority to any person
they pleased. All ranks of citizens, without exception,
were subjected to these inquisitors. Suspected persons
saints.

excess

;

—

* Bromato Vita di Paolo I V.

lib. vii. § 3.
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were immediately imprisoned, the guilty punished \^'itll
death, and their property confiscated. jS^o book could
be printed or sold (and such is still the case through
nearly the whole of Italy) without the authority of
Hence a catalogue of prohibited
the inquisitor.
books, the first issue of which, containing seventy
works, appeared at Venice.
In order that the tribunal might be made more efficient, Caraffa drew up, himself, the following stringent
rules

"

:

—

When faith is in question, there must be no
delay; but, on the slightest suspicion, rigorous measures must be resorted to with all speed.
"
Secondly, No consideration is to be shewn to either
prince or prelate, however high his station.
*'
Thirdly, Extreme severity is to be exercised
against all those who attempt to shield themselves
under the protection of any potentate and those only
are to be treated with gentleness and fatherly compassion, who make a full and frank confession of the
charges laid against them.
"
Fourthly, No man must debase himself by shewing
toleration towards heretics of any kind, and above all
First,

;

to Calvinists." *

This terrible tribunal, in the hands of the relentless
and unforgiving Caraffa, spread desolation and dismay
throughout Italy, from its very commencement.
Thousands were arraigned before it, whose only crime
consisted in becoming the unhappy victims of such as
were actuated by the fell rage of revenge, or the thirst
for power or wealth
in a word, by any or all of those
foul passions which degrade and brutalise humanity.
As sacerdotal ferocity then called to its aid the might
of the secular arm, and thus became all-powerful, death
assumed a new and more terrible aspect. And he who

—

should invent new instruments of torture to dislocate
the limbs of the victims with the most exquisite and
* -Ranke's Hist,
of the Popes, vol.

i.

p. 189,

English tran?lation.
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!
excruciating pains possible would be rewarded
Throuo'hout Italy, and in A^arious parts of Europe,
you
might have seen, whilst the infernal flames of the pile
were ascending, the sinister and diabolical smile of the
!

!

Jesuits, who were aiming at tlie increase of their order,
under the shade of this all-mastering power
But we must resume our history. The first college of the order was founded in Coimbra, in 1542, by
John III. of Portugal.
The same year twenty-five
of his subjects were admitted into it under the super!

intendence of Rodriguez.
Lainez, aided by the Lipomana family, erected
another at the same time in Venice.
third was
built in Padua.
After that Italy became studded with
them.
Those youth whom Loyola, in the beginning
of 1540, had sent to Paris to study, and receive a

A

university, being expelled from France,
there, under the direction of
Lefevre, became the inmates of a college afterwards
The Jesuits had already many colleges estabfamous.

degree in

went

to

its

Lou vain, and

Germany, one of which was nursing in its
bosom Peter Canisius, Avho became most notorious for
In Spain, also, the new order met with
his cruelties.
lished in

Besides being the birthplace of
prodigious success.
Ignatius and six of the founders of the order, it succeeded, at its very commencement, in making a conquest of no less a person than Francis Borgia, Duke
The authority
of Candia, and vice-king of Barcelona.
of his name, his exertions, and the eloquence of Father
Araoz, soon covered Spain with houses and colleges.
Since the year 1543, the order already counting nine
houses, and more than eighty Professed members,
Paul III., who at first had limited the number of the
Jesuits to sixty, being highly satisfied with these new
champions of the Boman See, issued another bull on
the 15th of March 1543, by which he empowered the
order to receive an unlimited number of members.
In speaking of the different countries into Avhich the
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had intruded themselves, we have purposely
and that for two reasons
passed over England
First, Because, writing in England, and for English
readers, we consider it but fair to expatiate all the
more on what particularly concerns their own country.
Secondly, Because the two first Jesuits wlio entered
England were intrusted with a special political mission
the first one of the kind, and which we are froin^ to
Jesuits

:

;

—

relate

:

—

—

The

severe and somewhat capricious edicts of Henry
even after Moore and Fisher had perished
the hands of the executioner, while but partially

V^IIL,

bv

obeyed

in

England, were totally disregarded

True

in Ire-

that a great part of the aristocracy,
for fear of proscription and confiscation, had yielded
to Henry's orders, and even supported him in his desbut the bulk of the nation, more perpotic pohcy
haps out of hatred to their o]'pressors than from real
land.

it is,

;

attachment to their religion, refused to subscribe to a
creed violently enforced by a hated and despotic
content with opposing Henry in his relithey, under the very pretence of
religion, caused partial insurrections, with the view of
shaking off the yoke of their masters. But the power
of Henry bore down all opposition
and, as Dr Lin"
the English domination over Ireland never
gard says,

power.

]S'ot

gious ordinances,

;

appeared to be more firmly estabHshed." In such a
state of things, the Archbishop of
Armagh, a Scotch-

man by
care,

birth, abandoninor the flock confided to his
to Eome to implore the assistance of his

fled

master the Pope. Paul had already evinced great
His anger
anger against Henry for his apostacy.
was increased by the fact, that not only was he unable
to prevail on either Francis I. or Charles Y. to invade England, but, that these monarchs had, in the
face of his express

commands, made,

successively, a

treaty with the excommunicated king.
Accordingly
his resentment know no bounds.
However, the means
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which Paul had at command to contend with Henry
were inadequate to gratify the hate which rankled in
his bosom towards him.
Determined, nevertheless,
not to remain inactive, he thought of despatching
some emissaries into Ireland, in order that, by working upon the ignorant and bigoted minds of its
fanatic inhabitants, he might excite them to a civil
war.
With this pious end in view, he turned his
eyes to this newly established society, and asked
from the General two of its members, to be sent

From that day, down to the recent mission
of Cardinal Wiseman, the Court of Rome has striven,
more or less openly, more or less eagerly, to exasperate
the Irish Catholics against the English Protestants,
thither.

and has made Ireland a sore thorn

to the sister island.

a time did Pius V. exclaim, that he would wiland
lingly shed his blood in a war against England
XIII.
was
to
march
in
Gregory
seriously meditating
person, and head the insurrection which broke out in
Ireland durino* the reisin of Elizabeth

Many

;

!

The two Jesuits whom

Ignatius gave to the Pope for
this mission were Salraeron and Brouet, who received
secret instructions from the Pope, and were honoured
"
with the name of Papal Nuncios.
They accepted
with joy the perils of the embassy, but were in no way
ambitious of the lustre and honour which the title

conferred."*
Cretineau.

So modest they were, according

to

Mr

The fact is, that they could not and would not have
dared to assume in public the title of the Pope's
Legates, or Nuncios, and were obliged to content
themselves to be simple and secret emissaries.
Ignatius also gave them private instructions, and we may
thank Orlandini for having sent down this document,
which, if well examined, clearly shews that the crafty
and mysterious policy for which the Society has
earned such merited notoriety and execration, is as
*

Cretineau, vol.

i.

p. 134.
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Here is the precious document,
which, however, shews a remarkable knowledo-e of
human nature :-j—
" I recommend
you to be, in your intercourse with
all the world in general
but particularly with your
old as the order.

—

—

modest and circumspect in your
equals and inferiors
words, always disposed and patient to listen, lending
an attentive ear till the persons w^ho speak to you have
unveiled the depth of their sentiments.
Then you
will give them a clear and brief answer which
may
anticipate all discussion.
" In order to
conciliate to yourselves the goodwill

of

men

in the desire of

extending the kingdom of God,
yourselves all things to all men, after
the example of the apostle, in order to gain them to
Jesus Christ. Nothing, in effect, is more adapted than
the resemblance of tastes and habits to conciliate

you

will

make

gain hearts.
having studied the character and
manners of each person, you will endeavour to conform yourselves to them as much as duty will permit,
so that, if you have to do with an excitable and
ardent character, you should shake of all tedious
affection, to

"

Thus,

after

—

prohxity.
" You
must, on the contrary, become somewhat slow
and measuring in speech, if the person to whom you
speak is more circumspect and deliberate in his speech.
" For the
rest, if he who has to do with a man of

temperament has himself that defect, and if
they do not agree thoroughly in their opinion, it is
greatly to be feared lest they permit themselves to be
hurried into passion.
Therefore, he who recognises
in himself that propensity
ought to watch himself with
the most vigilant care, and
fortify his heart with a
supply of strength, in order that anger should not
but rather that he may endure with
surprise him
equanimity all that he shall suffer from the other,
even should the latter be his inferior. Discussions and
irascible

;
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quarrels are much less to be apprehended from quiet
and slow tempers than from the excitable and ardent.
*'
In order to attract men to virtue, and fight the
enemy of salvation, you shall employ the arms he uses
such is the advice of St Basil.
to destroy them
*'
When the devil attacks a just man, he does not let
him see his snares; on the contrary, he hides them,

—

and attacks him only

indirectly, without resisting his
inclinations,
pious
feigning even to conform to them
but
degrees he entices him, and surprises him in
;

—

by

Thus

his snares.

to extricate
''

proper to follow a similar track

it is

men from

sin.

Begin with praising what

is

good

in

them, without

attacking their vices ; when you shall have
gained their confidence, apply the remedy proper for
their cure.

at first

" AVith
regard to melancholy or unsettled persons,
exhibit whilst addressing them, as

gay and serene countenance
ness to your words, in order
of mental tranquillity

much

as

can, a

you
—give the greatest
sweet-

restore them
— combating
one extreme

to a state

to

by

another extreme
" Not
only in your sermons, but also in your private
conversation, particularly when you reconcile people
at variance, do not lose sight of the fact that all your

—

words may be published what you say
may be manifested in the light of day.

in

darkness

" In affairs
or
anticipate the time, rather than defer
for
if
it
to-morrow,
adjourn
you promise anything
;

do it to-dcay. As to money, do not touch even that
which shall be fixed for the expenses which you shall
Let it be distributed to the poor by other hands,
pay.
or employ it in good works, in order that you may be
able, in case of need, to affirm on oath that in the
course of your legation you have not received a
penny. When you have to speak to the great, let
Deliberate with
Pasquier Bruet have the charge.
in
all the points touching which your sentiyourselves
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ments miglit be at variance. Do -^liat two persons
out of three would have approved, if cahed upon to
decide.
"

—

Write often to Rome durinc^ your iourney as soon
shall have reached Scotland, and also when
you
shall have got over to Ireland.
Then give an account
as

you

of youi* legation monthly."*
Now, examine well these instructions, and vou will
find that the true Jesuit must be
crafty, insinuating,
deceitful,

Christian,
reho'ion.

even whilst pretending to be a most sincere
and as if raised bv God to defend his holv
Their sacrileo-ious maxim, "that no means

can be bad when the end

is
good," sanctifies in their
the
most
atrocious
crimes.
eyes
At first sight, these precepts which Ignatius ga\c
to the two emissaries of Paul, althouo-h not
very
honest, appear in themselves prudent instructions for
proceeding in what they considered a most holy cause
the maintenance of the Catholic rehoion.
But

—

—

apply them to pohtical purposes and Ignatius knew
that this was the case
and you will at once perceive
the extent of the Jesuit immorality, and the artful

—

way
all

offences.

But

name

the most sacred
—rehgion, they accomplish
the most heinous
Mr Cretineau — In these
the

in which,

things

in the

of

of

•'

listen to

incjeriious

:

"

mstructions," says he,
Loyola takes care to be silent
about those which the Pope had given them; he keeps
aloof from politics.
Salmeron and Brouet are the

Pope's legates, and have his confidence.
Ignatitis
endeavours to make them worthy of it, but he does
not go beyond."!
You confess, then, that
Good

Paul

—

I

Christ's vicef^erent

—

is

ijlottinfr

reveno-e under

the garb of rehgion, and that he has sent the Jesuits
on a pohtical mission.
Ignatius, confident in Paul's
abilities, confined himself to the prescribing of rules
calculated to insure success in their undertakino; you
;

*

Orlaud.

lib. iii.

iS

;

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 131.

t

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 136,
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prize

him

pohtics

?

for that,

Good

and boast that he keeps aloof from

!

Salmeron and Brouet set out on their mission, and,
as they were ordered, visited Holyrood on their way
James V. was then on the throne of
to Ireland.
"
there is reason to believe," says the
Scotland, who,
author of the Tales of a Grandfather, " was some-

—

to the Reformed doctrines
at least he
to
the
bitter
satires
compose
encouraged
poet Lindsay
against the corruptions of the Eoman Catholic clergy."

what inclined

His uncle, Henry YIIL, encouraged him in this disposition, strongly advised him to take possession of the
immense wealth of the religious orders ; and desired an
interview with him at York in the beginning of the
year 1542. Henry went there, and waited six days

nephew, but he never made his appearance.
There can be little doubt that the Jesuits, who had
arrived in Scotland some time before with the Pope's
letter for the king, to whom they were introduced
by Beaton, of cruel and tragic memory, who had
for his

known Loyola

at Rome, used their utmost influence to
prevent this meeting. Nor do I think it presumption
to assert that the two Jesuits, and the letter which
they brought from Paul, who exhorted the king to remain faithful to the religion of his fathers, were the
The war
chief cause that detained him at home.
which followed soon after, with disastrous consequences
to both nations, and especially to Scotland, as well
as the torrents of blood shed during a long course

of relio'ious strug'o-les, would, in all hkelihood, have
been avoided had James resisted the influence of the
Jesuits.

Meanwhile Paul's two emissaries arrived in Ireland
about the month of February 1542.
There, according
to Jesuitical historians, they wrought prodigies, reforming and stirring up the people, and confirming them
in the tenets of the true religion

;

celebrating masses,

hearing confessions, and especially granting

many

in*
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*

exacting from tlie people a very moderate
dulgeiices ;
tax, which, according to the instructions of Ignatius,

was not gathered by themselves, but by a stranger. f
flocked around them, and poured out beneTheir adversaries, on the
dictions upon their head.
other hand, assert that they plotted to stir up one
class of citizens against another, and drained the

The people

pockets of the credulous Irishmen so forcibly, that at
last they became so odious in the eyes of the people,
that thev threatened to deliver them into the hands of
We ourselves believe that both of
Henry's ofiicers-l
No doubt they, to
these versions are in part true.

keep up appearance, said masses, heard many confesgranted millions of indulgences, but there is as
doubt that they excited the people against their
excommunicated sovereign, whom, to be faithful to
sions,
little

must execrate, and use all their
That they collected money from
the people, either party confess but whether that
money was employed for the repairing of the churches
and the supporting of widows and orphans, as the one
their religion, they
efforts to dethrone.

;

pretends, or as an aliment to foment civil war, as the
leave
other asserts, is not sufficiently ascertained.
Certain it is,
our readers to judge for themselves.
however, they only continued in Ireland for thirty-

We

four days, and during that time they wandered about
from place to place in disguise, never sleeping two successive nights under the same roof, afraid every

moment

of being seized.
Upon leaving, they formed
the nohle comj^lot (says Mr Cretineau, illustrating Orlandini) of going to London, and finding means of being
admitted into Henry's presence, when, by their eloquence and tenderness, they would disarm the anger
of the king, in pleading the cause of the Catholic reli*

Cumulatam peccatorum indulgentiam

tribuebant.

— Orland.

lib. iii.

sec. 59.

f

Exceptiones immunitatesque, aut plane gratuitas aut cere permodico tenuoribus indugebant, kc.
Ibid, and Cret. vol. i. p. 140.
J Stdnmttz, vol. i. p. 308.

—
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It was as well
gion at the tribunal of his conscience.*
Henry, and England too, that their plan was found
must not forget that they
to be "impracticable.''
were the emissaries of that Paul who thought the sword
and the stake, for the conversion of heretics, to be
the most effectual and conclusive arguments. Neither

for

We

must we forget, that some years after, James Clement
and Ravaillac adopted a more expeditious way than
eloquence for the converting of Henrys III. and IV.
Salmeron and Brouet thought it advisable, in the circumstances, to retire into France, and being ordered
by Paul to return again into Scotland, they refused to
obey, and went direct to Rome.
Thus ended the first mission into England. Would
to God it had been the last !
'

Orl. lib.

iii.

60

;

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 141.
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V.

1547-1631.

THE FEMALE JESUITS.
Before proceeding further, we think it proper to make
a few observations on the Female Jesuitical Institution
which was estabhshed at this period, especially as the
order still exists, though under a different name.
When Ignatius was living at Barcelona, he received
many kindnesses and favours at the hand of a lady
But after he had left this place, his
so absorbed in devising so many and lofty
her.
She did not,
projects, that he entirely forgot
however, forget Ignatius. Hearing of his increasing
called Rosello.

mind was

founder and general
sanctity, of his having become the
"
of a new order, and
being; then a widow, she resolved

abandon the world, and live in accordance with his
evangelical councils, and under the authority of the
With this pious resolution, and being joined
Society.
in her holy enterprise b}^ two virtuous and noble
Roman ladies, she asked and received from Paul permission to embrace this kind of life."*
Ignatius had
the perception to see that these ladies would be an incumbrance to him and his order, " yet the gratitude
which he owed to liis kind benefactress weio'hed so
much upon his heart, that he consented to receive them
under his protection." But he soon had reason to repent of this act of condescension the annoyance was
so great, that he confessed himself that they gave hir
to

;

*

Rdnot,

vol. vii. p. 491.
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more trouble than the whole community, because he
could never get done with them.
At every moment
he was obliged to resolve their strange questions, to
allay their scruples, to hear their complaints, or settle
;* and as, notwithstanding all his sagadid
not foresee of what advantage women
Ignatius
could one day be to the order, he applied to the Pope
to be relieved of this charge, writing, at the same time,
the following letter to Rosello
" Venerable Dame Isabella

their differences
city,

—
—mv Mother
—Rosello
In truth
would
:

and

Sister in Jesus Christ,
for the greater glory of God, to satisfy

my

I

wish,

your good desires, and procure your spiritual progress by keeping
you under my obedience, as you have been for some
time past but the continual ailments to which I am
subject, and all my occupations which concern the service of our Lord, or his vicar on earth, permit me to
do so no longer. Moreover, being persuaded, accord;

ing to the light of my conscience, that this little
Society ought not to take upon itself, in particular,
the direction of any woman who may be engaged to
us by vows of obedience, as I have fully declared to
our Holy Father the Pope, it has seemed to me for
the greater glory of God, that I ought no longer to
look upon you as my spiritual daughter, and only as

my godmother, as you have been for many years, to
the greater glory of God.
Consequently, for the
and
the
service,
greater
greater honour of the everlasting Goodness, I ^ive you as much as I can into
the hands of the sovereio:n Pontiff, in order that,
taking his judgment and will as a rule, you may find
rest and consolation for the greater glory of the Divine
At Rome, the first of October 1549."
Majesty.
The Pope complied with the request, and exempted
the order from the superintendence of women and
" that no memIgnatius enacted in the Constitutions,
ber of the Society should undertake the care of souls,

—

;

*

Helyot, vol.

vii. p.

491.
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nor of Relio^ious, or of anv other

women whatever

"

[Loyola's disciples thought proper to differ from him],
" so as
frequently to hear their confessions, or give
them directions, although there is no objection to their
receiving the confession of a monastery once, and for
a special reason." *

Dame Rosello and her two companions, being deprived of their spiritual father, not wishing to change
him for another so faithful were they desisted at
once from their pious undertaking, and for a time
nothing more was heard of female Jesuits but, about
the year 1622, some females, more meddUng than
devoted, took upon themselves the task of reviving
the institution, althouo:h they were not authorised to
do so. ^S'evertheless, they united into different communities, established houses for noviciates and colleges,
chose a general under the name of Proposta, and
made vows into her hands of perpetual chastity,
Xot being restrained by
poverty, and obedience.

—

—
;

of seclusion, they went from place to place,
busthng with gossip, and causing confusion and scandal throughout the Catholic camp.
The community
soon spread over a great part of lower Germany,

any law

France, Spain, and was especially numerous in Italy,

where

it

originated.
after vainly endeavouring to impose
rules of discipline, by a brief of the

Urban VIIL,
upon them some
21st

May

1631, suppressed them.f

*

Const, pars vi. cap. iii. § 7.
To be a nun's confessor was, and is
Before the Council of Trent, this privistill, deemed a high priyilege.
lege belonged to the order of St Francis, under whose rules most of the
nuns also live. The conduct of these brothers and sisters was in the
highest degree improper and scandalous.
Although the Franciscans are
now no longer the titular confessors of these nuns, nevertheless they are

on the most friendly terms

^"ith one another ; upon which friendships
the Italians exercise their satirical and sarcastic vdt. The confessors are
the respective bishops, who confer the honour upon their

now chosen by
most

faithful adherents, as a reward for their services.
The rivalries of
those sainted women, and their ingeuiuus contrivances to engage the
smile of their holy father, are notorious to every one who lives near a
convent.
+ Hdyot, voL iii. p. 402.
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Thus ended the Society of Female Jesuits under
name and form. But another afterwards sprung
in
its place, under the
up
appellation of Religieuse du
this

Sam^e Coeur, having special rules very like those of
the Jesuits, under whose absolute directions they now
are.

—

In Catholic countries above all, in France, and, we
are sorry to say, in Piedmont also
very many of the
highest rank in society send their daughters to be
educated in these monasteries. Had Ignatius known
what powerful auxiliaries these worthy nuns were likely

—

he would, in all likelihood, have
borne with those petty annoyances caused to him by
good Dame Eosello. Ladies educated by these nuns
to prove to his order,

bring into their homes all those dissensions and cause
those evils which are so ably described by the
French professor, Michelet, who lost his chair the
other day for daring to attack these all-powerful
auxiliaries of Napoleon
the Jesuits.
all

—
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CHAPTER VL
1548-56.

THE FIRST OPPOSITION TO THE ORDER, AND DEATH
OF LOYOLA.

The

order of Jesuits, which had hitherto progressed

SO favourably, was now surrounded with difficulties
and enemies. While the rapid increase of the Society,
the influence it had acquired, and the wealth which it

had already accumulated, combined to render the
less cautious and more authoritative, they

Jesuits

caused also a great deal of envy, especially among
classes menaced by the company in some of
At the first opportunity an attempt
their privileges.
was made to crush the order in the bud.
This opportunity was offered by the emperor,
Charles V., who had at no time been very favourable to the institution, and who, no matter how
bigoted a Catholic he may have become in his latter
days, was then just as much Catholic as was necessary to extend his dominions and to consolidate his
those

despotic power.
In 1548, Charles, indignant at the cunning policy
of Paul III., who set the emperor to war with the

Reformers, and who deserted him when he feared
he would

that, being master of the Protestant league,
also become his dictator
Charles, we say,

—

when

the

Pope recalled his troops, not wishing to drive the Protestant princes to extremities, pubUshed the famous
Interwiy a sort of compromise between the two
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creeds,

and a

acquiescence in the more comdoctrines of the Reformers,
leaving,

tacit

monly received
besides, in their

properties.

hands, the confiscated ecclesiastical

Paul became furious at the audacity of a

in matters of faith, and
loudly exclaimed against the prince.
Cardinal Farnese, the
Pope's legate and nephew, told the emperor that his
book contained at least ten propositions which were
heretical, and for which he might be called to account.
Besides his legate, the Pope had in Germany a staunch
and faithful partisan in the person of Bobadilla. Bobadilla was a bold and
thorough Jesuit. He went to
the war, and attached himself as a sort of commissary
to the troops which the Pope's grandson had led into
Germany. At the battle of Mulberg he received a
wound, but this gave him little concern. Some days
afterwards, he was to be seen at Passau, a Protestant
town, preaching the Catholic tenets, and announcing
a day of thanksgiving for the victory that the Catholics had
gained over the Protestants.
You may well believe that such a man would not
hesitate to attack the Interim.
In fact, by writing,
by preaching pubhcly and privately, Bobadilla boldly
denounced the book, and that even in the presence of
the emperor himself, as a sacrilegious composition.
The emperor, frustrating the Jesuit's desire to gain

layman minghng

renown by means of persecution, simply expelled him
from all his estates.
Bobadilla hastened to Rome to receive, he hoped,
the deserved ovation.
how bitterly was
But, alas
!

he deceived

!

"

Ignatius,

fearing that Bobadilla in

impugning the Interim may have gone beyond due
bounds, thought it better at first not to receive him
into the house." *
So Orlandini. Our Mr Cretineau,

who

generally transcribes literally, here, with

more

zeal than prudence, thus reports the passage of the
*'
Jesuit writer:
Loyola seized hold of this circum-

—

* Orl. Ub.

viii.

§

6.
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stance to reYeno;e the majesty of kings, which, even
in the heio-ht of the dispute, one oucrht never to at*
Cretineau ! you
understand you well,
tain."'

We

have

lost

Mr

much

of

too well educated

over the people,
you^' influence
to repose much faith, either ia

your sanctity or your miracles, and you intend to preserve some of your domineering influence, by clinging to these same kings against whom, when they
were adverse to you, you directed the poniard of the
assassin

!

Bobadilla's expulsion seemed to have been the signal
for the outburst of a violent war against the order,
The fight began at Salamanca.
especially in Spain.
Three Jesuits, Sanci, Capella, and Turrian, arrived
there in 1548, for the purpose of establishing their

They entered the town in the" most pitiSociety.
able condition, and were so poor, that,
having no
imao'e to adorn the altar of their private chapel with,
they in its stead put a piece of paper, upon which
Imwas dehneated, I do not know what figure

—

'

'

quam in" papyro
pressam nescio,' says Orlandini,
-^^^^
collocarent.'
tabula
scite
f
picta
figuram, pro
"
" In
Cretineau thus translates it
(of
consequence
:

—

" one of them
simply sketched on
having no picture),
a piece of paper an image of the Virgin, and this
paper, stuck on the wall, was the only ornament of the

high altar." 1
I must say

I feel

You

surprised at their candour!

you worship a dirty scrap of paper,
not know what sort of figure was
which
do
upon
you
represented, or you scratch four lines and make it
the object of your cultus the indispensable ornament
of your altar, upon which you are going to renew the
confess, then, that

—

sacrifice of

the Cross!

Ah! we

alreadv

knew

—

that

your rehgion only consisted in externalities in blind
Yet we register this other
and absurd superstitions.
example to prove your own idolatry, and your constant
*

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 284.

f Orlan.

lib. viii. p. 43.

t O'et.

vol.

i.

p. 285.
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Lord in the background, while adoring images and statues which you
have made according to your hearts' wishes, as our
great poet says, of gold and silver
practice, to represent Christ the

—

"

Fatto Vavete Dio d'oro

e,

—
d'argento." Dante, Inferno, cant. xix.

However, there lived at that time at Salamanca a
Dominican friar, famous for his eloquence, his learning, and particularly for his uprightness of purpose
He had known Loyola, and formed
Melchior Cano.
a bad opinion of him, because he never ceased speak-

—

ing of his revelations, his visions, his virtues, his undeserved persecutions.
After his disciples came to Salamanca, equipped only
with their bigoted fanaticism, and of doubtful morality,
he resolved to oppose them, and poured forth against

them, from his chair and pulpit, torrents of eloquent
He represented them as crafty, insinuat-

invectives.

ing; living in palaces, deceiving the kings and the
great declaring them to be soiled by every species
of crime; capable of all kinds of excesses; and
dangerous both to rehgion and society.
may perhaps say that the picture which he, in
his passionate eloquence, drew of the members of the
order, which he also called the pioneers of Antichrist,
was then somewhat exaggerated. The Jesuits at that
time were not so perverse as he represented them to be,
for they had as yet only existed for a few years.
But
it would seem that Cano had spoken in the
spirit of
prophecy, of the character which it assumed in after
generations, the germ of which he may have seen be;

We

ginnino; to develop itself.
If the letter which we are

about to transcribe,

written by him in 1560, two days before his death, is
not to be numbered among the prophecies, it is nevertheless an extraordinary prediction, which came to be
fulfilled in every point.
Here is this remarkable
letter

:

— " God grant that

it

may

not happen to

me

as
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whose predictions were not
Trov was captured and burned. If the

fabled of Cassandra,

believed

till

members

God
will

of the Society continue as they have beo^un,
that the time mav not come when kino-s

cri'ant

wish to resist them, but will not have the means

of doino^ so." *

But we have

anticipated.

— The

hideous colours

which he pourtrayed the disciples of Loyola made
such an impression in Salamanca, that the Jesuits were

in

In vain did
not allowed to establish themselves in it.
the Pope, taking up the cause of the Jesuits, by a
In vain did the
bull reprove the conduct of Cano.
General of the Dominicans issue a circular to all his
subordinates, in which, after a lono; eulo^ium on the
"
it
ought to be praised and
Society, he says that
and
not
assailed
with calumnies.y
imitated,
Cano,
disreo^arding both the Papal brief and his general's
circular,

and being supported,

at

least

secretly,

by

boldlv held out ao-ainst the order.
What could his adversaries do / Persecution and revenge were impossible against a subject of the emperor, who was then at war with the Pope, and yet
Cano must be got rid of. Well, one fine morning he
was strangely and agreeably surprised with the news,
that that same Pope who had threatened and censured
him had now conferred upon him the bishopric of
the Canaries. Dazzled and flattered, the friar vielded
at first to the temptation, and left Salamanca for his

the

civil authorities,

bishopric.

had been

But soon, very soon, he perceived why he
sent so far awav.
Resolved, therefore, to

cunning, he resigned the Episcoto Salamanca, the undoubted and indefatigable adversary of the order.
He died Provincial of his order, and much respected.
About the same epoch, 1548, the University of Alcala also declared ao^ainst the order.
The contest
lasted for a considerable time
and even after many

baflle his enemies'

pal

and returned

dignity,

;

*

Crti. vol.

i.

p. 290.

t

Orland.

lib. viii. 10.
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of the doctors were, by the usual mysterious arts,
gained over to the cause of the company, Dr Scala
persisted in his opposition, and did not refrain from

attacking them till he was called before the Inquisition, and threatened with an auto-da-fe.^
The opposition which the Jesuits encountered in

Toledo, where they had already established themselves, was a more serious affair.
They had found
here the population docile, and easy to be imposed
upon. They had introduced sundry abuses, and many

—

horrid to
superstitious practices. Nay, their devotees
say ! went to the communion table twice a day ! In

—

the year 1550, these scandalous enormities forced
themselves upon the attention of the authorities. Don
Siliceo, Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, once tutor to
Philip of Spain, wishing to repress them, pubhshed an
ordinance, reproving and condemning them, and in
which, after bitterly reproaching the Jesuits for their
many usurpations, he forbids the people, under pain
of excommunication, to confess to any Jesuit, and empowers all curates to exclude them from the adminis-

furthermore, laying an inthe
Jesuit
upon
College of Alcala.
This ordinance produced a great excitement among
the Jesuits and their partisans, and nothing was left
But neither
untried to make the archbishop relent.
the influence that the Society already possessed, nor
the intercession of the Papal nuncio, and of the Archbishop of Burgos, nor even the Pope's own authority,
Then the
could vanquish the archbishop's hostility.
bold Loyola had the impudence to institute a process
against the archbishop, before the Royal Council of
Paul III. was dead, and was succeeded by
Spain.
Julius III., who, as Ignatius well knew, was on the
The Royal Council conbest terms with Charles.
demned the prelate, who thereupon recalled the internot that his opinions were changed, but to avoid,
dict f
tration of all sacraments

;

terdict

—

*

t

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 299.

Ibid. p. 292,

As

this author generally quotes Orlandini

and the
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which encountered his successor, the
perhaps, the fate
twelve years of
learned but unfortunate Carranza
torture in the dungeons of the Inquisition.
still fiercer tempest was gathering over the heads
Instructive is the cause
of the Jesuits at Saragossa.

—

A

The town of Saragossa was so full of
of the quarrel.
convents and monasteries, that, to observe the rule
which forbade any religious house to be built within
it was
impossible for
the Jesuits to find a spot unforbidden. However, after
thoroughly surveying the town, they imagined they
had found a spot at the rec|uisite distance. They there
erect a house and a chapel, which is to be consecrated
Great preparations are
on Easter Tuesday 1555.

a certain distance of another,

to make the pageant pompous and attractive,
when, alas Lopez Marcos, Yicar-general of Saragossa,
on the complaint of the Augustine Friars, who pretend
that the chapel was built on their grounds, intimated
to Father Brama, the superior of the house, that the
ceremony mio-ht be deferred. Brama refused to obey.
Lopez, at the very moment the Jesuits were performforing the solemn ceremony, issued a proclamation
of excomunder
be
entered
to
the
pain
chapel
bidding
munication, xlnathemas were poured upon the fathers,
and the clergy, accompanied by a great crowd of
the 109th
people, march through the town, singing
himself
"As
he
clothed
the
Psalm,
people repeating

made

!

—

with cursing lilvo as with his garment, so let it come
into his bowels like water, and like oil into his bones ;"
and, to unite the ludicrous with the terrible, they carry
the
along images with hideous faces, representing
Jesuits dragged to hell by a legion of demons still
more hideous. A funeral procession, with the image
of Christ covered with a black veil, singing lugubrious
From
sontjs, march towards the house of the Jesuits.
other Jesuitical -writers vc/'latim, we shall refer our readers to him,
as it can much more easily be procured, and we shall only quote froui
the original when the translation is inaccurate.
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time to time, the cry, "Mercy! Mercy!" burst from
the crowd, as they wished to avert the curse of God
from an interdicted city. The poor Jesuits, shut up
in their own house, patiently wait for a fortnight, until
the tempest should pass away.
But this ignoble gob-

worthy only of Jesuits and of their
opponents, not yet ending, Loyola's disciples, as usual,
gave way, feehng assured that, if actual force would
be of no avail in making good their claim, intrigues
and cunning would in the end win the day. Nov were
they deceived.*
In Portugal, dangers of another kind menaced the
It seemed as if Portugal were to be the
Society.
theatre where the Jesuits were to perform the principal
act of their io;noble drama.
The protection of John III., united with the zeal of
Rodriguez, had made this country one of the most
But its very
flourishing provinces of the Society.
Having possessed
prosperity nearly caused its ruin.
themselves of immense wealth, the Jesuits, yielding to
the common law, relaxed in the strictness of their conduct, pursued a life of pleasure and debauchery above
all, their principal college (Coimbra) resembled more a
garden of academics than a cloister.f Scandal became
so great, that the court began to frown upon them,
and the people were losing that respect and veneration with which they had before regarded them.
of
Ignatius, of course, was soon informed of the state
things, and took at once the most energetic measures
for repressing the evil (in 1552).
Rodriguez was
recalled and sent to Spain, and a new provincial and
rector were sent to Coimbra.
Miron, the provincial, attempted a reform, but the
Jesuits
refused to submit to it.
spoiled children
Some he dismissed from the college a greater number abandoned it.
Insubordination and disorder- were
at their height.
Fortunately, Ignatius had in the
lin representation,

;

—

—

*

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 305.

—

+

Ibid. p. 299.
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man accordino; to his heart. Godin
proved a worthy disciple of the author of the Spiritual
rector Godin a

Exercises. Stripping his shoulders of their garments,
arming himself with a scourge, he rushed, demoniaclike, out into the streets of Coimbra, and flao;ellated
himself, crying for mercy.
Breathless, covered with
dust and blood, running and screaming, he returned
where the brethren were asStran<^e
sembled, and here he a^ain lashed himself.
and uncommon examples fire the imagination and preThe Jesuits were at first surjudices of imitators.
all on a sudden,
then,
they beg to be allowed
prised
to the colleo:e church,

;

undergo the same public penance. Godin feigns to
he paints in
refuse he speaks of the scandal given
strons: colours the enormities of their sins, and dwells at
length upon the sufferings and passion of Christ. When
he had wrought their feelings to the highest pitch, he
granted them the permission solicited, and, like a crowd

to

—

;

of Bacchanti, when their deity rages within them, they
rush out of the church, and with lamentable cries

all

run throuo'h the streets, scour^in^ themselves in a
most merciless manner. When they reached the Church
of the Misericordia, they knelt down, whilst the rector

begged pardon of the multitude for the scandal they
had given them. Some of the people are moved

—

—

others lauo-h loudlv
but the intent of the rector is
obtained.
The disciples become more tractable the
;

college submits to the necessary reform,
regain their influence.*

and the Jesuits

The Society m«t with a more

serious and durable
After their first banishment
they had returned to Paris, but there they had no
house of their own, neither could they find any.
They therefore took up their abode in the College des

opposition in France.

Lombards,

them

his

till

own

Du

Prat, Bishop of Clermond, offered
to which they immediately re-

hotel,
*

Cret. vol.

L

p. 290.
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As yet, however, this establishment was
paired.
neither a house for professed members, since there
were none of them, nor a noviciate,
for the noviciate were not established
years

afterwards.

since the rules
till

six or

seven

The members who repaired

to

Clermond hotel were only students, or priests aspiring
to become members of the Society
but we are told
that they were so conspicuous for their learning and
piety, that three of them were chosen by Ignatius to
;

estabhsh a new college in Sicily, while Viole, the chief
of those aspirants, was named by the university,
Procurator of the College des Lombards.
This
nomination, however, appeared to Ignatius to be of a
rather doubtful character, since it proceeded from the
university, which had been adverse to the order from
the first. It seems as if he feared that these students,
seduced by the allurements of honour and emoluments,
would renounce their pious determination to become
Jesuits; he therefore ordered Viole to give up the
appointment, and to take the vows of the order
before Du Prat, enjoining at the same time, that all
students who may receive any pension from the
College des Lombards should instantlv renounce it.
Although these orders were absolute, they were

promptly

obeyed.

The great

secret

of

Loyola's

and power lay in the inflexibihty of his
character, and in his military education, which rendered him absolute and imperative, and excluded the

influence

possibility of others disputing his orders.
Meanwhile the Society in France we should say
in Paris
the onl}'- place where it had tried to establish

—

—

lived in a most precarious state, until the 3^ear
1550, when Henry IL, stimulated by the too famous
cardinal of Guise, thought of establishing the Jesuits
in his kingdom, and issued patent letters authorising
them to do so.
The ordinances of the French king were not at
itself,
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time considered bindinir. until they were re^is-

When those concerning;
tered by the parliament.*
the Jesuits were brought before them, the parliament;
after hearing the conclusions of their Advocate-Gene-

refused to register them, on the ground " that the
new institute would be prejudicial to the monarchy,
the state, and the ecclesiastical hierarchy."
The contest lasted for two years, when the king, ir.
1552, sent an order to the parliament to recjister the
patent letters of 1550, authorising the establishment of
the Jesuits. The order was formal and imperative, yet
the parliament refused to comply with it, although,
out of deference to the sovereign will, they advised
that further inquiries be made concerning the Society.
After other two years of serious consideration and
strict inquiry, the parliament, in 1554, enacted that "the
bull establishing the Society, and the king's patent letters, shall be communicated both to the Archbishop of
Paris, and to the Faculty of Theology there, in order
that, their opinion heard, the court may come to a sentence. The archbishop and the faculty were thus called
to decide upon a question of their exclusive
competence,
since the one was the ecclesiastical superior, and the
other the natural judge in matters of faith. Both took
the case in hand, and after due consideration, they reral,

spectively decided against the estabhshment of the
Society. The archbishop, Eustache de Bellay, belonging to one of the most illustrious parliamentary
famihes of France, after mature deliberation, gave
out all the reasons why he thought it his
duty to oppose the introduction of the order, and concluded
this remarkable and
Since the order
logical way
pretends to be established for the purpose of preach:

*

—

m

'•'

Our readers must not take the word parliament in the same signification it has in England.
The parliament of France vvas composed of a
body of magistrates, and formed the Supreme Court of Judicature, in
which the princes of the blood had a seat and whicli was sometimes
presided over by the king.
Every pro-vdnce had its parliament, but non^
exercised the same infiuence with that of Paris.
;
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ing to the Turks and infidels, to bring them to the knowledge of God they ought to estabhsh their houses and
societies in places near the said infidels, as in the times
of old had been done by the Knights of Rhodes, who
were placed on the frontiers of Christendom, not in the
midst thereof." But the severe and bitter censure of
the Doctors of the Sorbonne was a more explicit condemnation of the order. Here is the document of their
famous " conclusion :"
" As all the
faithful, and principally the theologians,
ought to be ready to render an account to those who
demand the same, respecting matters of faith, morals,
and the edification of the Church the faculty has
thought, that it ought to satisfy the desire, the demand, and the intention of the court.
"
Wherefore, having perused, and many times reperused, and well comprehended all the articles of the
two bulls, and after having discussed and gone to the
;

—

;

depths of them, during several months, at different
times and hours, according to custom, due regard being had to the subject, the Faculty has, with unanimous consent, given this judgment, which it has submitted with all manner of respect to that of the Holy
See.
*'

This new Society, which arrogates to itself in parname of Jesus which
receives with so much freedom, and without any choice,
ticular the unusual title of the
all sorts

however criminal, lawless, and inwhich differs in nowise from
in outward dress, in the tonsure, in

of persons,

famous they

—

be

may

—

the secular priests
the manner of saying the canonical hours in private,
or in chaunting in public, in the engagement to remain
in the cloister and observe silence, in the choice of food
and days, in fasting, and the variety of rules, laws, and
ceremonies which serve to distinguish the different in-

—

monks
this Society, to which have been
granted and given so many privileges and licences,
saC'
chiefly in what concerns the administration of the

stitutes of

;
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raments of penance and the eucliarist, and this without
any regard or distinction being had of places or persons; as also in the function of preaching, reading,
to the prejudice of the ordinaries and
the hierarchical order, as well as of the other religious
orders, and even to the prejudices of princes and lords
in
temporal, against the privileges of the universities,

and teaching,

—

—

this Society seems
line, to the great cost of the people
to blemish the honour of the monastic state it weakens
;

;

entirely the painful, pious, and very necessary exercises of the virtues of abstinences, ceremonies, and
It even gives occasion very freely to desert
austerity.

the relioious orders
and submission due

;

it

withdraws from the obedience

to the

ordinaries
it
unjustly
deprives lords, both temporal and ecclesiastical, of their
into the government of both,
rights, carries trouble
causes many subjects of complaint amongst the people,

many

lawsuits,

divers schisms
"
ters,

this

strifes,

and

;

contentions, jealousies,

and

divisions.

Wherefore, after having examined all these matand several others, w^ith much attention and care,
Society appears dangerous as to matters of faith,

capable of disturbing the peace of the Church, overturning the monastic order, and more adapted to break
down than to build up." *
Here, as in the denunciations of Cano, the faculty
seem to have got a glimpse of the future history of the
Jesuits, since, at that epoch at least, the accusation of
receiving into the Society indiscriminately was not w^ell
founded.
The apologists of the Jesuits have said and we are
partly inclined to admit the truth of their assertion
that as the Jesuits were then in possession of the education of youth in many parts of Europe, the univerof
sity, jealous of its privileges, condemned the order
the Jesuits, not as an infamous and sacrilegious community, but as a dangerous rival.
They have also

—

*

Crct. vol.

i.

p. 320.

—
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affirmed, that the expulsion of the famous Postel*
irritated the Sorbonne, of which he was a doctor.

had
But

we beheve to be a gratuitous supposition.
However, the decisions of the parhament, archbishop, and university, were hailed throughout France
The Jesuits were obhged to
with a shout of jubilee.
leave Paris, and as all the parliaments of France had
echoed the resolution of that of the capital, they would
be nowhere received, and, as a last and momentary
refuge, they went and hid themselves in the Abbey
of St Germain des Pres.
The more warhke and inconsiderate members of the
order would have replied to the terrible sentence of
the Sorbonne, but Ignatius was too consummate a poliFor open
tician to yield to their imprudent desires.
wars, the Jesuits had no predilection. When their opponents were too strong for them, their practice was,
and still is, to give way, as if in submission but then
they begin a hidden and mysterious war of intrigues
and machinations, that in the end they are always
the victors. So acted Ignatius in this affair in France.
The Jesuits contented themselves with living for some
time in obscurity and complete sechision from all
the way for future triumph.
society, and preparing
Nor had they long to wait. Soon were they called
into France to help and cheer that atrocious and cruel
hecatomb, that bloody debauch of priests and kings
the Saint Bartholomew.
But what is worthy of more serious reflection, is the
the centre of their power and
fact, that in Rome
this

;

—

—

* This Postel was a rabbin converted to Catholicism.
He was very
learned, a graduate of the university, and held in high estimation by
Francis I. and all his court. In 1545 he went to Rome to enter the
Postel
Society of Gesu. This acquisition gave great joy to the Jesuits.

and much flattered. He then went through
the Spiritual Exercises; but this strange course of devotion affected hi>
H^;
fervid imagination so much, that his faculties became impaired.
began to propound strange doctrines to propose new rules for the
the
orders
of
no
means
would
above
obey
Ig-natius.
all,
by
Society and,
Loyola having no longer any hold upon him, dismissed him, for whici)
^ct of firmness Loyola's panegyrist extols him to the skies,
wasi very kindly received,

—

;
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—

the Jesuits were also publicly accused as a set
glory
of heretics, dangerous and immoral persons
and the
famous book of The Spiritual Exercises was submitted
;

to the Inquisition.

It is

indeed true that this

little

manual got a certificate for orthodoxy, and that the
priest who had traduced them before the tribunal,
having to struggle alone against the Society, was condemned (we don't wonder at it) as a calumniator but
;

how can

you, you subtle sons of Ignatius, explain this
concurrence, this accumulation of accusations and
How is it that nations, separated from
hostilities?
one another by diversities of interest, custom, opinion
that citizens of different classes, characters, princi-

—

—

that all men and nations, widely sepaples, interests
rated in every thing else, united only by a common

—

—

should exactly agree in this
the Catholic rehgion
one thing hatred to and abhorrence of the avowed
champion of Catholicism ? And remember we don't
speak of Protestant countries, or Protestant oppoAll your adversaries were bigoted Catholics.
nents.
There is but one way to explain this strange coinWe fear that from the very beginning, the
cidence.
tie

—

Jesuits, notwithstanding all their prudence, could not

conceal from the eye of the observer those subtle arts,
that duplicity of character, that skill in accomplishing

dark and mysterious

exploits, for which they were in
and at length abolished.
What is still more remarkable, is the fact that the
greatest' part of those persons who were foremost in

later times opposed,

opposing the Jesuits, knew Loyola, and, if not as intimately as Caraifa and Cano, at least well enough to
be able to appreciate him. We shall adduce as the
last, though not the least fact, militating against
the order that Caraffa, a man of the most rigid
who had nothing so near his
Catholicism, nay, bigotry
heart as the furtherance of the fvoman religion the
former friend of Loyola, both as cardinal and as Pope,
was constantly and firmly adverse to the order.
I

—

—

—
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should like

if

some of the reverend fathers would ox-

fact.
plain this almost inexplicable
However, all these oppositions were sooner or later
got rid of by Jesuitical craft and the Society, in 1556,
only sixteen years after its commencement, counted as
;

as twelve provinces, a hundred houses, and upwards of a thousand members, dispersed over the
whole known world. Their two most conspicuous and
important estabhshments were the Collegio Romano
and the German College. They ah'eady were in possession of many chairs, and soon monopolised the right
of teaching, which gave them a most overwhelming
influence. We shall speak of the coUeges, and of their
method of study, after it had received from Acquaviva,
the fifth General, a farther development, and nearly
The
the same for man which it is at the present day.
Jesuits also derived great importance from their missions, to the consideration of which we shall devote the
next chapter. The reason of the immense success of
the Jesuits is the fact, that their order was established
in direct opposition to the rising Protestantism, and
that both the court of Rome, and those princes whose
interest it was to maintain the Cathohc rehgion, and
oppose that of the Reformed, were very eager to introduce and uphold the Society of Jesuits into their
states.
Yet even with this preponderant favourable
circumstance, the Society would have either succumbed
under the many obstacles it encountered in its beginso rapidly,
ning, or at least would not have progressed
had it not been for Ignatius Loyola. This extraordinary man seems to have united in his own person

many

the qualities indispensable for succeeding in any
unbounded ambition
inflexibility of
undertaking;
unwearied activity, and a thorough and
character
such
profound knoAvledge of the human heart. AVith
fail to succeed in the acqualities, he could hardly
of
complishment of any project. Almost every writer
life (I do not speak either of the miracleLoyola's
all

—

—

—

.
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or of the pamphleteers) has represented him

tellers

On this
as most sincere, fervidly devout, and pious.
all the histomust
that
we
ohserve,
however,
point,
rians, not excluding even the Protestant, copied from
his two tirst biographers, Maffei and Rybadaneira.

We

beg to be permitted to give the humble
we have formed of him, after having
carefully perused what has been said regarding him
and much more, after a dispassionate examination of
Without doubt,
the facts connected with his life.
also

opinion which

—

felt disposed to change his
Ignatius, during his illness,
dissipated course of life, and, as happens in every

sudden reaction, he, from being a profligate freethinkofficer, went to the other extreme, and became
a rigid and bigoted anchorite. Ko penances were
too severe to expiate his numerous sins, and no devotion was too fervent to atone for his past irreligion.
So he thouo-ht at the moment, and, we think, coning

scientiouslv.

—

after

the

But

after the first burst of his devotion

deep contemplation into which he was

plunged had given place to the felt necessity of acting
in one way or another, we are led to believe, and have
already expressed that belief, that his natural ambition rose, and that all his thoughts were turned upon
the surest method of accomplishing some great and
uncommon exploit, by which he might render himself
As devotion was the principal requisite for
famous.
success in the path which he had chosen, Ignatius was
a fervent devotee, first by calculation, and then by

—

Had
but not the less zealous for all that.
whole thoughts been absorbed with that one object
his devotion would have
the salvation of his soul
been less ostentatious, and, without wavering between
one project and another, he would have been contented
with an humble and retired life, or would have spent

habit
his

—
it

in unquestionable

—

—

works of charity in ministering
begun in the Hospital of the

to the sick, as he had
Theatines.
It cannot

be denied, however, that Ig-
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natius, after his conversion,

was very humane, com-

charitable, and that his private conduct, in the later part of his life, was moral and
He treated his disciples with much
unimpeached.

passionate, and

kindness, and never denied them what he could grant
without inconvenience.
On the other hand, he was
to
the
last
imperious
degree, and could not endure the
slightest contradiction. An old Jesuit pi^iest, who had
been once guilty of disobedience, was scourged in his

own

presence.

One

instance will perhaps serve to

depict Loyola more effectively than words can.
had sent Lainez as provincial to Padua. Lainez,

He
who

had had an immense success at the Council of Trent,
and who was in fact superior to any one then belonging to the Society, at first refused this secondary
Hardly had he, however,
post, but at last obeyed.
entered upon his functions, before Ignatius drained his
the best professors, whom he summoned
It was the
provincial remonstrated.
the
Lainez, Ignatius' bosom friend his right hand
the man who had been chosen
glory of the company
But Ignatius disregarded all these
to be a cardinal.
considerations, and without even entering into any
" Reflect on
discussion, simply wrote to him, thus
your proceedings; tell me if you are persuaded of

province of
to

Rome.

all

The

—

—

—

:

having erred, and if so, indicate to me what punishment you are ready to undergo for the expiation of
*
This letter pourtrays the man
your fault."
We are also assured, that the general was so
humble, that you might have seen him carrying wood
on his shoulders lighting the common fire or going
We should
to the well with a pitcher in his hand.
be inclined to call such humility ostentation, or, if
you prefer it, good policy. Ignatius was, above all,
In his
anxious to curb the spirit of his disciples.
eyes, they could not be humble and submissive enough.
!

—

—

The

Jesuit ought to value himself; individually, as
*

Cretineau, vol.

i.

p 334.
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—the Society

as everything*.
Now, which of
would have dared refuse any undertaking,
however humble, after he had seen his general engaged in the meanest services?
notliino'

his disciples

But while

lo-natius affected these acts of humilltv,
his attention to the state affairs

he was seriously giving

He was holding correspondence
of different nations.
with John III. of Portugal, the cardinal his son,
Albert of Bavaria, Ferdinand of Austria, Philip of
He
Spain, Ercole of Est, and many other princes.
was the spiritual director of Margaret of Austria. He
went to Tivoli, purposely to allay the quarrels of two
neighbouring towns, and to Naples to

between an angry husband and
doubtful morals.

make peace

his wife of rather

what
was

All these things tend to prove

we have

said regarding his devotion, viz. that it
of a rather meddlesome and ambitious character.

But

his career

was now drawing

and

to

These

an end.

in

defeat

—

the anxiety caused by the many conwhich the Society was engaged the fear of
his unrelenting
the joy arising from success

widely spread
flicts

—the

direction of both the spiritual
temporal matters of the order, which was already

different occupations

—

—
—

—

his uneasiness at seeing the pontifical chair
occupied by Caraffa, always adverse to the order all
these things contrib-uted to shorten his days. His constitution, which had been impaired in his youth, and in
the cavern of Manreze, now gradually gave way ; and
although no symptom of his approaching end was yet
" no
visible,
paleness of countenance, not a sign in all
his body,"* nevertheless he felt the vital principle
fading away within him, and that his last hour was

—

activity

rapidly drawing near.

He

and
by some

tried .the country air,

for this purpose went to a villa lately given
friends for the use of the Roman college,f but

he found
His strength was fast failing him an unconquerable lassitude crept over his whole frame, and

no

relief.

*

Maffei. Ignat. Vita, p. 110.

;

+ Idem,

p. 109.
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remained clear and unchanp-ed. He
spoke of his iUness, nay, of his approaching end, to
nobody. He returned to Rome, and threw himself
upon a bed. A doctor was sent for by the alarmed
" for there
fathers, but he bade them be of good cheer,
was nothing the matter with the general." Ignatius
smiled; and when the physician was gone, he gave
his intellect only

orders to his secretary, Polancus, to proceed to the holy
father straightway to recommend the Society to his
care, and to obtain a blessing for himself (Ignatius),
and indulgences for his sins.* Perhaps he made this last
attempt to disarm, by his humility, the inflexible Paul

IV. (Caraffa), and so render him favourable to the
He was mistaken. Paul sent the requested
Society.
benison, but he did not change his mind toward the
However, Polancus, reassured by the docSociety.
tor, and not seeing any danger himself, disregarded
the order, postponing the fultilraent of his mission till
next day. Meanwhile, after Ignatius had attended
till

very

some

late to

aff'airs

concerning the

Roman

But what was tlie
college, he was left alone to rest.
surprise and consternation of the fathers, on entering his room next morning, to find him breathing
his last!
The noise and confusion caused by such
an unexpected event were great.
Cordials, doctor,
but, before any
confessor, were immediately sent for
of them came
before Polancus, who only noAV ran
His
to the Pope, returned
Loyola had expired.
demise took place at five o'clock on the morning of the
31st of July 1556, in his sixty-fifth year.
So ended
a man who is extolled by the one party as a saint, exeHe was neither.
crated by the other as a monster.

—

;

—

Most assuredly, in the Protestant point of view, and
by all those who advocate the cause of freedom of conand of a return to the purity of the primitive
religion of Christ, Ignatius ought to be detested above
any other individual. To him and to his order belongs
science,

*

Orland.

lib. xvi. § 96, 97.
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the mournful .^lory of having checked the progress of
the Reformation, and of having kept a great part of
Europe under the yoke of superstition and tyranny.
And here we are led to mention a fact which we
the indulgence,
think has hitherto been unnoticed

—

we should say the

partiality, evinced by Protestant
writers for these last ten years towards the Jesuits,
and especially the founders of the order. The fact
must be explained. The Jesuits, from 1830 to the

end of

seemed to have lost all pubhc favour,
and authoritv. Persecuted and hooted

"48,

influence

all

in

France, Switzerland, Russia, hated in their own dominion, Italy, they were considered as a vanquished enemy,
A reacdeservino' rather commiseration than hatred.
tion ensued in their favour amon^ their most decided
Generous souls rose up to defend these
opponents.
persecuted men, and stretched out a friendly hand to
Carried away with
them, thus trodden upon by all.
such chivalrous sentiments, they have embellished,
with the colours of their fervid imao-inations and the
graces of their copious style, whatever the Jesuit
writers have related of their chiefs, and have represented Loyola and his companions as heroes of romance
rather than real historical characters.
leave these
writers to reflect whether the Jesuits are a vancjuished
enemy, or whether they are not still redoubtable and
But, with deference to such distinmenacing foes.

We

guished writers as Macaulay, Taylor, Stephen, and
others, we dare to assert that in writing about the
Jesuits they were led astray by the above romantic
sentiments and we should moreover warn them that
their words are quoted by the Jesuit writers, Cretineau,
Pellico, &c., as irrefragable testimony of the sanctity
;

of their members.
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VII.

1541-1774.

MISSIONS.

Before we proceed any further, we feel obliged to say
a few words regarding the missions which were undertaken by the Jesuits soon after the establishment of
To write a complete history would be
their order.

To analyse Orlandini, Sacchini,
almost interminable.
Bartoh, Jouvency, the Litter ce, Annuce, and Les Lettres Edifiantes, not to speak of a hundred others,
We think
would take up a great many volumes.*
we may fill our pages with more instructive matter.
We shall now confine ourselves to a short chapter
on the missions of India. We shall next speak of those
of America, and finally, in what condition the missions
In speaking of the missions
are at the present day.
of India, we fear we shall incur the reproach we have
addressed to others, because we frankly confess that
we are partial to Francis Xavier but our Protestant
readers, to be impartial, must not judge those missions
by too rigid a standard, or by too constant a reference
to the doctrinal errors of those who undertook them,
furthermore, by the consideration of what those
missions subsequently became. All human institutions
emanating from imperfect beginnings, are necessarily
imperfect, and the further they recede from their
;

* The Litterce
Annuce Societatis Jesu, from 1606 to 1614, fill eight
volumes in 8vo; the Lettres Edifiantes, twenty-one volumes in 8vo,
and so on.
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origin, the more tliej lose of their primitive character,
and the less are they calculated to answer the end for
which thev were established. The idle and immoral
monk this gangrene of Catholic countries was at
one time the most industrious of men and Europe owes

—

—

;

much

to the monastic orders, not only for the preservation of the greatest part of the works of genius of our
forefathers, but also for the tillage of its barren wastes.
If the monks and priests now bring disorder, confusion, and often civil war into the countries where they
are sent under pretence of missions, such was not the
case at the discovery of the AVestern World, and at
the conquest of India by the Portuguese.
The first
zealous and devoted missionaries attempted to civihse

and Christianise savage and barbarous populations.
if
you object that in their missions they preached
the Popish creed, and destroyed one idolatry by introducino; another, at least you ouf^ht to ^ive them
credit for their ^ood intentions.
Xor are you to
suppose that they undertook the task of civilising these
nations in order to acquire dominion over them.
No.
Such, indeed, has been the case in later times, but in
the becrinnino; they were actuated by worthier and more
disinterested motives. In going thither they had before

And

martyrdom rather than worldly estabhshThey carried with them no theological books.

their eyes

ments.

Having no antagonist to dispute with, they had left
behind the acrimony and hatred inherent in almost
all theological
controversies.
They brought with
them the essence of the Christian reho;ion the most
consohng and sublime part of it gratitude to the
Creator, with charity and love to their fellow-creatures.

—

—

Undoubtedly, when we speak of their missions, we
must not blindly believe all that the Jesuitical historians,

who are

relate to us.

often the only chroniclers of these events,
shall not give them credit for the

We

prodigies and miracles said to be performed by their
missionaries, even though that missionary be Xavier
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We

himself.

shall not helleve that

he raised from the

tomb another Lazarus, or that

at his bidclino; the salt
changed into sweet and palat-

waves of the ocean were
Yet there are irrefragable proofs of the
good done by their exertions, and of their success in

able water.

introducing Christianity, or at least civilisation, into
The man who first engaged in
India and America.
that glorious work was Francis Xavier
Xavier, whom,
if Rome had not dishonoured the name by conferring

—

it

upon

a

saint.

assassins

He was

and hypocrites, we would gladly

call

the offspring of an ancient and illustrious

Spanish family, and was born in 1506, at his father's
castle in the Pyrenees. He was about the middle size,
had a lofty forehead, large, blue, soft eyes, with an exand
quisitely tine complexion, and with the manners
demeanour of a prince. He was gay, satirical, of an
ardent spirit, and, above all, ambitious of literary renown. All his faculties, all his thoughts, were directed
to this noble pursuit,

and

so efficiently, that at the

age

of twenty -two he was elected a professor of philosophy in the capital of France. There he lived on

terms of intimacy with Peter Lefevre, a young Savoyard, of very humble extraction, of a modest and simple
character, but of uncommon intelligence and industry.
It was with Lefevre that Xavier first met Ignatius.
Francis was shocked at his appearance, his affected
of
humihty, his loathsome dress and when he spake
his own lair, white
at
looked
Xavier
exercises.
spiritual
arms, shuddered at the idea of lacerating them with
;

—
— and

the scourge
exercises

this principal ingredient of the spiritual
But
outright in his face.

laughed
noble
having cast his eyes upon such a
a
first or second
was
not
be
to
discouraged by
being,
with him
repulse in his endeavours to become intimate
He spared no exertions to ingratiate himself with
" he resolved
Xavier and at last, as Bar toll says,
his
ot gain him over by firing
ambition, just as Judith

Ignatius,

;

'yday?ia^ .^ycPa^Y^^^.
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did with feigned love to
Holofernes, that she mio-ht

triumph over him at the last.'' * As we have
ah^eady
stated, Xavier was ambitious, and
eager for hterarv
renown.
Ignatius made himself the°euloo*ist of
his

countryman. He gathered around his chai °a benevolent and an attentive
audience, and o^ratiiied the younoprofessor in his most ardent wishel;.
The generous
heart of Xavier was touched
by this act of kindness, and
he began to look
upon this loathsome man with other
eyes. Ignatius redoubled his elForts. The
improvident
Xavier was often surrounded with
pecuniarv difficulties.

Ignatius went beggino;, to replenish his purse.
not wonderful that Xavier,
fallen

It

was

under the
having
influence of such a
persevering assailant, who was admomtorat once and friend— who flattered and
exhorted,
rebuked and assisted, with such matchless
tact^should
gradually have yielded to the fascmation.
He went
through the Spiritual Exercises, and from that
monient became a mere tool in the hands of
Lovola.
This was the first
missionary sent to India.
The order had not yet been
approved bv the Pope
when John III. of
Portugal, by means of his ambassador D. Pedro de
Mascaregnas, asked of him six missionaries to be sent to the East Indies.
The
who was undecided whether he should consent Pope
to the
establishment of this new order or
not, thouo-ht this a
"^

to

them akogether, and
pretext
get
asked Loyola for six of his
companions. But Ic^natius
was not the man to consent to the suicide of
plausible

rid of

the imended
the Pope
only two member^ for
the
undertakhig. The choice fell upon Rodriguez and
l^ooadilla The first set out
immediately, but Bobadilla
bociety,

lamng

and

off'ercd

ill

Ignatius called Xavier, and said to him,
had named Bobadilla for India, but Heaven
day names you, and I announce it to you in the
I

Aayier,
this

name

of the Vicar of Jesus
Christ.
poiniment which his Holiness

Receive the ap-

lays upon

*

Bart. Vita Ian.

you by

my
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mouth, just as if Jesus Christ presented it himself.
Go, brother, whither the voice of God calls you, and in-

—

flame all with the divine fire within you Id y accendedlo todo y embrasadlo en fuego divino" Ignatius
often used these words, and in his mouth
they were a
tahsman which fanned the flame of enthusiasm. It is
impossible to describe the exultation of Xavier at the
thought of the boundless regions which would open
before him there, to exercise his unbounded charity

and love of mankind. Xavier went to receive the Pope's
blessing, and the very next morning he left Rome
alone

—clothed

—

—

in a

cloak, but with

penniless
ragged
a light heart and joyful countenance. He crossed the
Pyrenees without even visiting his father's castle, and
hastened to Lisbon, where he joined his companion
Rodriguez. Portugal at this epoch was experiencing
the influence of the wealth brought from the recently

conquered provinces of India. Eagerness for pleasure,
effeminacy of manners, relaxation from every duty,
had completely changed the aspect of the nation.
These two Jesuits, by exhortation and preaching, endeavoured to stem the onward march of that fast spreadTheir panegyrists assure us that they
ing corruption.
succeeded in their eff'orts, but the subsequent history
of Portugal gives them the lie.
To no man is given
the power to stop the propensities or the vices of a
Xavier
nation, when they are in the ascendancy.
may perhaps have made the Portuguese nobihty for
a moment ashamed of their luxurious and proflibut if so, a more complete abandonment
gate life
to a life of idleness and pleasure succeeded a fugitive
shame.
;

However, the King of Portugal, changing his mind,
wished to retain in the capital the two Jesuits whom
he had intended for India, but he could only prevail
on Rodriguez to remain. Xavier was impatient to be
sent on his mission.
At length, on the 7th of April
1541, the fleet, having on board a thousand men to
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reinforce the garrison of Goa, left the
Tagus, and
It was under the comspread her sails to the wind.
mand of Don Alphonso of Sousa, the vice-king of India.
As the fleet sailed on, the eyes of the soldiers were bedimmed with tears even the bravest of the host could
not see without emotion and dismav the shores of their
native land receding from their view.
Xavier alone
was serene, and his countenance beamed with delight.
On sailed the fleet, and after five long and weary
Unmonths, they reached the coast of Mozambique.
der a burning African sun, they found Uttle relief from
the fatigues of their tedious voyage, and an
epidemic
fever spread consternation and death
among these
Xavier was indefatigable
European adventurers.
the
sick, consoling the
them,
among
nm^sing
dying,
and cheering aU with his joyful and placid countenance.
After six months' stay, they left this inhospitable
land, and arrived at Goa, the capital of the Portuguese
dominions in India, thirteen months after their depar;

ture from Lisbon.

There Xavier was horror-struck at the indescribable degradation in which he

found, not the Indian
but the Portuguese CathoUcs, their own
The contempt
priests foremost in the path of vice.
that these proud conquerors had for a feeble and
despised race, the charm of the East, the wealth they
all comfound, the climate inspiring voluptuousness
bined to banish from their breasts every sentiment
of justice, shame, and
The history of their
honesty.
debauches and immoralities is really revolting. Thirst
idolaters,

—

and voluptuousness were their two predominant passions and the gold, acquired
by infamous and
cruel means, was
in
dissipated
revolting and degradBartoli gives us a fearful picture of the
ing deeds.
demoralised condition of the
Portuguese in In(Ua.*
But, without trusting implicitly to all this historian
lor gold

:

*

Bai-t. .457a, p. 31.

H
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represents regarding their corruptions and licentiousness, we know by other sources that the corruption was
extreme, and that it was their dissolute life that induced the Indians who had been converted to our
religion, feeling ashamed of the name of Christian, to
idols.
Xavier thought it would be useattempt converting the idolater before he had
reformed the morals of the Christian but he considered it neither prudent nor useful to attack so great

return to their
less to

;

an evil directly and openly. He rightly judged that
the children would be most easily worked upon, and
he resolved to reach this by exciting their love of
He arms himself with
novelties and unwonted sio-hts.
a hand-bell, which he swings with a powerful hand,
throws away his hat, and calls in a loud and impressive tone on the fathers to send their children to be
The novelty of the fact, the noble and
catechised.
dignified countenance of a man dressed in rags, could
not fail to excite curiosity at least.
Men, women,
and children rush out to see this strange man, who
draws along with him a crowd to the church, and there,
with passionate and impressive eloquence, endeavours
to inspire them with shame for their conduct, and
lectures to them on the most essential rules of morality.
Then he begins to teach the children the rudiments
of the Christian relio-ion, and these innocent creatures
love to hsten to a man who shews himself the kindest

and gentlest companion, joyfully mixing in all their
A number of children soon became his
pastimes.
constant auditors, and to say he did not work any good
amono- them w^ould be an untruth. Nor did he confine
his apostolic ministry to the instruction of children.
He w^as, on the contrary, indefatigable in his exertions

He took up his abode
to be of use to every one.
in the hospital, visited the prisoner, assisted the dying.
With a llexibihty characteristic of the system, and
often

employed for the worst ends, he mixed with all
and spoke and acted in the most suitable

classes,
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manner to please them all. Often might you have seen
him at the same table with the gamester often
did he by his gay humour rejoice the banquet table

—

—

often might he have been seen in the haunts of
and in all those places exquisite good
debauchees
taste, combined with jest or bitter sarcasm, a-propos to
time and place, rendered the vice either ridiculous or
;

loathsome.

Many,

to enjoy Xavier's friendship, rehabits, and fell back to the

nounced their profligate

But it is a gratuitous assertion, and
paths of virtue.
contradicted by Xavier himself, that the aspect of the
town was changed by

We

his predications

—

and

catechis-

again no man has the power to
work such miracles. After Xavier had spent twelve
months in Goa, he heard that the pearl fishermen on
the coast of Malabar were poor and oppressed. Thither
Xavier went without delay. He took with him two

ings.

repeat

it

whom

he had converted, as his interpeters.
of communication slow and inefifectual, he committed to memory the creed, the
decalogue, and the Lord's Prayer in the Malabar
language, and repeated them to the natives with passionate and eloquent eagerness. By degrees he began
to be able to communicate with them and here, as elsewhere, Xavier not only acted the indefatigable apostle,
but also shewed himself the best friend, the kindest
consoler of these poor people, and shared in their
fatigues and privations.
Many were the favours which
he obtained for them from the vice-king, and these
grateful fishermen willingly embraced the religion
Malabarese

But

finding this

mode

;

preached by their benefactor. He lived among them
for thirteen months, and we are assured that at his
departure he had planted no less than forty-five
churches on the coast. From Cape Comorin he passed
to Travancore, thence to
Meliapore, to the Moluccas,
to Malacca; and, in short, he visited a
great part of
India,

always

vigilant, zealous,

and indefatigable

in
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his

endeavours to make these idolaters partake of the

benefits of the Christian rehgion.
In 1547 he returned to Goa.

Ignatius had sent

him

in the year 1545 three Jesuits.
Xa^der
directed two of them to go to Cape Comorin,

named the

had
and

third, LanciUotti, Professor of the College

of Saint Foi.

Soon

after, nine other Jesuits

were sent

Xavier assigned a place and an occupation to each of them, and lie himself returned to
Malacca. Here he learned something about Japan.
He was informed that the Japanese were moral, industo assist him.

and very eager to acquire knowledge of every
Xavier at once determined that neither the distance nor the difiiculties of the way should deter him
from visiting Japan. Listening to no remonstrance
which would have dissuaded him from this undertaking,
he named the Jesuit, Paul of Camarino, Superior in his
place, and with two companions set out for Japan.
Before leaving Malacca he wrote to Ignatius thus
" I want words to
express to you with what joy I undertake this long voyage, full of the greatest dangers.
Although these dangers are greater than all I have
yet encountered, I am far from giving up my undertaking, our Lord telling me internally that the cross
once planted here will yield an abundant harvest."
trious,

kind,

:

—

We

shall not relate the various extraordinary incidents or miracles wliich we are told he performed
whilst on the way, and we shall conduct him at once
to that cluster of islands, with mountains barren of
fruits and grain, but rich in mines of all sorts, which
we call Japan, where he arrived in the summer of
1549.
The Japanese of those days were partly

Xavier endeavoured to
atheists, partly idolaters.
ingratiate himself with the Bonzes, those crafty priests
He succeeded in converting some of them,
of Japan.
and by their influence a great many more of the idolaters,

and prepared the ground which should afterwards
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have produced an abundant harvest, if this lather's
successors had possessed a Httle more of his uprightness and charity.
But Xavier's vivid imagination and restless activity
made him soon desert Japan for a more ample and
He formed the project of penesplendid theatre.
trating into the Celestial Empire.
Leaving his two
companions in Japan, he returned to Goa to settle the
affairs of the Society, which had increased in numbers, influence, and authority and this duty performed,
he returned to Malacca, to embark from thence for
;

China.
Better to succeed in his undertakino;, he had obtained for a Portuo-uese merchant, Pereyra, the title
of ambassador to the emperor.
Pereyra, according to
custom, had purchased many presents, in order to
obtain a more cordial reception for himself and his
The vessel in which the two friends
friend Xavier.
were to take a passage was on the point of sailing,

when Don Alvarez, Captain-General of Malacca, opposed their departure, and, effectually to prevent it, laid
an embargo on the Saint Croix, the only vessel which
was bent thither. Xavier remonstrated in vain. The
captain persisted in opposing the embassy of Pereyra.
Xavier shewed him the commission of John III., which
conferred upon him great and almost unlimited power,
and also his commission as the Pope's legate. Alvarez
still refused to consent to their
departure, and Xavier
fulminated against him the anathemas, but without any
effect.

Pereyra was thus obliged to remain, and Xavier,
much time, took a passage in this same
vessel, which was now ordered for the island of Sancian.
There they at length landed, to the inexpre»»
sible joy of Xavier, who saw himself within a few
But, alas
leagues of this promised land of his own.
his hopes were frustrated.
It was ordained that his
praiseworthy ambition should not be gratified, and
after having lost

!
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that he should not see the vast empire he aspired

t(\

Others
Christianity, but at a distance.
might attempt this difficult mission; Xavier, a victim
to fatigue and fever, lay powerless on the inhospitable
In a very few days his illness made
shore of Sancian.
fearful progress, and on the 2d of December 1552,
Xavier, in the forty-sixth year of his age, breathed
Thus ended the adventurous life of this
his last.
noble and extraordinary man, which we have merely

conquer to

sketched.

We pass over the absurd and miraculous facts which
the panegyrists of the saint have coupled with his
name. We think they have injudiciously smothered,
in ridiculous and supernatural legends, the many noble
In respect
exploits and the great qualities of Xavier.
for his

memory, we

shall therefore

make no mention

of

Besides, Xavier's miracles are as nearly
as possible the same as those performed by other saints.
really believe that the biographers of any saint
might do like that gentleman who, after having writhis miracles.

We

ten a long letter without either comma, colon, period,
or point of interrogation, put down a great quantity of
these at the close of the epistle, and enjoined his correspondent to insert them in their requisite places. Our
biographers should, in like manner, place at the end of
their panegyrics some hundreds of miracles performed
on the sick, or the bhnd, or those possessed with devils,
and let the judicious reader insert them in those parts

of the narrative they may think proper.*
No one, however, will deny to Xavier uprightness
* For
nearly two centuries, miracles and saints rarely occurred. It
seems as if they were in a state of embryo, slumbering until an opportune season for tlieir appearance should arrive. After the Reformation,
however, it was deemed expedient that some new miracles and saints
should come forth to prove the truth and the superiority of the Roman
Catholic religion over the Protestant, whicli cannot boast of such testiIt was then that the images of the Virgin Mary again began
monials.
that the hair of the images on the crucifix grew
to speak, laugh, weep
that they shed blood from their Avooden sides that the relics of saints
acted as a charm to keep away diseases and misfortunes and that uew

—

—

saints sprang into ezLstence like

—

mushrooms

—
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of purpose, sincerity of conviction, mildness and inand a fervid zeal for
trepidity of character, self-denial,
But while
the propagation of the Christian religion.
we gladly give him praise for his excellent qualities, we
cannot overlook some of his defects. Thus, for examwe cannot approve of his continual wandering,
ple,

and we think, that in undertaking

his voyages,

he was

actuated, perhaps, as much by the love of novelty as
by the desire of propagating Christianity. His way
of makino: Christians was also in the hio:hest deo-ree inconsiderate and hasty
for, most assuredly, the 10,000
;

whom

he christened in a single month, had
no more of the Christian than the baptism.
But we must impute to hira a still greater fault,
and one which seems to be inherent in the character
the absolute authority which
of the Eomish nriests
they claim over all men, and their unscrupulous proceedings against any one who is bold enough to resist

idolaters

—

—

Don
Observe.
nay, their very wishes.
of
de
India,
Sonza,
although an
vice-king
Alphonso
exemplary Roman Catholic, because he does not yield
their orders

king and
Alvarez opposes the embassy of
Pereyra, which Xavier had contemplated, and for this
These two acts
the Jesuit priest excommunicates him
are characteristic of the Romish priests, and we quote
them to shew that even the mildest does not hesitate
at anything, in order to carry his point.
However, in the time of Xavier, and for some fifty
far from
years afterwards, the missions, if they were
what they ouo-ht to have been, as instrumental for nroa
the gospel, were nevertheless conducted
to all Xavier's wishes, the Jesuit writes to the

procures his recall

!

I

pagatmg
manner not altogether unpraiseworthy.
aries

m

The

mission-

were laborious, energetic, indefatigable.

They

submitted to every kind of privation, persecution, even
death itself, with a courageous and sometimes joyHad they simply preached the
ful and willing heart.
not mingled with it the diffusion of tho
gospel, and
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superstitions practices of the Church of Rome, no praise
would be adequate to their deserts. But, alas! the noble
qualities which they brought to work were soon perverted, and directed to hiterested and impure motives,
so that we fear the
good which they did at first can
hardly compensate for the evil which they at length

produced.

The man who

Xavier had the greatest sucalso perverted the character
of the mission, and introduced the most abominable
He arrived at
idolatry, was Father Francis Nobili.
Madura in 1606, and was surprised that Christianity
had made so httle progress in so long a time, which
he attributed to the strono; aversion which the Indian
cess in

had

after

India, but

who

European, and to the fact, that the Jesuits,
addressed
themselves more especially to the
having
Pariahs, had caused Christ to be considered as the Pariahs' God.* He therefore resolved to play the part of
a Hindoo and a Brahmin. After havino' learned with
wonderful facility their rites, their manners, and their
language,! he gave himself out as a Saniassi, a Brahmin of the fourth and most perfect class and, with
imperturbable impudence, he asserted that he had come
to restore to them the fourth road to truth, which
was supposed to have been lost many thousands of
He submitted to their penances and
years before.
abstain ed from
observances, which were very painful
such
as
had
that
flesh, eggs; J
fish,
life,
everything
respected their prejudices, and, above all, the mainIt was forbidden
tenance of the distinction of classes.
the catechumen Pariah to enter the same church with
All this was the
the Sudra or Brahmin converts.
and superstitions
of
heathen
ceremonies
those
beginning
with which the Christian religion was contaminated.
Great care was taken bv these Boman Saniassi
for the

;

;

ft.

*

f

Ranke's Rist. of the Popes,

vol.

ii.

p. 231.

.Tuvencius' Hist. iSuc. Jesa, pars v, torn.
torn. x. p. 32i.

Z Lettres Edlfiantes,

ii.

English translation,
lib. xviii.
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that they might not be taken for Feringees* and still
greater care not to hurt the prejudices of the Hindoos.

We might multiply quotations ad infinitum to prove
our assertions, but we shall content ourselves with two.
" is
" Our whole
attention," writes Father de Bourges,
taken up in our endeavour to conceal from the people
that we are what they call Feringees ; the slightest
suspicion of this would prove an insurmountable obstacle to our success," f And Father Mauduit writes,
" The catechist of a low caste can never be
employed
to teach Hindoos of a caste more elevated. The Brah-

—

mins and the Sudras, who form the principal and most
numerous castes, have a far greater contempt for the

who are beneath them, than princes in Europe
can feel for the scum of the people.
They would be
dishonoured in their own country, and deprived of the
privileges of their caste, if they ever listened to the
instructions of one whom they look upon as infamous.
We must, therefore, have Pariah catechists for the
Pariahs, and Brahminical catechists for the Brahmins,
which causes us a great deal of difficulty." " Some
time ag^o, a catechist from the Madura mission beo-o-ed
me to go to Pouleour, there to baptize some Pariah
Pariahs,

catechumens, and to confess certain neophytes of that
caste.
The fear that the Brahmins and Sudras might
come to learn the step I had taken, and thence look
upon me as infamous and unworthy ever of holding
any intercourse with them, hindered me from going !
The words of the holy apostle Paul, which I had read
that morning at mass, determined me to take this re-

—

'

Giving no oifence to any one, that your
I
ministry might not be blamed' (2 Cor. vi. 3).
therefore made these poor people go to a retired place,
about three leagues from here, where I myself joined
solution,

them during

tfie

night,

and with

the

precautions, and there I baptized nine
*

+

"
!

most carefid
%

Feringee was the name given by the Hindoos to the Portuguese.
Lettres Edif. torn. xxi. p. 77.
+ Idem, torn. x. jjp. 243-245*
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We

appeal to every impartial man, if these were
But it seems by
apostles and teachers of the gospel.
all their
proceedings, that they considered the conversion of these idolaters to consist in the mere fact of
their being baptized.
To administer baptism to a man
volens nolens, was the Jesuits' utmost ambition,

and

ambition they satisfied per fas et nefas. Let them
relate the facts themselves
When these cliildren," says Father de Bcurges,
are in danger of death, our practice is to baptize
them without asking the permission of their parents,
which would certainly be refused. The catechists and
the private Christians are well acquainted with the
formula of baptism, and they confer it on these dying
children, under the pretext of giving them medicines."^
Women were also found very useful in the case of
newly born infants, when none other could obtain access.
Father Bouchet mentions one woman in parti" whose
cular,
knowledge of the pulse and of the
symptoms of approaching death was so unerring, that
of more than ten thousand children whom she had
herseh' baptized, not more than two escaped death." f
In like manner, during a famine in the Carnatic, about
this

:

—

Father Trembloy writes, that according to
the report of the catechists and missionaries, the number of deserted and dying children baptized during
the tAvo years of death, amounted to upwards of twelve
thousand.
He adds, that, as every convert knew the
formula of baptism, it was rare, in any place where
there were neophytes, for a single heathen child to
die unbaptized," J

A.D. 1737,

The logical consequence of this mode of making
Christians was, that at the first opportunity these converts repudiated the name of Christian with as much
This was seen on many
facility as they assumed it.
occasions,

and more
*

t Tom.

particularly, perhaps, in

1784

Lettres Edifiantes, torn, xii, p, 107.
•
5i.
+ Tom. xiv. pp. 185, 186.

xiii. p.

:

—

Ill
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"

When

Tip]X)0 ordered

all

the native Christians in

and gathered together in Seringapatam, that he might convert them to Mahometanism,
amidst tliat vast multitude, amounting to more than

Mysore

to be seized,

—
—

" not one
not
60,000 souls," says the Abbe Dubois,
a single individual among so many thousands had
circumcourage to confess his faith under this trying
The
his
to
a
become
and
stance,
rehgion.
martyr
whole apostatised en masse, and vrithout resistance or
*

protestation."

But even when these converts retained the name of
Christian, we are much at a loss to distinguish them
from the pagans, either in their manner of worship, or
And what is still more disin their moral conduct.
nourished
heartening, is to see that the Jesuits, who
them in those idolatrous and diabohcal superstitions
of them
make
nay, even seem to approve of
light

—

them.

—

Listen to M. Cretineau
" The Malabar rites consist in
omitting some ceremonies in the administration of baptism, respecting,
however, the essence of the sacrament in disguising
the name of the Cross, and of the objects of the Catholic relio-ion, under a more common and vernacular
:

;

appellation; to give them heathen names; to marry
children before the age of puberty, seven years; to
allow the women to wear the Taly (bijou), j which they
receive the day of their nuptials, and upon which is
idol, the Greek god Priajyus ; to avoid
Pariahs in their illness, and to refuse
the
assisting
them certain spiritual succours the sacraments of

engraved an

—

and communion." ^

He

confession
might have added
that these rites consisted also in the use of burned
*

Letters on ike State of Christianity in India, p. 74. London, 1823.
Taly bears the image of the god Pollyar, supposed to preside

f The

This most indecent idol M-as attached to a
over nuptial ceremonies.
cord of 108 threads, and worn round their necks by the women ever after
their marriage, as a wedding-ring.
J Cret. vol. V. p. 47. The italics are our own.
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cows'

dung applied to the body,* in a joyous feast,
an occasion which decency forbids us to name, in
dancing and playing instruments of different kinds,
in idol processions, in ablutions according to the Brahminical rites, and in sundry other pagan superstitions.
Now, listen to what Cretineau and the Jesuits think
about these abominable acts of idolatry
" The Jesuits of
Madura, Mysore, and the Carnatic
found themselves surrounded by so many superstitious
practices, that they thought best to tolerate those ivho
ill their
eyes did not cause any j)rejudice to the Christian religion^ | Now, these practices which in their
at

:

—

" did not cause

any prejudice to the Christian
were
religion,"
exactly those which we have named
which the Jesuits pertinaciously maintained even after
they were condemned by three successive Popes, and
which they still considered " innocent ones." Really,
we don't know wdiether we ouo'ht most to execrate
their wickedness, or to lament their blindness.
We
eyes

;

could almost regret that they do not deny these facts.
lie more or less would not matter much in the sum
total, and would, at least, shew that they are still
alive to some sense of shame.
Mycio, seeing Eschinus blush at his remonstrances, looks complacently
"
Eruhuit, salva res est /" Terentius
aside, and says,
was right. Eschinus was capable of feeling shame, and
Either they
amended; but the Jesuits blush not.
have lost all shame, and you would not find

A

—

' '

Clii di

mal

far si vergogni

"

—

* The ashes of the cows'
dung are consecrated to the goddess Lakshini,
to cleanse from sin anybody to whom they are apj^Iied.
The missionaries laid these ashes upon the altar near the crucifix (horrid
or the image of the Virgin, then consecrated and distributed
to relate
them in the shape of little balls among their converts. This strange sort
of Christians invoked a pagan di'S'iuity as often as they applied the dung
to the body.
Thus, when they rub it on the head or forehead, they say,
Xeruchigurm netchada Shiven that is, may the god Shiva be within
when
head
they rub it on the breast, they say, Ilanu Rudren
;
my
that is, may the god Rudren be in my breast and so on.
Qee Memoires
Ilistoriqucs, torn. iii. pp. 29, 30.
Lucca, 1745.

and are supposed
!)

—

;

+

Cret. vol. V, p. 47.

—

—
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'*
any one bliisli at doing wrong," or they consider as
innocent the most abominable profanation of our holy

In both cases, I fear, we must renounce all
religion.
idea of seeing them change till their impenitent heads
be visited by the wrath of God. May their conversion
avert

it

!

Complaints of these scandalous profanations were
sent to Rome, even in the lifetime of Nobili.
Paul V.
delegated the Archbishop of Goa to inquire into the
nature of these practices, which the prelate utterly
condemned.
The Jesuits stirred themselves up in
their own defence, and represented to Gregory XIII.
Paul's successor, that those rites were merely civic
ceremonies, and not at all religious ones.
Gregory,
either little scrupulous or persuaded by their misrepresentations, by a brief, dated 1623, approved conditionally of some of those practices, such as absolution,
painting with sandal-wood, and some others, which, as
we said, were represented by the Jesuits to be merely
This success confirmed the Jesuits in
civic ceremonies.
pursuing the same line of policy and as they were also
at that time at war with other monks to acquire, each
for his order, paramount influence over the Indians,
they thought that nothing could be more efficient to
accomplish their ends than to flatter the prejudices
of their neophytes, to be liberal in their concessions,
and, in fact, to tolerate almost all the pagan usages.
They acted in India, in all respects, as they did in
Europe, where, to be the confessors of kings and of
the powerful, they invented the doctrines of probableism, of mental reservation, and others of a character as
,

;

immoral, which

we

shall

examine by and by.

For

eighty years, therefore, they went from one abomination to another, till the scandal became so
great and
so universal, that the Eoman See was
again moved to

Accordingly, Clement XL delegated Charles
Maillard de Tournon, Patriarch of Antioch, with unlimited authority to
investigate into and settle the
interfere.
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The

matter.
"

a

patriarcli is described

by Clement

man whose well-known integrity, prudence,

XL as

charity,

learning, piety, and zeal for the Catholic rehgion made
"
of the highest trust
and, according to

him worthy

;

" a man who
Cretineau,
possessed the highest' "virtues
best
and
intentions, which; however, should have been
directed by a less intemperate zeaL" *

He landed at Pondicherry on November 6, 1703,
and immediately commenced a thorough and minute
whole affair. After eio'lit months,
on June 23, 1704, published the famous decree condemning and prohibiting all these idolatrous practices
although the noble prelate, a good Roman Catholic as
he was, is not altogether free from superstition, as
may be seen in the decree itself. Here are some extracts from it
" Charles Thomas Maillard de
Tournon, by the
having
grace of God .... Legate a latere, &c
maturely examined all things, .... having heard the
above mentioned fathers (the Jesuits), having by public
prayers implored divine aid we, .... in our capacity
of Legate a latere, have enacted the present de-

investif^ation of the

he,

;

;

—

;

cree

"

:

—

And

begin by the administration of the sacraadministering baptism, any of the Christian rites are to be omitted.
We command, moreover, that a name of the Roman
martyrology be given to the catechumen, and not an
We order that no one, under any
idolatrous one.
ment.

to

We expressly forbid that, in

.

.

.

.

.

.

>

of
pretext whatever, shall change the signification
the names of the cross, of the saints, or of any other
sacred thing. ...
"
Further, as it is the custom of this country that
children, six or seven years old, and sometimes even
younger, contract, with the consent of their parents,
an indissoluble marriage, by the hanging of the Taly,
or crolden nuptial emblem, on the neck of the bride,
*

Cret. vol. V. p. 50.
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we command the

missionaries never to permit such
invahd marriao*es anionic Christians.
" And
since, accordino* to the best informed adhcrents of that impious superstition, the Taly bears the
imao-e, though unshapely, of PuUear, or Pihear, the
and
idol supposed to preside over nuptial ceremonies
;

a disorrace for Christian women to wear such
an image round their necks, as a mark that they are
married, we henceforth strictly prohibit them from
daring to have the Taly with this image suspended
from their necks. But, lest wives should seem not to
be married, they may use another Taly, ivith the
image of the holy cross, or of our Lord Jesus Christ,
of the most blessed Virgin, marked on it!
" The
nuptial ceremonies also, according to the cussince

it is

w

tom

of the country, are so many, and defiled by so
superstition, that no safer remedy could be de-

much

vised than to interdict them altogether for they overflow with the pollutions of heathenism, and it would
be extremely difficult to expurge them from that which
;

is

superstitious

" In like
manner,

we cannot

suffer that these offices

of charity which Gentile physicians, even of a noble
race or caste, do not consider unworthy (for the health

of the body) to be given to those poor people, the
Pariahs, although in the most abject and lowest condition, be denied, for the sake of souls, by spiritual
physicians. Wherefore, we strictly enjoin the missionaries, as far as they can, to see that no opportunity
for confession be awanting to any sick Christian, al-

though he be a Pariah, or even of a more despised
race, if there were. And lest they should be compelled
to consult for their eternal welfare,
is
increasing, and their temporal life

when
is

the disease

in evident dan-

ger, we charge the missionaries not to wait till those
in this weak condition are brouirht to church, but. as
far as they are able, to seek for them at home, to visit
them, and to comfort them with pious discourses and
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prayers, and with sacramental bread and, In short,
to administer extreme unction to them, if
they are
about to die, without making any distinction in persons
or sexes, expressly condemning every practice
contrary
to the duty of Christian piety
"
have learned with the greatest sorrow, also,
that Christians who can beat the drum, or play on a
flute, or other musical instruments, are invited to perform during the festivals and sacrifices in honour of
;

We

and sometimes even compelled to attend, on account of some species of obligation supposed to be contracted towards the pubhc by the exercise of such a

idols,

and that

it is
by no means easy for the
them from this detestable tbuse
wherefore, considering how heavy an account we should
have to render to God did we not strive, with all our
power, to recall such Christians as these from the
honouring and worshipping of devils, we forbid

profession,

missionaries to turn

;

them," &c.
" The missionaries also
shall be held bound, not only
to acquaint them with the aforesaid prohibition, but
also to insist on its entire execution, and to expel
from the Church all who disobey, until they repent

from the heart, and by public marks of penitence expiate the scandal they have caused."
In like manner, the legate expressly prohibits the
heathen ablutions and superstitious bathings, at set
times, and with certain ceremonies, to all, and more
especially to the preachers of the gospel, whatever
pretence they allege, were it even to pass themselves
off as Saniassi, who were
distinguished by their manifold and multiplied washings
ut existementur Sanias
sen Brachmanes, prse ceteris dediti hujusmodi ablu-

—

'

tionibus.'
'^

We, in like manner, prohibit that the ashes of
cow-dung, a false and impious heathen penance instituted by Hudren, should be blessed and applied to the
foreheads of those who have received the sacred unction
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of Clirism ; we also proscribe all the signs of a red and
white colour, of which the Indians are very superstitious, from being used for painting their face, breast,
and other parts of the body. We command that the
sacred practice of the Church, and the pious usage of
blessmg the ashes, and of putting them upon the head of
the faithful, with the sign of the cross, in order to recall their

own unworthiness, be rehgiously observed,
and after the manner prescribed by the

at the time

Church, on Ash- Wednesday, and at no other time.
"
And, lest from those thincvs which have been expressly prohibited in this decree, any one may infer
or beheve that we tacitly approve of or permit other
usages which were wont to be practised in these mis-

we absolutely reject this false interpretation, and
explicitly declare the contrary to be our intention.
will, also, for just causes known to us, that the

sions,

we

We

present decree should have full force, and should be
considered as published, after it has been delivered
up by our Chancellor to Father Guy Tachard, \\cqpruvincial of the French Fathers of the Society of Jesus

and we command him, by virtue of holy
obedience, to transmit four similar copies to the Fatherprovincial of the province of Malabar, to the Superiors
of the Mission at Madura and Mysore, and of the
in India;

Carnatic, who after two months, and all the other missionaries after three months, from the day in which
this decree shall be notihed to Father Tachard, shall
be bound to consider it as having been made pubhc,

and

notitied to

every one.

" Given at
Pondicherrv,

tliis

day, 23d June

1704."

Nothing can more effectually prove the culpabihty
of the Jesuits, and their sacrileii'ious crime, in encou-

ragmg such abominable
natino;

from a

trom so high a

idolatry, than this decree, ema-

Roman

man who reproaches
I

Catholic authority, and
himself for being too lenient
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This document is a terrible and
the order's orthodoxy, and
overwhelming proof against
no fault with it. His
find
can
Cretineau himself

towards the fathers.

M

that the different historians who have
only complaint is,
have omitted to speak of
quoted the prelate's decree,
declares that he
the
which
in
patriarch
the preamble,
ot the
had been assisted in the investigation by two
seems
he
fact
Cretineau)
(M.
Jesuits, from which
Jesuits themanxious that we should infer that the
This, besides
selves have condemned these practices.
has just
Cretineau
M.
what
to
beino- contradictory
which he
in the sense
''is bv no means true

m

said

NorAccording to Father
arrived at
bert's version,* it seems that the patriarch
use of a little
the truth of the whole matter by making
of the fathers to a
two
called
He
Jesuitical cunning.

wishes us" to receive

it.

private conference, received

them with great kindness

m

their
and urbanity, praised their zeal, pitied them
difficult position, and so overcame them, ^that they
how, their
confessed
thing to him.

every

frankly

was written down by two secretcjTies, who
The supewere concealed in a closet for the purpose.
taken
had
what
related
place,
Jesuits
the
rior to whom
confession

wonderful ingewas' indignant and alarmed at their
retract
the
to
back
them
prelate to
nuousness, and sent
But it was too late. The legate,
had
what

they

said.f

more weight to the decree, begins somewhat
that he had been helped in his
maliciously by saying,
Tenant Bouchet and Charles
investigation by Fathers
" learned and zealous men, who had resided
Bartolde,

to give

were perfectly acquainted with
long in the country,
and that Irom
its manners, language, and rehgion,
was a Capuchin missionary in India who presented
Memoires Histonques sur les
PoDe Benedict XIV. a book entitled,
with authentic

* Father Norbert
to

MiZnsdllndes

The work

Orientales.

is

illustrated

the ecclesias-

was published with the approbation of
Sti 1, we will not quote Father
S^uthorities, and never contradicted.
he relates can be corroboauthority, unless what
as a
documents
Norbert

all

It

pi-oper

'

rated bv other proofs.

t Mem.

Hist. torn. prim. p.
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their lips he had got a right understanding regarding
the real state of matters, which rendered the vine and
branches feeble and barren, from adhering, as they
did, rather to the vanities of the heathen than to the
real vine, Christ Jesus."
What makes us believe in the veracity of Father
Norbert in this case is, that the Jesuits never submitted to the decree, that they still continued to persist
in their old practices, and that neither Father Bouchet
nor Bartolde was punished or dismissed, one or other

of which would most certainly have taken place had
they deliberately and openly denounced these diabolical practices.
On the contrary, Father Bouchet was
one of the two Jesuits who were sent to Rome to get

the decree abrogated.
The Jesuits, however, did their utmost to parry
Faithful to an essential rule of Jesuitical
the blow.
cunning, they at first feigned to submit, only entreating the patriarch to suspend for a time the censures
attached to the non-execution of the decree, which the
good prelate granted for three years, hoping that they
would obey, and abohsh these abominations gradually.

But thev were

from intendino; to do such a thinof.
immedifor
the
Jesuits
to
two
Rome,
purpose
ately despatched
of getting the patriarch's decree abrogated by the
Holy See. Father Tachard, the vice-provincial of the
India missions, thought that it would perhaps make a
far

On the contrary, they, as we have already said,

great impression in Rome if, to the opinion of the
legate De Tournon they could oppose the opinion,
not only of all the Jesuits residing in India, but also
With
of the other priests along the Malabar coast.
this end in view, he sent many emissaries round with
a sort of circular containing a number of questions, to
which he solicited answers, and these, as might be imagined, were

all found to be according to his wishes.
This strange circular is to be found in the eighth and
tenth pages of the third volume of the Memoires His-
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Did not subsequent facts and the whole
toriques.
conduct of the Jesuits render it credible, we should
have hesitated to insert it as an historical truth, so
Here it is
strange does the document appear to us.
:

"

Is the frequent use of ashes (burnt cow's
necessary for the Christians of these missions ?
I.

—

dung)

They

answered in the affirmative.
"

As the Pariahs are looked upon

in a civil hght
almost impossible to describe
is carried
against them, ought
to
in
assemble
the
same place, or in the same
they
chm'ch, with other Christians of a higher caste? They
answered in the negative.
" III.
Are the missionaries obliged to enter into the
houses of the Pariahs to give them spiritual succour,
while there are other means of arriving at the same
end, as is remarked elsewhere?
They ansiuered in
II.

as so despicable that it
how far the prejudice

is

the negative.

" IV.

Ought we,

spittle in conferring

in the said missions, to employ
the sacrament of baptism ? They

answered in the negative.

" V. Oiio'ht we to forbid the Christians to celebrate
those brilhant and joyous fetes which are given by
'
parents when their young daughters ont pour la jDremiere fois la maladie des mois ?
Tliey ansiuered in
the negative.
" VI.
Ought we to forbid the custom observed at
Tliey ansiuered
marriages of breaking the cocoa-nut ?
in the negative.
*'
VII. Ought the wives of the Christians to be
They
obliged to change their Taly or nuj)tial cord ?
answered in the negative.''
And he, Father Tachard, was not content with the
mere signature he wanted, also, a solemn oath
"
I, John Venant Bouchet, priest of the Society of
Jesus, and Superior of the Carnatic Mission, do testify
and swear, on my faith as j^riest, that the observance
of the rites, as set forth in the preceding answers, is
'

;

—
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of the greatest necessity to these missions, as well for
their preservation as for the conversion of the heathen.
Further, it appears to me, that the introduction of any

other usao^e contrary to these,

would be ATTE>rDED

WITH E^TDENT DANGER TO THE SALVATION OF THE SOULS
Thus I answer the reverend
OF THE NEOPHYTES.
father superior general, who orders me to send him
my opinion as to these rites, and to confirm it by an
oath, for assurance and faith of which I here sign my
name.

Si^rned.

Carnatic.

de

Xov.

3,

17U4. in the Mission of the

Jean Venant Bouchet."

Fathers Peter Mauduit, Phihp de la Fontaine, Peter
la Lane, and Gilbert le Petit took the same oath,

and attested it bv their sicrnatures, and after hke
fashion swore all the Portuguese Jesuits in Madura
and Mysore.
Whilst two Jesuits were dispatched to Eome with this
document, F. Tachard set another battery at work. The
Bishops of Goa and of St Thomas were creatures ot
the Jesuits, and altogether devoted to their interest.
At the instigation of the fathers, the}^ respectively,
published an ordinance, by which, on theu^ own authority, they annulled the decree of the legate, under the
specious pretext that they were not satisfied that this
were sufficient to enact it.
prelate's power and authority
The Bishop of Goa, to whom the Pope had sent De
Tournon as his representative, to whom he had granted full and unlimited power, went still fui^ther, and
had the impudence to wi^ite to the Pope, telUng him
that he, the bishop, had annulled the decree of the
it.
patriarch, not knowing that he had power to publish
The Pope was highly incensed^ both against the
bishops and Jesuits, and on the 4th January 1707
he fulminated a brief against the bishop's declaration

De Tournon's decree, giving his full sanction
At the same
to the legate's decision in all its parts.
time he wrote a terrible letter of admonition to the
regarding
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Bishop of Goa, reproaching him for his impudence, and
threatening to depose him.
One would now, perhaps, imagine that the Jesuits
are going to acquiesce in these ordinances, which, in
fact, are merely directed to abohsh Pagan superstition,
too abominable even in the eyes of a Popish prelate.
Doubtless, these champions of Rome, these devout servants of the Holy See, to which they are
bound by a special vow, are going to yield implicit
Far
obedience to the supreme head of their Church.

from it.
On the contrary, the Jesuits added perjury to disobedience, and uttered falsehoods so bold

and

so

barefaced,

as Jesuits alone are capable

of.

Fathers Bouchet and Lainez were unsuccessful in their
Before they had even reached the
mission to Rome.
of the legate had been confirmed
the
decree
capital,
by a decree from the General Inquisition, dated 6th
January 1706. The Pope received them very coldly;
and while they were in Rome, he published his brief
against the Bishops of Goa and St Thomas, and confirmed the ordinances of the patriarch. Well can it
be believed would it be credited, that there could be
found two men, even among these Jesuits, so lost to
all sentiments of probity and honour, as to declare on
their return that the Pope had received them witii the
greatest kindness, and that the decree of the legate De
Great was the astonishTournon had been abrogated
!

—

.!

ment of the missionaries of the other orders, and of
some few Christians who viewed with abhorrence so

much

of
idolatry as was introduced into the religion
Christ.
But after the first moment of surprise was
over,
began to doubt the veracity of the Jesuits'

they

the
report, and sent a memorial to Rome to ascertain
whole truth. The Jesuits attempted to intercept this ;

but the messenger with great difficulty escaped an
ambush that had been laid for him near Milan, and
at length arrived at

Rome.

We

shall

say nothing
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regarding the indignation of Pope Clement XI. on hearing this. We shall only report part of his brief, which
removes all doubt regarding the guilt of the Jesuits
:

"

—

Bishop of St Thomas of Meliapar, Pope
Clement XI. luisheth health, ^'c.

I'd the

*'
We have learned with the greatest sorrow, that it
has been divulged in your country (India) that wo
have nulhfied and abrogated the ordinances contained in
a decree of our venera1:)le brother, Cardinal de Tournon, dated 23d June 1704, Pondicherry, whither he had
gone on his way to China and that we have, moreover,
permitted and approved of those rites and ceremonies
which in the aforesaid decree are declared to be in;

fected with superstition.
Ardently wishing, that in a
matter of such importance, not only you, but by your

the other bishops and missionaries, should
the truth, we have thought proper to send to
you the joint documents,* authenticated by an apostolical notary, and by the seal of the General Inquisition ;
and we beg of the princes of the apostles, &c.

care

all

know

''

Borne, Sept. 17, 1712."

Before we proceed further in our narrative, we

must go back some few years, and resume the history
of the Patriarch de Tournon, who, after having pubhshed his decree at Pondicherry, proceeded to China,
where he arrived in 1705. The Jesuits were already
Before attempting to penetrate into this vast
there.

empire, they had carefully studied the habits of that
(comparatively) scientific and learned people and, to
succeed in their enterprise, they resolved upon flattering the national prejudices, as well as instructing the
natives in the sciences and arts.
Towards the end
of the sixteenth centurv, Father Ricci made his first
;

* The decree of the
Inquisition of 1706, and
and confirming De Tournon's decree.

his

own of 1707, approving
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entrance into Cliina, and received a very friendly welcome, because he was an able mathematician, and could
repeat from memory the most important passages of
Confucius. The emperor esteemed him much for a clock
which struck the hours, and which had been made purposely for him by the Jesuit and still more for a map,
far superior to anything the Chinese had attempted in
But from their too
that department of knowledge.*
great desire to please the Chinese, the Jesuits did here
as they had already done in Madura
they allowed the
Christian relio-ion to be contaminated with idolatrous
manners of
practices, and adapted themselves to ad the
Ranke says that Ricci died in 1610, not
the Chinese.
by excess of labour merely, but more especially by the
many visits, the long fastings, and all the other duties
;

—

of Chinese society and etiquette.*
The first step of the Patriarch de Tournon, on entering the Chinese Empire, was to summon all the missionaries

and

priests

he was

able, to Canton,

and

to

declare to them that he was determined to tolerate no
In consequence, he
idolatrous superstition whatever.
commanded them to remove all idolatrous emblems
The Chinese Jesuits seem to
from their churches.

have shewn more of the hypocrite than those of Madura had done. They manifested no opposition whatever to the commands of the patriarch, and obtained
for him a very kind reception from the Emperor

Bat he enjoyed the imperial favour for a
Thang-hi.
The Jesuits secretly stirred
very short time indeed.
the
him,
by representing to him
emperor against
up
that the legate despised the Chinese, their sovereign,
and their religion, and that he was the instigator and
adviser of the Bishop of Conon, who was apostohcvicar in the province of Foukin, and who had prohibited some of the heathen superstitions, in compliance
with the patriarch's desire. The emperor, inclignant
*

Rauke's Hist, of the Popes,

vol.

ii.

p. 230.

Eng. trans.

* Ibid.
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by a decree

at this,
lecrate

from

in

August 1706, banished the
and by a subsequent one,

his dominions,

The Jesuits, these diaboHcal
the Bishop of Conon.*
sons of hypocrisy, exulting in their hearts at the defeat
we should say,
of their enemies, had the impudence
to insult their p;rief bv a letter full of
the cruelty

—

—

and tears, -uhich they sent to De
However, it does
Tournon, while still in Xankin.
not seem that the jjrclate was the dupe of their arts,
as may be perceived from the foliowino- noble and
pathetic answer to the fathers of the Society residing
at Pekin
" We have
received, reverend fathers, in a letter of
full of grief, the decree of the IGth
reverences,
your
December 1706, against the most illustrious Bishop of
You sav that this event causes
Conon and others
you grief and affliction. AYould to God that your
I should reaffliction would lead you to repentance
joice at it, because it would be acceptable to God, and
mio:ht be the means of your salvation.
"
Xijlht and day I shed tears before God, not less
for the distressed state of the mission, than on account
of those li'ho are the causes of its affliction ; for, if I
knew not the cause of the evil, and the authors of it,
The Holy See
I micfht endure all more cheerfully.
has condemned your practices
but much more to
be detested is that unrestrained licence luith which
you try to bury your shame under the ruins of the
You have not lent your ears to salutary
mission.
false condolences

:

—

!

;

counsel
and now you betake yourselves to means
that cause horror (modo ad horrenda confugitis).
" What
shall I say ?
is me !
The cause has
;

Wo

*
MaigTot. "We do not in the least wish to diminish the merit and the
good intention of these two jjrelates. We even believe that M, de Tournon was an excellent man. We only wish to observe that both he and
Mai.2Tot were Frenchmen ; that very many of the French prelates always
evinced great enmity towards the Jesuits, and that this, perhaps, had
some influence in stimulating their zeal for the purity of the Chnstian
religion.
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been determined, but'the error continues; the mission
will be destroyed sooner than it can be reformed.
"
However, your reverences are not in earnest, but
merely jesting {ludiint non dolent reverentice vestrce),
when you represent the emperor as being angry with
you the emperor who does not act but according to
your wishes. He would assuredly be angry if he knew
(God forbid!) what injuries you have caused to his
AVhat faith can I place upon those who in
glory
all their intercourse with me have used nothino- but
insidious devices? .... I pray of Him who has reserved revenge for Himself, not to give you the recompence you deserve, nor to measure to you with the
If
same measure ye have meted to your neio'hbour

—

you knew the emperor so well as to make you think
he deserves the name of Herod, why had you recourse
to him ?
AVhy have you mahgnantly excited his
Would to God
hatred against an apostolic legate ?
that you would repent from your hearts
Yours, &:c.
''Nankin, VI th January 1708."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

I

But

—

the prelate w^as well acquainted with all the
he did not know the extent of their
Soon after De Tournon had sent this
wickedness.
letter, he was arrested by order of the emperor (we
may well suppose at whose instigation), sent to Macao,
and delivered up to the Portuguese. The Bishop of
Macao, who was another creature of the Jesuits, loaded
if

Jesuitical cunning,

him with

chains,

and threw him

into prison.

It is

highly instructive to read the bull of excommunication
which Pope Clement XL fulminated against the Bishop
He complained that a Papal
of Macao for this deed.
"
been
not by pagans, but by
had
arrested,
legate
Christian magistrates and officers, who, forgetful of his
sacred character, of his dignity, &c., had dared to lay
their hands upon him, and to make him endure such
and tortures that the heathen themselves
indignities

were horror-struck

—

ipsis exhorrescentibus ethnicis."

masioxs.
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In the same bull the Pope lets us

know

that

De

Tournon, for certain causes, had been subjected to the
ecclesiastical censures of the Church, the College, and
Seminary of the Jesuits, which leaves no doubt as to
the authors of the capture and ill treatment of the
prelate, who was used like the worst of criminals, all to

To console De
gratify the revenge of the Jesuits.
Tournon for all these hardships, Clemens bestowed
upon him the cardinal's hat but, alas the prisoner
did not rejoice long in this high honour.
His life was
!

;

near a

close.

The

ill

treatment, and, as

manv

say, the

which he endured, brought his troubles to an
end.
He died in 1710, at the age of forty-two. Oh
one is almost tempted to implore the vengeance of God
upon such sacrilegious men, who, calling themselves
Chi'istians
condemned
nay, most perfect Christians
to exc^uisite tortures, and to a most miserable and protracted death, this noble-hearted man, for attempting
to purify the rehgion of Christ from pagan superstition.
So perished De Tournon, a man certainly one
of the best prelates of the Romish Church.
Clement
XL eulogised him in a public consistory, and, as we
have said, excommunicated the Bishop of Macao. AVe
shall not add a word of observation
the facts speak
fastings,

!

—

—

;

clearly for themselves.

"We shall now resume our narrative about the
Malabar rites, and endeavour to bring it to a speedy
the facts which we have already reported
conclusion
being more than sufficient to give a very clear idea of
the rehgious teaching of the Jesuits in India, and of
their deportment there. Clement XL, in 1719 Benedict XIIL, in 1727 Clement XII., in 1731 and 1739,
;

;

;

pubhshed

briefs

upon

briefs to oblige the Jesuits to

submit to the decree of Cardinal de Tournon, but in
vain.
The Jesuits either refused or eluded obedience
to them.
And when Clement XII., in 1739, forced
them to take a very stringent oath* to obey the
*
I,

N., of the order X., or Society of Jesus, sent, designated as a mis-
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decree, OA^ery J esuit took it, but no one observed it ;
finding a specious excuse for not doing so in that doctrine of theirs, then in full force, which declares that
" the man who makes an oath with his
without

mouth,

the consent of his mind, is not obliged to keep the
oath, because he had not sworn, but only jested."
At last Benedict XIV. resolved to put an end to the

by publishipg, in 17-41, a terrible bull, in
which he calls the Jesuits disobedient, contumacious,
crafty, and reprobate men {inobedientes, contumaces,
captiosi, et perditi homines), and in which he made
such stringent and undoubted provisions, that it was a
and especially
difficult matter to evade obeying it
contest,

;

after the Pope,

by another

brief in the following year,
commanded that the brief of 1741 be read every Sabbath-day in all the houses, churches, and colleges of

the Society.

The

influence of the Jesuits in India

decline rapidly.

now

beo-an to

Their Saniassi were discovered to be

sionary, to the kingdom or province of N. in tlie East Indies, by the
Apostolic See, by my superiors, according to the powers granted to them
by the Apostolic See, obeying the precept of our Holy Lord Pope Clement
XIL, in his Apostolic Letter, issued in the form of a brief, on the 13th
day of May 1739, enjoining all the missionaries in the said missions to

take an oath that they will faithfully observe the apostolic determination
concerning the Malabar rites, according to the tenor of the Apostolic
Letter in the form of a brief of the same our Holy Lord, dated 24th
August 1734, and beginning Compertum deploratamque, well knowm to
me by my reading the whole of that brief, promise that I will obey fully
and faithfully, that I will observe it exactUj, entirely, ahsolutely, and
inriolablif, and that I will fulfil it v:lthoutany tergiversation; moreover,
that I will instruct the Christians committed to my charge according to
the tenor of the said brief, as w^ell in my preaching as in my private
ministrations, and especially the catechumens before they shall be baptized and unless they promise that they wall observe the said brief, with
its determinations and prohibitions, that I will not baptize them further,
that I shall take care, with all possible zeal and diligence, that the ceremonies of the heathen be abolished, and these rites practised and retained
by the Christians which the Catholic Church had piously decreed.
But if at any time (which may Grod forbid !) I should oppose {that brief),
either in whole or in part, so often do I declare and acknowledge myself
in the decree
subject to the penalties imposed by our Holy Lord, whether
or in the Apostolic Letter, as above, concerning the taking of this oath,
Thus,
in like manner well known to me by reading the whole thereof
touching the Holy Gospels, I proinise, vow, and swear, so may God help
Signed with my own hand— N."
me, and these God's Holy Gospels
;

;

!
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The war that began shortly after between
France and England caused still greater damage and
when then" order was abolished in 1778, the Jesuits
had little or no influence in India. These are the
impostors.

;

—

principal features of the missions in India, properly so
In Japan, that turbulent and warlike country,
called.

the Jesuits adopted a diiferent and more appropriate
method to acquire influence among the people. Throwing away somewhat 0/ their cunning and pretended
sanctity, they espoused the cause of one or other of the
various parties who were disputing for power, were
cherished, respected, and permitted to preach their
religion, if the party they sided with were triumphant ;

persecuted, exiled, and put to death if it were vanquished. The hundreds of Jesuits who are represented
to us as having perished martyrs for their faith were
oftener executed as unsuccessful conspirators.
The
Japanese were not so bigoted a race as the Indians,
and the Bonzes, their priests, were not all-powerful

Brahmins. The persecutions they exercised
against their dangerous rivals, the Jesuits, could not
be successful but when the people and the sovereign
were ofi'ended against them, not as missionaries, but
as defeated malcontents and conspirators.
The Jesuits
like the

maintained their ground in Japan with various vicissiIn China, also,
tudes, till they were suppressed.
they maintained their ground by the same means
which opened it for their reception they conformed
themselves to the manners and customs of the people

—

and it appears that they partly
succeeded in conquering some of their national prejudices; they were at least supported by the higher
classes, who held them in much esteem for their learnas far as they could,

and so much respected that some were made
mandarins and even when the Christians were persecuted as dangerous conspirators, the Jesuits were left
unmolested.
However, we possess few documents,

ing,

;

excepting those of the Jesuit historians relating their
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own deeds, whereby to ascertain the real truth regarding their condition in that country.
The Jesuits assure us that niilUons of idolaters were
converted by them in all these countries, but their
fabulous narrations are contradicted by facts.
For,
wdien a statistical account was made in 1760, of all
the Christians residing in India and Japan, the number was found to be less than a half of wdiat Xavier
alone is said to have converted, and more than one
hundred times less than had been accomphshed by the
united labours of all the Jesuit missionaries.
This
reminds us of the computation made by a witty person
of all the Arabians killed by the French bulletins from
1831 to 1811, which three or four times outnumbered
the whole Arabian- population.
In all these countries the Jesuits derived from their
converts great contributions but of their traffic more
anon.
have thus given an outline of these celebrated
missions, and we are sorry that we cannot extend the
;

We

recital

them any

of

further.

A

characteristic fact

ascertained from an accurate study of their missions
is, that the Jesuit missionaries, with the view of domineering; over these countries, altoo-ether reo'ardless of
the interests of the Christian religion, slandered and

persecuted
w^ere

We

other missionaries, even although they
And so they do still.
Catholics.

all

Roman

must further observe, that the Jesuits, these soand unexceptionable Roman Catholics,
lived for more than fifty years in open rebehion against
the chief of their Church
God on earth the infallible
and committed during that same
vicegerent of Christ
period as many sacrileges as were the sacerdotal funccalled fervent

—

tions they

performed

;

—

—

for, since

by the non-observance

of the Cardinal de Tournon's decree, they incurred a
suspension a divinis, which means, suspension from the
whatever sacerdotal act
exercise of their ministry

—

they performed, they committed a

sacrilege.
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But metliinks I hear soDie one say, do you believe
that the court of Rome persisted in such a contest because she abhorred such idolatrous practices ?
By no
means. The Popes fought for their authority, for the
of their oracles, and not to uphold the

infallibihty

purity
idolatry

of

the

Christian

reho-ion.

— they hke, they encourage,

Under '^their eyes such

Superstition

they

live

by

—
it.

acts of idolatrous abominations

are daily committed, that those of India become insigI beg permission
nificant when compared with them.
to relate only one, which, if the fact could not be ascertained by any one every year in many of the
Italian, towns, I fear would not be credited, so very

In the
sacrilegious is it.
in Campo,* forty miles distant

little

town of San Lorenzo
from Ancona, the fol-

lowing procession takes place on the Good Friday of
every year. The line of procession extends from the
town, through an almost open country, for about a
mile and a half, the whole wav havino; been previously
prepared for the purpose. On platforms, erected at
certain distances, the different stages of our Saviour's
On one of them you see the
passion are represented.
judgment-seat, and Pilate condemning Christ to death
on another, Christ crowned with thorns on a third,
Christ faUing under the loaid of the cross on his way
Next comes the crucifixion,
to Calvary, and so on.
;

;

The first exhibits
represented in four different acts.
Christ with one of his hands nailed to the cross the
second, with both his hands nailed; the third, with
both hands and feet and in the fourth, our holy Redeemer is exhibited as expiring, and with his breast
At the foot of the cross may be
pierced by a spear.
All these personages chosen
seen the three Maries.
to represent our Lord's passion, are picked out from
the very dregs of the people, and are paid more or less,
according to the uneasiness of the posture which they
;

;

* I choose to
speak of the procession held in this town, because I have
there witnessed it myself.

o

2

are
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made

to assume.

He who

personates our Savioui*

receives the greatest pay, a crown
while the respective representatives of Pilate and Mary obtain the
smallest named, eighteenpence.
All these sacri;

legous pantomimers are at their post half an hour
before the procession begins, and dressed suitably
to the character impersonated by each.
The miscreant who hangs upon the cross (we shudder to relate
such abominations) has only a belt around his middle,
the cross being so constructed as to lessen the diffiAbout an hour and a half after
culty of his posture.
sunset, the priests, in their pontilical robes, issue from
the church, accompanied by all the civil authorities,
and by a great concourse of citizens dressed in mournOn
ing, and carrying lighted torches in their hands.
their way they kneel down before every platform,
offer up a prayer, and sing a part of some sacred
hymn ! This impious ceremony? is performed with becoming gravity so soon as the priests and the bulk of
the procession draw nigh to the respective platforms
but before their arrival, and after their departure, the
;

scene presents a most revolting and disgusting specMany of the lazzaroni go round, laughing
and shouting, and address those who impersonate our
Saviour and the Virgin, in the most insulting and
tacle.

profane language.

"
Ha,
saying,
art the Virgin,

You may hear many

ha! thou art here, Theresa! Thou
"
?
Ah, ah you
(modesty forbids us
" Ah !
to repeat the remainder of the sentence).
the
art
Frances, thou
By my troth, it is
Magdalen
not long since thou repentedst"
or,
"Oh, Paul!
Paul there is some mistake. Thou oughtest to represent the impenitent robber, and not the Christ, thou
"
But we must draw a veil over the rest
arrant thief!

art thou not

!

—
!

—

!

of that infernal scene.

So abhorrent

is

of
idolatry to the Court

Rome

!

J7.r?7fy)/i7-r

a'
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CHAPTER

1^.'^

YIII.

1556-1581.

THE SECOXD, THIRD, AXD FOURTH GENERALS OF
THE ORDER.
M.AJsT were the trials the Jesuits had to encounter after
the death of Loyola. The moment he expired, the professed members who were at Eome appointed Lainez
Vicar-General, although he was at the time dangerously
ill, fixing, at the same time, the month of November
Xo objection
for the election of the new General.
could be raised against the nomination of Lainez, he
being without contradiction the most prominent li^ang
member of the Society. The difficulties only began
when the Yicar-General adjourned the General ConLainez was constrained to take
gregation sine die.
this step because Philip IL of Spain had forbidden any
of his subjects to leave his dominions, as he was then
at war with the Pope.
Since that fatal epoch in which Clement YIL, for
the benefit of his family (the Medici), had betrayed
the glory and destinies of Italy into the hands of the
house of Austria, the unfortunate peninsula (if we
except Venice) became an imperial fief, and the subPaul IV.,
sequent popes the Emperor's chief vassals.
although worn out with years, conceived the bold
" He
idea of freeing Italy from the Austrian yoke.
would sit," says Panke, quoting Xavagero, " for long
hom's over the black, thick, fiery wine of ^^aples,
his usual drink, and pour forth torrents of stormy
eloquence against these scliismatics and heretics
accursed of God that evil generation of Jew and

—

—

K
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Moor

—that scum

of the world,

and other

titles

equally

complimentary, which he bestowed with unsparing
*
And so intense
liberality on everything Spanish."
was his hatred against the house of Austria, that he
made a strict alliance with the Protestant leader,
Albert of Brandenburg, and formed his regiments
almost entirely of Protestants, to fight against a Ro-

man Catholic king. And, as if this were not enough,
the Pope, the so-called chief of Christianity, made
proposals to Soliman I., the great enemy of the
Christian name, to enter into an alliance with him,
in order to destroy the ultra-Roman Cathohc and
bigoted Philip II.
The Spanish Jesuits thus prevented from going
to Rome, the General Congregation, as we have
This began the strife. Private
said, was postponed.
ambition broke forth, and threw the community into
The revolt was headed by the viogTeat confusion.

He prevailed upon Rodriguez, Brouet,
and two or three others, to join him in reproaching
the tyranny and despotism of Lainez.
They pretended that he had no right to possess, alone, the supreme authority, which ought to reside in all the surviving founders of the order till a General was elected.
Pamphlets were addressed to the Pope, accusing the
lent Bobadilla.

Vicar-General of entertaining the design to repair to
Spain for the purpose of holding the Congregation,
and of establishing the seat of the order in that coun-

The Pope, upon

this announcement, became
he thundered imprecations against the Soand when Lainez presented himself to have an
ciety
audience, he refused to see him, and ordered him to
give up, within three days, all the constitutions and

try.

furious

;

;

ordinances of the Society, with the name of every
professed member resident at Rome, and forbade any
one of the latter to leave the capital. The storm,
it is evident, was
gaining strength, but Lainez was
*

Ranke's Hist, of the Popes,

vol.

i.

p. 217.

(Eng. trans.)
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an expert and

skilful

pilot.
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Inferior to Loyola in

in boldness and
gifts, in firmness of character,
energy, he was his superior in cunning, in reflection,
in patience.
Ignatius, the imperious ex-officer, in

natural

the same circumstances, would have scourged Bobadilla. dismissed some rioters from the Society, and
obhged the others to fall at his feet and ask forgiveness.
The politician Lainez avoided combat in an open
He
field, hoping to gain the battle by stratagem.

and stealthily got possession of all Bobadilla's
writings on the subject,* learned from them what were
his enemies' projects, prepared his means of defence
accordingly, detached Rodriguez and Brouet from
Bobadilla's interest by caresses and promises, sent the
quietly

latter to

reform a convent of Franciscan

friars at

Fo-

ligno, and condemned Gorgodanuz, the most pertinacious of the rebels, to say one pater noster and one
ave Maria
When a cardinal related this fact to the
Pope, Paul crossed liimself as at sometliing strange and
!

prodigious."!"

Sacchini pretends that the Pope

made

the

sign of the cross, being tilled with wonder at the blindness of the rebels
but assuredly Paul was struck at
;

the supremely cunning policy of the Yicar-General.J
The revolt was, however, subdued, the Pope appeased, and soon after the war was also brought to an
end. The Duke of x\lva, that sanguinary and ferocious
*

The passage of Saccliini is most instructive upon this point.
" did not "nrite a
Lainez," says he,
single word on the matter ; on the
contrary, Bobadilla and Gorgodanuz did nothing else than issue pamphlet
upon pamphlet, but it always happened by the Dirine will (Divino tamen
consilio fiebat), that their writings fell into the Yicar-Greneral's hand.
Sometimes they (Lainez's enemies) impradently dropped the writings in
the street, sometimes they negligently left them in their rooms unlocked,
at other times they were delivered up to Lainez by the very persons to
whom they were addressed. " In other words, Lainez, by the most ignoble
proceedings and abject espionage, made himself master uf his enemies'
*'
that it happened Divino consilio."
writings ; yet the Jesuit historian says
I wonder he does not add, ad majorem Dei gloriam.
Sach.
lib.
i.
86.
t
§
+ The act of making the sign of the cross is very significant. It is still
the custom in Italy for the common people to do so on hearing of some
"

great

and vm wonted crime, or of some extraordinaiy event.
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butcher of the Belgians, conqueror of the Papal troops
and of the allied armies, entered vanquished Rome,
craved for an audience of the Pontiif, threw himself at
his feet, and implored his forgiveness for having dared
to fight against him.
What a strange piece of contradiction is

man

1

The peace established between King Philip and the
Pope made a free passage between Italy and Spain.
The fathers arrived in Rome, and the General Congregation met on the 19th of June 1558.
On the 2d of July, while the fathers were on the
point of proceeding to the election of the General,
Cardinal Pacheco presented himself to the conclave in
the Pope's name, and after some trifling compliments,
said he was ready to act as secretary and teller of the
cannot imagine the reason Paul had for
ballot.
taking such a precaution, unless he was afraid lest Borgia should be elected General
Borgia, the companion,
the friend of Charles V. and of his son. The Cardinal,
however, took his place among the fathers, and pre-

We

—

pared to act as secretary. The schedules, which had
been put into an urn by each elector, having been withdrawn and examined, the Cardinal announced that
Lainez was elected by a majority of 13 to 7. He was
in consequence proclaimed General,
went in one after another to pay him

kiss his

and the Jesuits
homage, and to

hands on their bended knees.

The Congregation then proceeded
business.

There was

first

to dispose of other
of all a discussion as to

AVhether or not the Constitutions should be modified.
This was answered in the negative. It must be ob-

however, that Lainez, in the margin of the
16th chapter of the fourth part of the Constitutions,
where it is prescribed that in the School of Theology
the scholastic doctrine of St Thomas shall be explained,
had inserted a declaration, " that if an}'' book of theology could be found more adapted to the times, it
An historian very judiciously reshall be taught."

served,
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marks, that Lainez appears already to have formed
the project of estabhshing a new doctrine, Avhicli was
propounded by Mohna soon after. The original main Spanish,
nuscripts, which were written by Ignatius
were next confronted with the Latin version by Po-

The latter was approved of, and ordered to
be printed by the press of the Roman College, and
the first edition of
this was immediately executed
the Constitutions bearing the date of 1558.
But whilst in the middle of their legislative labours,
they were startled by the arrival of Cardinal Trani,
wlio announced to them that it was the Pope's pleasure
that they should perform the choral office, like all the
other monastic orders, and that the office of General
The Jesuits remonshould only last for three years.
strated, and spoke of their Constitutions, and of the
The
papal bull that had been issued in their favour.
cardinal answered that the commands of his holiness
must be obeyed. The Jesuits got up a memorial, and
Lainez and Salmeron went to present it to the Pope.
Paul received them freezin^lv; and at the first obser" You are contumacious
vation of Lainez, exclaimed,
In
act like heretics, and I
this
matter
you
persons.
fear lest some sectarian should be seen issuing from
But we are firmly resolved to toleyour company.
This was the second
rate such disorders no lono-er."*
time that Lainez had been abruptly and arrogantly
AVlien he visited him after he
apostrophised by Paul.
had been chosen Vicar-General, he received the volleys
of insult which the Pope poured upon him with the greatest
submission.
But it seems that his patience at this time
and
he boldly answered, that he had not
gave way,
sought of his own accord to be made General, that he
was ready to give up the office at that very moment, but
that his holiness knew well that the fathers, in proceeding to the election, had intended to name a General
for life, according to the rules of iheir Constitutions;
lancus.

—

*

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 369.
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for the remainder, " we teach," added he, " we preach
against the heretics on that account they hate us, and
;

Wherefore your holiness ought to give us
your protection, and evince toward us the yearnings of
a father, rather than find fault with us." * This was the
call us Papists.

substance of Lainez's answer, shaped by the Jesuit hismore humble and respectful form. But
the irascible and obstinate Paul was unmoved by his
He told Lainez that he would not accept of
appeal.
his resignation, that his orders must be executed, and
then dismissed him and his brother envoy. Paul was
fierce and vindictive, and not to be trifled with.
He
had accused his own nephews in a full consistory, and
His
banished them and their families from Rome.
greatest desire was to see the Inquisition at work.
Ranke savs that he seldom interfered in other matters,
but was never so much as once absent from presiding
every Thursday over the Congregation of the Inquisition.
Having such a man to deal with, the Jesuits
were forced to submit to perform the choral office, consoling themselves with the hope that the next Pope
would be more lenient toward them nor were they
Medici, the successor of Paul, who took
disappointed.
the name of Pius IV., shewed himself more favourable
to the Company of Jesus; not for love of them, but
torians into a

;

out of hatred to his predecessor, who had been his
enemy.! Although he was of a mild and cheerful disof the nephews of
position, he made a fearful example
the deceased pontiff. Their crimes assuredly deserved
punishment but as it was not in the disposition of
Pius to be cruel or revengeful, he was doubtless instigated to act in this case with unwonted rigour. But
who his instigators were, or whence he derived the
;

*

Cret. vol.

i.

p 369.

expired, when the Romans, highly incensed at
the miseries caused by the war, and at the severities of the Inquisition,
rose in a body, and with execrations and curses pulled down the statue
which had been erected to him in the beginning of his Pontificate, broke
into the Inquisition, and destroyed every thing in it.

f Paul IV. had hardly
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malio^nant and reti'ibiitorv inspiration on wliicli lie
only
acted, it would be difficult to determine.
know that the Jesuits had been persecuted by the

We

" Pius
Caraffas from the befrinnino^, and that
IV.," as
" shewed himself from first to last

Cretineau affirms,
more favourable to the Jesuits than even Paul
The Jesuits, it is certain, had then
III. had been."*
Cardinal Cainfluence
at
the Court of Rome.
great
rafta and the Duke of Palliano, nephews to the late
Pope, along with two of their relatives, were condemned
to death.
They were denied their own confessors, and
Jesuits were called in as their spiritual comforters. Cretineau says, that the Duke of Palhano asked Lainez
to send him a Jesuit confessor, while the detractors of
the order think that they intruded themselves, to witWe let
ness the agony and death of their enemies.
The unfortunate
our readers judge for themselves.
6tli
culprits were executed during the night of the
and 7th August 1561. The cardinal never for a moment suspected that they would execute the sentence
upon him. He tried to delay his execution by hnger" Make an
end, my lord, we
ing with his confessor.
have other business on hand," exclaimed an officer of
A few minutes longer, and the cardinal was a
police.
to be

corpse.

The Society now seemed upon the whole to be in a
Lainez
prosperous condition, and increased rapidly.
did not exercise his authority with an iron hand, like
Loyola, but he had great tact, and knew how to govern
a community by cunning policy. Some mishaps, however, befel the Society. In Grenada, a Jesuit confessor
refused to give absolution to a woman till she had revealed the name of her accomphce in the sin which she
hadconfessed. This made a great noise. But the Jesuits,
supported by the archbishop and the Inquisition, braved
the opinion of the public so far, that one of them, John
Raminius, declared from the pulpit, as an established
*

Cret. vol.

i.

p. 3S6.
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" that althouo'li in
general no sin of the most
doctrine,
holy confession ought to be revealed, there may, never-

be circumstances in which the confessor may
the
obhge
penitent to discover the accomplice of the
sin, or to give up the names of the persons infected with
heresy, permitting him (the confessor) to denounce the
person or persons to the competent tribunal."*
This of itself shews clearly enough the inviolahility
of the secret of confession, yet we must say that these
theless,

gentlemen have made great progress since, for now,
without asking the penitent's permission, they betake
themselves at once to the officers of police.f However,
it is
only the sins committed against religion or politics
which never fail to be disclosed
the ruffian and
assassin need not apprehend that tlieir crimes will be
;

brought to

light.

The next

disaster the order encountered was the disevinced
pleasure
by Philip II. against Francis Borgia,
the ex-Duke of Candia, one of his father's testamentary
executors, and who had a very great influence over
The Inquisition, that
the other sons of Charles V. %
faithful satellite of the Spanish crown, to please the
king, condemned two ascetic books by that same Borgia,
who, a few years afterwards, was numbered among the
he himself narrowly
saints who were worshipped
as
a
heretic.
Borgia bore all
escaped being captured
'

;

with true Christian humility, as well as some

this

opposition shewn
* Saccb.

lib.

ii.

him by

his

own

subordinates,

and

§ 131.

M'lrat I have already said in one or two of my for'When we in ISiS took possession of the Convent of
seat of the Inquisition in Rome, we found among other
things a packet of autograph letters, written by the priests of different
And it was a
countries, revealing various confessions to the Inquisitor.
very curious thing that the first letter which fell into the hands of Mr
from
was
the
a
of
State,
capuchin of the State
Montecchi,
secretary
These letters,
Prison, in which he was a prisoner a few years before.
which are now out of our reach, are, however, safe, and will, I hope, be

f
mer

I

may

here repeat

publications.

La Minorva, the

soon published.

X The Jesuits, in this circumstance, were again forbidden to leave
Spain, or to send any

money out

of the country.
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was consoled by the Pope, who called him to Rome,
and received him with the utmost kindness.
Aofain, in Montepulciano, a town fifteen miles distant
from Sienna, the Jesuits were accused of immorality.
One was charged with having pressed a woman to
go home with him another, of having issued from a
;

brothel; a third, of having otfered violence to a female; and Father Gombar, the Superior himself, of
having ilHcit intercourse with several ladies, and par-

found in
ticularly with one whose love-letters were
his possession.
All these were incontestible facts,

Xow listen to the improved by sworn witnesses.
pertiu^bable impudence of the historian Sacchini upon
this matter. The reason he assigns for all these calumnies

is,

that

" the
Jesuits confessed almost

all

the

women

in Montepulciano ; that they induced many young
ladies to consecrate themselves to God in monasteries,
to be chaste and faithful wives.
and
grief
fury [dolor et furor) of those
whose passions could no longer find aliment. They,

and married females

Hence arose the

AVhat
therefore, plotted the expulsion of the fathers."
a set of monsters were these citizens of Montepulciano !

But

let

us proceed.

woman

"

The man accused

of having

was a simpleton, who,
meetinc^ a female on the road, was asked where he was
It was an
going, and had the imprudence to answer.
enemy of the order, dressed as a Jesuit, who was seen
to leave the brothel.
Gombar, the Rector, did indeed
solicited a

to go with him,

rather long in the confessional, but
then he was engaged in spiritual conversation with the
ladies.
Among other penitents, he had two sisters
belonging to a very high family and the father, not
bein^ able to undertake the charo^e of both, was forced
The one that was dismissed,
to abandon one of them.
out of spite and jealousy, accused the other to her
brother, who forbade her to confess anv lono-er to
entertain himself

;

Gombar. The

letters

were

falsified,

and every other

ac-
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cusation was mere calumny." * After such juytifications
as these, few will doubt that the Jesuits were guilty.

Gombar, at any rate, frightened by the public rumour,
and Lainez dismissed him from the Society, in

fled,

spite of all his entreaties.

The

town-council stopped

paying the Jesuit teacher the allowed salary. The
no friends
no alms
Poor
Colleo;e was deserted
Jesuits
they were starving. And Lainez, after trying
in vain to regain for the College its former good name,
by sending thither some of the best and most conspi-

—

!

—

!

!

cuous of the Jesuits, suppressed it altogether in 1563.
this proclaim their innocence
Accusations of a like nature were brought against
the Jesuits in Venice, and were corroborated bv the
Patriarch.
Some of the senators proposed to expel
the Jesuits from the states of the republic, or to make
but the
them submit to the Patriarch's authority
authority and interference of the Pope brought matters again to an accommodation.
Further, all the Jesuits in the College of Milan were
accused of unnatural crimes.
Here, also, the facts
Cretineau himself is
were pretty well established.
forced to admit the occurrence of individual crimes;
but, although a certain bishop brought forth many
young men as witnesses against the Jesuits, yet the
cardinal, chosen by the Pope to examine into the case,
absolved them.
Meanwhile, at the end of three years, Lainez thought
anxious to reit would be
politic on his part to appear
Havino* consulted his brethren on the
sign the oflice.
subject, they declared that the oflice should be perpetual.
We shall here give Bobadilla's answer, on account of
The formerly fierce opponent of Lainez
its originality.
writes to him thus from Ragusa
"My opinion is that
the oflice of General should be perpetual, according
to the letter of our Constitutions.
Let, then, your
reverence keep a firm hold of it for a hundred years,

Let them after

!

;

:

*

Sacch.

lib. v.

—

§ 107-10.
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your death you should return

to hfe,

my

that the office be again conferred upon you,
may keep it to the day of judgment. And I

you
beg of you, for the love of Christ, to keep
of good cheer," &c.

it,

and be

now assured of the perpetuity of his
leaving Salmeron to manage the affairs of Italy,
set out for France, in order that he might take part in
the famous colloquy or conferences of Poissy, of which
From France he passed into Belmore hereafter.
Rhenish
the
visited
provinces, a part of Germany,,
gium,
and crossed the Tyrol on his way to Trent.
In all these places Lainez made good use of both
Lainez being

office,

name and

authority, endeavoured to
for
his order, to increase its
protectors
estabhsh new houses, never forgetting,
sermons or controversies, to throw out
his

acquire new
revenues, to
either in his

slanders, and
He at
Protestant cause.

vehemently to attack the
Trent for the re-opening of the CounThis famous assembly, which so solemnly consecil.
crated some of the greatest errors that had ever been
given to the world which interposed an impassable
barrier between Christian and Christian, but which,
nevertheless, the Court of Rome calls most holy, reopened on the 18th January 1562. This last Council
had been called for by Luther, by the Protestants,
and all those princes who were desirous to check the
despotism of the Court of Rome, and to give peace
to the Church by mutual concessions between the oplast arrived in

—

Different successive Popes refused this
posing parties.
as long as possible, dreading the total ruin of their
Yet this assembly, as Fra Paolo, its hisauthority.
torian, judiciously remarks, had a result quite opposite
from that which was expected. The Potestants took no
part in the Council's proceedings, the authority of the

Popes was further extended and more firmly established
than ever, and the hope of healing the schism in the
Church was altogether blasted.
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The Council commenced its sittino*s in Trent on the
13th December 1545, was thence transferred to Boloo-na in March 1547, a^^ainst the will of the German and
Spanish prelates, who continued at Trent, was interrupted on the 2d of June of the same year, re-opened
May 1551, was again suspended in April 1552, reopened in Trent, as we have said, in January 1562,
and finally closed on the 3d of December 1563. The
Jesuits boast of having had the greatest share in

in

draAving up the decrees and fixing the

dogmas as they
Salmeron, Brouet, and especially Lainez,
exercised great influence; and, if there were any
glory
in upholding erroneous doctrines and the
tyrannical
authority of the Pope, it most undoubtedly belonged
to them, nor are we disposed to envy them the distinction they thus gained.*
Lainez left Trent for Rome, and his whole journey
through Italy was one continued triumph. But, alas !
poor Lainez had not long to taste the sweetness of
His health, Avhich had always been deliadulation.
He fell seriously ill,
cate, became worse and worse.
lingered in his bed for two or three months, and
breathed his last on the 19th of January 1565, at the

now

stand.

age of 53.
Lainez was under the middle size, had a fair complexion and cheerful countenance, with large bright
eyes, but his appearance was very unprepossessing.
He was gifted with a great facility of elocution, and a

He left many manuscripts beprodigious memory.
hind him some were unfinished, and almost all are
;

unintelligible, as his
*

handwriting was execrable.

Lainez, among other exploits, attacked with great violence the authoi-ity of the bishops, and would liave had them to be mere tools in the hands
He maintained on another occasion that, " as the slave
of the Pope.
possesses less authority than his master, in like manner the Council
could not undertake a reformation upon the matter, the annates being
of Divine right/' Again, "as Jesus Christ has the power to dispense
from all sorts of laws, the Pope, his vicar, has the same authority, since
THE Judge and his Lieutenant have the same tribunal," and other
similar blasphemies. See Fra Paolo Sarpi upon the Congregations, 20th
October 1562, and IGth June 1563.

d

-'

Ct^ /C^C^' Lcy

t-c
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The day after Lainez expired, the Jesuits in Rome
niimed Francis Borgia Vicar-General, until a new
election should take place.
Borgia is one of the saints
and glories of the order, and his history is really a
most extraordinary one. He was descended from that
Alexander VI. who united in his person all the crimes
of past and future Popes, and was a stain to humanity
Our Borgia was, however, a man of the strictest
He was handhonesty, and of unblemished honour.
some, brave, the companion in arms and friend of
Charles V., was Duke of Candia and Vice-king of
In 1546, when he was only 36 years
Barcelona.
The sio;ht of her beautiful
of ao-e, his duchess died.
face, altered and disfigured by death, made such a
powerful impression upon his mind, that he from that
moment resolved to give up all worldly thoughts, and
He
consecrate himself (as the phrase goes) to God.
chose the Society of the Jesuits as the safest retreat,
and wrote to Loyola for the purpose. Ignatius' an" The resolution
swer begins thus
you have taken,
Let the
most illustrious lord, gives me much joy.
itself.

:

—

angels and saints in heaven give thanks to God, for we
on this earth cannot be sufficiently grateful to God for
the great honour He bestows upon His little Society
in callino'

This
all

you

to join it."*

man had

under age,

nine children, some in infancy, and
he left in the wide world unpro-

whom

And the angels and
tected, to enter the Society.
Alas for the
saints ought to praise God for this!
moral blindness of perverted human nature ! Loyola
again wi'ote to him, saying that he accepted him as his
brother, but that, before he could be admitted into the
noviciate, he must settle all his temporal affairs, and
have nothing more to do with the world meanwhile,
until he was read^' to enter the Society, to keep his
intention a secret.
Borgia was admitted into tlu;
house of probation in 1548, and from that moment he
;

*

See the whole letter in Cret.

vol.

i.

p. 294.
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fanatic, whose greatest happiness
consisted in lacerating his body.
Macaulay says, in
an article in the Edinburgh Review, " that it is making
penitence with him to listen to the recital of his flagel-

became a bigoted

lations

and

He had
way

his self-inflicted

punishments of

all

destroyed his constitution by this
of trying to please God, that he never
so

kinds."

absurd
had a

day of good health, and was even once threatened with a gangrene over his whole body. Such was
the man appointed Vicar-General, and afterwards chief
He had no wish for the honour, conof the order.
sidered the office a burden, and we believe he was
The first battle he had to fight
sincere in his humility.
Almost contempowas against the Holy See itself.
raneously with his nomination, a Dominican friar ascended the Papal throne, under the name of Pius V.
A more bigoted, fanatical, cruel, and sanguinary man
never existed.
Brought up under the wing of the
a sort of Wind passion for
he
contracted
Inquisition,
that bloody tribunal, and never felt so happy as
when he heard of some barbarous cruelties inflicted
upon the heretics, or when some hecatombs of these
accursed enemies of Popery were sacrificed at the altar
of his revenge, or when some new instrument of torture
was invented against them. Suffice it to say, that when
he sent his general, Santafiore, to fight against the
French Protestants, he commanded him in the most
but
peremptory manner to take no Huguenot prisoner,
to put them one and all to the sword and because Santafiore had not rigorously executed his commands, he
And when
reproached him in the most bitter manner.
that monster of cruelty, the Duke of Alva, had spread
death and desolation over the entire of the Netherlands, 18,000 of the inhabitants of which he boasted of
executioners,
having delivered up into the hands of the
so pleased was l*ius with his deeds, that he sent him the
single

;

consecrated hat and sword, as marks of his approval*
Can this, then, be the rehgion of Christ ? Is it for a
*

Ranke, Hist, of

the

Popes,

vol.

i.

p. 286.
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the true religion,
possible that this should be
which erects upon its altars the statues of such
monsters of iniquity, and impiously calls them saints,
And
to be worshipped in place of God the Lord?

moment
this

the greatest of these modern saintships stands
name of Pius V. ! This Pope, a most rigorous
observer of all the monastic and superstitious ceremonies, gave the Jesuits to understand that they should
undertake the choral hours as prescribed by Pius lY.,
and that no Jesuit should be ordained a priest before
shall not repeat
he had pronounced the four vows.
the conversation which took place between the Holy
Father and the saint Borgia, as given by Sacchini and
other historians w^e shall only give some extracts of
the bold and eloquent memorials which the Jesuits

among

forth the

We

;

presented to the Pope on this occasion.
After reminding his holiness, in a gentle yet admonitory manner, that their Constitutions had been
approved of by three popes, and that they could not be
altered without good reasons for so doing, they proceed
" that their
to state,
Society had been established to
to oppose the
repel the impious efforts of the heretics,
infernal tricks which had been had recourse to to exand to resist
tinguish the light of the Catholic truth,
the barbarous enemies of Christ, who were besieging
the holy edifice of the Church, undermining it insenin order that they might be able to resist
sibly ; that,
this

invasion

thought that

eitectually,
it

their holy father Ignatius
for them to leave

would be better

And did not the same causes
singing to others
still exist,
they inquired, for the exercise of their acof the times unmistakably demontivity, as the signs
Thev submitted that a vast contiao;ration
strated?
was devouring Fmnce that Germany was in a great
that England was one heap of
measure consumed
ashes that Belgium was falling into ruins that Poland
smoked in every quarter that the flames were already
And they
blazing around the confines of Italy
;

;

;

;

;
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should lose tlieir time in undertakino' the choral
hours."*
On this point the Pope vield'ed but, on
the other, he was inflexible, saying, that it was requisite that at least as much learnino- and virtue should be
in a priest as in a Jesuit, even of the class of the Professed.
This Sacchini denies, affirmino* that it is more
difficult to make one good Jesuit than a thousand
The Jesuits, who stood in need of priests, but
priests.
would not enlaro-e the aristocratic class of the Professed
members, who alone take the four vows, obtained as
usual their end by exercising a little cunning.
They
presented themselves for ordination, not as Jesuits,
but as secular ecclesiastics.
We pass over a number of interesting incidents
which happened under the generalship of Borgia
down to the year 1571, when we find the General,
;

in very ill health, leaving Rome for Spain and
France, for the purpose of soliciting assistance froiH
the respective monarchs of these countries to aid the
Venetians in a war ao-ainst the Turks, who were then
threatening to pour their savage hordes over Europe.
Phihp II. joined the league, and his vessels gained
some of the laurels which were won at that ever
memorable battle fought at Lepanto on the 7th October 1571, when the descendants of the Prophet suffered
a defeat from which they have never recovered. Before
Borgia entered Spain, the Inquisition, aware that Philip
was on the best terms both with him and the Pope,
published, with the highest eulogium, those same works
which she had proscribed nine years before when the
king frowned upon Father Borgia a most striking
example of the servility of the Spanish Inquisition
From Spain, Borgia proceeded to
to the crown.
Portugal, thence to France, at the very time when
Catherine and Charles were plunged in continual feasts
and pleasures, the forerunner of what they expected
But we have
to enjoy on Saint Bartholomew's eve.
no reason to believe that he was at all privy to the

though

—

* See Cret. toI.

ii.

pp. 25

and

following.
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at all likely that the cunning and
of Medicis would be so foolish
Catherine
circumspect
as to confide so important a seci-et to such a weakBor^'ia witnessed the massacre in the
brained man.
southern provinces of France, when on his return to
Rome, where he arrived on the 28th of September
So
1572, and where he expired three days after.
ended this extraordinary man, whom the Church of
Rome has enrolled amono- the sauits. Would to God
that none of them were worse than he
At the opening of the fourth General Congregation
the Pope inquired of the Jesuit deputies, who had
"
How
gone up according to custom to ask his benison,
many votes each nation had?" The answer was that
"
Spain had more votes than all the rest put together.''
" And from what nation or nations has the
General
"
''
From Spain," was the
been hitherto chosen ?
"
"
it would
Well," resumed Gregory XIII.,
reply.
be but just, then, that you should, for this once, elect
one from some other nation." The deputies remon" Father Mercurianus
"
strated
but," said the Pope,
To another
IS a very good man," and dismissed them.
It is not

plot.

!

;

deputation, sent purposely to assert their independence
General, the Pope answered,
that he did not impugn their right, that he only requested of them to inform him if their choice should fall

m the choice of their own

upon a Spaniard, before he was officially proclaimed.
The reason of all this was national jealousy, united
to the aversion evinced by Spain and Portugal to all
This aversion was
Christianised Jews and Moors.
shared in by the Court of Rome, and was now
aroused bv the fear of seeino- Polancus, a Christianised
Jew, on the point of being elected General of the
" and
it was not
order,
thought desirable that the
supreme authority in a body so powerful and so
monarchically constituted should be confided to such
hands.*
*

Sacchini in Ranke's History of the Popes, vol.

L

ii.

p. 80.
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He was a simFather Mercurianus was chosen.
He
of
Belgium
old man, a native
ple and weak

of the Society first to
delivered up the government
Manara. This produced
Father Palmio, then to Father
of two parties,
formation
internal troubles and the
in the days of his succommotion
which caused great
little influence on
Slercurianus exercised very
cessor
the first General
was
and
the
order,
the^ d;stinies of
He died
in htt e account
held
was
whose authority
the Society
time
which
at
on the 1st of August 1580,
and 21 pro6750 members, 110 houses,

numbered

immense
The wealth they had acquired was
with them
end
the
as
was
it
how
got,
not matter
For example, when the troops
the means.
;

vinces.
it

did

sanctified

Father Tngosus
ferocious Alva sacked Malines,
Malmes
with victuals and saded to
vessel
a
freighted
of
the
under
pretext
to buy a great part of the booty,
Doubtless, to deceive
the
to
livino^itback
proprietors.
owners,
he restored some of it to the proper

Tthe

?he fools,
amount the rebut then this was only to a trifling
was
employed to
mainder and most valuable portion
with
magnificence.
regal
adorn the College of Antwerp
heirs to the immense
In France the Jesuits were left
In Spain they
fortune of the Bishop of Clermont.
of two ot
the
representatives
allured into their Society
which
for
they
the wealthiest tamilies in that country,
and condemned.
wer^ brought before the tribunal
with enorMoreover, Gregory XIII. presented t^iem
of
thirteen
than
fewer
mouslums and 'tounded no
;

which was richly endowed
Zr coUeges, every one ofwere
almost masters of he
;

whUe

in

For ugal they

We

shall

and by examme the

by
kingdom^.
causes of this unparalleled prosperity.
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IX.

1560-1600.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE JESUITS IN THE DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES OF EUROPE.
ENGLAND.

Many

have

pronounced it impossible to write an adequate history of the Jesuits, because, bein^ more or
less connected with the
history of the world, it is no
easy matter to pass from one event, and from one
country, to another, and yet follow the chronological
order, that the reader may have a clear and
consecu-

To obviate this
difficulty as far as
have, in the preceding
chapter, which
emoraces a period of
twenty-five years, related only
the facts connected with the internal
history of the
order we shall now
proceed to those which durino;
nearly the same space of time more or less exercised
an mtiuence upon the
history of the different countries
tive

narrative.

possible,

we

;

m Lurope.

Let us begin with
England. After the first expediBrouet and Salmeron in 1541, which we
have
abeady noticed, Great Britain was no
troubled
tion of

longer
missions till the "
good Queen Mary
had expired, to the inestimable
damage of the Catholic
*
In 1550, however, the
religion.
Pope despatched
to Ireland the Irish
Jesuit, Davis Wolfe, and after
three years more, a
bishop, accompanied with other
two Jesuits; "while," as Sacchini
says, -Father
Avith Jesuitical

Chimage, an Englishman, returned home, for the
purpose of having his health restored
by his own
*

Sacch.

lib. ii.

§ 134.
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native air."*
These satellites of the Pope entered
the country under fictitious names, and as stealthily
as nocturnal robbers, mendacious in every word
they
uttered, and exciting the people to rebellion against
"
the " impious queen.
However, the vigilance of Elizabeth's police prevented them for the time being from
doing any material injury. Wolfe, guilty of a thousand
immoralities, was dismissed the Society, and the others
were obliged to return to Rome.
About this time (1562), Father Gandon was sent
into Scotland to exhort and encourage Queen Mary to
be faithful to her rehgion. This was, perhaps, the
avowed motive, but, doubtless, he had received similar
instructions to those given by Paul III. to Brouet and
Salmeron. Mary admitted him by a postern door into
her palace, and had three secret conferences with him ;
but his steps were traced, he was pursued, and a price
set upon his head.
The Jesuit, who, it seems, had no
taste for martyrdom, left Scotland, but not before he
had done some mischief.
He departed, along with
several young noblemen, whom he had seduced, and
who accompanied him to be educated in Flanders.
They were hostages to the Church, and were afterwards to return home, carrying thitlier the faith with
About the same period, WiUiam Allen, "to
them."f
" the Catholic
ministry
perpetuate," as Butler says,
in England," resolved upon
establishing
colleges
abroad, in which English priests should be educated,
••'

preparatory to exercising their calling at home. His
exertions were crowned with success. A college, which
he consigned into the hands of the Jesuits, was estabhshed in Douay in 1568, and Pope Gregory XIII.

endowed

it

with

£1500

yearly.

When

the Jesuits

*
It is a remarkable fact that during the reign of the bigoted and persecuting Mary, the Jesuits did not make their ai^pearance in England.
Cardinal Pole, to whom they had made several applications to be permitted to establish themselves in Great Britain, always refused his consent.

f

Pole knew Loljola intimatelif.
Cret. vol.

i.

p. 463,
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were expelled from Doiiay, and

their college sacked

the people, the Cardinal of Lorraine called

by
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them

The same Pope
This happened in 1576.
Greo^orv established another colleire in Rome for the
education of English youth, and for the purpose of
imbuino; their minds with hatred to their sovereign
and country.
The Jesuits had the superintendence
of this also.
Hence proceeded those priests and
Jesuits, \^•ho, T\ith brands of discord in their hands,
departed to set their country on fire. Many Jesuits
were sent to Great Britain between the years 1562
and 1580. and they all received the same instructions,
and acted in the same manner.
Ehzabeth, who at
the beginning of her reign had exercised a spirit
of toleration towards her Catholic subjects, was now
greatly incensed against them, driven, as she was, to
extremities bv the continual torrent of abuse which
was poured upon her head by the sectarians of Rome.
The holy Pius V., on the 5th of February 1570, fulmi"
nated a bull of excommunication against
Ehzabetli,
the so-called queen of England, who, after having
usurped the throne, has dared to assume the title ot
to

Eheims.

supreme chief of tlie Church, and, moreover "... [here
the bull enumerates all Elizabeth's crimes].
"We,
"
therefore," the bull continues,
by the authority which
is
given to us, declare that the aforesaid Elizabeth, and
all her adherents, have incurred excommunication
that she has forfeited her pretended right to the
crown of England and we deprive her of it, and
of all other rights, domains, privileges, and dignities.
absolve the Lords and the Commons of the realm,
and all others her subjects, from the oath of allegiance
which they may have tendered to her, prohibiting them
from obeying her commands, ordinances, and proclamations, under the penalty of being excommunicated
;

:

We

in like

manner."*

The abuses poured upon her by
* See the

-vvliole

Bull in Cret.

vol.

priests
ii.

and Jesuits

page 241.
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were most

revoltino*

and

Without

insultino*.

referrino:

ancient writers, we shall quote a passage from
Cretineau, a writer of the present civilised and tolerant
age, that our readers may have an idea of what must
have been the scurrility of those times of fanaticism and
" The
intestine commotions.
Holy See," says the
French historian, " had frequently cursed the heiress
and daughter of Henry VHI. The Catholics, on the
other hand, having penetrated, along with all England,
to

into her licentious

and voluptuous private

to salute the mistress of Leicester

life,

refused

with the name of

maiden queen, to worship her caprices, or to applaud
her hypocritical passions."*
Nor were the Roman Cathohes merely contented
with attacking Elizabeth by words their deeds were

—

yet more criminal.
Long before this, Allen solicited
the General of the Jesuits to establish a house in England. But it seems that the General and the Pope were
waiting their own time, and that they did not resolve
till the
year 1579 to grace Great Britain with a per-

manent Jesuitical establishment. When this resolution
was made known, the most distinguished members of
the Society implored, on their knees (as it is reported),
to be sent to England to brave the persecutions
of Elizabeth; Mercurianus told them, however, that
English Jesuits should be preferred for this mission.
In consequence of this declaration. Fathers
Campion and Parson were chosen to head the mission,
which was composed of thirteen members.^ It arrived
at the sea-coast of France, about the month of June
1580.
Campion and Parson were both fellows of Oxford University, and not the least among its professors
and tutors. It seems that both of them were Catholics at
The
heart, though they pretended to be Protestants.
Jesuits affirm that Parson was dismissed the University
because of his Catholic sentiments, while the other
party assigns his immoral conduct as the reason.
* Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 269.

+

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 255.
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Both took the oath both, we are assured, repented it all
their lives.
Both left the university, and after various
vicissitudes, and the necessary probation, were received
;

among the sons of Loyola. As we may believe, Cecil's
police knew almost all the movements of these selfinvited visitors.
Their intended landing in England
was announced to all the authorities, their persons
were carefully described, and orders were given for
arresting them the moment they put foot on shore.
But all was to no purpose. The Jesuits eluded every
vigilance, and Father Parson, upon arriving at Dover,
played to the officer who had the charge of examining
the passengers, a trick that would shame any modern
Robert Macaire. He gave out that he was a captain
and beino- dressed suitably
returnino; from Flanders
to the character assumed, so well did he perform his
:

the inspecting officer received himx with
with
civility and courtesy, shook hands
him, and promised, moreover, to shew every attention
to one of the captain's merchant friends, who, as that
impostor intimated, was expected every day from the
Continent, and who proved to be no other than Father
Campion. When the latter arrived in London, Parson
was on the banks of the Thames to receive him, and
sahited and cheered him with the air of one mcetino- a
long absent friend, so that no one could have suspected
part, that

every species of

that

all

The

was an

artifice

and a

trick.*

England, lost no time in commencing operations. A meeting of all the missionaries
and secular priests was summoned.
Parson presided.
He was too cunning to declare publicly the
end of their mission, as he did not wish to
the
frighten
timid with the announcement of some dangerous enHe disclaimed all political objects, and said
terprise.
that he only aimed at the conversion of England in
co-operation with the secular priests and swore that
this was his only intention. f
But then appeahng to a
Jesuits, once in

;

* See Bartoli
deU' Ing. F. 101, 102, 104

t

BaitoU, ibid.
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decree of the Council of Trent, he forhade the Cathohcs to attend divine service in Protestant churches,
and recommended strict nonconformity. In the company of the more faithful, he inveighed most bitterly
against the queen, and pointed out with what ease she
mii2,lit 1)0 detlu'oned. bv the assistance of the Kino- o£
Spam and the Tope. Such exhortations as tliis caused
a great ferment among the Roman Catliolics.
"
Swarms of .Jesuits and Papists (from the seminaries
ot Pome and IMieims).
hnpclled by rehgious enthusiasm,
sedulously cultivated for that very purpose, and desirous of returning to their own country, were constantly

pouring into the kingdom."* Parson, wlio was the
Provincial, guided all their movem.ents, and himself
went from place to place to excite the worst passions
of man's nature in the breasts of those who souoht
Inm, as their spiritual father, to confer peace and conA P'reat stir soon became visible amonii' the
Poinan Catholics. People talked of nothing else than

solation.

Sinister rumours were afloat,
conspiracy and revolt.
and acquired new strength from day to day, as is alM'ays the case in times of excitement, when some
strange idea always pervades the minds of the multitude.
It was now the general belief throughout Pngland that every Roman Catholic was a traitor, and
at the bidding of the priests was ready to become an

A

general massacre of the Protestants by
assisted by the invasion of a foreign
was
of as a matter of more than probable
talked
power,
occurrence.
Above all, Elizabeth the beloved queen
the idol of the people
was in clanger every moment

assassin.

the

Papists,

—

—

—

of being murdered.
Books were daily printed denouncing more or less particularly their abominable ma•[^hinations.
These gave consistency to the popular
belief.
This belief extended from the lowest to the
highest ranks of society, and put the nation into an
indescribable state of excitement.
The government,
* Ranke's

Ilist.

of the Poises, vol.

i.

p. 512.

(Eng. trans.)
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the Jesuits were the cause of all these
and with the view of quieting* the popular
commotions, issued a proclamation, which may have
been considered just in those days, but which we, who
live in a more tolerant age, must unconditionally condemn. Among; its other enactments were the follow" That whosoever had
any children, wards,
ing
kinsmen, or other relations in parts beyond the seas,
should after ten days give in their names to the
ordinary, and within four months call them home
again, and when they had returned, should forthwith
That
give notice of the same to the said ordinary.
satisfied that

troubles,

:

—

they should not, directly or indirectly, supply such as
That no man
refused to return with any money.
should entertain in his house or harbour any priests
sent forth fi'om the aforesaid seminaries, or Jesuits, or
cherish and relieve them. And that whosoever did to
the contrary, should be accounted a favourer of rebels
seditious persons, and be proceeded against according to the laws of the land."*
The proclamation was boldly answered by pamphlets
from each of the Jesuits. Parson's was full of virulence
towards the Protestants, and Campion's, although written in a more moderate tone, was no less offensive. This
last was entitled Ten Reasons. It was a defence of the

and

Church
noise, f

of

Piome and

its

supremacy, and made no little
it was
protested

In both of these writings,

that the Jesuits were in England solely for the purpose of exercising their holy ministry, and not for any
that, on the contrary, they had
political end whatever
come to modify the Bull of Pius V. Cretineau says,
that ''Parson and Campion would not leave Rome
until they obtained from the
Holy See this concession
(the modification of the Bull), which would greatly
facilitate their apostolic mission
even the Protestants
;

;

*

Camden,

a.d. IdSO.

was secretly printed in Lady Stour's house, and widely circulated.
—+SeeIt Cret.
p. 272.
vol.

ii.
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themselves mention this in their annals as a fact."*
in a note he cites " Camden."
We shall quote
for him the passage of the English annalist.
" Robert Parson and Edmund
were author-

And

ised

by Gregory XIII.

tion of the bull issued

and her adherents

in these

Campion
words :— An

explica-

by Pius V. against Elizabeth

sought for from our supreme
it be thus understood, that it should always bind her and the heretics,
but by no means the Catholics, as matters now stand,
but only when the execution of the same bull be
The supreme Pontiff granted the
publicly ordered.
aforesaid grace to Father Robert Parson and Edmund
Campion when about to set out to England, on the
13th April 1580, in the presence of Father Oliver
lord,

is

since the Catholics desire that

Manara

assistant."!

We

might perhaps say that this pretended concession is rather an aggravation of the bull than anything else but we shall be generous, and give it the
;

But then, if we prove
best interpretation possible.
that all this was a wily cunning contrivance, that the
Jesuits mio'ht have o-reater chance of success in their
treacherous projects, their crime will be still more
Let us examine. The facts, it is true, are
execrable.
far from us, and the actors have long ago departed to
True but then the deductions of
their accounts
loo'ic from well-authenticated farts still remain to us,
and are equally convincing. The Jesuits assert that
the Pope, out of leniency and benignancy towards
England and its queen, had ordered them not to
:

;

*

Cret. vol. ii. p. 266.
f ''Robertus Par.sonius et Edmundus Campionus facultatem impetraPetatiir a summo Domino nostra
runt, a Grregorio XIII. in litec verba.
cxplicatio BuIIob Declaratoriie per Pium V. contra Elizabetliam et ei adh-crentes, quern Cathulicis cupinnt intelligi hoc inodo, ut obliget semper
illam et liaireticos, Catliolicos vero nullo modo rebus sic stantibus, sed
Has
turn deumni quando publica ejusdem BulUe executio fieri poterit.
l>v:\?(lictas gratias concessit snmmu.-; Pontitex Padri Robei"to Parsonio et

Kthnundo Camiiit)iiio, in Anglicam proiecturis die 13 Aprilis 1580,
Padre Oliverio Manarco assistente." Camden ij. 464

^c'ute

—

prae-
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his predecessor's bull

Catholic behevers the clause of
which forbade them, under pain

of excommunication,

to consider

force

upon the

Elizabeth as their
the
rest of the Pope's
legitimate sovereign.
conduct leads us to believe in the sincerity of this
mandate, we shall absolve them of every crime, and
say that the Jesuits proceeded to England with the

Well,

if

and were martyrs to their faith. But
and tolerant Pope ? It was Gregory XIII. that same Gregory who, at the news of
Saint Bartholomew's infernal feast, went in procession
to the French Church in Rome, offered up thanksgivings to the Almighty for the blood of 50,000 of His
creatures barbarouslv butchered, and had medals
struck to commemorate this glorious event
It was
this same Gregory who had on the previous year supplied the ruffian Stukely with money, arms, and troops
best intentions,

who was

this pacific
;

!

for the invasion of England, whilst the Catholics in the
were ordered to rise in rebelhon in his fa-

interior

vour.* It was this identical Gregory who at the same
time sent into Ireland the famous Dr. Sanders, as the
Pope's legate, with a bull declaring the invasion a
It was that
regular crusade with all its privileges!

same Gregory who, says Ranke, " excited and encouraged all those insurrections which Elizabeth had
to contend with in Ireland." |

All these facts, proving
Gregory's inexorable hatred towards the Protestants,
and his determined desire to dethrone Ehzabeth, happened shortly before and after the mission of the
Jesuits.
And yet it is pretended that this same man
forbade the Jesuits from mixing in political affairs, and
that, on the contrary, he charged them to preach obedience to the queen
We beheve that few will give the
!

* It is well known that this
adventurer, whom the Pope had made
his chamberlain, AThen oflf the coast of Portugal A\'ith the fleet which
had been equipped for the invasion, was persuaded by king Sebastian to
accompany him in his enterprise against Morocco, where he perished
along with the imprudent monarch of Portugal.
t Ranke's Hist, of the Popes, vol. i. p. 324. (Eng. trans.)
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Jesuits credit on that score, but rather will be satisfied
they were sent for the purpose of stirring up a rebelliun,

an assassin, and that the injunction
than a 7^iise an act of duplicity wherewith the better to succeed in their treasonable desions.
The government was, however, highly incensed at
their audacity, and attached the utmost importance
if

possible to find

was nothing

—

else

Another proclamation was issued,
forbidding any one to harbour, protect, or assist the
Jesuits to escape, and that he who did so would be
considered o-uilty of hio-h treason.
This produced an
to their capture.

Huncontrary to what was intended.
dreds of persons who, before the proclamation, shewed
no hking for the Jesuits, now risked their fortunes,
their lives, to protect them.
So interesting does persecution render a man
so generous are the instincts of
All the activity, all the vigilance of the
tlie people.
most enero'etic and vioilant of siovernments was for
thirteen months baffled by the dexterity and resources
of the Jesuits.
The history of their escapes, and
the daring methods in which they executed them, is
both curious and amusing.
Space will not permit us
to indulo'e in the recital of more than one of those
marvellous escapes.
One evening the house in which
.l^\rson had sought a retreat was suddenly surrounded
Resistance
by a band who were in pursuit of him.
Parson at once deor concealment was impossible.
termined on what he Avould do. He went to the door,
opened it, and calmly asked what they wanted.
" Walk
" The
in," said he,
Jesuit," was the reply.
" and search for him
and
as they entered,
quietly ;"
effect quite

—

he went

out,

and made

Campion were no
"

My

dresses are

various,

and as

his escape.*

The

escapes of

He himself wrote,
most numerous, my fashions are

less wonderful.

for names,

I

have an abundance."!

The government, enraged at being so often baffled,
had ]^ecourse, we are sorry to say, to persecution.
*

Ann.

Litt. 1583.

+

Bart. dell. Ing. F. 117.
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citizens

were thrown

into prison
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for

Dumicihary
nonconformity, or on mere suspicion.
visits frequently disturbed even the inoffensive and
the Jesuit authors of all
peaceful Papists, Avhilst
these disturbances and miseries laughed at the
abortive attempts of their enemies to capture them.
At last, in July 1581, Elhot, a Papist, betrayed
He was arrested along with two other
Campion.
in a secret closet in a wall of the castle
priests,
of Yates.
They mounted him on the largest horse
that could be got, tied his legs under it, pinioned his
hands behind his back, and fixed a placard on his hat
"
with this inscription, in great capitals,
Campion,

He was brought to London,
seditious Jesuit."
surrounded by a great multitude, vociferating impreThe shouts of jubications and curses upon his head.
lee among the Protestants throughout England were
deafening, and many a sincere person rejoiced at it,
as if by this capture the kingdom was rescued from
imminent danger and certain destruction.
The contradiction which exists between the Protestant
and Cathohc TVTiters, regarding the treatment, trial, and
execution of the Jesuits, renders it almost impossible
for us to arrive at the exact truth. The one party calls

the

them innocent martyrs, the other infernal

traitors.

The

one complains that they were most unmercifully treated,
the other, that they had too much lenity shewn them.
It is, however, an incontestible fact that they were put to
the torture, and Cretineau is rio-ht when he exclaims
abhor
against the Protestants, who, while professing to
the Papal Inquisition so much, now adopted all its barIt may be also true, that a jury
barous proceedings.
sittino' now at Westminster would not find sufficient material from which to condemn them. But we must remmd
the Catholics, that to judge of these events with impartiwhen
ality, we must transport ourselves to those times,
Ireland was in an almost continual state of rebellion ;
when England was daily menaced with invasion ; when
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Roman Catholics of all Europe spoke of another
Saint Batholomew
when torrents of imprecations
were poured out against Elizabeth, her ministers, and
all her Protestant
must go back to those
subjects.
times when the Jesuits persuaded the Roman Catholics
that it was a mortal sin for them to
acknowledge Elizabeth's right to the throne to those times in which
the Jesuitical doctrine, that it was lawful, nay merithe

;

We

;

an excommunicated king, had already
been proclaimed finally, to those times when the con" Whether
test had come to this,
England should be
Protestant under the sway of Elizabeth, or Catholic
under Mary of Scotland, or Philip of Spain." That
the Jesuits and the Pope caused all this agitation,
there can be no doubt whatever.
Hume, auotino* a
passage from Camden, and Walsingham's letter in
Burnet, appears to me to assign the most plausible
" And
reason for it in the following words
though
the exercise of every religion but the established one
was prohibited by the statute, the violation of this law,
by saying mass, and receiving the sacrament in pritorious, to kill

;

—

:

—

vate houses, was, in many instances, connived at;
while, on the other hand, the Catholics, at the beginning of her reign, shewed little reluctance against going to church, or frequenting the ordinary duties of
The Pope, sensible that this practice
public worship.
would by degrees reconcile all his partisans to the Reformed religion, hastened tlie publication of the bull,
which excommunicated the queen, and freed her subjects from their oath of allegiance ; and great pains
were taken by the emissaries of Rome to render the
breach between the two religions as wide as possible,
and to make the frequenting of Protestant churches
appear highly criminal in the Catholics. These practices, with the rebellion which ensued, increased the
but the
vigilence and severity of the government
Romanists, if their condition were compared with that
of the nonconformists in other countries, and with
;
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their own maxims where they domineered, could not
violence or persecution."*
justly complain of
The truth of this assertion is rendered still more
a petition of the Enghsh Catholic priests
evident

by

themselves, addressed to the Pope, in which they say,
" That those fathers
(the Jesuits) were the sole authors
of all the troubles which agitated the Enghsh Church;
that, previous to the Jesuits' comixg to England, no
Catholic had been accused of high treason that
they no sooner made their appearance in Great Britain, than the aspect of things began to undergo a
change that their political ambition was manifest
and that they had set a price on the crown, and put
These were the times and
the kingdom to auction."|
the circumstances in which, on the 20th of November
;

;

;

1581, Campion and fifteen other priests were brought

They were all condemned,
and three Jesuits, Campion, Sherwin, and Briant,
Cretineau and the other
were publicly executed.
Jesuit historians give them the name of martyrs.
Hume, on the contrary, followino- the historians of the
Campion was detected in treasonepoch, says, that
able practices, and being put to the rack, confessed
It is repeathis guilt, and was publicly executed."!
edly affirmed in the Justitia Britannica, and partly
proved, that they were convicted of treason and conto trial at Westminster.

'•'

One strong
spiracy against the life of the Cjueen.
proof against Campion, was the production of a letter
which he had found means to forward to Father Pond,
another Jesuit prisoner in the Tower, and in which
" I feel in
he writes
myself courage enough, and
I hope I shall have the strength, not to let drop from
my mouth one single word which may be prejudicial
to the Church of God, no matter what mav be the
torments." §
But we repeat, even though proofs
had been deficient for a strictly legal condemnation,
:

*

Hume,

—

chap. xl. (a.d. 1579).
xli. (a.d. 1580).

X Hume, chap.

f See De Thou,
§ Cret. vol.

ii.

a.j>.

1587.

p. 2S0.
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there is, nevertheless, a strong moral certitude of thei?
having been conspirators, purposely sent into England
to cause a revolt, and, if possible, to procure the assassination of the queen.
Thus, whatever may be the
raised
the
objection
against
legality of the ibrm, no
one will deny the substantial justice by which they
were punished.
After the capture of Campion, Parson, like a prudent
general, not wishing to risk his own person, on which
so

much depended,

England for France, where,
he gave vent to his hatred,
poured out curses and maledictions on the whole English nation, and set on foot new plots and new
conspiIn conjunction with Dr Allen, the Guises, and
racies.
the Bishop of Glasgow (Mary's Resident at the court
of France), he sent over to Scotland Father Creighton,
for the purpose of converting James VI. to Romanism,
and of exciting him to join the Pope and the King of
left

feeling himself secure,

Spain in war against England, promising him money
all sorts of favours from both these monarchs.
Creighton frequently crossed over from France to
Scotland to etfect this league and once, when on his
way, the vessel in wliich he was convoyed bemg seized,
he tore some papers, with the design of throwing
them into the sea, but the wind blowing them back
upon the deck, the pieces were arranged together,

and

;

and brouo'ht to lio-ht some dangerous secrets.*
The famous William Parry was detected about the
same time. This man, who had received the queen's
pardon for a crime deserving capital punishment, went
to travel.
He repaired to Venice, whjere he was persuaded by Father Palmio, the Provincial of the
Jesuits in that localitv. that he could not do a more
meritorious action than kill his sovereio-n and benefactress.
Campeggio, the Pope's nuncio, approved of
and Ragazzoni, the Pope's legate in Paris, to
this
confirm liim in this criminal enterprise, promised Imn
;.

*

CamdeD

in

Hume,

-^hap. xli. (a.l». 1584).
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from the Holy See, not only absolution, but also the
Pope's paternal benediction, and a plenary indulgence
for all his sins.
Morgan, a Catholic gentleman residing in Paris, gave him additional encouragement.
Parry returned to England, where, after some delay,
he disclosed his design to Nevil, who resolved to have
a share in the merit of its execution. Both determined to sacrifice their lives in the fulfilment of a
duty which they were taught was agreeable to the
will of God, and for the interests of the true religion.
But while they were watching for a fit opportunity to
put this execrable parricide into execution, the Earl of
Westmoreland died in exile and as Nevil was the next
heir to the family possessions, he, in the hope of being
put into the family estates and honours, betrayed the
whole conspiracy. Parry was arrested, and confessed
his guilt both to the ministry and to the jury wlio tried
The letter of the Cardinal of Como, in which he
him.
announced to Parry that the Holy Father sent him abso;

and plenary indulgence, was produced before the court, and put Parry's declaration
beyond all doubt.* He was condemned, and received
the punishment due to his treason.
Parry, among
other revelations, said that he had informed Father
Creighton of his purpose and as this Jesuit Avas in prison
at the time, he was examined concerning Parry. At
first he denied all acquaintance with him, but he subsequently wrote to Walsingham, confessing that Parry
had indeed declared to him his intention of takino- the
queen's life, and had also asked his opinion on the
matter that he (Creighton) answered that it was not
lawful to do so, omnino non liceret ; that, on being
pressed by Parr}^ whether, to save the bodies and
souls of many, it was not lawful to take away a single
life, he, the Jesuit, answered, that even in this case one
ought not to attempt such a deed without, at least,

lution, his blessing,

;

;

feeling
*

an insjnration from

&t(Ue Trials, vol.

i.

p«. 103, 104.

M

above,'\

This answer,

iif

+ Camden and De Thou.
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opinion, was more apt to inflame the fanaticism
of the man than to check him in his parricidal
proAnd yet this was all that Creighton could
jects.

my

say in his own justification. Now it is astonishing
with what impudence Cretineau tries to pervert the
truth of this affair.
Listen to his narrative.
He pretends that Walsingham had sent Parry to the Continent in order to test the fidelity of the Jesuits that
he revealed to many of them his design to murder
Elizabeth, and was dissuaded by all from the committal of such an abominable crime; that,
being introduced
by an English gentleman (Morgan, no doubt) to the
;

Pope's legate, Ragazzoni, he, Parry, presented to him
a petition, craving the holy father's blessing, and
absolution of his sins
that, ha\uno; returned to
England, he was introduced to the queen, to whom
he related that the Jesuits, and the partisans of Mary
Stewart, had excited him to take awav her hfe that
he was not credited by the queen that he had sub;

:

;

sequently fallen into indigence that misery and despair had inspired him with the thought of executing
in reahty the imaginary crime which he
pretended
to have meditated with the Jesuits.*
And to explain
Cardinal Como's letter, he adds
"As to the Pope's
indulgences and absolution, no matter how great these
favours may appear to the eyes of the pious and the
;

—

faithful,

aux yeux de

la inete, et de la foi,

it

must,

nevertheless, be confessed, that every one may obtain
them without being obliged to assassinate a heretic princess." f
Although the absurdity of these justifications
be already quite manifest, we shall suggest one or two
observations.
What interest could Walsing;ham have
had in sending Parry to know the opinion of the
Jesuits upon the projected murder of the queen?
These Jesuits were safe from the minister's anger, since
* "

La niisere et le desespoir lui'insiDirerent la pensee d'executer en
realite le crime imagiuaire qu'il pretendait avoir medite avec les Jesuites."
t Cret. vol. ii. p. 302.
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they were in foreign countries.
did not set plots
on loot which should involve Parry
many
persons, whose
names it might have been useful to
know he did not

ask to be

made privy

;

to

any secret, or to be sent back
J^ngland directed to some Popish
partisan to discover and
betray him. No-he was only sent for the
pleasure of knowing what answer the Jesuits
would
to

^' '' ^^^ ^ ^^^' ^^^'^'
Teen'''''
But ^^ alsmgham was not
queen r
only a stupid, he
was also an
ungrateful, minister. He employed a man
in a most serious and
dehcate affair, he disclosed to
that same man
dangerous and rather disoraceful
secrets and that
man, immediately after he had accomphshed his mission, was driven to extremities for
want of food
Akis Monsieur
Cretineau, your attempted justification proves the culpability of your
^
Jesmts more
forcibly than any other proof could
A severe law
was now passed
by parhament against
the Jesui s. The law enacted
that they should
depart
the kingdom withm
forty days that those who should
remain beyond that time, or should
afterwards return
siiould be
gmlty of treason that those who harboured
or reheved them should be
guilty of felony that those
who were educated in
seminaries, if they did not return
in six months after notice
and did

VfwV^^^^

!

!

;

;

;

not submit
given,
themselves to the queen, before a
bishop, or two justices, should be
guilty of treason; and that, if any so
submitting themselves, should within ten years ap>roach the court, or come within
]
ten miles of it, their
submission should be void.*

Of

fifty

or sixty Jesuits, a
part being frightened,

left

England of their own accord, while the rest were discovered and sent
away, but only to become still more
dangerous enemies. We beg to quote a
passage from

Hume

regarding the too famous conspiracy of Babino-^'''''^^^^ expresses our ideas
upmi

the'sub'ett

^-'^^^

*22Eliz.

c. ii.
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" The
English seminary at Rheims had wrought
themselves up to a high pitch of rage and animosity
The recent persecutions from
against the queen.
which they had escaped the new rigours which they
knew awaited them in the course of their missions
the liberty which at present they enjoyed, of declaiming against that princess and the contagion of that
rehgious fury which everywhere surrounded them in
France
all these causes had obliterated within them
;

;

;

;

—

every maxim

of common sense, and every principle of
morals or humanity. Intoxicated with admiration of
the Divine power and infallibility of the Pope, they
revered his bull, by whicli he excommunicated and de-

posed the queen and some of them had gone to that
height of extravagance as to assert, that the performance had been immediately dictated by the Holy
The assassination of heretical sovereigns, and
Ghost.
of that princess in particular, was represented as the
most meritorious of all enterprises and they taught,
that whoever perished in such attempts, enjoyed without dispute the glorious and never-fading crown of
martyrdom. By such doctrines they instigated a man
of desperate courage, who had served some years in
the low countries under the Prince of Parma, to
attempt the life of Ehzabeth; and this assassin having
made a vow to persevere in his design, was sent over
to England, and recommended to the confidence of
the more zealous Catholics."*
It would be too tedious to follow the Jesuits in all
their machinations against both the queen and the
;

;

would

state, neither
tion.

it

aiford

We

any additional

instruc-

shall pass in silence the efforts of Father
to raise a revolt when the Invincible Armada

Garnet
was approaching.
We shall not even quote a paS'
sao-e from Cretineau, where he confesses without the
least hesitation that Philip II. had sent a host of
Jesuits along with the Armada, while Father Solar ez
*

Hume's

Hist, of

Eng. chap.

xlii.
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bv his order went on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem to imshall not further
plore Divine aid for its success.
demonstrate, that if they were not the prime movers of
every plot, they were at least implicated less or more
Nor shall we detain our readers with
in them all.

We

details of the deeds

they performed in Scotland, where

in great part, as the Jesuits
of
the
state
friendship between James and
upon
shall merely translate a single passage
Elizabeth.
" After the death of
from their historian
Mary

their influence

depended

assert,

We

:

—

Stuart," says Cretineau, ''James seemed disposed to
break up all intercourse with England and, that this
rupture might be the better pubhcly attested, James
not only granted to the Jesuits a free access into his
;

dominions, but also himself invited them to come."*
give this quotation as we And it, without being
but it will be sufficient to
responsible for its veracity
from the confession of
even
the
that
Jesuits,
prove
their own party, were the m.ost perfidious and dangerous enemies that Eno-land ever had to contend with.
And as they were then, so they are still. If they
hated England and Queen Elizabeth in the 16tli

We

;

century, they bear no less hate to England and Queen
Let an opportunity present
Victoria in the 19th.
itself, and you shall see them again heading the rebellion, and preaching murder as the most meritorious
jS^or do they remain inactive while
of all actions.

Their evil genius is conwaiting for the opportunity.
and
active.
Many are the parents
stantly present
whose last days are saddened with the thought that
their children have forsaken the green pastures and
the untainted waters of pure gospel truth, for the
these children,
turbid waters of adulterous Babvlon,
once the worshippers of God, now the idolaters of man,
whom some disguised son of Loyola, skilfully insinuating himself into their young minds and unsuspecting
These riots,
hearts, has seduced from the right path.

—

*

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 309.
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that blood spilt at Stockport, Dublin, Belfast, and
elsewhere the attempted beginning of a civil war
believe me, is due to the Jesuits, some of whom, while
in the confessional or in the midst of private circles
they speak with feigned devotion of the infalhbility

—

—

and supremacy of their Church, always find means, at
the same time, of exciting, indirectly it may be, the
while
ignorant and the bigoted against the Protestants
the hypocritical occupation of others in the public
streets will be to pour out torrents of bitter invectives
and
against the abominations of the Court of Rome,
stir up the worst passions of the Protestants against
their fellow-citizens the Papists
What, it may natulatter
to such inferthe
could
be
asked,
prompt
rally
;

!

nal wickedness?

The accomplishment,

I answer, of

their mysterious designs, though this should be at the
cost of the blood of thousands of their unoffending

Such demoniacal perfidy might well,
fellow-beings.
but
to the honour of mankind, be scarcely credited
listen to what I am going to relate. The fact is unfor;

and will go
tunately too notorious to be contradicted,
far to afford an insight into the character of the
In our last struggle, in that mortal combat
Jesuits.
we, poor and inexperienced as we Avere,
and all his
fought single-handed against the Pope
wliich

civil and religious liberty, when Rome
the trumpet sounded daily for
and
besieged
battle, a man of prepossessing appearance, wearing a
beard and moustache, was seen going about from place

supporters, for

was

to place, praising the soldiers for their valour, encouragtheir walls, inflaming the
ing the citizens not to desert
with the glory of dying for one's
minds of the

youth

the Pope, and especountry, and cursing the French,
JN"o one knew who he was, but many
Jesuits.
the
cially

a one admired him, and gave him credit for being
an ardent patriot. One day, however, some of the
IS'ational Guards perceived a sort of telegraph on a
house behind the Quirinal, almost over the wall of the
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city, and which belonged to the Jesuits.
They forced
an entrance into the premises, and there found three
These three
persons making signals to the enemy.
were Jesuits, and one of them was recognised as the
very incognito who, a few hours previously, was
encouraging the people to fight. They were arrested,
and when on their way to the state prison, the Jesuit
wearing the moustache being recognised by some
women, they tore him from the hands of the escort,
stabbed him, and threw both him and his companions
Five persons were afterwards taken
into the Tiber.
and executed under suspicion of being accomplices in
I beg to be excused for having
this criminal action.
They are wrung from a
indulged in these remarks.
man who has witnessed many of their iniquities, and
experienced much of their perfidy. I may, however,
assure the reader that the narrator will not be influenced by these recollections.

PORTUGAL.
If the conduct of the Jesuits in Portugal was not of so
criminal a nature as in England, it was certainly far
more bold, and productive of more disastrous conse-

We have already
quences to the Portuguese nation.
seen that the Jesuits had, from the very first, acquired
great influence in that country, an influence which, after
the death of John III., became paramount.
During
and after the minority of Don Sebastian, the Jesuits
were the confessors of all the royal family. Consalves
de Camera was first the tutor ana afterwards the confessor of the young king, and possessed such an ascendancy over his mind, that nothing important was done
without his consent or that of his brother Martin,
Count of Calhette. Catherine of Austria, sister of
Charles V., and grandmother to the king, a wise and
clear-sighted princess, dismissed her confessor, and
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General Borgia of the domineering
For this she was deprived of
the regency, which devolved on Cardinal Henry, devoted both soul and body to the order.
Meanwhile
Don Sebastian had reached manhood, and the nation
complained to
spirit

of the Jesuits.

was impatient to see him married, that the line of royal
A French princess, and a
descent might be unbroken.
of
were considered
the
Maximilian,
emperor
daughter
fit matches, but were both rejected.
Tlie Jesuits were
accused of preventing Don Sebastian from marrying,
with tlie desisin of makino^ a Jesuit of him, and then
Strano-e as this accusabecomino; heirs to his throne.
may appear, yet it is true in its principal part. Let
us first listen to what Pasquier, a contemporary historian, and a celebrated advocate of the Parliament of
''
The Jesuits, shrewd and well
Paris, says on the point
advised as they were, saw that this tendtory (Portugal)
was a proper soil to make their vine-tree fruitful, and,
in order that they might the better succeed in their
projects, on their very entrance into the kingdom they
caused themselves to be called not Jesuits, but apostles,
comparing themselves with those who followed our Loi'd,

tiuu

:

and they are there

—

still

desio^nated by the same name.
into the hands of Don Se-

The sovereignty having fallen

good apostles thought that the kingdom
of Portugal would soon become the property of their
community and they frequently solicited him that no

bastian, these

;

one should in future be King of Portugal except a Jesuit, and chosen by their own order, in the same way
that the Popes at Rome are elected by the College of
Cardinals.
And because the king, although superstitious as superstition itself, could not, or, to speak more
correctly, dared not, subscribe to their wishes, they
persuaded him that it had been so ordered by God,

would hear by a voice from heaven
This poor prince was so misled
near the sea-shore.
as to go there two or three times, but they could not
act tlieir part so well as to make him hear the voice.

as he himself
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company an impostor

to
able to counterfeit the
These gentlemen, perceiving that they could
leprous.
not gain their ends by this way, did not, however, give
rival Justinian,

who

in

Rome was

This king, Jesuit from his soul, would
In order to render themselves still more
important, they advised him to march against the kingdom of Fez, where he was killed in a pitched battle.
This was the fruit which Don Sebastian reaped for
having believed the Jesuits. AVhat I have just related
I learned from the deceased
Marquis of Pisani, an excellent Roman Catholic, and the French ambassador at the
*
For our own part, while we are conSpanish court."
vinced of the truth of the selfish plot, we do not entirely
agree with Pasquier in regard to the end which he attributes to them.
Bold and daring as they are, they
would not have braved popular opinion vvith such impudence. They were too clear-sighted not to be aware
that the European courts would not permit them to
have the possession of the throne. Yet Pasquier did not
invent this piece of romance himself. The same, or nearly
the same, story was repeated throughout all Europe.

up the

pursuit.

not marrv.

And

this is so true, that Father Mao-oio, Provincial of
Austria, wrote to Borgia from Prague, in the vear
" Here
the people
1571, in the fohowing manner
:

—

talk of nothino' else than of the Portuo-uese affairs.

Despatches come from Spain, announcing that the king
often acts so as to alarm the whole nation.
They add,
that our brethren {les notres) are the instigators of
such conduct that they wish to make a Jesuit of the
king and there are not wanting those who assert,
that they {les notres) have alone prohibited liim from
;

;

marrying the French king's sister." f
This letter evidently shews that all Europe believed that the Jesuits were masters of Portugal, and
that they had the disposal of the crown almost en*

Pasquier, CatecJdsme des Jesuites,

f See Cret.

vol.

ii.

p. 79.

lib.

iii.

ch. 16.
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Moreover, as we have seen, the

tirely at their will.

Jesuits were accused of having instigated the impetuous king to undertake the conquest of Morocco, in

which attempt he lost both his life and
Let us, however, to be impartial,

his

kingdom.

listen to

their

Cretineau asserts that these accusations
justification.
were calumnies, and gives us the following as proof
On the marriage question, he produces part of a letter
written by the accused Father Consalves himself, in
Avhich, after having contradicted most of the calumniations which had been heaped upon him, he adds
:

—

—

"

So, if I have anything to reproach myself Avith, it is
for insisting too much that the marriage might take
Those who told the Pope that the heart of
place.

the king was in

my

hands, and that

I

can direct his

affections as I please, think of Sebastian what they
.
would believe of any other young man of his age.
.

But he is obstinate, and in this matter he reWe shall
mains immovable to all my advices." *
.

.

.

scarcely be blamed, however, if we confess ourselves
sceptical regarding the truth of these justifications.

To exculpate the fathers for having induced the king
undertake the expedition against Morocco, Cretineau
from Mendoza, a man entirely de(juotes a passage
" That
voted to the Jesuits, in which he simply asserts,
all the Jesuits were opposed to the expedition to Africa."
These two lines, written long after the event, and by
to

a partisan of the order, constitute the only proof of
their innocence which the Jesuits can adduce.
After such attempted justifications, there can remain
no doubt that the Jesuits wrested the crown from the

bead of Don Sebastian, to place it upon tliat of Philip II.
friend and the most powerPhilip was at that time the
He was the chief of the
ful supporter of the Jesuits.

Roman

—

—

the
the hope of the Papists
Catholic party
dread of the Protestants. These reasons, I believe,
induced the Jesuits to accomplish this abominable
* Cret.

vol.

ii.

p. 78.
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Sebastian, Cardinal
and asked from the

estates of Portugal that Philip should be declared his
successor.
They refused. Philip invaded Portugal.

The

Jesuits used all their influence in his favour, ex-

communicated

Don

Antonio de Crato, the legitimate

and placed Philip on the throne of
We must observe, that we believe
that neither the honest and conscientious Borgia nor
the old and insignificant Mercurianus were privy to
this treacherous transaction.
They were persons in
It thus
no way to be trusted with such secrets.
heir of the crown,
their benefactors.

happened that the Portuguese monarchs, who first
nursed these sons of Loyola in their bosoms, found that
they had been giving life to a serpent, which now stung
them to the heart. But unfortunately the example
was lost the Portuguese monarchs continued to submit to the Jesuits, and one of them, Joseph L, barely
escaped falhng under the poniard of the assassin hired
;

by the

fathers.

FRANCE.

We

have seen the Jesuits executed in Enjjland as

We

m

beheld them
Portugal, as successful
of
a
sceptre wrested from the
conspirators, dispose

traitors.

hands of their benefactors. We shall now see them
in France acting the part of traitors, conspirators, and
regicides, and the principal cause of an indescribable
We have already mentioned the famous arret
evil.
(decision) of 1554, by which the parliament of Paris
refused to admit the Jesuits into the kingdom.
From

down to the year 1562, the disciples of
Loyola had repeatedly obtained from the French

this time,

sovereign letters patent authorising their establishment but the parliament by repeated arrets refusing to register them, rendered these letters nugatory.
;
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and the contest went

on, with no prospect of decision.
the
and a party of the nobles, sided
Guises,
king,
with the Jesuits.
The parhament, the university, the
Bishop of Paris and his clergy, were against them.
The principal objection to the admission of the Jesuits
which was advanced by their adversaries was, that they
had obtained from the Court of Rome privileges* which
made them independent of the ordinary and of every
other ecclesiastical authority. To obviate this objection,
the Jesuits, in 1560, determined to carry their point,
presented a petitionto the king, in which they renounced

The

their privileges, and solemnly engaged to respect the
laws of the realm and those of the Galilean Church,
and to submit to the jurisdiction of the ordinaries. |
The court now imperatively commanded the parhaThe Archbishop de
ment to admit the Jesuits.
"
the
urgency of the court,
Belley, vanquished by
from which he expected the Cardinal's hat," J partly
withdrew his opposition, and gave his consent, but
under so many restrictions, that, as Cretineau says, it
was rather a protest against them than anything else.
The parliament, which till now had withheld its consent, leaning on the archbishop's opposition, now
registered the king's letters patent, but under the
same restrictions; addins:, that the Jesuits mio-ht
appeal to the next national council or assembly. At
this very time a national council was convened at

Poissy, to put an end, if possible, to religious dissenCatherine
sion, and heal the wounds of the Church.

de Medici, whose favourite maxim was, divide

et

im-

* These are some of the numberless
privileges that the Jesuits had obtained from different Popes even within the tirst twenty-five years of
the
had
their establishment
They
privilege of having a private chapel
in every house or college, and to celebrate mass even in time of interdict;
of absolving from every censure even in cases reserved ior the Pojoe alone;
of
of dispensing from religious vows, or fx-om impediments to marriage
conferring academical degrees which entitled the graduate to the honours
and privileges conferred by the royal universities. They were exempted
from tithes and from all other ecclesiastical contributions ; and, above
all, they were independent ot the jurisdiction of the bishops.
X Ibid.
+ See Cret. vol. i. pp. 406, 407.
:

—

:
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peria, shewed herself impartial in this contest, thinking to retain the obedience of one party by the fear it
had of the other. She herself, therefore, along with
the king and the whole court, assisted at the Council

We

of Poissy.
shall not enter into the
theological
discussions of this assembly.
AVe shall only say, that
although a Roman Catholic cardinal presided over and

directed it, and although the Roman Catholics had a
large majority, yet the eloquence of the Calvinistic
divines, and especially that of Beza, was so overpowering, that Lainez, after having had a thrust or two at
the redoubted champion, declared it to be almost a
mortal sin to admit Protestants to a discussion; and
by his advice, the Council broke up without any result.

The assembly, before it broke up, after a great deal
of debating, decided that the Jesuits should be admitted
on the condition that thev submitted to the laws of the
nation and of the Galilean Church, that the ordinary
bishops should have all authority over them, and that
they should renounce all their privileges, and take
another name than " The Society of Jesus," or
" Jesuits."
By this decision, the Jesuit question was
at last settled.
Xow, to shew with what facihty these
wily monks can renounce their most approved doctrines,
and invent a new principle for every contingency, that
they may succeed in any of their undertakings, we
shall set forth the principal points of doctrine of the
Galilean Church, which were already received in
France, and which were more solemnly sanctioned in
1662.
The Pope is the chief of the Roman Cathohc religion, but he can neither excommunicate the king, nor
nor has he any
lay an interdict upon the kingdom
jurisdiction over temporal matters nor can he dismiss
the bishops from their office, who hold their power
from Christ as his successors, and who, when he
'•'

;

;

ascended up into heaven, bade them go and preach
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the gospel to every creature.
The Pope's legate
cannot exercise any authority in France, unless empowered by the king. An appeal from the sentence of
the Pope is permitted to be made to a general council,
which possesses a power superior to that of the Pope
but even the decrees of council are not received in
France, Avhen they attack the rights of the king, or
those of the Gallican Church; for which reason the
Council of Trent itself was received in France regarding articles of faith, but not regarding matters of dis;

ciphne."

*

These were the principal points to which the Jesuits
swore conformity. How despicable must be the man
who is ready to take a special oath for every occasion,
and to invoke the God of truth to witness his perjury

and infamy

The

!

had no sooner set their foot in France
than they began to spread rapidly over the country,
and soon after aspired to enter the university and
monopolise the whole of the education of the youth.
With part of the immense fortune bequeathed to them
by the Bishop of Clermont, of which they at last got
possession, notwithstanding the opposition of the parliament, they built a college in the Rue St Jacques, near
Jesuits

the Sorbonne, and, pretending to obey the orders of
the parhament, which enjoined them to renounce the
name of the Society of Jesus, they inscribed on the
front of it, " College of the Society of the Name of
Jesus."
But the university would not admit them
into its bosom, notwithstanding all the intrigues of the
fathers and the orders of the Court. Of this protracted
contest, which terminated in favour of the Jesuits in

1616,

we

part of an apology
Koman Catholic clergymen are

shall only transcribe

*

It is well known that in France the
divided into ultramontane and Grallican
Philippe, maintained their independence,

that the latter, under Louis
and a sort of superiority; but
Louis
under
i-ule
of
the
the
Napoleon, the ultramontane
that,
pantheist
party, under the direction and patronage of the Jesuits, has obtained
the ascendancy, which they exercise with a domineering spirit, and which
is

increasing every day.

;
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—

addressed by the university to Pope Gregory XIII.
" vex
" We do
either
not," wi-ote the university,
churches or private persons; we do not trouble the
order of succession; we do not sohcit testaments in
the profits to our
prejudice of the heirs, or appropriate
own interest we do not plot devices to seize upon the
benefices of the monasteries, or of any other ecclesiastical estabhshment, to enrich ourselves with their proconditions imposed
perty, without being subject to the
the founders we do not make use of the name of
;

by

;

Jesus to deceive the consciences of princes, affirming
that no one remains longer than ten years in purga*

tory."

Our history is becoming too pregnant with grave
events to allow us to relate matters of secondary imshall therefore bring down our readers
portance.
to the
1577, when was formed the celebrated

We

year
league which gave occasion to the bloody and protracted civil wars of France, and of which the Jesuits

were the chief instigators.
Remorse for the massacre of St Bartholomew had
and brouo-ht him.
deprived Charles IX. of his reason,
His brother, Henry HI., who
to an early gTave.
succeeded him, either awed by the fate of Charles, or
same
occupied only with his pleasures, allowed those
Protestants whom, as Duke of Anjou, he had defeated
at

Moncontour and other

places, to live in

peace.

Henry's indolence favoured the ambitious views of
the Duke of Guise, who aspired at nothing less than
He and his partisans, partithe throne of France.
of the
cularly the Jesuits, stirred up the fanaticism
more bigoted of the citizens against the king, who,
observer of all those external
although a

scrupulous

* Father Maldonat
propoTinded a doctrine, tliat no one remained in purgatory longer than ten years ; and this, in order to assure the princes
that, if the properties of monasteries or other benefices were given tothe
Jesuits, there would be no fear of their ancestors, in general the pious
if the benefices
founders, roasting in purgatory who knows how long
were appropriated to other uses than those for which they were intended.

—

'?

—

1
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which the Popish rehgion chiefly consists,
was considered by the Churcli party a bad Cathohc,
A remedy was to be found, lest France should become
a Protestant country. An association was accordino;lv
" the
set on foot, which took the name of
League,"
or "Holy Union."
saw
in it the bulThe vulgar
practices in

—

wark

of the faith
Philip of Spain, indirectly
and Henry of Guise,
sovereignty of France
throne.
The members of this association took
" I swear to
God, the Creator,
following oath
:

—

—

the
the
the

and

under penalty of anathema and eternal damnation,
that I have entered into this Catholic Association,
according to the form of the treaty which has j^ist
been read to me, loyally and sincerely either to command, or to obey and serve and I promise with my
life and
my honour, to continue therein to the last
;

drop of my blood, without resisting it or withdrawing
from it, at any command, or any pretext, excuse, or
In 1577, Guise was declared
occasion whatsoever." *
and in 1584, he, a subject, had
chief of the League
;

the audacity to enter publicly into a confederacy with
The Articles of Alliance purPhilip IL of Spain.
" that a
confederacy, offensive and defensive,
ported,
was entered into betwixt the kino- and the Catholic
princes in behalf of themselves and their descendants,
for the maintenance of the Roman Catholic religion
in France as well as the Low Countries
and, on the
death of Henry HL, to take measures that Cardinal
de Bourbon should be appointed his successor the
heretic and relapsed princes being for ever excluded
:

;

from the right of succession." |
Henry III.'s position became very precarious.
The Guises were in possession of many of the chief
towns, and Duke Henry was the idol of the people.

The

to
king, to avoid the impendino- danger, feigned

—

—

adhere to the League declared himself its chief
waged war with the Protestants and consented to
*

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 3SS.

—

+

Ibid. p. 392.
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into the liancb

Nevertheless the

kino-'s opponents'
hostiUty, and filled the

remitted nothing of their
nation -with hatred of his person, venting itself in
curses and imprecations.
In Paris, the stronghold of
the League, the question was publicly discussed
whether Henry should be deposed.
The kinoadvanced towards the capital with some troops. Guise
hastened to it against the king's express command.
The people took up arms barricades were erected
the roval army was defeated
and the kino* obho-ed
to fly. *
Maffei and Cretineau reproach the Duke of
Guise for allowing him to escape uninjured. Henry,

—

—

—

concealing his hatred, feigned again to submit, sumto meet at Blois, and conferred
upon Guise almost unlimited power over the kingdom.
But in the very moment in Avhich he saw within his
grasp the prize which he so eagerly sought, he fell,
along with his brother the cardinal, in the royal
Thus Guise
palace, a victim of the king's revenge.

moned a parliament

perished, not, as he deserved, by the sword of justice,
but by the poniard of an assassin. The deed cannot

excused.
The League thundered anathemas:
the
against
king the University of Paris excommunicated him
and the parliament declared that " the
aforesaid Henry of Yalois should be condemned to
make honourable amends, dressed only in his shirt,

be

;

;

with a rope about his neck, assisted by the executioner, and holding in his hand a hghted torch
weighing thirty pounds; that from that moment he
should be deposed, and declared unworthy of the
crown of France and that, renouncing all riglit to it,
he should be afterwards banished and placed in a
convent of the Hieromites, there to fast on bread and
water for the rest of his days." f
'

;

Priests

and Jesuits from every pulpit poured out

* This
insurrection was called

+

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 414.

" the

days of the barricades."
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volleys of curses

upon that tyrant, who deserved

swept from the face of the earth.

And

to

be

while the

now in league with Henry of Navarre, was
marching towards Paris, Clement, a Dominican friar,
stabbed him at St Cloud, on the first of August

king,

1589.

Great was the consternation of the royalists, and
greater the rejoicing of the adverse party, at this
The Council of Seize * met on the
tragic event.
6th of September, and addressed a letter to all the
preachers, in which, among other things, was the
"
You must justify Jacques
following exhortation
Clement's deed, because it is the same as that of
Judith, which is so much commended in Holy Writ." f
Henry of Bourbon, king of Navarre, the legitimate
heir, after the death of Henry lU., assumed the title
of king of France, and was supported by the less
bigoted of the Roman Catholics and by all the
Calvinists.
The Cardinal de Bourbon, on the other
hand, also took the title of king, and was supported
by the fanatic Papists, headed by all the priests and
monks in the kingdom.
Philip of Spain, the life and
guardian of the League, sent an army to its aid and
the Pope despatched Cardinal Cajetan, accompanied
by two Jesuits, with large sums of money, to foment
and maintain the revolt against the excommunicated
Henry IV.
Sixtus V. at first shewed great zeal in opposing
the right of the heretic Henry of Navarre. J He
promised to send 18,000 infantry and 700 horse into
:

—

;

* This Council was so called because it was
composed of sixteen
members, representing the sixteen quarters of Paris and it possessed
In this council the Jesuits had the
the supreme authority dc facto.
greatest influence, and one of them was a member of it.
;

t

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 404.

X It is asserted in a memoir of the Seigneur de Schomberg, that after
the assassination of Gruise, Sixtus, through his legate, suggested to
Henry III. to name one of the PojDe's nephews as his successor to the
But we have too good an opinion of Sixtus' sagathrone of France.
city to bi'lieve him guilty of such an extravagant project.
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He threatened the Venetians with excomFrance.
munication for having acknowledged Henry lY. as
king, and for once relaxed the reins of his well-known
parsimony, by sending his legate a sum of money to
continue the war in France.
But, when he perceived
what were the projects of Philip when he learned
;

monarch proposed to marry his daughter
the Infanta to the young Dul^e of Guise, who was to
assume the title of king; and when Les Seize, inthat that

by the

stigated

every national

Jesuits, renouncing
so far as to proclaim

went

Phihp king of
France, Sixtus, afraid of the dommeering spirit of
Philip, and the absolute power he would accjuire if

feeling,

successful in his design, relaxed in his enmity towards
Henry expressed regret for having excommunicated

—

—

him and gave other tokens of the change his opinion
The legate, however, disregarding
had undergone.
the Pope's intentions, carried out his first instructions
with unremitting zeal. *
The civil war, with all its horrors, lasted for five
years. To shorten it, Henry descended to an act which
has tarnished his glory, and the fame of his virtue.
He abjured the doctrines of Calvinism to enter into
communion with the Church of Rome, which he de'*
Paris vaut
spised, and excused himself by saying,
Paris is well worth a mass.f
bien une messe"
But his apostasy availed him little. The Parisians
The monks, and especontinued firm against him.

—

*

Ranke's Hist, of the Popes,

+ How

vol.

ii.

p. 25.

"

Ah, what grief,"
after his apostasy,
reCTets and what groans
I have felt in
soul at the sound of such tidings as Morlaut has
God is it possible that any human respect should efface
related!
the teiTor which Divine fear threateneth
Can we ever, by arguments
Elizabeth deplored this unprincipled act

she wrote to

" and what

him

!

my

My

I

!

of reason, expect a good consequence of actions so iniquitous] He who
has supported and preserved you in mercy, can you imagine that He will
permit you to advance unaided from on high tc the greatest predicament?- But it is dangerous to do evil in the hope that good will fallow
from it. Your very faithful sister, Sire, after the old fashion I have
nothing to do \\T.th the new one Elizabeth."*
* Eibl. du Roi MSS. de
Colbert, apud Capefique, N. 251.

—

—

—
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cially the Jesuits,

encouraged them

in their resistance.

and

soldiers simultaneously, they passed from
the pulpit to the besieged walls, replacing the sacerdotal robes by a coat of mail, the crucifix by a spear.

Priests

Solemn processions crossed the town and called
upon the people to be firm in defence of their faith,
trusting in God to protect them and to bless their

The

Pope's legate, dressed in his
in these processions, and
supported the fanaticism of the multitude, to whom he
On the other hand,
dispensed a thousand benisons.
Mendoza, the Spanish ambassador, the same who, after
the assassination of Henry, wrote to his master, " We
must ascribe this happy event to the Almighty alone"
Mendoza, to divert the hunger of the deluded Parisians, distributed, in the name of his Most Catholic
Majesty Philip, some Spanish coin to the populace,
"
who, thus encouraged, raised the shout,
Long life to
our king Philip!" It is painful to think of all the
horrors which this misguided people endured while
they listened to the persuasions of the priests to per-

impious enterprise.
pontifical robes,

was foremost

—

sist in

their rebellion.

At

last

hunger, all-powerful

than

the king's army.
Famished Paris yielded, and Henry ascended the

proved

hunger,

stronger

throne of his ancestors.
Thus ended the Leao;ue. Let us now see what share
the Jesuits had in it. Mezarai, speaking of the League,
'*
The zealous Catholics were the chief instrusays,

ments in it; the new monks (the Jesuits) the paranymphs
and trumpeters; and the nobles of the kingdom the
authors and chiefs."*
From its very beginning, the
Jesuits were the most ardent promoters of the League.
They ran from place to place, from country to country,
to enlist new supporters, and to strengthen the tie of
the holy union.
Claude Matthieu, the Provincial,
went several times from Paris to Rome, to obtain the
*

Mezarai, Abrege Chronologique in the year 1576.
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Pope's approval of the holy union.* He was called tlie
messenger of the League; and Pasquier, in his old,
*'
As
quaint style, in speaking of another .Jesuit, says,
of
was
of
all
the
Jesuits
sorts
the Company
composed
of people, les iins pour la plume, les autres p^our le
poll, so they had among them one Father Henry

Sammier, a man inclined and adapted to all kinds
He was sent bv the Leao-ue in 1581 to
various Catholic princes pour sonder le gue, to sound
the ford and, to speak the truth, they could not have
chosen a fitter man, for he chanfjed himself into as
many different forms as the different affairs he had to
undertake sometimes dressed as a trooper, sometimes
He was
as a priest, sometimes as a simple beggar.
of darins:.!

;

—

acquainted with cards, dice,
canonical hours and in doing
;

...

as well as with his

this,

he said that he could

not sin, since it was to arrive at a good end."i
But,
without referrino^ to ancient authors, two hues from
"
It was at
Cretineau will say more than we could.
" that the
this epoch" (1584), says he,
League acquii^ed
all its consistency, and it is at the same epoch that you
may see the Jesuits in Paris. Lyons, Toulouse, joininr/
And of this
the insurrection and organising it."^
or civil war, Pasquier, an eye-witness,
" It was less a civil war than a
coupe-gorge
says,
The colleges of the Jesuits were, as
a cut-throat.
was notorious, the general rendezvous of persons hostile to the king.
There were fabricated their gospels
insurrection,

—

—

in cipher

—

se forgoient leurs

which they sent into

—

Evangiles en chijjre
There their

foreiijn countries.

* Cretineau
pretends that Gregory XIII., the father of all Christians,
wishing rather to pacify than excite their passions, refused to comply
"vdth their request.
But Ranke affirms that his approbation was given,
and refers, as proof thereof, to a letter of Father Matthieu himself to the
Duke of Nerves, reported in the fuurth volume of Capefique Jieforme.
Ranke's Hist, of the Popes, vol. i. p. 505.
+
*
As he does not quote
See, for the first part, Cret. vol. ii. p. 392.
the latter part, see for it Pasquier, or HLstou'e Generale d^ la Xamanci
et du Progres de la Compagnie de Jesus, vol. i. p. 180.
§

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 391.
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apostles were distributed among the different provinces,
some, to keep the troubles alive by their preaching, as
did Father Commolet in Paris, and Father Rouillet at

Bourges; others, to preach murder and assassination,
as did Father Varade and the same Father Commolet.*

But we need not multiply quotations to prove that
they had a great share in exciting these troubles.
They themselves confess it with pride. In their Litterce Annuoe of 1589, they represent the murder of
the king as a miracle which happened the very day
they were expelled from Bordeaux. When Clement's
mother came to Paris, the Jesuits called upon the
people to worship her; the portrait of the assassin,
now called a martyr, was exposed on the altars to
public veneration, and they even proposed to erect a
statue to him in the cathedral of Notre Dame.
will, however, admit that all the Jesuits were
not fanatic Leaguers; not because they disapproved
of the League, but simply from good policy, or from
interested motives.
Auger, the king's confessor, and
who wished to be provincial, sided with his penitent
and the General Acquaviva, the ablest and most

We

;

profound politician of his time, disapproved of the
Society's engaging so deeply with one party as to cause
the ruin of the order if the other triumphed.
He
forbade the Jesuits who were in France to take part
in the contest

(which advice, however, they disregarded), and beo-ged permission of the Pope to command his subordinate Father Matthieu to leave France,
and betake himself to a distant country which clearly
proves, that the Jesuits in France acted under the
''
But Sixtus V.," says CrePope's own authority.
" was not so
as
tineau,
Gregory XIIL when he
gentle
met an enemy, he fouglit with him; accordingly he
answered the General that the Leaguers acted very
Acquaviva, howrightly, and only did their duty."!
ever, was as jealous of his authority as the imperious

—

;

* Catechisme des
Jesuites,

lib. iii. cli. 2.

f

Cret. vol.

ii.

p. 396.
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and

terrible Sixtus.

When

Father
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iMatthieii arrived

at Loretto on his return to France, the General ordered
him not to leave the town v^'ithout his consent ; and

the poor messenger died a few months after, from
sheer inactivity.
Aufrer, for reasons unknown to us,

was

Another provincial, Father Pigenat, was
a man who, in the lan^uac^e of De
" was a furious
Thou,
Leaguer, and as lanatic as a
" was
the
Corybante," and who, accordino^ to Arnauld,
In
most cruel tiger that prowled through Paris."
fact, after his arrival, the Jesuits became still more
audacious, and enj^aged in more criminal proceedrecalled.

sent to France

—

ings.

After

Henry

V\

.

had abjured the Protestant

faith,

at Melun, a man was arrested on
suspicion of having; come thither to make an attempt
such was the assassin's
upon his life. Barriere

and when he was

name

—

—

to escape the torture,

acknowledged

his guilr.

He

confessed that ha^-ino- consulted with Aubrey,
a curate of Paris, regarding his project, he was
highly commended, and sent to Yarade, the rector
of the Jesuits, who confirmed him in his praiseworthy resolution, and gave him his benediction
;

mormng he confessed to another Jesuit,
and received the communion. Barriere repeated on
the scaffold the declaration he had already made;
and Pasc[uier, who was at Melun at the time, declares
that he had examined the culprit, had read the informations and depositions, and even handled the knife
with which the crim.e was to have been perpetrated.*
Mezarai confirms the testimony of Pasquier in the
most unequivocal manner. '• When the king," says
" had
reduced Paris to submission, he gave a safehe,
conduct to the Cardinal of Plaisance, who had acted
with so much enero^y against him, and o-ranted him
that

next

permission to take with liim Aubrey, curate of 6t
Andre des Arcs, and the Jesuit Varade, although
*

Catechisme des Jesuites,

lib. iii. cli. 6.
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culpable of participating in the horrible assassination
of Barriere." *
Barriere was executed, but his fate did not deter
other fanatics from making similar attempts, nor the
Jesuits from giving them encouragement.
few

A

Henry had made his entrance into Paris,
a youth of nineteen, named John Chastel, raised an
The blow was aimed
impious hand against the king.
months

after

at his tliroa^, but happening to bend his head at the
instant to salute one of his courtiers, it only wounded
his lips.
Chastel was a student of philosophy in the
Jesuits' Colleo*e under Father Gueret.
He confessed

that " in the Jesuits' house, he had been often in the
chamber of meditation, into which the Jesuits introduced tlie greatest sinners, where they were shewn the
pictures of devils and other frightful figures to induce
them to lead a better life, and, by Avorking upon their

induce them by these admonitions to perform
some extraordinary deed." He further confessed that
he had heard the Jesuits say " that it was lawful to
kill the king, since he was out of the Church; and that
no one ought to obey him, or acknowledge him as
spirits, to

king, till he should be approved of by the Pope."| The
murderer, on his examination, boldlv maintained this
last proposition; and "this avowal," says Mezarai,
"joined to the injurious libels against Henry HI. and
the reigning king joined to the ardour which the
;

had shewn

for the interests of Spain, and to
the doctrines their preachers had propounded against
the security of the king, and against the ancient law
of the kingdom; joined also to the opinion held of them,

Jesuits

*
Henry was
Mezarai, Alrrege Chronologique pour I'annee 1594.
The only revenge he took
naturally generous, as all gallant men are.
chief
of
the
Duke
of
the
the
League, and his
corpulent
upon
Mayenne,
lival for the throne after the death of Cardinal de Bourbon, was to take
him by the arm, and whilst engaged in friendly conversation, walking at
a very smart pace two or three times round the garden. Henry smiled
when he had walked Mayenne fairly out of breath, and all the Duke's
injuries

were forgotten.

t See De Thuu,

L'Etoile,

and

all

the historians of the time.
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and auricular confes-

they directed the minds of the youth and timid
consciences to whatever tliey pleased, gave an opportunity to the parliament to involve the Society in his
punishment.* In fact, the parliament, bv the same
arret (29th Dec. 1594), bv which Chastel was condemned to the punishment of the parricide, enacted
that "the priests and scholars of Clermont College,
sion,

and

others of the so-called Society of Jesus, as
corrupters of youth, disturbers of the public peace,
enemies to the kinj; and the state, shall, three days
after the present intimation, be obliged to leave Paris
and other towns and places where they have colleges,
and, within a fortnight after, the kingdom under the
penalty, if found in France after that time, of being
all

;

punished for high treason. Their property, movable
and immovable, shall be employed for charitable purposes, and all the king's subjects, under the same
penalty, are forbidden to send pupils to the colleges of
the Society which are beyond the territories of the

kingdom."

f

All the Jesuits, except Fathers Gueret and Guinard,
who were arrested, were expelled from France. Gueret,
against whom no substantial proofs of being an accomplice with Chastel, could be produced,

was soon

after

This is a striking
liberated from prison and banished.
proof of the justice and rectitude of the parliament.

Guinard, in whose possession were found most abominable writings, subversive of every principle of justice
and morahtv.l was condemned and executed in con:

*

+

Mezarai, Ah. Clir. at the end of 1594.
See Acts of the Parliament, or UArgentre Collect. Jud. torn,

ii,

p.

524.

—

+ In one of these writings, speaking of Henry lY., the Jesuit says
" Shall
we call him a Xero, a Sardanapalus of France, a fox of Beam]"
and further on, he declares, that "the crown of France cotdd and ought to
be transferred to another family that Henry, although converted to the
Catholic faith, would be treated too leniently, if a monk's crown (tonsure)
•were given him in some convent to do penance ; that if he cannot be deposed without war, then (said he) let us make war, and if we cannot
:

;

make war,

let

him be

killed."

—Cret.

vol.

ii.

p. 435.
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formity witli a proclamation issued some months beby the king, in which it was ordered that all books
and writings referring to the past troubles should be
Cretineau confesses the
burned, under pain of death.
fact, but exculpates the man, by saying that these
writings were composed in the time of the League in
the year 1589.
But this assertion is contradicted by
the quotation we have given in the note, which shews
that some of them at least were composed after
Henry's abjuration, which occurred four years later,
in 1593.
And again, if they had been written at the
time specified, why did he not burn them, in obedience
to the king's commandment ?
Great horror was now felt throughout France at
these repeated acts of regicide, with an abhorrence of
the Jesuits, as the well-known instio-ators of such nefarious deeds.
The parliament, the interpreter here
of the public opinion (Henry having gained over to

fore

him many of his former opponents by his clemency
and generosity), by another arret, January 10, 1595,
ordered that Chastel's house should be destroyed, and
a pyramid be erected in its stead, to perpetuate the
memory of liis infamy and that of his associates. In
consequence, four inscriptions were eno-raved on the
four faces of this pyramid, in all of wliich, the name
of Chastel was coupled with that of the Jesuits.
In
the first inscription, the assassin was described as impelled to the commission of the crime "by the pestilential
heresy of that new sect (the Jesuits), which, concealing under the garb of piety the most atrocious
crimes, had of late tauo-ht that it was lawful to kill
In the second was the arret of parliament,
the king."
Jesuits, part of which we
third, the senate and the
people of Paris congratulate the king on his having ex-

condemning Chastel and the
have alreadv ffiven. In the
"

that pestilential sect" (the Jesuits). And
terminated
the fourth inscription was, " A house once stood here,
which was destroved for the guilt of one of its inhabit-
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who had been

instructed in a school of impiety by
*
In 1605, the Jesuits were again
masters."
perverse
the pyramid depowerful enough in France, to get
molished; and in 1606 a fountain was erected in its
ants,

place.

And this seems to us to be the proper place to lay
before our readers the political creed of the Jesuits.
Observe, the following extracts are taken from none but
their most approved authors, and such as are held in
high estimation among their brethren.
Emmanuel

Sa.

Aphorismi Confessariorum. (Venet.
"

Ed. CoU. Sion).— The reColonic^, 1616.
bellion of an ecclesiastic against the king is not a
crime of
treason, because he is not subject to the
1595.

high

king."

"

He who tyrannically governs an empire, which he
has justly obtained, cannot be deprived of it without
a public trial; but when sentence has been passed,
every man may become an executor of it; and he
may he deposed by the people, even although perpetual
obedience ivere sivorn to him, if, after adnionition
given, he ivill not be coi^rected."
John Bridgewater. Concertatio Ecclesice Catholicce
in Anglia adversus Calvino-Papistas. (Augustse Tre''
If the kings be the first to break
virorum, 1594.)
their solemn league and oath, and violate the faith
which they have pledged to God, the people are not
only permitted, but they are required, and their duty
demands, that, at the mandate of the Vicar of Christ,
who is the sovereign pastor of all the nations of the
earth, the fidelity which they previously owed or promised to such princes should not be kept."
Robert Bellarmine.
Disputationes de Controversiis Chynstiance Fidei adversus hujus temporis HcereEd.
Parisiis, 1608.
ticos, torn. I. (Ingolstadii, 1596.

—

* See the whole of the
inscription in the authors of the epoch, in the
Recueil des Pieces touchant VHistoire de la Compagnie de Jesu. Liege,
A very instructive work.
1716.
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Miis. Brit.)

— " The

spiritual

as

power,

a spiritual

prince, may change kingdoms, and transfer them from
one sovereio-n to another, if it should be necessary for

the salvation of souls."
"
Christians may not tolerate an inlidel or heretic
if he endeavours to draw his
subjects to his
or intidehty.
But it is the province of the
heresy
t
soverei2:n Pontitf, to whom the care of religion has
been intrusted, to decide whether the king draws them
to heresy or not.
It is therefore for the Pontiff to
determine whether the king is to be deposed or not.'*
John Mariana. De Rege et Regis Institutione lihri
tres.
1640.
Ed. Mus.
(Moguntiae, 1605
" It is necessary to consider
attentively what
Brit.)
course should be pursued in deposing a prince, lest sin
be added to sin, and one crime be punished by the commission of another. This is the shortest and the safest

king,

e/

J.

—

—

to deliberate, in a public meeting, if it can be
upon wdiat should be determined by the common
consent, and to consider as firmly fixed and estabfished

way

;

held,

whatever may be resolved by the general opinion. In
which case, the following course must be pursued.
First of all, the prince must be admonished and brought
back to his senses. If he does not amend, begin by
refusing to obey him
with the sword that prince
;

public enemy.

.

But you

.

.

.

will

if
necessary, destroy
has been declared a
ask what is to be done if

and,
v.'ho

a public meeting cannot be held, which may very freIn my opinion, a siraihir judgment
quently happen.
must be formed for when the state is oppressed by
;

the tyranny of any of the princes, and the people are
deprived of the power of assembhng, the ivill to
abolish the tyranny is not wantino;, or to aveno'e the
manifest and intolerable crimes of the prince, and to
restrain his mischievous efforts: I shall never consider
that man to have done ivrong, who, favouring the
jniblic wishes,

would attempt to kill him!"
Comment, et Dlsput. in p>rimain

Gabriel Vasquez.
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Partem,
tis,

torn.

Ed.

Coll.

et

primam

secundce Simuiue, S. Th. Aquina-

Antverpiie, 1621.
(lugolstadii, 1615.
" If all the members of the
Sion.)
royal

11.

:

—

family are heretics, a

on the
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state.

For

new

election to the throne devolves

all his (the king's)

successors could be

justly deprived of the kingdom by the Pope; because
the preservation of the faith, which is of greater imBut if the
portance, requires that it should be so.

kingdom
judge

in

Avere thus polluted, the Pope, as supreme
the matters of the faith, might appoint a

Catholic kin^ for the good of the whole realm, and
might place him over it by force of arms if it were
necessary. For, the good of tlie faith and of religion,
requires that the supreme head of the Church should

provide a king for the state.'"
Busembaum and Lacroix. TJieolor/ia Moralis, mine
plu7'ibus partihus aucta a R. P. Claudo Lacroix,
SocietatisJesu. (Colonise, 1757. Colonize Agrippinge,
"
man who has been ex-

—

Ed. Mus. Brit.)
commimicated by the Pope
1733.

;

A

may

be killed anywhere,

because the
as Filhncius, Escobar, and Deaux teach
Pope has at least an indirect jurisdiction over the
;

may be
necessary for the administration of spiritual affairs, as
all the Catholics maintain, and as Suarez proves against
the Kino: of Eno-land.*'
Such were the principles and such the acts of the
so-called soldiers of Christ, and such the just punishwhole world, even in temporal things, as far as

ment

inflicted

on their crimes.

We

hardly find in

history a sect, bearing the Christian name, convicted of
so pubhcly stigso many and such atrocious crimes
matised and held up to the just hatred of posterity.
For if, in moments of feverish exaltation, political or

—

rehgious fanatics of every denomination have perpetrated iniquitous and barbarous crimes, no other party
has subsecjuently, in calmer times, accepted the responor
sibility of these crimes, and praised them as virtuous
But there is no Jesuit, that I
meritorious actions.
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of,

who has

ever impugned or disclaimed the

have just pointed out.
My Enghsh
readers ought seriously to meditate upon this fact, and
upon those doctrines, to which the Jesuits still firmly
adhere.
Queen Victoria is in their eyes as much a
heretic as Henry of Navarre, and I have no doubt
that they wish her to meet with the same fate.
I am
an advocate for toleration, and abhor the very idea of
persecution but, most assuredly, without persecuting
those priests and Jesuits, the most inveterate enemies
of the Frotesto^nt religion, I would not countenance
them, or encourage and support them by grants of
Theirs is not a religion of tolerance.
public money.
They do not look upon other Christians as brethren,
holding different forms of belief, or as, at worst,
No
persons who have been misled by ignorance.
in their view, every one who is not a Roman Catholic
is an accursed heretic, condemned
already, and, if he
doctrines

I

;

!

die in this condition,
tion.

They

doomed

to everlasting

damna-

are not content to be received to the

rights of citizenship on terms oi equality
to domination.

What

rights and

—they aspire

privileges can they

reasonably claim from persons towards whom they
cherish such sentiments
Surely those Papists who
would maintain their religion by persecution and
tyranny, ought to be thankful, if they are suffered to
live at peace and unmolested, in a Protestant country.
i*

GERMANY.

While the Jesuits in France and in England, where
monarch was adverse to them, not only pro-

the

pounded the

doctrine

of

the

sovereignty

of

the

people, but taught that every individual luid a right
to murder the king if he were disliked by the nation

—

in Poland, Sweden, and
or accursed by the Pope
Germany, where the population was adverse and the
sovereign friendly to them, they inculcated the con-
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trary doctrine, and did not scruple to enforce it by
In France
the most cruel and violent proceeding's.
and in England, Henry and Elizabeth had forfeited
their thrones by holding the doctrines of the ReforIn Sweden, the Jesuits compelled the Roman
mation.
Catholic Sio-ismond to swear to maintain the Confession of Auo'sburo', that he might not be driven from
r
his kingdom.*
But in those countries, the Jesuits,
being in close alliance with the civil power, were the
cause of more mischief, and greatly injured the cause
of truth and religion.
The introduction of the Jesuits
into the north of Europe was the signal for a powerful
and they not only
reaction against Protestantism

...

.

•

;

checked its progress, but, what is more strange, they
succeeded in revivino; an obsolete doctrine the ternporal supremacy of the Roman Church, which, after

—

having for centuries governed almost the wdiole of
Europe, had fallen into decay, and ought not, according to the ordinary course of human institutions, to
exercise any further influence, since it had not undergone any material change or acquired a nevr prestige.
Yet such was the case. Many were the requisites of
Admirable unity of
success possessed by the Jesuits.
purpose

—

bility of

versatility of character

conscience

— the

—unscrupulous
—
—the
plia-

confessional

pulpit

the conviction that upon their first success depended
the duration of their order, and, it must be added,
their unexceptionable

outward conduct,

all

rendered

Sigismond, on the death of his father John, having proceeded from
to Upsala for the ceremony of his coronation, the estates peremptorily refused to render him homage, till he had solemnly sworn that the
Augsburg Confession should be inculcated everywhere, alone and jourely,
whether in churches or schools. In this strait, the prince applied to
Malaspina, the Pope's nuncio, to know whether in conscience he could
The king
The nuncio denied that he could.
give such promise.
thereupon addressed himself to the Jesuits in his train, and what the
nuncio had not dared, they took upon themselves to do. They declared
that, in consideration of the necessity, and of the manifest danger in
which the sovereign found himself, he might grant the heretics their
demands without oifenceto God. lianke. Hut. of the Fopes, vol. ii. pp.
'"'

Poland

—

147, 8.
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lit for theb task.
But,
was by the education of the youth,
that they wrought such clianges in Germany.
It
was, in fact, for this purpose that they were first

above

in the highest deo-eee
it

all,

In one of the autowrote to Loyola, he
declares it to be his opinion, that the only means by
which the declinino- tenets of Catholicism could be
restored in Germany was, to supply the youth with
learned and pious Catholic teachers. *
The Jesuits
entered into the king's view with amazing activity
and energy. They established themselves in Vienna
in 1551, and soon after had the management of the
Their second important establishment
university.
was at Cologne the third, at Ingolstadt and from
these three principal points, they spread all over
Germany. We think we cannot do better than transcribe a passage from Ranke on the project
" The efforts of the Jesuits were above all directed
towards tlie universlcies. Their ambition was to riA'al
The education
the fame of those of the Protestants.
of that day was a learned one merely, and was based
exclusively on the study of the ancient languages.
This the Jesuits prosecuted with earnest zeal, and in
certain of their schools, they had very soon professors
who might claim a place with the restorers of classical
the cultivation of tho
Nor did thev neo-lect
learnino-.
CD
O
^
At Cologne, Franz Koster lectured
exact sciences.
on astronomy in a manner at once agreeable and
introduced into the countrv.

graph

letters that

Ferdinand

I.

;

;

:

—

I

instructive.

But

their

principal

object

was

still

be readily comprehended. The Jesuits lectured with the utmost dihgence even during the holidays, reviving the practice
of disputations, without which they declared all
These disputations, which
instruction to be dead.
they held in public, were conducted with dignity and
decorum, were rich in matter, and altogether the
theological

*

discipline,

as

Avill

See Rauke's History of the Fopcs,

vol.

i.

p. 411.
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had ever been witnessed.

In

Ingolstadt, they soon persuaded themselves that their
progress in theology was such as would enable the

university to compete successfully with any other in
Germany.
Ingolstadt now acquired an influence
among Catholics similar to that possessed amonoProtestants by Wittemberg and Geneva.
next

—
—

They

established schools for the poor
arranged modes of
instruction adapted to children
and enforced the
Canisius prepared his catepractice of catechising.
chism, which satisfied the wants of the learners by its

well-connected questions and apposite replies.
" This
instruction was imparted entirely in the
spirit of that fanciful devotion, which had characterised the Jesuits from their earliest establishment.
The first rector in Vienna was a Spaniard named

Juan Victoria, a man who had signalised his entrance
into the Societv bv walking; alono- the Corso of Eomc,
during the

festivities of

the carnival, clothed in sack-

and scourging himself as he walked, till the
blood streamed from him on all sides.
The children
educated in the Jesuit schools of Vienna were soon
cloth,

distinguished by their steadfast refusal of such food
as was forbidden on
fast-days, while their parents ate

was agam become an
more
held up to public reverence in Treves, where for
many years no one had ventured to exhibit them.
In the year 1560, the vouth of Incrolstadt belono-insr
to the Jesuit school walked two and two on a
pilgrimwithout scruple.

honour

In Cologne
wear the rosary.

to

it

Relics were once

to Gichstadt, in order to be
strerigthed for their
conlirmation
the
dew
that
by
dropped from the
tomb of St Walpurgis.' The modes of thought and
feehng thus implanted in the schools, were propagated
the
by means of preaching and confession

age

'

through

whole population." *

We

add
*

to

all

this,

that their instructions

Eanke's Hist, of the Pojjes,

o

vol.

i.

pp. 415-417.

were
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gratuitous, and that the pupils made such rapid progress, that they were found to have learned more in
six months in a Jesuit school, than in two yeai^
^i^yelse.
Many were the Protestants who sent
children to the Jesuit colleo-es
and these
children were kindly received by the masters, treated

where
their

:

with great indulgence, and premiums were freely
bestowed upon them even in preference to the Koman
Catholic children.

The

Jesuits thus acquired an im-

mense

influence, especially over the female part of the
population, who were proud of their children's learning;

while these imperceptibly acquired a tinge of their
masters' doctrines and modes of thinking, although in
countries where the majority were Protestants, they
were expressly forbidden openly to propound them.
Yet, notwithstanding all these advantages, the Jesuits
could not have hoped for such prodigious success had
it not been for the
support they received from divers
of
the
sovereigns
country. Perhaps we should be more
correct in saying, that these sovereigns called in the
Jesuits to re-establish the ancient i^eligion.
At the commencement of the Reformation, even
those German princes who had not unreservedly
embraced the new doctrines were exceedingly glad
to shake off the yoke of the Romish See ; and,
without separating themselves from its communion,
they made many concessions to their subjects, which
Subseamounted in many places to toleration.
quently, however, the Popes made them understand
that by these concessions their sovereign authority
was greatly diminished, and that temporal princes

and the head of the Church were bound by a common interest to support each other.
The princes
were easily persuaded to a policy which flattered their
inclination to despotism, and from that moment they
not only resisted every new demand for reform, but, to
the utmost of their power, withdrew the concessions
The first who entered upon
they had formerly made
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path was Albert V. of Bavaria. Being
want of money to pay his enormous debts,
the estates would grant him no supplies without obtainino; in exchanD;e some concessions, mostly of a relithis reactionary

in continual

In this state of things, Pius IV., through
gious kind.
the medium of the Jesuits, and especially of Canisius,
persuaded him that any new concessions would diminish the obedience of his subjects ; and, in order to
render him less dependent on the estates, the Pope
abandoned to him the tenth of the property of his

The duke perceiving what advantage he
clergy.*
might derive fi'om a closer alliance with the Court of
Rome, decided at once
and firmly declared his

any further demand,

to resist

intentions at the diet of 1563.

He

found the prelates well disposed to second him ;
and, whether it was that the doctrines of a reviving
Catholicism, and the activity of the Jesuits, who insinuated themselves everywhere, had gained inliuence
in the cities, or that other considerations prevailed,
"

did not insist as formerly upon rehgious
The nobles only kept up an opposition :
but the duke, catching the opportunity of a sort of
conspiracy which he had discovered, deprived them of

the

cities

concessions." t

and so became the
almost absolute and uncontrolled master of his people's
Then commenced the reaction. Encoufranchises.
raged by the Jesuits, who had now acquired an unlimited influence over bim, Albert resolved not to l^ave
a vestige of those new doctrines which for the last

their ric^ht to seats in the diet,

forty years had been spreading so fast in his kingdom.
All the professors, all his household, all the civil
were
in a word, all the public functionaries
officers
compelled to subscribe the Professio Fldei of the

—

—

Council of Trent, and on their refusal, were immediately
To obtain a recantation from the common

dismissed.

people, he sent through
Jesuits,

all his

provinces swarms of

accompanied by bands of troopers, whose

* Eanke's
History of the Popes, vol.

i.

p. 411.

f

Ibid,

p 426.
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bayonets came to the aid of the preachers, when their
eloquence was unsuccessful in converting the heretics.
The mildest treatment the obstinate Protestants could
expect, was to be expelled from the duke's estates
without delay. Prohibited books were sought for in
the libraries, and burned in large numbers those of a
rigidly Catholic character, on the contrary, were highly
;

Relics were ao-ain held in o-reat veneration ;
and, in short, throughout the whole country were revived all the ancient practices, all the absurd super" Above
all," says
stitions, of the Popish religion.
" the Jesuit institutions were
Ranke,
promoted for
by their agency it was, that the youth of Bavaria were
to be educated in a spirit of strict orthodoxy."*
Duke Albert was now spoken of as the most bigoted
Roman Catholic in Germany, and became the protector
of all those petty sovereigns who wished to tread in

favoured.

;

his footsteps.

In Austria,

although the reaction had long be-

gun, coercive measures against the Protestants were
not resorted to till somewhat later. As we have already said, Ferdinand invited the Jesuits to Vienna,
and delivered
to them the university as early as

up

the year 1551.
Soon after, he established another
Jesuit college at Prague, to which he sent his own
pages, and to which resorted all the nobility belonging
to the

Roman communion.

of
Colleges, and schools

consequence, were established throughout all the
Austrian dominions, and great eiforts wore made to
win back the Protestants to the Romish faith.
Yet,
under the prudent and conciliating Ferdinand I., and
durino- the reio-n of the wise Maximilian, the Jesuits
could not obtain any severe persecutmg measure
but
against the followers of the Reformed religion,
Father
were more successful with Rodolph 11.
was held by
]\raggio, the Provincial of the Jesuits,
the emperor in great estimation, and consulted in
less

*

Ranke,

vol.

i.

p. 422.
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every matter of importance. He was continually pressing the monarch to come to the resolution of comThe
pletely extirpating heresy from his dominions.
Pope's legate and the Spanish ambassador backed him
in his intolerant demand.
This bigoted prince at last,
mider the pretence of a popular tumult, which took
place on the occasion of the procession of the Corpus

Domini

in 1578, banished from his estates Opitz, a
Protestant preacher, and all his assistants; and this measure was the signal for a general persecution of the Lutherans.
The greatest atrocity and the utmost rigour
were displayed in destroying every trace of Protes-

tantism.

In the first place, it was determined to extirpate
Protestantism from the imperial cities. The towns east
of the Ens, which had separated from the estates of
the knights and nobles twenty years before, could offer
no resistance the Reformed clergy were removed, and
their places filled by Catholic priests private persons
were subjected to a close examination.
formula, acwere
which
to
the
interrogated, ha.s
suspected
cording
Dost thou believe,' income into our possession.
quires one of its articles, that everything is true which
the Church of Rome has laid down as the rule of life
'Dost thou believe,' adds another,
and doctrine?'
that the Pope is the head of the one Apostolic Church ?'
No doubt was to be endured. The Protestants were
none were adto be expelled from all offices of state
mitted to the class of burghers who did not declare
In the universities, that of
themselves Catholics.
Vienna not excepted, all who applied for a doctor's
degree were first required to subscribe the Professio
;

;

A

'

'

'

;

A new regulation for schools was promulgated,
which prescribed Catholic formularies, fasts, worship,
Fidel.

according to the Catholic ritual, and the exclusive use
of the Catechism of Canisius. In Vienna, all Protestant
b(oks were taken away from the booksellers' shops,
and were carried in heaps to the Episcopal court.
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Search was made at the customhouses along the river;
packages were examined, and books or pictures not
considered purely Catholic were confiscated.*
All throughout Germany the same proceedings were
all

and everywhere we find the Jesuits
There was no bishop, no
who
a
went
to
visit
prince,
province upon religious
concerns, who did not bring with him a troop of Jesuits,
who, on his departure, were often left there with almost unlimited powers.
resorted

to,

foremost in the reaction.

POLAND.
If from Germany we pass to Poland, there also we
meet the ominous influence of the disciples of Loyola.
" The
Protestant cause," says Count Krasinski, in the
"
was enfourth of his admirable Lectures on Slavonia,

dangered by the lamentable partiality which Stephen
Batory had shewn to the Jesuits; and the Romanist
reaction, beginning under his reign, had been chiefly
promoted by the schools, which that order was everywhere establishing." Stephen, however, either too prudent to attack openly the religion then professed, in Lithuania at least, by a great majority of his subjects, or
anxious to maintain, to a certain extent, rehgious liberty, had recourse to no extraordinary measures for
the furtherance of this reaction, and contented himself
with ordering that in future none but strict Roman
But
Catholics should be appointed to bishoprics.
under the bio-oted Sio:israond under that kino*, who,
'•
the appelas the same learned Count says,
gloried
lation of the king of the Jesuits, which was given him
by their antagonists, and who indeed became a mere
the reactool in the hands of the disciples of Loyola"
tion made fearful and continued progress.
Although
Sigismond could attempt nothing by main force against
the liberties of his Protestant subjects, he had it in his

—

m

—

*

Ranke,

vol.

i.

p. 487.
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power to give, and he at last effectually gave, a mortal
blow to the Reformed religion. The chief prerogative

—

we should perhaps say, the only
of the Polish kings
real power possessed by these nominal sovereigns
was the right of conferring all dignities and official
Twenty thousand offices were at their

—

appointments.
disposal

Roman

;

and Sigismond declared that none but

Catholics should be

named

to them.

strict

The favour

of the Jesuits was an essential condition of obtaining a
"
the Starost
under the Government; and
of PomerelWaivode
became
von
Montager
Ludwig

situation

because he presented his house in Thorn to the
Many of the nobles who had proSociety of Jesus."*
fessed the doctrines of the Reformation, were induced
to recant, depending exclusively as they did on the king's

lia,

favour for the maintenance of their rank, and having
no hope for preferment while out of the pale of the
The influence of these examples,
Romish Church.
seconded by the rigorous measures subsequently taken
against the Lutherans, and, above all, by the diabolical
cunning and artifice of the Jesuits, in a short time
brought back the great majority of the Polish nation
under the yoke of the Church of Rome.

SWEDEN.
In Sweden, the efforts of the Jesuits against Protestantism, although no less active

John

and vigorous, were

son of the heroic Gustavns
Vasa, on ascending the throne, published a ritual, in
which, to the great amazement and dismay of the Protestants, were to be found not only ceremonies, but
even doctrines of the Church of Rome.f The Pope,

less successful.

III.,

apprised of this prince's good disposition towards Ins
*

the Popes, vol. ii. p. 141.
John^ betore his ascension to the throne, had been confined in strict
his
brother
Eric.
His wife, a Polish princess, the last deby
captivity
scendant of the Jagellonica family, and an adherent ol the Church of Koiue,
"t

Ranke, Hist, of
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Church, despatched to Stockholm in all haste and
secrecy, as his legate, the famous Posscvin, one of the

To
cleverest and least scrupulous among the Jesuits.
obviate the difficulty of obtaining admission into the
country and court of Sweden as Pope's legate, Possevin, in passing through Prague, induced the widow of
the emperor Maximilian to send him to Stockholm as
her extraordinary ambassador. He assumed, in consequence, another name, a splendid costume, and girded
himself with a sw^ord, but, " to do penance in advance
for these transient honours, he went the greatest part
of the way on foot."* Acting pubhcly as the envoy of
the empress, he found means secretly to inform the

king of his real name and mission, and had several
conferences with him.

The

result was, that

John

w^as

persuaded to make the Professio Fidei, according to
the formula of the Council of Trent, promising at the
same time to take measures, and to use all his endeavours, to induce the nation to follow in the same path,
provided the Pope would second him by making certain concessions, the most essential of which were, that
the sacramental cup should be administered to the
in the language of the counlaity, and mass performed
Possevin said that the Pope should be appi-ised
try.
of his majesty's will, and asked him whether he would

submit to his decision in this matter. John having
answered in the affirmative, was absolved of his sins,
and received the sacrament according to the Roman
Catholic ritual.l
The Jesuit departed in high glee at his success, far
He hastened to
surpassing his most sanguine hopes.
shared his imprisonment the sad and gloomy hours of which were rendered less paiuiul by the frequent visits of a Roman Catholic priest, who
shewed them the greatest sympathy. It seems that this made some impression upon John, and rendered him favourable towards the Papists.
;

* Cvet. vul.
•f*

man

ii.

p. 195.

Ranke informs us that John, troubled bv remorse

—

for his brother's

as if the word of a
was very anxious to receive absolution
could quiet the guawings of conscience, that unsparing avenger of

assassiiiiitiou,

crime

!

;
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Rome, and assuming a privilege in use among ambassadors, he boasted of having achieved more than he
had really done, assuring Gregory XIII. that Sweden
and its kin^r were at his Holiness's niercv. lie then
Pope the conditions on which John had
but Gregory, either too intolerant to make
anv concession, or considerino; it unnecessary to prant
honourable terms to an enemy who threw himself at
his feet, refused to listen to such proposals, and sent
back the Jesuit to Stockholm, with letters to the kino-,
in which he required the monarch to declare himself a
Cathohc without restriction.
This imperious conduct saved Sweden from falling
back under the Popish rule. John, indignant at being
held in so li^ht account indi truant at the assurance
of Possevin, who unceremoniously entered Stockholm
and the court in the garb of his order as the Pope's
legate, and accompanied by other Jesuits, as if
Sweden had already become a Homan Cathohc counmoved by the remonstrances of the Protestant
try
princes and divines, who, in the interval of Possevin's
departure and return, had entreated him to remain in
laid before the
insisted,

—

—

—

communion dismissed the Pope's ambassador,
and returned to the Keformed worship.

their

The attempts of the Jesuits to convert Sweden to
the Roman faith were revived with new vigour under
ForJohn's successor, Sigisraond, the Polish king.
tunately, Charles of Sandermania, the king's uncle,
headed the nation in its resistance to Sijrismond's
and although the Jesuits had
Popish propensities
the sad glory of plunging Poland and Sweden into a
bloody war, the last-mentioned country remained Pro;

testant.

SWITZERLAND AXD PIEDMONT.

The Jesuits experienced some difficulty in entering
Switzerland, and in some parts of it they could not
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get footlncr; but towards the year 1574, they estabhshed themselves in Friburg and Lucerne.
They
succeeded in keeping back these two towns from the
Alhance of Berne, and scattered the flames of that
religious discord between these cantons which was not
extinguished even by the blood that was shed at the
The famous
instigation of the Jesuits in 1845-47.
Canisius was the principal promoter and founder of

the College of Friburg, the resort, till lately, of a great
number of young men of the highest families, sent
thither for education from divers parts of Europe.
The cruelties exercised by Possevin against the inhabitants of the Alps were most barbarous and revoltMany Christians, driven out of other countries
ing.
by Popish persecution, had sought a refuge in these
almost inaccessible mountains, where the Waldenses
still
preserved the religion of Christ in its primitive
They had hoped, in the simplicity of their
purity.
hearts, that there, far from the scene of conflict, they
would be permitted to worship God according to their
consciences.
They were not dangerous persons they

were no

chiefs of sects eager to

—
make proselytes — they

w^ere single-hearted people, seeking to please

God by

pure and Christian life. It might have been
expected that their poverty, their innocence, their
peaceful conduct, would have sheltered them from any
and, in fact, for a time they lived unpersecution
living a

;

Unhappily for them, the Jesuits were
watching them, and, urged on by that persecuting
spirit which led them to seek for victims everywhere,
were resolved to trouble them in their retreat, and, if
Lainez, in 1560, despatched
possible, to destroy them.
molested.

Possevin to Nice, to

Emmanuel

Philebert,

Duke

of

Savoy, to excite him to persecute those heretic mountaineers.
The Jesuit represented to the Duke that a
Catholic prince ought not, even though his own personal interest required it, to tolerate that the heresy
should establish itself in his dominions, and that the
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mountains of Piedmont and the Alps, in particular,
served for a retreat to the sectaries of Luther and
Possevin succeeded in bringing the duke into
Calvin.*
his abominable views. Ferrier, the governor of Pignerol,
commenced a chase against these inoffensive people,
who were hunted from one retreat to another, and
when taken, were mercilessly and inhumanly consi^jned
Driven to despair they took up arms, reto the flames.
solved hereafter to sell their lives at the dearest price.
body of troops was sent against them. The General, the Sieur de la Trinite, placed them at the disposal

A

of Possevin, and the Pope's nuncio conferred upon him
the powers with which he pretended to be invested.!

The Jesuit, forgetful of his sacerdotal calling, repressing every feeling of humanity, put himself at the head
of a chosen body of troops, and hunted down these
poor Christians as if they were wild beasts, putting
every one who fell into his hands to the sw^ord.
Then, when he was tired of the work of slaughter, to
procure for himself a sort of triumph, he brought to
Vercelh, in solemn procession, thirty-four of those unfortunates, who, not having faith or strength enough
to apostasy,
"prefer martyrdom
publicly abjured
their rehgion in the presence of the duke and the
From that day till very lately, the house of
Jesuit.!

to

Savoy has more or

persecuted the Waldenses.
we presume, have by this
time learned what malignant and unrelentino; enemies
of their religion the Jesuits have always been.
They
must have learned that all the north of Europe, and
France itself, perhaps, would have become Protestant
countries, had it not been for the demoniacal arts and
ill-employed activity of the disciples of Loyola.
They

Our Protestant

* Cret. vol.
This fact

i.

less

readers,

p. 449.

+

Ibid.

is reported by all the Jesuit historians.
We, however,
have too good an opinion of the Waldenses not to suspect that the
Jesuits, in order to deceive and impose upon the populace, had mixed
among some few apostates a number of Roman Catholics who were will:J:

ing to appear converted heretics.
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must, further, be a^^are that the Jesuits did not obtain
those results by honest means
only, by force of aro-ument, or by active and earnest exertions, which would
have at least entitled them to the approbation and esteem of all Roman Catholics, but they had recourse to
perjury, to murder, to persecution, to cruelties of every
to means, in short,
involving the perversion of
at last
every principle of morality, for which

kind

—

they
be abhorred by every honest
person, even of
their own persuasion.
Lastly, it clearly appears, from
what we have related, that, while pretending to
fight
for the Roman See, the Jesuits, in
reality, fought for
their own aggrandisement
that they recognise no religion, but their interest
worship no God, but their
order.
We must, finally, remind our readers that we
have omitted numberless other
charges which are
generally brought against them, which we consider
well founded, but which we cannot
satisfactorily prove.
All that we have advanced we have
proved, according
to our promise,
by documents of unquestionable authenticity, and we shall continue to observe this rule to the
conclusion of our
historj.

came

to

;

;
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X.

1581-1608.

COMMOTION AMONG THE

JESUITS.

of the Jesuits in divers
In relating the proceedings
we have not mentioned Spam
of
;

countries
Europe,
that country,
established
first, because, though firmly
no mrtuexercised
IL,
absolute
the
Philip
they, under
and,
secondly,
ence whatever over its general pohcy
had it in reserve to speak of their pro-

m

;

because we

in the present chapter.
ceedings in that country
heretics to contend
In Spain the Jesuits had no

If now and
excite.
,vith— no zeal or fanaticism to
Moor
or
Jew
relapsed into
then some Christianised
too jealous ot her
was
the
Inquisition
his former belief,
a
those accursed ot bod,
privileo-e of roasting
to meddle in
Jesuits
the
to
solemn auto dafe,
permit
Having thus no external enemy
the holy ceremony.
fell out
to contend with, they, as usually happens
with one another.
and
themselves,
fought
amona:
The so-called Society of Jesus having been mostly

m

established
tended that

Jesuits preof the order
first blow was dealt

the Spanish
by Spaniards,
ail the honours and digmties

were exclusively due to them. A
the interference ol the
to these pretensions when, by
was not a Castilian.
who
chosen
was
Pope, a General
the person elected, was
Mercurianus,
since
However,
much re uctance
old and weak, they submitted without
But when the
dread.
not
did
an
to
authority they
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General Congreo-ation chose for General a Nea-

pohtan nobleman, young, active, and enterprising,
they broke out into open revolt. This General, elected
in 1581, was Claude xicquaviva, son of the Duke of
Atri, only thirty-seven years of age at the time of his
election.
Acquaviva was, and has remained, tlie beau
He had grown up in the Court of
ideal of Jesuitism.
Rome, where he was chamberlain, and where he acquired a thorough knowledge of men, and of all
political intrigues, in which the Roman curia at that
epoch excelled all the other courts of Europe. He
was crafty, insinuating, persevering. He never uttered
a precise command, but never suffered his exhortations to be disregarded.
Gentle in appearance, and
renowned for the amenity of his manners, he was. endowed with an inflexible intrepidity of character. He
spoke rarely, never gave a decided opinion, and preserved in all circumstances a placid and calm demeanHis family had been from of old attached to the
our.
French party, and he followed the same line of pohcy.
As we have seen^ he disapproved of the League, and
gave other tokens of his attachment to the French inwithout, however, openly committing himself
with the other party.
Such was Acquaviva.
At the news of Acquaviva's election, the old Jesuits
of Spain, incensed in the highest degree, broke out in
loud complaints first, refused afterwards obedience to
his orders, lastly rebelled openly, and asked that the
members residing in Spain should be governed by a
terest,

PhiHp,
commissary-general independent of Rome.
to cast a reproach upon Acquaviva, whom he detested
on account of his partiality to the French king, sided
with the malcontents. The General faced the storm in
First of all, he contrived.,
the best manner he could.

by promises of advancement and honours, to retain in his
some of the less compromised among the rioters; secondly, he sent into the Peninsula new provincials and superiors, the most of whom were Neapolitans,

interest

Siruhhrr,

i^^uayz/zyz/tz^.
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(a class of Jesuits who worshipped him), and
firmly attached to his fortunes, with strict injunctions to
Some of the Jesuits,
enforce obedience to his orders.
in the hope of making their way to preferment, sub-

young

mitted ; the most refused obedience, and liad recourse
to the Inquisition and the king.
Phihp ordered the
Bishop of Carthagena to subject the order to a visitation, and the Inquisition arrested the provincial Marcenius, and two or three more members of Acquaviva's
party; the latter being accused by the other party of
absolving the members of their order from certain sins
from which the Inquisition only could absolve; and those
sins, Sacchini tells us, consisted in the attempt to corrupt the honesty of their penitents. This was rather
a serious matter, and menaced the Society in its very
existence.
Nevertheless, Acquaviva was not appallecL
He did not lose his self-command, nor vent his anger
in threats.
Ao-ainst such enemies he had but one
shield
the Pope.
Sixtus Y. filled the chair of St
Peter; he bore no goodwill to the order, but he was

—

jealous to an extreme degree of his own authority, and
wished that that of others also should be respected.
Acquaviva persuaded Sixtus, or, to speak more correctly, insinuated to him, that the blow was aimed not

much at him, the General, as at the supremacy of
Rome; at the same time skilfully making him underso

Carthagena was of illegitimate birth, a blemish which he knew the Pope abhorred
above all things. Sixtus at once recalled the assent
which he had given to the visitation, and commanded
stand, that the Bishop of

the Inquisition to set at liberty the arrested Jesuits,
and to remit the whole case to Rome. When he was
informed that the holy tribunal refused to obey his
orders, Sixtus became furious with anger, and directed
a letter to be written to Cardinal
the Grand

Quiroga,

which he added, in his own handwriting,
And if you do not obey, I, the Pope, shall immediately depose you from your office of inquisitor, and
Inquisitor, to
"
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tear from your head your cardinal's hat."
This decided lano'viage produced the desired effect.
Sixtus's
orders were obeyed, and Acquaviva, under the shadow
'

•

(

*

f the Pope's authority,

maintained liimself unshaken

in his hio'h office durino; Sixtus's hfetime.

But the storm, which had been but momentarily
broke out again after the death of Sixtus,
with increased violence.
In 1592, while the General
was absent from Rome, Philip, who never forgave to
Acquaviva his partiality for the French interest, sent
the Pope a petition from all the Spanish Jesuits,
praying for a general congregation of the order he
himself, at the same time, strongly recommending the
measure.
Clement VIII., the reigning Pope, granted
their request, and before even the General could be
aware of his enemies' manoeuvres, the Pope issued orders
tor the meeting of the congregation. Acquaviva, satisfied that the measure was now irrevocable, submitted
to it with the greatest possible good grace, and having
used his utmost endeavours that the election should
not prove too unfavourable to him, the moment the
congregation opened, he, without waiting to be accused,
requested that his conduct should be examined and
quelled,

;

judged.

A

commission was immediately appointed to

any accusation or complaint that might be
brought against the General. But Acquaviva was far
too prudent to have violated any essential rule, or to
have given his enemies the right of consistently imreceive

peaching his private conduct so that, as no charge
could be substantiated against him, he was triumphantly acquitted.
Philip, however, insisted that some
restraint should be put upon the General's authority,
;

and, although the congregation refused to comply
with the king's wishes, the Pope, in the plenitude of
his apostolic power, ordained that the superiors and
rectors should be changed every third year, and that,
at the expiration of every sixth year, a general conAcquaviva shewed a
gregation should be assembled.
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great readiness to acquiesce in the Pope's decrees, but
he rendered them ahnost nugatory by other ordinances and as a new generation of Jesuits, all devoted
;

was now grown ujs all questions taken
up both by the provincial and general congregations,
were decided in accordance with his wishes. By his
to his interests,

letter

on the happy increase of the Society, Acquaviva
new rules to render the superiors more

])rescribed

respected by their subordinates, and more submissive
second letter, ratio studiorum,
to the General.
which contains a complete code of school legislation,
was of still greater importance, and productive of
more momentous results. As the education of the

A

young has been one of the principal and immediate
causes of the Jesuits' immense power and influence,
we feel obliged to devote some few pages to this important matter.
Had the Jesuits devoted themselves to the work of
education for the sole and noble end of diifusincr knowledge and intellectual culture among the people, no
praise would be adecjuate to their meritorious exerSuch, however, was
tions and unremittino: activitv.
that idol which the
not exactly the case. The Order
was in
Jesuit must have constantly before his eyes
this, as in every other undertaking, the great object

—

—

which their labours were consecrated; and for its
honour and advantage they did not hesitate to sacrifice, when
necessary, every other consideration.
2severtheless, in a literary point of view, we shall not
refuse to them some eulogy.
" The
instruction of boys and of ignorant people in
Christianity" was one of the ends which they proposed
to attain, and for which Loyola asked Paid 111. to
approve his order. The example of John 111. of Portuoal, and of the Duke of Candia. who first erected
colleges for the fathers, was eao-erly imitated by
many. Their colleges increased rapidly, and were
soon planted all oyer the world, so that there were no
p
to
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than 669 of them at the epoch of the suppression
We have already seen (pp. 40, 41) by
what allurements wealthy persons were induced by the
less

of the order.

Jesuits to leave their property to Jesuit establishments.
These were of two kinds, seminaries and colleges, the
members of the latter beino- subdivided into gvmnasium

and laculty-students. In connexion with each college
there was a boarding-house, whither parents were
happy to send their children as under a safe shelter
from the storms of passion, and from the dangerous society of depraved companions. In their seminaries were

—

those members of the order
be possessed of such talents as to
qualify them to fultil afterwards the office of professor.
But the most numerous class, and perhaps the most
useful for their purpose, was the class of day scholars.
It is well known that all persons, of whatsoever rank,
are admitted into the Jesuit schools, and receive the
same instructions. At school hours the prince's son,
who is brought up in their boarding-houses, descends
and takes his seat on the same bench with the son of a
And this we consider an admirable and most
cobbler.
The only obligation imposed on the
instructive plan.

trained up the Scholars

who were thought

to

day scholars is, that they must give in their names,
and promise to observe the rules of the college,
which are ever v where uniform, and which oblioe the
pupil to hear mass every day, and to go to the confessional

once every month.

In former times,

the

more watchful oversight of
this class.
Thev visited them at unwonted hours in
their abodes, they had them followed in their diiferent
movements, and if they were found guilty of any misdemeanour they were reprimanded, and their faults
were made an obstacle to their advancement to acade-

Jesuits undertook a

still

It is, however, worthy of remark, that
mical honours.
Loyola, the clear-sighted Loyola, foreseeing that the
obliiratlon to follow the rules of the colle2;e would
deter Protestants from sending their children to it,
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hold of those

•

111

children and to trv what the Jesuits could do to convert them, had taken care to leave an opening lor
To the third paragraph of the thirthen' admission.

teenth chapter of the fourth part of the Constitution,
in which is enacted that the day scholars shall engaiie
to observe the rules of the college, he added the fol" If
any of those who present themlowing note
selves to our schools will neither engage to observe
his name, he ought not for that
the rules nor give
reason to be prevented from attending the classes,
and do
provided he conduct himself with propriety,
Let them be
not cause cither trouble or scandal.
made aware of this
adding, however, that they
shall not receive the peculiar care which is given to
those whose names are inscribed in the register of the
:

—

m

;

to follow its
university or of the class, and who engage
rules."* This is a characteristic specimen of Jesuitical
absolutely refusing to admit the children

policy.

By

of Protestants, they would obtain no result; but by
admittinfx them on such terms, they obtain an opporand bending
tunity of influencing their youthful minds,
them to their purpose indirectly. On the one hand,

such pupils ctmnot but imbibe, in the ordinary course
of instruction, the principles and spirit of their masters;
and on the other, their pride is mortified at never
exhibibeing considered or mentioned at those pubhc
tions which form so important a part of the Jesuit
system of education. This artful policy is too freOftentimes the parents, jealous of
quently successful.
their children's renown, and anxious to see them surrounded by those affectionate and friendly cares which
the Jesuits unsparingly bestow upon the regular pupils,
are induced to consent that they shall follow the rules
of the college, and go to mass and to the confessional,
and even change their own faith, the better to secure
and if it should
for them these desired advantages
:

*

See also Cret.

vol, iv.

pp. 200, 201
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chance that the mother alone is left as Ji'iiardian, it
commonly happens that both mother and son become

Koman

Catholics.

In the Jesuit schools the greatest order reigned.
The Jesuit masters were men of polite and agreeable
manners, in general of a comely appearance, with a
cheerful and smiling countenance.
They descended
with a winning affability to the level of their pupils,
and accommodated their lano-uao-e and manners to the
capacities and dispositions of the class of persons

The parents, who were highly
they had to deal with.
pleased with the polished manners and the high attainments of their children, sounded forth the praises
of their kind instructors far and wide, and repaid their
gratuitous instructions sometimes by large donations,
always by a defei-ence and devotion never withdrawn.
It is an incontestable fact, that even Protestants and
philosophers, who had been educated in these seminaries, and who afterwards became the most hostile to
the Jesuits as a religious community, continued to preserve a grateful recollection of their Jesuit teachers.
Voltaire himself dedicated his tragedy Merope to his
dear master Father Poree and the different princes
who were brought up by the Jesuits never lost, when
on the throne, that affection and veneration which they
had conceived for their kind instructors at an age when
generous minds are most susceptible of noble and ge;

nerous impressions.

Nor was

this all.
Another strong link, that of reliwas added to the chain of sympathy by which
they bound their pupils to the order, and insured for
themselves in the different nations of Europe an allIn 1569 the Jesuit
powerful and irresistible influence.

gion,

Leon, a teacher, thought of assembling dui-ing the
interval of studies such of the boys as were willing to
sing the praises of the Virgin, and perform certain
external acts of devotion, contributing at the same
time, monthly, small sums of money, part of which was
employed in vvorks of charity, the merit of the action
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beino; always attributed, not to the donors, but to the
Jesuits.
These meetint^s took the form of associations,

and increased

so rapidly, that hfteen years after, in
1584, Gregory XIII. erected them into primary congregations, under the title of Congregations of the,

" These
Virgin.
congregations, of which the
General of the order was the supreme director, soon
broke out from the walls of the colleges with those
Youno; men who left them to embrace a career, and
who wished to remain in a communion of prayers and
remembrances with their masters and their fellowscholars. They became a link of connexion and fiiend-

Holy

ship; they spread in Europe and in India; they united
in the same association the east and the west, the

populations of the north and of the south.
They had
It
statutes, rules, prayers, and duties in common.
was a numerous brotherhood, extendino- from Paris to
Goa, and descendino; from Kome to the most insii^nifiThe congregations of Avignon, of Antcant hamlet.
werp, of Prague, of Friburg, were the most celebrated.

There were congregations composed of ecclesiastics, of
military men, of magistrates, of nobles, of burgesses,
of merchants, of artisans, of servants, all occupied in
good and meritorious works."* With the exception of
this last clause, this description is perfectly true.
Jesuit was at the head of every congregation.

A

At

appointed times the members met together to repeat
the office of the Virgin, and to listen to whatever exhortation or advice the Jesuit might think proper to
His influence was greater or less, according to
give.
the quality of persons composing the congregation.
Over the poor and the ignorant he had an almost
absolute control, and whatever he enjoined, they unIf he exercised no such absoscrupulously obeyed.
lute control over members of the higher classes, he
still
possessed a great influence over them, and had
tree access to their families, where he more leisurely
''

Cret. vol iv. pp. 221, 222.
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practised those arts by which the Jesuit very seldom
fails to attain his ends.
One is amazed when he considers what immense power these congregations must
have given the General of the society. His orders,
his curses or commendations of a book, of a man, or of
a measure, were repeated in the same tone throughout
all the world by tens of thousands, who considered it a
sin to disbelieve his word, or to
disobey his commands.
No wonder, then, that the. Court of Rome itself was
obliged to submit to the ascendancy of the Jesuits, and
that the suppression of the order was with difficulty
effected

by the united

efforts of

almost

all

the sove-

reigns of Europe.
After the order was suppressed, and during the political turmoil and the unsettled state of Europe, the

congregations, although kept up secretly by some disguised Liguorist or Jesuit, were thinly attended, and
had lost all their importance. But after the restoration of the Pope and of the Bourbons, missionaries of
all kinds overran the whole of
Italy, Spain, and part
of France, and, among other religious exploits, re-established the congregations of the Virgin.
Congregations both of men and women are now verv numerous,

although they perhaps want that unity of purpose
and of direction, which in former times rendered them
so dangerously powerful.
Their denominations are
numberless; congregations of the JRosary, congregations
of the Assumption of the Virgin, congregations of the
Blood of Jesus (del Sangue di Gesu). In those places
where there are no Jesuits, they are directed by proxy,
some other religious community, as the Liguorist, the
Lazarist, the Passionist, or such like idle and corrupted
crew, being appointed to that duty. In church affairs,
the members of these congregations have, so to speak,
They go
privileges above the rest of the citizens
foremost in the processions and other exhibitions; they
wear a distinctive badge; they are entitled to a greater
number of days of indulgence, and so on. Besides
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which satisfy the devotional feehno;, and
the vanity, especially that of the common people
in small towns, each individual member may count
upon receiving the protection and indirect assistance
of the father director.
The boarders in the Jesuit college are subjected to
almost the same mode of hfe as that of the Scholars (tlie
second class of Jesuits), which, however, is not strictly
conformable to that of the other classes Loyola having given them a dispensation from some external
practices, acts of devotion and of mortification, that they
may have more time for study.* The boarders are
cliese thino^s,

flatter

;

placed in large rooms, called in Italian Camerate, in
French Chamhres, each of which accommodates from
fifteen to twenty, who are under the superintendence
of a Prefetto and Vice-prefetto.
At six in the morna
bell
the
for
The prefect
ing
gives
signal
rising.
immediately chants some prayers, which are repeated
by some of the youths who are less asleep than the
Half an hour is allowed for dressino; an hour
rest.
is spent
the chapel, hearing mass, and singing the
praises of the Virgin and St Ignatius.
Study follows,
and after breakfast, for which half an hour is allowed,
they descend to the public schoolroom, where they
mix with the day-boarders, with whom, however, they
•

m

have no opportunities of secret converse. Two pupils,
and every day different ones, are secretly charo-ed by
the prelect to give an account of the behaviour of all
the others, and they are punished if they are not accurate in their denunciations.

At twelve they

sit

down

to dinner, during which ascetic books are read from
a pulpit placed in the refectory. After the evening
school, they walk for an hour in winter, two in sum-

mer, and almost double that time on holidays. Before
supper, half an hour is again spent in the chapel; and
what remains of the evening after supper is spent in
study and recreation.
*

At nine

Const, pars

iv.

chap.

o'clock, being
vi. § iii.

warned
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by the ringing

of the bell, they prepare for rest, acthe
companyinoprefect in chanting the Litany of the
No one is allowed to go from one camerata
Virgin.
to another, without the express permission of the
prefect or vice- prefect, one of whom must accompany him. No one, not even a parent, is allowed to
visit a boarder without the consent of the superior,
who is almost always present at tlie interview. No
letter can be sent oil or received by any boarder but
it must pass
through the hands of the rector, who
The boarders never go
stops it if he thinks proper.
home except during the holidays in September, and
some remain in the college even during that period.
The consequence is, that the influence of the family is
gradually destroyed, and the Jesuits mould these

vouthful hearts and intellects accordino- to their own
Jesuitical pattern.
Every fortnight all the boarders
must go to the confessional, and severe punishment is
inflicted on those who transgress this principal rule of
the colleire.
But no one ever dares to brave the
punishment, though many do not scruple to evade the
duty by practising a little ruse.*
* To ascertain whether
every one goes to the confessional every other
Saturday, each boarder receives a card with his own name written on
to his confessor, who gives it back to the recwhich
he
iniist
deliver
it,
I may here mention that this method is also practised at Easter iu
tor.
the whole of the States of the Church, with all the inhabitants. If your
card is not among those collected from the different confessors, it is e\ident that you have not fultilled the precept, and if you do not give a
satisfactory reason for it before the 26th of August, your name is fixed on
the door of the parish church a,s that of a sacrilegious and infamous person.
In the college of Senegallia, where I was educated, we were about
two hundred boarders. Eight confessors were appointed to shrive. At
sunset we descended to the chapel, whence we went in turn into the diffeThe rooms were darkened, and the fathers
rent schoolrooms to confess.
were seated each in an arm chair, before a sort of confessional, through
To
had
of
which
our
sins
to find their w^ay to their pious ears.
a grating
such conffssors as had been more severe on former occasions we usually
played some tricks, such as putting a piece of raw garlic into our mouths,
and pretending to be seized with a fit of coughing or sneezing, so that the
poor confessor, who, in order to hear our confession well, was obliged to
have his face close to the grating, had his olfactory nerves assailed by a
The penance, you
puff of breath whicli was anything but agreeable.
may be sure, was double, but it never deterred us from playing similar
_
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the Jesuit colleges, as we have already obthe o-reatest decency, and a sort of
which is highly pleasmilitary order and disciphne,
were open for
Their
the
to
colleges
young.
ing

In

all

served,

reio-ns

'•'

Even dancing; and fencino: were
the
The annual distribution of prizes was
not excluded.
preceded not only by tragedies full of political allusions,
but also by ballets composed by the reverend fathers,
graceful arts.

all

and executed by the most agile of their pupils."*
to advance
]S'o
pains were spared by the Jesuits
But as the end which
their pupils in their studies.
thev taught them to have in \'iew was not the truth as
it was not their purpose to inspire their young minds
witli those noble and generous sentiments which form
to instruct them in their pecugreat citizens, but only
liar doctrines, and render them sul)servient to their
order, the whole course of instruction was directed to
the attainment of these ends, and the progress of their
than solid partook more of
pupils was more brilliant
a theatrical character than of a serious method of
the power of
learning that would have developed
In the speculative sciences
reason and reflection.
The
instruction was most defective.
especially, their
student was by no means taught to penetrate the
of prejudices and ayipearances on
superficial crust
which the mass of mankind build their opinions, and

—

—

pranks again, thougli "we i-eiigiously fulfilled it. Sometimes we contrived
One "who was
to evade confession altogether in the following manner
with
going in to the confessional took with him the card of another along
the
after
hand
of
the
In
own.
his
confessor,
having confessed, he
kissing
put into it one card, aud slipped the other upon the table on which the
After all was over, the servant
father laid those he was receiving
brought in a light, and the confessor collected all the tickets he found on
the table, and took them with him.
Meanwhile, the person whose card
had thus passed through the confessional without its owner was skulking
in a closet or some other hiding-place, till, after the lapse of a sufficient
relength of time, he returned, as if he had religiously fultilled the duty
If you ask whether we believed in the efficacy of confession, I
quired.
answer that we all firmly believed in it, and that in any illness or danger
we would have earnestly asked for a confessor ; only we did not Uke to go
:

to

it

*

so often.
Cret. vol. iv. p. 226.

—
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to descend into the deeper essence of
plillosophy; but
his attention was chiefly directed to the art of dis-

puting in pitiable syllogism upon some of their estabhshed principles. The most fantastical, and, at the

same

time, attractive questions, were proposed for public
disputation and to that incessant fencing of nego,
;

concedo, distingiio,

&c., the

apprentice philosoplier

was taught
play

to give all his attention, and, in the disof al)ility in this exercise, to place all his

The
any

glory.

Jesuits, so celebrated as casuists, cannot boast of
great philosopher. If some of their pupils acquired

a great name in science or in literature, they owed it
to their own creative power, which broke out from
that sort of magic circle which had been described
around them.
They became great, not because they
had had good masters, but, on the contrary, because
they had followed no other master than their own

—

inventive genius.
And this is always the case the
Dantes, the Bacons, the Shakspeares, had no masters.

The Jesuits cultivated, with more success, archseology,
numismatics, and the study of languages.
They have
especiall}^ rendered important services to the study of
the classics, which they strongly recommended as the
most effectual requisite of a good education.
But
even to their labours in this department of learning
we cannot render unqualified praise.
Literature forms the principal part of the education
of a people.
Greece and Rome owe their civilisation
and grandeur to their poets and orators more than to
With the Eschyluses, the Demosanything else.
tlieneses, the Horaces, and the Ciceros, disappeared
the glory, the liberty, the civilisation, of the two
And if now and then some privileged intelnations.
ligences, such as Tacitus and Plutarch, appeared on
the scene, they could not give a tone to the age, both
because they stood alone, and because they were the
reflection, not of their own, but of bygone times, and
that all the elements of the expiring civilisation were
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For it
concentrated, we mav sav, in themselves alone.
not to the excellence of the form that hterature is mdebted for its power it is rather to its being a vivid representation of the thoughts and feehngs, the opinions
IS

;

and sentiments, the hopes and fears, which constitute
the life of a nation, and which the writers powerfully
exhibit because Jhej themselves are powerfully moved
It Avas by their possessing this excellence
that the classical writers of
in the

by them.

highest degree
antiquity contributed to form the character of their
countrymen and it is this which forms the chief
;

works to the modern student, and
which renders them so efficient an instrument for

attraction of their

developing the powers of the youthful mind. ]S^ow, how
can a Jesuit, who has no country, no family, no affection, no fiistory, nothing in which to glory but his
order how can such a man impart to young minds
those noble sentiments, those inspirations, which form
"
the essential part of classical literature ?
How,"
^'
how shall the youth love and
exclaimis our Gioberti,*
admire the heroes of Plutarch if they are made known
to him by a Jesuit ?t because," most judiciously adds
" even if the
the Italian philosopher,
pupils can repeat
the half of Demosthenes or of Cicero, the lesson cannot
produce any good effect on their tender minds, if it is not
assisted by the voice, by the manners, by the examples,
of the interpreter
so that the soul and the hfe of the
master ought to be a mirror and imaci:e of that ideal

—

;

* Gioberti is a Roman Catholic
priest, ex-Premier of the King of
Sardinia, and one of our greatest living phil(;sophers.
Though strictly
and
even
to
the
orthijdux,
partial
Papal authority, he has contributed
more than any other man to give the last fatal blow to the Jesuits in
His Gesuita Moderno (Modem Jesuit), in which he lays bare all
Italy.
the iniquities of the fathers, has ruined their order for ever, in the
estimation of the Italians, and effectually prevented them from again setI do not share his political or religious creed,
ting foot in Piedmont.
but Italy must preserve the memory of the benefit he has conferred
upon her on this point, and I, in particular, have to confess myself
grateful to him for the advice and encouragement he has kindly given
•jne in the compilation of this work.
t Gesuita Moderno, vol. iii. p. 226. Ed. di Losanna.
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world into which he introduces the pupil." In fact,
the Jesuits gave all tlieir attention merely to the
external form of their compositions.
Purity of languao'e, elegance of style, correctness of expression, are,
generally speaking, the distinctive characteristics of the

But their
writings of the Jesuits and their pupils.
writings are devoid of invention, of bold and luxuriant
images, of earnest and passionate expressions, and tlie
care they take to publish their style renders them
No doubt there are
and often ridiculous.

aifected

honourable exceptions
neri, and Bourdaloae,

and

;

Bartoli, for example, Segclassed among the first

may be

The Jesuits exercised
Italian and French writers.
rather the memory than the intelligence of the pupil,
who not seldom was able to recite volumes of which lie
hardly understood a word. Their greatest merit consisted in rendering study pleasing ; and many of tlieir
pupils owe their fame and greatness, not to the information, but to the love of learning, they
their schools.

had acquired

in

Studlonau roLi'ulatevd with great premethod of instruction in its most minute
and has ever since been the code followed by

Tlie Ratio

the

cision
details,

the Jesuits to our day.
Meanwhile a great change had taken place in the
Through Acquaviva's
general policy of the Society.
influence, the order, at least as represented by its
officials in Rome, and by the young generation of
Jesuits who were devoted to the General, had passed
and ever
from the Spanish into the French camp
;

a great measure opposed by
Let
the Spanish and supported by the French court.
us see how it happened.
The Jesuits had only partially obeyed the arret
of the Parliament of Paris which expelled thcin
after, the Jesuits

from France.
vinces

:

were

They

secretly and

in

resided publicly in
in

lowing the suggestions

many

pro-

Foldisguise every Avhere.
of their General, they had

com:motion among the Jesuits.
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and their conduct, and,
Leaguer s, were become zealous
" Cardinal Tolet has done
partisans of Henry IV.
wonders, and has shewn himself a good Frenchman," wrote the French ambassador, Cardinal du
their

chaiio-ed

from

beino*

lano:na2;e

furious

In fact, he,
Perron, to the minister Villeroy.*
more than any other person, had contributed to obtain
Acquaviva refused to accept,
Henry's absolution.
without Henry's consent, two new coUeo^es which were
offered to the order by some town of Languedoc,
where the Jesuits had been maintained by the local
He. the General, and the Pope, the
parliament.
king's best friends, as they called themselves, pressed
him hard to restore the Jesuits, who, on their part,

promised him the same obedience, the same devotion,
they had till then shewn to the King of Spain. Above
all.
they offered to uphold his royal authority in all
its extent, which was then
impugned by the Huguenots.
Henry was in a very perplexing position. He stood
in need of the Pope's support against the rival house
of Austria.
He felt the necessity of shewing himself
a zealous Catholic, and he wished to secure, if possible,
the support of such men as the Jesuits.
On the other

hand, he

knew what dangerous and

perfidious guests

and the parliament, the greatest part of
the clero-y and all his ministers, were adverse to the
Society.
Sully, the great minister and faithful friend
of Henry, has handed down to us the sentiments of
" I
his royal master on this subject.
do not doubt,"
"
said the prince to Sully,
that you can easily combat
they were

;

this first reason, but I do not think that
you will even
attempt to refute the second, namely, that by necessity I am compelled to do one of these two things

—

them from the
infamy and disgrace with which they are covered, and
put to the test the sincerity of their oaths and of their
splendid promises or to expel them in a more absolute
either simply to recall the Jesuits, free

;

*

Ranke,

vol.

ii.

p. 92j in

a note.
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manner, using against them all the rigour and severity
that can be thought of to prevent them from ever
approaching either my person or my estates on whicli
supposition there is no doubt but that we shall drive
them to despair, and to the resolution of attempting
my life, which would render it so miserable to me,
being always under the apprehension of being poisoned or murdered (for those people have correspondents everywhere, and are very dexterous in disposing
the minds of men to whatever tliey wish), that I think
it would be better to be
already dead, being of Caesar's
the
that
sweetest
death is that which is least
opinion,
* In
expected and foreseen."
conformity with this opi;

nion, Henry, in 1603, issued letters-patent for the
re-establishment of the Jesuits, and forced the reluctant parliament to register them.
To Acquaviva he

warm

assuring him of his friendship,
convened congregation his
wishes that the original Constitutions should not be
altered, and this letter in great part checked the influence of the Spanish party, who asked for a reform,

wrote a

and expressing

letter,

to the then

and were supported by

.the

Spanish court.f

the two courts shewed the
same dispositions. It does not enter into the plan of
this work to narrate the particulars of this famous
contest, except in so far as the Jesuits were concerned

In the

affair of V^enice,

it, and it belongs to their history
ceed to do as shortly as possible.

in

;

and

this

we

pro-

Long had the difference lasted between the Roman
See and the Venetian government, the first asserting

many

privileges of the

latter

denying them.

Church over

The

state affairs, the

Jesuits upheld the exorbi-

Rome with the utmost pertinacity.
while
both parties were exasperated
happened,
against each other, two priests, accused of infamous
crimes, were, by order of the Venetian government,
arrested, and delivered up to the ordinary tribunal?;.
tant pretensions of
]S'ow, it

*

Jlemoires de Sully,

torn.

ii.

ch. 3.

+

See Ranke, vol.

ii.

p. 132.
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contended that the republic had no right to arrest
any ecclesiastic, who was subject to none but ecclesiThe Jesuits were tlie most zealous
astical autliority.
The famous
of the clergy in maintaining this principle.
Bellarmine asserted, that '• the priesthood has its princes
who govern, not only in spiritual, but also in temporal
matters.
ticular

It could not possibly

temporal superior.

acknowledge any parcan serve two

No man

It is for the priest to judge the emperor,
masters.
It would be absurd for
not the emperor the priest.

the sheep to pretend to judge the shepherd.'"*
The
republic, on the other hand, asserted her sovereign
Paul V. was in the Papal chair, a man who
rights.
considered the canonical law as the word of God, and

was ready to excommunicate whosoever dared to disregard its authority. He laid Venice under an interdict, which, as most of our readers are aware, would
have shut up all the churches, and prevented the performance of all religious services within its bounds.

The government, however, that the public tranquiUity
might not be disturbed, summoned before them all the
clergy, both regular and secular, and offered them the
alternative, either to officiate, as in ordinary times, or to

leave the territory of the republic immediately. They
did not hesitate for an instant
not a single copy of the
Papal brief was fixed up, and public worship was evei-y;

wherc conducted as before. The Jesuits, however, in obedience to the Pope's command, transmitted by their General, departed from the v enetian States, ostentatiously
carrying with them the consecrated host, as if they
would shew, savs Gioberti, that God went into exile
When the dispute between Rome
along with them.
and the republic was afterwards settled, the senate
In
refused, though requested, to re-admit the Jesuits.
vain the Pope, and above all,
Henry IV., who sent the
Cardinal Joyeuse to Venice on purpose, used all their
* See
Bellarmine in Ranke^ vol.

ii.

pp. 116, 117.
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influence to procure the re-establishment of the fathers.
Tiie republic, encouraged in her resolution by the

court of Spain, would in no

way yield on this point,
was only in 1657 that, in exchange for pecuniary advantages and the support of the Pope in the
war of Candia, the Jesuits were allowed, under many
restrictions, to re-enter the Venetian states.*
By this time Acquaviva had established his authoThe congregations had
rity more firmly than ever.
supported him the revolt had been quelled the rioters
and

it

;

punished

;

;

and peace

for the

moment

restored to the

"
Society.
Acquaviva, so to speak, had gone through
the iron age of the company
his successor was destined to govern in the golden age
All, during

—

a century, bestowed smiles upon the Company of Jesus.
She became the favourite of the Popes and the kings
the confidant of their ministers
the director of the

—

—

—

all reAll took inspiration from her
public spirit.
turned to her as to its source."
But, notwithstanding
this fiattering and in part true picture, the order had
"j"

received a shock, the effect of which Avas soon to be
made manifest. To govern the revolted province of
Spain, Acquaviva, violating the fundamental law of the
order, had appointed professed members as administrators of colleges, while, to meet the necessity of the
moment, coadjutors lulfilled the duties assigned by the

This ultimately proved
Constitution to the professed.
the ruin of the order.
Besides this, Mariana J and
Henriquez, two influential Spanish Jesuits, out of hatred
to Acquaviva, had pointed out many abuses which had
crept into the community, and bitterly inveighed
* Seel'Abbe
Racine, Abrege deVHistolre Ecdesiastique, torn. x. p. 40.
See also Fra Paolo Sarpi, who Las immortal iscd his name as theologian
of the Venetian Government, and historian of the contest.

t

Cret. vol.

iii.

p. 180.

X Mariana was one of the most learned Spanish Jesuits, the personal
enemy and the most fiery opponent of Acquaviva. He opposed to his
utmost Molina's doctrine on grace and free will, and propounded, as we
have in part seen, the principle of the sovereignty of the people. He was
held in great veneration

among the

Spaniards,
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tyrannv of the General and a few of the
had an immediate result

This
higher functionaries.
most injurious to the order.

Under the

successors of

Acquaviva, these seeds of revolt and disobedience
spread so fast, that when, towards the year 1560, the
General, Goswin JSickel, attempted to enforce obedience to the primitive rules, he was solemnly deprived

by

his disciples of all authority.
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CHAPTER

XI.

lCOO-1700.

DOCTRINES AND MORAL CODE OF THE JESUITS.

Let not our readers imagine

that we shall enter into
a profound theological discussion about the doctrines
of the Jesuits.
The thing has been repeatedly done,
and we confess ourselves too deficient scholars in

We

throw any new light upon it.
shall
briefly touch the theological question, and shall rather
divinity, to

enlarge on those principles and maxims by which the
Jesuits perverted the morals of their votaries, the
better to domineer over them.
Acquaviva, in the Ratio Studiorum^ had introduced
a clause which threw the Roman Cathohc world into
confusion and alarm.
Lainez, as we have observed,
had already inserted a note in the Constitution regarding the study of scholastic learning, to this effect, that,
" if
any book of theology could be found more adapted
to the times, it should be taught."
Acquaviva went
a step further, and declared, " that St Thomas was
indeed an author deserving of the highest approbation,
but that it would be an insufferable yoke to be compelled to follow his footsteps in all things, and on no
that many impoint to be allowed a free opinion
portant doctrines had been more firmly established and
better elucidated by recent theologians than by the
doctor himselfV *
This declaration
a
;

holy
great commotion in the
*

See Ratio Studiorum.

produced

Roman

Catholic world, and

See also Ranke,

vol.

ii.

p. 88,
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the Inquisition declared "that the Ratio Studiorum
most dangerous, rash, and arrogant book that
had ever appeared, and calculated to produce many
*
But
disturbances in the Christian commonwealth."
a greater scandal and more violent tempest was
vvas the

awakened by Molina, who in 1588 published at Evora
a work on grace and free-will,! which inculcated a
doctrine

quite at variance with that taught by St
received by the Church.
He maintained

Thomas and

that free-will, even without the help of grace, can produce morally good works, that it can resist temptation, and can elevate itself to various acts of hope,
When a man has adfaith, love, and repentance.

vanced thus far, God then bestows grace upon him on
account of Christ's merits, by means of which o-race
he experiences the supernatural effects of sanctilication; yet, as before this grace had been received, in
like

manner,

free-will is continually in action

;

and as

everything depends on it, it rests with us to make the
Molina, in conhelp of God effectual or ineffectual.
sequence, rejected the doctrine of Thomas and Augustine on predestination, and refused to admit it, as
This is the substance of Molina's
too stern and cruel.
doctrine. \

The Dominicans, a

great part of the theologians,

and some of the Jesuits, loudly exclaimed against
and the Inquisition was on the point of condemning

it,

it,

when, by the influence of Acquaviva, who sided with
Molina, the affair was called up to Rome.
Sixty-live
meetings and thirty-seven disputations were held in
presence of the Pope Clement VI 11., who took a hvely
interest in the subject wrote much upon it himself, and who was resolved to condemn the Jesuits*
doctrine.
But when it was reported to him that the
fathers spoke of calUng a general council,
*

+

Serry, in Ranke, vol. ii. p. 88.
Avbitrii cum g rat ice don is concordia.

$ See

it

exposed more at length

in

Ranke,

vol.

ii.

p. 90.

and that

in
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one of their public discussions the thesis to be proved
to this effect, that "it is not an article of faith

was

that such and such a
is

really

Pope (Clement YIIL, for example)
Pope;"* the poor Pope exclaimed, "They

dare everything, everything!" paused, and died without
The disputations were
having given any decision.
resumed under Paul V., who also held the doctrine of
the Thomists.
The Jesuits, however, had given him
such proofs of their devotion in the affair of Venice,

and were

so powerful in the Church, that he had
neither the heart nor the courap'e to condemn them.

In consequence, in 1607 he imposed silence on both
parties till he should pronounce a decision which
would set the matter at rest.j As this decision never
came, and as tlie doctrine of the Jesuits was not condemned, thev chanted victorv, and lost no time in
having Molina's book circulated and taught everywhere.
But a formidable antagonist arose a little later to
This was the sect of the
oppose its progress.
Jansenists, so celebrated for its labours and sufferings, which form so interesting a chapter in the history
of the Romish Church.
Jansenius, the founder, was

—

—

in Holland
studied at Louvain
was
ordained a priest and, in 1636, consecrated Bishop
of Ypres.
Shocked at the doctrine of the Jesuits, he
and Du Verger de Hauranne (afterwards Abbot of St

born in 1585,

—

Cyran, by which name he is better known) plunged
themselves into the study of the ancient fathers of the

Church, and especially of Augustine; and, after six years
of labour, Jansenius composed a book, in which the
ancient doctrine of the Thomists was again propounded, advancing, however, a step towards Luther's
doctrine on grace and justification.
Being smitten by
the plague, Jansenius, on his death-bed, submitted his
manuscript to the judgment of the Roman See; but
St Cyran, without waiting for the oracle of the Vati*

Serry.

f lanke,

vol.

ii.

p. 131.
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can, published the Auffustinus (such was the title of
Jansenius' work), which produced a great sensation.
St Cyran became the chief of a school, in which were
grouped scores of young ecclesiastics, and some of the
The nuns of Portmo?t eminent men in France.

Roval, amono'st whom were almost the whole of the
Arnauld family, under the guidance of the venerable
Mere Angelique, tlie sister of the famous Arnauld,
followed the doctrine of St Cyran. Cardinal Richelieu,
himself should exerjealous that any other person than
cise influence or power, sent St Cyran to the dungeon
of Vincennes.

On

the death of his persecutor, the noble

sufferer being set at liberty, returned to his duties,
and was received, and almost worshipped as a saint,
the increased number of his disciples. The Jesuits,

by
alarmed at the favour with wdiich the doctrine of
Jansenius was received, bestirred themselves in every
quarter to impugn it, and filled the world with their
clamours and imprecations against the book, as if the
Bishop of Ypres had denied the very existence of God.
The Pope was applied to to anathematise the impious
work; and, when he hesitated, they directed his
attention to a passage, in which his infallibility w^as
Of course this was
indirectly called in question.
Urban VIII. exa heresy not to be overlooked.
but this
pressed his disapprobation of the book
had no effect in checking its popularity. Such men
;

as Arnauld, Le Maitre, De Sacy, Pascal, supported
Jansenius' doctrine, and their many folloAvers disreThe
garded the denunciations of its opponents.

became

furious.
They embodied, in their OAvn
the
essential
doctrines of Jansenius in
peculiar way,
live propositions, and asked Innocent X.
solemnly to

Jesuits

The Pope was a man who abhorred

condemn them.

theological controversy,

engaged in this but
the Court of Rome
;

Jesuits.

The

five

it

to

and would not willingly have
was no longer in the power ot
resist

the

influence

of the

propositions were condemned, as
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The Jansenists indignantly
with heresy.
denied that such propositions were to be found in the
Augustinus, and that they expressed the sense attributed to them but Alexander VII., who was now the
reigning Pope, declared, by a bull, that the propositions were really to be found in Jansenius' book.
Of all the extravagant pretensions of the Roman See,
The Jansenists, in
this was assuredly the greatest.
their defence, while they declared themselves good
and devout Catholics, asserted, nevertheless, that the
Pope's infallibihty did not extend to matters of fact.
"
Why "make such a noise?" they said to their oppowe acknowledge that these propositions are
nents
Shew us them in Augustinus, and we
heterodox.
"
We
will unite with you in condemning them."
need not take the trouble to shew them to you," was
" the
the answer
Pope has declared them to be in
the book and the Pope is infallible." So, if the Pope
affirms that a magnificent castle is to be found in the
middle of the ocean, according to a doctrine to which
the Papist sticks even in the present day, one must

tainted

;

—

—

believe

endured

it,

;

The Jansenists
or be excommunicated !
of persecution rather than submit to
a decree; and it is a striking instance of

all sorts

so unjust
human inconsistency, that

who had approached
at least

in its

men

so noble

and upright,

so near the Protestant doctrine,

most essential part, should continue

The fact, we
within the pale of the Roman Church.
believe, may be partly explained by that pertinacity
which men of all parties display in maintaining a position they have once taken up in any controversy, that
" The
they may not incur the ignominy of defeat.
supporters of the Augustinus are heretics," the
Jesuits had said from the beginning ; and the Jansenists, in order that the book might be declared orthodox, had indignantly repelled the accusation, and declared themselves good and devout Roman Catholics

—

and they maintained

to the

end their

first

declaration.
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Alas ! how many eloquent pages Arnaiild, Nicole, and
Pascal have written, to prove themselves the votaries
and slaves of the idol of Rome !
Not to interrupt our narrative, we have brought
the reader far beyond the epoch we are considering.
must now look a httle back, and see how the
AVe
Jesuits had become so powerful a brotherhood.
have already seen what arts they used, and what doctrines they propounded, to get a footing in different
countries, acquire an influence over persons of their
own persuasion, and a preponderance in the Court of

We

But as the doctrines and practices by which
Rome.
obtained their ends were no longer suited,
had
they
were not the most efficient, for the times,
they now changed both doctrines and practices with
wonderful promptitude.
When the order was estabhshed, the Court of Rome
had itself to struggle for existence, and was on the

or, at least,

and ill-used
verge of being stripped of its ill-gotten
V.
lent it soldiers
The
Charles
politic
authority.

—

the

Jesuits,

theoloo-ians

for

the

contest.

Lainez,
as good

Salmeron, Lejay, and Canisius, rendered it
and unequivocal services as the imperial armies. But
Not only
such men as those were no longer needed.
had the flood of the Reformation been stayed, but
Rome was in the utmost exultation at having recon-

quered many lost provinces and, as theological controversies were now raging in the camp of her
to assert
adversary, the Papacy, though emboldened
never
she
would
a
which,
before,
century
pretensions
have dreamt of mentioning, relaxed that activity
which she had for a moment displayed, and returned
Howto her former life of intrigues and indolence.
;

ever, the o;reat contest with the Protestants had left
among the Roman Catholics a tendency, a wish, we
do not say to become better Christians, but to make a

All the external
greater display of their religion.
constituted
practices of devotion which, in their eyes,
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the true believer, were more eagerly resorted to and,
above all, the confessional was frequented with unpreTo have a confessor exclusively
cedented assiduity.
for one's self was the surest sign of orthodoxy, and
became as fashionable as it is now to have a box at
the opera.
Sovereigns, ministers, courtiers, noble;

—

men every man, in short, who had a certain position
in society, had his own acknowledged confessor. Even
the mistresses of princes pretended to the privilege
and Madame de Pompadour will prove to her spiritual

—

dangerous to oppose the caprices of a
Jesuits saw at once the immense
would
derive if they could enlarge
advantage they

guide that

it is

The

favourite.

number

the

of

their

clients,

especially

among the

They were

already, in this particular, far advanced in the public favour ; they were
known to be very indulgent had long since obtained
the privilege of absolving from those sins which only

higher

classes.

;

and Suarez, their
the Pope himself could pardon
great theologian, had even attempted to introduce
confession by letter, as a more easy and expeditious
;

way

of reaching all penitents. *

this time they had made fearful progress in
the art of flattering the bad passions, and winking at
the vices, of those who had recourse to their ministry
in order to make, as they believed, their peace with
Escobar collected in six large volumes the
God.
doctrines of different Jesuit casuists, those preceptors

But by

of immorality

and prevarication

;

and

his

book was

for a time the only code followed

the Jesuits.f

However,

taught downright
*

Cret. vol.

ii.

I

by the generality of
will not assert that they

immorality,

to

corrupt mankind

p. 176.

f Escobar compiled

his

work

o:'

Moral Theology from twenty-fuur

Jesuit authors, and 'm his preface he finds an analogy betwixt his book
and " that in the Apocalypse which was sealed with seven seals/' and
" Jesus
states that
presented it thus sealed to the four living creatures,"
Suarez, Vasquez, Molina, and Valencia (four celebrated casuists), in
presence of the four-and-twenty Jesuits, who represent the four-and-

tweuty elders.
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merely for the sake of corrupting them. IS^o if this
has sometimes been the case with individuals, it Avas
never so with a sect. They had another end in view.
As we said, they aspired to be the general confessor^,
;

own private purposes; conceahng their deout that it
signs under the mask of piety, they gave
was essential for the good of rehgion that they should

for their

have the direction of all consciences
and, as an
inducement to penitents to resort to them, they
;

offered doctrines in conformity to the wishes of persons
Hence all their casuists were not licenof all sorts.

and indulgent to vice. A few of them were strict,
and indeed teachers of evangelical precepts,
and those they held out to the few penitents who were
of a more rigid morahty, and quoted them when accused
tious

severe,

of teaching relaxed doctrines while for the multitude,
are generally more loose in their morals, they
had the bulk of their casuists. Father Petau calls this
"an obli^ino; and accommodatinor conduct." So, for
example, if the Jesuit confessor perceives that a peni;

who

tent

feels

inclined to

make

restitution of ill-gotten

money, he will certainly encourage him to do so,
praise him for his holy resolution, insist to be himself
the instrument of the restitution, taking care, howBut if another
ever, that it should be known ao-ain.
person accuse himself of theft, but shew no disposition
to

make

restitution, be sure that the Jesuit confessor
some book or other of his brother Jesuits

will find in

some sophistry to set his conscience at rest, and persuade him that he may safely retain what he has stolen
from

his neighbour.

The existence of books to which those pernicious
maxims have been consigned, ha.ving put it out of the
power of the Jesuits to impugn their genuineness in
;

order to exculpate their Society, they have cast a
reproach upon the teachers of their own Church, and
" The
even

blasphemed Christianity.
probabilism,"
"
was not born with the Jesuits at
says their historian,
;
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moment of their estabhshment probabihsm reigned
in the schools." * And again, " Ever since the origin of
the

had complained of the austerity
the Jesuits came to bring relief
from these grievances." f
But, that our readers may judge for themselves of
the character of Jesuitical morality, we shall lay before
them some of their doctrines and in doing so (be it
observed), we shall quote as our authorities none but
Jesuit authors, and such as have been approved and are
held in veneration by the Society.
It is evident that, in the confessional,
everything
depends upon the conception formed of transgression
Christianity, the world

of certain precepts

;

;

and

sin.

we do not

Now, according to the Jesuitical doctrines.
sin, unless we have a clear perception and

understanding of the
freely consent to it. J

sin

as sin,

The

and miless our

will

following are the conse-

quences which the Jesuit casuists have deduced from
that principle
"
confessor perceives that his penitent is in invincible ignorance, or at least in innocent ignorance,
and he does not hope that any benefit will be derived
from his advice, but rather anxiety of mind, strife, or
:

—

A

scandal.
Should he dissemble Suarez affirms tliat
he ought; because, since his admonition will be fruitless, ignorance will excuse his penitent from sin."§
" Altlii
ugh he who, through inveterate habit, inadvertently swears a falsehood, may seem bound to
confess the propensity, yet he is commonly excused.
The reason is, that no one commonly reflects upon the
obligation by which he is bound to extirpate the habit
.... and, therefore, since he is excused from the sin, he
'i

;

* Cret.
i"

vol. iv. p. 58,

Le monde

i'austerite

setait

plaint

de certains precepts

— Cret.
doleances, &c.

vol. iv. p.

;

depuis Torigine du Christianisme de
les Jesuites venaient au secour de ces
50.

J Busembaum, apud Ranke, vol. ii. p. 394.
§ Antony Escobar. L. Thcol. moraJis vigenti-quatuor Societatis Jesu
Doctorihus reseratus.
Ex. de pasniteutift, ch. vii. N. 155.
(Lugduni,
1056. Ed. Mus. Brit.)
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be excused from confession.

Some maintain

that the same may be said of blasphemy, heresy, and
of the aforesaid oath
and, consequently, that such
committed
inadvertently, are neither sins in
things,
tJiemselves, nor the cause of sins, and therefore need
not necessarily he confessed.'^ *
Wherever there is no knowledge of wickedness,
;

.

.

.

.

'•'

there

is

also of necessity

no

sin.

It is sufficient

to

at least a confused notion of the heinousness of a

have

without which knowledire there would never be a
For instance, one man kills another,
flagrant crime.
behoving it indeed to be wrong, but conceiving it to
be nothing more than a trifling fault. Such a man
does not greatly sin, because it is knowledge only
which points out the wickedness or the grossness of it
sin,

to the will.

Therefore, criminality is only imputed
according to the measure of knowledge."
" If a man commit
adultery or suicide, reflecting
indeed, but still very imperfectly and superflcially,
upon the wickedness and great sinfulness of those
crimes however heinous may be the matter, he still
The reason is, that as a knowledge
sins but slightly.
of the wickedness is necessary to constitute the sin, so
;

a

is

full clear

knowledge and

constitute a heinous sin.

reflection necessary to
thus I reason with

And

In order that a man may freely sin, it is
whether he sins or not. But
necessary
he fails to deliberate ujjon the moral ivickedness of

Yasquez

:

to deliberate

if he does not reflect, at least by doubting, upon it
Tlierefore he does not sin, unless lie
during the act.
It is also certain
reflects upon the ivickedness of it.
that a full knowledge of such wickedness is required
it,

to constitute a mortal sin.

For

luould be univorthy
glory, and
to reject him for ever, for a sin on ivhich he had not
fully deliberated; but if reflection upon the ivickedness
the goodness

*

of God

to

exclude a

it

man from

Tliomas Tambourin. Methodxis ExveditcB Confessionis L. ii. ch.
N. 23. (Lu-duni, Itjoy. Antverpiae, 1656. Ed. Coll. Sicn.)
,

iii

§ 3,
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it

has only been partial, deliberation has not been
and therefore the sin is not a mortal sin."*

complete

The

;

doctrine have
been admirably represented by Pascal in his happiest
"
vein of irony.
Oh, my dear sir," says he to the
Jesuit who had exposed to him the afore-mentioned
"
what a blessing this will be to some persons
doctrine,
I must
of my acquaintance
positively introduce them
You have never, perhaps, in all your life,
to you.
met with people who had fewer sins to account for !
In the first place, they never think of God at all
their vices have got the better of their reason
they
have never known either their weakness or the physician who can cure it
they have never thought of
of
the
health
their soul,' and still less of
desiring
so that, according to
praying to God to bestow it
practical consequences of this

!

;

;

;

*

'

'

;

M.

le

Moine, they are still in the state of baptismal
They have never had a thought of
'

innocence.

loving God, or of being contrite for

their sins;' so

Father Annat, thev have never
committed sin tlirough the want of charity and penitence.
Their life is spent in a perpetual round of all
sorts of pleasures, in the course of which they have not
been interrupted by the slightest remorse. These
that,

accordino- to

had led me to imagine that their perdition
was inevitable but you, father, inform me that these
same excesses secure their salvation. Blessino-s on
excesses

;

you, my good father, for this new way of justifying
Others prescribe painful austerities for healpeople
ing the soul but you shew that souls which may be
thought desperately diseased are in quite good health.
What an excellent device for being happy both in this
I had always supposed that
world and in the next
the less a man thought of God, the more he sinned
but, from what I see now, if one could only succeed in
!

;

!

;

bringing himself not to think upon
*

at

all,

every-

Disput. Theologice Scholasticce, torn. i. Dis.
1 and 2, and Dis. i. q. iii. sec. 2, § 3.
(Lugduni, 1671.)

Greorge de Rhodes.

xi. qiu^s. xi, sec.

God
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thing would be pure with him in all time comina*.
Away with your lialf-and-half sinners, who retain

Thev will be
some sneakino; affection for virtue
damned, every soul of them. But commend me to
your arrant sinners hardened, unalloyed, out-and!

—

out,

them

thorough-bred sinners.
they have cheated the
;

Hell
devil,

no place

is

for

by sheer devotion

to his service.'*'"*

But if vou are not such an arrant hardened sinner
but that vour conscience warns vou of vour o-uilt, then
come to the doctrine of probability, the A B C of the
Jesuitical code of morality, which will set your troublesome conscience at rest. Listen
" The true
opinion is, that it is not only lawful to
follow the mo7^e probable but less safe opinion ....
but also that the less safe may be followed when there
is an equality of probability."
" I
agree in the opinion of Henricpiez, Vasquez, and
Perez, who maintain that it is sufficient for an inexperienced and unlearned man to follow the opinion which
lie thinks to be probable, because it is maintained by
ijood men icho are versed in the art; although that
!

opinion

may

common, nor

more
more probable.

be neither the
the

safe,

nor the more

" Sotus thinks that

it would be verv troublesome to a
the priest, after having heard his confession,
should send him back without absolution, to confess
himself again to another priest, if he could absolve
him with a safe conscience against his own {the

penitent,

priest's)

if

opinion

;

especially

ivlien

another

priest

might not perhaps be readily found who ivould believe the opinion of the penitent to be probable.
"It may be asked whether a confessor may o^ive
advice to a penitent in opposition to his ou>n opinion ;
or, if he should think in any case that restitution
ought to be made, whether he may advise that tlie
*
In cruotiDg Pascal, we make use of the translation of Dr M'Crie,
render tne author's meaning better than we could do. P. 107.

to
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opinion of others may be followed, who maintain that
/ ansiuer, that he lawfully
it need not be made?
because he may follow the opinion of anmay, .
other in his own practice, and therefore he may advise
.

.

another person to follow it. Still it is better, in giving
advice, always to follow the more probable opinion to
which a man is ever accustomed to adhere, especially
when the advice is given in writing, lest contradicIt is also sometimes expedient to
tion he discovered.
send the consulting person to another doctor or confessor who is known to hold an opinion favourable to
the inquirer, provided it be probable."*
"
Without respect of persons may a judge, in order
to favour his friend, decide according to any probable
opinion, while the question of right remains undecided t
" If the
judge should think each opinion equally
probable, for the sake of his friend he may lawfully
pronounce sentence according to the opinion which is
more favourable to the interests of that friend. He
may, moreover, with the intent to serve his friend, at
one time judge according to one opinion, and at another time according to the contrary opinion, provided only that no scandal result fi^om the decision'^ f
" An unbeliever who is
persuaded that his sect is
probable, although the opposite sect may be more probable, would certainly be obliged, at the point of
death, to embrace the true faith, which he thinks to

be the more probable.
But, except under such
Add to this, that
circumstances, he would not.
the mysteries of faith are so sublime, and the Christian morals so repugnant to the laws of flesh and
blood, that no greater probability whatever may be
.

.

.

.

.

.

* John of Salas.
Disputationum R. P. Joannis de Salas, e Soc. Jesu,
primam secundce D. Thomce, torn. i. tr. 8, sec. 7, 9, N. 74, 83. (Barcinone, 1607. Ed. Bibl. Arch. Cant, Lamb.)
+ Gregory of Valentia. Commentariorum Theologicorum, torn. iii.
Ed. Coll. Siun).
dis. V. auaes. 7, punct. iv.
(Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1609.
in
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sufficient to enforce the obligation

of

be-

lieving
"

Indeed, while I perceive so many different opinions maintained upon points connected with morality,
I think that the Divine providence is apparent
for, in
;

diversity of opinions, the yoke of Christ is easily
borne." ^
"
confessor may absolve penitents, according to
the probable opinion of the penitent, in opposition to

A

own, and

his

"

is

even bound to do so." J

probable that pecuniary compensation
Again,
be made for defamation it is also probable that
it cannot be made.
May 1, the defamed, exact to-day
pecuniary compensation from my defamer, and tomorrow, and even on the same dav, mav I, the defamer
of another, refuse to compensate with money for the
reputation of which I have deprived him 1 .... I
affirm that it is lawful to do at j^leasure sometimes
the one and sometimes the other,
" Those
ignorant confessors are to be blamed ivho
always think that they do ivell in obliging their j^enitents to make restitution, because it is at all times
it is

may

;

more safe."§
this abominable doctrine the confessors were made
answer yes or no, as might be most agreeable to
and these might obhge the confessor
their penitents
to absolve them of their sins, if they only themselves
behoved that they were not sins. Imao-ine what an
arrant knave the person inclined to do evil must have

Bv

to

;

become, when, to the firm belief that the absolution of
the confessor cleanses from all crimes, was superadded
* Thomas Sanchez.

N.

Opiw Morale in prcecepta Decalogi.

L.

ii.

c.

i.

Ed. Coll. Sion.)
Antverpice, 1624.
+ Antony Escobar. Universce Theologice .u oralis Beccptiores absque
lite SententicE, necnon Problematicce Disquisitiones, torn. i. L. ii. sect. i.
<le consc. c. 2. N. 18.
(Lugduni, 1652. Ed. Bibl. Acad. Cant.)
X Simon de Lessau. Propositions dictees dans le College des Jesuites
De prascept. Decal. c. i. art. 4.
d'Aviiens.
6.

§

(Venetiis, 1614.

Thomas Tamburin.

(Lugduni, 1659.

L.
Explicatio Decalogi.
Lugduni. 1665. Ed. Coll. Sion.)

i.

c.

ili.

§ 4.

N.

15.
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the certainty that this confessor must absolve him almost
shudder to think of it!
own wishes.
The doctrine of equivocation came in aid of that of

We

according to his

By the former, according to Sanchez,
permitted to use ambiguous terms, leading people
to understand them in a different sense from that in
"A man may swear,"
which we understand them."*
" that he never did such
according to the same author,
a thing (though he actually did it), meaning within
himself that he did not do so on such a day, or before
he was born, or understanding any other such circumstances, while the words which he employs have no
such sense as would discover his meaning." | And
Fihutius proves that in so speaking one does not even
" it is the intention that deterlie, because, says he,
mines the quality of the action and one may avoid
falsehood if, after saying aloud / swear that I have
not done that, he add in a low voice, to-day ; or after
saying aloud, / siuear, he interpose in a whisper, that
I say, and then continue aloud, that I have done that,
and this is tehing the truth."
With mental reservation and probabilism, they have
The varlet mioht
sanctioned all sorts of crimes.
help his master to commit rape or adultery, provided
he do not think of the sin, but of the profit he may
reap from it so says father Bauny. If a servant
think his salary is not an adequate compensation for
services, he may help himself to some of his master's
pi'obabilism.

"it

is

;

—

—

property to make

to his pretensions
so
it equal
You may kill your enemy
teaches the same father.
for a box on the ear, as Escobar asserts in the follow" It is
perfectly right to kill a person
ing words
who has given us a box on the ear, although he
should run away, provided it is not done through
hatred or revenge, and there is no danger of giving
occasion thereby to murders of a gross kind and hurt:

—

And

ful to society.
*

the reason

Op. Mor. p. 2.

is,

t

that
Ibid.

it is

as lawful
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pursue the thief that has stolen our honour, as him
away witli our property. For, altliough
honour
be said to be in the hands of your
cannot
your
to

that has run

enemy in the same sense as your goods and chattels
are in the hands of the thief, still it may be recovered
in the same way
by shewino^ proofs of greatness and
authoT^ity, and thus acquiring the esteem of men.
And, in point of fact, is it not certain that the man
who has received a buffet on the ear is held to be
under disgrace, until he has wiped off the insult ivitb
the blood of his enemy?"
In short, you may be a fraudulent bankrupt, tliief,
assassin, prolligate, impious atheist even, with a safe
conscience, proWded always you confess to a Jesuit
confessor.
It is doubtless in this that we are to see
the efficacy of that miraculous gift, wliich we read at
page 13 Loyola had received from heaven, and transmitted to his successors the gift of healing troubled
consciences; and this is even boldly asserted by themIn the Imago primi Soeculi, S. 3, ch. 8, are
selves.
"
words to this effect
With the aid of pious finesse
and holy artilice of devotion, crimes may be expiated
now-a-days alacrius, with more joy and alacrity,

—

—

:

—

than they were committed in former days; and a
great many people may be washed from tlieir stains
almost as cleverly as they contracted them." After
this quotation, we need not trouble the reader with
any more regarding the doctrine of the Jesuits on
social duties.
We only beg of him, in order that he
may well understand all the enormity of these doctrines, to look at them from the point of view of the
Papists, who consider the confessional as the only way
of salvation, and who
blindly obey their spiritual
fathers, especially if they Hatter their passions, and

promise them paradise as the reward of their vices.
It is also of importance that our readers should be
made acquainted with the doctrine of the Jesuits
regarding religious duties, and the love which is du©

n
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to God, that they may the better
judge of the character of those champions of Romanism, those monks
who are labom^ing hard to make proselytes to their

—

rehgion the only true one, as they pretend, out of
which there is no salvation.

Father Antony Sirmond, in his book on The Defence
"
St Thomas
of Virtue, has the following passage
:

—

says that we are obliged to love God as soon as we
come to the use of reason that is rather too soon !
Scotus says, every Sunday pray, for what reason ?
Others say, when we are sorely tempted
yes, if
there he no other way of escaping the temptation.
;

;

;

says, when we have received a benefit from
good, in the way of thanking him for it. Others
rather late ! As little do I think it
say, at death
binding at the reception of any sacrament ; attrition^
in such a case, is quite enough, along with confession

Sotus

God

—

;

—

Suarez says, that it is binding at some
if convenient.
time or another
hut at what time ? He does not
;

know and what that
who should know." *
;

And
trines

doctor does not know, 1

know

not

father Pinter can crown those execrable doc-

by the impious

assertion, that the dispensation

from the painful obligation to love God is purchased
for us through the merits of Christ's blood.
"It was

" that
reasonable," says that sacrilegious Jesuit,
under the law of grace in the New Testament, God
should relieve us from that troublesome and arduous
oblio-ation which existed under the law of bondage, to
exercise an act of perfect contrition, in order to be
justified; and that the place of this should be supplied by the sacraments instituted in aid of an easier
exercise; otherwise, indeed, Christians,

who are the

would have no greater facility in gaining
the good graces of their Father than the Jews, who
were the slaves, had in obtaining the mercy of their
Lord and Master." f

children,

*

Tr.

1. et. 2. n. 21.

f

Pin.;reau Id Pascal, pp. 205, 206.
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—

And men guilty of all sorts of crimes men ulio
pretend that no love is due to God, that not even
attrition is necessary for the remission of sins
such
men shall be made worthy of the eternal blessedness

—

Such is the docthrough some idolatrous practices
by Jesuits, and. we must add, by most of
!

trine taught

the

Catholic elero-y, some of whom we are o'oino:
under our reader's eye. We beg permission to

Roman

to bring

Our readers will certainly prefer,
the trenchant, sarcastic style of the celebrated JansenIn a diaist to our imperfect manner of narration.
quote Pascal again.

logue which he pretends to have had with a Jesuit,
the father addresses him in the following words
''
Would you not be infinitely obHged to any one
who should open to you the gates of paradise ? Would
you not give millions of gold to have a key by which
you might gain admittance whenever you pleased ?
You need not be at such expense ; here is one here
are a hundred for much less money.'
" At first I was at a loss to know whether the
good
father was reading or talking to me, but he soon put
the matter beyond doubt by adding
'' '
These, sir, are the opening words of a fine book,
written by Father Barry of our Society for I never
give you anything of my own.'
''
What book is it ? ''asked I.
:

—

'

—

:

—

;

'

"
to

'

Here

is its title,'

Philagio, in

he replied

—

'

Paradise Opened
to the Mother

a Hundred Devotions

of God, easily practised.'
"
Indeed, father and
'

I

each of these easy devo-

is

'

tions a sufiacient passport to heaven ?
'' '
It is,' returned he,
Listen to
" The devotions
to the mother of God,
'

what follows
wh^ch you will
keys, which will
.

find in this book, are so
many celestial
the gates of paradise, provided you
open wide to you
"
and accordingly, he says at the conpractise them ;
"
that he is satisfied li' you practise only one
clusion,

of them."

'

248
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Pray, then, father, do teach

me

one of the easiest

them/

—

'

for example
are all easy,' he rephed
Saluthig the Holy Virgin when you happen to meet
her image saying the little chaplet of the pleasures of
the Virgin fervently pronouncing the name of Mary
commissioning the angels to bow to her for us wishing to build her as many churches as all the monarchs
on earth have done bidding her good-morrow every
morning, and good-night in the evening saying the
Ave Maria every day in honour of the heart of Mary"
which last devotion, he says, possesses the additional
virtue of securing us the heart of the Virgin.'
"
But, father,' said I, only provided we give her
our own in return, I presume ?
"
is not
That,' he replied,
absolutely necessary,
when a person is too much attached to the world.
Hear Father Barry " Heart for heart would, no doubt,
be highly proper but yours is rather too much attached to the world, too much bound up in the crea-

They

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

ture, so that I dare not advise you to offer, at present,
that poor httle slave which you call your heart."
And so he contents himself with the Ave Maria which

he had prescribed.'*
"
Why, this is extremely easy work,' said I,
1 should really think that nobody will be damned
'

'

and

after

that.'

"

'

monk, I see you have no idea of
some people's hearts. There are some,
who would never engage to repeat, every day,
'

Alas!

said the

'

the hardness of
sir,

even these simple words. Good day, Good eveniny,}us>t
because such a practice w^ould require some exertion

memory. And, accordingly, it became necessary for
Father Barry to furnish them with expedients still
easier, such as wearing a chaplet night and day on
the arm, in the form of a bracelet, or carrying abcui

of

* ''
These are tlie devotions presented at pp. 33, 59, 145 15u, 172,
258, 420 of the first edition."
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or an ima^e of the Virgin.
"
if 1
And, tell me now," as Father Barry says,
have not provided you with easy devotions to obtain
the good graces of Mary?"
" Extremelv
easv, indeed, father,' I observed.
•*
Yes,' he said, it is as much as could possibly be
For
done, and I think should be quite satisfactory.
he must be a wretched creature indeed, who would not
one's person a rosary,
''

'

'

'

'

spare a single moment in all his lifetime to put a chapon his arm, or a rosary in his pocket, and thus
and that, too, with so much cersecure his salvation
tainty, that none who have tried the experiment have
ever found it to fail, in whatever way thev mav have
lived
though, let me add, we exhort people not to
Let me refer you to the example of
omit holy hving.
it is that of a female who,
this, given at page 34
while she practised daily the devotion of saluting the
images of the Virgin, spent all her days in mortal sin,
and yet was saved after all, by the merit of that single

let

;

;

;

devotion.'

"
"

'

'

And how

so

'

?

cried

I.

Our

'

raised her up again,
Saviour,' he rephed,
for the very purpose of shewing it.
So certain it is,

that none can perish
"
devotions.' *

who

practise

any one of these

We

may, perhaps, mention here also, the greatest
the Jesuitical devotions to Mary, the one which,
according to them, is the sovereign specific for
of

all

to

—

namely, the month of Mary.
The month which they have chosen to consecrate
I dare not sav
the Virgin is the month of Mav.

obtaining salvation

for

what reason.
During its long thirty-one days,
heard but songs and hymns in honour

nothin<5 is to be
of the Virgin.

Altars are dressed before every niche
Madonna. Sundry other images
are placed around it
as smaller divinities, we may
suppose and, among images and burning lamps,

in which stands a

—

*

—

Pascal, pp. 176-178.

•
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a profusion of flowers of all colours send up their
At
fragrant perfume as an offering to the Virgin.
diiferent hours the devotees prostrate themselves

and offer their vows and their
Madonna.
The most extravagant
language is addressed to her, and she is represented
"
as possessing the most extraordinary attributes
Any
the
month
of
should
he die
person performing
Mary,
within the month, will be saved, even if he had
murdered his parents." In the churches and schools
of the Jesuits are performed the same ceremonies as
in the streets.
God for this month is still more
before

these

altars,

pi'ayers to the

forgotten than He generally is.
could fill volumes with such extracts, but must
be content with those we have o-iven, referrino^ such of
our readers as wish to know more of the Jesuitical

We

doctrines to Pascal, to the Morale Pratique des Jesuites
by Arnauld, and to the Principles of the Jesuits, developed in a Collection of Extracts from their own

Authors (London, 1839).
We have also shrunk from polluting these pages by
extracts from Lacrois, Sanchez, and such like, whose
obscene and revoltino- lucubrations, the inevitable
fruits of the celibacy of the cloister, have left far
behind all that has been conceived by the most wanton
and depraved imagination. We have omitted, moreover, to extract from the Seer eta Monita, and for the
The Secreta Monita are a collection
following reason
of precepts and instructions the most nefarious and
:

—

diabolical, given, it is supposed, by the
order to his subalterns, as if to shew

General of the

them the wav

how

to proceed in all their perfidious plots for the
aggrandisement of the Company. The book in which

those precepts are collected, came out for the first time
in Cracow in 1612, and was reprinted in Paris in
The Jesuits assert that it owes its orip-in to
1761.
an expelled Jesuit, Zaorowski, while their opponents
contend that the Secreta Monita had been found by
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Christian of Brunswick in the Jesuit college of Prague

The Secreta Monita were condemned at
Kome. But, to confess the truth, our opinion is, that
The Jesuits were too
the book is at best apocryphal.
or elsewhere.

cunning foxes to expose their secrets to the risk of
being discovered, by leaving copies of such a book
here and there.
They were not yet so lirmly estp,blished as to risk the very existence of their order, if
one of those copies were discovered, or if a member
should be tempted to betray the Society.
Besides,
from the knowledge we have of the Jesuitical character, we feel assured that no superior would ever
have inculcated with such barefaced impudence such
abominable and execrable rules of roo-uerv.
So much
are the Jesuits accustomed to dissemble and deceive,
that even their conduct towards each other is one continued act of deceit.
For instance, if the superior
wishes to ruin the fair fame of a man adverse to the
" What a
order, he will say to his subalterns,
pity it
that Mr jS^. should be guilty of such and such faults
(and, generally speaking, he invents some calumny) it
would be well that, for the greater glory of God, others

is

!

should be apprised that

it is
unbecoming a Christian to
Should you chance to meet any of his or your
acquaintance, you may warn them of that, but take

act so.

care

not to slander your neighbour's reputation."
if a Jesuit chief should covet the wealth of

Again,

"
to his subordinates,
It is a
so
much
that
wealth
should
into
of
the
hands
pity
pass
his son or nephew, who will spend it in
God
offending
and gratifying their own evil passions. It would be a
pious work if he could be induced to leave it to us, that
we might use it to the greater glory of God." And if a

some family, he would say

subaltern, less cunning than the rest, should openly ai;d
frankly propose to slander the reputation of the honest
man, or to make an attempt to snatch the princely
fortune of the wealthy, he would be reprimanded, as
guilty of an action unworthy of a son of the holy Father
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Loyola.

And, while the superior speaks

in this

ner, he not only knows that he cants, but he
fectly convinced that his hearers know it,
will

never speak otherwise.

And

it is

is

man-

also per-

and vet he

to us altogether

inconceivable, that men who are thus mutually conscious
that they are playing a part
who, in their common

—

intercourse, and even when formino' the basest desio^ns.
are careful always to speak in the character of the
should so far forget their cue as to give
pious devotee

—

a broad unvarnished statement of their whole system
of roguery.
For these, and many other reasons which
we might adduce, we believe that the book is apocryphal but, though apocryphal, it certainly gives a U'ue
representation of the horrible arts and practices of the
Jesuits
and we are inclined to credit the Jesuits
when they assert that the book is the work of a discarded brother, so deeply does it initiate us in the secret
arts of the Society.
However, as we have thousands
;

;

of unimjDugnable testimonies to their impious and infernal doctrines, we shall not weaken the authority of
oui' narrative
by adducing contested proofs.
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CHAPTER XIL
1608-1700.

OVERGROWING INFLUENCE OF THE SOCIETY.

We

now enter on a new phase of our history. Up to
the period at which we are arrived (the beginning of
the seventeenth century), the Jesuits have been obhged
more or less to struggle for existence. Now they contend
for supremacy and a domineering power in those same
countries into which they had been at first refused
admittance.
Vagrant monks, who had but an hospital
of refuge, they now possess all over the
for a

place
surface of the earth hundreds of magnificent establishments, endowed with princely revenues, and in the
West Indies are laying the foundations of a kingdom

Cherished by the populace, in league
of their own.
with the nobility, they are become so powerful, that
to put the fate
great monarchs themselves are obliged
of the Jesuits in the same balance in which are weighed

Two of Ignatius' disciples
the destinies of nations.
have a seat in the College of Cardinals, and the order,
by the many exorbitant privileges it has obtained,
forms a sort of separate church within the Church the
envy of other rehgious orders, the rival of bishops, and
the dread of the Court of Rome itself.
They possess
the supreme sway in Portugal, Poland, Bavaria, have
the utmost influence in Spain, Austria, Italy, and are

—

rapidly advancing towards that power which they
last obtained in France, and which was productive of so
many miseries to the French nation. In fact, the princi-

at
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pal seatof the Jesuits' power will henceforth be in
France,
the many
sovereigns whom the Jesuits more or
less
govern, the French monarch is the most powerful
of them all.
Henrj IV., as a measure of precaution,
111 the
letters-patent by which he re-established the
Jesuits, had enacted that a man of
authority in the
order should
always be near the king's person, as
preacher, and as a warranty for the conduct of his
brethren and the Jesuits made of this offensive
clause
the very pivot of their fortunes. The
preacher became
the confessor of the
kings, and France will but too soon
leel the
persecuting power of Fathers Lachaise and Letelher.
Before, however, they had attained the
height
of their
power, they had to endure a passing storm.
In 1610,
in his coach to
Henry IV., while
as, of

;

visit his faithful

Sully,
stabbed to the heart.

proceeding

who was dangerously ill, was
The Jesuits were accused
by

the parliament and the
university, and even by some
curates from the
pulpit, of being the accomplices and
the instigators of Ravaillac the
assassin; but no proof
whatever was adduced in
support of this accusation.
Public opmion absolved them from
any participation
in the crime, and to that
judgment we ourselves
subscribe unless, indeed, we
charge them with being
morally accessory to the murder by their doctrines, and
the abominable
writings commending the murder of
Sovening, with which they had covered France at
the time of the
League. The Jesuits had too great
ascendancy over Henry's mind,
derived from
;

they
render credible the
supposition of their connivance in the
Some
parricide.

him too many

benefits, to

authors, too eager to find the Jesuits
guilty of every
crime, and not reflecting that
by asserting controvertible facts
they diminish the credit of their other assertions, have suggested that, as
Henry was preparing
to send an
army to succour the German Protestants^
the Jesuits contrived to have him
murdered. But
those authors are
quite ignorant of the true spirit of
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The great end which the Jesuits have
Jesuitism.
ever in their view, the criterion by which alone we
are able to judge of the probabihty of their acting in
own interest, and in no
any particular way, is their
of God ;
of
religion or the glory
way the advantage
of the Jesuits, and
and, as in this instance the interest
those of France, was to preserve rather
especially of

than destroy Henry's Hfe, we repeat our assertion—
we do not beheve them guilty. We do not think it
even with an analysis of
necessary to fill our pages
the writings poured forth by both parties on tliis
The Anti- Cotton, a virulent pamphlet
tragic event.
the
and, above all, against some asserJesuits,
against
Father
Cotton, the late king's confessor, who
tions of
had addressed some apologetic letters to the queen on
the subject, and who had now gone, according to

Henry's testamentary

disposition,

to

deposit

that

in the Jesuits' college of La Fleche, was
prince's heart
and has continued to be famous in France, more for
the sarcastic wit with which it is written than because
and, therefore,
it gives any proofs of the Jesuits' guilt
we need not give any account of it.
The Jesuits, protected by the Court and the Archthe first commotion had passed
bishop of Paris, after
and Father
away, reassumed their former position
Cotton was appointed to hear the juvenile sins of
Louis XIIL, as he had formerly heard those of his
;

;

and profligate father.
But a real though inevitable calamity awaited the
On the 31st January
after.
Society some few years
Claude
1615, expired one of their greatest men,
had
He
order.
the
of
Acquaviva, the fifth General
been in office thirty-four years, and may be accounted

gallant

the second founder of the Society, as he has been, unDuring his governdoubtedly, its ablest legislator.
discord had
me/it, external tempests and internal
but he
the
of
existence
the
menaced

very

had

dissipated

and appeased them

Society,

all

with admirable
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courage and prudence. His death was to the ComWith hnn ended the
pany an irreparable loss.
prestige through whicli the Generals exercised such
extraorduiarj authority over its members. For the
future they will still be entitled
by the Constitutions
to the same blind obedience as before
but their mandates will be
imphcitly obeyed by none but some
snuple-hearted Jesuits, or by those far away in distant lands, who venerate their
superior in proportion
to the distance that
separates them from him.
And
;

this it
may be said is the case with all earthly
But the members who have some
powers.
authority
in the order, the
provincials, the confessors or favourrites of
princes, will, generally speaking, act

independently and according to their own views, without, however, losing sight of the
Society, whose ao-grandisement
and glory is always the ultimate end which
they all
keep in view. The consequence will be that their conduct will in
many respects be less uniform, and even their
solemn assemblies will be
wanting in that unanimity
of purpose which had marked their former

operations.
striking proof of this appeared in the election of
Acquaviva's successor itself.
The old Spanish party
revived after the General's
death, and hoping to regam the influence and power it had exercised under
the first three Generals of the
order, made a

A

great
and, foreseeing that Vitelleschi, a Eoman Jesuit,
would be elected,
they first intrigued with the French
stir

;

and Spanish ambassadors, and afterwards
accused
Vitelleschi to the
Pope of being guilty of many vices
and crimes, which was far from
being true, he beino-,
on the
contrary, a simple, inoffensive,

man. The contest for the election wasunpretending
very keen^
and of seventy-five members who
composed the
congregation,

Vitelleschi

obtained

only thirty-nine

suffrages, being only one more than was
necessary
tor the
He assumed the
vahdity of his election.
office,

but exercised
very

little

influence in the affairs
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however, in the beginning
measures were taken
in the Calendar of
enrolled
to get LoYola and Xavier
under
even
true
is
It
that,
Acquaviva's lifeSaints.

of the

Company.

It was,

of Vitelleschi's Veneralate that

time,

Henry

IV., to please his father confessor,

and

render him still more indulgent to his immoralities,
the reigning Pope
had, bv an autograph letter, asked

founders of the
to hnd'' a place in heaven for the two
recomorder but Paul V., tliinking, perhaps, that the
;

mendation of the ex-Huguenot Henry would be rather
of heaven,
a suspicious passport foi^ opening the gates
There were, howdid not feel inchned to comply.
of Bavaria, Poland,
ever, other sovereigns, as those
Jesuits for their confessors ; and
had
who
&c.,
ISpain.
now that those monarchs united in begging from the
of the two Jesuits, Gregory
Holy See the canonisation
in the fathers' schools,
XV.", who had been educated

could no longer refuse
He accordingly solemnly
but being surprised bV
issued the bull for their

comply with their wishes.
to be saints,
pronounced them

to

death, the glory of having
to his sucapotheosis belongs

Urban YIH.*
As the Jesuits, in the

cessor,

than a

short space of less
saints to the
furnished
eight or ten
century, have
to our
calendar, perhaps it will not be extraneous
what
in
manner,
shew
to
work to devote a few pages
were
mortals such as we are, and who but yesterday
the
are, by
mere loathsome
pretended power

corpses,
of another mortal man, transformed into privileged
and divine beings, to whom is attributed a power
word of any
to that of the

almost equal
Almighty. A
Alexander
an
VI., will change every
of
even
Pope,
fragment of those corrupted remains into sacred relics,
miraculous powers, that the worship
possessing such
have two magnifinephew Cardinal Ludivisi,,
Church of St Ignatius of the Collegio Komaiio
tHe Jesuits, ana
tor
which church they had built and richly embelbshed
where they are buried.
* Gre^'o-n-

cent

XV. and

monuments

in the

his
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them

is

deemed

sufficient to

insure eternal salva-

tion.

The

practice of investing certain persons with the

honours of saintship originated with the
In
people.
the early ages of
Christianity, when an individual,
whether a truly holy Christian or a consummate
hy-

had struck the impressible
imaginations of the
multitude by a pious and
extraordinary course of Hfe,
he was regarded by them as a
supernatural being, and
was addressed and worshipped as such. A little later,
pocrite,

persons of this description began, with the help of the
priests, to work miracles; and when the renown of
their holiness and of the
prodigies they had performed
had spread for and wide, the Court of Rome interfered
and gave them a regular patent for
saintship.
If they had been
extraordinary persons of their
class, their canonisation took
almost

own

place
immediately
on their decease, as was the case with St
Francis,
the founder of the
ragged and beggarly order of monks
which bears his name, and St
Antony, the great miracle
worker,* both of whom were ranked
the saints
on!y^

a year after their death.

among
The trade

of saint-

lucrative, from the many offerings presented at their shrines, the priests encouraged
the multitude,
always ready to beheve in the marvellous, to credit
and to find saints

making proving very

extraordinary legends
everywhere. Above all, as we have said elsewhere,
after the Reformation, the
priests were creating saints
This
stored to
after it

man

is famous for
working miracles. He is said to have rehis dear companion, a pig, which had been stolen from
him,
been killed and eaten, and its bones thrown into a furnace

life

had

;

just as Thor, the great Scandinavian god, restored to life his ram.
Another great miracle is recorded of him
by his panegyi-ist. Having been
forbidden by his superior (St Antony was a
to
work
too
monk)
many
miracles, he one day found himself in a great perplexity.
As he was
passing through a street, he heard a poor mason, in the act of falling
from a lofty building, call upon him by name for a miracle. The
poor
samt, not knowing what to do, had recourse to an expedient. " Stop a
" till I
moment," said he, to the falling maiw,
go for the permig,sion of
the Father Superior ;" and the man waited
suspended in the aii till ho
returned with permission to work the miracle
!
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VIII. fearing,
alarming numbers, that Urban
would seem, that heaven would not be large enough
1625
to admit the whole of them, by two buUs, of
and 1634, put a check upon the mania of saintfrom churches, convents, and
making, and swept away

in such
it

of those poor blessed ones
pubhc' places, the images
in their niches for
been
who had
patiently waiting
oracle of the Vatican to send them up to
the

supreme
heaven and who, doubtless, were now much annoyed
at being removed from their places of adoration and
The buU ordained that no offering, no burn;

worship"
of worship whatever, should be
ing lamp, nor any sort
rendered to anv'^one, no matter how great might have
been the fame of his saintship, if he had not been reeither from immemorial time, imcognised as a saint,
memorabilem temporis cur sum, or by the unanimous
communem Ecdesim conconsent of the Church,

per

sensum, or by a sort of tolerance of the apostohc see,
tolerantid sedis apostolicce.
By immemorial time, the
his bull of 1634 that he means more than
in
Pope says
a hundred vears. In consequence, all those persons who
had been caUed saints, and worshipped as such for only
some months, were to^ be disninety-nine years and

from the
carded, and their images or statues removed
some
money were
place of worship;* unless, indeed,
and a privilege or dispensation obtained from the
spent,

who had

how many sinners,
!
all-powerful Pope. Alas
saints as mediators between
perhaps chosen those very
them and an offended God, must have been driven
bull
despair by the unmerciful

to

!

However, a regular canonisation may be obtained
from Rome, and ni two different ways. The first is
Whosoever is interested in obtaining
the more simple
a canonisation must prove before the Congregation of
:

—

* This was the case with
many, and, to mention one, with Father
a beatifice for
Zaccheria, the founder of the Barnabites, who had been
but is at present
eighty-four years, had mass and prayers offered to him,
merely Father Zaceheria.
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more than a hundred years, the
proposed as a candidate for saintship had
been worshipped either by a burning lamp before his
image or his sepulchre, or by a person praying before
and that these signs of veneration had been
it, &c.
repeated before they had been prohibited at no greater
distance of time than ten years. If the
congregation deliver their opinion in a dubious form, that the immemorial worship seems to them to be
proved, videtur constare de cultu immemorabili ; and, if the omniscient
and infalhble Pope affirm, constare, " it has been
proved," then the man becomes a beatifice, and mass,
prayers, and offerings may be addressed to him with a
perfectly safe conscience. This was the mode of canonisation resorted to after the famous bull of 1634.
the Rites,* that, for

man who

is

;

More difficult is the other way, now generally folThe man must pass
lowed, to obtain a canonisation.
through many stages as it were, serve an apprenticesliip before he become a saint ; first, the name of Servus
Dei, servant of God, must be obtained for the candidate and that is neither difficult nor expensive. Then, if
the Congregation of Rites find, on examining his printed
life, that his virtues seem to be proved, videtur constare de virtutihus, and the Pope says, constare, the
Servus Dei is to be called venerahilis Servus Dei,
venerable servant of God.
Again, if the authenticity
of the life, and of the virtues and miracles, is proved in
another congregation, in the same way, then the venerabilis servus Dei assumes the title of blessed, beatus;
a feast, mass, prayers, &c., are voted to him, and
the Pope goes to St Peter's Church, to be the first of
all to
worship that same man who, had he pronounced

—

;

*

This congregation, as well as all the others, such as thope of indulgences, of inquisition, &c., is composed of cardinals, bishops, prelates,
and some few advocates. They form a sort of committee. There is a
prefect and secretary ; tlie others are called consultori, counsellors
the Pope is de jure prefect of them all.
Those of the Congregation of
Eites are very glad when there is a canonisation.
They are entitled, besides, to a portrait of the saint, which, if the saint take, they sell very
dear, and to I know not how many pounds of chocolate.

—
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only those two words, non constare, would have been
a Pagan, or little better. That the blessed (beato)
should become a saint, nothino; more is necessary tlian
*
that he should have worked three nrst-class miracles
(such as those performed by St Anthony, 1 suppose),
and that there should be paid (not by the blessed
for the offerings are onlv shewn to him. but by
beato
whosoever would make a saint of him) twenty thousand

—

—

pounds sterling for the diploma. As
the decree is somewhat dearer than

may
in

be perceived,

any other

uni-

but only consider the difference betwixt a doctor
and a saint Ij However, as the expenses are too great,
famihes or religious communities who wish for a saint,
now unite together, each proposing a candidate for
saintship, and a single proceeding serves to decide the
fate of five or six saints, and the expenses are paid in
common. Under the last Pope, Pome witnessed two
or three of those wholesale canonisations.
We Italians call the proceeding, yarew^a infornata
di Santi, making an ovenful of saints.
But under the
reign of Leo XIL, in 1826, a much more scandalous
Saints being wanted by some
profanation took place.
town or other (almost every Italian borough has got
one), and the Congregation of Relics, who dispense
those Beati, having none at hand, one of the counsellors, we suppose, thought of a very expeditious way
of making saints, and supply what was wanted.
sort of catacomb havino; been discovered at the church
versitv

;

A

S.

Lorenzo fu.or delle miira, in which some skulls were
them were extracted, and declared to be

found, five of
*

For Loyola's sake we should have liked that one of the three first-class
miracles, recorded in the bull of canonisation, should have been a little
more supernatural, and a little more decent, perhaps. It is said in the
bull, that a •woman of Gandia, being dropsical, applied to the part af
fected the image of the saint, and was cured, imayine dicti beati ventri
adraota, kc.
+ The saying of one of the descendants of Charles Borromeo has remained

famous in
he turned

After having paid all the expenses of the canonisation,
Italy.
" Be
to his family and said,
dear
always good Christians,
one other saint, and we are ruined for ever."

chndreu, but never saints

my

:

S
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the skulls of martyrs.
The Pope, with the advice of
the Congregation of Rites, by his apostolic authority
and certain knowledge, Apostolicd auctoritate ac certd
scientid, declared that they were martyrs
and, two
or three months after, they were exposed to the public
worship in the Ajwllinare, the ancient Collegio Germanico, which had belonged to the Jesuits, and where
now met the Congregation of the Rehcs. I have myself seen them thus exposed.
Those having been disother
were
skulls
of,
posed
dug up, and other martyrs
made till, at last, a learned antiquarian (I do not
remember whether French or German) proved almost
to a certainty that the place where these skulls were
found had been a Pagan burial-place. The noise was
great, and so great the scandal, that the Pope ordered
the catacomb to be shut, and no more martyrs to be
made. One may still see the excavation, and some
bones may be seen through an iron grating, but they
are called martyrs no more.
If these were not facts
which happened in our own days, and of which all
;

;

Home is witness, I would hardly have dared to mention them, so incredible do they appear.
hope Ave shall be excused for this digression.

We

The

canonisation of Loyola and Xavier took place in
1623. We shall spare the recital of all the feasts, all
the gorgeous ceremonies, all the pagan pageantry
At Douay, above all, the
exhibited on the occasion.
whole of this theatrical representation was on a great
and magnificent scale. Two galleries, supported by a
hundred columns adorned with tapestry, and with no
less than four hundred and forty-five paintings, were
erected in the two streets leading to their college.
The panegyrics in honour of the saints were not only
In one
ridiculous, but impious in the highest degree.
of

them

it

was

Moses, and as
*'

The

life

many

of Ignatius

"

"

by his name
miracles
than
more
performed

said that

written upon paper,

Ignatius,"

And again,
as the apostles I"
so holy and exalted, even in

was
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the opinion of heaven, that only Popes hke St Peter,
empresses hke the Mother of God, some other
sovereign monarchs, as God the Father and his holy
do not
Son, enjoyed the bliss of seeing him.'^
comment on these words even the Sorbonne, now in
league with the Jesuits, condemned them.

We

;

Some vears

after, another extraordinary and fansolemnity came to rejoice the Jesuitic world.
From the year 1636, Vitelleschi had ordered that
preparations should be made to solemnise, in 1640,
the secular year of the estabhshment of the Society.
shall not give any description of it, but must
mention a strange publication, which has given to this
feast an historical celebrity ; we mean the
Imago
Primi Sceculi Societatis Jesii. It is a huoje folio of

tastic

We

952 pages, richly and superbly printed, embellished
by hundreds of fantastic and extravagant emblems,
and filled with absurd and ridiculous praises of the
Many were the contributors" to this work,
Society.
which was printed at Antwerp.
Many young
"

found in the aspirations of
Jesuits," says Cretineau,*
their hearts poetical inspiration, accents of love, and

words of enthusiasm !" The book is modestly dedicaGod the Father andamongthepoetical inspira"
The Society of Jesus is
tions, we read as follows
not of man's invention, but it proceeded from Him
whose name it hears, for Jesus himselt' described
that rule of life which the Society follows, first by
his example, and afterwards by his Word."t
And
ted to

—

;

:

further

on,

whose

—

— " The Company

is

Israel's

chariot

of

mourned, and which now, by
a special grace of God, both worlds rejoice to see
brought back from heaven to earth, in the desperate
condition of the Church.
In this chariot, if vou seek
the armies and soldiers bv which she daily multiplies
her trmmphs with new victories, you will find (and I
hope you will take it in good part) you will find a
fire,

loss Elisha

—

*

Vol.

iii.

p. 471.

t

S.

i.

c. iii. p. 64.

—
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clioseii

animals

troop of angels who exhibit under the form of
all that the Supreme Ruler desires in this
*

chivalry."

"As the angels, enhghtened by the splendours of
God, purge our minds of ignorance, suffuse them with
thus the companions
hght, and give them perfection,
of Jesus, copying the purity of angels, and all attached
to their origin which is God, from whom they derive
those fiery and flaming movements of virtue, with
rays the most refulgent, putting off the impurities of
lust in that furnace of supreme and chastest love in
which they are cooked (excoquimtur), until being
illuminated and made perfect, they can impart to
others their light mingled with ardour ^being not
less illustrious for the splendour of their virtue than
the fervour of charity with which they are divinely

—

—

inflamed.

"

their most eloquent
Gabriel in the conversion
of the infidels in India, Ethiopia, Japan, and the
Chinese hedged in by terrible ramparts,
they are
like Raphael in the consolation of souls, and the conversion of sinners by sermons and the confessional.

They are angels like Michael in

battles with heretics

—

like

—

All rush with promptitude and ardour to hear confessions, to catechise the poor and children, as well as to
govern the consciences of the great and princes; all
are not less illustrious for their doctrine and wisdom
so that we may say of the Company what Seneca observes in his 33d epistle, namely, that there is an inequality in which eminent things become remarkable,
but that we do not admire a tree when all the others
of the same forest are equally high.
Truly, in what:

ever direction you cast your eyes, you will discover
some object that would be supereminent if the same
were not surrounded by equals in eminence." f
These quotations may sufiice to give the reader an
It will, however, be instructive to
idea of the book.
*

S.

iii.

p. 401.

t

Itid. 402.
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it.
He calls the
give the opinion of Cretineau upon
work, indeed, a dithyrambic, and admits that there
are some exaggerations in those academical exercises
(he might as well have said that even the Court of
Rome "condemned the book) " but," adds he, the
critics T> ould not recollect the extravagances, the im'•'

;

of the book entitled Conformity of the
pieties even,
Life of St Francis ivith that of Christ, by brother
Bartholomew of Pisa, nor the Origo Serafcce Familice
Franciscance by the Capuchin Gonzalez;" and so
Indeed we know that other monks are as boaston.
ful, as impudent, as impious as the Jesuits
yet it
seems a very poor apology to exculpate one's own faults
by proving that our neighbour has committed similar
But so it is, we repeat it again, the Jesuits
ones.
would inculpate God himself to justify their order.
All we can say of the book is, that it is a most inof the
genuous and sincere exposition of the feelings
Jesuits at such epochs, and of the opinion they had of
;

themselves.

They were

at the height of their

The difficulties
sperity.
battles they had fought

—the

—pro-

they had encountered the
the victories they had ob-

—

own strength and
power, all combined to make them beheve that their
ambition had to recognise no hmits short of the
This idea is clearly
absolute dominion of the world.
of
the
in
Imago; and they
expressed
every page
Had the Jesuits united
struggled hard to reahse it.

tained

consciousness of their

and to the superlative force of
and perseverance which is characteristic of their
order, the conception of some great and magnanimous object, which drew upon itseh^ the interest and
admiration of the multitude
and had they by bold
and unequivocal conduct contrived to carry into execution the lofty design,
who knows what might have
not been accomplished by a society so strongly and so
admirably constituted I Such as they were, however,
their influence became greater and greater every day.

to this consciousness,
will

;

—
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As when

of two royal pretenders to a noble kingdom,
the conqueror sees the crowd of his courtiers increased,
not only by all those prudent persons who had waited
for the result of the contest, but by a part of his
former adversaries, now the most submissive and
humble of all his flatterers so the Jesuits, after they
;

had mastered all opposition, and were in possession of
power, saw themselves surrounded by a multitude
of adherents and courtiers, eager to obtain their allpowerful influence. When to be a Jesuit became an
honour, and the shortest way to ecclesiastical and
secular dignities, persons of every sort, and especially
such as were ambitious, resorted to the Society, to
find the

means of

satisfying their several aspirations.

Before Vitelleschi, the nobility had protected the
Jesuits, but few of them had embraced the institute
but afterwards, the highest families in Europe, princely
houses not excepted, had a representative in the Company, who gave to the order a new prestige, and imparted to it the love and veneration with which his
name was regarded by the people. The houses of
;

Lorraine,

Montmorency, those of Gonzaga and
and Abouquerque, Limberg,
and a thousand other great

Orsini, Medina-Sidonia
and Cassimir of Poland,

illustrious famihes, respectively contributed members to the order of the Jesuits.
Our space will not allow us to enter into details,
and to follow the Jesuits step by step in their prosLet it suffice that we have shewn how
perous course.
the Society developed itself by degrees, and by what
means it arrived at the pinnacle of power and great-

and

ness.
facts,

We

shall

now proceed

to shew, in its principal
their ill-gotten

what use the Jesuits made of

influence.

As we have already

said,

France was now the chief

seat of their power, and the field where they reaped
their laurels.
Under Louis XIIL, or, to speak more
under
Richelieu, they could not pretend to a
correctly,
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The despotic cardinal -will
great share of authority.
He will protect them ;
only have them as his tools.
he will go with his royal slave to lay the first stone
of a Jesuit edifice in a faubourg of Paris (St Antoine), but he will cause to be condemned and burnt
bv the hands of the hano'man, the books of Keller and
Santarelli, that exalt the papal above the royal authohis own.
Cardinal
rity, which Kichelieu considered
Mazzarini was as little disposed as his predecessor to
anv rival domineerino; influence
administration, the Jesuits had no
If Mazzarini
part in the public affairs.
tolerate
his

;

and

duringr

considerable

shewed them
some kindness, and afforded them his protection, it
was because he wanted their support in opposition to

the Jansenists, the partisans of the Cardinal of Metz,
Archbishop of Paris, and Mazzarini's rival in power
and in gallant intrigues. But when Louis XIY., on
reachino- his twentieth year, assumed the government
of his kingdom, then really began the reign of the
Jesuits.
]S^ot that the man who entered the Parliament in his hunting apparel, with his whip in his
hand, and was accustomed to say, L'etat c'est moi,
was much disposed to act by the advice and under
the influence of other persons yet the Jesuits had a
great share in all the great events of his reign.
Louis had a Jesuit confessor from his childhood,*
;

who, by insidious and daily-repeated insinuations, had
rendered him a fanatical bio-ot, and made him believe
that the greatest glory he could achieve would be the
In this point, as inupholding of the Popish religion.
deed in many others, Louis bears a resemblance to

Both gloried in the appellation of
Philip II. of Spain.
champions of Popery, both had its persecuting spirit,
both sacrificed the love of their people to the wish to
appear most zealous Romanists yet both, despotic and
;

*

Roman

Catholics consider it their duty to send children to the confessional at the early age of seven years ; and nine out of ten hear fnr tlje
first time, from the confessor, words %\'hich awaken in their
young and
innocent minds lascivious and till then unknown desires.
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jealous of their royal prerogative, wao-ed war against
their god on earth when he
it.
attempted to

impugn

Phihp sent Alva, who, having conquered the Papal
troops, entered Rome, and obliged the Pope to subscribe his master's conditions; while Louis took
possesthrew the Papal nuncio into prison,

sion of Avignon,

and obliged every member of the French clergy

to

subscribe

the four articles of the Galilean Church,
expressly got up against the pretensions of Rome.
With such a man as Louis, the Jesuits could not succeed
in gaining their ends but
by the most complete subSo, accommodatino*
jection to his orders or caprices.
themselves at once to the prince's character, there was
no mark of devotion and servility which they did not
shew to him. They supported him in his schism
against the Pope, subscribed the articles of the Galil-

ean Churcli, and refused to publish the bull of excommunication the former had fulminated against the firsthorn of the Church of Borne,* persuading him, however, that he would always remain a good Roman
CathoUc while they confessed and absolved him. They
praised

him

for

his

military achievements,

and en-

couraged him in his profligacy, taking great care to
abandon the former mistress the moment they saw the
inclination of the prince directed towards a new one.

For these
exchange,

criminal

they obtained, in
persecute the Jansenists and

compliances,

full liberty to

Protestants to their hearts' content.
The Jansenists were the first who experienced the
vindictive hatred of the progeny of Loyola
not
because they were considered more dangerous heretics
than the Hup-uenots, but because they had dared to
attack the Order openly ; because the P^^ovincial
Letters had covered it with shame and confusion, and
;

among them were reArnauld who first opposed its establishFrance, and declared its members to be the

because the most considerable
lated to that

ment

in

*

Cret. vol. iv. p. 366.
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We
accomplices of the crime of Jacques Clement.
upon that point, because it shews one of the most
prominent characteristics of Jesuitism, never to forgive
an injury, and to persecute the remotest descendants
for the oifences they may have received from their
insist

ancestors.

would require volumes to relate all the persecuto which the inhabitants of Port-Royal were
Hardly had Louis assumed the reins of
subjected.
government than, at the instigation of the Jesuits, he
convened an assembly of bishops, and declared his inThe crafty and
tention to extirpate the Jansenists.
unscrupulous De Marca, Archbishop of Toulouse, preIt

tions

—

pared a formula to the following effect
" I
sincerely submit to the Constitution of Pope
Innocent X., of May 31, 1653, according to its
:

by the Constitution of our holy
Father, Pope Alexander VIL, of October 16, 1656.*
I acknowledge myself bound in conscience to obey this
Constitution, and I condemn, from my heart and with
my mouth, the doctrine of the five propositions of
Cornelius Jansenius, which are contained in the book
of Augustinus, which both the popes and the bishops
have condemned ; and the doctrine of St Augustine is
not that which Jansenius has falsely set forth, and
All
contrary to the true sense of the holy doctor."
true sense, as defined

the clergy, and all persons who were in any way
engaged in the tuition of youth, were required to
subscribe tliis formula, and the most severe persecution awaited those who refused to do so.
Neither
the pure and un contaminated life of those nuns of
whom Bossuet himself said that
as
were " as

they

pure

angels," nor the learning, the piety, the austere
exemplary conduct of De Lacy, Arnauld, Nicole,

and
and

a hundred others, were a sufficient protection against
*
This is the bull by which the Pope declared that the five propositions -were to be found in Jansenius ; and this gave rise to the celebrated
distinction oifact and 7'ight.
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the persecuting spirit of the Jesuits.
Those noble and
magnanimous men were dragged from their peaceable
retreat, and sent to pine away their lives either in
foreign lands or in the dungeons of the Bastille, of
which the very passages were crowded with prisoners.
Yet the noble resistance of the nuns could not be

overcome, and the persecutors could only have amends
of Port-Royal by levelling it to the ground.
Fiercer and more sanguinary was the persecution
exercised upon the Huguenots, who were very numerous in France at this epoch.
Henry IV., after his
cowardly apostasy, in order to pacify and calm his
Calvinist subjects, had, in 1598, by an edict dated
from Nantes, the principal town of Brittany, insured
to

them the

free exercise of their religion

;

leaving in

hands some strong places as a warranty. This
edict had afterwards been disregarded by the French
Government on many occasions, and Richelieu almost
hazarded the throne in reducing Rochelle, the stronghold of the Calvinists yet no sanguinary measures
were resorted to, from purely religious motives, and

their

;

the Huguenots lived, we may say, almost unmolested.
But after 1660, numberless and incessant petty persecutions, or tracasseries, must have made those Protes-

aware of their impending ruin. The Jesuit Lachaise was the principal instrument of all the cruelties
This Lachaise was
exercised afterwards upon them.

tants

a relation of the famous Father Cotton, and confessor
to the king.
He was the very personification of
Jesuitism
handsome, polite, courteous, pleasing in his
manners, it seemed as if his whole care were directed
he was
to captivate the love of all sorts of persons
never heard to utter a word of dissatisfaction against any

—

;

one.

—

Simon says of liim, " II etaitj^or^ Jesuite but
"
and Duclos affirms that " he
and without rage

S.

polite,

knew how

;

to irritate or calm the conscience of his peniown interests;" and that,
he had been a fierce persecutor of every

tents always with a view to his

"

though
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party opposed to his own, he always spoke of them
with great moderation." He became the king's confessor in 1675, and, by the most skilful and adroit
over him.
But
flattery, acquired a great ascendancy
do not imagine that he forgot his Jesuitical cunning.

The profligacy and the continual state of adultery in
which Louis lived was too great a scandal to be overlooked by such a pious man as Lachaise pretended to
Sometimes he got angry with his royal penitent,
be.
" The
and denied him absolution.
solemnity of
"
in
which
the
confession is obligaEaster
time
(the
tory), says S. Simon, "gave him the political colic during the king's passion for Madame de Montespan;" and
Cretineau says that " he would not absolve the king,
but sent him another Jesuit, who bravely absolved
Such was the man who undertook to extirpate
him."
the Huguenots.
In 1685 appeared the proclamation which recalled
the Edict of Nantes, La revocation de I'edit de
Nantes, and from that moment the poor Calvinists
were consigned to the tender mercies of the ferocious
Jesuits, who, with the help of the dragoons and the
lowest of the populace, renewed the horrible scenes
of St Bartholomew, carrying the rage of fanaticism
and revenge so far as to exhume the buried bodies of
the murdered victims, and throw them into the
How many thousand iiiJustrions
common sewers.
families were driven naked and penniless into foreign

how many

lands!

children were

men were

made orphans! how

without a child or
descendant to close their eyes ! Alas let us draw a
veil over the infernal saturnalia.
Lachaise became noAv a most important personage
of the court of Louis.
The king had built for this
monk who, though he made a vow of poverty, never
travelled but in a coach and six
a magnificent house
surrounded by a garden,* where the humble disciple of

many

decrepid old

left

!

—

*

The

place was called

—

Mont

Louis, but

was afterwards converted into
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Loyola received his courtiers and flatterers, and
where he freely distributed lettres de cachet* He
was the arbiter between Fenelon and Bossuet, between Montespan and Maintenon, between the soveIt was Lachaise who united
reign and his clergy.
by a secret marriage the great king and the governess

of his illegitimate

Maintenon never

foro-ave

his royal penitent to

children

;

but

Madame

him that he had not

de

oblio-ed

acknowledge her publicly as

his

wedded queen. But all the influence he exercised
was nothing compared to the exorbitant and almost
royal power which he possessed as king's confessor.
henefices, that is, the right of disposing
of all the livings of all the bishoprics in the kingdom,
was attached to the oflice.| One may well imagine

Lafeuille des

that Lachaise, who, as St Simon says, was /br^ Jesuite,
was not very sparing in conferring rich benefices upon
his own order.
But a still greater advantage resulted to the Society from the subjection in which
they held the French clergy, who, depending exclu-

on a Jesuit for fiivours and advancement, renounced the opposition they had formerly shewn to
the Company, and became the most humble and flattersively

Even the Sorbonne,
ing adherents of the fathers.
that fiery opponent, became the supporter of the
Society.

To

the pleasing and polite Lachaise, in 1709, suc-

a magnificent and beautiful cemetery, which now bears the name of Lachaise.
*

A

Icttre de cachet was an order bearing the king's signature,
Under
generally requiring the arrest or exile of the person specified.
the reign of the despotic Louis, lettres de cachet were issued with
scandalous profusion. The courtiers, the ministers, the king's mistresses,
Often
asked, in exchange for a flattery or a caress, a lettre de cachet.
the letter was blank, having only the king's signature, and left to the
who
had
it to fill it up with any name and any sort Ol
obtained
person
punishment he pleased. Father Lachaise had always by him a quantity
of letters of this last sort.
f In the first years of Louis's reign that right resided in a commission
composed of two prelates and a Jesuit ; but Ferrier, Lachaise's predecessor, possessed himself of the exclusive right, which ever after belonged
to the king's confessor.
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He was
and inflexible in his enmities, reserved,
mysterious, and cunning in his dark projects,* concealing always the violence of his passions under a cold
His predecessor had left
and impassive exterior.
him little to do in the way of wholesale persecution
and massacre. The Huo-uenots had been murdered
by thousands, and three hundred thousand Calvimst
families had tied from their unrelenting enemies. The
Jansenists had been in part disbanded, and death had
removed from the contest the Pascals, the Xicoles, the
ceeded as confessor the gloomy Letellier.
cruel, ardent,

*
Letellier was accused of being the contriver of the following shameIn 1690, during a dispute, M. de Lignv, Professor of
ful deception.
Moral Philosophy at the Royal College of Douay, fell out ^ith Father
a
Jesuit
Drawn to extremities in the argument, he
Beckman,
professor.
menaced his opponent with revenge, saying. Ego te Jlagellabo '" I will
give you a whipping." Fifteen days after, Ligny received a letter under
the false signature of Antoine
; that is, Antoine Amauld, the famous
Jansenist, with an address for the expected answer.
Now, the professor,
flattered by the honour of receiving a letter from so famous a man as
Amauld, replied to the letter, and continued the correspondence so that
at last the impostor, under the name of Amauld, drew fi'om Ligny the
names of those who opposed the Jesuits, all of them doctors and proThe impostor thereupon began and continued a
fessors in theology.

—

A

—

correspondence with these doctors, who supj^osed they were writing to the
true Arnauld, the staunch opponent of Jesuit doctrine. Ligny even begged
the invisible Amauld to be his spiritual director, and sent him a general
confession of the state of his conscience.
Thereupon he was induced to
leave his chair, his benefice, and to send aU his papers to the impostor,
whilst he set out by the same command to a place appointed, which was
He went to St Magloire, but found no Arnauld proceeded from
Paris.
place to place, until at last the simple Fleming found that he was duped.
Meanwhile, however, all the professors before alluded to were denounced by
the Jesuit Letellier, and exiled to various towns in France ; and Ligny himself was sent to Tours.
Meanwhile, the Jesuit published a letter directed
to a doctor of Douay, under the title oi Secrets of the party of M. Arnauld
Then Amauld, in his place of exile, discovering the
lately discovered.
cheat, published a first and second complaint, and a third, concluding
one in answer to the Jesuit who had replied to his second. Every one
was indignant, and even Louis XIY. himself. But the Jesuits assured
him that they were innocent of the plot; and having obtained forgiveness
for a supposed contriver, Tournelay, a doctor whom the Jesuits had
named professor in the place of the expelled Gilbert, confessed that he
had hiraself played the part of the false Arnauld, and the J esuits were
this act of
In the Gazette of
by this imposture exculpated from
" But little perfidy.
esteem was felt for him
Rotterdam, 1692, it is said,
since
it
was
discovered
that
he
to pass for the
consented
(Tournelay)
father of the false Arnauld, to exculpate the Jesuits, and above all,
author de Vaudripont, the man who had answered Arnauld's complaint,
;

and who was supposed

to act

by

Leteliier's inspiration."
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Lacys, and the whole of the Arnauld family. Only
a few nuns, who could no more receive novices or pupils,
and with whom, therefore, their order must necessarily
be extinguished, remained in the monastery of PortRoyal for the ferocious Letellier. He sent thither a
troop of rough and licentious soldiers, who dragged
those delicate and feeble women from their abode, and
conducted them prisoners as obstinate heretics, to be
Yet the dwelling
confined in diiferent monasteries.
which those sainted nuns had occupied, the church
where they had worshipped the Lord, the tombs where
many of them lay, and which they had sought in the
hope to be delivered from their persecutors, and there
to rest their wearied bodies in peace, still remained
untouched.
LeteUier, to glut his revenge, turned his
rage against their glorious monuments, had the moand, violating with
nastery and church pulled down
Vandalic ferocity the asvlum of the dead, he caused
the bodies to be exhumed and thrown together in a
heap, to be devoured by the dogs, and had the plough
driven over the sacred edifice.*
After such examples as these, it is unnecessary to
add more to shew the influence the Jesuits possessed
in France, and the abominable use they made of it.
have gone beyond the epoch we have prefixed to
this chapter, the facts we have last reported having
And we have
occurred in 1709, 1711, and 1713.
done so, because these events mark the time from
;

We

which the power of the Jesuits began in France 'to
decline from its ascendancy.
Let us now see what was the conduct and the
influence of the Jesuits in other countries.

In Spain, the

affairs of

flourishincp condition.

the Order were in the most

Their revenues amounted to a

The authority they possessed
Pliihp IIL, who had loaded
with benefices, expired on the arm of a Jesuit;

very considerable sum.
was" almost unlimited.

them

*

See Edinburgh Review,

vol. Ixxiii. p. 361.
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and hardly had Phihp IV. taken the government into
own hands than he showered down upon the

his

*
greater favours than his predecessor
for
He encouraged his subjects to build colleges
them;
and many bishops and noblemen, to please the sovereign, vied with each other in endowing the Society
still

Society

with richly provided establishments, and in investing
them with all power and influence. But it seems that
when the haughty and imperious Olivarez possessed
himself of the supreme power, he ruled with such a
despotic hand both king and kingdom, that very little
share of authority or influence was left to the reverend
The affront must be resented, and,
fathers. Inch tree.
although it was rather difficult to attack openly in
Spain either the premier or the monarch, surrounded
as he was by the devotion and the love of his subjects,
yet the Jesuits were not the men to suffer patiently
what they considered an injury. They then thought
of snatching from the hands of Philip that same
sceptre of Portugal which they had placed in the

hands of

his grandfather.
They accordingly set
themselves to work, and formed a conspiracy to
transfer the crown to the head of the Duke of
Braganza. The pulpit, the confessional, the congregations, were all made to subserve their designs
and the minds of the people being sufficiently preHe
pared, they caused the duke to repair to Evora.
took up his abode in the Jesuit college and when he
descended into the church, thronged with people,
Corea, a Jesuit father, addressing the duke from the
;

;

pulpit, exclaimed, "I shall yet see upon your head
the crown
of glory, to which may the Lord call

The church rung with plaudits at this wellreticence; and the mysterious prediction
passed from the church to the street, and from thence
throughout Portugal, to strengthen the hopes and inflame the courage of the Portuguese, already impatient

us

all

!"t

managed

*

Cret. vol.

iii.

p. 356.

+

Ibid. p. 363.
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to shake off the Spanish joke.
From that moment
the conspiracy made rapid progress. The fathers publicly preached the revolt, without, however, altogether

The provincial
forgetting their Jesuitical duplicity.
forbade all his subordinates to mix in political matters,
and even imprisoned one of them for having from the
But
pulpit too openly exhorted the citizens to rebel.
the greatest part of the fathers disregarded the order of
their superior, who, nevertheless, except in the instance
just mentioned, left them unpunished, and in the evening sat down with them at the same table as friendly
a policy which, we must observe, was adopted
as ever
in all doubtful emergencies, in order
fathers
the
by
that, on whichever side the scales declined, there might
be a portion of the Jesuits claiming the merit of
the others from the conqueror's
fidelity, and screening
resentment.
Cretineau confesses frankly that the Jesuits had
" The
and
been the soul of the

—

revolution,

says,

Duchess of Braganza hoped to make her duke king,
even against his own will but it was necessary to
;

•abtain the co-operation, or at least the neutrality, of
The efforts of the Jesuits were
the Jesuits." *

In 1640 a revolution broke
success.
" The house of
out at Lisbon, and was successful.
what
it
owed
to the Jesuits
did
not forget
Braganza
and wishing, through
for the past and the present
them, to make sure of the future, it awarded to them
unlimited influence. The Jesuits were the first ambasAfter those very explicit
sadors of John IV." t
words, let the Jesuits assert that they are a religious
community, detached entirely from worldly interest,
and merely occupied in the salvation of souls. It has
been asserted that the Jesuits, besides being animated
by hatred to Olivarez, were induced to co-operate in
the revolution by the instigation and perhaps by the

crowned with

;

liberal

promises
*

Cret. vul.

of
iii.

Richelieu,
p. 3ti2.

who, as
f

everybody

Ibid. p. 3G3.
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kno^s, was anxious by every possible means to harass
and enfeeble the rival house of Austria. However this
was, the Jesuits became the almost absolute masters
of Portuo-al.
Nothino^ was done without their consent.
No minister would take any important step without first consultino' the Jesuits and obtainino- their
permission. Lisbon became the seat of their extensive
commercial operations, and the centre of their trade
between Europe and the Indies and Ranke says that
the Portuguese ambassadors were empowered to draw
;

upon the Jesuits of Portugal for considerable sums.
And, strange to say, they at the same time enjoyed
some influence in Spain under Philip lY. and this
appears to have increased to such an extent under
Charles II., that the testament by which this monarch
;

named a grandson

of Louis

XIV.

to the

throne of

Spain, was dictated, it is asserted, by the Jesuits.
Here we are led to make a remark which will serve
In the fifth
to illustrate the true spirit of Jesuitism.
general congregation was passed a decree forbidding

mix in any way in political or secular
and by the eighty-fourth decree of the sixth
general congregation, all operations which have any

all

Jesuits to

matters

;

appearance of being commercial are

strictly forbidden
the members of the Society.
Notwithstanding
these decrees, the Jesuits dispose of tlie destinies of
kingdoms almost at their pleasure, and are the earliest

to

bankers in Europe. The General, who is armed by
the Constitution with almost unlimited powers to punish
the infraction of his orders, and who can dismiss the
delinquent at any time he chooses, not only remains
silent when such
transgressions are committed, but connives at, and even encourages them, by raising those
members who are the most skilful in pohtical affairs
to the most important ofiices in the Society, and by
himself using and disposing of that money which has
been acquired by a manifest breach of the Constitution.

For what purpose, then, those decrees,

if

they are
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Qot to be observed?

Wbat was

the purpose contem-

by their framers, we cannot say, but the use the
When
Society makes of them is a very simple one.

plated

they are accused of mixing in pohtical matters or
commercial speculations, they answer " This cannot
:

be the Constitutions or the decrees expressly forbid
such things."
Thus, for example, Cretineau, after
mentioning the decree which forbids any sort of
•'
This is the
operation of a commercial nature, adds,
answer to the partial criticisms and interested injustice
of those who will endeavour to attribute to the o-reat
work of the missions a sordid cupidity of lucre." *
admire the boldness, not to say the impudence, of
this panegyrist of the Order.
All throughout Germany the Jesuits spread desolation and misery whenever the cause of truth and freedom was overcome by the superior material force of
"
They were the most able
despotism and bigotry.
auxiliaries of Ferdinand in destroying the Protestants;
they were in the imperial cabinet, in his armies, among
the defeated sectarians, and they even dared to penetrate into the camp of the Lutherans"! (as spies, no
;

We

The Jesuits had formed Tilly, WallensteiR,
doubt).
and Piccolomini, the three champions of the Catholic
cause in the Thirty Years' War.
"

They (the Jesuits) accompanied the armies in their
march, they followed them to the battle-field; and after
the victory, they disputed with the Croats the fate of
Such is the version ot
the prisoners of the day." J
It is unHow far from the truth
their historian.
the
three
formed
had
that
champions,
they
questionable
and worthy of their masters did they prove by their
But it is an impuof revenge and persecution.
spirit
dent falsehood that the Jesuits interposed (as their
!

executioner
calling made it their duty) betwixt the
the victim, betwixt the sacred laws of humanity
the barbarous laws of war.
*

Cret. vol.

iii.

p. 179.

+

No.

Ibid. p. 388.

On
t

and
and

the contrary,

Ibid. pp. 371, 372.
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they preached the extermination of the Protestants,
and gave out that no work was so meritorious in tho

They
eyes of God as to kill those accursed heretics.
did not calm, but rather excited, the ferocious passions
of their pupils the generals, and, above all, of Tilly,
over whom they possessed a very great influence.
Once, after the battle of Strato, in Munster, I believe
the voice of the Jesuits was added to that of the citizens
in imploring mercy for some hundreds of unfortunate
prisoners on the point of being mercilessly put to the
sword; and this single and exceptional instance,
whether the act of some human and compassionate
persons, or of cunning rogues eager to win for the
Order an unmerited reputation for clemency, is reported by the Jesuits as a general practice while the
many acts of brutal Vandalism and revenge perpetrated
under their very eyes, and at their instigation, when
they cannot be denied, are laid to the account of
This is a historical truth.
others.
:

Nor were they disinterested persecutors.
They
fought here, as elsewhere, not for their faith or their
Church, but for their idol the Order. Let them
" Corvin
Gosiewsky, Palatine
speak for themseh'es
of Smolensk, met Gustavus Adolphus near the Dunamunde, defeated him, and, to consecrate the remembrance of this day, he founded a Jesuit house in the
town he had delivered. Every victory of that Palatine was for the Jesuits a new mission," * which means
The greatest
the erection of a new house or college.
were
of
which
Protestants
the
of
the
part
properties
iniquitously divested went to enrich the covetous and
:

—

—

insatiable disciples of Loyola.
The Pope, usurping
the right of disposing of those properties, only because
they had once belonged to the clergy, by a decree,
ordered " that a part of the property which had been
recovered be employed in erecting seminaries, boarding-schools, and colleges, as well for the Jesuits who
*

Cret. vol.

iii.

p. 375.
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have been the principal authors of the imperial proclamation,* as for other religious orders;"! which last
clause was of course rendered illusory, the Jesuits possessing themselves of whatever portion of those properties was set apart for the aforesaid purpose of
building houses and colleges.
We have already seen what influence the Jesuits
had acquired in Poland, under Sigismund III., in whose

" a
systematic war of popular riots, excited by
reign
the Jesuits or their tools, was begun against the ProIn fact, their temples were overthrown,
testants."!
their burial-grounds profaned, their properties destroyed, their persons injured, and no redress whatever was given or could be expected from judges and
magistrates appointed at the recommendation of the
Their pupils not unfrequently celebrated
Jesuits.
Ascension-day by assaulting those of the evangelical
persuasion,

breaking

into

their

and destroying

houses, plundering

Woe

their property.
to the Protestant whom they could seize in his house, or whom they
even met on the streets on these occasions !

The evangelical church of Cracow was attacked in
the year 1606, and in the following year the church
was furiously stormed, the dead being torn from their
graves ; in 1611, the church of the Protestants in
Wilna shared the same fate, and its ministers were
In 1615, a book appeared
maltreated or murdered.
in Posen, which maintained that the Protestants
had no right to dwell in that city. In the following year, the pupils of the Jesuits destroyed the
Bohemian church so completely, that they left
* This
proclamation was the decree by which the bigoted Ferdinand
with revolting injustice, dispossessed legitimate holders of property
which had belonged to religious communities, but which in great part had
been allotted more than a hundred years before to those monks and
priests who had embraced Protestantism, and which, passing through
many hands to the persons then in possession, constituted the most
II,,

legitimate pi-operty.
t Cret. vol. iii. p. 390.

+ Ki'asinski's Lectures on Slavonia,

p. 321.
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no stone remaining upon another, and the Lutheran
The same things occurred
church was burnt.
and in some instances the Proin other places
testants were compelled by continual attacks to
;

Nor did they long confine
give up their churches.
their assaults to the towns; the students of Cracow
proceeded to burn the churches of the neighbouring
In Podlachia, an aged evangelical minister
districts.
named Barkow was walking before his carriage, leaning on his staff, when a Polish nobleman approaching
from the opposite direction, commanded his coachman
before the old man could
to di'ive directly over him
move out of the way, he was struck down, and died
from the injuries he received.*
The University of Cracow, writing to that of Louvain,
and referring to one of those expeditions against the
;

Protestants, headed by Jesuits, in 1621, expresses it" The Jesuits are
self as follows
very cunning, expert
in a thousand artifices, and clever at feigning sim:

but they were the cause of much innocent
blood being shed. The town (Cracow) was deluged
The fathers were never satiated with murwith it.
ders, only the arms of those ruffians whom they employed for their crimes were tired they were moved
with compassion, and refused at last to proceed in the
massacre." t Indeed, the fiery spirit of intolerance and
so strong
bigotry wliich the Jesuits had diffused was
and universal, that even Wladislau, Sigismund's successor, notwithstanding all his efforts, could not arrest
the religious persecution and protect his Protestant
It
subjects from the sanguinary fury of the Papists.
is true that
Sigismund, in following the Jesuits' direcplicity

;

;

tions,

and

in attempting

to

re-introduce

Romanism

into all his dominions, had lost his hereditary kingdom
of Sweden and the magnificent province of Livonia
;

*

+

Ranke's History of the Popes, vol', ii. p. 161.
Literas Academite Cracoviensis ad Academiam Lovaniensem,

1627.

"2

July
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but that was nothino: to the fathers. Protestantism
was broken, their opponents were despised or sacrificed, their houses and colleges had received great
additional revenues
what did they care for the losses

—

of others?
On the premature death of Wladislau, his brother
He had
Cassimir ascended the throne of Poland.
been a Jesuit, and had sat in the College of Cardinals.

The Pope, that he might assume the sceptre, had
granted him a dispensation from all his vows. This
Jesuit king, by his bad conduct and cowardice, very
nigh lost his kingdom and when his subjects recovered
it from the hand of the imperious Charles Gustavus,
king of Sweden, he, in gratitude for that fidelity and
" committed himself and the
kingdom to
gallantry,
;

the care of the Virgin Mary, and vowed to convert
"
which meant, says Krasinski, to disperse
the heretics
and extirpate them.
Tlic Jesuits triumphed.
We shall not follow those
pitiless and relentless monks in all the iniquities they
committed, in all the miseries they inflicted on poor
Poland, which owes in great part to them the loss of
her literature, of her glory, and, in part, of her
;

national existence.
Much has been said and written about the conversion to Romanism, by the Jesuits, of Christina, the
daughter of the heroic Gustavus Adolphus, king of
Sweden. But as this event did not produce any material change on that country, we shall be very brief
in our account of it.
No doubt, the Jesuits had a
great share in bringing that capricious and haughty
woman into the pale of the Poman Church. The sad
glory belongs to Macedo, confessor to the Portuguese
ambassador at the court of Sweden. He persuaded
her to seek rest to her disquieted mind in the unchanged and unchangeable doctrines of Pome. By her
order, Macedo went to Pome to ask the General of
the Jesuits to send her some of the most trusted mem-

o'^tirgrowcnG ixfluexce of the society.
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Some time after, two very handbers of the order.*
some and vouno- Itahan noblemen, traveUinff. as tliev
gave out, for then' improvement, arrived at the Swedish court, and were introduced to the queen, and adIn these two verv pleasino;
mitted to the roval table.
Toun^ men were to be recocrnised two Jesuits, sent bv
the General and these, beino; admitted to secret interviews with the princess, achieved the work begun
:

by Macedo. Christina, on her conversion, renounced
the crown, and went to Rome to worship on his own
pedestal of pride the idol which the bigoted Papists
adore in the place of God the Lord.
must now return to examine the conduct of the
Jesuits in Eno'land, and we could wish that we were
spared the task for, in connexion with their plots
and crimes, we shall have to speak of the shameful and
unchristian proceedings of their opponents, which were
such as we cannot think of without sadness, and whicli
convey but a poor idea of the goodness of human nature when acting imder the influence of exciting ptissions.
By the one party, the conception of a most
abominable and infernal crime is extolled as a meritowhile the other, to punish the
rious and heroic action
intended crime, violates the most sacred laws of justice

We

;

;

and humanity.
There is no event in the annals of any nation, the
memory of which has been so carefully perpetuated
as has been in

England the gunpowder plot. It is
the first page of the national history which is taught
to children by its annual commemoration every fifth
of November.
therefore shall relate of it only
so much as is necessary to demonstrate the part in it
that may be attributed to the Jesuits.
Here, as in the
affair of Campion, it is rather difficult, amidst the many
contradictory versions and documents, to arrive at a
clear and satisfactory conclusion reo-ardinfj the deo^rec
of culpability of the accused.
shall neither credit

We

We

*

Eanke,

vol.

ii.

p. 362.

-S^
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against Elizabeth and
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after he fled
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During Elizabeth's lifetime, he l.ad
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idea of
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the Jesuits
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Catliolics to take the oath of

It
allegiance, and Trhicli produced so many miseries.
was he, too, who constrained the Pope to disgrace the
arch -priest Blackwell for having taken it, and who

compelled the secular priests to become rebels and
which circumstance
victims acrainst their own will
elicited from them the memorial to the Pope which
we have reported at p. 163. But, that no doubt may
remain about it, listen to the ingenuous Cretineau, who,
enumerating the benefits rendered bv the Jesuits to
Piomanism. savs.
Have thev not preserved in En^land the germ (of Popery) which is now developing
itself luitJt such vigour, and which in Ireland, after
three hundred vears of mart^T-dom, BECAiiE a legitiMATE REVOLUTION?'"'* Xo words cau prove better than
:

'•'

these that the Jesuits were constantly and actively
employed in Great Britain in propagating Piomanism,

a doctrine which, according to them, confers upon the
Pope the right of supremacy, of disposing of the crown
at his pleasure, and of releasing the subjects from their
allegiance to a heretic sovereign, and which, conseIn this aspect alone
quently, amounts to high treason.
can be in part excused those sanguinary laws of persecution and tvrannv enacted in the reio^ns of Elizabeth
and James ao:ainst the Koman Cathohcs.
AVe insist

upon

this consideration.

Now,

in the particular cas^e

— the
ing

which we are examin

— we

believe that Catesby
and Percy, at first, contrived the plot without the
knowledge or participation of the Jesuits, as it is not
denied that afterwards Gerard, Tezmund alias Greenwall, and Garnet, were made acquainted with it in all
its horrid details.
The whole question regarding

gunpowder

Garnet,

who

hitherto

amounted

*
tt'int

plot

alone suflered for the conspu'acy, has
to this

— whether

he knew of

it

in

" N'ont ils
pas conserve en Angleterre le germe qui se developpe avec
de vigueuT, et qui en Irlande, apres trois cents ans de martjTe, devient

one revolution legitime

V

Vol.

iii.

510.
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as it was revealed to him by
Father Gerard, under the seal of confession. And the
Jesuits and Papists insist upon this point, pretending
that, in such a case, Garnet could not reveal the con-

any other way than

To speak the
spiracy without committing sacrilege.
we are inclined to believe that he, literally
speaking, did not kijow of it otherwise and these are
Garnet was not, hke
the reasons why we believe so.
Parson, a bold and daring partisan, capable of braving
any danger, of attempting any enterprise. He was a
truth,

;

very poor conspirator, in no way disposed to earn the
of martyrdom.
Catesby, who had been his associate in the plots during the reign of Elizabeth, must
have known him well, so that he and the other conspirators did not trust him at first even with their confession.
It was Greenway who, in our opinion, violated the seal
of confession by apprising his superior of what was

palm

going on. It

is

when afterhim the whole

not improbable, then, that

wards Catesby proposed

to disclose to

plan of the plot. Garnet, who had nothing to learn,
refused to listen to him, in order that, in case of illsuccess, he might not be accused of being an accomThat all the Jesuits approved of the plot and
phce.
wished it success, there is very little doubt, and we
even believe that, without speaking openly to the point,
Garnet must have" indirectly, by cunnino-, adroit insinuations, encouraged the conspirators to consummate
It is a fact deponed by Bates,
the horrible crime.
and indubitably proved, that Garnet and the other
two Jesuits had frequent interviews with Catesby and
the other conspirators some few days before that
which had been fixed upon for the execution of the
and we do not hesitate to say, that had Garnet
plot
wished to deter the conspiratoi^ from their infernal
found a thousand ways of
projects, he might have
all
the secrets of the
without
at
so
betraying
doing
;

But suppose that, as we have said,
Garnet and Greenway did not know of the conspiracy

confessional.
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except under the seal of confession, and that they in
no way encom-aged and abetted it, yet we cannot
acquit them of the charge of being accompUces in the
crime.

We

have related at p. 140 that at Grenada the
had propounded a doctrine that there are circumstances in which the confessor may oblige his
penitent to discover his accomplices or permit him to
Jesuits

inform the competent authorities of the crime. It is
true that the crime specified was heresy, but we think
that the same may be said of murder or any other
crime, and that that doctrine which is good at Grenada
must be equally good in England. But let that pass,
and let us proceed. The conspirators, at least five of
them, declared to the confessor, that they were meditating a horrible crime, that they were taking measures to accomplish it, and that they were sure of
success.
The confessor granted them absolution, and
another Jesuit administered to them the communion.

Now, the
solution

indispensable condition of the validity of absin, is, that the penitent feel repentance

from a

or contrition for having committed it. How then could
Father Greenway absolve the conspirators from a crime
of which they not only did not repent, but which
they
were proceeding at all hazards to perpetrate?
The
evil spirit himself

expounds this doctrine to the unfortunate Guide, to whom he proves that the absolution
he had received from the Pope from a sin he had not
yet committed was null.
" No
power can the impenitent

absolve.
to repent and -will at once consist,
contradiction absolute forbid."*

Nor

By

TVe conclude from this, that either your confession
is
merely a snare to entrap fools, or that Greenway
considered the conspiracy not a hellish crime, but a
meritorious deed
!

*

''

Che

assolver non si puo chi non si pente,
Ne pentere e volere insieme puossi
Per la contradizion che nol consente." Dante's Inferno^

—
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But we have a

more stringent argument.
some of their j^robable opinions,
the Jesuits thought that they were
obliged to absolve
the miscreants, and that their
ministry obliged them
faithfully to keep the secret, had they not the Pope,
the omnipotent Pope to apply to, to absolve them from
Suppose

still

that, following

that obHgation

?

Is there

any precept, any sacrament,

any law human or divine, from the fultilment of which,
according to their doctrine, the Pope cannot grant a
If there is
dispensation ?
any, let it be pointed out, and
we shah absolve them. But if they cannot deny that
the Pope could have released them from the
seci'ecy
of confession, and if they cannot prove that
they
asked such dispensation, it is evident that they did not
wish to prevent the crime. And if this was connivance,
and if this connivance was a capital crime, then their
condemnation was undoubtedlv a leo:al and iust sentence, and they met with nothing but deserved punishment. We wonder that James, who was so well versed
in theological controversies, did not find out
any of
these aro-uments, wliich would certainlv have furnished
more plausible grounds for a condemnation than the
equivocal confession winmg from the Jesuits by the
contrivance of io-noble and diso-raceful snares.
For

we unreservedly condemn the Jesuits, we exclaim
with equal energy against the proceedings of their
adversaries.
All the forms of justice, all the laws of
it

Garnet is conhumanity, were scandalously violated.
lined in a prison, repeatedly interrogated, and, in
order that he may betray himself, assured that his
accomplice Father Greenway has been arrested, and
that he has confessed evervthino'.
Then, after he
has been long in a dungeon alone, a jailor, pretending
to be touched with compassion, tells the desolate
man, that another Jesuit is close bv, and that he can
converse with, and even see him and opens a door
through which the two friends can see each other.
The maimer in which his secrets were surprised the
:

;
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of his words
the interception of
which he was assured he mic^ht in safety write

misconstruction
letters,
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;

bosom friends the strange imputation of roguery,
because he did not consent to accuse himself, in clear
and precise words the promises which were held out
to liim and never kept and, aboA'e all, the protracted,
to his

;

;

;

and inhmnan moral torture which was inflicted
* all deserve our severe
upon him on the scaffold
and unconditional censure. Thank God in Eno-land
at least we are now far from those cruel times of injustice and fanaticism, and we sincerely hope we shall
never see them back ao-ain.
The Jesuits were not appalled nor discouraged by
cruel,

;

!

the execution of Garnet, nor by that of Oldcorne,

who

some days before.j We
find them in almost all the conspiracies which were got
up to impede the regular march of the government,
and we find from time to time severe and inquisitorial
laws enacted against them, some of which forbade
them to set foot in England, under penalty of death.
It is an incontestable fact, that the Jesuits, by their
turbulent and treacherous conduct, were the cause of
most of the rigorous measures taken by the government against the Eoman Catholics, who ought therefore to consider those crafty monks as their most
Another inference mav be drawn
bitter enemies.
from what we have related, ntimelv that no danger,
not even that of death, can deter a Jesuit from follow-

had

suffered at Worcester

—

ing out his projects, when once they are considered
to be profitable to the Order, or necessary to avenge
it of its enemies.
The moment they could return
from exile, the instant they were set free from
*

The Eecorder of London, the Dean of St PaiJ's, and that of "Westminster, acompanied him to the &tal scaffold, and at that awful moment,
when the A\Tetched man had need to prepare himself for the presence
of the supreme infallible Judge, they, for th& space of an hour, obliged
him to discuss the lawfulness of equivocation, and the criminality of the
and thus subjected him to another trial
Oldcorne was executed ou the 17th of April 1606, Garnet on the
3d of May of the same year.
Plot,

t

!
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dangers or untied from the rack, they returned to their
plots and intrigues with unabated ardour and most
wonderful obstinacy. A striking instance of this was

by the Jesuit Fischer, who, the moment he
was hberated from the tower, undertook to convert to
Catholicism the mother of the briUiant
Buckingham,

furnished

who did in fact abjure Protestantism, and, in union
with France and Spain, contrived to render less cruel
the laws of proscription against the Catholics.*
During the fatal struo-o-le which Charles I. maintamed agamst the Parliament, the Jesuits pubhcly
and openly took part with the cavahers, because
Charles was evidently much better disposed towards
them than were the Puritans. It is evident that, by
shewing their devotedness to the king, if the contest
in his favour,
they might not only have hoped
for the free exercise of their religion, but for a considerable share of influence over him.
But a verv o'rave
accusation was brought against them, which, if true,
would shew them guilty of the most diabolical iniquity.
We have no proofs to establish this accusation, which

had ended

was produced some years

after the event; but, if we
are to declare our own conviction, we firmly believe
them guilty not because we credit in all its parts the
narrative of Jurieu, but for the reasons we are about
to give. Jurieu relates that the Jesuits, to re-estabhsh
the Roman Catholic relioion. thouo-ht that it would
be necessary that Charles, then prisoner, should fall,
and the monarchy along with him. In consequence,
eighteen of them, headed by a lord of the realm, went
to Pome to consult the Pope.
The matter was discussed in secret assemblies, and it was decided that it
was laiuful that Charles should die. The deputies,
on their return from Pome, shewed to the Sorbonne
;

* Cret, vol.

—

He might have said that Fischer was the
p. 476.
paltry contrivances, and that his endeavours were not
so much directed to alleviate the misery of the persons of his persuasion as to resuscitate enemies to the established government, in con*
formity with the \\T.shes of Spain and France.
author of

iii.

many
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the response of the Pope, ofivhich many copies were
On their
The Sorbonne approved.
return to England, the Jesuits set themselves to work,
and sent many of the most ardent Catholics among the
Independents, dissembling their religion, to inflame
distributed.

more their passions, and push things to extremities.
Their scheme having failed, they wished to have bach
the copies of the consultation of the Pope and the
Sorbonne; but the priest who before abjuring Protestantism had been Charles's confessor, and who was
intimate with the Jesuits, would not give up his
copy, and, after the return of the Stuarts, shewed
still

to

it

many

persons

who were

still

and could
what he nar-

living,

afford actual evidence of the reality of
rated.*

This statement, literally taken, does not stand examination, and Cretineau, who reports it, triumphantly
exclaims, that this manner of writing history renders
such inall discussion impossible.!
jS^o, certainly not
fernal projects as to drive the king to extremities, and
;

make

the king's head fall for the fulfilment of theii^
designs, if formed, were neither publicly nor secretly
discussed at the Court of Pome in the presence of

eighteen Jesuits and a lord, and much less was the
conclusion they came to, and their approval of the
project, put in writing ^ndi freely distributed: we
But,
readily acquit them of such foohsh contrivances.
knowing as we do the arts of the Loyolan brotherhood, we repeat that we firmly believe that it is more
than probable that the Jesuits did mix among the
Poundheads and excite their fanaticism to frenzy. I
have recorded (page 171) an almost similar fact which
appeared under our own eyes in Pome. And I must
further add, that all the more virulent men who, in
the beginning of Pius IX.'s reign, were proposing
*

Politique du clerge de France, on entretiens curieux
entretien : par Pierre Jurieu la Haye, 16S2.
+ Cret. vol. iii. p. 4S9.

;

deuxieme
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the most darino' and extravagant measures, were
afterwards discovered to be either in the pay of the
fathers, or to be the unconscious tools of their secret

agency.

Discouraged a httle under Cromwell, the Jesuits
took heart as^ain after the restoration of Charles II.,
to their usual arts and machinations.
If
are to believe what they boast of, it seems that
they had plunged into a more dangerous and extensive
conspiracy against the Protestant religion and the
secret
English liberties than we are aware of.

and resorted

we

"A

treaty," says Cretineau, "had been signed between
Louis XIV. and Charles IL, to re-establish the Cathohc
Fathers Annat and Ferrier,
religion in Great Britain.
successively confessors to the French king, and the
English Jesuits, had not been strangers to this nego-

Colman did not ignore those details, and he
spoke of them in his letters to Father Lachaise."*
We do not know how far we may credit this assertion
we know that Charles debased himself by asking and
receiving money from the French monarch, to whom

tiation

;

;

betrayed the interests of his allies and of his own
but, as to having stipulated for the reestablishment of the Romish religion, we would not be
lie

kingdom

;

However it be,
bold enough to assert that it was so.
this statement is connected with the famous Popish plot
which, in 1678, threw Great Britain into such a state
of alarm and excitement, and which, although it was at
the cause of many innocent victims beings sacri-

first

ficed,

result

an immense and glorious

produced
—ultimately
the Habeas Corpus Act.

Gates and Bedloe are two names which have come
to posterity abhorred and execrated by every
These infamous and abandoned men
honest man.
accused the Jesuits, the Pope, the Kings of France

down

and Spain, many English noblemen, and some scores
of thousands of the English citizens, of a plot so
* Cret.

vol. iv. p. 197.
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absurd, as to make, in our days, every one ashamed
And yet the generahty of the comof repeating it.
mon people, and the greater part of the higher classes,
at the feme behoved in its reality.
JS'othing else was
talked of, and all the cares of the government,
the activity of the parliament, and the energy of the
citizens, were exerted to protect the nation from an
This ought to teach
imaginary impending ruin.
us how the passions and spirit of party deprive us of

our right feeling and judgment, and how dangerous it
to give way to the impulse of the moment in times
of great commotion.
Many noblemen and citizens
were arrested upon the deposition of these scoundrels.
Many suffered the extreme penalty of the law.
Father Ireland, on the deposition of Gates, for which
the latter was afterwards condemned for perjury, was
sentenced to death and executed and soon after, the
provincial and four other Jesuits met with the same
fate upon the same absurd and unjust accusation.
We do not pretend to say, however, that the Jesuits
at such an epoch had quite renounced their intrigues
and treacherous projects, and were not to be looked
is

;

and enterprising spirit renrender, them very dangerous, and
their conduct in Protestant countries may be said,
with justice, to be a permanent conspiracy against the
welfare and the interests of all other communities and
But
they themselves, as we said, confess as much.
they were guiltless of the crime of which they were
after.

iS^o

;

their restless

dered, and does

still

;

How much
accused, and for which they suffered.
more mischief thev were the cause of in the reio-n of
the despotic and bigoted James II. !
It was at their
instigation that this bigoted monarch annulled the
test act,

many

many Protestant bishops, had as
Roman Cathohc priests consecrated

imprisoned

as

four

bishops at a time, and had formed a plan for converting
England to the Popish idolatry. Yet all these arbitrary
and foolish acts resulted also at last in the great advan-

u
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English nation.

The

Jesuits' influence

had

under James's reign, that Father
Peter was admitted into the privy council, and we do not
hesitate to say, that the favour James shewed to the
members of the Company and to the Catholics in
general, and the authority they exercised over him,
was one of the most efficient causes of raising up the
people of England's feelings of indignation, and to
bring them to resolve upon and achieve the glorious

grown

so powerful

Revolution of 1688
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CHAPTER

XIII.

1600-1753.

A.MERICAN MISSIONS.

When we

reflect that the Jesuits are our fellow-men,
that their crimes and iniquities which we are compelled
to stigmatise, are in some measure a stain upon the

human

species,

we

of praise

when we find some
when we may write a page
We think we have shewn

sincerely rejoice

noble action to record, and

and eulogium.

our account of the Indian missions,
while condemnino- with all our mio-ht the
idolatrous practice of later times, we awarded to the
first missionaries the praise that was due to their pure
this impartiality in

when,

to their prodigious and
are placed in much the
speaking of the American
missions, when we find the evil inherent in the spirit
of the sect, and in the religion they profess, united
with noble and generous endeavours to make the
happiness of a barbarous and savage population, by

and generous

intentions,

unremitting activity.
same predicament in

and

We

reducing it under benignant and humane laws, and by
imparting to it the benefit of Christianity, at least
in its effects upon the external conduct and mode of
]S'o doubt, a
a man
Christian Protestant
living.
imbued
with
the
true
of
the
deeply
spirit
gospel, and
who abhors any form of worship which consists in

—

mere bodily
missions.

service

—

will find

much

to

blame

]^o doubt the Jesuits here,

in these

as in India,
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preached and taught superstitious practices and eX'
ternal observances, rather than the sincere devotion
of the heart, and the faith to be reposed on the merits
of Christ's blood.
^o doubt they converted the
spiritual and mystic rehgion of Christ into a sensual
But, to be just, we
worship of material symbols.
think that these reproaches are due to Popery, to
the Roman Catholic rehgion in general, and not to
the Jesuits alone, and that we ought not to withhold
from them the praise they deserve for any good
quahty or merits they possess, merely because they
are Papists.
This would be too invidious, and would
render us guilty of capital injustice towards those
Romanists or Jesuits who sincerely believe that theirs
is the only true relio-ion
and be assured that in all
there
are
some
who
think thus of their own.
religions,
On the other hand, the Jesuits are accused of having
undertaken these missions solely with a view to their
private ends, to aggrandise and enrich the order, and
not to advance the interests of religion and the glory
of God.
This we freely admit, and we have repeatedly said that the Order has always been the
ultimate end of their conduct; but to refuse them the
merit of having brought a savage population into the
pale of civilisation, because they did so for their own
private interest, would be the same as to apply the
epithet of rogue to a landlord or manufacturer, who
treats his dependants with unwonted kindness and
;

humanity, because, by treating them in this manner,
he himself receives immense advantage.
Our readers must not infer from what we have just
said, that we do not find anythino; with which to reproach the Jesuits in their American missions. We
shall have many things to censure in them, but, on the
whole, their proceedings appear to us to be deserving
of the greatest praise, and we feel obliged to defend
them from the gross abuse which has been indiscriminately poured upon them on this score.
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The character

of the Western and Eastern missions
both in the means employed and the
In East India and China, the
results obtained.
principal feature of the missions is the idolatry with
which the Jesuits polluted the Christian religion.
Having to deal with populations in possession already
of more or less civilisation, and deeply imbued with
differ widely,

the prejudices of their religion, the Jesuits thought of

humouring them in their belief, and sometimes shewed
themselves more inchned to idolatry than the pagans
they were labouring to convert. Besides, having on
one side to contend with the pagan priests, who
wanted themselves to work the ignorance and prejudices of the Indians to their own account, and being
harassed on the other by the chief of their own
religion, who would not admit of any other idolatry
than that which was approved by himself, the Jesuits
could not obtain in the East Indies any great and

permanent

result.

Of a

quite different character are the missions of
America.
The Jesuits found there a barbarous

and savage population, zealous of their vagabond independence, fierce in their enmities, without any positive
notion of a peculiar religion, and, consequently, easy to
be subjected to any superior intelligence who should
undertake to inculcate upon them no matter what new
creed.

The

chief difficulty there lay in the imany intercourse with the persons

possibility of having

whose conversion was desired. The Indians, simple and
kind when first discovered, had now become ferocious
and excessively cunning, having been driven to extremities by the cruel and merciless treatment they had
experienced from the rapacious Spaniards, a treatment which had inspired them with mortal hatred
all Christians, and
against the very name of
which had been sacrilegiously employed in the
massacre of their kinsmen. Yet it was amono; the same
savages, who avoided Europeans more than a ferocious

against
Christ,
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beast,

that the Jesuits, without arms or

any com-

pulsory means, simply by persuasion and kindness,
succeeded in erecting an empire, all the laws of
which were based upon the first principles of
Let us see how they performed such
Christianity.
real prodigies.

The Spanish adventurers had brought
quered

America

all

the

vices

passions of their Inquisition.

It

into con-

and the ferocious
might be said that

South America had been transformed into a large
soldier was an
inquisitorial tribunal, and that every
The
inquisitor and an executioner at the same time.
adventurers, to palliate their crimes, when they murdered the poor, inoffensive Indians, gave out that
they did so to honour Christ, whom these obdurate
our intention to

pagans refused to worship.

It is not

detail all the crimes of those

most Christian

and we

assassins,

be contented with saying, that while they
butchered tens of thousands of inoifensive people, in
shall

endeavouring to convert them to their rehgion, they
succeeded with but very few and those who, to avoid
tortures and death, submitted to be baptized, hated
still more than their pagan brethren the very name of
;

Christians.

Ranke gives a very prosperous picture of the state of
" In the
beginning of the
religion in America, and says,
sixteenth century we find the proud fabric of the
Cathohc Church completely erected in South America.
It possessed five archbishoprics, twenty-seven bishoprics, four hundred monasteries, and doctrines in-

deference to so great a
historian,
say, that we admit the
as
to the number of monks
of
statement
the
veracity
and monasteries, archbishoprics and bishoprics ;
but we believe that these establishments were in
not to the
proportion to the extent of the country,
number of Christian inhabitants. Indeed, in every

Now, with
we venture to

numerable."*

*

all

Kanke, quoting Herrara,

vol.

ii.

p. 228.
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which the Europeans had taken poswas erected a church, if not for the
accommodation of these same Europeans, at least to
furnish priests and monks with a pretext to claim a
share in the spoils and wealth of the country hut we
doubt much that many Indians frequented these
The swarms of monks who had flocked to
churches.
tract of land of
session, there

;

America, finding in the climate a still greater stimulus to
their usual propensity to indolence and luxury, indulged
in all their vices, and thouo-ht only of makings converts

who

was necessary to procure some subjects
their patrons, the soldiers, as well as
enrich
might
their monasteries.*
Such, however, was not the conduct of the Jesuits.
There, as in Europe, they wished
to be distinguished from other brotherhoods, and
Conaffected a more saintly and pious course of life.
the cloak of
under
ultimate
their
purposes
cealing
and
they spoke of nothing else but of

as far as

piety,
rehgion
name of Christ,
converting infidels, and opposed, in the
the sanguinary measures adopted by the conquerors,
and approved by other rehgious communities. Perhaps we are not far from the truth when we assert

that the Jesuits adopted a more humane and Christian
pohcy, as well for their private purpose, as to set
themselves in opposition to other religious communities.
Because, it is a remarkable fact in the history
of the Church of Rome, that while every other brotherhood has both friends and foes in the other bodies, the
However it
Jesuits alone have none but enemies.
was, they set themselves to work; and, overlooking
for a moment the greater or less holiness of the end
they proposed, we repeat, that the means they made

use of to acquire a standing among the savages of
South America are deservino; of the hio-hest enco*
need hardly remind our readers, that -n-hen we speak of the idle,
luxurious, and selfish life of the monks, we speak of rhe generality, for
so illiberal as to say, that among them was to be found no
not
are
we
one really animated by a true zeal, and by the desire of converting infidels
to that religion which they thought the true one.

We

SOO
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The conquerors of this unfortunate part of
the globe, as Robertson remarks, had no other object
in view than to rob, to enslave, to exterminate, while
the Jesuits established themselves there in the view
of humanity.
They overran the country to a great
extent, and wherever they could find an Indian, they
overwhelmed him with so much kindness, shewed him
so much affection, spoke so indignantly of the cruelty
and avarice of the ferocious conquerors, with so much
unction of the mercies of God, that these injured men
yielded by degrees to the fascination, and accustomed
themselves to look upon a Jesuit as a protector from
And prothe oppressions of the other Europeans.

tectors they were,
went purposely to

and proved to be. Father Valdiva
Madrid to obtain from Philip III.

orders enjoining officers to treat the poor Indians with a
more humanity, and brought back a decree, that
those Indians who had settled within certain precincts
ruled by the Jesuits, should neither be reduced to
servitude, nor be forced to embrace the Christian
In the Tucuman, in Paraguay, in Chih, the
religion.*
little

Jesuits in their wanderings were making many and
devout proselytes, but with no other material advan-

tage to the order except the envy of the other
brotherhoods, and the hatred of the Spaniards, whose

they were damaging. The sagacious and
this state of
politic Acquaviva perceived at once that
things must be mended and, in consequence, he sent
to America, in 1602, a commissioner, who, re-uniting
interests

;

in Salta all the Jesuits dispersed in different countries,

apprised them that the General thought

it

expedient

to trace a plan to moderate the eccentricities (ecarts)
of zeal, and to direct its impetuosity ; I in other words,

to turn such zeal to account.

determined

to concentrate

In consequence, it was
or at least their greatest
fix there the seat of

upon a point, and
power in the New AVer Id.

efforts,

their

all,

* Cret.

vol.

iii.

p. 292.

After having prof

Ibid. p. 289.
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that a sufficient number of the order should
remain at the stations throughout all South America,
to keep up their schools and colleges, and their commercial establishments, Acquaviva wished that his
all their energies in creating a
disciples should employ
new kingdom which they could call their own.
was
Paraguay, an immense and most fertile region,
chosen for a site on which to erect this principahty,
far from any rivalry, and with the view that the
no other relisubject should know no other master,
those
than
no
other
God,
presented to them by
gion,
The undertaking was difficult, and
the fathers.
videcl

and intrerequired a great deal of courage, patience,
to the task.
Jesuits
but
the
By
equal
proved
pidity
in bringing some tribes to
degrees, they succeeded
The Guaranis were the first who had
listen to them.
and who were
friendly intercourse with the Jesuits,
;

and
persuaded by them to renounce their wandering
adventurous life, and to taste the sweets of a wellSome houses were built under the
regulated society.
The lay brothers, or temdirection of the fathers.
who supphed them
artisans
the
were
poral coadjutors,
with what was most essential to render life pleasant
and comfortable. Above all, the power of music was
brought to bear on the vivid mind of those savages,
who were charm.ed by the melody of the sacred songs
repeated by the fathers.
The knowledge the Jesuits had of the art of heahng
wounds and bodily diseases, contributed also in great
measure to procure them friends and admirers. Curitheir efforts, while it brought
osity further favoured
the Indians to view what appeared to them such
strange things in the Jesuit settlements, after they
were sure that they should meet with nothing but
kindness and presents. Where at first stood a few
isolated houses, soon sprung up a village, which subseThe
town.
quently became a neat and regular little
for these towns was uniform, and very
traced
plan
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The

of one breadth, extended in
in a central square.
The
straight
church was built in the most conspicuous situation of
the \dllage, and was by far the most handsome and
decorated building in the town.
Xear the church
were the house of the fathers, the arsenal, and the
storehouses.
In every villao;e there was also a workhouse, or a sort of penitentiary for bad women.
simple.

hnes,

streets,

and met

were known under the general
them was distinThe tirst which was
guished by a proper name.
established was dedicated to the ^ladonna of Loretto
the second, to St Ignatius; and others to other saints
and Madonnas. As early as the year 1632, the

These

villacres

appellation of Reductions, but each of

;

Jesuits possessed twenty Keductions, each containing
a thousand families. Two Jesuits, the curate and

the vicar, were appointed to the management of each
Reduction, which they governed with absolute and
unquestioned authority.
They were the sovereigns,
the friends, the physicians, the gods, of those barbarians who consented to live in the Reductions.
Thev

partook of their labours, of their amusements, of their
of their sorrows.
They visited daily every
house in which lay a sick person, whom they served
as the kindest nurse, and to whom they seemed to be
By such conduct thev brought
ministerino; o;enii.
this primitive population to idolise them.

joys,

It must not be supposed, however, that the Jesuits
obtained at once over the ferocious adult Indians a
general and absolute power. Even those who had consented to receive baptism, and to live for bome time in
the Reduction, often deserted it. and disdaining- to live
that peaceful and comparatively etieminate hfe, returned to their forests, and to their former life of constant
warfare, in search of their enemies, in order to gratify
their cannibal appetites.
Often they rebelled against
the Jesuits' authority, and not seldom menaced them
with utter destruction.
But the second o-eneration

—

•
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who were born within the Reduction,
and had been brought up by the fathers shewed
themselves the most submissive and devoted of all
Gratitude for the kindness they had exsubjects.
for the superior intelligence and
admiration
perienced,
acquirements of their masters, awe for the religion
they were taught, fear of punishment and disgrace
all combined to render them faithful and submissive
those children

—

—

to the fathers.

When

once the Jesuits had raised up a generation
devoted and obedient, they then brought into
operation their system of government, and made a
so

successful attempt to realise that republic preconceived
of old by Plato, and which, with perhaps more interested views, is held out to us by the Socialists of our

own day.
else

In fact, their form of a republic was nothing
than that Communism which the famous Cabet is

now trying to establish in nearly the same regions ;
the only difference being, that the Jesuits substituted
themselves for the state or community.
The most perfect equality reigned in the Reductions.
'No mark of distinction, no difference of dress, of house
accommodation, or of food, rendered one envious of the
lot of another.
In every Reduction there were workshops in which were exercised the most useful arts.
The moment the boys were able to work, they were
sent there to learn the trade to which they felt most
strongly inclined, according to a principle to which
"
the Jesuits invariably adhered
that the art must
be guided by nature." The Jesuit lay brothers, or
temporal coadjutors, were the artisans who instructed
the youth, and they and the professed members them-

—

hand to the plough, to encourage the
conquering their repugnance to labour the
soil.
Every family was assigned a portion of ground,
which they were obhged to cultivate; and a severe
The women
vigilance insured a good cultivation.
selves put their
Indians in

had

also their occupations.

Every Monday morning
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they received a certain quantity of wool or cotton,
and every Saturday they were required to bring it
back ready for the loom. All the produce, of whatever sort, was deposited in large storehouses, and

by the Jesuits, in equal portions to every
Even meat was portioned from the public
In the distrislaughter-houses in the same manner.

distributed,
individual.

was paid to the orphan,
The surphis of
the helpless, and the superannuated.
the produce was exported, and partly exchanged for
European wares which were wanted in the Reduction
and the remainder, after having paid a piastra (four

bution, the greatest attention

;

shillings) for each individual from eighteen to fifty
years of age, as a sort of tribute to the Eang of Spain,
remained at the disposal of the fathers. No coin of

whatever sort was permitted or known at the ReducA spot of ground attached to every house may
be said to have constituted the only property belonging to the individual and this was done to encourage
and recompense industry for, if he made it productive, he reaped all the profits himself, without
diminishing the portion he received from the common
The daily occupations were minutely regustore.
lated.
There were fixed hours for work, for amusement, for prayers, and an hour was even fixed in the
evening after which every person was obliged to
tion.

;

:

return within the wall of his own habitation. Any
transgression of any of the established rules met with
pubhc corporal punishment but, in general, the transgressor feared more the anger of the father, than the
General sufi*rage was
castigation that awaited him.
and it was the people
exercised in its fullest extent
;

;

who

elected

their magistrates,

and

their

civil

and

All these public functionaries were
the Indians but, to flatter the
chosen
from
invariably
pride, or lull the jealousy, of the Spanish king, they
were distinguished by the Spanish appellations, CorThe choice of the people was
regidor, Alcalde, &c.
militar}^ officers.

;
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submitted, ^;ro/on» a at least, to the approval of the
authorities, who, not knowing either electors

Spanish

or candidates, could not but approve of it; but, in
of the Jesuits was indispensable
reality, the sanction
to the vahdity of the election.
To keep these people in such a state of dependence
and submission, the Jesuits had secluded them from
No individual could leave the
the rest of the world.

Reduction without permission, and no European was
allowed to visit these Reductions unaccompanied, or
The
to have free intercourse with the inhabitants.
knowledge of any other than the native language was
aversion and prejudices
altogether banished, and
cherished as in
against the Europeans as carefully
ancient Egypt.
Nor were the Reductions left unprotected against
All ablethe possible attacks of foreign enemies.

bodied

men were
its

mihtia, having
its artillery, its

drilled to arms,

regulations,

its

The

ammunition.

and formed

into

a

officers, its arsenal,

officers

were chosen

the arms and ammunition, not exceptmanufactured in the Reduction,
were
the
cannon,
ing
always by, and under the direction of, the Jesuits.
On the afternoon of every Sunday, and other hohdays,
the militia assembled and executed military exercises
and evolutions. When that militia was called forth
"
for the service of the Spanish king,
they had always
at their head and among their ranks, Jesuits, who prevented all contact with other Indians or with Eurobefore God,
peans, and who answered for their virtue
as the Indians answered for their courage before

by the

soldiers

;

men." * Nor, indeed, did they fail in their duty when
an occasion presented itself. Tribes of savages often
attacked the Reductions, but w^ere met with undoubted
courage, and, generally speaking, were repulsed after
sustaining severe loss.

But

if,

on the one hand, the Jesuits cherished among
* Cret. vol.

iii.

p. 312.
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the people distrust and aversion towards
strangers,
they, on the other hand, dihgently inculcated the
exercise of hospitality and friendship
among the different Reductions.
On the great festival days, and
especially on the day of the patron saint of any Reduction, the neighbouring ones went thither in solemn
procession, and were received with all possible
of love and friendship.

marks

Such is a sketch of the civil government of the
Reductions, and of the kind of life led by the inhabitants.
Objections and reproaches, and perhaps not
always unfounded, have been raised against such a
It has been said that the inhabitants of the
system.
Reductions were low and abject slaves, led on by the
scourge, deprived even of the faculty of thinking, and
confined in a perpetual imprisonment, though within a
large space. Quinet, with perhaps more eloquence than
reason, exclaims, "Are we sure that it (Paraguay)
contains the germ of a great empire ?
Where is the
sign of

Everywhere else, indeed, one hears at
squalling of the child in the cradle; here, I
greatly fear, I confess, that so much silence prevailing in the same place for three ages, is but a bad sign,
life ?

least the

and that the regime which can so quietly enervate
any other than that which
develops Guatmozen and Montezuma." All this is very
well said, and may be in part true.
Doubtless, these
Doubtless,
people were kept in perpetual infiincy.
nothing gre£it, nothing of a creating stamp, must be
virgin nature, cannot be

expected from them.

Doubtless, they did not develop

and expand the new element of life imparted to them,
as other nations have done who were more left to
themselves; nor did they exercise the noblest part of
in that pursuit for which
the intelligence
their nature
we think man was created the search after truth.
But surely there are nations Avho have been placed

—
—

—

and subjected to more dismore deserving our pity and

in worse circumstances,

astrous influences, and
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a nation, that has, through the
and activities, arrived
at a high state of civilisation and refinement, should be
at once crushed, as France is at the present moment,
under the iron hand of despotism, that people would be
lamentations as tliose
really miserable, and such doleful
of the eloquent ex-professor of the College of France
But these
would not in this case be misplaced.
Americans, who knew nothing of the pleasures of moral
and intellectual refinement but what was presented to
them by their instructors, and found therein contentment, we do not know how far they deserve to be
Were these people, we ask in our turn, less
pitied.
happy or more miserable than those tens of thousands
who wallow in vices of all sorts in the free and civilised towns of Paris and London ?
Are, then, squalid
poverty, the groans of the oppressed, and reckless
sensuality, necessary elements of national happiness?
These are questions which in our opinion deserve some
consideration and although we think the human race
has been destined by the Creator to greater and
nobler purposes than the mere enjoyment of a matecommiseration.

Thus,

free exercise of all

if

its faculties

;

and although we know that humanity must
progress in its career, and that this progress cannot
be attained without great commotion and great evil,
nevertheless, when we contemplate all the miseries
which surround our state of civihsation, we freely
forgive the Jesuits for having, in one part of the globe,
let civihsation and progress sleep a while, to render
these poor Indians happy.
Better founded are the charges brought by the
pious and zealous against the Jesuits, with respect to
the kind of religion they taught to their neophytes.
In fact, though we cannot trace any such permanent
system of gross idolatry as was practised by the
order in the East Indies, nevertheless it is an undeniable fact, that what was taught by them under the
name of the pure religion of Christ, was little else

rial life

;
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£,han a series of empty forms and superstitious observances, and that the worship which was rendered
to God was httle better than a continual and motley

masquerade,

if

We

we may be allowed the

expression.

shall not enter into details, the following passage
from Cretineau sufficiently shewing what sort of

Christians, if they can be called so at all, were those
converted by the Jesuits. " Those Indians had a very
limited intelhgence
they only understood vrhat fell
under their senses and the missionaiies were so
alarmed at their stupidity, that they asked themselves
whether it was possible to admit them to the participation of the sacraments.
They consulted, upon this
the
of
Peru
assembled at Lima, who
bishops
point,
came to the decision that, baptism excepted, no act of
Christian devotion shoidd he imj)osed iq?on them,
It is true that the
u'ithout infinite jy^^ecautions."^
panegyrist of the order adds, that the patience of the
Jesuits was not discouraged for all this, and that they
endeavoured to render them better Christians, and,
we even believe, if the man who fulfilled all the imposed external ceremonies may be called a Christian,
that they succeeded in their attempt.
However, it seems that the Jesuits had so completely perverted the true spirit of the Christian
as
religion, that even Roman Catholic bishops, who,
every one knows, are not very scrupulous in these
matters, were shocked and indignant at their conduct,
and made an attempt to put a stop to it. Bernardin
;

;

of Cardenas, Bishop of Paraguay, and John Palafox,
Bishop of Angelopohs, were the most prominent in
their efforts to put a stop to the Jesuitical superstiboth were worsted
tions but both were unsuccessful
in the contest
both were obliged to wander as poor
;

;

;

exiles out of their

dioceses;

and both were

at last

compelled to give up their bishoprics. The history
of Palafox in particular deserves to be briefly told.
* Cret.

vol.

iii.

p. 502.
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Palafox was a man of the greatest piety, of a pnre
and uncontaminated life, and, after his death, was even
He bore no ill-will to the
proposed for canonisationJesuits; on the contrary, as a good Papist which he was,
he even overrated their merits. In his letter to the
''
King of Spain, he says of them, The Company of the
holv name of Jesus is an admirable institution, learned,

worthy not only of the protection of
your majesty, but of all the Catholic prelates."* A
man who thus speaks of the order cannot be susand it must be inferred that he
pected of enmity
would not have attacked the Society, unless constrained

useful, sainted,

;

by duty or necessityo He attempted at first to bring
them to reason by remonstrance.f He afterwards
wrote a strong letter to Pope Innocent X., and
asked for a reform of the Society, indispensable,
he said, for the good of the Christian community.
The result was. that the Jesuits raised such a storm,
and excited so many bad passions against the virtuous
" not to be
imprisoned or murdered,
prelate, that he,
was obliged to fly, and to wander," as he wrote to
the Pope, " through inhospitable mountains and forests
to appease his hunger with the bread of affliction
to
his
with
of
thirst
the
water
his
to
have
quench
eyes
no other house than caverns and the hard o^round:
and to pass his life with serpents and scorpions." i
Such was the life to which the Jesuits had reduced
the poor bishop.
But even this did not satisfy them.
;

;

;

To

satiate their spirit of revenge,

* See
this and otlier letters of

and

tliis

they did not scruple

prelate in Arnaiilcl, torn, xxxii.

xxxiii.

\ Palafox, -wislnng to see tlie authorisation, which the fathers pretended to have, to confess without the diocesan's order, in o^jposition
to a decree of the Council of Trent, asked them to shew him such au
authorisation
they answered that they had the pri^^lege not to shew it.
" Let me see that
" We have tlie
privilege," said the bishop,
" Shew me at least thisprivisecret
our privileges."
last
le^eto keep
" We are authorised
to keep secret even this other privilege."
privilege."
See the letter in which the prelate relates the fact in Arnauld, torn,
;

xxxiii. pp. 486-534.
X Letter to Innocent X.,

An. 1649,

X

ss.

14-18.

olO
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to profane the episcopal dignity, and the most sacred
mysteries of that rehgion which they professed to

In 1647, on the day of the festiyal of their
uphold.
founder Loyola, the pupils of the college got up a
procession, of which the following were the principal
features. One of the scholars had the crozier hangino;
from the tail of his horse, and the mitre at the stirAnother carried an image of the bishop in
rup.
others carried indecent imao'es of hic^hly
caricature
respectable priests. This one gaye a blessing with the
" Such are the true
liorns of a bullock, saying,
armorial of the Christians."
That others held up
with one hand the image of the Saviour, and with
:

the other

us

to

an infamous thing ivhich decency forbids
All of them shouted out the Lord's

name.

Prayer, at the end of which they repeated with
thunder in o' shouts, " Libera nos a Palafox Deliver

—

us from Palafox." *
At last, the Court of Rome, in order to protect him,
transferred him to the see of Osma in Spain, where
he gaye such proofs of yirtue and piety, that he died
in the odour of sanctity, receiyed subsequently the
and Venerahilis, and, about
title of Servus Dei
sixty years after, was proposed for canonisation, t
would any one imagine that
B.ut can it be belieyed
Jesuits of the third generation would step forward
to renew their attack against the ancient opponent

—

—

of the order, and oppose his canonisation?
The General of the
sucli was the case.
*

And yet
Company

Letter of Palafox to Father Rada, Provincial of the Jesuits, 16i9.
Some Jesuits have denied the
torn, xxxiii. p. 643.
authenticity of this letter, others the truth of the accusation, and have
As to the authenticity of the letter, it
called the prelate a calumniator.
cannot be denied, since the bishop himself published it in his Defensa
Canonica, dedicated to the King of Spain and the well-known character
ot Palafox puts his veracity beyond question ; nor "would he have dared
to bring before the royal throne a false accusation.
t I forgot to mention, in speaking of the canonisation of saints, that,
in general, many years are allowed to pass after obtaining a title of
Servus Dei, for example, before the other title, Venerahilis, is asked fur,

See Arnauld,

;

and

bo on.
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of the promoactually interfered, and by the mouth
ter of the faith promotore della fede,* calumniated

—

his doctrines, his conduct, his

life

;

and succeeded in
was

which
postponing the canonisation till the storm
gathering broke forth, and dispersed for a while
This example goes
hated Company of Jesus.f
to shew how deeply is rooted in the heart of
Jesuit the spirit of hatred
have reported at

We

and revenge
some length the

the
far

the

I

incidents

connected with Palafox, as peculiarly exemplifying
both the character of that individual, and the nature
of the facts and the scandal they produced among the
Papists themselves, and which is not yet alleged.
But this is merely one example, amongst thousands, of
the domineering and persecuting spirit of Jesuitism.
" The innumerable and continual
proceedings that
were brought against you at the Court of Rome," says
" bear witness of the
Gioberti, addressing the order,
kind of concord and good friendship which the Company maintained with their companions in the priesthood and apostolate. The first cause of the quarrel
has always been, that your missionaries wanted to be
alone, and to exclude the other orders from any
and for this they first of
participation in the missions;
and when they did not
all applied to the Holy See
succeed there, they had recourse to all sorts of tricks,
;

insidious calumnies, persecutions, and acts of violence.''^
So speaks a man who glories in being a truly good
* The office of this
personage in the canonisation is to raise, pro forma,
ohjections to its accomplishment, by questioning the virtue of the man,
In Italy he is called the advocate
the reality of his miracles, and so on.
of the devil ; and our Gioberti, with perhaps more wit than Christian
" In the case of
Palafox^ the name (advocate of the devil)
charity, says,
may have well become him, as he was the advocate of the fathers.''
"t Owing to the French Revolution of seventeen hundred and eightynine, the proceedings for the canonisation of Palafox, which had lasted

were never resumed, till lately an attempt was made to
a saint of him but the Jesuits were again too powerful to allow it,
and the case is yet pending, so that it may be said that the good Palafox
is in a sort suspended between earth and heaven.
X Gioberti, ut supra, vol. iii. p. 151.

fifty-five years,

make

:

^^2

Eoman
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and who enumerates
many bishons
legates, &c., who had been
sorely persecuted bj the fathers.
In fact, here is
the policy
adopted by the Jesuits towards the superior ecclesiastical authorities
everywhere, and more
especia ly in the East and West Indies.
We heg- the
Catholic,

Ticar-generals,

popes,

especial attention of our readers to the followino- state
because it serves to
explain the

ment,

apparent

anomaly existing among Popish bishops and other
functionaries m
respect to the favour or hatred shewn
by them to the Jesuits.

The bishop, or legate, or
cardinal, or whoever
possesses any authority, must be either
friendly
or adverse to the
Company, and this especially ii
foreign and distant lands far from the control of
Kome. In the former case, the Jesuits will
load him
with praises, whether deserved or
not.
They will

pronounce him a saint, a luminary of the
Church, a
model ol Christian virtue and
leaving to him all the
external pomp and ostensible
authority of his office
they will command and direct
everything in his
name. To such men
they give the utmos? outward
respect, and make the most humble
protestations of
;

devotion, repeating at
every word that they are the
most obedient servants of the
Holy See, and of its
And this same conduct of theirs and
representative.
the
testimony which those same persons are ready to

give to their dutiful behaviour,
lathers as an answer to those

is

held out by the

who reproach them

with disobedience and
But if these eccleirreligion.
dignitaries refuse to submit to the
guidance
ot the fathers, and
pretend to exercise their own ausiastical

thority mdependently, they become
profligate heretics
monsters of imqmty and
they may consider themselves fortunate if
they escape with treatment short of
that bestowed upon Palafox and De
Tournon. Indeed
even the very Popes have been treated
in
the
same manner, and have been extolled or nearly
slandered;
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were favourable or adverse to the
be found in the Bullarium a quanare
There
to
Society.

accordlnoj as they

the Jesuits for their disobedience
tity of briefs against
to 'the representatives of the Holy See, and for the

from them.* Their
persecutions these had suffered
disobedience, and spirit of revolt against the Court
of Rome, with respect to their conduct in the missions,
which they persisted, had become so offensive and
Innocent
provoking, that first Innocent X., and then
XIII., had resolved to abolish the Society, not by a bold
and decisive measure, as did afterwards Clement XIV.,

in

but by forbidding the reception of any more novices.
Innocent XIII., after having ordered the Incjuisition
to collect full evidence of the almost traitorous actions
of the Jesuits, in answer to an apologetic letter of the
General, who declared the Society to be innocent, or,
at least, excused their insubordination and rebellion,
issued a bull by which it was expressly forbidden to
the General, and the Society, to give the habit to any
novice, or to admit any to take vows, whether
But while Innocent was detersimple or solemn.f
mining to act with extreme vigour against the Society,
he died, and by a death whicli awakened no unnatural
suspicion of foul play .J
Such are the broad features of the American
missions.
may as well add, that the Jesuits
thought it prudent to refuse admittance into the

We

to all the aborigines, in order that they
lose the prestige which they exercised
must also warn our readers not to
over them.

Company

might not

We

imagine that the Jesuits had confined their estabhsh* For the
persecutions to whicli all those ecclesiastics, regular or
were subjected, because they would not submit to the domineerof
the
Jesuits, see the preface of torn, xxxii. of Amauld's work,
ing spirit
witli documents.
t Inhibendum est Patri Generali, totique societate ne in posterrim
ad vota sive
recipiant novicios ad habitum societatis, neque admittant
eimplicia sive solemnia.
See also
X See the Memoires Historique de Xorhert, already quoted.
Anecdotes sur Le Chine, t. vi. p. 408.
secular,

814

ment
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to the Reductions of

Paraguay,

own

Paraguay was

private kingdom., we may say, but they had
also magnificent estabHshments of all kinds
throughout all South America.
Particular incidents, minute
their

wonders, as related by the Jesuits in
their histories, and in their letters, annucel or edifi
anteSf we shall not repeat ; nor shall we record some
details, miracles,

partial acts of cruelty and wickedness with
of the Jesuits have been reproached.

which some

We

have given as

think

we

an idea as possible of the general
character of the missions, and this is all that can be
done in a general history of the order. As we shall
afterwards have occasion to speak at some length of
the commercial operations of the Jesuits, and of the
fair

ultimate fate of the Reductions,
an end.

this chapter to

we

shall

now bring
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DECLKE.

CHAPTElv XIV.
1617-1700.

IKTEENAL CAUSES OF DECLINE.
former chapters, that
have »een in one of our
there broke out sevei-a
during rcquaviva's generalate,
of the

We

exorbitant
insurrections against the
po^er the^
^ere quelled,
they
that,
akhough
generafand
of disobechence and a

mr

ial

had

lef

in the

communit/seeds

would
it was to be feared
of independence, .vhich
In
nt.
mom
favourable
first
the
x^anifest itsell again at
on
n
the
was no more restramed bj
fact, the instant it
a 1 the
and of the infle..ible Acqua^.va, jt F-aded
the highest,
classes of the order, especially
and a turbulent and haughty
professed,
^^^'='^>
the place
of the boclet^
took, in the manaeement
The
General.
reserved by Lorola'for the all-powertul
-,
ha'^cter ^f the immediate
°^, ultima el^
an innovation. ^Mich
ereatlv facilitated such
Caraifa,
Vitelleschi,
frodu ed the ruin of the order.
the
not
were
>i coTomini, Gottifredi,
to the hei h
pfri

^^^^

,

-—

its

W^V^^^Z

now ascended
were neither ^amt, not
and
They
pride.
power
They
enou<.h to succeed in the undertaking.

govern
of

tSeh

this brotherhood,

rocues
their pious and
did not inspfre veneration enough by
admiration
.lav lit/as did Borgia, nor respect and

bv
a^

the
their superior genius in governing

community,

and the consciousiainez and Acquaviva had done
rendered them .till leN»
own

msufaciency
ness of their
suited to the task.
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Vitolle-schi,

we 1-mten

Acquaviva's immediate successor was a
man, mild and
He

he

]

ii

.

i^ a
such
a

t'as

conciliatory.

,or,^l

-'^ consolation

from the conviction that

'"''

^"'

^' '«

<'"dent that

'T'fr^' man could
and
indulgent
not oppose any
resistance

inH
kmd
I

eiFectnal

to the

fast-spreadino- corruption of

*'• "^'T"^' °*' ''«t--i"edai!ibition
vLTt'l
What
under Acquaviva
had only been the
expedient
oi the
moment, became under Vitelleschi a rule
The
professed members became, if not
exclusiyely, at least
with
the coadjutors, the
simultaneously
administrators
of the
temporal concerns of tlie
Society; and the control which the two classes
had exercised, the one over
the other,
according to the wise enactments of lo-natms, was for ever annihilated.
AVhile the

"V°

iiumb,?r of
the coa.l|utors
decreased, that of the professed became
out ot all
proportion numerous, but lost some of that
veneration which
they bad earned in former times bv
"'

?«. i^'
ascetic,

•''PJf^'--'^'WO

at least,
wholly spiritual

we have

iiesides, as

and

persons of the highest families,
eager for ecclesiastical dignities or temporal power, now sought admission into the
order, and
Vitelleschi had neither the
intention nor
the
perhap^
power to refuse them, whether
or
they were

not.

Ihe

strict

said,

qualified

and

searching scrutiny to which the
candidate ought to have
submitted, and to which in
tact he had been
subjected under Loyola and the
two
tollowing Generals, had become gradually less
severe
but under Vitelleschi it was
altogether neglected, and the novices were absolved fVom
many
obligations to which the Constitution
rightfully subThe abuses
jected them.
resulting from the nonobservance of tlie most essential
rules increased so
greatly, that Vitelleschi himself was much affected
;

It,

and poured forth

and

deprecatory

by

his affliction in a

letter,

which he addressed to the

*

Eanke,

most eloquent

vol.

ii.

p. 388.
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extract
—" But whence can we
we suspect
Divine things— our
— checking the
irksomeness

members

of the order.

the following passage

this letter

:

our disinclination to

feeling

in recollection

laborious

of

in

wanderings of our vagrant imaginations, frequently
which is least to be desired,
because we have not repressed them when we could ?
What is that tenacious and entangling love of the lowtendinir in that direction

—the world, honour,
and
—
the
comforts?
greater authority conceded
and blood rather than
the
care not
words — that enervated exest objects

parents,

that

worldl}''

to

rebellious flesh

to

for

action, for I

spirit in

;

hausted weakness in resisting the solicitations of the
adversary in our conflicts with the domestic enemy,
perhaps not entirely yielding, but still not evincing
that alacrity and exaltation of mind to which only

These are the fruits of timidity
victory is granted ?
and of a dissolute spirit, which, unless it is raised
betimes, and warmed anew, is clearly approaching a
And the letter concludes with
fall and destruction."
" I
these remarkable words
eagerly call all to witness
and proclaim to them, that with Bernard I expect an
answer to this epistle, but an answer of deeds, not
"
" So
words." *
that," says Gioberti,
during; Vitelleschi's government, the spirit of the Constitution was

—

prevailed over the
over that of mysticism." |
The evil increased under Caraffa, who succeeded
Vitelleschi in 1646, and who was still less able than
his predecessor to govern the Society.
Caraffa was a
simple and innocent bigot, not altogether unworthy of
quite

saints,

the
changed
and a worldly
:

politicians

spirit

commendation. He was remarkable for his humihty
he would have no carriao;e, no servant, no mark of
distinction, as to food or raiment, from the humblest
:

of the brethren.:!:
*

He

repeatedly begged his disciples

Epist. Meutii Vitelleschi, ko. (Antwei-p, 1665.)
Grioberti/Z Gesuita Modemo, vol. iii. p. 299.
+ Diario Deone apud Eanke, vul. ii. p. 389.

+
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and temporal concerns, and to
a religious and pious life. He was shocked and
grieved at heart on account of the pervading spirit of
licentiousness and avarice, and predicted that it would
be the ruin of the order. In fact, the Society was
continually departing more and more from the prinThe rule,
ciples on which Loyola had established it.
that all who entered the order should abandon every
temporal possession, had been strictly enforced in
former times, but now the act of renunciation was
either delayed, or performed under conditions, and
that under different pretences, and especially on the
ground that any Jesuit was liable at any time to be
So when a novice now
expelled from the Society.
made the transfer of his property to the order, he
clearly specified that it was in favour of such and such
a college to which he was attached, and often with the
reservation of himself administering the property he
bequeathed so that, even when the property remained
in the order, it was no more unconditionally at the
General representing the entire
disposal of the
community, but of an individual, who, in a certain
measure, still considered it as his own. Nay, many
of the Jesuits, having more leisure and skill than
their relations, undertook the management of their
to lay aside all political
live

;

affairs.

Against those evils Caraffa could do nothing but
write letters filled with complaints, and prescribing
remedies which were never to be resorted to. Thus,
speaking of those Jesuits who wished to retain their
"
Having settled in their own minds
property, he says,
in what houses or colleges they are to fix their abode,
they labour strenuously to obtain for themselves the administration of what they have resigned
And again, " Our procurators should
to the Society."
be more cautious, for, although they seek what is just
by lawful right, still they seem to seek it with avarice
and cupidity, and exhibit too much avidity, which
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And as to profane conversation
world." *
" Nor can I
licentiousness, Caraffa says,
possibly
pass over in silence that these errors are in a great
measure the result of the error of the superiors."!
What a poor idea these two generals give of the
authority, the prestige exercised by them over the
Community ! what a contrast with their predecessors !
How different would Loyola, Lainez, or even Acquaviva
When a General of the Order, aware of
have acted
the evils which have invaded the Society, can find no
remedy but in complaints, the Society must inevitably
perish and so it happened to the Jesuits.
Piccolomini, who succeeded Caraffa in 1649, and
Gottifredi, who succeeded this last in 1652, were men
without any energy or capacity, perhaps less jealous
than the two former Generals of the purity and
morality of the order and, in their short administrations, they could do nothing but witness its increasing
smells of

tlie

and

!

;

;

corruption.

Here it is to be remarked, that in the election of
the General, the choice of the congregation now invariably fell upon a person without character or
authority, that the fathers might have no master
over them; and when the next General, Goswin Nickel,
attempted to assert, in part, his authority, he was
soon made aware that the times of Loyola and
Acquaviva were gone by.
Nickel, elected General in 1652, was a rude and
obstinate man.
He did not, indeed, contemplate any
very deep or searching reforms; he suffered things
to proceed, on the whole, as
they had previously
done but it was his habit to insist on the observance
of his orders with pecuhar obstinacy, without having
any regard to the feelings of others, and he offended
;

so grievously the self-love of the aristocratic part of
* Vincentii Cara^x
Epistole
Societatis.
t Ibid.

Part of

it

deModis conservandi primcevum
apud Ranke, in a note, vol. ii. p. 391.

sinriturn.
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the Society, that the General Congregation of 1661
adopted measures against him, such as, from the
monarchical character of tlie institution, could hardly

have been supposed possible.*

The Congregation,

desu'ous of setting Nickel aside, and yet unwilling to
pronounce a deposition, applied to the Pope for

permission to elect a vicar- general, and Innocent X.
not only granted their request, but pointed out for
the office his friend Oliva. vv'ho was accordingly elected.
Then the Congregation, having decided that the vicargeneral should possess a primitive power, independent
of the Genera], the authoi-itv of the latter was wholly
superseded, and entirely transferred to the vicar; so
that, when some Jesuits went to pay their respects to
" I
tind
Nickel, he, in a lamentable tone, said to them,
myself here entirely abandoned, and have no lono-er

to do anything." |
It is curious, if not instructive (the veracity of the
Jesuit historians being very well known), to listen to

power

Cretineau's account of this transaction. " Nickel," says
''
felt that he was
the French historian,
growing old,
that his infirmities no longer permitted him to govern
with the required vigour he begged of the Jesuits to
discharge him from a responsibility too great for him,
;

by giving him an assistant and they acceded to his
prayers." J Nickel survived his disgrace three years,
and Oliva became General.
Oliva was descended from a noble family of Genoa,
where his grandfather and his uncle had respectively
been Doge of the republic. In OUva the Jesuits found
;

at last a chief according to their hearts. He worshipped
a repose interrupted only by political intrigues, and the

He spent a great part of his
pleasures of the table. §
time in the delicious villa near Albano, where he
*

+

Ranke,

vol.

ii.

p. 3S9.

Circumstantial narration in

p. 396.
t Cret. vol. iv. p. 96.
g Gioberti, vol. lii. p. 299.

vol.

ii.

tlie

contemporary discorso, apud Ranke,
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himself "with the cultivation of the rarest
in Rome, he retired to the noviciate

When

of St Andrea, where he seldom condescended to o-ive
He never went out on foot. He lived in a
audience.

most sumptuously and elegantly adorned apartment,
enjoying the pleasures ot a table furnished with the most
select delicacies, such as would have tempted the appeHe was only studious of enjoyinotite of a Vitellius.*
the position he held, and the power he had obtained.
Keserving for his particular attention matters of pohtical
importance, he left the affairs of the Society to the
entire management of subordinate officials
and from
that moment it may be said that every individual (we
;

speak of persons of some consequence, for in every
society there are simpletons always ready for obedience) became, in a great measure, his own master.
iSot that the interests of the Society were
neglected
on the contrary, they were never so prosperous.
The members of every religious community are
;

individually great in proportion to the greatness of
the society to which they belong, and the esteem
in which it is held by the public.
This of itseif

induces every individual member to seek with all his
powers the aggrandisement and the splendour of his
order and if this is true of any other association, it is
pre-eminently so of the Society of Jesus. The Jesuits
of the seventeenth century
worshipped the Order witii
;

as

much

it,

were always ready

idolatry as their predecessors, and, to serve
to act the part of
hypocrites,

deceivers, perjurers, miscreants

;

but every one served

(except in great general emergencies, in which they
all acted in
union) according to his own views and his
own affections, some of them assuming even an
absolute independence; as, for
Annat, Lait

example,

chaise, Letelher, &c.

Under Ohva's government, the Society acquired
an immense pohtical importance.
Some years before
*

GioLerti, vol.

iii.

p. 2S9.
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his death, Oliva pubhshed his correspondence, which
extended to almost all the monarchs of Europe,

which, indeed, he shews himself a

consummate
most serious and
This already awakened some inimportant affairs.
terest, and made people look upon the Order as a
in

politician,

and deeply engaged

good auxiliary

in

political

in

intrigues.

Besides, the

were confessors to all the Roman
Cathohc sovereigns, and that through them the General
had it in his power to become acquainted with the most
secret dispositions and plans of these sovereigns, rendered his friendship of inestimable value, and an object
to be eagerly sought for by the most potent princes.
Again, the confessor, having less or more, but alfact that the Jesuits

ways a great influence over his royal penitent,
became also a great personage in the country where
he exercised his functions. Annat was a mediator
between the great king and the Pope and Alexander VII. thanked him for his good oflices by a
brief.*
Lachaise and Letellier were possessed of
still more
power than Annat. The Court of Rome
itself, at such an epoch, was obliged to succumb to the
and if any Pope, in an unlucky
influence of the Order
moment, ventured to oppose them in any of their
contrivances, he was soon obliged to retract his orders,
and to confess implicitly that he had done wrong. The
;

;

Jesuits call this epoch the golden age of their Society;
but we should rather call it the iron one, since it was dur-

ing this epoch of splendour and glory that they departed
furthest from the principles of their institution, and so
prepared their own ruin. Possessed of very great
wealth, enjoying an immense credit and influence with
* The tone in which Annat -wrote to his
general deserves to be rewith the letters that Lainez and Borgia
marked, and to be compared
" I cannot omit to
used to write to Loyola
communicate," he writes,
" to
your paternity my grief on seeing that the hope which I had conceived of a speedy conclusion of the peace between the sovereign pontitf
and the most Cliristian king has vanished. ... I do not know what
malignant coincidence of events dcstroi/s all my lilans" kQ.

—
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all classes

of society, they yielded to the temptations

and, disregarding every
peculiar to such a situation
rule of prudence, and the restraints of public opinion,
;

they gave themselves up to the
riches

—prosecuting

lust of

power and

projects by the
thinking of nothing else

their ambitious

most questionable means, and
but reaping the advantage of the position they had
attained.
As few dared now to oppose them, and as
the people were silent on their vices, they thought
that these vices were now overlooked and this en;

couraged them

still

more to persist in their reprehenwas during the seventeenth century

sible conduct.

It

that the Jesuits, lifting up for a while the thick veil of

hypocrisy under which they had perpetrated their
crimes, allowed the world to penetrate into the heart

and to discover what they really were.
In vain, when they perceived they were known, did
they pull down the veil again. Their faces had been
observed, and ever after they were to be recognised,
under whatever mask they attempted to conceal themselves.
It was during the seventeenth century that
they gave to their traffic a scandalous development,
and that they set themselves up as dangerous rivals to
the largest establishments.
It was during the seventeenth century that they set all the other religious
of their conduct,

orders at defiance, and awakened in them sentiments
of hatred and jealousy, which are not yet extinguished.
It was during the seventeenth century that
they
abused, more scandalously than ever, the credulity of
their votaries.
The example which we are going to
quote in this particular will serve for many.
Among the manuscripts in the British Museum,
there is a passport given by the Jesuits in 1650, for
the consideration of 200,000 florins (£10,000), to
Ilippolite

against

Braem

of Ghent, promising to defend him
powers that might make attempts

all infernal

his person, soul, or goods.
of this strange document

upon

:

—

Here

is

a translation
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"

The undersigned protest and promise, on the faith
of priests and true rehgious in the name of our Company, sufficiently authorised for that effect, that
our Company, takes Master Hippohte Braem, LL.D.,
under its protection, and promises to defend him
against all infernal powers which may make attempts
his person, his soul, his goods, or his means
that
conjure and shall conjure for this effect (to prevent
attempts upon his person, &c.), the most serene Prince
our Founder, making use in this case of his authority and his credit, in order that the above-named
Braem may be presented by him to the blessed chief
of Apostles with much fidelity and carefulness, since
our Company is infinitely obliged to him.
In faith
of which we have signed the present, and authenticated
it with the seal of the Society. Given at Ghent, Marcli
29, 1650, and signed by the Hector, Seclin, and two
Jesuit priests." *
It seems that in India the Jesuits made a great
In those distant regions,
traffic of such passports.
the impudence of the fathers must have been still
The Father Marcello
greater than it was in Europe.
MastriUi, when in Japan, boasted that many times aday he sent his guardian angel to pay reverence and
deliver messages to St Francis in heaven, and that he
are not surprised at the
received answers.f
ridiculous and barefaced impudence of Mastrilli, who
but we
is
celebrated for his ridiculous impostures
are surprised that Bartoli, such an accomplished
writer, and not altogether despicable historian, should
relate with imperturbable gravity such puerile absur-

upon

;

we

We

;

dities.

In 1681. Novelle, "

who had

not the same brilliant

qualities as his predecessors,"! succeeded 01iva,and was
himself succeeded, in 1687, by Gonzales, a harsh theo*

+
J

MS.

Bill. Ilarl. v. 895, f. 143.
Jlartoli (Jidjipunc. t. 22.
Cret. vol. iv. p. 417.
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logian,

who
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died in 1705, and had for his successor

Father Tambouriiii.

IS'othing remarkable happened
at least
during the rule of these generals
nothing
that presents us with
any new feature in the
;

we

az-e

writing.

The Company

history
followed the course it

had entered upon, and marched with
steady step towards its proper ruin, ^ot that there was any
appa-

rent sign of decay. The
Society was, on the
more powerful, more courted than ever. contrary,
But its
power did not he any longer in its intrinsic merits, or
its
adaptation to the wants of
and the in-

humanity
and respect by which it seemed to be surrounded
was ephemeral, and in some
degree compulsory. AVith
a few sincere devotees there was a crowd of
courtiers
;

terest

who

flattered for their

own

interest.

The Company

resembled an all-powerful minister, hated for his
personal qualities, but
worshipped and extolled to the
skies by the crowd of those who fear his
power or
await his favour,
impatient till the sovereign frown
upon him, that they may manifest their real sentiments.
Such was the state of the
Society of Jesus
duiino- the seventeenth
century.
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CHAPTER

XV.

1700-1772.

DOWNFALL OF THE

JESUITS.

We

have brouglit down our history to the beginning
of the eighteenth century, an epoch in which the power
and greatness of the Society of Jesus had, by a gradual inarch, ascended tc a point from which, following
the law inherent in all human things, it could not but
for institutions, empires, and nations, have,
decline
as well as man himself, their successive periods of
;

infancy, youth, manhood, old age, and decrepitude
and if institutions, doctrines, or nations, revive after
their moral death, they never regain the same degree
;

which they possessed when rising
According to this
constant rule, it was evident to any profound observer
that the Jesuits had attained that heip-ht from which
they must inevitably descend but, as always happens,
they never dreamed of their impending fate, and
scorned the sinister forebodino:s of some of their number
who foresaw and predicted it. Then, when these predictions proved true, they laid the blame of their fall
upon every one but its real authors themselves for
it is to them that must be attributed the ruin of their
To the causes of decay which we have
institution.
stated, we must add that which was perhaps the principal one
namely, that the Jesuits, once in possesof force

and

vitality

to the maturity of their power.

;

.

—

;

—

sion of power, remitted their prodigious activity, for
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which they had been so remarkable at the commencetheir institution, and even disregarded those
Even
arts by which they had obtained that power.
the Instruction, that all-powerful engine which had so
admirably served their purposes, was neglected, and
had lost its original character. It was no longer either

ment of

gratuitous or universal ; children of families known to
be adverse to the Order, were, on one pretence or
another, refused admittance, or sorely annoyed if admitted.

Twice a year, at Christmas, and on their

patron saint's (Loyola's) day, the pupils were obliged to
bring presents to the masters and rewards and marks
of distinction were given in preference to the children
of wealthy families, or to those who brought the
This naturally produced in these
richest present.
young persons a consciousness of independence, so
that they would no longer endure the severity of
Some of them even went so
the ancient discipline.*
far as to stab their masters, and the revolts of the
pupils of the Collegio Komano became proverbial.
Besides, the zeal Avhich the fathers had shewn at iirst
to promote study, had not only cooled away, but was
;

directed to oppose any sort of progress.
To those primary and internal causes which accelerated the downfall of the order, must be added

many external ones, all militating against them.
In those countries in which the Jesuits had had the

also

greatest influence, as Spain, Portugal, and Poland,
•dthough they preserved, as yet, the favour of the court,
they had lost that of all the other classes of society, who,

them of being the cause of
the abasement and the ruin of their respective countries. On the other hand, those sovereigns of Germany
Avho had sought the Jesuits' help to oppose their Protestant subjects, after the peace of Westphalia, wishing
to calm rather than inflame religious quarrels, though
they did not withdraw from the Jesuits that protection
at least in secret, accused

*

Eanke,

vol.

ii.

p, 293-
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they had granted them, at least refused to give them
that
almost unhmited authority they had for-

merly enjoyed.

symptoms

But the

surest, perhaps, of all the

of their approaching ruin was,

that the

Court of Rome itself began to frown upon them, and
to shew a determination to lower their pride, and to
bring them to some sense of their duty. We have
already seen (pp. 127, 128) many bulls condemnatory
of their conduct in China and India, and that Benedict
XIV. had applied to them the very harsh and oifensive

"
disobedient, contumacious, crafty, and
appellations of
men."
The same Pope, at this period also
reprobate
accepted the dedication of Father Norbert's Memoir es

Historiques, of which we have already spoken and
encouraged the publication of many other books, all
adverse to the Society. All this was ominous to the
;

Jesuits.
It was,

however,

in

France, the former seat of their

power and glory during the seventeenth century, that
the ruin of the order was most effectually prepared. The
overthrow of Port-Royal, the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, the massacre of the Huguenots, and all the
persecutions exercised in that country in the name of

Nor
religion, were justly attributed to the Jesuits.
was this all ; the exclusion from every office, civil or
of every person who was not entirely
devoted to the Order, had made their tyrannic yoke
to be detested and abhorred in the highest degree.
While the despotic Louis XIV. ruled France with an
iron hand, and Lachaise and Letellier had a full disposal of lettres de cachet, few dared openly to give
vent to the hatred they bore to the Society but hardly
ecclesiastical,

;

had the bigoted prince expired, when the long-restrained animosity broke forth, and the Jesuits were
The Jansenists, the other reassailed on every side.
ligious orders, the curates, the bishops, all now attacked
the monks, who, some months before, had kept them
in such awe, and had been masters of their fortunes.
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Jesuits repent

their order

was

du^-

to the then fast spreading subversive doctrines of the
Encyclopasdists, and that Ganganelh suppressed this bul-

wark

of the Christian rehgion to please the atheist Vol-

and his disciples. But this, in the exclusive sense in
which the Jesuit takes it, is by no means true. The
Encyclopgedists were not the Jesuits' particular enemies,
taire

nor the auxiliaries of the Jansenists.

They were, perhaps, more opposed to the strict and ascetic character
of the recluses of Port-Royal, than to the worldly
and accommodating morality of the progeny of Loyola.
But the Jesuits had identitied themselves with the
Roman Catholic religion, and all its bigoted and superstitious practices, and the philosophers were happy
that they had introduced into it so many ridiculous
superstitions and ceremonies, upon which they could
exercise their sarcastic and trenchant wit.
Voltaii-c
and his school could not have awakened in the liearts
of their contemporaries such dislike, nay, contempt
for the rehgion of Christ, had not the

and abhorrence,

them the means, by having introcontemptible and idolatrous superstitions.
The Encyclopaedists' principal aim was to destroy the
Christian rehgion and for this purpose, coupling with
mahgnant sagacity the sublime doctrines and pure
morahty of Christ with the ridiculous practices and
impure doctrines of the Papists, and especially of the
Jesuits, held up the w^hole to the derision and profanation of a superficial public w'ho, unwilling to make
any distinction, boldly asserted that nothing was true,
nothing was holy, nothing respectable, in the Christian
code.
Again, the philosophers, in their praiseworthy
endeavours to introduce the principles of civil and rehgious liberty, attacked the Jesuits, now become the
unconditional supporters of all despotism and tyranny.
In this sense, and in this sense alone, it is true that the
Encyclopedists largely contributed to the overthrow
Jesuits furnished

duced into

it

;

;
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of the order.

The pamphlets and books

prhited and

reverend
widely circulated at that time against the
fathers were mainly a mass of evidence exposing their
their ruin in the opinion
iniquity, and tending to effect
of Europe.
Is'or did the Jesuits, blinded as they were by past
efficacious resistance to the torsuccess,

oppose any
AYithout
rent which threatened to sweep them away.
in the least, they had reconduct
their
changing
course to expedients, and thought that a little patience

and cunning would

suffice to shelter

them from

This was their general practhe passing hurricane.
tice.
However, not to be altogether passive spectators
in the contest, they made an attempt to ingratiate
themselves with the sceptical and proffigate Philip of
Orleans, regent of France, not, indeed, by granting
absolution, which he cared very httle for, but by
disnegotiating for him with the Papal Court, by

him

secrets of Philip V. of Spain,
intrusted to his confessor his intention of
and
abdicating, and by procuring for the libertine

covering to him the

who had

Dubois an episcopal seat and a cardinal's
if D' Orleans, for political ends, seemed
to be the Jesuits' friend, he was not assuredly the

ignoble
hat.

But

and
his authority to defend them
exerof
the
to
from
1716
1729,
deprived
they were,
cise of every ecclesiastical function, having been interUnder the sensual and
Ciirdinal de Noaille.
dicted

man

to

use

;

by

to
voluptuous Louis XV., the Jesuits attempted again
as the favourable
regain their lost influence, and, as far
in part
hearing of the sovereign was concerned, they
succeeded.
They contrived to insinuate to him that
their cause was the cause of religion and of the throne,
both menaced by the philosophers and, to a certain
extent, they persuaded many that such was the case,
and their enemies did not remain unmolested. But
wliile the parliament and the court, in their official
to the Bascapacities, condemned the Encyclopaedists
;
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and tlieir works to be burnt, they individually
read with avidity whatever epigram Avas aimed at the
Jesuits and the Christian religion, and Louis XV. was
not the last to participate in the sneer.
Meanwhile, the new doctrines of political reform and
tile,

civil liberty had spread so fast, and were so eagerly
embraced by the populations of diiferent kingdoms,
that their sovereigns thought proper to give some
and call to theii'
satisfaction to public
opinion,

councils reforming ministers.

In France, Choiseul

;

in Spain, Wall and Squillace ; in Portugal, Carvalho
in Xaples, Tanucci
were placed at the helm of the

—

;

and beo-an to attack the most obnoxious abuses
Xow, in
against which people had set their minds.
this disposition of the public opinion, it was evident
state,

that, at the tirst favourable circumstance, the ruin of
the Jesuits, who had been so greatly damaged in popubecause
lar favour, would be actually consummated
in
case
would
this
it was to be
that
happen
expected
what generally takes place in political movements, tiiat
when once the moral revolution is accomplished, the
smallest pretext suiSces to achieve the triumph of the
material one also.
Either the Jesuits furnished this pretext to Carvalho, prime minister of tlie King of Portugal
or, at
any rate, imagining that he had himself discovered
he attempted the overthrow of the Order.
it,
But the causes of this overthrow were not, as is
asserted bv the able historian of the fall of the
Jesuits, wholly local, and of a private and personal
nature.*
Any other occurrence would have served
the purpose as well.
It may be that Carvalho accelerated their ruin
but even without him the
Jesuits must have fallen.
shall brietly trace the
order of events wliich issued in their expulsion from
;

;

;

We

Portugal
* St Priest's
History of the Fall of the Jesuits, English Trans, p.

3.
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The Jesuits, from their first entrance into the
kingdom, had exercised a great influence over the
destinies of Portugah
This influence, which they had
in part lost during the interval that Portugal was
under the sway of the Spanish monarch, became paramount under the new dynasty. The Jesuits governed
in the name of the two queens, the widow of John IV.
and the wife of Alphonso VL, who had married her
brother-in-law during the lifetime of her first husband,
whom she dethroned, and chained to a rock.* Under

John

v., their power reached its climax, and it was
while they ruled the nation that " Portugal fell exhausted under the protecting power of England,
never again to recover her position." |
At the commencement of Joseph I.'s reign, which we are now
considering, they possessed an equal and again unlimited power ; but at that juncture a man arose to
This man was Carvalho. He
arrest their progress.
was born in 1699, of a family of the middle class, or at
He was
the most of the lowest grade of the nobility.
endowed with many rare qualities, with a great aptitude for business and administration, with unequalled
energy and courage, and with a mind vast and capable

of great designs
but he was proud, vindictive, cruel,
and not seldom unjust. To arrive at power, Carvalho
(subsequently Count of Oeyras, and Marquis of Pombal, under which last name he is better known to history, and by which we shall henceforth designate him)
had courted the friendship of the Jesuits, and was by
them brouo'ht into favour. He soon became the
favourite, and then the master, of the weak and conPombal, in appearance, shewed
temptible Joseph I.
himself grateful to the Jesuits, and to the last moment
But whether, in his
assured them of his friendship.
of
he
statesman,
thought them to be prejudicapacity
cial to the welfare of the Portuguese nation, or whether
;

*

A

t St

Jesuit was the confessor of that faithful wife
Prieiit's Ilisiori/

!

of the Fall of the Jesuits, English Trans, p.

4.
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he began to hate them, because the fathers, perceiving'
tliat they could in no way govern such a man as
Pombal, had leagued with the nobihty a class of
citizens whom the vindictive minister wished to anniunquestionable that at a certain period
of these
if
possible, to rid Portugal
dangerous monks. But, prudent and crafty, he dissembled his sentiments till a pretext or a favourable

hilate,

Pombal

it

is

resolved,

moment should

A

arrive.

unjust pretext he thought he had found
conduct of the Jesuits in 1753. At this epoch
a treaty between the Kings of Spain and Portugal
effected a mutual exchange of provinces in America
and, in order that the inhabitants might remain under
their former sovereigns, it was stipulated that they
These
should respectively quit the ceded territories.
and
an
such
resisted
order;
unjust
tyrannical
people
and the population of the Reductions took up arms
first

in the

;

and fought bravely for their own country, although in
The Jesuits were accused by the minister of
vain.
having excited them to revolt, which they have denied,
even athrmino- that the General wrote to his subordinate of Paraguay to prepare the neophytes for such a
chano-e, and warnino- them that, if dif&culties should
arise, he would transport himself to the place, to see
that the orders of the kings were obeyed.*
But, from
Avhat

we know

of the

in the Reductions,

power exercised by the Jesuits

it is

evident that these submissive

would never have dared to stir without the
encouconsent and the encouragement of the lathers
have
which
given them
possibly they may
ragement
imderhand, while preaching, in public, obedience to the

beino-s

—

sovereign's orders.
By resorting to this duplicity,
they incurred the blame of both parties, while, if they

had boldly asserted

their interference in vindicating
the inalienable right of men not to be bartered as
cattle at the caprice of every despot, they would
*

Cret. vol. V. p. 158.
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have earned the applause and the eulogy of every
noble and generous soul.
However, Pombal had not as yet acquired that unIhnited power which he afterwards attained, and did
not dare, or was not able, to strike the blow he was
meditating against the Society, and was obliged to be
contented to prepare the way for their ruin.
But
-event soon occurred which rendered him absolute
master of the destinies of Portugal, and left him at
liberty to deal with the Jesuits as he pleased.
On the 1st of JS'ovember 1755, an earthquake destroyed three-fourths of Lisbon.
conflagration added
to the desolation, and, that nothing might be
wanting
in this scene of horrors, an armed band of brio-ands
preyed in open day on the unfortunate victims of the

an

A

direful calamity.

on the boldest.

Discouragement and despair had seized

The

courtiers insisted that the court

should emigrate to Oporto, and the king and the royal
family ardently desired to leave the desolate Lisbon
Pombal alone refused to let them depart. " The king's
" is in the midst of his
place," said he to Joseph,
people;
let us bury the dead, and take thought for the living."*
Under appalling and difficult circumstances, the power
belono's to the most enero-etic.
Pombal seized on the
helm of the state as his right, declared himself prime
minister, and, unaided and alone, prepared to conquer
all the difficiiities with which Portuo-al was at this moment
threatened.
There was something of antique greatness
in the courage which Pombal displayed that excited
general astonishment. f In fact, he was everywhere;
he thought about everything he provided for every
emergency and soon, by his unequalled energy, a
new town sprung up on the ruins of the ancient
;

;

capital.

And now Pombal,

having attained a position which
attempt everything, thought of
putting in execution the two great projects he had
permitted him
*

to

St Priest, p. 9.

t

Ibii.
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—

conceived the subjection of the aristocracy, and the
He had
expulsion of the Jesuits from PortugaL
ah^eady pubhshed a number of ecHcts to restrain the
power and humihate the pride of the nobihty, against
whom he had conceived a great hatred, for the scorn

thev had offered him in refusino; to admit him amonfj
them. And now the turn of the Jesuits had come.
On the morning of the 19th September 1757, without
any new motive or circumstance having determined
the proceeding, he removed from the court the three
Jesuit confessors, and assigned to the royal penitents
Tliis first act of enmity was
three ordinary priests.
immediatelv followed by manifestoes wliich soon inun-

dated Europe, in which the premier brought against
the Jesuits several terrible accusations. Then, to countenance his accusations, Pombal applied to the Pope, as
ecclesiastical chief of these

monks, and

in his

com-

plaint he gave especial prominence to that which was
most calculated to displease and provoke the censure

of the Court of

Eome.

He

represented to the Holy

See that the great mercantile operations of the Society
impeded the accomplishment of his commercial plans
and the promotion of the national prosperity, and
asked for a prompt and efiicient measure to put a stop
The chair of St Peter was at that time occuto it.
pied by the amiable, learned, and upright Lambertini.
Benedict XIV. did not hesitate a moment to comply
with Pombal's desires, and committed the visitation of
the Order to Cardinal Saldanha, a very intimate friend
of the minister.
Before we proceed further, we think it necessary in
this place to give our readers some general idea of the
commercial operations of the Society.
The large donations which, at the commencement of
the institution, had enriched the Society, having become less frequent, the Jesuits thought of increasing
their wealth by applying themselves to trade.
They
pretended that there was no material difference be-
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tween

tlie practice of
agriculture, which had formed
the principal occupation of the first monastic orders,
and the labour of commerce in which they were en-

The Collegio Romano possessed a manufacgaged.
of
cloth
at Macerata, and though at first they
tory
produced it only for their own use, yet they soon proceeded to supply all the other colleges in the provinces,
and ultimately the pubhc in general, for which last
purpose they attended the fairs. From the close connexion existing between the different colleges, there
resulted a system of banking business; and the Portuguese ambassador at Rome was empowered to draw on
the Jesuits of Portuo-al. Their commercial transactions
were particularly prosperous in the colonies.
The
connexion
of
the
as
order
it were, a
extended,
trading
network over both continents, having Lisbon for its
Such is the account given by our concentral point.*
temporary historian. We shall now quote the opinion
of an eye-witness, a man high in power in India, and
who could certainly have had the best information

M. Martin, general commander
regarding the facts.
of Pondicherry, expresses himself thus
" It is certain
that, after the Dutch, the Jesuits are
the largest and the richest traders in India, richer even
than the English, than the Portuguese themselves, who
Those disguised Jesuits
have brouo'ht them there
:

—

intrigue everywhere. The secret correspondence they
keep up amongst themselves, apprises them of the
merchandises that ought to be bought or sold, jind to

what
profit

nation, in order to make a more considerable
so that those disguised Jesuits are of immense

;

advantage to the Society, and are only responsible to
the Order represented by other Jesuits, who overrun
the world under the true habit of St Ignatius, and who
possess the confidence, the secrets, and the orders of
their chiefs in Europe.

dispersed

all

Those

over the earth,
*

Ranke,

vol.

Jesuits, disguised

know each
ii.

p. 392.

other

by

and
sig-
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freemasons, and act

all

upon the same

They send merchandise

to other disguised Jesuits, who, having the goods from first hand, realise
considerable profits for the order.
However, this

plan.

traffic is

highly prejudicial to the interest of France.

have often written about it to the Company (of
India), but under Louis XIV. I have received orders
very precise, and often repeated, to grant and advance
And Father
to those fathers all that they may ask.
Tashard alone owes at this moment more than 450,000
francs to the Company (of India)."* We have reported
this document, because it was considered at the time,
even in Rome, and by the Papal Court, as of great
I

importance, and

as

the real

representing

state

of

thino;s.

In the West Indies, Jesuits were to be found in all
the markets with dift'erent kinds of produce and this
they do not even attempt to deny, but excuse them" the
selves by saying that
ecclesiastical law has never
forbidden the sale of the produce of one's own domains.
The Jesuits were the guardians of the Christians, whom
they had reunited in society in Paraguay; and in consideration of the inabihty of these savages to manage
their own affairs, many Spanish kings granted to the
missionaries the right of selling the produce of the
ground cultivated by the neophytes, as well as that of
their own industry."!
The Jesuits had so well used
this hberty of trading, that the
kirgest banking houses
in South America
to
the Company, and one
belonged
of them ± alone became bankrupt for more than two
millions and a half of francs, an enormous sum at the
;

epoch.

Nor had they been

less

busy and active speculators

In Malta, in the year 1639, during a
famine, the Jesuits, who had five thousand sacks of
in Europe.

*

+

Voyage de Duquesne Chef d'escadre,
Cret. vol. V. p. 171.

J

torn.

xxxv. p. 15,

Lavallette.
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corn in tlioir granaries, in order that they might not
be obhgecl to give it up to the government at a lower
price than they expected for it, apphed to the Grand
Master Lascaris for succour to their actual necessities,
and were relieved, on account of their supposed poverty,
from the public storehouse. But the trick was at last
discovered, and they were expelled from the island.
But we could not adduce stronger proofs of their
eagerness to accumulate wealth than the letters of
Caraffa, and Nickel, some passages of
which we have reported, in which they bitterly complain of that spirit of avarice and speculation which
had pervaded all the classes of Jesuits, and which they
Vitelloschi,

vainly deprecated.
To return to our narrative; Saldanha, either to
satisfy the impatience of Pombal, or because the proofs
of the Jesuits' guilt av ere too numerous and too clear,
soon published a decree severely reprobating the com-

mercial pursuits of the order, and empowering the
royal authorities to confiscate all merchandise belonging to those ecclesiastics.*
But, in the meanwhile, the man who had ordered
the visitation, and to whom belonged the ultimate de-

Lambertini (Benedict XIV.), had departed from
Had God granted him a longer life, he
would probably have taken energetic and decisive
and any other pontiff
measures against the order
than the one who succeeded him, would in all likelihood, in one way or another, have given satisfaction
cision,

this world.

;

But, unfortunately perhapss
Benedict XIV. was succeeded by a
man wholly blinded in their favour, who declared
that, to the last, he would be the protector and the
" the
friend of
holy Company of Jesus." This man

to the

tor the

was

pubhc opinion.
Jesuits,

Rao-o'onico,

who assumed

name

of Clement

and upright

in purpose.
and his

the

XIII.

He was

He was

constantly engaged in fervent prayer,

pure in
*

soul,

Hanke,

vol. vii. p. 443.
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But
highest ambition was to obtain a canonisation.
was convinced that the
Avas a bigoted fanatic
power of the Papacy should be unhmited and in the
Jesuits he beheld the most faithful defenders of the
Papal See and of religion. But, besides the disposition of the Pope in their favour, the Jesuits had, in
the Court of Rome, a still more efficient supporter in
the person of Cardinal Torrigiani, in whose hand
" He had
the reputaactually resided all the power.
of taking a personal interest in
tion," says Pianke,
the farming of the papal revenues, and was said to be
*
It is, then,
generally tbnd of power for its own sake."
in
be
conceived
that
the
order to preto
Jesuits,
easy
serve the bulk of their wealth, chd not hesitate to
sacrifice a part to satiate the avidity of the cardinal ;
and that to this is to be attributed the partiality, we
should say the servility, evinced by Torrigiani towards
But this partiality of the Pope and his
the order.
minister proved fatal to the Company.
Had they
consented to effect some substantial reforms, the Society might yet have existed for some time longer, or
at least have only perished in the general shipwreck
produced by the French Revolution, and they would
not have had pronounced upon them the terrible and
crushing; sentence of Clement XIY.
Pombal perceived at once that no hope could be
entertained that such a Pope would co-operate in the
suppression, or even in the reform and abasement of
the Jesuits, but did not, for that reason, renounce his

—

he

;

'•'

he only waited for a more fitting moment to
purpose by his own authority.
Circumstances served Pombal's designs better than
he could have expected. Joseph I. had an intimacy
with Dona Theresa, the young wife of the Marquis of
Tavora, one of the noblest families in Portugal, and
one which, having scorned Pombal's alliance, was parNow it happened, on the
ticularly hated by him.

projects

;

effect his

*

Ranke,

vol.

ii.

p.

Hi.
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night of the 3d of September 1758, that the king,
returning to the palace from a visit to Dona Theresa,
was wounded in the arm by a pistol-shot fired upon
him.
Next morning the court presented an unusual
The gates of the palace were shut the king
aspect.
did not make his appearance, and nobody knew exactly what was the cause of these strange measures.
It was indeed whispered that an attempt had been
made upon the king's person but nobody dared to
speak it aloud, or knew to what extent it was true.
;

;

The courtiers were all taciturn and in consternation.
Pombal alone appeared calm and serene. This state
of things lasted for some days.
At last this anxiety
was by degrees dispelled, and, a few weeks after,
nobody thought any more about the attempt, and
many doubted whether it had ever occurred. But
on the 12th of September, the Duke of Averio, of the
family of Mascarenhas, who, with Tavora, was at the
head of the Portuguese aristocracy, the Marquis of
Tavora,

Dona

relations

Eleanor, his mother, and many of their
and servants, were suddenly arrested and

into prison. Our limits will not admit of our examining whether or not the prisoners were culpable, or
in what degree. It seems most probable that the young
Marquis of Tavora may have attempted to avenge his
injured honour and indeed there is every reason to
believe that some of the prisoners arrested w^ere really
accomplices of the crime but, as the trial was not
public, as it was conducted by an exceptional tribunal
la inconfidenza, and as Pombal has never substan-

thrown

;

;

valid proofs, the accusation brought against
would be harsh to form any decided judgment.
What is incontestable is, that all forms of justice were
violated in the trial, and that the cruel and inhuman
way in which the unfortunate prisoners werfe tortured
and executed, would induce us to believe that this
sacrifice of human life was offered rather to revenge
than to justice. In the night of 12th of January 1759,
tiated,

them,

by

it
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was erected en

tlie

square of Belem, fronting the Tagus. At daybreak,
this open space was filled with soldiers and the populace, and even the river was covered with spectators.
The servants of the Duke of Averio appeared first
upon the platform, and were fastened to one of the
The Marchioness of
corners to be burned alive.
Tavora then ascended the scaffold with a rope
around her neck, and a crucifix in her hand. She was
scantily clad in some tattered clothes, but her whole
figure and demeanour were stamped with firmness and
The executioner, in attempting to bind her
dignity.
"
"
feet, accidentally raised the hem of her robe.
Stop
"
who
I am
touch
me
not
to
cried she,
only
forget
The executioner fell on his knees before
kill me."
Dona Eleanor, and begged her to pardon him, whereupon she drew a ring from her finger, and said,
" Here
I have nothing but tliis in the world take it,
and do your duty." This coui'ageous woman then laid
her head upon the block, and received her death-blow.
Her husband, her sons, the youngest of whom was not
twenty years of age, her son-in-law, and several
servants, perished after her in frightful torments.
The Duke of Averio was led forward the last he was
fastened to the wheel, his body covered with rags,
and his arms and tbi^hs naked. Thus was he broken
alive, not expiring till after he had endured protracted tortures, making the square and the neighbourhood
re-echo with frio-htful cries.
At lencrth the machine
was set on fire, and presently wheel, scaffold, bodies,
Even if
all, were burned and cast into the Ta^us.*
the sentence had been just, the merciless cruelty
which Pombal shewed in accomplishing its execution
has greatly tarnished his fame, and diminished the
admiration due to his other eminent services rendered to Portuo-al.
Meanwhile, on the night which preceded the exe!

;

;

;

;

* St
Priest, p. 12.

Z
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cution of the prisoners, the house of the Jesuits was
invested, their chiefs were cast into prison, and three

of them, Mattos, Alexander, and Malagrida, accused of
having fomented the conspiracy. With what degree
of truth this accusation was brouo:ht ao-ainst them, it is
also difficult to say.

According to the sentence passed

upon them, the suspicions of their having participated
therein were confirmed by their arrogance previous to
the attempt, and their desponding after its failure; by
their intimate connexion with the chief of the accused

(D'Averio), with whom they had formerly been at
variance; by a conversation reported of Father Conta,
who, it seems, had declared that a man who should
murder the king would not be guilty of even a venial
sin.
Their intercourse with the conspirators was

They had been their friends
and had taken a decided part in the
discontent, murmurs, and open opposition of the FidalBut no other material proof was brought to
goes.*
confirm the charge, and although the three accused
were condemned to suffer the highest punishment, the
sentence was not executed. Malagrida, who some time
after was burned, suffered for the crime of heresy,
Whatever opinion our
not for that of regicide.
readers may form of the Jesuits' guilt or innocence,
Pombal, in his manifestoes, represented them as guilty,
and called for the animadversion of Europe upon
them, while he himself was taking more decisive
indeed unquestionable.

and

advisers,

/neasures to destroy the order.
As in Portugal, up to that moment, to the nuncio

alone belonged the right of pronouncing judgment
upon ecclesiastics, Pombal, although he had already
resolved to transfer that right to a commission named
the sovereign, thought proper to solicit the Pope

by

for a nominal authorisation ; and as Clement's answer
did not come quick enough for the minister's impatience,
1759, issued a decree for the
he, on. 1st of

September

* St
Priest,. K. 13.
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expulsion of the Jesuits from all the states of his most
All the bishops of Portugal received
a command to take the office of instruction out of the
hands of the Jesuits, and supersede them instantly in
the universities of Coimbra and elsewhere and immediately after, all the Jesuits residing in Portugal were
faithful majesty.

;

put on board royal and merchant vessels, and shipped
over into Italy * similar orders were given to the
governors of all the Portuguese colonies, and imme;

diately executed.

This was the

first

blow dealt

to the Society of Jesus;

had been a

signal, it was followed by a
succession, till Ganganelli dealt it the last and mortal
one. It seemed as if before no one had dared to attack

and, as

if

it

such a powerful colossus but Avhen once the people
saw with what facility it could be attacked, and even
conquered, evciy one wished to break a spear upon it.
France, as was to be expected, struck the second blow.
When the minds of men were once bent upon it, any
pretext would have been sufficient to expel the Jesuits;
and it requires no great insight to perceive that the
apparent causes Avhich led to this step were only
:

true that Madame de Pompadour,
had resolved upon their destruction
but, although it is well known that she
harassed the king to obtain it, it is b^ no means certain that Louis yielded to her influence alone, and we
doubt much that she would have been able to efi'ect
it at all, had she hved a hundred
It
years before.
seems that the Jesuit confessors of the marchioness
and the king refused, we do not know for what reasons, to absolve them, unless the lady should quit
the court.
She herself has transmitted to us a long

secondary.
the king's

It is

mistress,

;

*

hundred of these monks Landed at Civita Vecchia. It was a
behold some of those very old priests torn from the place
where they had spent their lives, and thruwn upon a foreign land. Evt-n
tlie Dominicans, their constant opponents, were touched with compassion,
and received them kind y and tliey have perpetuated the niemury vi'
Fifteen

pitiful sight to

;

t..is

act of generosity by lui inscriptiou uu stune.
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recital of her negotiations with the confessor;* and
when she could not bring him to her wishes, she
vowed a mortal hatred against the Society, which,
however, remained for some years witliout result.
But in 1761 a more decisive occasion was offered to

the enemies of the order to ask for their expulsion.
Father Lavallette, the Superior General of Martinique
a bold and unscrupulous speculator, a priest who, by

—

own confession, began to operate not only on the
produce of the goods belonging to the house, but who
purchased large properties, and bought two thousand
their

work them

—

was the means of creating this
entered into vast and complicated
speculations with different maritime towns of Europe;
and as some of these speculations failed, he stopped
payment a measure which caused the ruin of several
houses, amono' which were one of Lvons and another
slaves to

occasion, f

He

—

of Marseilles.

The house of Marseilles, Leoncy, held the Society
responsible for the debt of its member, and apphed to
the General for payment.
Eicci, the tlien chief of
the order,! committed the irreparable error of refusing
to recognise the debt.
The Widow Grou «& Son, of
Nantez, then commenced a process before the consular
tribunal of Paris. Leoncy followed the example. The
Jesuits having been condemned, Avere blind enough to
This supreme
bring the cause before the parliament.
court of judicature, the better to estimate the merit of
the cause, ordered that the Constitutions of the Society
should be brought before the tribunal.
The Jesuits
consented, and this decided their ruin. After prolonged
examination, the parliament gave its judgment, by
which the Society was condemned to pay all the engagements incurred by Lavallette, for which, accord*

it reported in St Priest, p. 21, and following.
Cret. vol. V. p. 23d.
X Three generals, Retz, Yisconti, and Centurioni, had, after Tambourini, governed the Society and the 19th General Congregation, named
Loreuzu Iticci, who was the ISth General before the suppression.

See

+

;
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mcf to the tenor of their Constitution, the Avhole order
was answerable.*

Many authors, speaking of tliis affair, have expressed
their astonishment that the Jesuits, who were accounted
so cunning, could have committed such blunders.
to answer to this, except that they

have notliino'
be compared

AVe

may

to those generals who, having lost their
of
in a difficult and critical moment, have
mind
presence
suffered defeat by committing errors that a simple nonofficer would never have been
guilty of;
or they may be compared perhaps to those consummate
criminals who, havino- lono- eluded the vigilance of the

commissioned

police with

extraordinary dexterity, at last commit
such blunders, that one could almost swear they conOr it would be more
spired for their own capture.
correct to say that God had numbered their days,
their hour was come.
Quern Deus vult j^^rdere
jjrius clement at.

and

From the moment when the Constitutions of this
mysterious and dread Society were brought to light,
Constitutions which had been kept jealously secret,
all minor questions
Father Lavallette,
disappeared.
the bankrupt, the bankers (who were never paid), all
were forgotten in the great Cj[uestion affecting the

"
Society itself.
Dogmatic disputes, which had so
been
long
forgotten, now resumed all the force of present interest, and all the attraction of novelty.
There
was a universal eagerness to discover and apply those

Women, and even children,
mysterious Constitutions.
were animated with the ardour of old practised lawPascal became the idol of the day, and La
yers.
Chalatois its hero."|
Innumerable writings were daily
printed and read with the greatest avidity by all
*

The debts of Lavallette amounted to 2,400,000 francs; but Cretineau
assures us that the houses and lands belonging to the Company were
Did
bought by English capitalists for the sum of four millions of francs
not the Jesuits well observe the vows of poverty, this hulwark of rtliI

gionf
t St Priest, p. 27.
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classes of persons

;

and

for

a while nothing else was

spoken of but the Society of Jesuits.
In these circumstances, fifty-one French bishops,
under the presidency of the Cardinal of Luynes, assembled, and, after a prolonged examination of the
Constitutions, declared that the unlimited obedience
that the General residing in Rome was empowered
to exact from every member, was incompatible with
the laws of the kingdom, and with the general duties

of the subject to his sovereign.
of the Jesuits, and Madame de

Now

the opponents

Pompadour

at their

head, pressed upon the king to take a decisive meaLouis XV. was an indolent profligate, whose
sure.
chief characteristic was the love and veneration of
himself.
Provided royalty did not perish in his
own person, he cared little what should become of

He had no liking for any person
after his death.
but those who could amuse him a thing in his old
He cared nothing for the
age by no means easy.
He was persuaded that
Jesuits, but he feared them.
they had been accomplices in the assassination of
Henry HI. and Henry IV. he had always before his

it

—

;

eyes the poniard of Damiens, and attributed to the
fathers both the will and the power to murder him.
For this all-important reason, he resisted long all solicitations to expel them from France, but he consented
to address a request to the Pope to grant a reform,
but to grant it immediately, and without hesitation or
Choiseul himself prepared a plan of re
subterfuge.
form, which, it may be said, centred in this principal point,
namely, to propose to the General
the appointment of a vicar-general for France, wdio
to fix his residence in that country, and pledge
himself to render obedience to its laws a measure
which was in conformity with the statutes, since these
authorised the General, in case of a great emergency,

was

to

name a

—

vicar-general.*
•

Eauke,

vol.

ii.

The

p 447

;

fact of this

St Priest, p. 29.

most rea-
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demand having been made, would

sufficient

answer

to the Jesuits

and
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of itself be a

their partisans,

who

pretend that the destruction of the order was not the
consecjuence of any of these misdemeanours, but that
it had been
planned long before between the EncycloYet we shall adduce
Choiseul
and Pombal.
paedists
some further proofs to shew how unfounded their
assertions are.

Pombal, although he was executing some of the
reforms called for by the Encyclopaedists, was no way
connected with them, and he is perhaps the only man
of mark of this epoch whom Voltau^e has not favoured
with a word of his inexhaustible correspondence.
On
the contrary, the Patriarch of Ferney often blames the
marcjuis for his aifected deference to the Pope and
respect for religion, as well as for his cruelty, so-displeasinc; to the naturally humane heart of Voltaire.
Choiseul was indeed for a time the friend of Pombal,
and acted in concert with him in aifairs of general
But Pombal was too haughty, he had too
policy.

exaggerated an opinion of his own capacity, to act
under or bv the direction of anv man whatever. Besides, the well-known character of Choiseul renders it
altogether incredible that he could have been long and
deeply engaged in a plot to expel the Jesuits from

The duke was the type of the French genEurope.
tilhommes of the eighteenth century. He possessed
the incredulity, the grace, the vanity, the courage,
and that levity which would have sacriliced the dearest interests to the pleasure of an epigram, and which
was so characteristic of the French noblesse in the
former part of Louis XV.'s reign. He was too frivolous to be capable of nourishing in his heart for years
a deep scheme of malice
nor did he honour or value
the Jesuits enough to make them the object of a
mortal enmity.
On the contrary, with the Count of
Kaunitz, the Austrian minister, he ridiculed the sort
of passion with which the Marquis of Pombal perse;
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the sons

cutecl

would

*'

say,

of Loyola.

"

Ce, Monsieur," they
a done toujours un Jesuite a cheval sur

lenez."*
evident that Choiseul could not be
it is evident that, to
JMadame
de
please
Pompadour, and to court pubUc
opinion, he must have shcAvn himself unfavourable to
the fathers, and must have pursued them with his sarcasms. It is also certain that afterwards he became their
enemy, not out of hatred, but rather to comply with
Charles Ill.'s wishes, and in order to get rid of them,
and that he used all his influence to have them expelled
from France, and ultimately abolished. The duke ren-

However,

the

man

it

is

to protect the Jesuits

:

ders our assertions incontestable, when, in a memorial
addressed to the kino- after liavino- reminded him that
he had not been the man who had commenced the
great measure of the expulsion of the Jesuits, he adds,
" Your
Majesty knows well that, although it has been
said that I have laboured at the expulsion of the
Jesuits, .... I have in no way, either at a distance
or on the spot, either in public or in private, taken
any step with this intent." xVnd he finishes by saying,
that only at a later period, after he had knoAvn them,

When, then, the duke
to obtain the nomination of

he had become their enemy.

made

application to

Rome

a vicar-general who should reside in France, with
authority independent of the General, he was personally indifferent in the question.
It is well known what answer the General, Eicci,

made

to this application^" Sint ut sunt aut non sint,''
Let them be as they are, or be no longer.
The parliament first abolished and suppressed all

the congregations, those powerful engines of the
order then, on the 6th of August 1762, it declared
that the Institute of the Jesuits was opposed to all
;

authority, spiritual and temporal,
*

state Papers

Piiedt, p. IS.

and Manuscripts of

the

ecclesiastical

Duke

of Choiseul.

and
See St
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was calculated to render tliem entirely
civil, and
independent of such authority bv all sort of means,
and even to favour their usurpation of the government
it
therefore declared that the order should
be irrevocably and for ever expelled from the kingIn consequence of this decree, the eightydom.*
;

The fathers
four colleges of the Jesuits were shut up.
were expelled from all their houses, their properties
were confiscated;! each individual, however, being allowed a small income from the public treasury, and
being permitted for the

moment

to reside in France,

This permisseparately, and as secular clergymen.
sion was withdrawn two years after, and in 1764, the

repugnance of Louis XV. having been overcome, the
Jesuits were ordered to quit the French territories.
But a more serious and unexpected calamity befel
the

Company

only three years after.

Till the

present

moment, the Jesuits and their partisans had boasted
of their defeats and persecution, and had haughtily
proclaimed in the face of the world that they were
only persecuted by the philosophic spirit which had
pervaded Europe, and which, its principal aim being
the destruction of the Catholic religion, had begun by
the Society of Jesus.
attacking its firmest bulwark
Pombal and Choiseul were but the emissaries of Voltaire
Joseph and Louis, indolent and voluptuous
monarchs, entirely under the f^uidance and yoke of the
two ministers. But what had they to say, now that
they Avere going to be expelled from the dominions of

—

;

a king not only adverse to the philosophers, not only
a bigoted Roman Catholic, but, till the present moment,
the friend and the protector of the Order ?
What had
they to say ao'ainst this exemplary Christian. Charles

in. of Spain,

loyal, frank, virtuous, chaste,

and

irre-

* See
Eanke, vol. ii. p. 447 ; Cret. vol. v. p. 274.
+ The property which the Jesuits possessed in France was estimated
at fifty-eight millions of francs ; but in that sum, says Cretineau, must
not he included the alms which were ^ven to the Mai-^ons Professes.

They

possess fifty-eight millions, and ask for ahns

!

Oh

\

holy poverty

!
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proachable, as he was ? Narrow-minded, indeed, he
may have been, but no less clear-sighted, active, and
considerate ;
self-willed rather than disposed to
succumb to the influence of any person and if he can
be reproached with anything, it were with the fault of
having been rather partial to that nursery of monks
and nuns which infested Spain, and for one or other
of Avhom he was continually petitioning Rome for a
;

canonisation.

Yet

this

man, more than any other,

contributed to the abolition of the order.
The motives which induced Charles to take such a
decided part in the destruction of the Society are not
very well ascertained, and the two parties attribute it

We will try to throw some new
obscure affair. As every one, in the
absence of proofs, has been obliged to have recourse
We
to conjectures, we beg leave to give our own also.
begin by relating the facts.
The long and ample cloaks, and the low, largebrimmed hats, worn at this epoch in Spain, served to
facilitate the perpetration of many crimes, and to
conceal the criminals.
Squillace, the king's prime
minister, by Charles's order, issued a proclamation
but the populace of
prohibiting the use of them
Madrid broke out in insurrection, beseiged the minister in liis house, pulled it down, repulsed the AValloon

to different causes.

light on

this

;

guards which had marched against them, and obliged
the king, whose exhortation they despised, to retire
The revolt lasted for
for the moment from Madrid.
several days, when the Jesuits, mingling amongst the
rioters, appeased them in a moment with the greatest
This revolt, which happened in 1766, is
facility.
known in history as the Emeute cles Chapeaux.
This outbreak, which had no result, was entirely
a
forgotten, when, on the 2d of April 1767, appeared
royal proclamation abolishing the Society of the Jesuits
in the peninsula, and expelling them from the Spanish
monarchy. Let the reader imagine the astonishment
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which the proclamation produced throughout Europe,
and the consternation and despair into which it tln^ew
What had happened that could i'urnish a
the Jesuits.
motive for such a harsh and most severe measure?
No sign of change had been the precursor of the
storm no warning had been given to the Jesuits no
The prosigns of enmity had been shewn to them.
clamation not only was silent as to the motives which
;

had
and

;

elicited

it,

man

but forbade every

to appreciate

measure or its causes and this
redoubled the astonishment and the curiosity. Let us
discuss either the

;

First of all we shall
try to penetrate this mystery.
give the reasons which, according to the Marquis
d'Ossun, French ambassador at the court of Madrid,
were adduced to him by Charles himself, as having
induced him to the suppression of the order.
"Charles pledged his honour to the Marquis d'Ossun
that he had never entertained any personal animosity
against the Jesuits that, before the last conspiracy, he
had even repeatedly refused to sanction any measures
inimical to them.
Notwithstanding that he had been
;

warned by

confidential advisers,

on whose word he

could rely, that, ever since 1759, the Jesuits had inces*
santly traduced his government, his character, and
even his faith his reply to these ministers had uniformly been that he believed them to be either
But the insurrection of
prejudiced or ill-informed.
1766 had opened the king's eyes Charles was convinced that several members of the Society had been
arrested in the act of distributing money among the
After they had prepared the way by
populace.
poisoning the minds of the citizens with insinuations
against the government, the Jesuits only awaited the
The first opportunity was
signal to spring the mine.
sufficient, and they were content with the most frivolous
in one instance, the form of a hat or cloak ;
pretexts
in another, the misconduct of an intendant, or the
The attempt (the emeute of
knavery of a corregidor.
;

;

;

—
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1766) failed, as tlie tumult had broken out on Pain
Sunday. The time fixed upon had been Holv Thurs»
the ceremonies of visiting the churches,
the kinc^ was to be surprised and surrounded at
the foot of the cross.
Such is the substance of the
motives stated by the King of Spain to the Marquis
d'Ossun, accompanied by a reiterated protest of the
truth of what he had said, and, in proof of this, he
appealed to judges and magistrates of the most incorhe even reproached himself with
ruptible integrity
havino; been too lenient to such a dano-erous body, and
then drawing a deep sigh, added, I have learned to

day,

durmg

when

;

'

know them

too well.'

" *

These are the motives assigned for this conduct by
the opponents of the Jesuits, and they rest, as may
be seen, on very hio-h authority.
On the other hand,
the Jesuits and their friends assert that the whole
affair Avas an abominable and dishonourable plot of
Choiseul.
They pretend that the duke had managed
to put into the hands of Charles an autograph letter
supposed to be written by the General of tlie order to
a provincial in Spain, in which it was asserted that
Charles was an illegitimate son of Cardinal Alberoni,
and that the throne belonged to Don Louis, the king's
younger brother, and that it was this letter that excited
the resentment of Charles,
Cretineau affirms that
"
such was the case.
Charles, who remained a fervent
Christian, would not have destroyed the institute,
but that they affixed upon his royal escutcheon
This fact is certified
the stio-ma of illeo;itimacy.
and by the docuother
testimonies,
contemporary
by
ments of the Company." | Eanke, witliout accusing
.

.

.

either party, seems to incline to this supposition, and
" Charles III. became
persuaded that it was oiio
says,
of the purposes of the Jesuits to raise his brother Don
*

Lesjiatches of the
'

St Priest,

t

Marquis d'Ossun

p. 34.

Cret. vol. V. p. 293.

to

the

Duke

of Choiseul.

Se«
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Louis to the throne in his place."^
Now, rejecting
the al)surd accusation of the forgery of this letter,
which many reasons render akogether impossible, and
which is by no means consistent with the character of
Choiseul, and adopting the version of Ranke or of

Ossun, there

remains to be explained the enmity

still

of the Jesuits a<rainst such a

good Roman Catholic as

Charles; and this enmity, no historian, as far as we
know, has ever attempted to explain. Yet this is the
point most necessary to be examined because, unless
we suppose that such a sagacious and clear-sighted
man as Charles III., after a year of strict and severe
investio-ation, came to the serious decision of condemning the Jesuits solely on the authority of a
forged letter, without any other proof of their illwill to him, it remains certain that
the Jesuits
were guilty, and adverse to his person and government. Whence, we repeat, this enmity ? By considering a little the well-known character of the Jesuits, we
may perhaps be able to answer the query.
Every one who directly, or indirectly even, opposes
the wishes or the designs of the Society, is regarded as
its mortal enemy, and every enemy must, by whatever
means, be broken down. Charles, from the beginning
of his reign, had constantly insisted upon the canonisation of Palafox, the abhorred opponent of the Society
first grief.
Charles did not shew the Jesuits any particular affection, and had protected and befriended
them only as he did all other monastic orders second
Charles would not submit as his predecessors
grief.
had done to the influence of the fathers, and his confessor was of the order of the Dominicans, the ancient
and implacable enemy of the Company tliird and
most serious grief. jS^ow, if once it is admitted that
the Jesuits had reason to dislike Charles, all is easily
;

—

—

—

explained.

Then no

ought to surprise

us.
*

enmity on their part
would
not have hesitated
They
act

Eauke,

vol.

of

ii.

p. 448.
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a moment to spread the report that Charles was a
bastard, to raise a conspiracy, to excite the people to

and to endeavour to supplant the king by his
younger brother. Thus it becomes clear how Charles,
revolt,

after obtaining the proofs of their machinations, became furious against them ; and it may easily be con-

ceived that, from pride and delicacy, he did not mention to the French ambassador, among the other
causes of resentment against the Jesuits, that of their
having slandered him as a bastard liable to be deThis is the view we take of the matter, and
throned.
we doubt if the conduct of Charles can be explained
in any other plausible way.
Such, in our opinion, were the motives which induced
the pious King of Spain to expel the Jesuits from aU

The way in which this was accomplished
most remarkable, and deserves to be mentioned.
Immediately after Vemeute des chapeaux,
which seems to have awakened Charles's suspicions,
the proceedings against the Jesuits
commenced,
and were continued for a year with the greatest
D'Aranda, now the principal minister, consecrecy.
ducted them.
He neglected no precautions to insure
the success of his plan.
He took great care, above
all, that the Court of Rome should have no suspicion
of his projects.
The king and his ministers admitted
into their confidence only Don Manuel de Roda, an
able jurist, and previously an agent of Spain in Rome.
D'Aranda conferred with Moiiino and Campomanes,
two very influential magistrates, in a singular and
romantic manner.
They repaired separately and
his estates.

was

also

unknown to one another, to a kind of ruined house,
worked alone, communicating afterwards only with
the prime minister, who either transcribed himself
their informations or intrusted them to his page, who
was too young to be mistrusted. Those informations
Notwiththe minister carried himself to the kino'.*
»

St Priest,

p. 35.
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standing these precautions, it seems the Jesuits Tvere
not altoo-ether io-norant that some strange measures
were contemplated against them. In fact, it would
have been almost incredible that a judicial investigation, although surrounded with mystery and secrecy,

which many persons, no matter of what measure of
were interrogated, could have been so conducted that not a word should have come to the ears
of the fathers.
They certainly were ignorant of the
real state of things, and were perhaps far from susin

discretion,

pecting

the

calamity

impending over their heads.

But what proves that they must have had some intimation of what was going on, is, that some short time
before their expulsion tliey had requested of the king
the confirmation of their privileges, and had removed
their papers and their money.*
When all measures were ready, despatches were
sent from Madrid to all the governors of all the
Spanish possessions of Africa, Asia, America, and
These despatches,
all the
peninsula.
and
the
counter-signed by D'Aranda,
king,
signed by
Avere sealed with three seals.
On the second envelop
was written, " Under pain of death, you shall not open
this despatch but on the 2d April 1767, towards the
The orders to be executed in
closing of the day."t
the different places, on the 2d of April, were all of the
same tenor. The alcaldes Avere enjoined, on the severest
throughout

penalties (Cretineau says on pain of death), immediately
to enter the establishments of the Jesuits armed, to

take possession of them, to expel the Jesuits from their
convents, and to transport them within twenty-four
hours as prisoners to such ports as were designated.

The

fathers were to

embark

instantly, leaving their

papers under seal, and carrying away with them only
a breviary, a purse, and some apparel. J The orders
*

See in Ranke,

MS.
t Cret.
'^

St

vol.

ii.

p. 447,

a note, where he quotes a passage of a

vol. V. p. 290.
J'riest, p. 3(J; Cret. vol. v. p. 297..
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were executed evervwiiere with the utmost rio-our, and
thousand Jesuits w^ere very soon floatinu' at the
same time on the waste ocean on their way to the
six

coast of Italy.

Charles had not notified his intentions either to the
French Court, the indiscretion of wdiose minister he
feared, or to the Court of Home, which he knew^ w^ould
thwart the measure with all its might. Neither of
these courts w^as informed of the fact till after it was
accomplished. When the new^s reached Rome, the old
and infirm Clement XIII. shed a flood of tears. His
spirits w^ere broken down by the misfortunes that had
befallen his Jesuits.

Already, after their expulsion

from France, he had declared that the decree which
banished them was null and void, adding, *' We repel
the grave injury offered to the Church and to the Holy
See, and we declare in the plenitude of our certain
knowdedge, certa scientia, that the institution of the
In
is in the
highest degree pious and holy."*
the present circumstances he again attempted to shelter the children of his predilection under the mantle
of his infallibility, and addressed to the King of Spain
*'
Of all the misa brief, in which we read as follows
fortunes that have afflicted us during the nine years of
our unhappy pontificate, the most sensible to our
paternal heart has been that inflicted by the hand of
your Majesty. So you, too, my son, tu quoqiie fill mi,
so the Catholic King Charles III., wdio is so dear to our
heart, fills up the chalice of our suffering, condenuis
our old age to a torrent of tears, and precipitates us
Jesuits

:

thinks
The pious Spanish king
into the grave.
of destroying an institution so useful, so meritorious
for the Church, and which owes its origin and its
,

.

.

.

chose
splendour to tliose saints and heroes whom God"
(this
Spanish nation for His greater glory
"
We call
rather savours of Jesuit composition)
God and men to witness, that the Society is not only
in the

*

Cret. vol. V. p. 284.

SijicTiiifr

'^/'-^^^^C^^,^
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innocent of all crime, but that it is pious, usejal, holy,
in its pursuits, in its laws, in its maxims."* Charles
answered that he alone knew the crimes of the Society,
and that he would keep them concealed in his own
Clebreast, to spare Christendom a great scandal, f
ment returned to his tears, and this was all that was

him to do in favour of his children.
However, there was a man in Rome wdio would not

left

Company of Jesus without
This man
to save it.
a
eifort
desperate
attempting
was Ricci, the General. Ricci was a morose, obstinate,

witness the ruin of the

and narrow-minded bigot, extremely jealous of his
authority, and altogether incapable of appreciating
Unlike Acquaviva,
either circumstances or persons.
he placed all his glory in never yielding an inch of
ground; and to partial loss, he preferred an entire

Acquaviva would have by some timely concesimpending storm. Ricci
"
Let
accelerated its march by his intractability.
them be as they are, or not at all" these words
shew the man. And now that his disciples were
expelled from a part of Europe, he, to save the Society, if possible, decided upon sacrificing some thousands of individuals. Either the persecution, which he
studied to render more cruel, and in some measure
effective, would bring the Pope, the other sovereigns,
or the different populations, to some acts of energy, to
retrieve the affan^s of the order, or it must incur the
last distressful consequences.
He would submit to
every extremity rather than to humiliation. In consequence, he obliged Torrigiani, w^hom he seems to have
kept under a severe yoke (if the Cardinal received,
or had received money, we can understand it), to
write to the Spanish minister that his Holiness would
not permit the Jesuits to land on his estates.
Charles
paid little attention to the letter, and save orders to
ruin.

sion deferred for a while the

—

* See

t

it

in Cretineau, vol. v. p. 301,

Ibid.
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the commander of the
by force of arms.

fleet to

land them,

if

necessary,

Torrigiani obeyed Ricci's injunction to the letter.
after some days' sailing the first vessels arrived
before Civita Yecchia, they were received by cannon

When

The poor Jesuits, who thought they were near
shot.
the end of tlieir sufferino^s, and had smiled at the
sight of the promised land, were furious when they
saw themselves rejected from a country in whicli they
knew that their General had the utmost influence,
and loudly accused him of being the author of all
their miseries.
The Spanish commander, not wishing
to employ violence, and to land by force of arras,
coasted away towards Leghorn and Genoa, but there
too they were refused a landing.
A similar fjite was
reserved for them on their first approach to Corsica;
and only after havino- been for six lono; months at the
mercy of the winds and waves, were those unfortunate monks, decimated by illness, fatigue, and old age,
permitted to disembark in Corsica, lately ceded by
Genoa

to

France,

and where Paoli

at

that

same

moment had begun to fight for independence.
The King of Naples and the Duke of Parma, both
of the house of Bourbon, the former in the month of
the latter in the beginning of 1768,

November 1767,
resorted to the
and the Jesuits
At the noAvs
sidered them,

same measures as France and Spain,
were expelled from their estates.
of these repeated outrages, as he conthe old Pope, driven to extremities,

and instigated by the Jesuits, resolved on an act of
vigour, to test what the Supreme Pontiff could do for
the sons of his predilection. It seems that he could not
summon coura<!:e enouirh to strike the blow ao;ainst
France, Spain, or Naples, but he thought he could
dare anything against the Duke of Parma. He did
not view him in the light of a grandson of France and
infant of Spain, but as a Farnese, over whose dukedom
the Iloman See had always, if not exercised, at least
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In tliis persuasion,
claimed, the right of suzerainty.
he pubhshed a " monitorium," wherein he pronounced
ecclesiastical

against his vassal, and deforfeited his estates.
Charles and

censures

clared that he

had

Louis were aghast at the boldness of the old Pope,
and although the indolent Louis shewed no great resolution to resent the insult, Choiseul and Charles
contrived to stir up his indignation, representing to
him the scorn which would fall on the house of Bourbon, if a son of a Venetian merchant (Clement) should

nnpunity a grandson of St Louis.* In consequence, the ambassadors of the three courts, France,
Spain, and Xaples, had orders to present to the Pope
a memorial, asking^ him to revoke the " monitorium,"

insult with

or to expect to see

some of

his

estates confiscated.

Torrigiani and the Jesuit partisans, who knew the
demand that was going to be addressed to the Pope,
fearing lest the old man should yield, represented to

him how glorious it would be to uprear again the
tiara, humbled bv Benedict XIV.. before the secular
powers, and made him even descry in the distance
the crown of martvrdom, an honour which the enthusiastic and pious Pope would have wished above all
Clement accordingly, when the ambassadors
things.
presented themselves for the appointed audience, would
hardlv deio:n to look at the memorial and when thev
:

spoke of reprisals, his whole frame trembled, and he
"'
The Vicar of Jesus
exclaimed, in a broken voice
Christ is treated like the lowest of mankind.
True
that he has neither armies nor cannon, and it is an
easy matter to despoil him of all his possessions but it

—

;

is

beyond the power of man

to

compel him to act

against his conscience." f

The moment tliis answer was made known to the
raonarchs, the troops of the French king seized on
Avignon, those of the King of !Xaples on Pontecorvo
* St
Priest, p. 43.
Si Priest, p. 45

+ See

;

Cret. vol. r. p. 312.
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and

Benevento,

Roman

all

possessions

to

belonging

the

states.

At such distressful news the poor Pope was overcome by grief, and perceiving that he was unable to
offer any material resistance, resolved to endure
patiently those injuries, but not to yield to threatenand he remained firm in his determination, aling
;

though the Romans loudly murmured against him,
and menaced and offered insult to the Jesuit party
as the sole cause of the public calamities. The Pope's
position became more and more desperate every day,
and he did not know that he had a single friend
To whom could he now turn for aid ? Genoa,
left.

Modena, Venice, nay, all the Italian
Once more he directed
against him.

states,

took part
towards

his eyes

He wrote to the Empress Maria Theresa,
she would
that she was his only consolation on earth
his
old
should
be
that
not
age
oppressed
surely
permit
by acts of violence.* But the empress answered him
that the affair was one concerning not reUgion, but
state policy, and that she could not interfere without

Austria.

;

injustice.
]S^or was this the greatest affliction reserved for the
While Clement was so overwhelmed by
old pontiff.
ambassadors of
grief, in the beginning of 1769 the

France, Spain, and iS^aples presented themselves, one
demanded the irrevoOrder of the Jesuits.
The Pope, on hearing the proposal, was stupified, and
remained for some time speechless. When he had
recovered some composure, he answered, in a broken
and faltering voice, that he would soon make known
his intentions, and called a consistory for the 3d of
February. But on the evening preceding the day on
after the other, before him, and
cable suppression of the whole

'vliich

that consistory was to assemble, he was seized
which he expired.j The Jesuits

loa a convulsion,

m

.lave extolled the virtues
*

Ranke,

vol.

ii.

and the holiness of

p. 448.

f

Ibid.
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and consider him as the best friend the

order ever had

;

while the philosophers, in their spe-

have attributed to him the ultimate ruin of
the Society, on account of his obstinate resistance to
culations,

the demands of reform.
Canova has immortalised the memory of Rizzonico
by the most beautiful of all the monuments which have
a place in St Peter's. Strangers go there to admire
the chaste and pure figure of religion weeping over
his tomb, the majestic dignity of the vigilant lion,
the imposing calmness of the sleeping one, and the
admirable execution of the whole group.
With Clement XIII. the Popes lost all independence
as secular princes, and, as such, have been ever after
at the mercy of the strongest secular power that hc^
wished to domineer over them.
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CHAPTER

XVI.

1773.

ABOLITION OF THE OEDER.

After the death

of Clement XIII., all the influence
of the house of Bourhon was employed to secure that
the choice of the College of Cardinals should fall on a

man adverse to

the

members

Company

of Jesus, as all the efforts

body were directed to bring
about the contrary result. While D'Aubeterre, the
French ambassador, speaking also in the name of
Spam and Naples, was reiterating that an election contrary to the wishes of the house of Bourbon would
of the

of that

lead to the ruin of the Roman See. thus endeavouring
to intimidate the more pusillanimous of the cardinals,
Ricci was hurrying about from place to place, implorino" the one, threatening; the others with the wrath of

God, and freely distributing presents and money when
At daybreak he was on foot, traversing
every quarter of the city, and mixing with all classes of

necessary.

the people.
their

He visited their eminences, their

varlets,

the

ladies,

confessors,

not omitting some of the fashionable
spiritual friends of the Emminen-

He and Torrigiani gave out, and repeated
with great indignation and affected dignity, that it would
be to the eternal shame and confusion of the Sacred
College to renounce their independence, and submit to
the demands of the imperious sovereigns.
The Court of Rome was divided at the time
tissimi

!
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seemed to transport the Court of Louis XV, into the
midst of the gloomy apartments of the Vatican." On
entering the Conclave, Bernis, in the most courteous and
modest manner, and without shewing any pretension of
a desire to exercise any empire over the holy College,
said to his colleagues, " France has only the desire of
seeing raised to the papal throne a wise and temperate
prince, who may entertain the respect due to the great
The choice of the Sacred College can only
powers.
rest upon virtue, since it shines forth in each one of its
members. But virtue alone is not sufficient. AVho
could surpass Clement XIII. in religion and purity of
doctrine ?
His intentions were excellent nevertheless, during his reign, the Church was disturbed and
shaken to its centre.
Let your eminences restore
concord between the Holy See and the Catholic States,
;

and bi'ing back peace to Christendom, and France will
be content." * As an inducement to the cardinals to
comply with the wishes of the sovereigns, Bernis had
permission to promise in their names the restitution of
and it may be
Avignon, Pontecorvo, and Benevento
well supposed that he made the most of the permisTo this, the Zelanti and the Jesuit pf^rty ansion.
swered, that in the election of the supreme chief of the
Church, no considerations should be regarded but the
good of religion, and that the electors ought to listen
to no advice, but implore fervently the Holy Ghost,
;

and follow

his inspiration.

De

Bernis' position

became

Charles III., it seems, proposed
rather embarrassing.
to bind the future Pope by a ivritten promise to abolish
But when D'Aubeterre prothe order of the Jesuits.
Bernis
this
to
arrangement, the cardinal drew
posed
back his conscience would not allow him to be an acHe refused
complice in lowering so much the Tiara.
to make any such proposals, adding, with justice, that
nothino- could secure the execution of the contract, and
;

* Instructions to the Cardinals
See St Triest, p. 54.

19, 1769.

De Luynes and De

Bernis, February
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tliat a cardinal who was capable of pledijing himself
beiorehand to such a contract, would dishonour his

future pontificate, as everything must ultimately come
to hght ;* and although the ambassadors insisted anew
with more pressing instances, Bernis remained firm in
his opinion, that such conduct was disgraceful and illegal x\ubeterre endeavoured to overcome his repug-

nance by all sorts of arguments, and in a letter
addressed to him on the 11th of April, we find the
" I know well that I am unable to
foUowino' passage
be the casuist of your eminence but let your eminonce consult Cardinal Gano-anelli, one of the most celebrated theoloo^ians of this country, and who has never
been accused of professing a lax morality," f
While the cardinals were thus eno^ao^ed in the
:

:

supreme and all-important

aftair of

choosing the chief

of their Church, they, the Jesuits, the ambassadors,
and all Rome, were on a sudden thrown into a state

and expectation. Joseph 11. Emperor of
Germany, accompanied by his brother Leopold, Grand
Possessed of
Duke of Tuscany, arrived in Rome.
real personal merit, Joseph disdained ostentation, and
of anxiety

,

appeared among the citizens of the eternal city with
the studied and striking contrast of an incognito, of
which he was the inventor, under the modest title of
Count of Falkestein. He mixed among the Romans
without a suite, wearing no decoration, and without any
pomp. Yet his presence in Rome ^jroduced a great

all

sensation.

There are in almost every nation certain tradiwhich are transmitted from generation to generation, tacitly without any apparent effort by any
tions,

person to transmit them, which, however, pass to the
* St
Priest, p. 58.

+

He quotes the No. 14 of the Lettres inedites D'Anhave not an opportunity of verifying these letters, and must

Cret. vol, V. p. 326.

We

heteiTc.

rest on his authurity.

Bernis

who promised

however
sulted.

it is,

it was, on the contrary, De
ambassadors to consult Ganganelli; but

St Priest says that
to the

what appears incontestable

is,

that Ganganelli was con-
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remotest posterity as if by intuition, and form part
of the moral life of a
Such is in Kome the
people.
tradition, more or less correct, of a repubhc, and of
emperors, which is at the bottom of the heart of every
inhabitant of the metropohs of the world.
Very few
people are recorded in history to have fought as we
Romans lately did. But I doubt much that we would
have so fought even for the same prize hberty and
independence in the name of prince or king, or any

—

—

title in

or, indeed, in

Christendom,

that of the republic, and

any name except

may be that of an emperor.*
Koman Catholic, and anxious to
it

Joseph, although a
respect the scruples of his mother, Maria Theresa,
was a philosopher, meditating already part of those
reforms he shortly after effected and the moment he
came within sight of Rome, he decided upon humbling
her pride, and putting some restraint upon her immoderate pretensions.
When in Rome, as may be imahe
was
courted
gined,
by all parties, and his support
;

was eagerly sought by every one, and especially by
the Zelanti and the Jesuits.
Every one waited with
impatience to see the part he would take in the contest.
But the young prince was, or affected to be, indifferent to the paltry question of the Jesuits, which
was then paramount and in speaking of it, he often
repeated that he wondered that the fate of some thousand monks should cause so much uneasiness to such
powerful sovereigns. Although he spoke of the Jesuits with the greatest contempt, nevertheless the
fathers hoped that they might claim him as their partisan an opinion which Joseph took care soon to disWhile visiting the different monuments of
sipate.
Rome, he went also to the Gesu, the principal and most
The fathers
magnificent establishment of the order.
soon gathered round him in the most respectful and
;

;

* In the time of our short
republic, we were once movet) to tears by
seeing some Trasteverini thi'ow otf tlieir hats, and spDntaueously, withuut being told or taugiit, go and kiss these magical and once respected
Indeed I even feel moved in writing them.
letters, S.P.Q.K.
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humble attitude and the General, approaching him,
and prostrating himself at the emperor's feet with the
most profound humility, was going to address liim,
when Joseph, without allowing him to go on, abruptly
asked him when he w^as going to relinquish his habit.
Ricci turned pale, and muttered some inarticulate
words he confessed that the times were very hard
for him and for his brethren, but that they trusted in
God and in the future holy Father, whose infallibility
would be for ever compromised if he destroyed an
order which had received the sanction of so many of
his predecessors.
The emperor smiled and being
then in the church, and chancing at the moment to fix
his regards on a statue of Ignatius of massive silver,
and glittering with precious stones, exclaimed against
"
the prodigious sum it must have cost.
Sire," stammered the Father General,
this statue has been
;

;

;

'•

erected with the money of the friends of the Society."
"
"
Say rather," replied Joseph, with the profit of the
Indies," and departed, leaving the fathers in the

utmost grief and dejection.* Joseph, assuming, on the
other hand, a marked tone of superiority over the
sovereigns of the house of Bourbon, affected the same
indifference as to the election of a Pope, which he considered, as

he

said, of little

moment, and unworthy

of

occupying the attention of a monarch of the eighteenth
century; and, to prove by deeds the sincerity of his
words, he gave orders to the Cardinal Pozzo-Bonelh,
his minister, neither to support nor oppose any candidate.

The cardinals wxre distressed at this marked indifference of the only Catholic sovereign of rank who
w^as then on good terms with Rome
and washing to
try whether they could not attract the young prmce
to the Holy See, by shewing him some extraordinary
;

mark

of respect and devotion, in general so flattering
to the youtliful mind, they, violating all their rules
* St
Priest, p. 55.
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and regulations, invited the emperor to do them the
honour of visiting the Conclave. Joseph went thither.
and was met by all the cardinals in a body, one of
whom took him by the hand, and introduced him
within those precincts which no man can enter or leave
from the commencement of the meeting till a Pope has
been elected. The emperor received all those extra-

He addressed
ordinary advances with cold dignity.
Bernis with rather condescending aifability, which
much flattered the vanity of the cardinal. But when
Torrigiani was presented to him, he merely observed,
" I have heard much of
you," and inquired immefor
the
Cardinal
of
York. " Le voici," andiately
swered the grandson of James II. Joseph saluted the
last of the IStuarts with a marked expression of fea" It is
ture, and requested to be admitted to his cell.
small
for
said
the
very
your highness,"
emperor, after
having visited

it.*

When

the emperor was on the point of leaving the
Conclave, the demonstrations of the cardinals increased.
"
" we
trust that your imperial
Sire," cried they,
will
the
new Pope, that he may put
protect
majesty
an end to the troubles of the Church." The emperor
replied, that the power to accomplish this rested with
their eminences, by choosing a Pope who should imitate Benedict XIV., and not require too much; that
the spiritual authority of the Pope was incontestable,

but that he ought to be satisfied with this and that,
above all, in treating with sovereigns, he ought never
;

to forget himself so far as to violate the rules of policy

and good-breeding.j
*

So saying, he

left

the Conclave,

St Priest, p. 56.
St Priest, p. 57, who reports all these details, as given by the
emperor himself to D'Aubeterre. Joseph enlarged complacently on his
contemptuous policy toward the Holy See, and declared, in plain terms,
that he knew the (Jourt of Rome too well not to despise it, and thought
" Those
T»iry little of his admission to the Conclave,
people," said he,
" tried to
speaking of the cardinals,
impress upon me the value of this
djstinction, but I am not their dupe."

f See
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Kome the same evening, and set
out for Xaples to avoid the fetes prepared for him.
The cardinals, -v^dien the agitation produced by the
visit of the emperor was a httle subdued, returned to
their party intrigues, and vainlv endeavoured, durincr
three long months, to give a successor to St Peter.
and even abandoned

last the Spanish ctirdinals, who seem to have purposely delayed their voyage till that moment, in order
to decide bv their votes and their influence a contest
which must have by this time tried both parties, arrived
La Ceda and De
in Rome, and entered the Conclave.

At

the latter Archbishop of Seville, and possessing
Charles III.'s confidence, began at once to explore the
ground, and to take all the necessary measures to
succeed in their purpose, Bernis still pretending to
be the negotiator of the Conclave. The Spaniards,
lea\ing him to rejoice in this opinion, set themselves
quietly to work, and soon succeeded in bringing the
matter to a conclusion, by the choice of a candidate
who was accepted by both parties. This candidate
was Cardinal Ganganelli, of whom we must give some
account before proceeding further.
Lorenzo Ganganelli was born in the town of St
Arcangelo, on the 30th of October 1705, of a plebeian
Like his predefamily, his father being a labourer.
cessor, the goatherd of Montalto, Lorenzo entered at
a very early age the order of St Francis (the Cordeliers),* and distinguished himself by a constant application, by the love of solitude, and by a calm, equal,
Solis,

*

In Italy, the monasteries of the orders called mendicant are the refuge
of three peculiar classes of persons.
The first class of those who repair
thither are idle, unthinking fellows, who disdain to do any sort of wurk ;
the second are those who have but the convent to escape the prison; and
the third, those youth vrho, feeling within themselves the power, the
capacity, or the ambition of achieving some great deeds, and seeing no
possibility of emerging from the crcn d, have recourse to the cloister as
the only way left them of arriving at eminence. Almost all the men
of mark among the Italian clergy have been monks, bom of poor and
humble parentage ; and many Popes were of the same. It is known that
not a penny is requisite to enter into tliose monasteries, while, to become
a secular priest, one requires to possess some little property.
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His principal occupation was the
study of theology, in which he became a proficient and
able professor.
But his long meditation upon this
science did not inspire him with a spirit of fanaticism
and persecution, but, on the contrary, with a spirit of

and placid conduct.

tolerance and love for his fellow-men; and, what appears still more rare, he did not in the least alter his
Nor did he, plunged
jovial and agreeable manners.
as he was in the study of divinity, become insensible to
the charms of nature, or to the attractions of the fine
He delighted in natural history, and spent many
arts.
of his leisure hours in dissecting insects, or in collecting plants. He cultivated literature with some success;
and if he was not a judicious connoisseur, he certainly
was a warm protector of the fine arts, and was passionOne of his masters had once
ately fond of music*

said of him in this particular, "No wonder he loves
music, seeing that everything in his mind is in harmony."! From his earliest youth, Lorenzo conceived
hopes of rising to an extraordinary station in life ; and
his ambition, which was ardent and persevering, persuaded him that he was destined by Providence to per-

which persuasion gave to
conduct the characteristic turn of a mysterious
AVhen his parents dissuaded
reliance on the future.
him from entering the cloister, Lorenzo, although he
was then very young, answered that a monk's frock
had often preceded the purple, and that the two last
Sistuses had issued from the convents of St Francis.
Lideed, he cherished the memory of Padre Felice, of
that Sistus who, even in our own day, is remembered
by all the Italians, but, above all, by the lowest classes,
with a loving veneration. Like Sistus, Ganganelli
shewed little inclination for the aristocracy, and courted

form extraordinary deeds

;

all his

*
It was he who began that magnificent museum in the Vatican, increased afterwards by Pius VI., which bears the name of Museo Pio-Clementino, and which is the admiration of all Europe.
"
f See Ranke, vol. ii. p. 449, in a note quoting Aneddoti riguardanti
la famiglia e le opere di Clemente."
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the favour of the multitude.
Ganganelh, even after
he had ascended to the liis^hest disunity, remained an
He was amhitious,
unpretending and popular monk.
and extremely jealous of real authority, i3ut disdained
"
the shows and appearance of it.
Notwithstanding
his elevation, Ganganelli preserved his former simple
habits.
Pomp and ceremony were less to his taste
than a frugal meal, long rides into the campagna of
Eome, the friendship of Francesco,* the visit of a few
well-informed strangers, and, above all, the conversation
of the fathers of the convent of the Holy Apostles." f
These were, indeed, very amiable and noble qualities,
and assuredly Clement XIV. proved one of the most

enlishtened and well-intentioned Popes that ever
ascended the pontifical chair. But almost all the historians, many of them influenced no doubt by the fact
that he was the suppressor of the order of the Jesuits,
have exao-^erated the vu^tues and merits of Ganiranelli,
and made of him, either as monk or as Pope, an irreproachable and unexceptionable personage, gifted with
AVe are not quite so
almost supernatural Cjualities.J
partial to him, and, while

we

give

him

credit for his

we cannot overlook

his
superior good qualities,
nor declare his conduct free from reproach.
Thus, for example, it is evident that Ganganelli, as a thorough good Franciscan (an order from the &st to the

many

faults,

*

Francesco was a lay Lrotlier, for n-liom Ganganelli preserved to the

most sincere friendship and aflfection.
It was in this convent that Granganelli resided
St Priest, p. oO.
before his exaltation to the pontificate, and he often went thither afterwards to spend some hours.
last the

f

X Ranke (vol. iii. p. 4i9) exaggerates Ganganelli's virtues, and represents him as faultless and holy, which brings us to make a remark on the
celebrated German historian.
His indefatigable industry in searching
archives and public and private libraries, and inspecting unpublished
manuscripts, has enabled him to throw light on many obscure questions ;
but we think that often, on the simple authority of some ambassador's
relation, or private letters, or of writings -ftdthout name, which only
express the private opinion of the -w-riter, he has established principles,
and deduced consequences, that are not in accordance ft'ith what is known
or may be ascertained by an accurate examination of the facts.
\Ve
could give many instances of what we assert.
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the Company), and as a tolerant and
could not be the friend, or have any
man,
conciliating
regard for the Jesuits and yet, perceiving how influential the fathers were under Kezzonico, Padre Lorlast iniraicai to

;

enzo courted their favour, obtained the protection of
Ricci, who presented him to the Pope's nephew, and
by their joint interest the poor monk was made an
This certainly does not prove much in
eminentissimo.
favour of his straightforwardness and his whole conduct during the Conclave proves also that Ganganelli
was not over-scrupulous as to the means he adopted to
;

Gioberti, his warm
seeing that it would be rather difficult to
exonerate him from the reproach of ambition, admits
" If
that he was indeed an ambitious man, but he savs,
who
deto
St
the
man
it is true,
that
Paul,
according
sires the office of a bishop desires a good work,* why
will it not be permitted in certain cases to wish to obsatisfy his deeply-rooted ambition.

apologist,

tain the

And he
is

Popedom, which is the supreme priesthood ? "f
(Gioberti) proceeds to prove that such ambition

permitted when the

man

seeks not his

own but the

public welfare, when he is sure that he is qualified for
the task, and when he does not make use of any unworthy means to obtain the object of his ambition and
;

he pretends that Ganganelli

We,

tions.

fulfilled all

too, give credit to the

these condi-

poor cordelier for

liaving fulfilled the two first, and we believe that, in
aspiring to the supreme See, he had in view the public
advantage, the welfare of the Church, and that, moreover, he thought himself perfectly qualified to be a

but we shall leave our readers to judge whether
the means he resorted to were unexceptionable and

Pope
all

;

honest.

During the Conclave of all the cardinals, Cardinal
Ganganelli appeared the most unconcerned and indifferent as to the supremely^ important matter they were
*

t

1

Tim.

iii.

1.

Gioberti; vol.

iii.

p. 347.
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He

kept aloof from the intrigues of all
might have considered him as one
He ingratiated himself with the
adherents.

engaged

in.

so that each
parties,

of

its

often in pubhc,
party of the sovereigns, by repeating
but with the utmost timidity, just as an observation to
" Their arms are
be taken into consideration,
very
"
the Alps and the Pyrenees ;
long, they reach beyond
"
he
\Ve
Jesuits
of
the
while to the partisans
repeated,
must no more think of destroying the Society of Jesus
than of pulHng down the dome of St Peter's."* It has
been insinuated, and even asserted, by many historians, that while Ganganelli was speaking so ambiassured the French
guously in pubhc, he had secretly
minister of his adverse disposition towards the Jesuits,
and that France, from the beginning, had chosen him
St Priest positively denies that this
as her candidate.
vyas the case, and affirms that Ganganelli was by no
means the man upon whom France rested her confi" The cardinal was indeed mentioned in the list
dence.
of bons sujets, that is to say, of persons who would not
be unacceptable to the Bourbons but his name, as well
;

was accompanied with notes
^nd the French historian proceeds
of reservation."!
to say that France, far from preferring him to the
rest of the candidates, suspected him of intrigues and
and Ganganelli's conduct might have well
duplicity
He had been prefor such suspicion.
cause
given
and shewed
French
with
the
intimate
cardinals,
viously
as tliat of

many

others,

;

himself rather favourable to their interests, but during
the sitting of the Conclave had affected to shun them,
evidently with the intention of not giving offence to
the other party. Ho lived alone, shut up in his cell,

and seemed as if what was going on did not concern
him in the least.
How, then, did it happen that he was chosen to the
The Jesuits have accused him of
vacant throne ?
have
and
asserted that, in exchange for a
simony,
*

+

Cret. vol. V. p. 332.

2 B

St Priest, p. 61,
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written promise to suppress their order, tlie vSpanish
gave him all the votes that were at the disThe admirers of
of
house of Bourbon *
the
posal
Clement have, on the other hand, indignantly denied
the ignominious traffic, and affirm that he was chosen
as the most moderate, tolerant, and virtuous of all the
cardinals, and as one who could alone heal the wounds
of the Church; and the fact is, that neither party may

<?ardinals

It
be said to be altogether wrong in their assertion.
on many good authorities and in our eyes the
fact admits of no doubt, that Ganganelli, two or three
days before the scrutiny for the nomination of a Pope,
gave a written note to De Solis, conceived in the fol" I admit that the
Sovereign Pontiff
lowing terms:
of the Jesuits,
the
in
conscience
abolish
Society
may
without violating the canonical regulations." f
Now,
how far this proceeding may constitute the sin of
simony, we do not pretend to decide. Evidently, in
the strictest sense of the word, here is no specified
In this note Cardinal
contract constituting simony.
Ganganelli expresses his opinion, as a theologian, that
the Supreme Pontiff may, in perfect safety of conscience, abohsh the Order of Jesus and this opinion is
But, as plain matter
perfectly sound and orthodox.
of fact, it may be asked, was this answer intended to
win for the adviser the support of Spain, who was
firmly resolved not to consent to any nomination without having obtained from the future Pope a wintten
promise to suppress the Society of Jesus 1 It seems
that the Spanish cardinals, with whatever intention
Ganganelli may have given the note, took it not as the
opinion of the theologian, but as the solemn engagement of the future Pope, so that, soon after the note
was written, as if the Holy Ghost had of a sudden

rests

;

—

;

* It is to be
remarked, that now that the most perfect concord reigns
between the Court of Rome and the fathers, and that they support each
other, the latter have changed their language in regard to this affair, and
that same Cretintau assures us that he disbelieves this imputation.

i See

St Priest, p. 63.
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decided on the choice, and suggested to the electors
the same name, Ganganelli was elected to the chair of
the apostles.
However, between the negotiation of the Spanish
ministers with Ganganelli and the scrutiny for the nomination, Bernis, who saw that all opinions were growing
warm in favour of the Franciscan, and perceived that he

had been played upon by his Castihan colleagues, since
all had been done without his participation, to save at
least appearances, hastened to the probable candidate,
and boasted to him that his election would be due to the

The Spaniards willingly allowed
to play this specious part, so suited to his ostentatious character, and Ganganelli, who perhaps felt
embarrassed as to how he should express his pretended

influence of France.

him

'•'

I bear
gratitude, answered in these strange words,
Louis XV. in my heart, and the Cardinal de Bernis
Bernis then, with a sort of
in my right hand."*
know
diplomatic importance, requested distinctly to
opinions with respect to the Jesuits, and

GanganeUi's

On the latter
Infant of Parma.
in the most satisfacanswered
future
the
Pope
point
tory manner, and promised not only to recall the
monitorium, but to consecrate himself, in the Basilica
of St Peter, the duke's approacliing marriage. But on
the Jesuit cjuestion he was not so explicit he admitted
the

affair of the

;

that their suppression appeared to be necessary, and
that most likely the future Pope would not be satisfied
with mere words and, " in short," says St Priest,
Ganganelli promised De Bernis all that he desirecL"!
;

'•'

This being so arranged, and the Austrian party, to
which also adhered that of the Jesuits, having accepted the candidature of Ganganelli, he was, as we
have said, elected Sovereign Pontiff, and assumed the

name

of

Clement XIV.

Ganganelli having at last attained the summit of
his ambition, enjoyed for a short moment with rap*
St Priest, p. 63.
t Ibid. p. 64.
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his good fortune, and the immense popularity
which immediately surrounded him, and gave way to
On the
all the naturally good impulses of his heart.
day of his coronation, upon entering the Basihca of
the Vatican, his eye fell upon a stone on which he had
once stood when a simple monk, to see the cortege of
"
Look," said he, pointing
Pope Rezzonico pass by.
" from that stone I was
it out to one of his suite,

ture

The very commencement of
driven ten years ago."*
pontificate gave great satisfaction to the sovereigns, and to all the friends of a liberal and tolerant
He began by prohibiting the reading of the
policy.
Bull in coena Domini, so offensive to all monarchs ;
he suspended the effect of the monitorium against the
Duke of Parma he declared that he would send a
his

;

nuncio to Portugal and he extended some concessions made by Benedict XIV. to the King of Sardinia,
and which his predecessor had refused to recognise.
Had not the question of the Jesuits been at issue,
there is no doubt that Ganganelli would have given
general satisfaction, and he himself have lived and
But this unfortudied a happy and honoured Pope.
nate affair poisoned all his joy from the commencement of his reign. To whatever side he turned himself,
he saw nothing but almost insurmountable obstacles.
On the one hand, the sovereigns demanded imperaand Clement had to
tively the abolition of the order,
;

fear that his refusal to

comply would divest

Rome

not only of the valuable possessions of Avignon and
Benevento, but also of the fihal obedience of Spain,
On the other hand, how could
France, and Portugal.
he, the supreme chief of the Roman Catholic Church,
abohsh an order which had been considered the firmest

bulwark of this same Church, and, as such, recognised
and approved by many of his predecessors? What
would be the judgment of posterity and of the followers of his creed

Would they

?

*

St Priest, p. 65.

ratify his sentence,
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him the

of infalhblhty at the
gift
or would
mistaken
other
pontiffs ?
expense
he be accounted peccable, and his predecessors inIn both cases the Papal infahibility would be
fallible
greatly damaged, and the authority it gave to the
to

of the

't

Holy See greatly diminished, wliich
neither Ganganelli nor any other Pope ever wished
because it is a remarkable fact,
that it should be
that the Popes, elective sovereigns, and who alone of
such have no hope w-hatever of transmitting to their
issue or their relatives any portion of their power,
decisions of the

;

have always been, and still are, scrupulously careful
not to diminish the splendour and glory of the Papal
chair, althouirh thev mav sometimes foresee that after
their death it will be occupied by them bitterest
enemy. What then could the poor Pope do in these
critical circumstances ?
Althouo-h he liked to be comto
Sistus
whose
Y.,
pared
memory he dearly worshipped, he was far from possessing the firmness of
character and the indomitable energy of the quondam
goatherd of the Abruzzi. He did not act as Sistus
would have done; hke all persons without energy,
in perilous and difficult emergencies, he took no decisive measure, but directed all his efforts and artiiices
to gain time, incessantly promising to the sovereigns
to come to a determination, and always evachng the
fulfilment of his promises at the decisive moment.
To obtain some delay from France, he thought that
the best he could do was to llatter the vanitv of De
Bernis, now the accredited ambassador of the court of
Versailles, and to render him an unwilling accomphce

and Bernis, although an
svstem
and shrewd man, was so bhnded by his
St
vanity, as to be easily duped by his arts.
Priest has given, from Bernis' letters to Choiseul, a
relation of some interviews which took
place between
"
the Pope and the cardinal.
When the cardinal
went to pay his respects to the Pope, the latter would

in

his

dilatorv

intelligent

:
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not accept the customary homage
ho forbade his
offered
him
he
his snuff-box,
repeatedly
genuflexion,
and even compelled him to be seated in his presence.
Bernis retired with every mark of profound respect,
but Clement said, in a familiar tone, We are alone,
and no person sees us let us dispense with etiquette,
"
and resume the old equality of the cardinalate.' * A
few days afterwards, when Bernis presented a letter
from Louis XV., Clement seized and kissed it with
" I owe all
to France.
Provitransport, exclaiming,
dence has chosen me among the people like St Peter,
and the house of Bourbon has, under Providence, been
the means of raising me to the chair of the prince of
the Apostles.
Providence, too, has permitted," he
" that
added, embracing Bernis,
you should be the
minister of the king at the Papal court. I place unlimited confidence in you, my dear cardinal let there
be no indirect intercourse, no mystery, between us."t
These assurances flattered the vanity of Bernis, who
was continually asking his court to sanction the delays
which the dignity of the Pope rendered necessary, and
which he represented to be inevitable in matters affect;

'

;

;

ing ecclesiastical discipline. These representations had
some influence upon the mind of Louis XV., who in
his profligacy was often assailed by transitory fits of
remorse and he prevailed upon the King of Spain,
;

though with some difiiculty, to be a little more patient,
and to grant to the Pope some reasonable delay for
the settlement of the question.
Clement's joy at the good success of his policy was
Not only did he feel proud of his own
irrepressible.
cleverness, but he hoped to be able to find fresh preThis brief moment of
texts for an indefinite delay.
indeed
illusion was the happiest in all his pontificate
His countenance beamed
it was the only happy one.
with contentment, his manner became still more amiTo
able, and nothing could exceed his good-humour.
;

* St
Priest, p. 66.

* Ibid.
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UTap himself in his happiness, he went to tlic enchantand spent many
ing residence of Castel-GandoUo,
shore
of the Lake of
on
the
hours
charming
happy
Albano, with no other witness or suite than the old
friend of his youth, the poor lay brother, Francesco.
But the felicity was of short duration. Scarcely

had Ganganelli returned to Rome, when all his illusion
Ardent and restless in the furtherance of
vanished.
his projects, Charles III. was impatient to see the deand seeing that
struction of the Jesuits accomplished
no progress was made towards this end, he accused
;

Bernis to Choiseul either of incapacity, or of connivance with Clement.
Choiseul, to whom Charles left
all liberty to act as he pleased in the general policy
of Europe, was very anxious to comply with his wishes
He had already, some time before,
in this affair.
written to Bernis a letter full of remonstrances, and
" And if I was ambassador at
Rome, I
ending thus
should be ashamed to see Father Ricci the antagonist
But now he pressed the cardinal
of my master." *
more and more strongly to bring the Pope to a speedy
The Spanish king, on his part, not content
decision.
with stimulating Choiseul, was pressing the Pope harder
and harder. First he held out a menace against the
Court of Rome then, when Clement represented that
:

—

;

there was some danger that the measure of suppression
would cause an outbreak, or the interference of other
monarchs, or of the pious friends of the Jesuits, he
proposed to land at Civita Vecchia 6000 men to delend the Pope against his enemies and, to frighten
;

Ganganelli still more, he publicly and explicitly denounced Cardinal de Bernis to the Court of France,
and asked for his recall.
Bernis was stunned by the shock, and felt as if his
embassy, the thing of all things dearest to his heart,
for the pomp and power which it imparted, had already
*

See

Letter of Choiseul to the Cardinal de Bernis, August 10, 1769.
Cret. vol. v. p. 342, ff.

it,
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been torn from him.

The sympathy which he had

for Clement, the desire to be agreeable to him, and to
repay the Pope for the confidence which he thought
his Holiness placed in him, vanished at once, and all
his thoughts were directed to find out how he could

constrain the Sovereign Pontiif, his spii'itual and immediate chief, to obey his temporal masters, and thus
nmintain himself in his embassy.
Instead of his previous easy acquiescence, he now became stern and

exacting; and not seeing any more efticient step to
take to calm Charles III.'s impatience, he urged the
Pope to write to the king, and to make peace with
him.*
Ganganelli, overjoyed to escape the present
evil, consented inconsiderately to what was asked of
him, without reflecting that, by pledging himself in
writing, he rendered his position still more difiicult
and perilous for the future.
Jn his letter to the
Spanish king, declining the assistance oftered by his
Catholic majesty, he requested time to accomplish the
suppression of the Jesuits, admitting, at the same time,
tliis measure was
indispensable, and announcing,
*'
in plain terms, that
the members of the Society had
merited their fall from the restlessness of tlieir spirit,

that

and

the audacity of their proceedings." f This letter,
which was written in 1770, has been denied by some,
and by others confounded with the more vague note
which, as we have seen, it was asserted that Ganganelli had written previous to his ascension to the pon-

a grave error ; and, to dispel any
shall quote the words of Cardinal Bernis
are,
himself, in his despatch of April 29, 1770.
They
" '1 he
as will be seen, of the gravest importance

tificate.

doubt,

Tliis is

we

:

—

not whether the Pope would wish to supquestion
but whether, after the formal propress the Jesuits
mises he has given in writing to the King of Spain,
his Holiness can for a moment hesitate to fulfil them ?
Tliis letter, which I have induced him to write to his
is

;

* St
Priest, p. 73.

+

Ibid.
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Catholic mniestv, binds him so firmly, that, unless the
court of Spain should alter its opinions, the Pope will
be obliged to complete the undertaking. By gainino*
is true, he
might effect something, but the
His Holiness is a man of
of
power
delay is limited.
too much clear-sightedness not to perceive that, should
the King of Spain cause his letter to be printed, he
would lose his character as a man of honour, if he
hesitated to fulfil his promise, and suppress the Society,

him,

it

a plan for whose destruction he had promised to communicate, and whose members he considered as dan*
gerous, discontented, and turbulent."
On the existence of this letter, to which they wrongly
assign, as we have said, a date anterior to the election
of Gangaiielh, the Jesuits have founded their
system
of defence.
They have asserted that the Pope was
compelled to the act of abohshing their Society, which
act Clement personally did not consider either just or
and it cannot be denied that the sovenecessary
But
reigns exercised a kind of constraint upon him.
was, then, Ganganelli favourable to the order, and
would he, if left to himself, have let the Jesuits hve
in peace, and protected them
against a great part of
Europe conspiring for their destruction ? Ko undoubtedlv no. "We have already observed that GanThe
ganelli could not be the friend of the Jesuits.
man who took Sistus V. and Benedict XIY. for his
models, and with whom he had so many points of
resemblance, could only have wished what these his
;

!

to
predecessors wished and attempted to do, namely,
'
But
put a stop to the Jesuits' pride and arrogance.
we say more. Had not Clement been pressed too
hard by the sovereigns, we are convinced that he
would have acted more energetically and with more

We must remember that Ganganelh, though
exacting in regard to outward shows of pomp
and power, had the highest opinion of the dignity with
decision.

little

*

See

it

in St Priest, p.

73,.

in a uute.
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which he was invested, and was by no means disposed
to see the tiara lowered or dishonoured in his person.
Once, when Florida Blanca, the Spanish ambassador,
in order to support his argument, suggested to the
Pope that immediately after the publication of the
Brief of Suppression, Avignon and Benevento would be

restored to the
majestic dignity,

Clement answered with

See,

Holy

"Remember

Church, but does not

that a

traffic in his

Pope governs the
authority,"* and,

breaking short the conference, retired in indignation.
Besides, Ganganelli, though wanting in energy, and
though he may be reproached with somewhat equivocal conduct in order to satisfy his ambition, was a man
too religious and too noble-hearted, of too sound principles of morality and hone&ty, to subscribe to a
measure which he considered unjust. He would have
preferred every inconvenience, martyrdom itself, to
such iniquitous and dishonourable conduct.
Why,
then, did he hesitate so long to accomplish a measure
which he considered useful and just? Let Clement
answer for himself first, and we shall give our reasons
In the Brief of Suppression the Pope
afterwards.
" We
have omitted no care, no pains, in order
says
to arrive at a thorough knowledge of the origin, the
progress, and the actual state of that regular order
:

commonly

called

the

Company

of

Jesus." f

And

Ranke, whom the Jesuits often quote as authority, and
who seems to be rather partial to them, says, " Clement
applied himself with the utmost attention to the affairs
A commission of cardinals was formed,
of the Jesuits.
the archives of the Propaganda were examined, and
the arguments of both sides were deliberately consiIt is evident, then, that Clement wished to
dered." J
give a judgment with a perfect knowledge of the affair.
It nmst be remembered that there is a wide distance
between the opinion that Ganganelli might have en* St
Priest, p. 86.

t Brief Dominus ac Redemptor.
t

Vol.

ii.

p. 450.
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tertained of the Jesuits, and the fact of the Supreme
Pontiff, the chief of the religion, condemning, by a
act, a religious order approved and
It must be rethirteen former Popes.
that Clement Tvas himself a monk, and that,
beginning of the Brief of Suppression, he

solemn irrevocable

by

protected

membered

at the very

informs us what his sentiments were towards the
" It is
monastic communities.
beyond doubt," says
" that
the Brief,
among the things which contribute
to the good and hapinness of the Christian Republic,
It was for
the religious orders hold the first j^lace.
this reason that the Apostolic See, luhich owes its
has not only
luelfare and sup)p)ort to these orders,
with
them
endowed
but
many
exemptions,
approved,
Besides these powerful
privileges, and faculties."*
and principal reasons, many other secondary ones

must have induced Clement
It was repugnant to
act.

to defer the all-important

his mild, benevolent,
concihating character to have recourse to harsh

and
and

The nobleness and generosity of
measures.
on another side, sugtrested to him, that to
the Jesuits, perhaps, he was indebted for the supreme
severe

his heart,

since it was by their influence
dignity he had obtained,
that he had been named cardinal; and this leads us to
believe that, had the measure been less urgent and
of the Church and
indispensable to the welfare

Christianity, he, in

memory

of past benefits,

never have suppressed the order.
least reason, for

As a

Ganganelli's hesitation,

it

would

last,

not

may be

Roman Cathohc world would have
with astonishment, and not without murmurs, if he had abolished a society for which his benefactor, Rezzonico, whose ashes were yet warm, had
nourished such a particular affection, and which he
had taken under the protection of his infallibility
an infallibility which, though Clement never spoke,
he no doubt would not have liked that others should

adduced that the
received

it

—

St Priest, p. 86.
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have called in question.

In one word, in judging of

Ganganelli's conduct, the different parties have too
often forgotten that he was a Pope and a monk.
All the motives we have adduced to explain and

excuse Clement's delay in suppressing the order, were
noble and praiseworthy but it must be confessed that
with them was mingled one that was less noble, and
not so creditable to the Pope's character.
He was
afraid lest the Jesuits should assassinate or poison
him and his fears were not, as we shail see, without
;

;

foundation.

The Jesuits, it may be imagined, had spared no pains
to influence Clement's mind, and to deprecate the scheme
of their destruction.

At

first

they set at work

all

the

influences they still possessed. In Rome, above all, they
were as yet all-powerful among the nobility. They
w^ere the agents of the husbands, the confessors of the

and by means of
wives, the tutors of the children
these nobles they endeavoured to influence the Pope in
;

But as Ganganelli received few persons
of that rank, and listened to none, this expedient of the
fathers proved abortive.
They obtained afterwards
from the sovereigns of Austria, Bavaria, Poland, and
their favour.

letters of recommendation to the Holy
and when they perceived that even these
proved ineffectual, they had recourse to threats, and,
by many ingenious and sly contrivances, conveyed to
Clement's mind the persuasion that they would take
away his life, whatever precautions he should take.

Sardinia,

Father

;

To make a still stronger impression upon his mind,
they had his death predicted by a set of impostors,
whose predictions were, as is generally the case,
and the Jesuits took
readily believed by the people
this
belief.
Bernardina Renzi,
care
to
strengthen
good
a peasant of Valentano, giving herself out as a pro;

phetess, predicted the vacancy of the Holy See by the
mysterious initials P. S. S. V. (presto sara sede vacante).

Another Pythoness of Montefiascone

also

put forth simi-
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and mysterious predictions.* The Pope
was too enlightened, too rehgious, to beheve in such
impostures; but, just because he did not beheve in
them, he feared them the more, knowing that those
who had put them forth would find the means to
Two Jesuits, Fathers Coltraro and
accomphsh them.
Venizza, along with the confessor of Bernardina, were
thrown into prison, as having been suspected of being
lar strange

In the various circles
the advisers of the prophetess.
of society, almost pubhcly and aloud, the Jesuits and
their partisans accused and cursed Clement, heaping
reproaches on his name, and even insinuating the posInsulting images and hideous
sibihty of a deposition.
figures

were put

announcing an approaching

forth,

catastrophe, under the form of vengeance of ProviFather Picci, far from feeling any repugnance
dence.
to the support of such shameless deception, did not

even shrink from an interview with the sorceress of
Valentino.!

Surrounded as he was by treachery, Ganganelli
could not long resist the impressions which such a state
of things was calculated to make upon him.
His
natural gaiety gave way his health became unpaired ;
and evident signs of weariness were stamped on the
whole of his countenance. He lived more secluded
than ever, and would not taste of any dishes but those
prepared by his faithful Francesco, or by his own
hands.
On the other hand, the sovereigns became more and
;

To Anzpuru succeeded, as Spanish ambassador, that same Muniiio who, in his capacity of
magistrate, had assisted D'Aranda in the mysterious
examination of the Jesuits' conduct, after the emeute
of 1766, and who was now the Count of Florida
more urgent.

Blanca.

He was stern and inHexible, and pressed hard

• St
Priest, p. 28.
St Priest, ubi sup.
He has extracted all those details from a
of Florida Bluiica, addressed to Pope Pius VI.

f

lettei
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the poor Pope to take the dangerous leap.
The
transitory, delusive hope which the Jesuits had enjoyed, of escaping ruin, after the disgrace of Choiseul,
and the paramount influence which had been acquired
over the king by their friend Madame Dubarry, the
successor of Madame de
Pompadour, soon vanished.
D'Aiguillon, to deprecate the anger of Charles III.
for the fall of his friend Choiseul, seconded the
Spanish king vigorously in his cherished project of
obtaining the Suppression and, as Austria liad abandoned the cause of the order,* the ruin of the Jesuits
became inevitable.
Yet Clement resisted all those
importunities and menaces, and held firm, till, after a
;

and protracted investigation, his conscience
was satisfied that the act he was called upon to perform was an act of supreme justice and of immense
Then, although he felt
advantage to Christianity.
sure that he should forfeit his life, he decided upon
sacrificing it to the fulfilment of a duty, which gives
to the act a more imposing and solemn gravity.
On
the 23d Julv 1773, he affixed his signature to the
" We
Brief, saying, in the very act of writing his name,

long

sign our death

"

— Sottoscriviamo

la nostra morte.f
lay before our readers a great part
of this Brief, which we should wish them to attentively
read and consider, because, as a Roman Catholic priest
"
It is
observes,
undoubtedly one of the most beautiful
and honourable of the Roman Church and so much

We

shall

now

;

*
It is differently reported by M-hat means the consent of Austria to
The report most current
the destruction of the Jesuits was obtained.
at the time was, that Charles III. obtained it from Maria Theresa, by
sending to the empress her own confession, which her Jesuit director had
sent to the General, and which the king had had the means of obtain9t Priest, in contradicting this opinion, says that Maria Theresa's
ing.
resistance was conquered by her son Joseph, who, although he took
little interest in the affair as it aifected the Jesuits, yet coveted their
possessions.
t These are the

However, St

words attributed

to the

"

Pope by the popular

tradition.

makes the Pope exclaim, after
Questa suppressione mi dara la morte^'—

Priest, following Caraccioli,

having signed the brief,
This suppression will be my death.
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that I dare assert that there is no ecclesiastical
ordinance where shines more brio-htlv the wisdom, the
holiness, the moderation, and the true phiiosoph}?- of
The idea which is predominant
the apostolic chair.
in the Brief is, that of the unity and peace which
the Man- God brought to mortals, by establishing his
rehgion," &c.* In fact, the Brief is extremely remarkable in all its parts, and shews with what accuracy, with
what patience, Clement had examined the question.
It begins by pronouncing; a hio-h euloo-ium on the
monastic orders, and on the good intentions of Loyola
in
It then points
founding that of the Jesuits.
out many of these orders Avhich were abolished by
different Popes.
It recapitulates all the favours that
the Holy See had bestowed on the Jesuits.
Then, in
a rapid sketch of the history of the order, it shews in
it the
principle of discord, of schism; of a continual
war waged by it against all other rehgious communities; the dissensions it excited in various Catholic
countries the obstinacy of the Jesuits in persisting in
SO,

;

their reprehensible conduct, notwithstanding a number
of briefs and admonitions of the Supreme Pontiff and,
;

concludes by declaring it to be impossible that
THE Church colt.d reco\"er a firm axd durable peace,
Here follows
so long as the said Society subsisted.

finally,

memorable document,| which we give at length, as
the most correct epitome of the history of the Company, written by the most high and competent authothis

rity
"

"

:—

Brief for the

effectual Suppression
Jesuits.

of the Order of

Clement XIV., Pope, &c.
•'

Jesus Christ, our Saviour and Redeemer, was
by the prophets as the Prince of Peace: the

foretold
*

Gioberti, vol.

f
iii.

iii.

p. 374.

It \% here given as translated in the Protestant

p. 153^ kc.

A dvocate,

1815, voL

o
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proclaimed him under the same title to the
shepherds at his first appearance upon earth; he afterwards made himself known repeatedly as the sovereignpacificator ; and he recommended peace to his disciples before his ascension to heaven.
ani^els

Having reconciled all things to God his Father,
having pacified by his blood and by his cross everything which is contained in heaven and in earth, he
recommended to his apostles the ministry of reconciliation, and bestowed on them the gift of tongues, that
they might publish it that they might become ministers and envoys of Christ, who is not the God of disthat they might announce
cord, but of peace and love
this peace to all the earth, and direct their efforts to
'•

;

,

;

this chief point,

that

all

men, being regenerated in

Christ, might preserve the unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace ; might consider themselves as one body

and one soul, as called to one and the same hopi/, to
one and the same vocation, at which, according to St
Gregory, we can never arrive, unless we run in concert
with our brethren. The same word of reconciliation,
this same ministry, is recommended to us by God in a
Ever since we were raised (withparticular manner.
out any personal merit) to the chair of St T'eter,

we

have called these duties to mind day and night we
have had them without ceasing before our eyes they
are deeply engraven on our heart and Ave labour to
the utmost of our power to satisfy and to fulfil them.
;

;

;

To

this effect

we implore without

ceasing the protec-

and the aid of God, that he would inspire us and
all his flock with counsels of peace, and open to us the
road which leads to it. We know, besides, that ive are
established by the Divine Providence over kingdoms
tion

and

nations, in order to pluck up, destroy, disperse,
dissipate, plant, or nourish, as may best conduce to
the right cultivation of the vineyard of Sabaoth, and
to the preservation of the edifice of the Christian
rehgion, of which Christ is the chief corner-stone. In
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consequence hereof, we have ever thought, and been
that, as it is our duty carefully
whatever may conduce in any

constantly of opinion,
to plant and nourish
manner to the repose
repubhc, so the bond

and tranquilhty of the Christian
of mutual charity requires that
we be equally ready and disposed to pluck up and
destroy even the thintrs which are most agreeable to
us, and of which we cannot deprive ourselves without
the hio^hest recjret and the most puno^ent sorrow.
"

It is beyond a doubt, that among the thinr/s ivhich
contribute to the good and happiness of the Christian
republic, the religious orders hold, as it ivere, the first
It was for this reason that the Apostolic See,
place.
which owes its lustre and support to these orders, has
not only approved, but endowed them with many exemptions, privileges, and faculties, in order that they
mio:ht be so much the more excited to the cultivation

of piety and relio:ion
of the people, both

;

manners
and their

to the direction of the

by

their

instructions

examples to the preservation and confirmation of the
But if, at any
unity of the faith among the believers.
time, any of these relicrious orders did not cause these
abundant fruits to prosper among the Christian people,
;

did not produce those advantages which were hoped
for at their institution: if at

any time they seemed

disposed rather to trouble than maintain the public
tranquillity the same Apostolic See, which had availed
itself of its own authority to establish these orders, did
not hesitate to reform them by new laws, to recall
them to their primitive institution, or even totally to
;

them where it has seemed necessary."
[Here follows a long list of rehgious orders sup-

abolish

pressed by different Popes, without giving them the
opportunity of clearino; themselves from the accusations brought against them.
It then proceeds as

—

follows
J
"
AVe, therefore, having these and other such examples before our eyes, examples of great weight and
:

2 c
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—

high authority animated, besides, with a hvelj desire
of walking with a safe conscience and a firm step in
the dehberations of which we shall speak hereafter
have omitted no care, no jjains, in order to arrive

—

a thorough knowledge of the origin, the j^t'ogress,
and the actual state of that regular order commonly
called
The Company of Jesus.'
In the course of
these investigations, we have seen that the holy
at

'

tourider of the order did institute

it

for the salvation

of souls, the conversion of heretics and infidels, and,
in short, for the greater advancement of piety and
I'oligion.

And,

in order to attain

more surely and

liappily so laudable a design, he consecrated himself
I'igorously to God, by an absolute vow of evangelical

poverty, with which to bind the Society in general,
and each individual in particular, except only the
colleges in which polite literature and other branches
cf knowledo'e were to be tauo-ht, and which were
allowed to possess property, but so that no part of
their revenues could ever be applied to the use of the
It was under these and other
said Society in general.
holy restrictions that the Company of Jesus was approved by the Pope Paul III., our predecessor of
blessed memory, by his letter sub j^lumbo, dated 27tli
September 1540."'
[Here Clement enumerates the other Popes who
had either confirmed the privileges already granted to
the Society, or had explained and augmented them.]
"
Notwithstanding so many and so great favours, it
appears from the apostolical Constitutions, that, almost
at the very moment of its institution, their arose in
the bosom of this Society divers seeds of discord and
dissension, not only among the companions themselves,
but with other regular orders, the secular clergy, the
academies, the universities, the public schools, and
in which tho
lastly, even with the princes of the states

was received.
These dissensions and disputes arose sometimes

{Society
*'
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concerning the nature of their vows, the time of admission to them, the power of expulsion, the right of
admission to holy orders without a sufficient title, and
without having taken the solemn vows, contrary to the
tenor of the decrees of the Council of Trent, and of
Pius v., our predecessor
sometimes concerning tlie
absolute authoriti, assumed hy the General of tlte said
order, and on matters relatino; to the good government and discipline of the order sometimes concern;

;

ing difierent points of doctrine concerning their schools,
or such of their exemptions and privileges as the ordinaries and other civil or ecclesiastical officers declared to
be contrary to their rio-hts and iurisdiction.
In short,
accusations of the greatest nature, and very detrimental to the peace and tranquillity of the Christian repuhlic, have been continually received ayainst the said
order.
Hence the origin of that iniinitj of appeals
ao-ainst this Society, which so many sohave
laid at the foot of the throne of our preyereigns
decessors Paul IV., Pius v., and Sixtus V.
"
Among the princes who have thus appealed, is

and protests

Philip

II.,

King

of Spain, of glorious

memory, who

Y. not only the reasons of complaint
which he had, but also those alleged by the inquisilaid before Sixtus

tors of his

kingdom, against the excessive privileges

of the Society, and the form of their goyernment. He
desired likewise that the Pope should be acquainted

with the heads of accusation laid afjainst the Society,
and confirmed by some of its own members remarkable
for their learning and piety, and demanded that the
Society should undergo an apostolic yisitation. Sixtus
v., convinced that these demands and solicitations of
Philip were just

and

luellfounded, did, luithout hesi-

tation, comjjly therewith; and, in consequence, named
a bishop of distinguished prudence, yirtue, and learning, to be apostohcal visitor, and at the same time
deputed a congregation of cardinals to examine thi.i

matter.
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" But this
pontiif having been carried off by a premature death, this wise undertaking remained without
effect.
Gregory XIV. being raised to the supreme
apostohc chair, approved, in its utmost extent, the inSociety, by his letter, suh plumbo,
He confirmed all the
dated the 28th of July 1591.
had
been
which
granted by any of his preprivileges
decessors to the Society, and particularly the power

stitution of the

of expelling and dismissing any of its members, without any previous form of process, information, act, or
upon the sole view of the truth of the fact, and

delay
the nature of the crime, from a sufficient motive, and
a due regard of persons and circumstances. He ordained, and that under pain of excommunication, that
all proceedings against the Society should be quashed,
and that no person whatever should presume, directly
or indirectly, to attack the institution, constitutions, or
decrees of the said Society, or attempt in any manner
whatever to make any changes therein. To each and
every of the members only of the said Society, he permitted to expose and propose, either by themselves or
by the legates and nuncios of the Holy See, to himself
whatever they should
only, or the Popes his successors,
think proper to be added, modified, or changed in their
;

institution.

"

Who

would have thought that even these dispositions should prove ineffectual towards appeasing the
On the concries and appeals against the Society ?
on
all sides concernarose
violent
disputes
trary, very
which many represented
ing the doctrine of the Society,
to the orthodox faith and to sound morals.
as
contrary

among themselves, and with others,
grew every day more animated; the accusations

The

dissensions

without number,
against the Society were multiplied
and especially with that insatiable avidity of tem-

poral possessions with
which

which

it

was reproached.

rise not only of those well-known troubles
the
brought so much care iind solicitude upon

Hence the
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See, but also of the resolutions which certain
sovereigns took against the said order.
" It resulted
that, instead of obtaining from Paul V.,
of blessed memory, a fresh confirmation of its institute

Holy

was reduced to ask of him
privileges, the Society
that he would condescend to ratify and confirm, by
his authority, certain decrees formed in the Fifth
General Congregation of the Company, and transand

cribed word for word in the Brief of the said Pope,
In these decrees,
bearing date September 4, 1606.
dissensions and
that
the
it is
plainly acknowledged
internal revolts of the said companions, together
with the demands and appeals of strangers, had obliged
the said companions assembled in congregation to
enact the following statute, namely
" The Di^'ine Providence
hciving raised up our
Society for the propagation of the Faith, and the
the rules of
gaining of souls, the said Society can, by
its own institute, which are its spiritual arms, arrive
at the end
happily, under the standard of the Cross,
wliich it has proposed for the good of the Church and
But the said
the edification of our neighbours.
Society would prevent the effect of these precious
:

'

imminent dangers,
goods, and expose them to the most
ivith temporal matters, and
it
concerned
itself
if
which relate to j^olitical affairs and the administration of government ; in consequence whereof, it has
been wisely ordained by our superiors and ancients,
that, confining ourselves to combat for the glory of
God, we should not concern ourselves with matters
foreign to our profession: but whereas, in these times
of difiiculty and danger, it has happened, through the
perhaps of certain individuals, through ambition
and intemperate zeal, that our institute has been ill
spoken of in divers places, and before divers sovereigns,
whose affection and good-will the Father Ignatius, of

fault

holy memory, thought we should preserve for the good
and whereas a good reputation
of the service of God
;
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make the vineyard of
indispensably necessary to
Christ bring forth fruits ; in consequence hereof, our
that we shall abstain from
congregation has resolved
as far as in our
of evil, and
all

is

remedy,
appearance
from false suspicions. To this
power, the evils arisen
of the
end, and by the authority of the present decree
it is severely and strictly forbidden
said
congregation,

members of the Society to interfere in any
manner whatever in public affairs, even though they

to all the

be thereto

invited, or to deviate

from the

institute,

any other motive
through
The congregation recommends to the
whatever.
do propose and deterfathers-coadjutors, that they
and speed, such further means
mine, with all
entreaty, persuasion, or

dihgence

as they
"

may think necessary for remedying

this abuse.'

We have seen, in the grief of our heart, that neither

these remedies, nor an infinity of others, since emtheir due effect, or silenced
ployed, have produced
the accusations and complaints against the said
Urban VIL, Clement
Society. Our other predecessors,

XI., and XIL, and Alexander VII. and
Innocent
X., XIL, and XIIL, and Benedict
VIII.,
XIV., employed, without effect, all their efforts to the
same purpose. In vain did they endeavour, by saluas
to restore peace to the Church
tary constitutions,
well with respect to secular affairs, with which the
as with regard
Company ought not to have interfered,
to the missions; which gave rise to great disputes
and oppositions on the part of the Company with the
ordinaries, with other religious orders, about the holy
IX.,

X.,

;

places,
Africa,

and communities of all sorts in Europe,
and America, to the great loss of souls, and

as likewise concerning
great scandal of the people
the meaning and practice of certain idolatrous cerecertain places, in contempt of those
monies, adopted
the Cathohc Church and further,
justly approved by
and
use
the
explanation of certain maxims,
concerning
whif^h the Holv See has with reason riroscribed as
;

m

;
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scandalous, and manifestly contrary to good morals ;
and, lastly, concerning other matters of great importance and prime necessity, towards preserving the integrity and purity of the doctrines of the gospel; from
which maxims have resulted very great inconveniences
and great detriment both in our days and in past
such as the revolts and intestine troubles in
ages
some of the Catholic states, persecutions against the
Church in some countries of Asia and Europe, not to
mention the vexation and grating sohcitude which
these melancholy affairs brought on our predecessors,
principally upon Innocent XL, of blessed memory, who
found himself reduced to the necessity of forbidding
the Company to receive any more novices ; and afterwards upon Innocent XIII. who was obliged tn
threaten the Company with the same punisiiment
and, lastly, upon Benedict XIV., who took the resolution of ordaining a general A'isitation of all the houses
and colleges of the Company in the kingdom of our
dearly beloved son in Jesus Christ, the most faithful
;

,

:

Kino- of PortugaL
" The late
apostolic letter of Clement

XIIL, of blessed

memory, our immediate predecessor, by which the institute of the Company of Jesus was again approved
and recommended, ^as far from bringing any comfort
to the Holy See, or any advantage to the Christiau
Indeed this letter was rather extorted than
republic.
granted, to use the expression of Gregory X. iu the
above-named General Council of Lyons.
" After so
many storms, troubles, and divisions, every
good man looked forward with impatience to the happy
day which was to restore peace and tranquillity. But
under the reign of this same Clement XIIL the times
became more difficult and tempestuous; complaints
and quarrels were multiplied on every side; in some
p)laces dangerous seditions arose, tumults, discords,
dissensions, scandals, which, iveakening or entirely
breaking the bonds of Christian charity, excited the
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faithful to all the rage of party hatreds and enmities.
Desolation and danger grew to such a height, that the

very sovereigns, whose piety and hberahty towards the
Company were so well known as to be looked upon as
hereditary in their faraihes we mean our dearly-beloved sons in Christ, the Kings of France, Spain,
Portugal, and Sicily found themselves reduced to

—

—

of expelling and driving from their
kingdoms, and provinces, these very Com2Janions of Jesus ; persuaded that there remained no
other remedy to so great evils and that this step was
necessary in order to prevent the Christians from
rising one against another, and from massacring each
other in the very bosom of our common mother the
The said our dear sons in Jesus
Holy Church.
Christ having since considered that even this remedy
would not be sufficient towards reconcihng the whole
Christian world, unless the said Society was absolutely
the necessity

states,

;

abolished

and

and

sujjpressed, made known their demands
matter to our said predecessor Clement

wills in this

XIII.

They

united their

common prayers and

autho-

rity to obtain that this last method might be put in
practice, as the only one capable of assuring the constant repose of their subjects, and the good of the Ca-

But the unexpected death
tholic Church in general.
of the aforesaid pontiff rendered this project abortive.
" As soon as
by the divine mercy and proA^dence we
were raised to the chair of St Peter, the same
prayers, demands, and wishes were laid before us,
and strengthened by the pressing solicitations of many
bishops, and other persons of distinguished rank,
But, that we might choose the
learning, and piety.
wisest course in an affair of so much importance, we
determined not to be precipitate, but to take due time
not only to examine attentively, weigh carefully, and
wisely debate, but also, by unceasing prayers, to ask
of the Father of Lights his particular assistance under
these circumstances ; exhorting at the same time the
;
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co-operate 'svith us by their prayers and
in obtaining this needful succour.
" And first of all we
proposed to examine upon what
grounds rested the common opinion, that the institute
of the Clerks of the Company of Jesus had been apfaithful to

good works

in an especial manner by the
And we found that in the said
Council of Trent.
Council nothino; more was done with regard to the said
Society, only to except it from the genoral decree,
which ordained that in the other regular orders, those

proved and confirmed

who had

finished their novitiate, and were judged
worthy of being admitted to the profession, should be
admitted thereto
and that such as were not found
worthy should be sent back from the monastery. The
same Council declared, that it meant not to make any
;

change or innovation in the government of the clerks
of the Company of Jesus, that they might not be liindered from being useful to God and his Church, according to the intent of the pious institute approved

by the Holy

See.
''Actuated by so many and important consideration.^,
and, as we hope, aided by the presence and inspiration of the Holy Spirit; compelled, besides, by the

necessity of our ministry, which strictly obliges us lu
concihate, maintain, and confirm the peace and tranquilhty of the Christian republic, and remove every

may tend to trouble it having further
considered that the said Company of Jesus can no
longer produce those abundant fruits, and those great
advantages, with a view to which it was instituted,
obstacle which

;

so many of our predecessors, and endowed
many and extensive privileges; that, on the

approved by
with so

contrary, it was very difficult, not to say impossible,
that the Church could recover a firm and durable

peace so long as the said Society subsisted ; in consequence hereof, and determined by the particular reasons
we have here alleged, and forced by other motives which
prudence and the good government of the Church
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dictated, the knowledge of which we reserve to
ourselves, conforming ourselves to the examples of our
and particularly to that of Gregory X.

have

predecessors,

in the general Council of Lyons; the rather as, in
the present case, we are determining upon the fate of

a society classed among the mendicant orders, both hy
its institute and hy its lorivileges ;
after a mature
deliberation, we do, out of our certain knowledge,
and the fulness of our apostolical power, suppress
AND ABOLISH THE SAID CoMPANY W^O deprive it of
all activity whatever, of its houses, schools, colleges,
in short, every other place whathospitals, lands, and,
soever, in whatever kingdom or province they may
be situated; we abrogate and annul its statutes,

—

I

rules, customs, decrees,

confirmed by oath,
otherwise

;

in like
indults,

privileges,

and

constitutions, even

though

and approved by the Holy See or
manner we annul all and every its
general or particular, the tenor

taken to be, as fully and as amply
as if the same were
expressed in the present Brief
inserted word for word, in whatever clauses, form,
or decree, or under whatever sanction their privileges
may have been conceived. We declare all, and all
kind of authority, the General, the provincials, the
visitors, and other superiors of the said Society to be

whereof

is,

and

is

FOR E\^R ANNULLED AND EXTINGUISHED, of what
soever the said authority
as

may

We

liature

be, as well in things

do likewise order that

temporal.
spiritual
the said jurisdiction and authority be transferred to
ihe respective ordinaries, fully and in the same

manner

as the said generals, &c. exercised

it,

accord-

and circumstances Avith respect
ing to the form, places,
to the persons and under the conditions hereafter
determined

;

forbidding,

as

w^e

do

hereby

forbid,

the reception of any person to the said Society, the
And with regard to
novitiate or habit thereof.
those who have already been admitted, our will is,
that they be not received to make profession of the
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simple, solemn, absolute vows, under penalty of nuland such other penalties as we shall ordain.
lity,
Further, we do will, command, and ordain, that those

who

are

now performing

novitiate be speedily,
to their own

tlieir

and actually sent back

immediately,

we do further forbid that those who have
profession of the first simple vows, but who are
not yet admitted to either of the holy orders, be admitted thereto under any pretext or title whatever ;
homes

;

made

whether on account of the profession they have already

made

in the said Society, or by virtue of any privileges the said Society has obtained, contrary to the
tenor of the decrees of the Council of Trent.
" And whereas all our endeavours are directed to

the great end of procuring the good of the Church
and the tranquillity of nations
and it being at the
same time our intention to provide all necessary aid,
consolation, and assistance to the individuals or companions of the said Society, every one of which, in his
individual capacity, we love in the Lord with a truly
parental affection and to the end that they being delivered on their part from the persecutions, dissensions,
and troubles with which they have for a long time been
agitated, may be able to labour with more success in
the vineyard of the Lord, and contribute to the salvation of souls
therefore, and for these motives, w^e do
decree and determine that such of the companions as
have yet made professions only of the first vows, and
are not yet promoted to holy orders, being absolved,
as in fact they are absolved, from the first simple
vows, do, without fail, quit the houses and colleges of
the said Society, and be at full liberty to choose such
course of life as each shall judge most conformable to
his vocation, strength, and conscience, and that within
a space of time to be prescribed by the ordinary of
the diocese ; which time shall be sufficient for each to
provide himself some employment or benefice, or at
;

;

;

least

some patron who

will receive

him

into his house,
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always provided that the tmie thus allowed do not
exceed the space of one year, to be counted from the

And this the rather, as,
hereof.
according to the privileges of the said Company, those
who have only taken these first vows may be expelled
the order upon motives left entirely to the prudence of
the superiors, as circumstances require, and without
any previous form of process. As to such of the
companions as are already promoted to holy orders,
we grant them permission to quit the houses and colleges of the Company, and to enter into any other
regular order already approved by the Holy See.
In which case, and supposing they have already
professed the first vows, they are to perform the
accustomed novitiate in the order into which they are
to enter according to the prescription of the Council
of Trent but if they have taken all the vows, then
they shall perform only a novitiate of six months, we
Or otherwise,
graciously dispensing with the rest.
we do permit them to live at large as secular priests
and cierTcs, always under a perfect and absolute
obedience to the jurisdiction of the ordinary of the
diocese where they shall estabhsh themselves.
AVe
do likewise ordain, that to such as shall embrace this
last expedient, a convenient stipend be paid out of the
revenues of the house or college where they reside
regard being paid, in assigning the same, to the expenses to which the said house shall be exposed, as
well as to the revenues it enjoyed.
With regard to
those who have made the last vows, and are promoted
to holy orders, and who, either through fear of not
being able to subsist for want of a pension, or from
the smallness thereof, or because they know not where
to fix themselves, or, on account of age, infirmities, or
other grave and lawful reasons, do not choose to quit
the said colleges or houses, they shall be permitted to
dwell therein, provided always that they exercise no
ministry whatsoever in the said houses or colleges,
day of the date

;

;
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and he entirely subject to the ordinary of the diocese;
that they make no acquisitions whatever, according
to the decree of the Council of Lyons, that they do not
ahenate the houses, possessions, or funds which they
It shall be lawful to unite in one or
actually possess.
more houses the number of individuals that remain,
nor shall others be substituted in the room of those
die so that the houses which become vacant
to such pious uses as the circumconverted
be
may
stances of time and place shall require, in conformity

who may

;

to the holy canons, and the intention of the founders,
so as may best promote the divine worship, the salva-

And to this end a
tion of souls, and the public good.
member of the regular clergy, recommendable for his
prudence and sound morals, shall be chosen to preside
over and govern the said houses so that the name of
the Company shall he, and is, for ever extinguished
;

and

sujypressed.

" In like

manner we declare, that in this general
suppression of the Company shall be comprehended the
individuals thereof in all the provinces from w^hence
they have already been expelled and to this effect
our will is, that the said individuals, even though they
have been promoted to holy orders, be ipso facto
reduced to the state of secular priests and clerks, and
remain in absolute subjection to the ordinary of the
diocese, supposing always that they are not entered
;

into

"

any other regular order.

among the subjects heretofore of the Company
of Jesus, but who shall become secular priests or
clerks, the ordinaries shall find any qualified by their
virtues, learning, and purity of morals, they may, as
If,

grant or refuse them power of confessing
but none of them shall exercise •the
said holy function without a permission in writing
nor shall the bishops or ordinaries grant such permission to such of the Society who shall remain in the
colleges or houses heretofore belonging to the Society,

they see

fit,

and preaching

;

;
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whom we expressly and for ever prohibit the
administration of the sacrament of penance, and the
function of preaching as Gregory X. did prohibit it
in the Council already cited.
And we leave it to the
ronsciences of the bishops to see that this last article
be strictly observed exhorting them to have before
their eyes the severe account which they must render
to God of the flock committed to their charge, and
the tremendous judgment with which the great Judge
of the living and the dead doth threaten those who are
invested with so high a character.
"
Further, we will, that if any of those who have heretofore professed the institute of the Company, shall be
desirous of dedicating themselves to the instruction of
youth in any college or school, care he taken that
they have no 'part in the government or direction of
the same, and that the liberty of teaching be granted
to such only whose labours promise a happy issue, and
who shall shew themselves averse to all spirit of
dispute, and untainted with any doctrines which may
occasion or stir up frivolous and dangerous quarrels.
In a word, the faculty of teaching youth shall neither
be granted nor preserved hut to those luho seem inclined to maintain peace in the schools and tranto

;

;

quillity in the world.
" Our intention and
pleasure

is,

that the dispositions

which we have thus made known for the suppression
of this Society shall be extended to the members
thereof employed in missions, reserving to ourselves
the right of fixing upon such methods as to us shall
appear most sure and convenient for the conversion of
infidels and the conciliation of controverted points.
" All and
singular the privileges and statutes of the
said Company being thus annulled and entirely abrogated, we declare that as soon as the individuals
thereof shall have quitted their houses and colleges,
and taken the habit of secular clerks, they shall be
of the
qualified to obtain, in conformity to the decrees
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benefices
holy canons and apostolic constitutions, cures,
without cure, offices, charges, dignities, and all emnot obtain so
ployments whatever, ivhich they could
long as they loere members of the said Society, accordblessed memory,
ing to the will of Gregory XIIL, of

expressed in his bull bearing date September 10th,
1548, which Brief begins with these words Satus
Likewise we grant them the power
siq^erque, &c.
which they had not before, of receiving alms for the
celebration of the mass, and the full enjoyment of all
the graces and favours froin ivhich they were heretofore ijrecluded as regular clerks of the Company of

—

Jesus.
"

We

the prerogatives which
and other
the
superiors in virtue of the privileges obtained from
were
and
which
Pontiffs,
permitted
by
they
Sovereign
to read heretical and impious books proscribed by the
Holy See likewise the power they enjoyed of not observing the stated fasts, and of eating flesh on fast
days ; likewise the faculty of reciting the prayers called
the canonical hours, and all other like privileges our
firm intention being, that they do conform themselves
in all things to the manner of living of the secular
and to the general rules of the Church.
priests,
"
Further, we do ordain, that after the publication of
this our letter, no person do presume to suspend the
execution thereof, under colour, title, or pretence of
likewise abrogate

had been granted

to

all

them by

their General

;

;

which
any other pretext whatever, foreseen or
not foreseen.
Our will and meaning is, that the suppression and destruction of the said Society, and of all
its parts, shall have an immediate and instantaneous
and that
effect in the manner here above set forth
under pain of the greater excommunication, to be immediately incurred by whosoever shall presume to

any

may

action, appeal, relief, explanation of doubts
arise, or

;

create the least impediment or obstacle, or delay in
the execution of this our will the said excommunica:
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tion not to

be taken

cessors, the

Roman

off

but by ourselves, or our suc-

Pontiffs.

*'

Further, we ordain and command, by virtue of the
holy obedience to all and every ecclesiastical person,
regular and secular, of whatever rank, dignity, and
condition, and especially those who have been heretofore of the said Company, that no one of them do
carry
their audacity so far as to impugn, combat, or even
write or speak about the said suppression, or the reasons and motives of it, or about the institute of the

Company, its form of government, or other circumstance thereto relating, without an express permission
from the Roman Pontiff, and that under the same
pain of excommunication.
"
forbid all and every one to offend
any person
whatever on account of the said suppression, and especially those who have been members of the said Society,
or to make use of any injurious, malevolent,
reproachful,
or contemptuous language towards them, whether
verbally or by writing.
"
exhort all the Christian princes to exert all that

We

We

force, authority, and power
for the defence of the

holy

which God has given them
Roman Church, so that, in

consequence of the respect and veneration which they
owe to the Apostolic See, things may be so ordered,
that these our letters have their full effect, and that

they attentively heeding all the articles therein contained, do publish such ordonnances and regulations as

may

prevent all excesses, disputes, and dissensions
the faithful, whilst they carry this our will into

among

execution.

"

Finally, we exhort all Christians, and entreat them
by the bowels of our Saviour Jesus Christ, to remember
that we have one Master, who is in heaven, one Saviour,
who has purchased us by his blood that we have all
;

been again born

water of baptism, through the
word of eternal life that we have all been declared
8ons of God, and co-heirs with Jesus Christ; all fed
in the
;
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with the same bread of the Catholic doctrine, and of
the Divine Word
that we are all one body in Jesus
Christ, of which we are members, consequently it is
absolutely necessary that, united by the common bond
of charity, they should live in peace with all men, and
consider it cis their first dutv to love one another,
remeraberino" that he who lov-eth his neio-hbour fulfilleth the law, avoiding:
~ studiously all occasion of
;

•

.

.

•

.

scandal, enmity, division,

and such-like

canonical epistle, ch.

13.

evils, which
were invented and promoted by the ancient enemy of
mankind, in order to disturb the Church of God, and
preyent the eternal happiness of the faithful, under
the false title of schools, opinions, and eyen of the perfection of Christianity.
On the contrary, every one
should exert his utmost endeavours to acquire that true
and sincere wisdom of which St James speaks in his
iii.

y.

"

Further, our will and pleasure is, that though tlie
superiors and other members of the Society, and
others interested therein, have not consented to this
disposition, haye not been cited or heard, still it shall
not at any time be allowed them to make any observations on our present letter, to attack or invalidate it,
to demand a further examination of it, to
appeal from
it. make it a matter of
dispute, to reduce it to the
terms of law, to proceed against it by the means of

ad integrum, to open their mouth against
ad viani et terminos juris, or, in short,
to impufrn it by any way whateyer, of rio-ht or fact,
favour or justice and even thouo;h these means mav
restitutionis

it,

to reduce

it

;

be granted them, and though they should liave obtained
them, still they may not make use of them in court or
out of court nor shall they plead any flaw, subrep;

tion, obreption. nulhty, or

any other

how

inyahdity in this letter, or

great, unforeseen, or substantial
it may be, nor the neo-lect of any form in the above
proceedmgs, or
any part thereof, nor the neglect of
any point founded on any law or custom, and ccm2 D
plea,

m
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of laws, nor even the plea of enormis
prised in the body
enormissimce et totalis Icesionis, nor, in short, any pretext or motive, however just, reasonable, or privileged,
the omission of such form or point
not even

though

without the same being
render every other
would
expressly guarded against,
and
all
this
For
act invalid.
notwithstanding, our will

should be of such nature

as,

that these our letters should for ever and
to all eternity he valid, permanent, and efficacious,
have and obtain their full force and effect, and be inall and every whom they do or may
violably observed by
manner whatever.
or
now
concern,
hereafter, in any
" In like
manner, and not otherwise, we ordain that
and every of
all the matters here above

pleasure

is,

specified,

them, shall be carried into execution by the ordinary
whether by the auditor, cardinal,
judge and delegate,
who has,
a
latere, nuncio, or any other person
legate

or jurisdiction in any
ought to have, authority
and every of them all
all
from
matter or suits, taking
or''

our
power of interpreting these

be

executed,

And

letters.

this to

^

all

constitutions,

notwithstanding
&c. &c. &c.

pri-

And though

vileges, apostohc commands,
to render the abolition of these privileges legal they
should have been cited word for word, and not comin
clauses, yet for this time, and

general
prised only
of our special motion, we do derogate from this usage
and custom, declaring that all the tenor of the said

be supposed, as fully expressed
word for word,
they were cited
and as if the usual form had been observed.
"
will and pleasure is, that to all copies of
Lastly, our
and
the present Brief, signed by a notary pubhc,

and

privileges is,
and abroo-ated as

sealed

is

to

if

by some dignitary

force and

of the Church,_ the

same

credit shall be given as to this original.
" Given at Rome, at St
Mary the Greater,
under the seal of the Fisherman, the

21st day of July 1773, in the
of our Pontificate."

fifth

year
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Immediately after the promulgation of this Brief,
the prelates JMacedonio and Alfani,
accompanied by
the Corsican soldiers,
presented themselves at the
Gesil, called together all the

members

of the
Society,

read to them the Brief of
Suppression, and dispersed
them, for the moment, in different ecclesiastical establishments the General Ricci
being confined to the
Enghsh College. The two prelates, who were members of a commission
appointed to examine and proceed in all this
important matter, then took possession
of the
building, put the seal on all papers and other
valuable things, and left the house in the
keeping of
the soldiers.
Other commissioners resorted to the
;

same proceedings in the
which the Jesuits

thirty-one establishments
possessed in Rome; while in the
provinces, the bishops received and executed the same
orders.
Next morning, the Collegio Romano, and all
the other different schools of the
Jesuits, were taken
possession of, and served by the Capuchins.
But we
must here observe, that even before the Brief was
pubhshed, the Jesuits had been brought before divers
tribunals in Rome, and in other
parts of the Papal
States, accused and found guilty of various misdemeanours
that several of their houses, as in
;

Bologna
Mecerata Frascati, had been,
by the bishops, subjected
to visitation, and some of them shut
up; and that even
the possessions, and all the valuable
things of the Collegio Romano, had been confiscated to pav creditors.
So that it may be said that even had
"Ganganelh
wished to preserve the Jesuits, he would have found
It difficult to resist
public opinion, which, even in his
own dominions, was so
tke opdor.
decidedly
against

It will

be perhaps well to take here a
retrospective

glance, and rapidly examine the progressive march of
the famous
Society.
As we have seen, ten homeless and
penniless enthusiasts, under the guidance of a remarkable and
superior
intelligence, had decided upon
a new
_

establishing
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religious order in a country already so infested

by

such leprosy, that the Holy See itself had forbidden
the estabUshment of any new brotherhood.
They
were without friends, without supporters; they met
with many obstacles, which nothing but the courage
and indomitable energy of their chief could enable
them to overcome. They were obliged to beg, from
door to door, a hard piece of bread, and had nothing
to shelter their wearied heads but the roofs of
hospi-

Yet all difficulties were vanquished, the Society
was estabUshed, and sixteen years after, in 1556, when
Ignatius died, the order numbered more than a thousand members, was established in thirteen provinces,
and was in possession of many valuable establishments.
A hundred years afterwards, the members of the
Society had increased to twelve thousand, the provinces to thirty-four, their wealth and the number of

tals.

establishments to a very considerable extent.
Already, at this epoch, they boasted of having three
saints, eight or ten martyrs, and ten or twelve of
Loyola's disciples had sat in the College of Cardinals.
At the time of the Suppression, the Society numbered
thirty-nine houses of professed members, 669 colleges,

•their

61

196 seminaries, 335 residences, 223 misand 22,782 members, dispersed all over the

novitiates,

sions,

surface of the earth.
The order then reckoned, as
chief glory, in the register of its members, 24 cardinals, 6 electors of the empire, 19 princes, 21 archbishops, 121 titular bishops (so much for the article in
the Constitutions which forbids the member to accept of
any dignity), 11 martyrs, and 9 saints.
its

We

wish we could give, with an equal degree of
exactness, the amount of their fortune, raised by some
to a fabulous amount, and by others represented as

very insignificant. Nevertheless, we shall try to come
a fair estimate of the whole, from what we know,
from their own confession, to have been a part of it.
Cretineau gives a very minute detail of the fortune
to
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possessed by the Jesuits in France and the total sum,
according to his calculations, amounted to 58 millions
In the same volume, at page 303, the
of francs.*
same historian says that the fortune the fathers possessed in Spain was much more considerable
heauthan
that
had
in France;
considerable
they
coupiylus
while that which they
let us, then, say 80 millions
in
Austria,
according to the same authority,
possessed
amounted to 125 millions.j So that the total sum of
their fortunes in those three estates amounted, by their
;

—

—

;

own

account, to 263 millions of francs. We, who know
all the establishments they had in
Italy, do not
hesitate to say that what they possessed there amounted

almost
to

an equal sum, 263.

IS^ow,

let

us add to these 526

millions their other possessions in Belgium, Poland, in
the remainder of Germany, in Portugal, in other small
states,

and

in those rich mercantile establishments in

both Indies, and we think it may be boldly asserted
that their fortune amounted, in the whole, to a sum
So much
certainly not short of 40 millions sterling.
for the article of the Constitution

recommending holy
poverty as the buhuark of religion. To this prodigious
and ahnost incredible amount of property which, how^-

—

ever was not all productive, part of it consisting in
houses and colleges the reverend fathers added the
annual income arising from pensions, or incomes
assigned by princes, to-vns, or chapters for the maintenance of divers colleo-es, some of which assio^nments
were so considerable as to amount to £3000 yearly.
Besides this, they had the annual revenues arising from
the presents wliich twice a yeai^ they received from
two or three hundred thousand pupils; the emoluments
received by some of them as private tutors, agents, or
stewards of great famihes; and, lastly, the
!
alms
Is not that a wonderful and astonishing fact, which
proves forcibly the cunning and cleverness of those
monks, w^ho, to appearance, had nothing at heart but

—

!

* Cret.
Yol.

V. p. 275.

t

Ibid. p. 390.

!
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the conversion of souls and the gratuitous education
of 230
of children, and who were able, in the space
to accumulate the immense sum of forty milhons
years,
sterling

?

that
However, when Kicci was examined, he swore
at
out
laid
nor
money
he had no hidden treasures
and we suppose that the good father, not
interest
after the
to tell an untruth, must have added secretly
" in the
hidden
treasures,
no
places
have
lue
words,
where you have looked for them, or where you supWe know, however, that after
exist."
posed them to
the Jesuits had been driven from France, Spam,
"
that
they were so terrified,
Naples, and Parma,
for
carrying
started
Delci
Leghorn,
Father
instantly
;

of
the treasures of the order, with the mtention
to England ; but the General, who
them
transporting
was less pusillanimous, stopped him in his Aigl^*;''*
What then became of all the moneys and valuable
the Jesuits possessed, since little or
things which
This is
in their estabUshments ?
nothing was found
to
able
not
are
we
which
explain.
a mystery
one
and
imagine, that
off

^

We

may easily
can conceive,
every
of their
the Jesuits, who, during the last twelve years
to day,
from
be
to
day
suppressed
existence, expected
their
leave
transportable
were not so simple as to
we would
wealth at the mercy of their enemies but
have posnot hesitate to affirm that the Society must
what
sessed a large treasure at the time, though,
were so
became of it, we cannot say. Indeed they
that for
cautious, and so eager to accumulate specie,
of the Collegio Romano were
revenues
the
many years
fathers prenot employed for its maintenance, and the
;

confiscated
ferred having their immovable possessions
know
to pay its debts, in heu of disbursing money.
1814,
re-estabhshed
they
were
also, that when they
in the most
establishments
their
once
at
got up
and soon after made many acquisitions
splendid style,

We

m

*

St Priest, p. 60.
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did they come

Was
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by the means by which

all

this

the ancient treasure ? and who
it in
charge during all the forty years of their
This rather resembles a romance
legal suppression ?

was
had

eft'ected ?

it

than pure historical truth, and we have no means
whatever of elucidating it.
Meanwhile a commission was named to commence
proceedings against Ricci and some others of his
The old General, when interrogated, anbrethren.
swered with sufficient simplicity, and without any
apparent resentment. He enlarged on the innocence
of the Society, and protested that he had neither concealed nor lent out at interest any money
and of all
the accusations that were brought against him, he only
admitted that he had a correspondence with the King
of Prussia
we shall see afterwards for what purpose.
About two months after, Ricci, the assistants, the
secretary of the order, the Fathers Favre, Forrestier,
Gautier, and some others, were sent to the Castel St
The crimes of which they
Angelo, the state prison.
were accused and convicted were, that they had attempted, both by insinuations, and by more open
efforts, to stir up a revolt in their own favour against the
;

;

Apostolic See; that they had published and circulated
throughout all Europe libels against the Pope, one
of which had for its title, De Simoniaca electione fratris Ganganellii in Sammum Pontificem
Simoniacal election of brother
office
of Chief
to
the
Ganganelli
Pontiff; while Favre, Forrestier, and Gautier were

—

loudly repeating everywhere that the Pope was the
Antichrist, and that the five cardinals of the commission were to be compared to the five propositions
of Jansenius.*
And in the following chapter, we shall
see that they did not confine their
anger to threatenings
*

and imprecations.

Botta Storia

berti, vol.

iii.

d' Italia cont.

p. 391,

aud

ff.

da

quella del Gimc. 48-

See also

Grio*
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CHAPTER XVIL
1774.

DEATH OF CLEMENT

XIV.

During the struggle which Clement had
before

to

undergo

the suppression of the order, his health, as

we have seen, had been injured, and his gay, placid
humour much altered. But the moment he had affixed his signature to the document, after
pronouncing

those foreboding prophetic words, " This suppression
will cause our death"
wrung from his heart by
the knowledge he had of the enemies he was
going
to otYend, as if those words were the last doleful

—

—

thought he Avas going to give to the subject he became an altered man, or, to speak more correctly, he
again became the same good-humoured, mild, and
affable monk he had ever been.
The facility with
which his orders were executed filled him also with
''
His health is perfect, and his
extraordinary joy.
more
remarkable
than usual," wrote Bernis on
gaiety
the 3d of November 1773.
Whatever discontent the
nobles and the cardinals may have teit, they remained
silent spectators of the event; and the
generality of
the citizens of Home, and, in particular, the TransteveIn vain
rini, hailed the Pope with loud acclamations.
did the conquering party foment a revolt; Home re-

mained

compensate
tlie

Clement was delighted and, as if to
the sad moments he had passed, and
humour he had shewn, his character

trancpiil;

for

irascible

;

(^y^?t<f^7l^.z(z r
c7-7? ..//:
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became still more jojfal, and almost infantine. One
day, followed by the Sacred College and all the Roman prelates, he went on horseback to the Church
La ^linerva. Suddenly a heavy rain came on Porjjorati Monsignori all vanished, and the light horsemen themselves sought shelter. The Pope, left alone,
and laughing at the terrors of his escort, proceeded
bravely on his way amidst the storm, and the people
were delighted at the sight, and loud in their ap:

plause.*
All the authors are unanimous on

tliis

point,

and

agree in representing Ganganelli as full of vigour,
and enjoying the most perfect health. " The Pope,"
"
says Botta,
enjoyed rather good health, because he
was of a strong constitution, and his natural strength
had not been wasted by an intemperate and licentious
life
for, on the contrary, he had always lived with
;

to his own natural
the ex- Jesuit Georgel, who certainly can be accused of anything but partiality to
that Ganganelli's
the suppressor of his order, says
strong constitution seemed to promise him a long
iruo:ality

and moderation, according-

And

inclination.'"!

'•'

Nevertheless, in spite of appearances, sinisafloat not only in Rome, but
At the very time that the
all
throughout
Italy.
Pope was seen in the public ceremonies, in all the
churches and everywhere else, enjoying the most perfect health and strength, the rumour of his death was
career."!

ter

rumours were

The Pythoness of Valentano anwidely circulated.
it with a
characteristic obstinacy
and a
Jesuit, writing to a brother of the order, and relatino:
such impious predictions, says, Aplica ut fiat sysnounced

;

tema.§
]S'or

were

was

it

realised.
* St
Priest,

long before the ominous predictions
This man, represented by everybody

*f- Botta, uli supra.
vol. i. p. 160. Apud St Priest, p. 90.
Florida
Blanca, vol. iii. p. 39i.
g Griobciti, quoting

p. 89.

t Georgel, Memoires,
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as strong and healthy, suddenly, on the appro.ich of
the holy week of 1774, some eight months after the
signature of the Brief, was taken ill, confined to his
palace,

and unable

to grant

any audience, even

to the

What had happened to Clement,
diplomatic body.
who, when on the 17th of August the ambassadors of
the great powers were admitted into his presence,
appeared a mere skeleton? Whence such strange
and fatal change? The answer to these questions
will appear from the following statement of facts.
One day, on rising from table, the Pope felt an internal shock, followed by a great cold ; and although
he was

for a

his fright,

moment alarmed, he soon recovered from

and attributed

his indisposition to indigestion.

But soon after, the voice of the Pope, which had always
been full and sonorous, was lost in a singular hoarseness an inflammation in his throat compelled him to
keep his mouth continually open. He had repeated
;

attacks of vomiting, and felt such feebleness in his
limbs, that he was obliged to discontinue his long habiHis step became interrupted by sharp
tual walks.
and at length he could not find any rest at all.
pains,
entire prostration of strength suddenly succeeded

An

a

and the
degree of even youthful activity and vigour
sad conviction that his fears were reahsed, and that
his hfe had been attempted, seized upon Clement, and
even to his own eyes. His charendered him
;

strange

The equabihty of
racter was changed as by magic.
his temper gave place to caprice, his gentleness to
confidence to continual
passion, and his natural easy

and suspicion. He saw poison and poniards
conviction that he
everywhere. Sometimes, under the
had been poisoned, he increased his malady by ineflicacious antidotes; at other moments, in the hope of
not yet accomescaping an evil which he imagined
dishes
feed
would
he
by his
prepared
upon
plished,
own hands. His blood became corrupted, and the
close atmosphere of his apartments, which he would
distrust
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not quit, aggravated the effects of an unwholesome
diet.
In this disorder of his physical system his
moral strength gave way all trace of the former
Ganganelli disappeared and even his reason became
;

;

He was haunted by phantoms in his short
disordered.
moments of rest and, in the silence of night, he started
up continually, as if dreams of horror had struck his
;

Often he ran from one place to another
imagination.
as if he was pursued, exclaiming, as in the act of
'•
I
asking mercy, Compulsus feci I comjnilsusfeci!"
have been compelled !* Indeed, that his reason had

—

abandoned him,

is
generally believed and Pius VII.,
prisoner at Fontainebleau in 1814, exclaimed
that he should die mad, as Clement XIV. These words
;

when

are reported by Cardinal Pacca, a fellow- prisoner of
Pius.f
Ganganelli passed seven months in this dreadful state at last his reason resumed its swav.
For a
while he shewed himself superior to his terrors and
" He resumed some
infirmities.
tranquillity," says
" as
Botta,
generally happens some moments before
man arrives at the last moment of his life, as a warning
of God to mortals to think ot their own affairs in that
last moment.
Already the attendants were rejoicing
as if their master was returning to life but the calm
was the forerunner of death.
The fatal signs soon
and
on
the
22d
re-appeared,
September Ganganelli
breathed his last giving back his courageous soul to
Him from whom he had received it. "J
The Romans heard of the Pope's demise with indifference, as of an event daily expected; but the Jesuits
;

;

—

*

St Priest, p. 91, and following. All these details of the illness and
death of Ganganelli we have taken from St Priest, adding now and then
s:)me particulars which we have found in other writers.
But St Priest
is the best
He has drawn from original
authority on the subject.
sources the Letters of Bernis, of Florida Blanca, the History of Botta
Gorani Caraccioli and has condensed his materials into a most accurate
and impartial narrative. It would be useless, then, either to send back
our readers to those authors, or to endeavour to analyse them ourselves.
We shall, then, be contented with some reflections or deductions at the
proper place.
+ Ibid.
Botta, vM supra.

—

—

:J:
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and their partisans gave an indecent and imblusliing expression to their joy, conveyed in the most infamous and
sacrilegious satires, which they carried themselves from
and this circumstance, together with
what was known of Ganganelli's illness, left no doubts
place to place

;

whatever in the people's minds that the unfortunate
Clement had died by poison. " The human mind,"
'•'

is reluctant to believe in certain atrosays Gioberti,
cious crimes, and I confess that I have hesitated to
believe the sect guilty of the death of Ganganelli ; nor

have I consented to believe it till forced by the evidence of the facts."* Although our opinion exactly
coincides with that of our illustrious countryman, yet

we

shall put the facts and documents under the eyes
of our readers, and let them form a judgment for
themselves.
What was Clement's illness? How did his strong

and healthy constitution undergo such an instantaneous
and fatal change ? And what complaint brought him
The partisans of the Jesuits, and some
to his grave ?
not very well informed historians, as Gorani, for example, Schoel, and others, deny that GanganeUi met
with foul play.
Georgel pretends that he died of remorse that he made a full retractation and, in proof

—

;

"
Comof this, he points to his habitual exclamation,
his retractation we shall not speak.
Of
r'
pulsiisfeci
no mention is made
It is contested by every historian
of it except in the writings of the ex-Jesuit Georgel and
;

his followers, who cannot
witness of their assertion.

produce a single proof or

But is it true, at least, that
the remorse, which had rendered him mad, asCretineau
We question
affirms, brought him to the grave ?
whether the Jesuits can make good this other asHow can it be affirmed that Clement died
sertion.
of remorse, since, during eight long months after
he had signed the Brief, he enjoyed not only his
on the conordinary health and calmness, but was,
*

(jiobevti, vol

iii.

p. 392.
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How

came the

re-

What new crime had
morse at such a late hour?
he committed in the interval? Does remorse admit
of postponement?
Does remorse produce all the
physical diseases with which Ganganeili was suddenly
affected

of

the

The

?

throat,

—

extinction of voice, the inflammation
vomiting, complete prostration of

It is
strength are these the symptoms of remorse ?
true that he often exclaimed ' Comjndsiis feci!" and
asked for mercy ; but the unfortunate man asked for
mercy from his assassins, not from the Supreme Judge.

In his delirium, he supplicated his murderers to spare

him not to repeat the dose or to administer to him
some antidote, that his sufferings might cease. " Spare
;

;

" I have been forced
to
spare me !" he repeated;
the act, not so much, indeed, by the sovereigns, as by
your own iniquities. Spare me, spare me these horrible sufferings!" he cried to everybody, and' called
upon his cherished Madonna to entreat for him, and

me

to

!

put an end to his tortures.

Are deUrium and

in-

sanity consequences of remorse, or rather the effects
of several poisons
the belladonna, for example ?

—

But

us see what other

symptoms preceded and
and
we
shall be better able to
accompanied
judge of the quahty of the illness which brought him
let

his death,

to his grave.

" Several
days before his death, his bones were
exfohated and withered to use the forcible expression
of Caraccioli
like a tree which, struck at the root,
dies away, and sheds its bark.
The scientific men wlio
were called in to embalm his body, found the features
livid, the lips black, the abdomen inflated, the limbs
emaciated, and covered with violet spots the size of the
heart was much diminished, and all the muscles detached and decomposed in the spine.
They filled the
body with perfumes and aromatic substances; but
nothing would dispel the mephitic exhalations. The
entrails burst the vessels in which they Avere
deposited;

—

—

;
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and when his pontifical robes were taken from his body,
a great portion of the skin adhered to them. The
hair of his head remained entire upon the velvet pillows upon which he rested, and with the slightest

The

friction his nails fell off."*

sight of Ganganelli's

dead body was quite sufficient to satisfy every one as
It did not even
to the sort of death he had met with.
retain those lineamionts which nature leaves to our
remains at the moment w^hen death seizes upon them,
and the funeral obsequies convinced all Rome that
Clement XIV. had perished by the acqua tofana of
Perugia.l

However, Dr

Salicetti, the apostolic physician, and
Clement's ordinary doctor, on the 11th of
December, three months after Ganganelli's death, gave
in a long proces verbal, declaring that it was false that
but they adduced no
the Pope had been poisoned
the fact of the body's
and
whatever,
explained
proofs
corruption by such strange and suspicious reasons, as
rather to strengthen than diminish the opinion of those

Adinolfi,

;

who thought

The fact is, that in Rome,
differently.
after the doctors' statement was made public, even the

few who had some doubts as to the cause of this
mysterious death, were now firmly of opinion that the

had poisoned the poor Pope. Gioberti, among
proofs which he adduces of the poisoning of
Ganganelli, names a Dr Bonelli, famous for learning
and probity, almost an ocular witness of the facts, who
had often asserted to many persons still living that
there was no doubt that Ganganelli had been poisoned.
But there is a witness far more respectable and
trustworthy, who puts the question beyond doubt:
Jesuits

other

*

St Priest, p. 92.
It is a popular tradition, and, indeed, not at all unfounded, that in
Perugia some persons Lad the secret of composing a sort of water which,
when drunk, produced certain death, although life was prolonged for
more or less space of time, according to the quantity and strength of the
dose given.
The nuns, in particular, had a sad celebrity for composing
_

+

this diTig.
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that witness is Bernis and no one that knows anything of the loyalty and nobleness of his character,
would ever dare to impugn his testimony in an affair
of such magnitude, when he, as ambassador, gives an
account to his court of facts of which he was an evewitness.
Bernis, during the illness of the Pope, while
every other person believed that Clement had met
with foul play, alone had doubts and his very hesita;

:

which proves his candour, leads him more surely
to the discovery of the truth, which he attains step

tion,

by

step.*

On

the 28th of Auo^ust, twenty-four days before
Ganganelli's death, he wrote to the French minister
" Those who
judge imprudently, or with malice, see
nothing natural in the condition of the Pope reason:

;

ings and suspicions are hazarded with the greater faas certain atrocities are less rare in this country
cility,
than in many others."
Six days aftep* the Pope's
" The
demise, on the 28th of September, he wrote
the
cirnatm^e of the Pope's malady, and, above all,
:

cumstances attending his death, give rise to a common
it has not been from natural causes.
Thy physicians who assisted at the opening of the

belief that

.

.

.

in their remarks, and the surgeons
It is better to credit
speak with less circumspection.
the account of the former than to pry into a truth of
too afflicting a nature, and which it would perhaps be

body are cautious

distressing

to

A

discover."

month

after,

Bernis'

doubts are vanished, and on the 26th of October he

When others shall come to know as
as I do, from certain documents which the late

writes

*'

:

much
Pope

communicated to me, the suppression will be deemed
The circumstances
very just and very necessary.
which have preceded, accompanied, and followed
the

death of the late

and compassion.
the

true

.

.

,

circumstances

Pope,
I

excite

am now
attending

* St
Priest, p. 93.

equal

horror

collecting together

the

malady and
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death of Clement XIV.,* who, the Vicar of Jesus

hke the Redeemer, for his most imand who carried his conscientiousness so far, as scarcely to let escape him the cruel
suspicions wdiich preyed upon his mind since the close
Christ, prayed,

placable enemies

;

of the holy week, the period when his malady seized
him.
The truth cannot be concealed from tire king,
sad as it may be, which will be recorded in history."
But there is another and a more imposing testimony
to the fact
that of Pope Pius VI., the successor of
Clement XIV. ; it is transmitted to us also by Bernis,
who speaks in the following cool and dispassionate
terms, more than three years after the death of GanHe wrote on the 26th of October 1777, as
ganelli.
" I know better than
follows :
any one how far the
aifection of Pius VI. for the ex- Jesuits extends ; but
he keeps on terms with them rather than love them,
because fear has greater influence on his mind and
heart than friendship.
The Pope has certain
moments of frankness, in which his true sentiments
shew themselves. I shall never forget three or four
effusions of his heart which he betrayed when with
me, by Avhich I can judge that he was well aware of
the unhappy end of his predecessor, and that he was
anxious not to run the same risks." f
Such was the end of a man born with the best possible dispositions, and endowed with truly noble and
His spirit of tolerance, above all,
amiable qualities.
deserves the highest eulogium.
He tolerated all sorts
of opinions, provided they were expressed in decorous
language and although he condemned the doctrines
of the philosophers, he kept on good terms with them.
He would not, as Benedict XIV. had done, write to
Voltaire but, in answer to some sporting jests made

—

—

.

.

.

;

;

upon his person, which were reported to him, he intimated to the Patriarch of Ferney, through his old
* St Priest
could not find those documents anywhere.
all those letters in St Priest, p. 93 and fulluwing.

+ See
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"would wilhngly take him
would end b| becoming a
^
"etomiug

no doubt, a

was,

gOTermng under

XIT.

difficult

man incapable of
circumstances.
He had

neither
energy nor skill enough in handling
cu lies, and he
placed all his mef its in

diffi

evad? t£'

tile

puiity of his morals, his modesty, his benevolence

—est

respect,
alSLV':
lasting compassion.f

a

*

and

hi^'

deplorable death

St Priest, p. 78.

imprecations

present pierces his
image with a ag.ins?C™ml?re^Sy,1v:^:^^^^^^
poniard.
We reneat iU^Z,lIJ^v^
"^ '^"'"
^^'"'^' """"'*'
''"^^r.
rarranting its correctness.

2 s
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CHAPTER XVIIL
1773-1814.

THE JESUITS DUUma THEIR SUPPRESSIOl^.

The

Brief of Suppression, as our readers

may have

seen, made a provision by which the Jesuits might,
as secular priests and individuals, exercise sacerdotal
functions, subject, of course, to the episcopal authority.
In consequence, some few of them had settled them-

Others thought
selves quietly in different capacities.
to conceal the Ignatian device under the new title of

Fathers of the Faith, Fathers of the Cross, &c. But
the greater part, the most daring and restless, would
not submit to the Brief of Suppression, impugned its
validity in a thousand writings, called in question even
the validity of Clement's election, whom they called
Parricide, Sacrilegious Simoniac, and considered
themselves as still forming part of the still existing
Company of Jesus. Regardless, as we have shewn
they always were, of the injuries they may cause to
the faith, they declared war against Rome, against
in
religion, and surpassed even the school of Voltaire
audacity in mocking and insulting a virtuous Pope.*
Although overwhelmed on every side, they were not
daunted, and their courage was still greater than their
Driven from those countries in which
misfortunes.
they had been nurtured and cherished, and which
ought to have been their natural abode, they turned
*

St Priest, p. 97.
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former enemies.

As

Themistocles, seeking protection from his ungrateful country, under the canopy of that Persian throne
which he had shaken and almost destroyed, so those
fiery persecutors of all relicrious sects which were
out of the pale of Rome, and especially the Lutherans,
had recourse for protection to the Lutheran Frederick
of Prussia, and to the schismatic Catherine of Pussia
and we do not hesitate to adyance that, had those
;

monarchs, in exchange for some advantages and priyiasked of them to combat the Papal doctrines,
they would not haye imitated the Athenian hero, but
would haye foucrht a^rainst the Roman Cathohc rehgion with the same ardour which they had employed
leges,

in defendincr

But

it.

easy to understand the yersatile and interested behayiour of the Jesuits, strange must appear
the conduct of the soyereigns who gaye them protecif it is

and help. Aboye all, the anomalous proceeding
of Frederick, the Solomon of the Xorth, as the
philosophers called him, ought to be explained.
tion

We

haye already seen that Ricci, in his examination,
confessed that he was in correspondence with his
Prussian majesty; and it is a fact that Frederick,
eyen before the suppression of the Society, proyed
himself its friend and protector, notwithstanding the
reproaches and sneers of liis friends and masters, the
D'Alembert,
pliilosophers.
in all his yulnerable
points

remained firm

aboye all, assailed the king
but in yain Frederick
;

:

purpose of supporting the Jesuits.
"
wrote
D'Alembert on the 16th June
They say,"
1769 to his royal friend,
that the cordeHer GanganeUi does not promise sweet meats {poires molles)
to the
Society of Jesus, and it may be that St Francis
in his

'•'

of Assisi may kill St Icrnatius.
It appears to me that
the holy father, cordelier as he is, will commit a
great
blunder in thus disbandino^ liis regiment of guards out
01

complaisance to the Catholic princes.

It

seems to
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me

that this treaty resembles much that of the wolves
with the sheep, which were obliged, as a principal
condition, to give up their dogs.
Every one knows
how they fared for this. However, it will be singular,
sire, that while their most Christian, most Catholic,

most Apostolic, and most Faithful majesties endeavour
to destroy the grenadiers of the most Holy See, your
most heretic majesty should be the only one who
wishes to preserve them."
This letter was written, as may be seen, before the
suppression, and many other missives were addressed
to Berlin by D'Alembert after the Brief was issued.

When

the Jesuits of Silesia, refusing to obey the
remained in their convents and houses
orders,
Papal
as before, and acted as if nothing had happened,

D'Alembert, on the 10th of December 1773, wrote to
" wished that neither
Frederick, telhng him that he
he nor his successors might ever have cause to repent
of granting an asylum to intriguers, and that these
men might prove more fiiithful than they had been in
Another time, sneering at
the last war of Silesia."
" he much
Frederick's condescension, he says, that
doubted whether the Jesuits would ever pay his majesty
the honour of admitting him to their order, as they
did the great Louis XIV., though he could well have
dispensed with

it,

and the poor, miserable James

who was much more

II.,

than a king."
January 1774. And passing from personal "arguIt is
ments to more general considerations, he says
not on your majesty's account that I dread the reestablishment of these formerly self-styled Jesuits, as
the late Parliament of Paris called them. AVhat harm,
indeed, could they do to a prince whom the Austrians,

—

fit

to be a Jesuit

:

the ImperiaUsts, the French, and the Swedes united,
have been unable to deprive of a single village ? But
1 am alarmed, sire, lest other princes, who have not
the same power as you have to make head against all
Europe, and who have weeded out this poisonous hem-
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lock from their gardens, should one day take a fancy
come to you and borrow seed to scatter their ground
anew.
I
earnestly hope your majesty will issue an
edict to forbid for ever the exportation of Jesuitic
grain, which can thrive nowhere but in your doto

minions."*
Frederick remained unmoved

and when the Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Breslau, thinking it was his
duty to see the orders of the Holy See obeyed, attempted to interdict the Jesuits, the king interfered,
confiscated the

that

;

and haughtily proclaimed
under his protection. Then

bishopric,

the fathers were

throughout Silesia sprung up a great number of
houses and colleges, and Jesuits assembled here from
It was on this occasion that the old Volall quarters.
all

laughing at his quondam disciple's strange conexclaimed that " it Avould divert him beyond
measure to think of Frederick as General of the
Jesuits, and that he hoped that this would inspire the
Pope with the idea of becoming mufti." f
Meanwhile, the courts of France and Spain were
pressing Ganganelli's successor to execute rigorously
the Brief of Suppression, pointing out all the different
places, and especially Prussia, where the Jesuits were
existence and prospering, and asking, not
still in
without a certain arrogance, the Pope to comply with
But the reio^ning Pontiff was not a man
their wishes.
To the humble, plain, unpreto be easily frightened.
tending monk had succeeded, on the chair of St Peter,
Ange Braschi, a prince in the best acceptance of the
word. In the Conclave, he, after a lono; struggjle between the two parties, had re-united the votes of both,
as a man really indifferent to all political intrigues,
but possessing in the highest degree qualities which
commanded esteem and admiration, and as one who
could restore to the low-fallen tiara some of its ancient

taire,

duct,

*

t

D'Alembert

to Frederick.
St Priest, p. 144.

April 24, 1774.
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splendour; and if any man could accomplish such a
In all his permiracle, Braschi was indeed the man.
sonal qualities shone forth something royal and great.
Tall, handsome, with a slightly bald forehead, his
features were impressed with majesty, tempered by a

sweet and serene expression.
His expenditure was
royal, his magnificence such as Rome had not witnessed
since the time of Leo X.
His ideas were lofty and

and perseverare the monuments which he has left to
posterity of his love for the arts and for useful enterHe formed and enriched the museum begun
prises.
under his directions in the Pontificate of Clement,
which, as we said, bears the name of Museo Pio-Clementino, and which is the greatest wonder of modern
great, his love for the arts enlightened

Many

ing.

times.
He spent an immense sum of money to prevent
the entire fall of the CoHseum.
He attempted, though
with little success, to drain the Pontine Marshes, and
was a generous friend and protector of all literary perIn his capacity of Pope, Pius Yl.
sons.
such was
the name he assumed was also extraordinary.
While he opposed every reform, even the most necessary and urgent, and decided upon taking the
to Vienna
singular step of going himself the Pope
to dissuade Joseph II. from accomphshing them, in
Rome, the churches and his own chapel were filled
with persons of all religions, to whom Pius granted the

—

—

—

—

same protection and
In

regard

more

to

own

f;ivour as to his

the

Jesuits,

in

subjects.

which

we

are

Braschi, according to
particularly
He was perBernis, neither loved nor hated them.
suaded that they had poisoned Ganganelli and as he
interested,

;

set

an immense value on

his

own

life,

he would not

by followino- the example of his predeseems that Pius, naturally of a benevolent
and, if he had not feared to
disposition, pitied them
irritate the Bourbons, would perhaps have bettered
endanger

cessor.

it

It

:

their condition.

Under him

the Jesuits

made

Titanic
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they had lost. They aswork every engine which

at their disposal, to attain their desired ob-

Florida Bhmca was implacable in his
but in vain.
hatred toward the disciples of Loyola, and, as we have
said, made the strono^est remonstrances a2:ainst the
favour which he pretended was shewn to the Jesuits by
the Court of Rome. Braschia, as we say, was not so pusillanimous as Ganganelh, and those intrigues or diplomatic

ject

;

negotiations were not able to affect him so much as to disturD his constant placid serenity; yet he thought proper
to do something to appccise the Bourbons, and live on

good terms with evervbody. He accordincjlv sent a
eopv of the remonstrances he had received from Spain
and France to Frederick, asking him to withdraw his
protection from those monks whom the Holy See had
Frederick's satiric spirit must have recondemned.
joiced to see the Pope implore him to disperse Roman
but he answered scornfullv, as a
Cadiolic votaries
The
great monarch aware of his rights and dignity.
:

insisted anew with inhnite management, till at
Frederick, while maintaining the Jesuits in all
th^ir revenues and charges, consented that they should
The Pope, satisfied perhaps with
change their garb.
"
I have
this solution, wrote to the King of Spain
done all in my power but the King of Prussia is
master in his own dominions."
The accurate and impartial historian of the fall of
the Jesuits, in an admirably well written chapter, explains the conduct of Frederick, in supporting the
Jesuits,
by the fact, that the Prussian monarch
had got angry with the philosophers, when the
content with attacking the Christian
latter, not

Pope

last

:

;

work to destroy monarchy, and
noble
sentiment which had till then
every
been held sacred. He says that not only Frederick,
but almost all the ministers of other princes, if not
the princes themselves, and the aiistocracy, far from

religion,
ridicule

set

to
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restraining the audacity of the philosophers, had, to
tollow the fashion, made it a
point of honour to
encourage and protect it while attacking religion and
priestcraft but when they, leaving the churches and
cloisters, penetrated into the antechambers and staterooms, and their attacks became
personal, then the
great of the world, who had treated Christ and the
Apostles with irreverence, would not endure the like
towards themselves. He
says, moreover, that when
the school of D'Holbach
the too famous
;

produced
work,
the Systeme de la Nature, Frederick's
indignation
knew no bounds. In this book, in fact, written
by
thirty clever, daring,

was

left

''

standing

:

and excited

individuals, nothing
each of them found
something to

take to pieces one
began upon the soul
body; one attacked paternal love,
;

science

;

another,*the

gratitude,

con-

subjects were examined, dissected, disputed, denied, condemned loudly without appeal. It
was a kind of Old Testament, which
the
;

all

new by types and symbols.

prefigured

.

.

.

Frederick read

this hideous but
prophetic book ; a fatal light
across his mind, and made him dread the

gleamed

future."*
the answer

this is
admirably well said and by
which the King of Prussia made to the
Sijsthne de la
Nature, it clearly appears that Frederick would not
go the length of the new school, and wished to haye
nothing more to do with them.
All^

;

But, with all deference to the noble writer, we cannot see what connexion existed between the
King of
Prussia fearing the downfal of monarchical
government
and the protection he granted to the Jesuits. Does
the French historian
pretend to affirm that Frederick,
the clear-sighted and
remarkably sensible Frederick,
considered the Jesuits in the
hght in which they themselves desired to be viewed,
namely, as the foremost
defenders of the throne and the altar ? We
scarcely
should have beheved St Priest
capable of
attributing

*St

Priest, p. 155.
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as Fi-ederick so erroneous a
notion, yet

words leave

little doubt that this is the
opinioVhe
attributed to his majesty.
But, it may be asked, if
this is not the case, how, then, shall we
account for
the favour bestowed by the Prussian monarch on
those detested monks ?
believe that,
by assigning,
as the efficient and
principal causes, those which St
Priest, in a dubitable tone, esteems only as secondary,
we should be nearer the truth. The first of those
reasons is to be found in what the
wrote

We

king
himself to D'Alembert
"I did not offer," ""said, he,
'•
my protection to the Jesuits while they were
powerful, but in their
adversity I consider them as learned
whom
it
would be extremely difficult to
men,
replace
to educate
This most important
youth.
object renders them most valuable in
my eyes ; for, among all
the Catholic
clergy in my kingdom, the Jesuits alone
are given to letters;" and this was true as
regarded
the newly-acquired
The" other
province of Silesia.
all-powerful and efficient reason, which the French
writer little insists
upon, is, that Frederick wished,
through the agency of the Jesuits, to gain the goodwill of those Poles whom he had so
beWe have seen what immenseshamefully
trayed.
influence the
Jesuits possessed over the Poles.
It is known what
authority they exercised everywhere over ignorant
and bigoted Papists. Frederick knew
this, and was
very well aware that the Jesuits, who had no other
asylum but his estates, would, without being asked, of
their own free-will, do their utmost to
persuade the
unfortunate Poles who had been
despoiled of their
nationality, and who had been set up in lots as the booty
of a conquered town, to endure
patiently the yoke of
the new master /or their own
j^ersonal interest and
the greater
This was the all-powerful
glory of God.
motive winch induced Frederick to stand forth as
the
protector of a brotherhood for which he could not nave
any sort of esteem, but which he in no way feared:

:
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The same motive induced Catherine II. to gra-nt
them a refuge and protection in her estates, and especially in White Russia, formerly a province of Poland,
but which, in the partition, had fallen to the lot of the
Russian sovereign.
Nor was Catherine deceived in her expectation.
The Jesuits at first proved of immense service to her.
Before the first partition of the unfortunate Poland in
1772, the fathers resided at Polotsk, in a magnificent
college, surrounded by an immense tract of land, cultivated for the fathers' benefit by more than ten
thousand serfs, partly on the right and partly on the
After the Brief of Supleft bank of the river Dwina.
pression, the Jesuits found themselves either obliged
to submit to the sentence of the Holy See, and cease
to exist as a body, or to accept the offered protection
of Catherine.
abandoned the

They embraced

the latter alternative,

bank of the Dwina, which was
still Polish, for the
right bank, Avhich was now Russian,
and there not only preserved their garb and their
left

name, but obtained the favour that the Brief of Suppression should not be published in all the Russian states.
From that moment, setting at defiance the Papal autho-

those monks, who, as a religious community,
could have no existence w^ithout the consent of Rome,
established in Russia a sort of patriarchate, a supreme
seat of the Roman Catholic religion, represented by
individuals who, by a solemn decision of the supreme
rity,

chief of this

out of

same rehgion, were excommunicated and

its pale.

Meanwhile, Ricci was dying in the state prison of
had not dared to set him
Pius
Castel St Angelo.
at liberty, but had rendered his captivity as supportYet the old man expired in Novemable as possible.

VL

ber 1775, making an insignificant testament, exculpating the Society from every charge which had been
brouo'ht ao'ainst
*

it.*

See this Testament in Cr6tineau,

vol. v. y. 401,

and

ff.
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Jesuits in Russia, some time after they had
the death of Ricci, convened a general

heard of

congregation to elect a vicar-general, with full auover all those members who should consider
This being accomplished, they
themselves as Jesuits.
pitched upon a man worthy of their protection, Siestrencewiecz, formerly a Calvinist, now a priest of equivocal orthodoxy, as are all those converts who have left
their former rehgion from motives of personal interest
or consideration and throuo-h his ao^ency they trusted to
revive the Society.
This is the method they adopted
They prevailed upon Catherine to nominate him
Bishop of Mohilow, and have one of their number,
thority

;

:

The latter,
appointed his coadjutor.
supported by the authority of the empress, proceeded
to Rome, boldly presented himself at the Vatican, and
required the Pope to grant the PaUium to Siestrenceand
wiecz, the man whom they had chosen as bishop
as he could not at first get admittance to the
Pope's
presence, he firmly declared, that, should he spend his
whole life in the antechamber, he would not quit it until
he was satisfied on every point. And he succeeded in
Benislawski,

;

Now, this Siestrencewiecz, who was afterwards named Legate for White Russia, at once permitted the Jesuits to erect a noAdtiate, and to receive
his mission.

candidates for the Society, regardless of any other
consideration but that of pleasing his
The
protectors.
iNuncio of Warsaw, and the Court of Rome, on hearing of such an abuse of authority, reproached him
with this violation of the Papal decrees, and menaced

him with

interdiction
but Catherine took him under
her protection, and upheld him with all her
power.
And thus was presented the singular spectacle of a
Popish prelate denounced by the Holy See for upholding a sect of priests accounted the most fervent Roman
Catholics, while he was defended by a princess for
;

affording protection to these same priests, who, as
devotees of Rome, were the bitter enemies of her own
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The Jesuits, emboldened by the favour they
obtained in Russia, acted entirely at their own discretion, conferred upon the Yicar-General the title and
the absolute authority of General, named an assistant
and an admonitor, received novices and scholastics,
and nothing seemed changed in the Society excepting
the residence of the General.
To exculpate them from these continued acts of
rebellion against the Papal authority, Cretineau, and
after him Curci, a Neapolitan Jesuit, assert, that
although Pope Pius YL had not, by any pubhc act,
re-established the Society, yet that he had, in the presence of Benislawski (mark !), pronounced the words,
"
Approbo Societatem Jesu in Alba Russia degentem
T approve of the
approbo, approbo,"
Society of Jesus
"We
residing in White Russia I approve, I approve.
suppose we must rely upon the veracity of Father
Benislawski for this revelation of the sentiments of the
Holy Father.
Three or four obscure and insio:niiicant names* sueceeded one another as Generals of the Order, while it
still
laboured under the anathema launched by
Clement. At last, Pius VIL, who had succeeded
Braschi in 1800. authorised the Society to establish
itself in White Russia, and to live according to the
Constitution of Loyola.
This brief bears the date of
1801, and was the forerunner of their re-establishment.
Meanwhile, the Society made wonderful progress in
Russia and, as if all conspired to favour them, there
chanced to be among them at the epoch a man whom
they had the tact to choose for their General, and
who was little inferior to the Lainez and Acquavivas.
This man was Grouber, a learned and very able individual, who had long been at the court of St Petersburp*, a welcomed p-uest of Catherine, much esteemed

faith.

—

;

;

;

by Paul, and employed by Alexander on some
* Czerniwiecz.
Lenkeawiecz, and KorelL

deli-
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Grouber was a man who had an exact
idea
of
the times in which he hved, and
just
repressed the immoderate zeal of proselytism displayed
his subordinates, who abeady spoke of working
cate missions.

and

by

and establishing new missions in the East.
Grouber received the congratulations of all the partisans of the Jesuits, and, with admirable dexterity, he
made use of the influence and resources the Societymiracles,

of the
still
possessed, to obtain the re-establishment
order in various parts.
They had already re-entered Parma, though only on toleration, and in 1804,
the Pope granted to the Jesuits of the two Sicihes the
same favours he had granted to those of White Russia.
He re-estabhshed them in Sicily, of course under the
authority of the General residing in Russia.
Unfortunately for the Society, Grouber perished in a
After his death, the Jesuits,
conflagration in 1805.
renouncing the wise policy adopted by their late
General, and encouraged by partial success, returned
to the inveterate policy of the order, and attempted
to domineer over a country which had sheltered them

during their days of trouble and misery.
No pages of ours could convey to our readers a
more accurate idea of the conduct of the Jesuits in
Russia, than a passage of the imperial decree by

which Alexander expelled them from

his capital.

We

consider this expulsion, and the motives alleged by
the sovereign- as having impelled him to adopt the
measure, as most significant, and as stigmatising more
declamation the
forcibly than any pamphlet or

abominable arts and practices of the incorrigible
progeny of Loyola.
Alexander, after having recorded, that while the
Jesuits were persecuted in the rest of Europe, Russia
alone, from a spirit of humanity and tolerance, had protected them, had showered favours upon them, had put
no constraint on the free exercise of their religion, and
had confided to their care the education of youth;
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thus continued in the imperial document " It has
been,
however, proved that they have not rehshed the duties
:

imposed on them by gratitude, and that humihty commanded by the Christian rehgion. Instead of
remaining
peaceable inhabitants of a foreign land, they have
endeavoured to disturb the Greek rehgion, which,
time immemorial, has been the
predominant
from^
rehgion in this country.
They began by abusing the
confidence they had obtained, and have turned
away
from our religion young men who had been intrusted

and some weak and ignorant women whom
they have converted to their own Church. To induce
a nian to abjure his faith, the faith of his ancestors, to
to them,

extinguish in him the love of those who profess the
same belief, to render him a stranger to his
country,
to sow tares and
animosity among families, to tear
the son

from

to stir

up

Church,
his_

—

the father, the

daughter from the mother,
the children of the same
that the voice and the will of God, and of

division
is

among

Son Jesus Christ?
we are no more surprised

holy

actions,

,

.

.

After

that these

such

monks

are expelled from all countries and nowhere tolerated.
Where, in fact, is the state that ivould tolerate in
its bosom those ivho sow in it hatred and discord ? "
For all these reasons, the emperor, in 1815,
expelled
the Jesuits from St
Petersburg, and forbade them to
re-enter either that capital or Warsaw.
And mark,
that to prove that he did not
exj)€l them because

they were Catholic

priests, the emperor, in the same
decree, adds, that He has already sent for monks of
other orders for the benefit of his Eoman Cathohc

subjects

But

!

no one imagine that this severe admonition
from a sovereign to whom and to whose ancestors tlie
Jesuits were so deeply indebted, had the effect of
On the
bringing them to some sense of their duty.
contrary, they redoubled their inti-igues and their malignant practices ; and as their numbers increased, rar
let
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pidly rising in 1820 to 674,* and they might have become dangerous, Alexander, by another decree, of loth
March 1820, expelled them from all his dominions.
In the statement of motives which the Minister of
Worship presented to Alexander in asking for the
" The
expulsion, we read
expulsion of the Jesuits
:

from St Petersburg has not made them change their
"
conduct
and it then goes on to enumerate all the
mischiefs caused by the fathers in Kussia and Poland.
We can hardly imagine what the Jesuits can have to
answer to these accusations. It is also to be remarked
;

own creature, Siestrencewiecz, Archbishop of
Mohilow, was one of the most ardent in procuring

that their

their expulsion.
No Jesuits are

now in Russia or Poland, except
those who, in Galicia, assist the Austrian sovereign to
govern that province every one knows how.

—

4.^Q
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CHAPTER

XIX.

1814.

RE-ESTABLISHMENT.

The events which took
known to every one.

place in

Europe

in

1814 are

Napoleon, who represented
abroad that same French Revolution which his
military
despotism had smothered at home, fell under the
united efforts of Europe, favoured
by the elements
and by the treachery of his former
companions in
arms, to whom he had given either the staff of the
field-marshal or the sceptre of the
king. The restoration of all the dethroned
sovereigns followed, and on
re-entering their dominions, these monarchs directed
all their cares to obliterate even the remembrance
(fooKsh and useless attempt !) of all that- had been done,
said,

and pubhshed,

in the past time of hurricane

and

revolution, and hurried back with inconsiderate earnestness to their old and
primitive system of

The

governing.

skilful

in

by every circumstance, then stepped forward, and offered to those
Jesuits,

sovereigns

their

profiting

unconditional

services.

Ah'eadv,

suppression, and during the ascendant
march of the French Revolution, they, with infinite
address, had persuaded the different sovereigns, either
menaced on their thrones or
hurled from
after

their

—

already
them, that their overthrow the crimes which, it is
unfortunately true, in a moment of delirium, had been
committed in the name of liberty the impious and

—
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suDverslve cloctrmes which had invaded Europe, and
and rehgion extingulslied every sense of morality
the
to
be
attributed
were
to
all
suppression of the
the
asserted
that
order.
EncyclopDedists, after
They
the destruction of the Society, the surest bulwark of

—

the throne and the altar, finding no more opposition,
and passing from theory to practice, had caused the
revolution, and set the whole of Europe in a blazing
conflagration; and this is even now repeated by the
We must, before profathers and their partisans.
the
answer Gioberti
farther,
give
ceeding any
He grants that the
makes to their assertions.
"
But," says
Encyclopedists did make the revolution.
" the
he,
Society, by altering and disfiguring, in the
opinion of many, the Cathohc faith, the morality
of the gospel, the autliority of princes, and all those
fundamental laws which form the basis of all states
and p'overnments -in fact, bv substitutin*;^ for religion

—

own

— had

shaken all principles of
and
morality, rehgion,
good government, and had

their

sect

indeed brought the Encyclopsedists into existence the
most conspicuous of whom, in fact, as Voltaire, Diderot, Helvetius, Marmontel, St Lambert, Lametrie, and
;

others, had issued from Jesuitical colleges, or
had had Jesuits as their tutors." *
However, tluse monks, who, as we have seen, had
conspired against the life and independence of
almost all the sovereigns of Europe, now had the art
to persuade the reigning monarchs that they would

many

be always insecure on their thrones without the assistance and the support of the Company and, strange
;

some actually believed them,

while others
feigned to do so. From that moment to our days, in the
eyes of such bigoted and short-sighted despots as the
Ferdinands of iSaples, the Leopolds of Tuscany, the
Francis Josephs of Austria, and all the supporters of
absolutism, the Jesuits have been considered as tha
to say,

*

Vol.

p. 30.

iii.

2 F
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best pillars and supporters of despotism and tyranny.
Nor is this belief destitute of foundation so far as
The
the intentions of the fathers are concerned.
Liberals in our time are in their eyes what the Ke-

formers were two centuries back.

Against them are

the Liberals are now
the accursed of God, the impious whom all the courage
and abihty of the sons of Ignatius can hardly keep at
mendacious
bay. Nor is this the first time that these
and impudent monks have contrived to impose them-

now

directed

all their efforts;

on different states, representing their interference as indispensable to the welfare of society and to
Thus they had imposed
the repression of its enemies.
themselves as necessary to combat the Reformers in
the sixteenth century, the Jansenists and Calvinists in
the seventeeth, and again, in the eighteenth, the philorevolution although it
sophers and the approaching
was not till very late, and when the first persecutions
selves

;

had awakened them from

their state of beatitude,

that they proclaimed themselves the opponents of the
nineteenth century, the adverEncyclop89dists. In the
saries with whom they are wont to contend are, as
we said, the Liberals; and the fathers must, indeed, be
skilful and powerful instruments for suppressing all
ideas of liberty, all free aspiration, all generous sentiments, all personal dignity, and for keeping the
the supremely cunning
people in servitude, since
Louis Napoleon has chosen them as his most useful
favours.
auxiliaries, and lavished on them all sorts of

Among the sovereigns who, in 1814, re-ascended
the thrones from which a daring and unscrupulous
old Pontift', who,
conqueror had hurled them, was the
after his captivity at Fontainebleau, had, on the 24th
of May, re-entered Rome amidst unfeigned marks of
Indeed, the man
love and veneration from his
people.

who at this epoch occupied the pontifical chair was, for
and
many reasons, worthy of the greatest admiration
respect.

This person was Barnaba Chiaramonti, a
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Benedictine monk, -^ho assumed the name of Pius VII.
His life was pure and uncontaminated his intentions
were good his character was mild and benevolent
and before his misfortunes, he had shewn some readi;

;

;

ness to make concessions required by the times and
the circumstances but after his captivity, after the
series of direct miseries which had befallen him and
the Sacred College, miseries which he attributed to the
;

spirit

VII.,

of irreligion then prevalent in Europe, Pius
feeble old man, gave way to all the pro-

now a

monk, which in his
had subdued and restrained by reasonHis first care, therefore, was to re-estabhsh all
ing.
the monastic orders he could, and amons the first was
that of the Jesuits, who had alreadv flocked to Rome
from every part, with the certainty of soon re-acquiring
Nor were they
their former position and splendour.
pensities of a fanatical, bigoted

better days he

On Sunday, the
disappointed in their expectations.
7th of August 1814, Pius VII. went in state to the
church of the Gesu, celebrated himself the mass before
the altar consecrated to Loyola; heard a second
mass, immediately after which he caused to be read
and promulgated the bull by which the Society of
Jesus was re-estabhshed according to the ancient
rules.

Party writers, too eager to find Popes in contradiction with each other, and to hold up their pretended infallibiUtv to the ridicule of their readers,
have taken up these two acts, and asked, " Who
was infallible
Clement XIV., who abohshed the

—

Society, or Pius

VIL, who

re-established it?"

We

do not aspire to so easy a triumph, and we shall
consider Chiaramonti's bull in a somewhat more serious manner.
In our opinion, the bull of Pius VII. is less in contradiction than may be supposed with the brief of

Pius does not in the least condemn either
Clement.
the brief or its author; nor does he sav that it liad
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been extorted, as Ganganelli said of the bull of Eezzonnico.
On the contrary, he speaks of it as of a
legal and perfectly authoritative act by -which the
Company had ceased to exist and when he is obhged
in some sort to annul it, he does not annul it, except in that part which is contrary to his own bull,
namely, that which affects the existence of the Society.
In the whole bull there is not a word, not a syllable,
;

weaken the long list of terrible
accusations brought against them by Clement.
If it
was an injustice done to the Jesuits, which Pius wished

to contradict or to

he ought at least to have mentioned that
they had been wronged, and that it was the duty of
to repair,

Supreme Chief of the Church to reinstate them
But the bull is
good estimation of Europe.
silent as to any such wTongs, and is
very chary of its

the

in the

commendations of the sons of Ignatius. Why, then,
one may ask, did Pius VII. re-estabhsh the Company
of Jesus ?
First, as I have stated, because he was a
bigoted monk, and thought that it might be in the
power of the fanatical and idle brotherhoods of all
kinds to extinguish the light spread by the new doctrines, and to bring humanity back to the blessed
darkness of the middle acres. In other words, he
thought, and many of the sovereigns, some of them
not Roman Catholics, thought with liim, that the
priests and monks woukl be able to arrest the profor it must be remembered that
gress of civilisation
the horrors and acts of barbarity which were committed during the last ten years of the eighteenth
century, and which were the consequences of a forced
and exaggerated application of the new theories on
government and religion, could in no way be laid to
the charge of the doctrines themselves, which are calculated to promote the real and beneficent progress
of society.
Besides Chiaramonti's predilection for all
monks, to whose re-establishment, as he says in the
" all his
care and all his solicitude are given,"
bull,
;
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Pius was requested by all tlie sovereigns to re-establish the Company and he says that he should consider himself as wanting in his duty if, while the
bark of Peter was tossed to and fro amidst dangerous
rocks, he should disdain the help of those vigorous
and experienced rowers.
Such were the motives, of a purely political nature
on the part of the sovereigns, and of a mixed nature
on the part of the Pope, which induced the former to
to grant, a new existence to the
request, and the latter
But
of
Jesus.
observe, that in the act itself,
Society
which he reinstated the order, Pius reserved to
;

by

the Holy See the power of modif^nng it if its proviHe subjects the members of the
sions were abused.
of all their spiritual functions,
exercise
in
the
Company,
to the jurisdiction of the ordinaries, thus despoihng it
of the most precious of its privileges, the whole of
which he expressly recalls. And the bull is still more
when it conjures all the members of the
significant,
rules of Ignatius,
Society to return to the primitive
and to take hira as their model. Tlie Pontiif does not

sav, return to your occupation, to those exercises in
which you were engaged before the Suppression. But
he tells them to return to the primitive spirit of their
institution, from which they had so far departed.
The noble and virtuous Pontiff hoped that their past
misfortunes would have instructed those inconsiderate
and wicked monks, and warned them not to incur
Yain hopes useagain the hatred of Christendom.
!

less

admonitions

!

Before fifteen years shall pass, the

whole of Europe, except, perhaps, some despots and
their supporters, will look anxiously for the happy
when the troublesome progeny of Ignatius shall

day

be irrevocably banished from its besom
However, as the bull is very short, we shall submit
it to the calm and serious consideration of our readers,
and we feel confident that they will form the same
that in the
opinion of it that we have done, namely,
!
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^^-^^tablishes the Jesuits, he
TJ^^f'!^-''^'^'^^''''
^^^^^t^tions and condemns their
past
rnduct.

"

Bull for the Re-estahlishment
of the Order of the
Jesuits.*

"Pius, Bishop, Servant of the servants of

perpetuam

God

(ad

rei

memoriam).
*^' Churches confided

to our humir/' T^^f'*^T^''.^ .""^^
ntj by the Divme will,
the lowness
notwithstanding
of our deserts and
abUities, makes it%ur
duty to
employ all the aids in our power, and which are
furnished to us
by the mercy of Divine Providence,
order that we
may be able, as far as the changes

m

ol times

and places

will allow, to relieve the

spiritual
wants of ihQ Catholic
world, without any distinction
ol
and
nations.
people
Wishing to fulfil this duty of our apostoKc ministry
as soon as Francis Karew

(then living) and other
secular priests, resident for
many
years in the vast
empire of Russia, and who had been members of the
^.ompany of Jesus, suppressed by Clement XIV of

had

happy memory,
suppHcated our permission to
unite in a
body, for the purpose of being able to apply
themselves more
easily, in conformity with their
institutions to the instruction of
youth in relimon and
good morals, to devote themselves to
preaching, to
confession, and to the administration of the
other

sacraments we

felt it our
duty the more willingly to
comply with their prayer, inasmuch as the
reignino.
emperor, Paul L, had recommended the said

priests^

his gracious
despatch, dated Uth August 1800, in
which, after setting forth his
special regard for them,
he declared to us that it would be
agreeable to him to
see the
Company of Jesus established in his
111

empire

^''' ^'"^'^
iii.*p!^1.3, &c!''^^*'°''

^'

^'"^ ^^" Protestant
Advocate,

vol.
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under our authority

;

and we, on our

side,

attentively the great advantage which
reo^ions mio-ht thence derive, considerino;

considering
these vast

how

useful

those ecclesiastics, whose morals and learning were
equally tried, would be to the Cathohc religion,
thought fit to second the wish of so great and beneficent a prince.
" In
consequence, by our brief, dated 7th March
1801, we granted to the said Francis Karew, and his
colleagues, residing in Russia, or who should repair
thither from other countries, power to form themselves into a body or congregation of the Company of
Jesus; they are at liberty to unite in one or more
houses, to be pointed out by their superior, provided
these houses are situated within the Eussian empire.
named the said Francis Karew General of the

We

said cono^reo^ation we authorised them to resume and
follow the rule of St Ignatius of Loyola, approved
and confirmed bv the Constitutions of Paul 111., our
that the
predecessor, of happy memory, in order
companions, in a religious union, might freely engage
in the instruction of youth in religion and good
letters, direct seminaries and colleges, and, with the
;

consent of the ordinary, confess, preach the Word of
God, and administer the sacraments. Bv the same
brief, we received the congregation of the Company
of Jesus under our immediate protection and dependence, reserving to ourselves and our successors the
prescription of everything that might appear to us

proper to consolidate, to defend it, and to purge it
I'rom the abuses and corruptions that might be therein
introduced; and for this purpose we expressly abrogated such apostolical constitutions, statutes, privito
leges, and indulgences, granted in contradiction
these concessions,

especially

the

apostolic

letters of

Clement XIV., our predecessor, which begun with the
words Dominus ac Redemptor Xostra, only in so far
as they are contrary to our brief, beginning Catho-
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and which was
given only

liccv,

for

the

Russian

empire
"

A

short time after we had ordained the restoration
of the order of Jesuits in
Paissia, we thouo>ht it oui^
dutv to grant the same favour to the
kingdom of
Sicily, on the warm request of our dear son ni Jesus
Christ,

King

Company

kingdom and
viction

that,

who begged that the
might be re-estabhshed in his
as it was in Russia, from a con-

Ferdinand,

of Jesus
states
in

these deplorable times, the Jesuits

were instructors most
capable of formincv youth to
Christian piety and the fear of
God, which is the
beginning of wisdom, and to instruct them in science
and letters. The
duty of our pastoral charge leadino-

us to second the
pious wishes of these Illustrious
monarchs, and having only in view the
glory of God
and the salvation of souls, we, by our
"brief, beginning Per alias, and dated the' 30th Julv 1804,
extended to the kingdom of the two Sicilies the same
concessions we had made for the Russian
empire.
''
The Catholic world demands with unanimous
voice the re-establishment of the
Company of Jesus.
daily receive to this effect the most pressing
petitions from our venerable brethren, the
archbishop!

We

and

bis] 1

ops, and the
since the

most distinguished persons,
abundant fruits which this
Company has produced in the above countries have
been generally known. The
dispersion even of the
especially

stones

t'le

sanctuary in these recent calamities
now to deplore tlian to repeat), the
annihilation of the
discipline of the reo-ular orders
(the glory and support of religion and Ihe Catholic
Church, to the restoration of which all our
thoughts
and cares are at present
directed), require that'' we
should accede to a wish so
just and general.
"
We should deem ourselves guilty of a great crime
towards God, if, amidst these
dangers of the Christian
republic, we neglected the aid^ which the
of_

(which

is

liettcr

it^

special
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providence of

God

hcas

put at our disposal, and

if,

hark of Peter, tossed and assailed by
continual storms, ive refused to employ the vigorous
AND EXPERIENCED POWERS ivho volunteer their services, in order to break the ivaves of a sea ivhich
threaten every moment shrpivreck and death.
Decided bj motives so numerous and powerful, we have
resolved to do now what we could have wished to
have done at the commencement of our pontificate.

jylaced in the

fervent prayers implored the Divine
having taken the advice and counsel
of a irreat number of our venerable brothers, the
cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, we have

After havinc:

by

assistance, after

decreed, with full knowledge, in virtue of the plenitude of apostolic power, and with perpetual validity,
that all the concessions and powers granted by us
solely to the Russian empire and the kingdom of the
Two Sicilies, shall henceforth extend to all our
states, and also to all otJier states.
therefore concede and grant to our well-beloved
son, Tadder Barzozowski, at this time General of the
Company of Jesus, and to the other members of that

ecclesiastical

We

Company lawfully delegated by him, all suitable and
necessary powers in order that the said states may
freely and lawfully receive all those who shall wish to
be admitted into the regular order of the Company of
Jesus, who, under the authority of the General, ad
interim, shall be admitted and distributed, according
to opportunity, in one or more houses, one or more
colleges, and one or more provinces, where they shall
conform their mode of life to the rules prescribed by
St Ignatius of Loyola, approved and continued by
the Constitutions of Paul III.
We declare, besides,
and grant power, that they may freely and lawfully
apply to the education of youth in the principles of
the Catholic faith, to form them to good morals, and
to direct colleges and seminaries
to hear confessions, to preach the
;

we authorise them
of God, and

Word
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to administer the sacraments in the places of their
residence, with the consent and approbation of the

We take under our tutelage, under our
ordinary.
immediate obedience, and that of the Holy See, all
the colleges, houses, provinces, and members of this
order, and all those who shall join it always reserving to ourselves and the Roman Pontiffs, our successors, to prescribe and direct all that we may deem it
our duty to prescribe and direct, to consolidate the
;

said Company more and more, to render it stronger,
and to purge it of abuses, should they ever creep in,
which God avert. It now remains for us to exhort,
with all our heart, and in the name of the Lord, all
superiors, provincials, rectors, companies, and pupils
of this re-established Society, to shew themselves at
all times, and in all places, faithful imitators of their

father

;

that they exactly observe the rule prescribed

their founder; that they obey with an always
zeal the useful advices and salutary
increasing

by

counsels which he has left to his children.
*'
In fine, we recommend strongly in the Lord, the
Company and all its members to our dear sons in

Jesus Christ, the illustrious and noble princes and
lords temporal, as well as to our venerable brothers
the archbishops and bishops, and to all those -who
are placed in authority; we exhort, we conjure them,
not only not to suffer that these religions be in any
way molested, but to watch that they be treated with
all due kindness and charity.
" We
ordain, that the present letters be inviolably
observed according to their form and tenor, in all
time coming that they enjoy their full and entire
effect; that they shall never be submitted to the
judgment or revision of any judge, with whatever
power he may be clothed declaring null and of no
effect any encroachment on the present regulations,
;

;

either

knowingly or from ignorance and this notany apostolical constitutions and ordi-

VY'itlistanding

;
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nances, especially the brief of Clement XIV. of happy
memory, beginning with the words Dominus ac Bedemptor Noster, issued under the seal of the fisherman, on the 22d day of July 1773, which we ex-

pressly abrogate as far as contrary to the present
order.

"It

also our will that the same credit be
paid to
whether in manuscript or printed, of our
present brief, as to the original itself, provided they
have the signature of some notary public, and the
seal of some ecclesiastical
that no one be
dignitary
permitted to infringe, or by an audacious temerity to
oppose, any part of this ordinance ; and that, should
any one take upon him to attempt it, let him know
that he will thereby incur the indignation of
Almighty
God, and of the holy apostles Peter and Paul.
" Given
at Rome, at Sancta Maria Major,
on the 7th of August, in the year of
our Lord 1814, and the 15th of our
is

copies,

;

Pontificate.
/^-

^

IX

°

^

" Caedinal
Prod at aire.
" Cardinal Braschi."

The moment the bull of 1814 had given to the
Society a new existence, nearly two hundred fathers,
who had survived the calamities of 1773, re-assembled
at the Gesu, and in the novitiate of St Andrea in Rome.
Along with the old remains of the Company, many
young

Jesuits, who during the suppression had been received
into the order in their houses in Silesia, Russia, and

Palermo, re-entered the abode of their past glory and
splendour, and opened their hearts to new and brilHant prospects. Neither were
they deceived in their
In those first moments of violent reexpectations.
action in Italy, the priests and monks were considered
as almost saints, and Pius VII. was
actually worshipped
as God.
The overthrow of
was in
Napoleon's empire
hand of God, who had

Italy considered as due to the
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punished lilm for laying his impious hand on the
anointed of the Lord
the Vicar of Jesus Christ. Napoleon, who was considered in France as the restorer of

—

rehgion, was in Italy regarded as the greatest heretic
worse than Luther, Calvin,
w^ho had ever lived
As the ignorant and bigoted people of the
Zuingle.

—

peninsula, at such an epoch, made religion consist in
monks, nuns, and processions, so the man who had abolished these was in their eyes the greatest enemy of God

and

and those friars, though held in very
consideration as individuals, were, when re-in-

religion

little

;

stated in their convents, cheered and worshipped.
those whose sentiments were anything but of a
rehgious character, thinking that the clerical party

Even

would now re-acquire the supreme sway, and would
exercise it in a more absolute and exclusive manner,
feigned to be devoted to the reigning power, either to
avoid persecution or to obtain favour as devout supThank God,
porters of the Roman Catholic faith.
this is no longer the case.
The Order of the Jesuits, above all, fixed the attention of every one, and admission into it was sought
with passionate eagerness, as the surest way to fortune and consideration.
Many younger brothers of
good families entered the novitiate of St Andrea,
which had the rare honour to see as a postulant
for admission into the brotherhood, a once crowned

Charles Emanuel of Savoy, who had already
renounced the crown of Sardinia in favour of his
head.

brother Vittorio, entered the novitiate, fulfilled with
unfeigned humility all the duties of a novice, and
died some three or four years after, asking, as a last
favour, to be buried in his garb of a Jesuit.
Another fortuitous circumstance soon came to reIn 1820, the
lieve the Jesuits from great difficulties.

death of General Barzozowski, wdiom Alexander would
never permit to leave Eussia, and without wdiom
nothing definitive could be done, put an end to this
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The new

anomalous state of things.
the chief of the

tendom
had sat,

and from

:

election restored

to the metropolis of Christhe Gesil, where Loyola and Ricci

Company

Fortis, the elected General, now watched over
the interests and the prosperity of the Society, which
to see again in all its former glory.
In our peninsula their progress was rapid.

he hoped

Come
Vivace

di gi-amigna,

terra,"^

so Italy was soon covered with the noxious weed. Most
of their former estabhshments were given back to

and, in perfect concord
them, others they bought
with the Court of Rome, as each stood in need of the
other, they set to work to reduce the unfortunate
;

country to the lowest possible degree of ignorance
and degradation, to extinguish every noble aspiration,
to suppress every generous sentiment, and to force us
into that mould in which idle, debauched, and corrupt
But their united efforts, thank
monks are cast.

Heaven proved ineffectual. The genius of ancient
Rome, though clad in sable, watched over us from
!

the ruins of the Coliseum, and from the summit of
the Capitol, and pointed out to us written on every
stone of our cities, a page of glory, an inscription of
Yes in the very names
noble and heroic deeds
of our monuments, even when they are not present
to our eyes, there is something magical, some mysterious power, which thrills all the fibres of the
heart, and makes one long to restore the glories of
And in this, we believe, more than in anythe past.
is to be found the
else,
thing
explanation of that historical fact, that while in the middle ages the Popes
were almost supreme umpires of the different kingdoms of Em^ope, they could never obtain a stable
footing in Rome, but were often driven from it, often
beseiged in their castles or made prisoners, while
their court and government were generally held in
!

*

As

lively tm-f

!

with green herb.

— Daxie.
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the greatest contempt.
So now, though the Jesuits
were supported by all the petty Itahan despots, and
by theh^ master the Emperor of Austria, and though
they almost had at then' disposal the thunderbolts of
the Vatican and the dungeons of the Inquisition,
they could only persuade old women, and feeble and
bigoted men, but none of the thinking and active
The revolution of 1848 proved
population of Italy.
once more how deeply rooted was the hatred of the
Italians against the brotherhood of Loyola, the only
reho-ious order amono; such an immense number which
was forcibly expelled from the whole peninsula.
However, the Jesuits, the moment they were reestablished, lost no time in invading other countries
where they thought they could retrieve their fallen
fortunes.
Immediately after the restoration, they
re-entered Spain, France, Belguim, Austria, Switzerland, and many countries in the New World.
shall endeavour, in the little space left to us, to
sketch the history of the fathers in those different

We

countries.

The Jesuits, to the number of about one hundred,
mostly members of the Society who had been expelled
in 1667, re-entered Spain, and were associated with
Ferdinand VII. in all the acts of revenge which that
cruel and stupidly ferocious prince exercised upon the
unfortunate Spaniards.
They increased so rapidly,
that as early as 1820, they numbered already 397
members.* But at that time the Castilians revolted
Successful
against the cruelty of the despotic king.
in their revolution, they established the Constitution of

1812 and one of the first acts of the Cortes was to
enact a law which expelled the Jesuits from all the
Spanish dominions. But it was not long before they
re-entered in the rear of the French army, conducted
by the Duke of Angouleme, to replace Ferdinand on
the throne, and became the most efficient instru;

*

Cret. voL vi. p. 323.
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ments of his bigoted and cowardly policy* In 1825,
a general military college ^yas established at Segovia,
and, strange to say, the Jesuits were made the preceptors of those fature officers in all that was not
In 1827, another college for the
nobility and children of courtiers and chamberlains
was established, and also delivered to the Jesuits' direction.
But their prosperity was put a stop to by
strictly military.

the death of Ferdinand.
The right of Isabella, the
infant daughter of the late king, was contested by her
uncle Don Carlos, and long and murderous civil war
was the consequence of this contest.
The Jesuits
took the part of the Carlists secretly at first, and
In
acting only as informers when they were able.
an emeute in 1834, the people of Madrid murdered
some of them, and in 1835 they were legally abolished by a decree of the legislature, sanctioned by the
But they did not on that account c^uit
sovereign.
Spain.
They recovered their standing in those provinces in which the armies of Don Carlos were predominant, and were chosen as tutors to the pretender's
sons.
They built a novitiate in Quipuzoa, and seemed
to set at defiance the government of the country.
After the convention of Vergara, Espartero caused
them to be expelled from their new colleges, and
ordered them to leave the Spanish territories
but
;

although, since this epoch, they have no legal existence
in the land of
Loyola and Xavier, according to the
best information, in 1845, about 250 Jesuits were to
be found there, apparently as single individuals, but
in reality
forming part of the order, and being
attached either to the province of
Belgium or to that
of South America.

Their history in Portugal may be more summarily
In 1829, some French Jesuits, invited by
narrated.

Don Miguel, arrived in Portugal, and
were honourably received, as they pretend, by the
grand-daughter of Pombal, who offered to intrust to

the usurper
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them four

of her children

to

authorities also contrived to get

be educated.*

up a

The

sort of manifes-

given by the other monks on the Jesuits*
entrance into Coimbra, where they stayed two or three
But hardlv was Don Pedro master of
years.
Portugal, than, b}^ a decree in 1834, he expelled
the fathers from all the dominions of his daughter
Dona Maria. We are not aware that there are manv
tation,

now in Portugal.
In Germany, the fathers were far from regaining
Austria itself
the position they had formerly held.
refused to re-admit them.
Metternich, brought up in
the school of Joseph 11. and Kaunitz, was not disposed
to let the bad seed take root again in the German

Jesuits

soil.
However, when, in 1820, the Jesuits, expelled
from Russia, passed through Vienna, they found
means to obtain permission to settle in Galicia, where
they soon opened schools and colleges, the principal of
which were in Tournow and Lemberg, and where they

met with such success, that the latter college, in 1823,
counted 400 pupils. The number of Jesuits in the
province went on increasing, and their influence,
especially over the rural population, who are almost all
]N'ow, our
Papists, is now all-powerful and irresistible.
readers, who remember the atrocious and inhuman
which desolated the mifortunate country in 1846,
may form an estimate of the good which their system
of education has p.-oduced.
acts

They

also

attempted to establish themselves in

But in 1838, they
Styria, though with little success.
were at last permitted to re-open their former college
at Innspruck, where they are now in the most
In no other part of
prosperous and flourishing state.
the German Confederation have they a legal existence;
and the late King of Prussia very wisely forbade any
of his subjects to pass into foreign countries to be
educated by the Jesuits.
*

Cret. vol. vi. p. 338.
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la Holland, the Jesuits acted

same way as they did

in

in Russia.

very nearly the

It seenis as

if,

at

the time of the Suppression, the Protestant countries,
to shew their opposiforgetful of all prudence, merely
tion to the Papal Court, vied with each other in cheermonks whom Rome was
ing and patronising those
Even in England, Jesuits were never so

persecuting,
well treated, nor perhaps so prosperous, as during their
Some of the Jesuits recovered a
suppression.

legal

standing in Holland, and hved there unmolested and
drove them away, or
protected, till the French armies
obho-ed them to disguise themselves under another
garb but they re-appeared in 1814, and with their
wonted activity they began to erect houses and

I'll-

;

King William of Nassau tolerated them
but it would appear that they were not contented
with being tolerated they aspired to higher destinies.
Spreading dissatisfaction among the Roman Catholic
to accept of, or
population, they encouraged them not
submit quietly to, a constitution so unfavourable to
their interests, and were preparing materials for a
De Broglio, the Archbishop of Ghent,
revolution.
in the same sense
entirely devoted to the order, wrote
novitiates.

;

—

Aware of their intrigues and
machinations, the government thought it necessary,
by a decree of 1816, to banish them. The audacious
monks, instead of obeying, repaired to the archBut the
bishop's palace, as if to brave the laws.
to all his subordinates.

government maintained

and

its

rights.

A

warrant was

De

Broglio, who, however, took to flight,
accompanied into France the Rector of the

issued against

The fathers then left the
Colleo-e of the Jesuits.
" Some sons of
Loyola,
country, but not all of them.
nevertheless, remamed on the spot directed by Father
Demeistre, and, enrolled under the standard of the
Church, they fought as volunteers."* In other words,
under

different disguises, they
*

kept up their intrigues,

Cret. vol. vi. p. 105.
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and breathed the

spirit of revolution into the

population of Belgium.

At the

first

Popish

opportunity, this

" The revolution of IS-SO was made
spirit broke out.
in the name of the Catholics and of the Jesuits."*

Very well we like this bold and frank language
and the Jesuits have our felicitation for having helped
an oppressed people to shake off a yoke which brutal
force had imposed upon them.
But then let them
never come again and assert they are a religious
order, entirely occupied in spiritual concerns, and
!

;

quite indifferent to political matters.
Since the revolution of 1830, the influenc-e of the
Jesuits has greatly increased in Belgium, and this
country is now one of the most flourishing provinces
of the order, numbering more than 400 members.
The exti'eme prudence and sagacity of Leopold has

prevented them- from doing much mischief; but they
have done their best to acquire a supreme sway in
that

and

countrv,

and

to

religious liberty.

exting-uish

in

it

every

civil

At the very moment we are

writing these pages, they are striving hard to prostrate
Belgium at the feet of their worthy protector, Louis
Isapoleon.
In France, the fathers have led a much more agitated and unsettled existence since their expulsion in

1765.
Portugal and Spain, in expehing them, had
resorted to such rigorous and universal measures, that
few or no Jesuits were to be found in the two countries
But it was not
for some time after their banishment.
so in France.

No

stringent measures

had been taken

The Jesuits,
to see the decree of expulsion executed.
it is true, had disappeared from their colleges and
houses, and dropped the long mantle and large-brimmed
hat but a great part of them remained in the French
territory, changing resideiices, and many of them me;

tamorphosing themselves into the Fathers of the Faith,
or the Brethren of the Doctrine Ckretienne.
Then,
*

Crefc. vol. vi. p. 110.
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itself,

they re-appeared

everywhere in their own garb, and nobody knew
whence they came, or where they had been. We find
few traces of them during the first years of the French
Revolution of 1789 but the moment Napoleon, for
his own political ends, re-established the ancient form
of religion, and restored to the clergy some liberty to
fulfil their duties, the Jesuits, under the name of the
Fathers of the Faith, re-appeared, and set themselves
at once to work, endeavouring, by new contrivances, to
re-acquire at least some of their lost influence and
In 1800, the sister of Father Barat, under
power.
the direction of her brother, founded the Sisterhood of
the Sacred Heart; while Father Baruffe established
the Congregation of the Sacred Family the first to
;

;

preside over the education of the daughters of the
aristocracy, the latter to instruct governesses and
servants, whom they distributed especially amongst
families Avhose secrets they were interested in know-

Father Despuits was still more audacious, and
ing.
established the Congregation of the Holy Virgin, in
which he enrolled all sorts of persons, but particularly
those of the upper class of society, and military men as
often as he could.
The two first institutions are at the
present moment very flourishing in France, and almost
all the French
nobility send their daughters to be
educated at the famous convent of Les Oiseaux, in
Paris.
The Congregation of the Virgin decayed after
the revolution of 1830.
However, Napoleon, alarmed at the progress and
the intrigues of the Fathers of the Faith, by a decree
of .Messidor, anno XII. (1804), abolished tile brotherhood, and, by another imperial decree of 1810, the
Congregation of the Virgin, and for some little time
the Jesuits were obhged to be more prudent and less

meddling.
But, in

1814,

those

monks, who had for a mo-

ment disappeared from the

scene,

came forth again
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and more

alive

intrio-uino;

than ever.

Thev

dropped the borrowed name of Fathers of the Faith,
and reassumed that of Jesuits. The congregations
received a new impulse, and that of the Virgin, above
all, was eminently active in inducing military men to
Rendered wise by past experience, they perjoin it.
ceived that they should never succeed in their designs
without the concurrence, or at least the neutrality, of
the secular clergy. To disarm, then, its animosity,
which had been so ardent in former times, they

spontaneously renounced their privileges, and shewed
the utmost deference to the secular priests of all ranks.
Father Simpson, the Provincial in 1819, writing to
"
Let us remember that
his subordinate, says to him
we are only the auxiliaries of the secular priests, that
we, in our quality of monks, must look upon them
as our superiors, and that St Ignatius has given to our
:

distinctive title. The Little Society of
wonder whether Lachaise or Letellier
would have written so.
Then, supported by a great
part of the bishops, and encouraged by the government, part of the Jesuits went over to France as missionaries, to try what they could do to restore the
reign of superstition and bigotry, and to bring back
France to the good old times of civil and rehgious

Society, as
Jesus'' *

bondage

;

its

We

part again undertook to monopolise the edu-

cation of youth and in both undertakings they were,
with certain classes, prodigiously successful.
But the sacrifices France had made to obtain hberty
;

were of too fresh date that

it

should quietly submit

to a priestly domination, which

had become now too

visible

and

threatening.

Public

opinion

declared

rongly and so irresistibly against all priests
in general, and against the Jesuits in particular, that
the bigoted Charles X. himself was forced, in 1 828, to
issue an ordinance which deprived the fathers of the
and providing, moreover,
faculty of instructing youth,
itself so s

*

Cret. vol.

vi. p.

110.
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that no person whatever should be admitted to teacli
an oath that he did not belong to any
without

taking

religious community
Jesuits, however, secretly

not

The
approved by law.
encouraged by the court,

aristocracy, eluded tliese ordinances bj a thousand different stratagems; and, although not so openly, they never rested from their
an active part in education.
intrigues, and from taking
The Revolution of 1830, due in a great measure
to the aversion of the French nation to the domination of the priests and Jesuits, again dispersed
them for a while.
They left the scene nobody

and supported by the

;

knew when they disappeared, whitlier they went,
and when thev returned, till, towards 1836, thev
to be spoken of and pointed out as becoming
numerous, powerful, and dangerous they, nevertheless, went quietly and prudently on, continually prowhen an affair of money now,
gressing, till 1845,

came

;

brought them into momentary
an arch-Jesuit, it would
seem, since he cheated his dupes by feigning to be a
converted sinner became their confidential agent, and
robbed them of the immense sum of £] 0,000, of which
embezzlement thev remained ignorant till he took to

as in

1761,

trouble.

A

again

certain Aftnaer

—

—

—

Tlie fathers had the im(so poor they are \)
prudence to apply to the tribunals. The swindler was
indeed condemned, but at the same time was brought

flight

to light the existence of the Jesuits, not as private
citizens, but as a religious community, already possessing immense wealth and establishments of all kinds,

—

then almost ig^nored, or at least overlooked all this
being contrary to the existing laws.
Thiers, courting
popularity, called upon the government to advert to
this subject, and the parliament unanimously declared
that it felt confident that the ministry would see the
To avoid an open
laws of the land strictly executed.
rupture with Rome, Rossi was sent thither, to obtain
from the Rope and the General of the order a
till
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voluntary acquiescence in the wishes of the nation.
Roothaan, the then chief of the Society, more prudent
than Ricci, granted the request, and ordered his brethren to quit their estabhshments.
However, not
to renounce all the
were
deriving in
advantages they
oducatino* the risino- p-eneration of Frenchmen, the
fathers established a college on the very limits of
the French territory, at Briigellette, and the French
nobility sent their children either tliere or to Fribourg,

where a part of the French fathers liad emigrated.
Once more the Jesuits were supposed to have left
France.
Little was seen of them in the last two
years of Louis Philippe's reign, and during the eventful year of 1848
but in '49 they reappeared, hesitatand now,
ingly at first, but more boldly afterwards
in 1852, they possess such an influence, that even tlie
;

;

unscrupulous military usurper is obliged to court their
In 1845, the number of the Jesuits in
France amounted to 870.
In Switzerland, the bloody and inhuman acts by
which the Jesuits sought to enter Lucerne are of too
recent and terrible recollection to require to be related
by us at length. The expedition of the Corps Franc,
friendship.

112 dead, 800 wounded, 1500 prisoners,
the Sonderbund, and all the fraternal blood spilt in
Switzerland in 1844, 45, and 46, must be laid to the
charge of the Jesuits, who insisted on entering Lucerne
against the will of half the population. Had they been
true Christians, and religious men, they would have
renounced their projects of installing themselves by
force where they knew that the attempt would cost
the lives of so many of their Christian brethren, and
an Iliad of miseries to the unfortunate country.
Altliough we find few indications of the presence of
the Jesuits in England, after the accession of the
house of Hanover to the throne, till the last few years
of the past century, Cretineau, who may be relied upon
as having written his apology of the Society upon the
their defeats,
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and under the dictation of the
informs us that, " from the day on which
hberty was no more a deception, the Jesuits perceived
that they had no more to fear the extraordinary
They then began to hve
rigours of past times
in fixed abodes, at first in secret, then a httle more
Such were at first the
openly, and in community.
re2:ister of tlie order,

fathers,

missions of Live/pool, Bristol, Preston, IS'orwich, and
little
other towns.
chapel was annexed to
the house (which means, that an altar had been conand without exciting the least
structed in a room)

A

many

;

suspicion, the faithful could repair thither and pray."*
This, accordino' to the French historian, was the wav

which they Hved till 1795, when the Jesuits of
Liege, flying from the victorious republican armies of
France, sought a refuge in Great Britain which
granted them that hospitality she never refuses to
Then Mr Weld, a wealthy Koman
the unfortunate.
in

Catholic, with a liberality for which, whatever gratitude the Jesuits may owe to his memory, England
certainly owes him none, presented them with an old
manor and some property in Stoneyhurst, near
Thither the worthy fathers
Preston, in Lancashire.
and
at
first conducted themselves
instantly repaired,
with all humility, avowino- it to be their intention to
As we have
earn a subsistence solely by tuition.
said, the Protestants of that epoch seem to have
taken a sort of pleasure in protecting these rebellious
monks, and the more so, perhaps, because they persisted in being monks against the will of Rome. Hence
the Jesuits quietly settled themselves in vStoneyhurst,

nemine contradicente.

By degrees, finding all sorts
of encouragement, they changed the manor into a
college, where, besides the boarders and pupils who
paid them regular fees, they gave gratuitous instructions to every one

Improvements

to

who would attend their classes.
a great extent were made upon
* Vol,

vi. p.

81.
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the house, by which it was rendered capable of receiving at first 150, and subsequently, by additional
Weld gave up to them a large
buildings, 300 pupils.
tract of land, and one of his sons entered the order.
" All the ancient
Jesuits flocked to Stoneyhurst.
the
first
Avere
Fathers Stanley, O'Brien,
Among

Lawson, Church, Jenkins, Plowden, Howard, and
some others."* All together consecrated their cares
" to make
priests, and to form young men equally
devoted and learned, who should bring into their
families the courage and the faith of which they gave
and received the example in the college."! In a little
while the college of Stoneyhurst was deemed insufficient for the

number

of pupils

who repaired

thither

from every part so that, within a quarter of a mile,
at Greenhurst, was established a seminary for boarding and educating boys preparatory to their entering
The most striking characteristic of
Stoneyhurst.
Jesuit education, as we have already frequently
remarked, was, and still is, that almost all the
;

persons educated in their colleges consider themselves
way attached to the order, and to the end
of their lives work to their utmost for its aggrandisement. And this art of binding to their Society all
their disciples, makes the Jesuits powerful and dangerous, especially in those countries where they are
adverse to the government or to a class of citizens.

in a certain

We

insist

upon

this consideration.

At Stoneyhurst, the ambition

of the fathers rose

prosperity, and inspired their restless
The
activity with bolder and more extensive plans.
exertions of these same young men who were
educated by them, and some of whom had become

with

their

spread the seed of Jesuitism in all parts of
England, and, above all, in the surrounding neighbourhood of Stoneyhurst, where their large properties
and considerable annual expenditure gave the fathers
*
Cret. vol. vi. p. 84.
+ Ibid. p. 83.
priests,
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an additional influence, so that soon Roman Catholic
chapels were to be seen over all the country round
and a modern author* aflSrms, that while, before the
establishment of the Jesuits, there were only five
Papists near Stoneyhurst, they were now numbered
;

by thousands.

From E no-land, part of the successful colony of
Ignatius passed over into Ireland in the beginning of
the present century, and at once fixed their regards
upon the most important position for acquiring an
extensive influence.
Father Kenney, one of the three
first Jesuits who micrrated thither, found means to
be appointed vice-president of Maynooth College, of
which he became the leading and influential member,
and in which have ever since been tauo^ht the
Jesuitical doctrines both in the matter of theology
and of discipline so that it is a notorious fact, that of
;

all

the

who

Roman

Catholic clergy, the English are those
profess the most absolute and unrestricted prin-

As to Father Kenney, who
ciples of ultramontanism.
was indefatigable in his vocation, and had ab'eady
acquired an immense authority, some scruples now
arose in the morbid consciences of strict Papists,
whether he really was a legitimate Jesuit, since he
had only taken his vows at Stoneyhurst while the
Sensible of the
Society had no legal existence.
justness of these observations, Kenney hastened to
Palermo, where the Society was in some sort re-

estabhshed.
He was there received and recoo^nised
as a genume son of Loyola, and returned to Ireland

resume his ofiice. But, as Maynooth College was
established only for the education of priests, Kenney
Clonthought of creating another college for
to

laymen.

gowes was

Kenney was
purpose.
and his exertions were so

chosen for the

appointed president of

it,

successful in attracting pupils thither, that, from 1814,
the epoch of its opening, to 1819, it
numbered

already

*

Overbury.

^^^
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250 pupils

;

while,

by the hberahty

of

Mary O'Brien

aibtrict ot

King's County.*
the buh of 1814 reheved them
from
the interdict under which
they laboured, the number
Jesuits increased so
pt
very rapidly, that, accord-

The moment

Q^Qn 1^
r"" ^™^^^ ^y ^^^^^^^^ «^^ parliament in
Ireland, at that epoch,
58 fathers,
18^0
and 117 were to be found in possessed
To what
England.
extent their number has
increased up to the present
1

^

moment

clause

man
to

m

to

the

is

rather

make vows

come mto

it

to

difficult

ascertain.

The

which forbids any
to receive vows in
England, or
having made them elsewhere,
observe some moderation and
that they
pay any attention, or

Emancipation
or

after

obliges the Jesmts to

Bill,

Not, mdeed,
submit to the law,
because, as Cr^tineau expressly
the Jesuits felt that such a law
says,
(the schedule on
the religious communities in
the Emancipation Act)
was enacted
against them; but
made little
account of it,"~Ils en tinrent they
de compte,'{
pen
Uut they use some
prudence, to avoid trouble, if
possible, and because it is their
practice not to oppose
boldly any measure, but to find a certain
pleasure in
secrecy.

eludmg the

and thus shew themselves more
Nevertheless, whoever
should inspect the
register kept in the Gesu
m Home, might getgeneral
at the exact number of the four
avowed classes of the
Jesuits-novices, scholastics,
coadjutors and professed; but who could tell
law,

cunning than their neigl hours.
i

the
of persons
belonging to the fifth secret class,
WHO, by the confession of Father
Pellico, constitute
the strength and the
power of the Society, and who,
we may add, render it also
very dangerous ? Who can
count those innumerable
agents who, partly intentionally, partly in ignorance, are
actively employed in furthering the success of the well-contrived and
deeply*

number

Cretineau, vol.

vl. p.

94,

f

Vol.

vi. p. 89.
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laid plans of

against

the

the fathers
civil

and

—

secret conspirators
religious rights of mankind?
tliose

Kobody can; and in this, we repeat, lies the danger.
Jesuit, when known, is as little dangerous as a
robber who should give you intimation of his intention

A

to steal

your property.

Should they present them-

" Here
selves boldly and frankly, and
we are
say
the
the
most
determined
adversaries of
we,
Jesuits,

—

:

the Protestant faith, the most strenuous supporters of
the Court of Rome.
Renounce your religion, burn

your Bible, tear your Thirty-nine Articles, and embrace the doctrine of Rome, which is the only true one
you may behove it on our word." Should they speak
But the
so, they would effect no mischief at all.
manner in which the Popish missionaries attempt to
proselytise is a very different one, and shews that
their religion is not in itself forcible, and that it does
not possess such irresistible evidence of truth, that
the simple and unvarnished exposition of its principles
is sufficient to
From the
persuade one to embrace it.
tiny images distributed by monks to little boys, to the
gorgeous pageant, to the theatrical representation of
the Vatican, all is intended to be the means of
proselytising heretics, or of retaining believers in the
communion of their Church. Then comes the confessional for those who wish to sin in all
surety of
conscience then, again, masses and indulgences for
those whose sins could not be cleansed by the absolution, but required the excruciating fires of Purgatory.
Formerly, in the good old times of Popery, they re;

;

sorted to still more persuasive
witness
arguments
the unfortunate Albigenses,
Huguenots, Indians, and
many others, who were so Wind as not to see in Popery
a revelation of Him who is at once tlie Father of
Mercies and the Father of
^^or does the
Lights,
agent of Rome, and, above all, tiie Jesuit, expound at
once the whole system of his religion, such as it is ;
but, with diabolical dexterity, he first insinuates him;
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self into the confidence of the man he has marked for
a proselyte, captivates his benevolence by all sorts of
arts, and then, step by step, he leads him as a convert
into the fold of the modern Babylon.
Tiie same
method is resorted to by those individuals who aim at
wholesale conversions.
They bring one to apostasy

in the

name, so

to speak, of one's

own

religion.

See,

for example, the Puseyites; observe tiieir progressive
march from their first tracts, in which loads of abuse

were heaped upon Popery, to the recent attempt to
introduce auricular confession, and you will discover the
same proceeding as that by which the Roman agent
the Jesuit
endeavours to convert we should say
seduce a single individual.
And who would take his
oath that Dr Pusey does not belong to that hfth secret
class of the Order of Jesus? or that
my lord Bisliop
of Exeter is not one of its members?
We could not
affirm the fact, of course, but no more would we deny
it.
What we know, and what ouglit to be well considered and borne in mind by all English Protestants,
is, that the Jesuits are loud in their praises of the
Puseyites, and that they frankly confess that this
Ano'lican sect will be the means of brinp-ino; back
England to the Roman communion. May God avert
the ill-omened prediction!
Let our readers well
ponder upon the following extract from Cretineau,
who, after having traced the history of the Puseyites
from its origin, and exalted to the skies their princi"
The Puseyites, carried away
pal leader, says
against their wills, by the force of evidence, towards
the Roman faith, pretended, it is true,, that they
would never go over to Rome.
Nevertheless they,
in fact, embraced one
part of her dogmas and even her

—

—

—

—

:

practices.

A

—

certain

number

frankly back to Cathohcism.

of their disciples went

From

April 1841, the

publication of tracts had been suspended, it is true, but
the party was at no loss for means for propagating its
doctrines.

It

reigned in

many

seminaries and univer-
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it
spread in America, and even in India.
British Critic went on with its quarterly labours
si ties

Tlie

;

;

and

attacks against Rome, it exercised its learned hostilities against the Reformation of
the sixteenth century. .... This school (Puseyism),

renouncing by degrees

its

in its pacific progress, shakes Anglicism
It exercises an immense influence for
its

reports and

its

from

its base.

the extent of

and makes numberless

literature,

proselytes.
Many Puseyites, carried away by the
truth, were not lonc^ in renouncing their theories.

the Church of Rome
logical unity
"* We add
them, and they accepted of it I

They sought a
offered

it

to

:

no comment.

To return to our history, we say that the influence
of the Jesuits in the three kingdoms has increased
since 1814, and its bad effects may be daily traced.
We would almost be bold to assert that every obstacle
which has come in the way to impede the progressive
march

of a free and powerful nation, is, to a certain
It must
extent, due to the hidden hand of a Jesuit.
be borne in mind that Rome, of all things, desiderates
the ruin of heretic England, and endeavours, to the

utmost of her power, to create troubles and difficulties
to that free country and if this be admitted, we shall
remind our readers that all the arduous missions, all
;

the delicate and secret undertakings for that purpose,
since the times of Salmeron and Brouet, were
always
intrusted to the fathers.
The secular priest, especially in countries distant from Rome, looks upon the
Jesuit as his superior in knowledge of the affairs of

informed of the intentions of Rome
always disposed to shew all deference to his
" Aladvice, and not seldom to execute his orders.
" the
from
to
1829," according
Cretineau,
ready,
Jesuits were the right arm of the bishops, the hving
models proposed by the prelates to the clergy."!
And this renders the Jesuits more dangerous than
religion, as better

and

;

is

*

Vol.

vi.

pp. 91, 92, in a note.

f

Vol.

vi. p.

97.
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any other relio-ioiis community.
Indeed, I would
rather see all the various
species of those parasite
animals called monks
transplanted into the Eno-lish
soil, than let one Jesuit live in it a
single day and it
IS not without
good reason that we speak so in this
1 rotestant
The order of the Jesuits was
country.
purposely instituted to combat, to extinguish Protestantism and we have shewn whether the
fathers were
scrupulous about the means
to
;

;

their object.

they employed

The

effect

extirpation of heresy is their principal occupation, the work which renders them meritorious in the
eyes of Rome.
Deprive the Jesuits of
the vocation of
annoying, persecuting, or converting
heretics, and they become the most
insignificant of afl
corporations, having no end whatever.
monastic

order

"Every

IS

and

riots

distinguished

by a pecuhar

character,

machinations

against Protestants, and
against all civil and religious freedom, are the characteristics of the Jesuits.
Benedictine monk will sit
calmly in his very comfortable room, sip his chocolate,
take a hand at whist, and not even dream
of converting any one.
Franciscan, of any denomination, will
sit
jocosely before a succulent dinner, which he

A

A

has
provided by going from door to door, distributing-, in
return for provisions, snuff and
images, without uttennoa word about his or
your religion, and only relating
some pleasing anecdotes of the
holy founder of his

order, St Francis.

A

Dominican

will

assuredly report
try to convert your
his principles, but will care
very little
about the conversion.
The Auto-da-fe, in which he

your conduct
daughter to

to

Rome, and

will

formerly delighted, was regarded by him as a means
not so much of
converting heretics, as of procuring for
himself a barbarous
He was forbidden
pastime.

assist at
lias,

as

than to

bull-fighting

The

!

to

Jesuit,

on the
contrary,

we have said, no other
occupation or desire
make converts and this we need not take the
;

trouble to
prove,

since

they themselves

confess

it.
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They

^-lorv in

it,

and

it

title to

forms their

the grati^^ e

tude of the Holv See, and of all bigoted Papists
Roman Cathohc priests will not
Ts-ill not say that other
Nay, they are obliged
endeavour ''to make converts.
In their orisons,
at it.
hard
by their cahinc^ to labour
ceremonies of the
in their anthems, in all the solemn
the AlChurch of Rome, prayers are addressed to
as for the exconversion,
the
for
much
so
not
mio-htv.
an oath
of heretics; and every bishop takes
tirpation
Roman
a
so
that
this
for
to\lo his utmost
purpose
Catholic priest must either neglect the principal duty
of all
of his ministry, or become the bitterest enemy
Protestant.
Protestant institutions, if not of every
5

Yet they are not as the Jesuits, prepared to resort
conversion.
the most criminal arts to bring about

to
^

of the Jesuits in Holland, Prussia,
benefits can ever make
Russia, clearly proves that no
on that fraternity, or prevent them

The conduct

any impression
from conspirino; your ruin ; and if Protestant England
we fear she
do not soon awake to a *ense of her danger,
will repent, too late, of
those poisonous vipers.

having fostered

m

her breast

Behold what is going on
See whether Romanism has ever been so menacing
Behold the
See the arrogance of the Court of Rome
which the
almost uninterrupted state of rebellion in
be sure
and
of
Ireland,
the fanatic Papists
priests keep
not Jesmts
had
if
case
the
be
not
would
such
you
that
we have fought for
among them. All our life long
and
ci^-il and
for
of
rehgious^ hberty,
rights,
equahty
we w-ould not preach intolerance now. AVe should like
civil rights
to see no difference whatever in respect of
and privileges betw^een Roman Cathohc laymen and
to
Protestants but, most assuredly, we would execute
I

!

;

the letter the clause against the religious fraternities,
and think long before we should grant money to bring
the very nature of their
up a set of priests, who, from
to sue for your destruction.
bound
are
strictly
calling,
indulged in these
beo- to be excused for
1

having

^^^
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remarks. Thej are not vain declamations
I trust to
be believed.
I have been born and
brouP-ht up
;

among monks and

Jesuits;

and

it

is

because

I tho-

roughly know them, that, grateful for the hospitality
afiorded me, I warn
England to beware of all monks

but especially of Jesuits.

They

are inauspicious birds'

which cannot but infect with their venomous
breath the
pure and free air of Great Britain.

We

shall

now conclude our

with a
m the present condition of the history
Company in

chapter
Europe.

THK JESUITS

AND APTER 1848.

IN

CHAPTER

4^9

XX.

1848-1852.

THE JESUITS

AXD AFTER

IxV

1848.

Before the Suppression,

tlie Jesuits, with alternate
possessed less or more influence in all
Catholic countries, in some of which, at

vicissitudes,

Roman

different epochs, they were all-powerful and domineerBut since their re-estabhshment, their real
ing.
effective

power,

it

may

be

said,

is

confined to

the

It was my unfortunate country
peninsula.
that, from the beo-innino- of their restoration, more
than any other part of Europe, experienced the

Italian

As from the first
pernicious effects of their revival.
they had stood up as the natural enemy of the liberal
party, the sovereigns of the peninsula, who wished to
reign despotically, without granting any concession
required by the times, countenanced and protected
the Jesuits in the most decided manner.
Charles
Felix had delivered up Piedmont to them, and

they
they
were its absolute masters. Even Charles Albert was
unaV>le or
In
unwilling to counteract their influence.
Modena and Parma they possessed an equal authority
while in Xaples their dominion was still more
tyrannical, inasmuch as it rested not only on the support
of the court, but also on the superstition and fanaticism of the populace, the most bhndly bigoted of all

had taken possession

of

it,

and governed

it,

as

if

:

Italy.

But the supreme
2

seat of their power, as

H

may
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and breathed the

spirit of revolution into

At the

population of Belgium.

broke

spirit

Very

out.

name

in the

well

!

"

The

first

the Popish
opportunity, this

1830 was made
and of the Jesuits."*
bold and frank lano-uao-e

revolution of

of the Catholics

we

like this

:

and the

Jesuits have our felicitation for having helped
an oppressed people to shake off a yoke which brutal
force had imposed upon them.
But then let them

never come again and assert they are a religious
entirely occupied in spiritual concerns, and
indifferent
to political matters.
quite
Since the revolution of 1830, the influence of the

order,

Jesuits has greatly increased in Belgium, and this
country is now one of the most flourishing provinces
of the order, numbering more than 400 members.

The extreme prudence and sagacity of Leopold has
prevented them from doing much mischief; but they
have done their best to acquire a supreme sway in
that

and

country,

and

to

religious liberty.

extinguish in

it

every

civil

At the very moment we are

writing these pages, they are striving hard to prostrate
Belgium at the feet of their worthy protector, Louis

Kapoleon.
In France, the fathers have led a much more agitated and unsettled existence since their expulsion in
1765.
Portugal and Spain, in expelHng them, had
resorted to such rio'orous and universal measures, that
few or no Jesuits were to be found in the two countries
for some time after their banishment.
But it was not
so in France.
No strino-ent measures had been taken
to see the decree of expulsion executed.
The Jesuits,
is true, had
disappeared from their colleges and
houses, and dropped the long mantle and large-brimmed
hat ; but a great part of them remained in the French
it

territory, changing residences, and many of them metamorphosing themselves into the Fathers of the Faith,

or the Brethren of the Doctrine Cfiretienne.
*

Cret. vol.

vi. p.

110.
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when the opportunity presented

itself,

they re-appeared

everywhere in their own garb, and nobody knew
whence they came, or wliere they had been. We iind
few traces of them during the first years of the French
Revolution of 1789 but the moment Napoleon, for
liis own
political ends, re-establislied the ancient form
of religion, and restored to the clergy some liberty to
fulfil their duties, the Jesuits, under the name of the
Fathers of the Faith, re-appeared, and set themselves
at once to work, endeavouring, by new contrivances, to
re-acquu'e at least some of their lost infiuence and
In 1800, the sister of Father Barat, under
power.
the direction of her brother, founded the Sisterhood of
the Sacred Heart while Father Barufte established
the Congregation of the Sacred Family the first to
;

;

;

preside over the education of the daughters of the
aristocracy, the latter to instruct governesses and
servants, whom they distributed especially amongst
families whose secrets they were interested in know-

Father Despuits was still more audacious, and
ing.
established the Congregation of the Holy Virgin, in
which he enrolled all sorts of persons, but particularly
those of the upper class of society, and military men as
often as he could.
The two first institutions are at the

present moment very flourishing in France, and almost
all
the French nobility send their daughters to be.
educated at the famous convent of Les Oisemix, in
Paris.
The Congregation of the Virgin decayed after
the revolution of 1830.
However, jS^apoleon, alarmed at the progress and
the intrigues of the Fathers of the Faith, by a decree
of Messidor, anno XII. (1804), abolished the brotherliood, and, by another imperial decree of 1810, the
Cono-reo-ation of the Virgin, and for some little time
the Jesuits were obhged to be more prudent and less

meddling.
But, in

1814, those m.onks, who had for a mo-

ment disappeared from the

scene,

came forth again
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from the liand of the priests and monks their
ill-gotten and ill-used authority, extending to all
branches of the administration, even to those most inconsistent with their calling.
It is well known that no
office of
any importance in the Roman states was
filled by a layman
even the o-eneral of the army
was a Monsignore. We wished for a radical reform
on this point. Unfortunately, at this time, Grazioh
~a high-minded and tolerant priest, the Pope's confessor
died; and Pius fell into the hands of a confessor
devoted to the Jesuits, and from that moment his
conduct became hypocritical and deceitful, and afterwards cruel and inhuman. To the Jesuits is certainly
to be attributed the
change in the politics of the
Pope. From the beginning, Pius had been displeased
when he heard abuse poured upon the Company
but his desire of popularity and applause had modified
the propensities of the priest, nay, of the narrowminded, bigoted chief of the priests. But now, divestino- himself of the borroAved character of a tolerant
and liberal man, Pius returned to the former error of
all
Popes, and would not listen to a word about
reform touching the priesthood. It was this inflexible
opposition to our just and reasonable desires, and not
our petulance, which brought things to extremities,
and the Jesuits were even the apparent cause of the
snatcli

—

—

;

rupture.

the Romans were resolved to be no
the
vassals
of the priesthood, and were deterlonger
mined not to leave a vestige of authority in civil
matters to any churchman except the Pope, never-

Although

no injury, no abuse, was ofiered to any secular
monk, with the exception of the Jesuits.
But ao'ainst thorn there was raised a o-reat commotion.

theless,

priest

or

Publications ot all sorts were daily poured into the
of Rome ao-ainst the fathers and alono; with
the shout for Italy, was
the cry, "Down wath
str-eots

the Jesuits

;

"

I

mingled
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Moderno, was

In every-

bod^^'s bands, and when that courageous priest came
to Rome, the people shouted his name as that of a
benefactor ; a guard of honour was stationed at his
hotel, and almost roval honours were rendered to him
for having so unreservedly laid bare the iniquities of

the

fathers.*

All

this

irritated

the

Pope

in

the

From the balcony of the Quirinal he
highest degree.
reproached the Romans with slandering venerable
ecclesiastics; and when the news arrived that the
Neapolitans had expelled the Jesuits from their city,
he issued a proclatnation, in which he threatened us,
if we were tempted to imitate them, ivith Jiis
anger ^
and ivith the curse of God's indignation, who luould
launch His holy vengeance against the assailants of

His anointed.^
But the Papal

protection was no longer sufficient
from public hatred. Pius IX.
lost a great part of his popularity, but could not save
them.
They were expelled from the whole of the
not as a general revolutionary measure,
peninsula
to shelter the Jesuits

—

since all other religious communities lived unmolested,
but as a manifestation of the public opinion against
the hateful descendants of Ignatius.
The Pope's
indio'uation at this sacrileo-ious act

knew no bounds,

and from that instant he vowed an implacable and
* "We have to lament the decease of this illustrious
Italian, -nhich has
happened while we were writing these pages. His country has not
that
it
is
due
to
more
than
to
him, perhaps
forgotten
anj-thing else, that
Piedmont is without Jesuits, ilonuments are to he erected to him, and
his mortal remains will he transported from Paris to Turin at the public
But while all Italy is unanimous in regretting his loss, a
expense.
Jesuit newspaper, the Armonia, attributing his sudden death to the
" See what it is to
judgment of God, exclaims,
wage war
again.'^t
"
Gioherti died like Simon the magician, like Anus
Heaven
A Jesuit
in Rome asserted the same thing from the pjulpit
while the Romans
He was firm to the end in
repeat that the Jesuits have jjoisoned him.
Jiis hostility to the fathers, and in the last letter he wrote to the author
of this history, encouraging him to proceed with the work, he adds,
" You will render a
service to our
!

!

;

+

See

my

good
cormtry."
History of the Pontificate of Pius IX.,

p.

29 and^.
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voluntary acquiescence in the wishes of the nation.

Roothaan, the then chief of the Society, more prudent
than Ricci, granted the request, and ordered bis brethren to quit their estabhshments.
However, not
to renounce all the
advantages they were deriving in
the rising generation of Frenchmen, the
established a colleo^e on the very limits of
the French territory, at Bruo:ellette, and the Frencli

educating

fathers

nobility sent their children either there or to Fribouro;,
where a part of the French tathers had emigrated.

Once more the
France.

Jesuits were supposed to have left
was seen of them in the last two

Little

years of Louis Philippe's reign, and during the eventyear of 1848 but in '49 they reappeared, hesitatand now,
ingly at first, but more boldly afterwards
in 1852,
an
even the
such
that
influence,
they possess
ful

;

;

unscrupulous military usurper is obhged to court their
In 1845, the number of the Jesuits in
France amounted to 870.
In Switzerland, the bloody and inhuman acts by
which the Jesuits sought to enter Lucerne are of too
recent and terrible recollection to require to be related
by us at length. The expedition of the Corps Franc,
friendship.

their defeats, 112 dead, 800 wounded, 1500 prisoners,
the Sonderbund, and all the fraternal blood spilt in
Switzerland in 1844, 45, and 46, must be laid to the
charge of the Jesuits, who insisted on entering Lucerne
against the will of half the population. Had they been
true Christians, and religious men, they would have
renounced their projects of installing themselves by
Ibrce where they knew that the attempt would cost
the lives of so many of their Christian brethren, and
an Ihad of miseries to the unfortunate country.
Although vfQ find few indications of the presence of
the Jesuits in Eno-land, after the accession of the
house of Hanover to the throne, till the last lew years
of the past century, Cretineau, who may be relied upon
as having written liis apology of the Society upon the
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register of the order, and under the dictation of the
" from the
fathers, informs us that,
day on which
was no more a deception, the Jesuits perceived

hberty
that they had no more to fear the extraordinary
They then began to hve
rigours of past times
in fixed abodes, at first in secret, then a httle more

Such were at first the
openly, and in community.
missions of LivCx-pool, Bristol, Preston, Norwich, and
little
chapel was annexed to
many other towns.
the house (which means, that an altar had been con-

A

and without exciting the least
structed in a room)
suspicion, the faithful could repair thither and pray."*
This, according to the French historian, was the way
in which they lived till 1795, when the Jesuits of
;

Liege, flying from the victorious republican armies of
France, sought a refuge in Great Britain which
granted them that hospitality she never refuses to
Then Mr Weld, a wealthy Roman
the unfortunate.
Catholic, with a liberality for which, whatever gratitude the. Jesuits may owe to his memory, England
with an old
certainly owes him none, presented them
manor and some property in Stoneyhurst, near
Thither the worthy fathers
Preston, in Lancashire.
instantly repaired, and at first conducted themselves
with all humility, avowing it to be their intention to
As we have
earn a subsistence solely by tuition.
said, the Protestants of that epoch seem to have
taken a sort of pleasure in protecting these rebellious
monks, and the more so, perhaps, because they persisted in being monks against the will of Rome. Hence
the Jesuits quietly settled themselves in Stoneyhurst,

nemine contradicente.

By degrees, finding all sorts
of encouragement, they changed the manor into a
college, where, besides the boarders and pupils who
paid them regular fees, they gave gratuitous instruc-

tions to every one

Improvements

to

who would attend their classes.
a great extent were made upon
* Vol.

vi. p.

81.
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the French expedition as coming to its own support.
Oudinot informed the first deputation sent by the
repubhcan government to inquire about the motives
of this unwelcome visit, that the French came as its
friends
but, some hours after, when pressed by a
second deputation to be more exphcit, he at last confessed that they came to replace the Pope on the
throne.* It would be to our glory, but not to the purpose, to describe the prodigies of valour performed
by our inexperienced volunteers, in contending for
three months with forty-five thousand of the best troops
;

We

fought as only citizens combat for
Men and women were in the melee.
liberty.
Neither wife nor mother attempted by tears and
entreaties to stay her husband or son, but with a
blessing and a kiss sent him forth against the enemy.
Rome
my noble country when 1 remember
noble
the readiness with which thou didst
deeds,
thy
sacrifice the noblest of thy children to achieve
thy
liberty, hope lends me patience to endure the longing
and miseries of my exile
Thou canst not be long
under the yoke of the priests
But our valour availed us nothing. Left alone, we
could stand no lonoer.
Four nations were leao'ued
against us, and not a friendly hand was stretched forth
to succour us.
England m.ust reproach herself for
having left us to contend, unaided and alone, against
of Europe.

home and

!

!

!

!

four Catholic powers, combined together to re-establish
the Pope, who is as much her enemy as ours.
She
must now feel the consequences of her culpable indifference.

ance

for

The

—was
England
result

—and

that

at

this

is

last,

of great importmasters of our

*
The author was a member of this second deputation. Oudinot was
at first indignant that we should think of otfering opposition to his
said he, "two armies, the Neapolitans and the
troops.
come to succour you, and
Austrians, are marching" against Rome
us
of
And half an hour after this, when we pressed
fighting
you .speak

"How!"

!

We

!

him hard,

"Eh

forgetting himself, he exclaimed,
nous venous pour remettre le Pape sur le trone."

Men! nom de Dieu
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destinies, the Austrians have established a mihtarv
port at Leghorn, the French one at Civita Vecchia.
Eno'hshmen are cut down in broad dav in the streets

Florence,* condemned to death by an Inquisitribunal at Rome,t imprisoned at Yerona, i.
and insulted and ill-treated throua'hout all Italy. An
English ambassador sues in vain for the friendly inof

torial

he is
of the Pope in English affairs
not hstened to, and the newspapers of the peninsula,
and of the powers adverse to England, laugh at
But there is in the looming a still
his discomfiture.
terference

;

darker and more serious prospect, threatening to
punish England for having abandoned the cau^^e of
Eiohteen millions of
and relit^ious freedom.
civil
Englishmen hve, we will not say in perpetual fear
they are too brave for that but not without apprehension of seeing their shores invaded by the same
army which conquered Pvome, and which would carry
with it the blessing and the ^ood wishes of Pius IX.
God forbid that it should also have the support of
the most fanatical and ignorant portion of the Irish

—

—

—

We

Papists, led by priests and Jesuits.
this will not be the case; yet we must

hope that
remind our

readers, that every time the French speak of a war
with Eno-land, they cotmt on the Irish as their
natural allies.
are not of those who, possessed by the fixed

We

idea that impending dangers threaten the Protestant
religion, believe and atiirm that Louis Xapoleon will
be ready, at the bidding of the Jesuits, to send
an expedition against heretic England. On the contrary, we think that, having once possessed hhnself
of the imperial diadem, and having firmly established himself on the throne, through the instrumen-

tahty of the priests, and by the magic power which

he seems

making the electoral urn yield
amount of votes asked from it, he v.ill

to possess, of

exactly the

* Al
Mather.

t

ALurray.

+ Newton.

4(i9!
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pupils

;

while,

by the

The moment the

bull of

VeStr'^"/""'^

17-

liberality of

JIarv O'Brien

1814 relieved them from
*'-y '^boured, the ™u

C

'

^P""'^' possessed 58 father,
and 117
1
,"''^*
were f
to be found in
England
To wh,;
extent then- number has
increased' np to the pre

L

^mancipation Bill, which
man
mMto
I vows or to
to make
receive vows in

bCrthf Jef -fr '^r"S ^^^"^^
'"''"
seclcv
Lt ? ^ ^u'^T
*"'

subm fto ^he
s"v

thP

Ld
« of

was elf

po^s'si

Vu^]A\

^'

"moderation and

as Crfetineau

—lis en

!VdUus:
utitciuse

o,-

'^'y P^y ^"y a"«nfio". or

I'—'T
It,

any

elite

them

ri .^^^^,^ause,
' "'' '^^' such

the relilin,!
aeco!

I

forbids

Eno'land

expressly

a law (the schedule on
'"
'!'' Emancipation Act)

tinrent

peu de compte t

'-^'^

''

iftS'
their practice
r''
not

It
i? IS

""^

^-•'-"

to oppose

:
more
cunn lit n.i
''"V*"'
"<^'g''bours.
Nevertheless, whoever
sbou Idi
f,"'
should
mspect the general register
kept in the Ges^
n Rome,
might get at the exlct numb'^r

e£it'le""r""'
'

Y^"

'-^

^''^'^

Pl-^asi^l

themselves

he four
-holLtics

of

°'

cITdlutr:
coadjutors

aitd
and

f' J-";*^-»"^-'
professed; but who

could tell the
belonging to the fifth secret class
"^
P«"'«°' constitute
the
le 'strenofh and
the power^''}^''^
strength "ZT""'
of the
and who

X b72"rT

we nay add.render

Society,

it

also

Who can
^«^"*' "'- partly
i""""""''''^
ally, partly in
ignorance, are actively employed in furthering the success of the well-contVived and
deep"y*
very dangerous?

^ieZZ

"rUir

Cretincau, vol.

vi.

p

P4.

f

Vol.

vi. p.

89.
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the fiithers

laid plans of

against

the

civil

and

—those

relitjious

secret conspirators
rights of mankind?

iS'obody can; and in this, Tve repeat, lies the danger.
Jesuit, when known, is as little -dangerous as a

A

robber who should give you intimation of his intention
Should they present themto steal your property.
" Here we are
selves boldlv and frankly, and say
tlie
most determined adversaries of
we, the Jesuits,
the Prote^^tant taith, the most strenuous supporters of
Rehoimce your religion, burn
the Court of Rome.
:

—

your Bible, tear your Thirty-nine Articles, and embrace the doctrine of Rome, which is the only true one
you may believe it on our word." Should they speak
But the
so, they would effect no mischief at all.
manner in which the Popish missionaries attempt to
proselytise is a very different one, and shews that
their religion is not in itself forcible, and that it does
;

not possess such irresistible evidence of truth, that
the simple and unvarnished exposition of its principles
is sufficient to

persuade one to embrace

it.

From

tiie

by monks

to httle boys, to the
gorgeous pageant, to the theatrical representation of
the Vatican, all is intended to be the means of

tiny images distributed

proselytising heretics, or of retaining believers in the
communion of their Church. Then comes the confessional for those who wish to sin in all surety of

conscience then, again, masses and indulgences for
those whose sins could not be cleansed by the absolution, but required the excruciating fires of Purgatory.
;

Formerly, in the good old times of Popery, they resorted to still more persuasive arguments
witness
the unfortunate Albigenses, Huguenots, Indians, and
many others, who were so blind as not to see in Popery
a revelation of Him who is at once the Father of
Mercies and the Father of Lio-hts. ^"or does the
agent of Rome, and, above all, the Jesuit, expound at
once the whole system of his relio-ion, such as it is
but, ^vith diabolical dexterity, lie tirst insinuates him;

;
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a compassionate word.

I will not
point out the inhuhypocritical conduct of the so-called Viear of
Jesus Christ, who, while
speakino- with devout emotion of his clemencY. his
paternarheart. and the mercies of the Christian
religion, ha^ nor granted a single
pardon, dried a single tear, shortened for a

man and

sino-le

day

the torments to which he has condemned
thousands of
his subjects. I shall
only criye an account of the wholesale execution which, in the last
month, took place at
Sinigalha and Ancona, and 'which has tilled Italy and
Lurope with horror and amazement. As the Jesuits
are notoriously the soul and
spirit of Popery, and are
the present moment the
at_
recognised adViser^ and
ministers of the Court at
Rome, this short narrative
will not, we
hope, be considered extraneous to our
subject.
^

Those who,

in times of

ol eyents that

calm and tranquillity, judc^e

occur in epochs of commotion and^'evolution, when the passions of men are excited to
the
highest paroxysm, and the voice of reason
imposes a

leebler restraint
upon their actions, leaving them httie
liberty to
judge of the character of theu^^ctions, are
apt to commit serious injustice; for they are too
prone
to brand as criminal, and
deserving the highest reprobation, deeds which,
although culpable in^'themselves.
were yet committed .under the
impulse of heroism and

devotedness.
We do not intend by this to approve or
countenance crime, no matter under what
it
may have been committed. But assuredly pretext
there are
circumstances that
ought to be taken into account
which might render it, if not
excusable, at least less

and worthy of
and whoever
hemous^
reprobation
would torm a just
judgment in such cases, will never
;

lose sight of these considerations.

The

two years of Pius IX.'s
pontilicate are recharacteristic of the nobleness and o-enero-

iirst

markably

sity of the liberal party.
been, for the thirty years

Though the hberals had
previous, so cruelly and mer-
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and though they were
cilessly treated,
in
the
state, they cannot
nant
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now the domibe reproached

party
with having offered an insidt to their late oppressors,
nor with a single act of revenge. But it is, unfortunwhen the Tope had Hed to
atelv, true that, latterly,
Gaeta for the very purpose of exciting civil war, when
toe priests were plotting against the republic, caUing
with foreign
in strangers to their aid, and menacing us
invasion^
in

many

Ancona and

political

assassinations were committed
This cannot be denied or

Sinigallia.
it is to be

remarked, that the crimes
paUiated only
were confined to these two towns the latter the
and both places being the residence
Pope's birthplace
naof his family, relations, and friends, a suspicion^
crimes
these
that
of
in the minds
many
turally arose
were committed by persons misled by the advice of
some hidden Jesuits and partisans of the Pope, whose
endeavour it was to bring matters to the worst. The
from the circum.stance, that
suspicion acquired strength
to the Mastai family was injured.
nobody belonging
we were witAlthough, as we have already reported,
ness of the fact tliat those who, during the late commotion in Pvome, proposed the most energetic and
in the end, discovered
revolutionary mccisures, were,
the Jesuits, nevertheof
tools
the
or
to be the agents
murless we would not like to affirm that the political
the
to
due
were
perfidious
ders committed at Sinigallia
We do not like to beheve
of the
;

—

;

priests.
instigation
in the reality of such hehish perfidy

Sinio-alha

yet why had
and Ancona the sad preference of seeing
;

their streets stained with fraternal blood ? Were there
Had no
not exasperated minds also in other places ?
other populations of the state good grounds for calling
to a strict

and severe account the agents and supporters

of the past tyrannical government
Why, we repeat,
was the sad pre-eminence in guilt assigned to tiie
native town of the Pope ?
However it were, after the Papal restoration, about
'!

'**^'5
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any other religious communitv.
Lidecd I „-n„M
"
rather see all the various
species of those para f
ammals called monks
transplanted into tiie EnSsh
soil, han lot one Jesuit liye in
it a
single day aid k
good reason that we s^-eak s^o'in th
isnot^ithout
Protestant
The order of the Jesuits was
country.
pnrposely instituted to combat, to
extinguish Prot^t
antism and we have shewn
whether the'fathors were
they employed to eZt

;

scrupulous about the means

then- object.
The extirpation of 'here
y is their prin
cipal occupation, the work which
renders then
_

torious

m

the eyes of
he vocation of

Rome.

me""

Deprive the Je"u

ts

of

annoying, persecuting, or con erdng
heretics, and they become the most
iifs
gnifican of aH
corporations, liaving no end whatever.
mona

Every

a^ansttll.;
7*'r"' "«'"="'* Protestants, and
all civil and
against
religious freedom, are the charaoi

teris ics of the Jesuits.
Benedictine monk wil[ sit
cahiily in his very comfortable room,
sip his chol ate
ake a

A

hand at

ing any one.

and not even dream of
convertFranciscan, of any denomination wiU

wh.st,

A

'«""'''•' -'>-"!- his
pro^ideTf
'''"%"
^"^r-'"^'
provided
from
door to door,
by going
distributing, in
e urn for
provisions, snuff and images, without utteT- n.

A

oulei, St Francis

laughter to

his

Dominican

will assured! v
report

principles, but will care

about the conversion.

T

The

very

little

Auto-da-f^, in which he

- "--

*'''
^y '"™
not
so much o
notTol'ud:
ofconverting'~^^"''^"'
heretics, as of procuring for
He was forbidden to
.
't at
!f bu ufT-'' rt""''assist
The Jesuit, on the
1-fighting!
contrary,
"' '^'"'' "° °"'«''
or

\

"-^"'Pation

thn,; T. """i

trouble to
prove,

since

they tliemselves

desire

confess

it
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They

their title to the gratiit, and it forms
Holy See, and of all bigoted Papists. We
that other Roman Cathohc priests will not

o;lorv in

tude" of the

not say
endeavour "to make converts.
Nay, they are obliged
by their calling to labour hard at it. In their orisons,
of the
in their anthems, in all the solemn ceremonies
Church of Rome, prayers are addressed to the Alfor the conversion, as for the exmighty, not so much
and every bishop takes an oath
heretics
of
tirpation
to^do his utmost for this purpose; so that a Roman
Catholic priest must either neglect the principal duty

will

;

of his ministry, or

Protestant

become the

institutions,

not

if

bitterest

of

enemy

every

of

all

Protestant.

as the Jesuits, prepared to resort to
the most criminal arts to bring about conversion.
The conduct of the Jesuits in Holland, Prussia,

Yet they are not

can ever make
Russia, clearly proves that no beneiits
that fraternity, or prevent them
on
any impression
from conspiring your ruin and if Protestant England
not soon awake to a sense of her danger, we fear she
;

do

her breast
having fostered in
is going on
what
Behold
those poisonous vipers.
See whether Romanism has ever been so menacing
See the arrogance of the Court of Rome ! Behold the
almost uninterrupted state of rebellion in which the
of Ireland, and be sure
the fanatic
will repent, too late, of

!

!

Papists
keep
that such would not be the case if you had not Jesuits
have fought for
among them. All our life long we

priests

and rehgious^ liberty, and
equahty of rights, for civil
not preach intolerance now. AVe should like
to see no difference whatever in respect of civil rights
and privileges between Roman Catholic laymen and
Protestants but, most assuredly, we would execute to

we would

;

the letter the clause against the rehgious fraternities,
and think long before we should grant money to bring
nature of their
up a set of priests, who, from the very
for your destruction.
sue
to
bound
are
strictly
calling,
1 beo- to be excused for
indulged in these

having
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would not be confronted with the
prisoner, nor be
cross-examined by
anybody.

And nevertlieless, it'was upon such

testimony that the
Consulta, composed of cardinals and
prelates, condemned sixty unfortunate
voung men to
suffer the last
We must
punishment of the law.
further observe that, had those men who
composed
the tribunal, which
they call Sacred, been judges,
and not persecutors, had
they had any sentiment^ of
humanity in passing the sentence, even though the
crime had been proved,
they would have borne in
mmd the time and the motives which led the
culprits
to commit the murder, and would not
have added
another red page to the annals of their
Church, already
overcharged with innocent blood.*
Sinigallia, in which the executions were the most
numerous, had not yet recovered from the horror inspired by such a bloody tragedy, and had not dried
Its tears for the cruel fate of Its
butchered citizens, and
especially for the innocent and unfortunate Simoncelh,!
when, to complete its miseries and insult its
grief,
there appeared a
Papal ordinance, granting to the
Jesuits £40,000
sterling to erect a college in the
desolate city.
Ah ! so they reign in the Papal states !
tribunal of the

*

English readers must be aware that in France, as well as in
Italy
murder do^s not necessarily and
inevitably import capital punishment'

mere

are certam extenuating circumstances admitted.

In the

states, indeed, very seldom is the common assassin executed.
+ The fate of this generous and unfortunate

Homan

voung man has excited
the deepest commiseration. He was a merchant
and
^"m o 1lert
i,ins ^^T^s,
in
business to march with us into Lombardy he became
;
lieutenantjib
ot tile battalion commanded
by the chevalier
one of
•

f

Greraldi,

the Pope's

nephews, and was intimate with Ercole Mastai, who was an officer
the
On returning from the war, he was raised, by the esteem
battalion._
ot his
tellow-citizens, to the rank of culonel in the national guard
When
the fatal acts of revenge above narrated were
perpetrated^at Sinigallia
the author wi'ote to biinoncelli from
Eome, entreatmg him to use all
his influence to repress these murders.
He answered in a tone which
lert no doubt that he
He said he had been
eiitirely condenmed them.
able to save the lives of some, and would redouble his
exertions to put
u stop to crimes, which he abhorred and
I gave the letter to
detested.
M;-2zini. let this same man has been shot as an
abettor and accomplice,
oucu is the justice of the priests

same

!

m
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When the Jesuits re-entered Naples in 1849, the
Superior held a sort of levee, when the generals of
the army, the first magistrates of the kingdom, and
all the civil and military authorities, went to pay their
The addresses
respects to those very humble monks.
which were delivered on the occasion in praise of
these men of Providence, these messengers of God,
these restorers of all moral and sainted institutions,
were, from their hyperbolical style, amusing in the
extreme and it is curious to find that some of them
were repeated almost literally (plagiarism seems to
become very fashionable now-a-days) by some bishops
;

to Louis Napoleon, the saviour of society, the man
of Providence, the pearl of chastity and virtue -just
as was done to the fathers themselves.
If in Rome the Jesuits must shew deference to the

—

chair of St Peter, in Naples they are masters of the
situation.

St Ignatius has superseded even St Janu-

and both have almost obliterated the name of
The superstition and bigotry of that part of
Christ.
the peninsula exclusively under the sway of the
and the government, conJesuits is almost incredible
arius,

;

ducted on those principles, has reached the highest
point of immorality and corruption, and is held up
by every honest person, no matter of what party,
to the execration and contempt of Europe
while, to
leave no doubt as to the influence which predominates there, the Pope, the Jesuits, and the priests,
their abettors, represent Ferdinand II. as a model of
Christian perfection, and the kingdom of the two
the Koman
Sicilies as the best governed in the world
states being of course excepted.
Unfortunately, the wretched Neapolitans, and the
noblest and best amongst them, have to pay with their
liberties and their lives for the eulogium awarded by
the Jesuits to the merciless Bourbon. The policy of the
Neapolitan governments is a disgrace to civiUsation. A
band of ruffians, under the name of police or govern
;

;

2i
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ment, seize upon all persons who have had the misfortune to displease them their victims are thrown into
prison, and are accused of imaginary crimes; while
the accusers, changing themselves into witnesses, often
into judges, in order to make
good the charge, keep
them chained for three or four ^^ears in Iscliia, as in
the case of Poerio and Dragonetti, and
finally pass
a sentence of death upon them, in order to
give
the pious and clement Ferdinand and his Jesuit
confessor the merit of
having commuted the infamous sentence into a horrid and
perpetual imprison;

ment

;

and

give the

to all this
complication of iniquities they
of a state trial.
Such is the JN'eapolitan

name

government under the conduct of the sons of Loyola.
But the malignant spirit of the Jesuits, in
breaking
forth from Naples and Rome, has
lately made an inroad into a province which, till then, had been
spared
pernicious influence. Among all the other provinces
of Italy, Tuscany had been favoured with a
comparatively just and tolerant government; and this, it was
its

openly asserted, was owing to the absence of the Jesuits
from the country. Now, whoever has followed the
march of events there, must have been struck by the
wide difference that exists between the former
pohcy
of the government and the new one introduced after
Leopold IL had been some time at Gaeta, under the
influence of Antonelh and the Jesuits.
From that

moment all things changed in Tuscany. The priests
re-acquired an influence which they had never possessed since the time of Leopold I., and made it subservient to their

unworthy ends.

Madonnas became

Feasts and processions were got
again miraculous.
up
with the greatest pomp, and were
numerously attended

all those who had
anything to hope or fear from
the government.
furious war was declared
against
all doctrines but those
with the strictest

by

A

harmonising

ultra-Popish principles.
interdicted,

and no

Books and newspapers were
were spared to bring the

efforts
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and intellectual people of Tuscany
enliglitened, lively,
knowto ifmit their literary pursuits to the perfect
ledge of the Catechisms.
The influence of the too notorious Bocella, by his
own confession a Jesuit, was, above all fatal to the
AVhile he was the chief adviser of the
Grand' Duke, the Grand Duchess went in procesand
sion to worship a miraculous Madonna at Rimini,
ordered a sumptuous and extrahimself
Leopold

country.

Madonna in Florence, to
ordinary feast for another
whose church he repaired in state. But at the same
Count
of
time, the most respectable citizens
Florence,_
Guicciarclini and others, were prosecuted and exiled
the heinous crime of reading the Bible and two unforhave
tunate and inoffensive creatures the Madiais
been condemned to the punishment of malefactors
in their possession the sacred
(hard labour), for having
for

—

:

—

volume, and for cUscussing and endeavouring to prove
Later still, an ordinance of the^ Grand
its veracity.

Duke

re-estabhshes

long since

capital

the minister of pohce

had
punishment, which

while another ordinance of
soil
expels from the hospitable

been abohshed

;

of Tuscany hundreds of unfortunate Italians, who had
relentsousht there a refuge against the ferocious and
Such are the
of the Roman Court.
less°persecution
effects of the influence of the Jesuits.

will become of Lombardy, already so wretched,
that Austria has decided on re-estabhshing the
Jesuits there on an extended scale, it is disheartening
to
while, on the other hand, it is cheer-

What

now

contemplate
for an Itahan, and for every
ing in the extreme
true friend of civil and rehgious liberty, to see the
conduct of the Piedmontese government towards the
Jesuits and the priesthood.
;

were never perthe priests are
and
the
re-enter
mitted to
kingdom,
now subjected, like other citizens, to the laws of the
which
land, and are obhged to submit to that equahty

The

Jesuits, after their expulsion,

"^^S
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they consider as a disgrace to their privileged caste.
For it must be borne in mind that the
priest, and the
conscientious one more than others, considers himself a
superior being, a man far above any layman,
even though he were a
He imbibes this idea
king.
from childhood, when he
begins to dress in a peculiar
garb, and is accosted by a respectful appellation. According to the canonical law (and in Italy that law is
universally respected and strictly enforced, except,
indeed, in Piedmont), the moment an infant assumes
the garb of a priest, and receives the first order

he

(ton-

no more subject to the civil authorities
he is henceforth only amenable to the ecclesiastical
court, and whoever strikes him, incurs de
facto excommunication. After he has been consecrated
priest,
he pretends, or in
reahty behoves, that it is in his
power to oblige the Almighty to descend from
heaven into his hands, and that at his
bidding the
flesh and blood of the Divine Redeemer is transubstantiated into bread and wine, and in that form
goes to sanctify his breast. Again, he believes, or
feigns to believe, that it rests with him to open or shut
the gates of heaven, and that he has the
power of besura),

is

;

stowing everlasting beatitude or dooming to eternal
damnation, according as he absolves from sin or
refuses absolution.
In fact, he puts himself in the
place of God, of whom he calls himself the Anointed,

and whose name he often usurps. When we consider
all this, we do not wonder that the
priests cannot
endure equahty of rights with other citizens. We
are rather astonished that serious and
enhghtened
people of this country can for a moment entertain the
idea that the Irish Homan Cathohc
priests are sincere when they ask for
equahty of rights. Look to
Piedmont; there the Romish priesthood enjoy this

—

equahty nay, more than equality. Their rehgion is
acknowledged to be the religion of the state and
many are the writers who have kv^tely been condemned
;
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it.
They possess, also, some other less
considerable privileges over the other citizens and yet
they are far from being satisfied. On the contrary,
they accuse the government of tyranny. The bishops
are in open rebellion against the sovereign priests
The
and curates oppose the laws of the country.
subservient to their
pulpit, the confessional, are made

fur disparaging

;

;

hatred of the new state of things

;

and

all this

because

the legislature attempts, not to deprive them of any
but to introright, or subject them to any incapacity,

duce equality, and to subject ecclesiastics of all sorts
The rage of the priesthood at
to the common law.
this sacrilegious audacity on the part of the parliament, in seeking to assimilate them to other men, is
such, that they have launched a solemn act of excommunication against all those who shall read the newspapers advocating such infamous measures. The Jesuits
are at the bottom of all this, and their intrigues brought
Piedmont but the other day to the brink of ruin.
Fortunately, public opinion declared itself so strongly,
and the king shewed such firmness, that their machiIt must be remarked in all
nations proved abortive.
this, that when the liberal newspapers reproach the
clerical party with their acts or words, they always
so universtigmatise them with the name of Jesuits
ail that is
with
is the abhorred name
coupled
sally

—

bad, cunning, and criminal

!

Appalling and ominous of incalculable consequences
is the influence which the Jesuits have acquired in
France in that country which has prostrated all its
of
past glory and its dignity as a nation, at the feet

—

an unscrupulous, merciless tyrant endeavouring, at
the same time, to forget its ignominy in the intoxication offcasts and champaigne. The Jesuits and priests
are the firmest supporters of Louis Napoleon and it
;

;

worthy of remark, that the bishops who are known
for their ultramontane principles and their adherence

is

to tlie Jesuitical discipline are those

who

lavish the
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This
highest eulogiums on the unprincipled usurper.
affords us another instance of the worldly spirit of the
Popish clergy, and may be a salutary lesson for the
For our own part, indeed, we are inclined to
future.
recognise in it the hand of Providence consummating
The conthe speedy downfall of the Popish religion.
duct of Pius IX. has already extinguished in Italy the
last lingering sentiments of respect and devotion towards the Papal religion. The Italians had hopes for
a moment that Pius would reconcile them to the relio-ion
of their forefathers, by shewing that it is not a religion
of blood and persecution, but of love and brotherhood,
eminently liberal and national.
They had hoped that
Popery, to which Italy owes all its misfortunes, would
now change, and restore to it part of its former glory.
And this idea prevented them from renouncing altoBut
gether religion such as it is preached to them.
now that no doubt remains as to the true spirit of
Popery, now that no one can reasonably entertain the
least hope that it will ever change from what it has
been an institution founded on superstition, cemented with blood, and maintained by the axe of the
now that the last testing experiment has
executioner
shewn to all the world its utter helplessness against free
physical force, it may be truly said that Popery has
been irrevocably doomed in Italy. It may linger yet
a while by the aid of despotic bayonets, but never

—

—

will the Itahans, of their own free will, repose
their faith in the religion of the Popes.
In precisely a similar manner are the priests and
Jesuits now giving the last blow to the Popish rehgion

again

Let the present transient moment of delirium pass over, and the French nation will reconsider
the servile and ignominious part played by the clergy
in France.

in the recent

immoral

saturnalia.

It will

remember

—

perjured himself who had
caused thousands of citizens to be butchered because
they were faithful to the laws who had been a traithat the

man who had

—
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—

who had never
all governments from his youth
kept his word who had been distinguished for immorality and debaucliery even among the unscrupulous
that this man was exlions of London and Paris
tor to

—

—

alted by the surpliced emissaries of Rome as the man
of Providence, the tnessenger of God, the restorer of
morality and religion, and the benefactor of humaWho, need it be asked, will once again believe
nity.
them, when speaking of the things of heaven, after

they have lied so impudently and deliberately in
speaking of the things of this world? But till a
reaction take place, the Jesuits triumph in France.
As we have had occasion to speak incidentally, in
various parts of this work, of the arts and practices
employed at the present moment by the Jesuits against
England, and as our readers have daily so many means
of ascertaining the manners of the fathers in the pubprints, we do not think it necessary to add anything
in this place.
have also little to say about
the actual missions of the Jesuits in both Indies.
They
lic

We

more

are neither prosperous nor important, and are only
distinguished by their intrigues and by the war which
they keep up against all other missionaries, whether
Popish or Protestant. The actual wealth of the Jesuits,
though considerable, is far from approaching the fabulous amount it possessed before the suppression.
If
our information and calculation are correct, and we believe they are, the total number of the members to he

found on

of the Order amounts to nearly
enormous increase since 1814, and
such, indeed, as to give to reflective minds serious
But we have nearly exhausted tlie
apprehensions.
We must pass to the
space we had allowed oui'selves.
six

the register

thousand

conclusioii.

—an
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CO.XCLUSION.

We are now at the end of our labours but, before
parting with our readers, we would briefly call their
attention to some of the chief points in our History.
If we mistake not, the perusal of our narrative, imperfect as it may be, will convince even an indifferently
attentive reader that Loyola had but one end in view
one fixed idea namely, to establish an order which
should domineer over society ; and that his successors
have been arrested by no scruples as to the means
With the
to be employed for obtaining this end.
exception of this fixed rule, to Avhich the Jesuits have
adhered with undeviating constancy, it may be asThe
serted that they have no principle whatever.
dogmas of their creed, the precepts of their moral code,
their political principles, all these they have changed or
modified according to places and circumstances.
They
have been ao-ainst or in favour of the Roman See, according as it served or injured the mterests of the
order.
They have proclaimed the unlimited sovethe people, and have been instrumental in
of
reignty
bringing many unfortunate persons to the scaifold, for
resisting the tyrannical power of absolute monarchs.
;

—

—

To

accomplish their ends, they have all along thought
money would be the most efiicient instrument
hence their insatiable desire of wealth, to accumulate
that

;

The
which, they violated all laws, divine and human.
riches got by illicit means have been ever expended
Jesuit does not
for still more culpable purposes.
desire or spend money for his own personal self; he

A

frugal in his habits, and parsimonious in expenditure
but he is no miser.
as far as regards mere comforts
He does not hide his treasures in the bowels of the
is

;
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earth, but spends them freely to increase the influence
and power of his order.
The secret agent of the
the spy liberally
Society is handsomely rewarded
Ministers of different sovereigns are bought
paid.
over by princely largesses
and even the ruling
;

;

beauties of courts are bribed to serve the order with
costly

and suitable presents.

The fathers were
that

also persuaded, from the beginning,
would greatly contribute to the grandeur and

it

power

of the order to insinuate themselves into the

susceptible minds of the young,

and they

left

nothing

Other
schemes the conversion of heretics, the missions, the
outward exercise of many of the Christian virtues
were all directed to the attainment of the same identical
end the aggrandisement of the order.
untried

by which

—

this

might

be

effected.

—

—

Two

other principal facts are deserving of attention.
is, that, from the beginning, the estabhshment of the Society was everywhere opposed, and

The

first

in all

places

where

it

was

finally

admitted,

it

was

subsequently, at different epochs, persecuted, and
The
convicted of iniquitous and abominable crimes.
second fact is, that the Society of Jesus, though it
may at times have disregarded its rules of internal
policy, has nevertheless maintained its general primitive character
namely, its relentless domineering
the
and
spirit,
abnegation of every personal feehng
The Jesuits of the prein favour of the community.
sent day, unlike all other religious fraternities, which
;

have invariably undergone so many modifications, are
exactly the same as they were in Loyola's lifetime.
Founded by that bold, despotic, and ambitious man,
it seems as if his spirit had transmitted itself into the
whole Society, and presided over all its acts. The

Company, so to speak, has perpetuated the hfe of
If w^e would personify the order, we might
Loyola.
represent it, after his likeness, as an apparently humble
and sainted man, deeply absorbed in the contemplation

^9^

CONCLUSION.
of heavenlY things,

^Me

in reality

revolvmg

m

his

mind projects of unbounded amcapacious and daring
in history of an association
record
no
is
There
bition
for three hundred years
stood
who^e oro-anisation has
all the assaults ot men
by
unakered
and
unchancred
such an immense
and time, and which has exercised
of mankind.
influence over the destinies
in its prmciples
This perseverance of the order
^

and

the correspondpolicy is comparable to nothin.s: except
which it
of the world in the opmion

ing constancy
formed of the Society at
it

stiU retains.

-

its

commencement, and which

The moment," says an author
"

oi

a great
the beo-innino- of the seventeenth century,
at once and
voice
the
pul.hc
crime Is committed,
its perpetraunanimously accuses the Jesuits of being
"
with
sentiments
regard to them
And the same
tors
former
times, indeed that
In
this
to
day.
prevail
and universally received, that
opinion was so stron-ly
the
we are
less^
scrupulous than
our forefathers,
announcement
administration of justice, at the simple
before the tribunal
of a misdeed, brought the Jesuit
condemned him lor crimes ot

m

and sometimes unjustly
which he was guiltless.

Do, then, the Jesuits, Irom
bear on then- countecrimes,
of
habit
the
committing
and wicked discrimmal
a
nances the indications of
ruffians by prois commonly the case with
as
po4tion,
Or do they, by public and open misdecession ?
form this judgment
meanours, give the world a right to
have already said the
By no means.
of them t
to conduct
reverse.
They appear, on the contrary,
inoffensive, and
most
innocent,
most
the
as
themselves
been present
and, indeed, unless one has
holy of men
not easny
would
he
of
Tartuffe,
at the representation
honest
recoo-nise the Jesuit from the undisgmsedly
we would not be so illiberal as to say

We

;

man? However,

Our lamented Iriencl
" Are we,
to him,
said
Pelhco
Father
Gioberti, when
"
answered,
i3y no
then, all assasdns and robbers?"

that

all

the Jesuits are knaves.
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means.

Individually, I consider you very honest
I treasure, I would
unhesitatingly
to your keeping."
would not perhaps

and had

fellows,
intrust

it

We

but we

go
freely admit that the
Jesuit may be individually honest, unless the interest
of his order obliges him to be otherwise.
For there
are no considerations of religion, honesty, or virtue,
which he does not feel himself bound peremptorily and
at all times to sacrifice to this one supreme considera" The end sanctifies the
tion.
means," is his favourite
maxim and as his only end, as we have shewn, is the
quite so far

;

will

;

order, at

its

bidding the Jesuit

is

ready to commit

any crime whatsoever.
Such, then, is the history of a Society dreaded and
relied upon, worshipped and abhorred, which has produced little good, and infinite mischief, and which,

having been hurled down from the pinnacle of
splendour and glory, attempts now, with renewed
vigour and unceasing activity, to regain the summit of
ancient pre-eminence. An appalling prospect, foreOne
boding no good to the welfare of mankind I
cheering idea, however, still remains to dissipate the
its

evil

apprehension.

The

Jesuits,

now more

decidedly

than ever, have identified themselves with the cause of
despotism, fanaticism, and ignorance; and the day on
which the tottering thrones of tyranny shall crumble
under the mighty and resistless arm of progressive
civilisation, they will bury deep and for ever under
their ruins all traces of the influence once possessed
this

most formidable and pernicious Society.

THB END.
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380
Jesuits, 378
Bishops, 346; number of, 408
urges

Creed"

tical

—

;

the

Boarders in Jesuit colleges, 219,

220
Boarding-houses,

Brief

of

382, 383;
;
pro-

suppression,

analysis of the, 387- -406
visions of the, 422

for the re-establishment of
the Jesuits, 439;
analysis of the,

440
Brotherhood, Jesuit, 21 7; doctrines
and practices of the, 235
Brouet, his mission to Ireland, 64
Brugellette, Jesuit college of, 458
Bulls issued against Queen Ehzabeth, 153, 162

against the Jesuits,
127, 128, 313, 328
for the suppression of
the Order, 387
for

the

re-establish-

ment of the Order, 439, 442
connected

with

the colleges, 214
Bobadilla, one of the ten founders

favour of the Order, 28. 62
on the " Politicdl
Creed" of the Jesuits, 193
in

Busembaum
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Charamonti, 438; re-establishes the
Jesuits, 439

C.

Charles

CiESAR, Julius, character of, 7
Calvinism, doctrines of, 183

273
Calvinists, persecution of, 270,
Campion, his mission to England,
arrest

154;
163
Candia,

Duke

of,

trial

161;

of,

I,

ot England, 290
of Spain, 349; expels

Ill,

of,

aids the Jesuits,

62

the Jesuits, 350; his motives for,
352 354; seeks to destroy the
Jesuits, 379
V, opposes the Order, 75

—

IX, of France, 179
Chastel, John, attempts to assassi-

Henry IV, 188; his punishment, 189, 190
China, Jesuit mission to, 105
Canisius, Peter, G2
of France, 331;
founds the College of Choiseul, minister
the Order,
attempts to reform
Friburg, 206
346; character oi, 347, 348
262,
Canonization, rules for, 258

Candidates for the Order, requirements of, 31 37, 448

nate

—

^

—

310

-

of Loyola and Xavier,

262
Cano, a Dominican

friar,

preaches

is
against the Jesuits, 78;
79
Bishop of the Canaries,

made

IV"

Cardinals, Jesuit, 408
Carlos, Don,
supported
Jesuits,

by

the

451

Carvalho, Minister of Portugal, 331;
created Marquis of Pombal, 332;
see

"Pombal"

282
Casimir, King of Poland,
Castilians, revolt of the,
Catechisms, Jesuit, 197

Jesuits,

282, 283
Church of England agitated by
Catholic aggression, 163
Evangelical, of Cracow,
attacked by the Jesuits, 280

Canova, statue of Clement XIII by,
361
General, 317, 318, see
Caraffa,

"Paul

Sweden and the

Christina ot

n.

450

Catesbv, 286
Catherine of Austria, deposed by
the Jesuits, 171
de Medicis, opposes the
Jesuits, 176, 177
of Russia, protects the
Jesuits, 430, 431
Catholicism, decUne of, 58
Catholics, Roman, first persecuted
in England, 163
Cave of Manreze, the place of Loy-

ola's retirement, 13
Ceremonies, Catholic, 249, 250, 262

of Rome, dechue of the, 8,
con9; doctrines of, 14, 15, 40;
dition of, in the 16th century,
30, 31; supremacy of, 195; restoration of, in Austria, 201; in

Sweden, 203; arrogance
wards England, 467
Churches of America, 299

of,

to-

Civilization, progress of, 7
Civita Vecchia, arrival of

troops

at,

French
475; becomes a French

port, 477
Classes of Jesuits, 46, 462
Clement VIII, Pope, 231, 232

—

XIII, 338;

his partiality

339; protects
the Jesuits, 357, 359; death of,
300; monument of, by Canova,
361
XIV, 371; character of,
372, 383, 420; is elected Pope,
hesi375; policy of, 376, 378;

for

the

Fathers,

suppress the Jesuits,
death of, 412; mys420
terious cause of the, 414

tates

to

381—384;
Clergy,

Roman

—

Catholic, two classes

500
of,

INDEX.
178

Jesuits,

n.

to

subjected

;

the

272

Coadjutors, 44, 49, 50
Code of legislature for Jesuit

213—215

schools.

moral of the Jesuits, 230—252
Coimbra, first college of the Jesuits
founded at, 62
College of Cardinals, 253
Colleges of the Society, 39, 48, 62,

90; endowed by Gregory XIII.
150; class of education imparted
in, 214; rules for the admission
of pupils to, ibid
internal life
of the, 219;
discipline in, 221;
education of English
youths in'
;

152, 153, 168; established
France, 178, 458; character

408
in,

196

Commerce

of the Order, seat of,
277; character of, in Europe, 335,

336
Commotions among

Communism

the Jesuits,
in America, 303

209

of"

the Order, 23, 24
of Jesus, 45, see
"Society

—

Conclave, affairs of the, 368
372
Confession, doctrine of, 41, 238
244, 287; practised in Jesuit

—

colleges,

220

n.,

221

of the

217, 455

Holy Virgia,
56

provincial,

of the Sacred
Heart,

455

Congress of Poissey, 143
of Worms, 58
Consalves de Camera, influence
Portugal, 171
Conspiracies

of

the

of, in

Jesuits

in

England, 164, 165, 285, 286, 292
in France, 179, 186
in Portugal,

172, 173,

276
Conspirators, trial and execution of,
in England, 285, 289
Constitution of the
Society,
analysis of the, 31—33
;

in

30;
changes

the, 317; exposition of
345
Convent of Santa Martha, 59
of Santa Catherine, 59
Converts, Jesuit, 463
Cordeliers, Order of, 369
Corsica, Jesuits in, 358

the,

Cotton, Father, apologetic letter of,

255

Companions of

Company

277, 278

in
of,

185; in Germany, 196, 452; in
Austria, 200; in Switzerland, 206;
in Spain, 451; in
Gallicia, 452;
in England,
459; in Ireland, 461;
in Italy, 484; number of at
the
time the Society was suppressed,
Cologne, Jesuits

Congregations, general, 53; a5<feculties of
assembling, 134; iufluence of the, 217; decrees of

n.

Contessors, importance of, 236, 237;
influence of, 322; to the
Kings
of France, 254,
255,267, 271, 272
influence of, in
Portugal,

Trent, 143, 144
Court of Rome,
struggles with the
Jesuits, 235, 328; succumbs to
the Order, 322;
two distinct
powers of the, 363
Cracow, Evangelical Church of,
attacked by the Jesuits, 280

Creed,

political,

of

the

Jesuits,

191—193, 931

171; removal of, 335
Congregation of rites, 259, 260 n.
Congregations, or assemblies of the
Order, 53; origin of the, 217;
various denominations of,
ibid;
abolished by the
Parliament, 348

Council of Poissey, 177
Seize, 182 n.

.

Creighton, conspiracy of, 164
Cretineau-Joly, writings of, 15; on
the conspiracies in
England, 161,
on the "Imago Primi
166;
Soeculi," 265; on the conspiracies
in Portugal^ 271; on the conduct

INDEX.
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of the Jesuits in England, 453,
"
459; on
Puseyism," 464

Cromwell, Jesuits discouraged by,
291
Crusades, 475
Cyran, St., 232, 233

D.

Days

of the barricades in France,
181
Decrees against the Jesuits in Portugal, 342 execution of the, 355;

E.

EARTHauAKE

of Lisbon, 334
Edict of Nantes, 270 ; revoked, 271
Edicts of Henry VIII, 63
of Queen Elizabeth against
the Jesuits, 15 7
Education of the Jesuits, 48, 196
197; the cause of their influence,
213; course of, 221; character
of, 222, 224
Election of Generals, 49, 53, 136
145, 149,256
^-of

Popes, party struggles

369
408
in
IGl; in Spain, Elizabeth, Queen, persecuted by the
England,
351
Jesuits, 153, 284; character given
her by the Catholics, 154 ; proDemocracy, encouraged by the
Jesuits, 194
jected assassination of, 164, 165;
excommunication of, 162: her
Diet of Nuremberg, 30
Dissensions
among the Jesuits,
opinions on the apostacy of Henry
IV of France, 183 w.
210
Doctrine of absolution, 13, 243 Elliot, conspirators betrayed by, 161
;

—245
of confession, 140, 238

—

243, 287
of equivocation, 244
of free will, 231

of grace, 231
of infalUbility, 233, 234
of transsression, 238
Doctrines of the Chui'ch of Rome,

_

13, 18, 40
of the Galilean Church,

177, 178, I79w.
of Jansenius, 233, 234
of the Jesuits, 168, 191,
1S4, 230—234, 236—250
Domiiiicans oppose the Jesuits, 231
Don Carlos supported by the Jesuits,

Pedro,

Jesuits expelled

from

Portugal by, 451
Dress of the Jesuits, 43

Mme

de, 386
Prat, Bishop of Clermond, establishes the Jesuits in Paris, 84

Du

Electors,

Emancipation Act, tendency of, to
check the Jesuits, 462
Emperor, attachment of the Romans
to the title, 366
Emperors of Austria, 278, 450
of France, 436, 438, 447
448, 455
of Germany, 75, 365, 368
Emeute des Chapeaux, 350
Emmanuel Sa on the " Political

Creed" of the

Jesuits, 191,

192

Encyclopaedists, 329; attempt to
reform the Order, 347 ; the
French revolution ascribed to,

437

dawn of the Reformation
mission of the Jesuits to,
70, 151
156; conduct of

England,
in, 8

63

451

Dubarry,

for the, 362, 367,

—

—

;

the Jesuits in, 158—162, 283;
peace of, disturbed by them, 169,
284. 292; present relation of the
Jesuits to,

284

— 296

;

194;

their plots in,

position

their suppression,

of,

453

;

2

K

during
Jesuits,
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refugees, admitted to, 459; causes
which tend to check their jirogress
in,

462

manism

efforts

;

to

restore

Ro-

Ferdinand aids the Jesuits in persecuting the Protestants, 278; is
again associated with them, 450

464; destruction of,
intended by the Jesuits, 465,466;

Florence, persecution of Protestants

abandoned by, 476
emissaries in, 464

Florida

in,

Italy

Jesuit

the

at,

477

—

Count,

Blanca,

Ambassador

history of the
Jesuits in Portugal, 332
335
Equivocation, Jesuit doctrine of,

Epitome

of

;

to

Spanish

Rome, 385;

his

hatred of the Jesuits, 427
Fortis elected General, 449
Founders of colleges, benefits de-

244
rived by, 39
Escobar, on the moral doctrines of Founders of the Society, 29
the Jesuits, 236
France, mission of the Jesuits to,
Estates in England given to the
62; opposes the Order, 83
88,
459
175, 177; progress of the Jesuits
Jesuits,
;
consequences of,
460
of
the
civil
in, 178, 181; origin
Establishments of the Order, 366,
wars in, 179; expulsion of Jesuits
410
from, 189, 349; readmits them,
224
226, 450; influence 'of
Europe, state of, in the sixteenth
commerce of the
the Jesuits in, 253, 266, 272,
century, 1 ;
Jesuits
335 337; moral
in,
274; their overthrow in, 328,
condition of, at the period of the
330, 458 ; causes of the, 329,
French revolution, 436, 437
343; encourages political reform,
Eve of St. Bartholomew, massacre
331
revolutions in, 436, 455,
on the, 148, 159
457; present position of the JeExcommunication of Queen Elizasuits in, 458, 489.
beth,
162; of Henry III of Frederick of Prussia protects the
France, 181 ; of the Duke of
Jesuits, 423 ; explanations of his

—

.

—

—

;

Parma, 358
Exeter, Lord Bishop of, a supposed
member of the secret class, 464
Execution of Jesuits in England,

163, 165

conduct, 427—429
Free Will, doctrine of, 231
Friburg, college of, founded, 206;
present condition of the, 450;

congregation
in France,

in

of,

217

189

Portugal,

341
Exercises, religious, in the Church
of Rome, 17; for the Novitiates,

G.

46—48
Gaeta, Pope Pius IX
at,

takes refuge

474

Jesuits in, 435 ; schools
and colleges of, 452
F.
Ganganelli, 369; character of, 370,
372, 374; elected Pope under
Fathers of the Faith, 422; take
the title of Clement XIV, 371,
375; slandered by the Jesuits,
part in the French revolution,
411 ; decline and death of, 413
455; abolished by Napoleon, ibid
Galicia,

INDEX.

—420;
also

his successor, 425.

Clement

Garnet,

connection of with

Plot, 286
Generals of the Order:

powder

See

XIV
Gun-

— Acquaviva,
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General of the
Order, 319
Grace, doctrine of, 231
Great Britain, increased influence of
Gottifredi, elected

the Jesuits in, 153, 465
XII 1, 149
Gregory
colleges
founded by, 150, 153 ; his enmity
1805, 448; Borgia, 1567, 146;
to England,
Caraffa, 1646, 317; Czerniwiecz,
159; to John of
assemblies orSweden, 205 ;
432; Fortis, 1820, 449; Gon217
zales,1687,324; Gottifredi, 1652,
ganized by,
Jesuits
319; Grouba, 1801,432; KoUer, Grenada,
in, 139, 287
432; Lainez, 1558, 136; Len- Grouber, chosen General in Russia,
433
keawiecz, 432; Loyola, 1541,58;
432,
Mercurianus, 1572, 150; Nickel, Guise, Duke of, 179; chosen chiel
of
the Holy Alliance, 180; his
1652, 319; Noyelle, 1681,324;
ambition and death, 181
Oliva, 1664, 320; Piccolomini,
1649, 319; Ricci, 1758, 357; Guinard executed in France, 189
Rootham, 1829, 458; Tambourini, Gunpowder Plot, connection of the
Jesuits with, 283
1705, 325; Vitelleschi, 1615,
286; results
of the, 292
256
34, 45, 48;
powers of, 31
election of, 49, 53, 136 ,145, 319;
limitation of the office, 137, 212;
their influence on the congreH.
gations, 217; diminished power
their office in canoniof, 256
Habeas Corpus Act, origin of
zation, 311 n.
Genoa, Jesuits repulsed from, 358
the, 292
Germany, dawn of the Reformation Hanover, House of, conduct of the
Jesuits under the, 459
in, 8; mission of the Jesuits to,
59; decline of the Order in, 75, Henry III of France, 179; character of, ISO, 181 ; death of, 182
76; Jesuit influence in, 194;
IV of Bourbon forms a
miseries arising to the country
from, 278; Princes of, limit the
league with PhOip of Spain, 182;
abjures the loctrines of Calvin,
authority of the Jesuits, 327, 328;
183, 270 ; attempted assassinaJoseph, Emperor of, visits Rome,
tion of, 187, 189 ; re-establishes
365 369; Jesuits dismissed from,
the Jesuits in France, 225; grants
452; present position of, ibid
death of,
letters patent, 254
Gesu, visit of the Emperor Joseph
ibid
to the, 366, 367 ; Jesuits reassembled at the, 447
VIII of England and the
Gioberti on the "Secret Class,"
Jesuits, 63, 64
"
46; on the
Spirit of the Con- Hierarchy of the Jesuits, 45, 53
stitution," 317; his death, 473». Hindoos, missions of the Jesuits to
Goa, arrival of Xavier at, 101 ;
the, 108, 109
character of the inhabitants, 102
Holland, Jesuits in, 453
elected, 1581, 210; Barzozowski,

;

—

—

'

;

—

;

Gospels,
suits,

as

1^3

translated

by the Je-

Holy

Alliance, or League, purport
members of, ibid
;

of the, 180
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Houses connected
leges, 214

witli Jesuit

Col-

of novitiate, 46
of probation, 32
of professed members, 408
Huguenots, persecution of the, 270,

Instructions, gratuitously imparted
by the Jesuits, 198, 327; design
of, 213; character of the, 221
Insurrections in America, 333
in England, 63, 285

in France, 273
in Madrid, 350, 451
273; massacre of, 271
"
Hume on
Babington's Conspi- Interim, published by Charles V, 75
Intrigues of the Court of Rome,
racy," 167
363. 364
on the "Jesuit Conspiracies
in England," 162, 163
Ireland, Jesuits sent to, 64; their
design and work in, 68; renewed

mission

461
in,

introduced into the
Christian form of worship, 108

Idolatry,

—

111; practised in America, 307
"
"
Ignatius of Loj'ola, see
Loyola
Ignorance, doctrine of the invincibility of, 238, 239
11 Gesuita Moderno, 473
Images, worship of, taught by the
Jesuits,

249
Soeculi, 263,

to, 151 ; Jesuit college in,
rapid increase of the Jesuits

462

Isabella Pcosello, see *'Rosello"
of Spain, opposed by the

I.

Imago Primi

;

264

India, Jesuit missions to, 101, 297;
influence of the Jesuits in, 128;

Jesuit commerce in, 336
Indians, effects of Spanish cruelties
on the, 297; drilled by the
to arms, 305;
Jesuit
Jesuits
influence over the, 301, 302, 305;
revolt of, 333

Jesuits, 451
Italians, their hatred to the Order,

449, 450
of civilization, 6;
restoration of the Inquisition in,
62; influence of the Jesuits in,

Italy, the centre

political reform encouraged
331; Jesuits expelled from,
357, 358, 473; re-established in,
447; present power of the Jesuits
in, 469, 471; state of before the
pontificate of Pius IX, 470, 471;
civil wars in, 474
478

253;
in,

—

Ingoldstadt, Jesuit college at, 197

James

II, reign of, 293
VI, designs of the Jesuits on,
164, 284; his connection with,
169
Jansenism, origin of, 232
Inquisitors, appointment of, 60
Jansenius, 232; persecution of, 268,
Inspruck, Jesuit college of, 452
273
Institute, Jesuit, established by Parliament, 348
Japan, Jesuit mission to, 104; character of the Japanese, ibid
Institutions, founded by Loyola in
Jesuits, origin of the, 24; requireRome, 59
ments of, 34, 35, 38; dress of,
religious, of the Jesuits,
455
43; characteristics of the, 67»

Innocent X, Pope, 233

Inquisition, restored by Loyola, 59;
rules of the, 60, 61; working of
in Italy, 61 ; in Spain, 148, 209
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Jesuits in Poland, 202, 203, 253,
195, 493, 495 works of, G8, 69;
280, 282
innvo90;
their
of
success,
causes
in Portugal, 171, 172, 253,
wealth of,
rality of, 140—143;
the
275, 277, 331, 334, 342
over
influence
of,
150, 493;
in Prussia, 423—429
minds of youth, 1G9; political
Russia, 423, 430, 431
creed of, 150, 191—193, 194;
in Sardinia, 448
and
reflections on the influence
in Scotland, 152, 169
Europe,
;

.

m

conduct of, throughout
207, 208; internal commotions
of the Order, 209 influence of,
ascen213, 217, 256, 312, 458;
other powers,
dancy of over all
218, 253; moral code of the, 231;
;

principal seat of their power, 254;

ooo
i//, ooo
durin? the Thirty
Years' War, 278, 279; causes of

commerce
conduct

,

ot,

of,

and

—

in Sicily, 433
in Silesia, 424,

433

451
Spain, 209, 350, 450,
in Sweden, 195, 205

-in

—
—

205
Venetian States, 226
in White Russia, 430, 433
under the House of Hanover,
459, 462, 469
under Mazzarini, 267
under Richelieu, 266, 267

—

—

in Switzerland,

in the

the discord between them
other orders, 311; causes of their
true
attach- Jesuitism, progress of, 58, 59;
decline, 315, 326—329;
277, 311; compared
spirit of,
ment of, to the Order, 321;
with Protestantism, 464; spread
condition of,
golden age of, 322;
decline of,
of, in England, 460;
in the seventeenth century, 323;
in Germany, 75; in Spain, 78
downfall of, 326—329; expelled
in France,
81; in Portugal, 82;
from Portugal, 343; from France,
83
351,
350,
from
Spain,
348, 349;
to the John III, of Portugal, 171
358; refused admission
of Sweden, subverts ProtestrePapal dominions, 357, 358;
antism and aids the Jesuits, 203;
abolition
358;
into
Corsica,
ceived
vaccilation of, 204, 205
the
of the, 376; suppressed by
175;
I, of Portugal,
of
the,
condition
Joseph
^atPope, 380, 387;
assassination of 339, 34(
422
435;
tempted
their
after
suppression,
de365;
of
Germany,
II,
436— 4G7;

—

—

,

re-estabUshment of,
the natural enemies of liberty,
438; present designs of, 454;
in

their

and

position
491
year 1848, 469,
in America,
Jesuits

after

398,

367

signs of on Papal" power,
tear"
jaiius Caesar, see
the Justitia Britannica, 163

301,

333
in Austria,

.

in

194,

200

England, 155—168, 170,

K.

283,284,291
Father, President of Jesuit
in France, 176-179, 182, Kenney,

461
colleges in Ireland,
202
King of the Jesuits,
330 349
28;
Jesuit, of Poland, 202,
in Germany, 194, 198—202, Kings,
of Portugal, 175
278, 327
the Order, 432
Kolltr, General ot
in Great Britain, lo3

184—189, 224, 271—274, 328—
'
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L.

Lachatse,

Pere,

Lombardy, Jesuits

270

Lacroix on the " Political Creed"
of the Jesuits, 193
Lainez, a companion of Loyola, 23
accompanies him to Rome, 26
erects a convent in Venice, 62
Vicar-General,
133,
attends the Congress of
Poissy, 143; assembles the Council of Trent, ibid ; character and
death of, 144; instigates the per-

appointed

136

;

secution of the Waldenses, 206
his successor, 145

;

Lambertini, 338
Lavallette, Father, 38 ; character of,
344, 345
Laws enacted in England against
the Jesuits, 167, 292
issued in Fraiuce agains*. the
Jesuits, 189

League,

or

"Holy Union," 179;

chief of, elected, 180; object of
the, ibid; termination of the, 184 ;
part taken by the Jesuits in, 185

Lefevre, a

of the Order,

Companion

one

23;

of

its

founders,

28;

mission of, to Spain, 58
Legends of Loycla, 22 n., 23 n.
Leghorn, Jesuits repulsed from,
358 becomes an Austrian port,
477
Lejay, mission of, to Germany, 59
;

Leo X, character

487

in,

Loyola, Ignatius, biography of, 10,
21, 23; writings of, 14—17,

30

n,

;

of.

age

visions of, 15; pilgrimhis attempts at pro;

21

22;

selytism,

24,

of,

disciples

28; vows of, 24, 25 ; elected First
General of the Order, 57; institutions founded by, 59 ; character
of, 90; his correspondence with
the Sovereigns of Europe, 93 ;
illness and'' death of,
93, 94;
canonized as a saint, 262 ; statue
of, 367 ; state of the Society at
his

death,

408

;

his chief aim,

493
Louis XIII, Jesuit influence under,

266

XIV, confessors of, 267, 272
assumes the Government, 269
marries Madame de Maintenon,
272
;

;

XV

supports the Jesuits, 330;
character of, 346
leon

Napoleon,
"

Louvaine,

Jesuit

see

"

college

Napofirst

founded at, 62
Lucerne invaded by the Jesuits, 458
Luther, excommunication of, 8 ;
doctrines of, 2.32

Luynes, Cardinal, 346

of, 7

M.

Leopold, Duke of Tuscany, 365;
admits the Jesuits, 4 86
Lepanto, battle of, 148

Madiais,

273
Lettre de cachet, 272

of the, 487
Madrid, insurrection of the Jesuits

Letellier, 272,

n.

Liberals, Jesuits opposed to, 438;
hatred of Pope Pius IX to,

474
Lisbon, the seat of Jesuit commerce,
277
great earthquake in, 334
;

Literature, importance of, 222
Liverpool, Jesuits established

459

offence

and punishment

in, 350, 451
Maintenon, Madame de. 270, 272
Malabar, mission of Xavier to, 103
Malacca, Jesuit mission to, 1 04

Malta, commerce of the Jesuits

in,

337
at,

Manifesto against

335

the Coafessors,
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Manifesto against

Jesuits

the

Portugal, 342
Marca, Archbishop

of

in

Toulouse,

269
persecutes the Jesuits, "
Political
Mariana. John, on the

Monasteries, 369 n.
Monks, Benedictine, 4G6
Month of Ivlary, or period consecrated to the worship of the Vir-

gin, 249
the Jesuits, 238
192
INlorality of
—252
408
Morals, Jesuit Code of, 230
262,
the
of
Society,
Martyrs
receives the Jeof
England
Mary
suits, 152
of Scotland, 162
Mass, benefits procured by, 46
N.
Massacre of the Huguenots, 271
Bartholomew's
St,
on
of the, Nantes, edict of, passed, 270;
Eve, 159 ; consequences
revoked, 271
179
reform encouraged
461
Naples, political
Maynooth, college of,
from,
in, 331; Jesuits expelled
Mazzarini, 267
485;
in,
re-established
358;
Memorial of the Jesxiits in England
486
government of.
to the Pope, 163, 285
of
fall of, 436; causes
Mercurianus elected General, 149; Napoleon,
Jesuits encouraged
448;
447,
the,
150;
death
of,
character and
by, 455
of the Jesuits to,

Creed

"

of the Jesuits,

submission

.

209
Metternich refuses to admit
Jesuits to Austria, 452
Missionaries,

Jesuit,

—

first

the

sent to

England, 64 66
Missions of the Jesuits in America,

•

1

Louis, his connection with
the Jesuits, 438, 454, 491; supin the late revoports the Pope
lution,

475

165
Nevil, the conspirator,
Nickel, General,

319;

is

deposed,

320

Nobili, Father, 108
in China, 105,
297^
Norwich, Jesuits established in,
in England, 151, 171
459
in Europe generally, 62
Novices, 46
-in France, 179
Novitiates. 408, 451
in Germany, 75
General, 324
to the Holy Land, 24, 25 NoyelU,
Nuns, 233; persecution of, 2.9,
in India, 96—129, 297
270
in Ireland, 152
175
in Portugal, 171
in Scotland, 152, 169

.

—

political,

of the Jesuits to

England, 63

O.

Modena, Jesuits in, 4G9
Mohilow, Bishop of, 431
Molina, on the doctrine of Free
Will, 231
Molinisra, 231
destrucMonastery of Port Royal,
tion

of;,

274

Oates, character and

plot of, 292,

293
Officers of the Order, 38,

54—56

Oldcorne, Father, 28'J n.
character
lOiiva, General, 320;
,

of,
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321; corresponds with
of Europe, 322

sove-

tlie

J-eigris

Queen Elizabeth, 164;
and execution of, 165
Parson, heads the Jesuit mission to
England, 154, 155; is persecuted
by the Enghsh, 160; escapes to
France, 164; attempt to dispose
of the crown, 284
assassinate

trial

Olivarez, attacks the Jesuits, 389
Order of Cordeliers, 3G9
of Franciscans,

369, 371
of Jesuits, oricrin of
the, 9;
founders of the, 29;
generals of
"
the, see
Generals;" companions Pascal, on " Invincible
Ignorance,"
of the, 23; assemblies of
the, 53;
240; exposes the Jesuit constiprogress of the, 57, 62; causes
tution,

which led

to its ultimate destruc-

tion, 228,

325—327; new phase

of the
history

demanded,

of,

253; reform

346;

abolition

of,
of,

348, 350, 355, 362; suppression
382, 383; policy of the,
of,^360,
433;
re-establishment
in
of,

Rome, 439; present
466

designs
o

of Theatines, 25
Orders suppressed
the
by
^

389

of,,

Popes.
ir

'

Paul IIT, 28; issues a bull in
favour
of the Jesuits,
62; sends Jesuit?
to Ireland,

64
IV, CarafFa, 24, 25; opposes
the Jesuits, 94;
at war with
Spain, 133; death of, 139
232
^—
V, —
Pellico, Francis, on the "
7

Secret

•

religious, instituted
Jesuits, 455

345

Pasquier, on ''the Jesuits in Portugal," 172, 173
Passports, spiritual, granted by the
Jesuits, 323, 324

by the

Class," 46
Percy, reveals the

Oudinot, General, 4/5, 479

285

Gunpowder

Plot,

Persecutions of the Protestants in
France, 159, 179,269—271; in

P.

Padua,

Jesuit college founded at,

62
Palafox, Bishop, history of, 309
Palestine, pilgrimage of Lovola to,

21, 26

Pampeluna, Loyola wounded at the

Germany, 201, 278, 279; in the
Papal States, 477; in Poland,
202, 280; in Wilna, 280
Phihp II, 136; opposes the Jesuits.
140; is crowned King of Portugal,
174; joins the League, 1S2;
character
Ill,

influence under.

IV, 274

Papists, 293; efforts of the, to restore Romanism into Eno^land

464
Jesuits

established

of Orleans,
France, 330
Philosophers, 6

made Regent

of

at,

Piccolomini, 278; elected General.

in,

Piedmont, exclusion of the Jesuits
from, 487, 488
Pierre Carraffa, see Paul IV
Pilgrimages of Loyola, 21, 24, 26
Pius V, character of,
146; subjects
the Jesuits to monastic
duties,

301

319

Paris, operations of the

181; siege

of,

League

184

Parma, Jesuits expelled from, 358
Duke of, excommunicated,
359
Parry,

267

275

siege of, 11

Paraguay,

of,

Jesuit

William,

his

project

to
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148; issues a bull against Queen Popes of Rome, 6; infallibility of.
233; secular power of, 361,
EUzabeth, 153
election of, 369
Pius VI, 426
VII, 438; the Order of Jesuits Port Roval, sisterhood of, 233,
re-established by, 439; is wor269, 270; monastery of, 274
Portugal, Jesuits in, 82, 171, 332—
shipped by tiie people, 447
335; their supremacy in, 25o;
IX, auspicious commencement
of his reign, 471; his struggles
conspiracies in, 275, 276; political reform encouraged in, 331;
with the Jesuits, 472
474; flies
to
Gaeta, 474; restoration of,
possessions of, in America, ex481
changed with Spain, 333; Jesuits
Poland, works of the Jesuits in,
expelled from, 342 re-established
194, 202; their supremacy in,
in, 451
of
the
Protest253; persecution
Possevin, persecutes the V/aldenses,
ants in, 380, 381; expulsion of
207
Jesuits
435
the
from,
Postulants, rules for the admission

—

;

Policy of the Society, great change
in the,

224

Pombal, Marquis of, 332; heroic
conduct of, in the great earthquake, 334; increasing power of,
335; opposes the Jesuits, 339;
issues a deci'ee for their expulsion
from Portugal, 343; attempts to

reform the Order, 34 7

Pompadour, 3iladame

de,

343; op-

poses the Jesuits, 346; her successor,

386

Pontecorvo, seized by the French,

359
Popery, means by which it has been
preserved in England, 285
decline of, in France, 490
decline of, in Italy,

490

Pope Adrian VI, 30
Benedict, 128, 328, 338
Clement VIII, 231, 232
XIII, 338, 339

XIV, 371, 372, 381
-385,
-

-

412—420

Gregory XIII, 149, 153, 159
Innocent X, 233
Pius V, 146, 148, 153
VI, 426
VII, 438, 439, 447
IX, 471—474, 481
Sixtus V, 182
Urban, 233

of,

31—33, 37

Poverty of the Jesuits, 38
Prague, Jesuit assembly in, 217
Preston, Jesuits established in, 459
Priests of the Order, 40;
their
influence over the people, 217
Printing, introduction of, 9
Probabilism, Jesuit doctrine of, 237,

241; effects of, 244, 245
Procession to the Church of Gesu,

59
Processions, Catholic, 131, 132
Proclamations, 157, IGO
issued in England
against the Jesuits, 161
abolishino: the

Order

in Spain, 351
Professed, Jesuit class of the, 50;
admission of, to the Order, ibid;

vows taken by the, 51; increased
numbers of the, 316
Professio

Fidei,

restored

in

Ger-

many, 199
Proselytism, Jesuit, 463, 464, 466
Protestantism, early characteristics
of, 58;
powerfully opposed by
the Jesuits, 195; reaction against

Germany, 199; extirpated from
the Imperial cities, 201; subverted in Poland, 203, 280— 28i:;
attacked in Sweden, 203; reattacked in
established, 204;
in
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—

England by the Puseyites, 264
266; results of these contests on,
235

Protestants, projected massacre of,
by the Papists, 156; persecution
of, by Pope Gregory, 159; encouraged in France, 179; persecution of, by the Jesuits, 201,
202, 269—271, 278, 279, 280;

extirpation

of,

enjoined on Catholic
of, in the pre-

466; duty

priests,

sent religious

crisis,

467

educated in Jesuit col-

198

leges,

massacre of the, 159
in France,

179,

269—

271
in

Ravaillac, the assassin of Henry IV,
254; Jesuits accused as his ac-

complices, ibid
Rectors, appointment of, 38, 49, 55
Reductions, or Village Missions,
life
in
302;
government of

in Poland, 202,

280—

late

Purgatory,

of,

452

doctrine

of,

king

40 — 42;

propounded by Father Maldonat,

304;
306;

303,
305,

of the Jesuits
— 447;
consequences

of the, 447

Reform,

Provincials, election of, 55
Prussia, Jesuits admitted to, 423,

the,

in

Rome, 439

282

the,

insurrections in the, 333
Re-estabUshment of the Jesuits in
France, 436

Germany, 201,278,

279

429;

merce of the Jesuits," 336; on
"
Expulsion of the Jesuits
from Spain," 352
Ratio Studiorum, or Code of School
Legislature, 213; importance of
the, 224; condemned by the Inquisition, 231
the

political, enoourai>:ed

sovereigns of Europe, 33
Reformation, dawn of the, 6

by the
;

pro-

gress of, in Europe, 8,30; opposed
by the Jesuits, 90, 95, 235; results of, in

Germany, 199
Rome, 363

Regalisti of the Court of

179 n.
Pusey, Dr., a supposed

member

of

the Fifth Secret Class, 464
Puseyites, progressive work of the,
464; similarity of, to Jesuitism,

Regeneration, doctrine

Germany,

199, 200
Religion of the Jesuits, 194; taught
in

ibid

P) thoness, the, of Velantano, 413

18

of,

Relics, i-estoiation of, in

schools, 216; superstitions of

the,

308

Republic, veneration of the
for the,

Romans

366
Venetian, Jesuits expelled

from

Q.

QurxET,

on the

'^

Paraguay Mis-

sions," 306

Raggoxico, character

of,

338

" State of
Religion

2^10;

227

Reservation, mental, encouraged in
confession, 244
Restrictions imposed on the Jesuits
in France, 177
Revolution of 1688, in England,
294; causes of the, ibid
of 1830, prepared by
the Jesuits, 454; causes of the,

R.

Ranke, on the
in America,"

the,

on the "

Com

457
French, conduct of the
Jesuits in die, 436, 455
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Revolution in Rome, 170, 171;
causes of the, 475 results of the,
;

Saints, Catholic, requisitions for,
476, 477
14
Rheims, Jesuit college at, 168
to
Jesuit, 35, 257 ; canoniRicci, General, 348; efforts of,
3017?.;
zation of, 258—262,
save the Society, 357; denies the
number of, at the suppression of
wealth of the Jesuits, 410; is
the Order, 408
to the Castle of St.
sent
prisoner

Saldanha, Cardinal, censures the
430
Angelo, 411; death of,
Jesuits, 338
Richeheu, Cardinal, 233; Jesuit
Salmeron, mission of, to Ireland, 64
influence under, 266, 267
Saragossa, opposition to the Jesuits
Riots in England, 169
in, 81
of, 270
Rochelle, siege
Rodolph II, persecutes the Protestants in Germany, 201
to JesuitRodriguez, conversion of,

ism, 23

;

mission

59; recall

Romanism,

of,

of, to

in

202
Sweden, 203

opposition

of,

to

of,

448

49;

;

Clas-

vows of

the,

ibid; mode of training. 214, 215
studies of the, 221
School of St. Cyran, 233

Germany,

in Poland,

in

sification of,

82

restored

King

Scholastics, or. Scholars, 44

Portugal,

201

Romans,

Sardinia, Jesuit

-

Schoolmasters, Jesuit, 216
Schools of the Order, 39; professors of the, 196; code of legislation, for, 213; masters of the,
the

217; influence of the, 455
servants
for the poor, 197
educated in, 455
89; Sicily, Jesuits in, 433
of

Jesuits, 472; gallant defence
their country by, 476
Rome, charitable institutions of, 59;

opposition to the Jesuits in,
Jesuit influence in, 384; return
of the Jesuits to, 447; the ruin

of England desired by, 465
civil
Jesuits expelled from, 473
entered by the
wars in, 475
;

;

;

French, 478, 479
Rosaries, use of, vindicated, 249
Rossi, mission of, to Rome, 457, 458
Rules for the admission of Postulants, 31, 32,

for

37

the expulsion of

bers, 42
of the Inquisition, 61
of the Jesuit schools,

215

mem-

213,

;

Scotland, missions of the Jesuits to,
152; their influence in, 169
Secreta Monita, the, 250; reascn

why

be apothey are believed to

crj'phal,

251

Secret Class of the Jesuits, 45, 462

supposed members of,

in

464
Sherwin,
163

trial

and

execution

of,

Siege of Paris, 184
Siestrencewiecz, 431
of Sweden, su]'Sigisraond, King
is non.iports the Jesuits, 195;
nated their King, 202; suceeeus

John III, 205
be observed in making
Silesia, Jesuits in, 424, 425
257, 262
484
Russia, Jesuits protected in, 423, Simoncelli,
374
430 ; progress of the Society in, Simony, sin of, 373,
432 ; Jesuits expelled from, by Sin, Jesuit notions of, 23S
484
435
Sinigallia, execution at, 481,
Alexander, 433
to

saints,

—

;

England,
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V, 184 ;
supports the
takes part with
League, 188
Acquaviva, 211
Sisters of Port Royal, 233 ;
perSixtus

;

St.

Petersburgh,
from, 434

Jesuits

expelled

Thomas, theology of, 230
States of the Church, seized from
secution of, 274
the Jesuits, 359; miserable conof the Sacred Heart, 455
dition of the, 479
Society of Jesus, 24 ; founders of
Roman, political trials in
constitution of the, 44,
the, 29
the, 482
316, 318; great change in the
Venetian, expulsion of the
Jesuits from the, 227;
their
policy of the, 224 ; overgrowing
influence of, 253 ; authenticity of
return to the, 228
the, 263; attachment of members Stoneyhurst, settlement of the Jesuits
to the, 321
destruction of, 325;
at, 459, 460
reformation of, 346
suppression Styria, Jesuits in, 452
of, 374 ; progress of the, 407 ; Sully, on the recall of the Jesuits to
St.

;

'

;

;

origin of, 408 ; re-e.stablishment
of, 439 ; character of, 494
established
in

abolished
from
209 ;
Spain,
Spain, 350
abolished in France,

France, 225, 226
Superiors,
appointment of, 49;
duties of, 55; immorality of, 319
Superstitions of the Jesuits, 197
Suppression of the Jesuits, 380

—

383; powers united in the accom348
plishment of the, 386; brief for
the, 387, 406; conduct of the
supported
by the
Sovereignty,
Jesuits during the period of, 422
Jesuits, 195; Jesuit doctrine of,
493
Sweden, teachings of the Jesuits in,
194; becomes a Romish province,
Spain, success of the Jesuits in, 62;
oppositions raised against them
78; works of the Inquisition

in,

203; restoration
204

of,

to the Pro-

testants,

148; General Acquiviva's in- Switzerland, dawn of the Reformation in, 8
invaded by the
in, 228, 274
political
reform encouraged in, 331 ; AmeJesuits, 450, 458; Jesuits estarican possessions of, exchanged
blished in, 306
with Portugal, 333 Jesuits exin,

fluence

;

;

;

pelled

from,

350;

restored

to,

450
Speculations,
Jesuits,

commercial,

of

the

336

Spits of the Jesuits,

T.

35; payment

elected General, 325
Tanucci, Minister of Spain, 331
book of, 15; quotations from the, Tavora, Marquis of, accused of
16 20; opinions of Cardinal
assassinating the king, 340; persecution of the family of, ibid
Wiseman on the, ibid; the work
Marchioness of, executed,
submitted to the Inquisition, 89
341
Squillace, Minister of Spain, 331
St. Bartholomew's Eve, 159
Theatines, origin and doctrines of
the Order, 25
St. Cyran, Abbot of, 232; school
of,

45

Spiritual

Tambourini,

Exercises,

origin

of the

—

of,

233

Theologians, Jesuit, 235

5 IB

INDEX.
Theology

of .he Jesuits,

230
^

457
Thiers, Jesuits opposed by,
advanThirty Years' War, 278;
the Jesuits from
tages derived by

Vienna, Jesuit schools of, 197
Virgin Mary, the worship of, taught
250
by the Jesuits, 247
Vitelleschi elected General of the

—

Order, 250; character

279

the,

Thomists, doctrines of the, 232
Tilly, 278
.

Toledo, opposition to the Jesuits

.

in,

80

of,

of,

316;

Voltaire, character of, 347
Vows of the Coadjutors, 56

Jesuits, 24,

Torridani, Cardinal, 339
to
Touron, Cardinal, Pope's Legate
India, 114; decree of, forbidding
Malabar rites, 115—117; mission
of,

of,

intiueuce of the GeneraFs decline
317
during his Generalate,

mula of

26;

for-

47
Novices, 46

the,
-

Professed, 51, 52

Scholars, 46
banishment
China,
143
125 imprisonment and death Voyages of Lainez,
127
doctrine of, 238

123;

to

;

Transgression,
Trials,

political,

the

in

Roman

482—484

States,

Tuscany, Jesuits

in,

486 persecu487
;

W.

tion of Christians in,

characteristics of the,
of,
by the
persecution
Jesuits, 207, 453
Wall. Minister of Spain, 431
Walsingham aids Parry's conspiracv against Queen Elizabeth, 16o
War between Sweden and Poland,

Waldenses,
206;

U.
Universities,

Jesuit,

196

letter
University of Cracow,
addressed to the University

of,

205

of

Louvain, 281
»
of Louvain, 281
Urban Vlll, Pope, 233

declared against Rome, 422
of the Jesuits. 278, 279, 422
Wars, Civil, in France, 179 ; origin
of the, ibid; projected by the
termination of the

.

Wars

Pope, 182;
183

in

Rome, 475

— 480

206,
Switzerland,
the Jesuits,
instigated by
in

458;
Gabriel, on the "Political
" of the Jesuits, 192
Creed
Venice, Jesuit power in, 227
de Hauranne, Abbot of St.

VAsauEZ,

Verger
Cyran, 232
Verona, persecution of Protestants
at, 477
Vicar-General, appointment of, 320
of Russia, 431
,

.

ibid

Wealth of the Jesuits, 39, 408;
means by which it is acquired,
effects of the,
40, 42, 150, 279;
82 ; estimate of 409,491 ; sources
of, ibid

Weeks

of spiritual exercises, 16

—

18

Weld, Mr.,

estates in

England pre-

514
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sented to the Jesuits
by, 459;
son of, enters the
Order, 4 GO
West Indies, commerce of the Jesuits in the,

336

Jesuits in, 430, 433
persecution of the Protes-

tants in,

sion

to

to

of,

conduct

at

the

India,

Goa, 101
coast

280

99,

100;

his misof Malabar,
exertions of,
;

103 to China, 105
;
to convert
idolators, 102
;

White Russia,
Wilna,

mission
his

;

illness

and death of, 106; canonization
257, 262
^
Ximenes, Cardinal, college erected
by, at Alcala, 22
of,

William, King of Nassau, treachery of the Jesuits to, 453
Wiseman, Cardinal, on the " Spiritual Exercises,"
16; mission
of, to England, 64
Worship of images encouraged, 249
of the Virgin
incul-

Y.

Mary

cated by the Jesuits, 247
Writers, Jesuit, 222
Writings of the Jesuits, 224, 247

Year,

secular, solemnization of the

263
Yorkshire, estates
the Jesuits,

in,

presented to

459,460

X.
Z.

Xavier,

Francis, a Companion of
the Order, 23; mission
of, to

Portugal,

59; character

of,

98;

Zelanti, of
363
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Tasso, Egmont, &c., by Miss Swanwick ; and Gbtz von Berlichingen, by
Sir Waltee Scott.
Fronti&piecs.
Vol. 4. Novels and Tales.
Vol. 6. Wilhelm Meieter's Apprenticeship.

Vol.

Conversations with
Translated
Soret.

6.

and

OXENFORD.
Poems and
7.

Vol.

Hermann and

Ecbermann
by John

Ballads, including

Dorothea.

by E. A. BowRiKG,

Translated

C.B.

Correspondence with SchillerSee Schiller.

Greene, Marlowe, and Ben Jonson,
Poems of.
Edited by Robert Bell.
With Bif'graphies. In 1 vol.

Gregory's

(Dr.)

Evidences, Doctrines,

and Duties of the Christian Religion.

Suizot's Representative Gcvemment.
Translated by A. R. Scoble,
History of the English Revolution of 1640, Translated by William

Hazutt.

Portrait.

History of Civilization, Translated by
Portrait.

WiLLiAii Hazlitt.

Hazlitt's Tahle Talk.
in one volume.

lectures

In 3 vols.

A New

on

Edition

the

Comic

of
of Shakespear's Plays.

tions

racteristics,

&c.

Sketches and Essays,

Wlnterslow (Essays Written there).
Edition.

Twice

1.

In 2 vols.

i'old

and

Tales,

the

Snow Image.
Vol.

2.

Scarlet Letter,

and tha House

with the seven Gables.

Seine's Poems, complete, ftom the
German, by K A. Bowrino, C.B. 5s.
its

Hungary:

History and Revolu-

with a Memoir oi Kossuth from
new and authentic sources. Portrait.
tions

;

(Colonel), Memoirs
with the Siege of Latham House.

Hutchinson

of,

Irving's CWashington) Life and Letters.
By his Nephew, Ptebrb E. Ikvtng.
In 2 vols.

Por-

Life of "Washington.
In 4 vols.

trait.

In

"Works.

Complete

11

vols.

Vol. 1. Salmagundi and Knickerbocker
Portrait of the Author.
Vol. 2. Sketch Book and Life of Goldsmith.
Vol. 3. Bracebridge Hall and Abbotsford and Newstead.
VoL 4. Tales of * Traveller and the

Alhambra.
5. Conquest of Granada and Con-

Vol.

quest of Spain.
Vols. 6 and 7. Life of Columbus and'.
Companions of Columbus, with a new
Index. Fine Portrait.
Vol. 8. Astoria and Tour in the Prairies.
Vol,

9.

Mah.

Diet

and

his Successors.

Vol. 10. Conq::est of Florida and
ventures of Captain Bonneville.

Ad-

Biographies and Miscellanies.
For separate Works, tee C'hxap Series.

VoL

11.

James's

((J.

P. R.)

Richard Coeur-de-

Lion, King of England. Portraits. 2 vols.
Louis XIV, Portraits, 2 vols

-——

ditions,

Letters,

with

and an Index.

ists.

Portraits,

Notes,

Ad-

In 2 vols.

in 3 vols.

Restoration of the Monarchy,
with Index.

Plain Speaker.
Bound Table; the Conversaof James Nobthcotk, R.A. ; Cha-

—

Hawthorne's Tales.

Lamartine's History of the Girond-

Lectures on the Literature
the Age of Elizabeth, and on Cbaracterg

"

Dr. Gregory, and an Essiiy on his Character by John P'osteb, PoT^ait.

Junitts's

Writers, and on the English Poeta.

—

(Bev. Robert) Miscellaneous
Works and Remains, with Memoir by

Vol.

pular Ignorance,
Sections,

Hall's

Portraits,

in 4 vols.

French Revolution of 1848,
with a

fine frontispiece.

Lamb's (Charles) Ella and Eliana.
Complete Edition.

and
New

Dramatic Poets of the Time
of Elizabeth; Including hia Selection.? frcm
the Garrick Plays.
1ft

A CATALOGUE OF
TransLanzi's History of Painting.
lated by Roscos. Portraits. In S vols.

Ranke's Servia and the Servian Re-

Works.

Reynolds' (Sir
Literary
Joshua)
Works. Portrait. In 2 vole.
Richt«r (Jean Paul Fr.)
Autobiography and Levana. With Memoir.
Flower. Fruit, and Thorn

Dramatic

Chief

Lessing's

Translated.

[In the Press.

CMef Prose Works.

Trans-

[771

the Press.

lated.

Locke's Philosophical Works, con-

taining an Essay on the Human Understanding, &;c., with Notes and Index by
J. A. St. John.
Portrait. In 2 vols.

Life and Letters, with Exfrom his Common-Place Books, by
Lord King.

volution.

A

Pieces.

Xovel.

Roscoe's Life and Pontificate of
Leo X., with the Copyright Notes, and an
Index.

in 2 vols.

Portraitt.

'

tracts

Lnther's Table Talk.

WiLUAM

HAZLrrr.

Translated by

Portrait.

Machiavelli'a History of Florence,
The Prince, and other Works. Portrait.

Martineau's History of tho Peace
from 1815-18-46.

Life of Lorenzo de Medici,
with the Copyright Notes, &c. Portrait.

Works.

Schiller's

Vol

Translated

K,

into

In 6 vols.

English,

Thirty Years' War, and Revolt
of the Netherlands.
VoL 2. Continuation of the Revolt
of the Netherlands; Wallensteln'a
Camp ; the Piocolomini ; the Death
of Wallenstein and William TelL

'

For-

In 3 vols.

traits.

of, by
In 2 vols.
Portraitt.

Kelly.

4 vols.

Menzel's History of Germany.

Walter

Russia, History

1.

;

Michelet's Life of Luther.

Translated

3. Don Carlos, Mary Stuart, Maid
of Orleans, and Bride of Messina.

VoL

by William Hazlitt.

Roman Eepublic.
by William Hazlitt.

Vol.

In-

French

1789

to 1814.

Portrait*.

Vol.

Works, with

Indtx.

In 5 vols.

Mitford's (Mary R.) Our Village. Improved Ed., complete. Illustrated. 2 vols

Moliere's Plays. Translated by C. H.
Wall. In 3 vols.

Neander's Church History.
lated

:

with General Index.

EISON.

—

History of Literattire, An-

•

cient and Modem. Now first completely
translated, with Greneral Index.

Philosophy

of

History

Translated by J. B. ROBEKTSON.

Transkted.

First Planting
anity, and Antignostikns.
2 vols.

of

Christi-

Dramatic
Translated.

.

PO','

In 2 vols.

History.
J£sthetic and Miscellaneous
Works.

Sheridan's

Christian Life in the Early
and Middle Ages, Inclnding his Ldght in

Literature.

Portrait.

Modem

Translated. In

History of Christian Dogmas.

Translated.

Correspondence with Goethe,
by L. Dora Sckmitz. 2 vols.
Schlegel's Philosophy of Life and
of Language, translated by A. J. W, MoR-

trait.

Life of Christ.

——

^s-

translated

Trans-

In 10 vols.

C.B.
Philosophical Letters and

6.

thetical Essays.

Revolution from

Portrait.

Milton's Prose

5.

BOWKING,

Frontispiece.

Mignet's

The Robbers, Fiesco, Love and
and the Ghost-Seer.
Poems.
Translated by Edgab

4.

Intrigue,

French Eevolution, with
dex.

VoL

Translated

Life.

Dramatis

Works

and

Portrait

'

Dark

Places.'

Ockley's

Translated.

History of the Saracens.

Revised and completed.

Portrait.

Percy's Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry. Reprinted from the Original Edition, and Edited by J. V. Prichaed.
In
2 voli.

Ranke's History of the Popes. Translated

by E. FosTEB.
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In 3 vols.

Sismondi's Literature of the South
of Europe. Translated by Roscoe. Portraits.

In 2 vols.

Smith's (Adam) Theory of the Moral
Sentiments ; with his Essay on the First
Formation of Lanena^es.

Lectures
(Professor)
In 2 vols,

Smyth's
Modern

on

History.

Lectures on the French Revolution.

In 2 vols.

BOHN'S VARIOVS LIBRARIES.
Sturm's Morning Communings with
God, or Devotitnal ^leditations tor Every
in the Year.

Day

.

Shakespeare's Dramatic

Ulrici (Dr.)
Art.

Translated by

Lives

Vasari's

Iv.

iJ-.'xbmitz. 2 vols.

the

of

Scnlptora, and Architects.

Taylor's (Bishop Jeremy)
and Dying. Fortrait.

Holy Living

Thierry's Conquest
England by
the Normans.
Translated by WiLLiAa
Portrait.

In 2 vols.

Painters,
Translated by

6 vols>

By Robert

Wesley's (John) Life.

of

Hazutt.

Mrs. Foster.

New and Complete EdlttoB.
SocTHET.
Doable volume, trith Portrait. 6s.

Wlieatley on the Book of
Prayer.

Common

Frontispiece.

HISTORICAL LIBRARY.
21

Vols, at 5s. each.

Evelyn's Diary and Correspondence.
lUustrated with
In 4 vols.

Pepys' Diary

nivnriei'out

PortraiU,

dec.

and Correspondence.

Edited by Lord Biaybrooke. ^VitL Notes,
Important Additions, including uumeroxis
Letters. lUuttrated with many Portrait*.
In 4 vols.

Jesse's

Memoirs

of the

Reign of the

Stuarts, including the Protectorate. With
General Index, Upiuardt qf 40 Portraitt.
In 3 vola.

Jesse's Memoirs ol the Pretenders
and their Adher-^nte. 6 Portraits,

Nugent's

Memorials

(Lord)

Hampden,

his

Party,

and

Tinea.

of
12

PoTtraiU.

Strickland's (Agnes) Lives of the
Qneens of England, from th& Norman

From of5cial records and
Conquest.
authentic documents, private and public.
Revised Editior). In 6 vols.
Life of

Mary Queen

of Scots.

2 vols.

LIBRARY OF FRENCH MEMOIRS.
6 Vols, at 3s. Gd. each.

Memoirs

of

Philip de

Ccmmines,

containing the Histories of Louis XI. and
Charles VTIL, and of Charles the Bold,
Duke of Burgondy. To which is added.
The Scandalous Chronicie, or Secret

Histozy of Lcnis
2 vols.

Memoirs

of the

XX

Duke

Portraitt.

of Sully,

Minister to Henry the Great
In 4 vols.

In

Prime

Portraits.

COLLEGIATE SERIES.
6

Vols, at 5s. each.

Donaldson's Theatre of the Greeks.
Illustrated

with

Lithographs

and nu-

merous Woodcuts.
Classical
Mythology.
Zeightley's
Pwevised
by, Dr. L.
New, Edition.
ScHMiTz. With 12 plates.

Herodotus, Turner's (Dawson
Notes to. With Map, &c.

W.)

Herodotus, Wheeler's Analysis and
summary of.
Thucydides, Wheeler's Analysis of.

New

Testament

(The)

in

Greek.

Griesbach's Text, with the readings of
Mill and Scbolr,
Parallel lleferences,
a Wtical Introduction and ChronoiOgical
Two facsimiles of Greek JUSS.
fables.
St. 6d. ;
or with Leilcou, 5*.
Lexicon
Separately.

2s.
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A CATALOGUE OF

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
11

Vols,

marked

at 5s. each, excepting those

otherwise.

Revised by the

SLant's Critique of Pure Season.
Translated by J. M. D. Meiklkjohn.
Logic; or, the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. By J. Devet.
Miller's (Professor) History Philoso3f. 6d.
phically considered. In 4 vols.

Hegei's Lectures on the PMlosoph;f

Tennemann's Manual of the History

Comte'8 FiXilosophy of the Scieiices.

Bj Q. H. Lewes.
Draper (J. W.)

A

History of

tlie

Imellectaai Development of Europe.
John William Draper, M.D., LL.D.

New

Etliiion, thoroughly
Author, ia 2 vols.

of Hisfx)ry. Translated

by

By

A

each.

M.A.

J. Sibeek.

of Philosophy.

Continued by J. R. Morrl^

BRITISH CLASSICSr
29

Vols, at 3s. 6d. each.

With the Not«s
A-i^lson'g Works.
of Bishop HcED, much additional matte;,
100
of
and upwards
Unpublished Letters.
Edited by H. G. Bohk. Fortt-ait and 8
Engravings en fittel. In 6 vole.
Burke's Works,
Vol.

1.

On

In 6 Volumes.

tlie

2.

Vol. 3.

Sublime and Beautiful, and

French Revolution, &c.
Appeal from the New to the

WTugs the Catholic Claims, &a
On the Affairs of India, smd
Charge sigalnet Warren Hastings.
Old

VoL

2

(forming vola. 7 and 8 of

vols,

the

works).

——— Life.

By Price,

revised Edition,

Vindication of Natcral Society,

Political Miscellanies.

VoL

Burke'E Speeches on Warren HastWith Indes. in
ings; and Letters.

Defoe's

Works.
In

Scott.

Gibbon's

Vol. 6. ConckiBiou of Charge against
Hastings ; on a Eeglcide Peace, &c.
&c.
Vol. 6. Miscellaneous
Speeches,
With a General LndesL

and

Edited by Sir

Walter

7 vols.

Eoman

;

4,

New

Poriffaii,

Empire.

Complete

and Unabridged, with Notes ; including,
in addition to the Author's own, those of
Guizct, Wenck, Nlebuhr, Hugo, Neander
and other {oreign scholars; and an elaEdited by aa English
borate Index.
Churchman. Is 7 vols.

ECCLESIASTICAL AND THEOLOGICAL
LIBRARY.

15 Vols, at 5s. each, excepting

Bleek

An

(F.)

Introduction to the

Old Testament, by Friedrich Bleek.
Edited by Johann Bleek and Adolf
Kamphausen. Translated from the German by G. H. Venables, under the
supervision of the Rev. E. Venables.
Canon of Lincoln. New Edition. In 2
vols.

Chillingworth'B
testantg.

Religion

of

Pro

tliose

marked

Henry

s

the Psalms

With

Ecclesiastical

History.

Notes.

Hardwick's History of the Articles
of Religion. To which is added a Series of
a.d. 1536 to a.d. 1615.

Together wiih Illustrations from Contemporary Sources. By the late C. Hardwick, Archdeacon of Ely.
22

New

.

Edition.

With Analysis and Notes.
Philo JudsBUB, Works of
temporary of Josephus.
C. D.

Yonge

the con;
Translated by

In 4 vols.

Socrates' Ecclesiastical History, in
contmuation of Eusebiua, With the Notes
of Valesius.

3s. 6ci.

Documents from

Num^rout lUiutrationr

Pearson on the Creed

Sozomen's
Eosebius'

otheruise.

(Matthew) Commentary on

Ecclesiastical

History,

and the £«cleslaatJcal
A.D. 324-440
History of Philostorgius.
Theodoret and Evagrius. Ecclesiastical Histories, from a.d. 332 to a.d. 427
and from ^.n. *31 to a.j> 144.

from

:

Wieseler's Chronological Synopsis of
Translated by Cakon
the Four Gospels.
Vekables. New Edition, revised.

BOEXS VARIOUS

LJBRAETKP.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
3i

Bede's

at

Vols,

and

Ecclesiastical History,

ti» A'igjo-Say.ou Cnronlcle.

?hiloEO'

Boethius'B Coiisolauo& of

In Anglo-Saxon, with the A. £.
phy.
Metres, and an English Translation, tv
the Rev. S. Foz..

Brand's Popular Antiqtdties of Euglanl, Scotland, and Jjeiani B7 Sir Hekei
In 3 vols.

Ellis.

5$.

each.

Mallet's Northern Antiquities.
Bj
Bishop Pebcf. With an Abstr.-^.ct of th»
Eyrbigete Saga, by Sir Waltee Sr<m.
Edited by J. A. Bl-^cswell.
Marco Polo's Travels. Tne Tran5
Edited by Thokas
lation of Marsden.
Weight.
In f vols.
Chronicle,
Matthew Paris's
Frasi Section
Roger ol Wendover*"
.

Richard
of Devize*, Geoffrey de Vinsanf, Lord de

Chronicles of the Crasaders.
Jolnville,

Flowers of English History, from thf
Descent of the Saxons to A.D. 123£.
Translated by Dr. Giles. In 2 vols.
From 1235 to 12T3.
Ssoosi> Sk!Tioh
With Index to the entire Work, l".
:

Willi-

Early Travels in Palestine.
bjild,

S«wulf,

La

deville.
all

BeiijaiiLin of

i

udela,

Man-

Br.ocquiere; ani Mauiidiell;
E-dited by Thokas

unabridged.

Wbight.

Early English Metrical Ro-

Ellis's

Revised by

man':«s.

J. 0.

Hallivell.

Florence of "Worcester's Chronicle,

Two

&5atinaation£ comprlBing
Ann=ds of English Hi£-ory to the Reign ct

with the

:

Edward L
G-esta

Edited bv Wy>'-

Komanorum.

NAEu Hooper, B.A.
Historical
Qiraldus
Cambrensis*
Works Topography of Irelaiid History
:

;

the Conquest of Ire'LanJ; Itinerary
throtigh Wales; and Description of Wales.
With Index. Ekiited by Tucs. Weight.
of

Henry

of

Huntingdon
;

Roman

Invasion to
with the Acts cf KlEg Stephen.

the English, fi-om the

Henry II.

s

History of

&c.

lagulph's Chronicle of the

Abhey

of

Croyland, with the Con-lnn^tions by Pet-er
of Blois and other Writers.
By H. T.

RlLET.

Matthew

of Westminster's

Flowen

of History, especially such as relate to tee
affairs of Britain ; to a.d. 130t. TranslatV
by C. D. YoyGE- In 2 vols.

Ordericus Vitaiis' Ecclesiastical^Hisiriiiitoiy of England and Normandy,
lat€d with Notes, by T. Fosestze. aLA.
lu 4 vols,

tha
E.) Life of Alfred
Translated from the Gennan. To

Pauli's (Dr.
Great.

which

appended Alfred's Anglo-Saxon,
version of Crosius, •with a literal Translation,

is

and an Anglo-Saxon Grammar and

Glossary.

Eoger De Hoveden's Annals of Engjsh History from a-d. 732 to aj). ISt'i
Edited by H, T. Rilet. In 2 vols.
Six Old English Chronicles, via. :—
;

Asser's Life of Alfred, and the Chronicle*
of Ethelwerd, Glldas. Nennins. Geoffr*^?
of MoninoRth. and Rlchar.d of Ctr*<i'
cester.

of M&lmesbury's Chronicle
Kings of England. Translate-i b}
5ha£PE.
A Collection o!
Yuio-Tide Stories.
S;andiniivian Tales and Traditions. Edite.j

William
of the

J'Wwv
Keightley's Fairy Mythology.
tispvice

3 vols.

by CTriil-^hank.

Lepsius's Letters from Egypt. Ethiopia, and tie Peninsnia o! Slnai.

by B. Thoepe.

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
S3 Yoli. at 55. each, excepting tUse

Allen's Battles of the British Navy.
Numrro-jn f-ne
Revised and enlarged.
Portraitt, In 2 vols.

Andersen's

Danish Legends and
With many i'aies not in any

Fairy TaiLes.
Translated by Cabolet?
other edition.
PsACKET. 130 Wood Engravingt.

marked

otherxHse.

^riosto's Orlando Furioso.

By W.

lish Verse.

Engravingt.

S. Iloss.

Bechstein's Cage and

*,*

With

Chamber Birds

Sweet's Warblers.

Including
edlticw.

In EngTwel^ f:nt

In 2 vols.

Enlarged

Numerous pUUei.

AU

other editions arc abridged
7s. 6(i.
the plates coloured.
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A CATALOGUE OF
Bonomi's Nineveh and

its Palaces.

New Edition, revised and considerably
enlarged, both In matter and Plates, including a Full Account of the Assyrian
Sculptures recently added to the National
Upwards of 300 Engravi'n^s.

Collection.

With Variorum
Butler's Hudibras.
Notes, a Biography, and a General Index.
Edited by Henky Q. Bohh. Thirty beautiful HJAistraXions.

——

further illustrated with

or,

;

62 Outline Portraits.

In 2 vols.

104.

Gattermole's Evenings at Haddon
HalL 24 es^umie Eyigravings on Steel,
from designs by himself the Letterpress
by the Baroness De CAaABELLA.
Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, with some Account of Ava and
the Burmese, Siam, and Ananx,
Nearly

China,

Homtt's (Mary)
of the Seasons.

~

—— (Mary and William)
of English and Foreign Life.
tiftd Engravings.

Pictorial, Descriptive, and
from the Earliest Times to the
Present Upu^a-ds of 100 fine Engravings
on Wood, and a Ma^.
Jesse's Anecdotes of Dogs. New EdiNumerous fine
tion, with large additions.
Woodcuts after Rarvey, Bewick, and others.
:
or, with the addition of 34
Historical,

—

highly-finished Steel Engravings.

Crnikshank's Three Courses and a
Series of Tale*, u/ith BO hu-

morous UVustratiom by CruiJcshank.
Translated by

Dante.
M.A.

New

and of the Precious Metals.
numerous Illustrations. Price 6s.

C.

carefully revise!.
34 .tllusiraiimis on Steel,

Didron's History of Christian Art
in the Middle Ages.
From the French.
Upwards of 150 outline Engravings.

Dyer (T. H.) The History of Pompeii
its Buildings and Antiquities. An account

;

of the City, with a full description of the
Eemains and the Recent Excavations, and
also an Itinerary for Visitors,
Edited by
T. H. Dter, LLD.
Illustrated with

Wood Engravings a large
Map, and a Plan of the Forum. A NeV
and brought down to
revised
Edition,
1874,

300

7s. Gd.

The Adventures

24
Smirki, and

Gil Bias,

of.

.Engravings on Ste^l, after
10 Etchings by ifeorge Oruikshank.

6s.

Gidmm's Gammer Grethel; or, German Fairy Tales and Popular Stories.
Translated by Edgab Taylor. Nmnero'ns
Woodcwts by Cruiksha/nk. 3». 6d.

Holbein's Dance of Death, and Bible
Cuts.
Upivardt of 160 subjects, beautifully engraved in facsimile, with introduction and Descriptions by the late
Fbancis Douce and Dr. T. F. Dibdin.

2 vols, in
24

1.

is. 6d.

or Decorative Stones.

of

Gems

Finely Illustrated.

6s.

Handbook of Engraved (Jems.
Finely Illustrated.

Kitto's Scripture

6s.

Lands and Biblical

Atlas. 24 Ma.ps, beauiifuUy engraved on

with a Consulting Index.

unth the maps coloured. Is. 6rfErummacher's Parables. Translated
;

Wright,

and
Flaxman.

Tiearly

6d

Wttfc

Stones,

Steel,

Edition,

Portrait
after

I.

It.

King's Natural History of Precicue

Natural History

Craik's (G. L.) Pursuit of Knowledge
under Difficulties, iliuetrated by Anecdotes and Momoirs.
iievleed Edition.
WiOx. numerous Portraits.

A

Stories
Twenty beau-

India,

iOO Illustrations.

Dessert.

Pictorial Calendar
Embodying the whole of
Upwards of

Aiken's Calendar of Nature.
100 Engravings.

German. Forty lUustrations by
Clayton, engraved by Dalziel.

frotm the

Lindsay's Lord) Letters on Egypt,
Edom, and the Holy Ij&nd. Nei7 Edition,
enlarged.

Thirty-six beautiful Engrav-

ings, and 2 Atapi.
Lodge's Portraits of Illustrious Per-

sonages of Great Britain, with Meraoirs.
Tioo Hundred and Forty Portraiti, en-

graved on

8 vols.

Steel.

Works.

Poetical

Longfellow's

J^u^enty-four page Engravings, by BirTcei
and others, and a Portrait,

Foster

———-

—

;

or,

without illustrations, Ss.6d.

Prose Works, complete.

page Sngraringg by Birket Foster,

16

dec.

Loudon's (Mrs.) Entertaining NaturRevised by W. S. Dau^as, FJj.S.
With nearly 500 Woodcuts.

alist.

Marryat's Masterman Beady; or,
The'Wreck of the Pacific. 93 Woodcuts.
3£. 6<Z.

Poor Jack.

With 16

trations, after Designs
E.A. 3s. 6d.

—
rica.

'

Mission

;

or.

by

Scenes in Af-

OVritten for Young People.)

trated by Gilbert

and

Illus'

C. Stanfield

Dalziel.

Ilhta-

3s. Qd.

BOHN'S VABIOUS LIBRARIES.
Marryat's Pirate and Three Cutters.
New Kditiou, with a Memoir of the
Anthor. With 8 Steel Engravings, from
;

——

Drawings by

O.

StanUdd, R.A.

35. 6d.
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